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great masterpieces in a frightening new context while acknowledging the original genius 
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CHAPTER ONE

“Did I ever tell you about the time I first went spelunkering with Davy?” Wolfe asked 
Guy.  

“You just don’t want to watch the clock tick down to midnight oh Great and Mighty 
Wolfey!” 

“That too of course but it is a whopping great ghost story!” 

“Ok! Scare me so that I piss in my drawers before the battle starts when I will piss in my 
drawers!” Guy said. 

“Well!” Wolfe said. “I meet Davy in that ghastly school which was devolving into Muslim 
Mad Max Mayhem. Actually at that point he was my enemy. An enigmatic enemy. So 
two faced and covert no one knew which side he was on. Sometimes almost infantile. 
Sometimes surprisingly devious and guile. Wily. Wyrd and Wily. Usually he was simply a 
loner. I suspected he was living rough. Homeless. Sometimes he could be so sweet it 
would break your heart. Then bam! He could be unbelievably violent. But not the way 
Mos usually were. Mos are violent in their religiously blessed fanaticism and religiously 
blessed hated for us Kafirs. Their shame culture blesses bullying face saving thuggery 
and intimidation as Nicolai Sennels documented so chillingly well. As a Christian guilt 
culture we are obsessed by rule of law. Rule of law is an oxymoron to Mos. Rule of law 
does not exist in any Mo country. And Mo Sharia is anything but a rule of law.” 

“Mos are vigilantes” Guy said. “Mos are violent mobs. Mos even violently troll on line to 
threaten anyone they think crosses them. Intimidation and victimization is how Mos 
bludgeon the world.” 

“Yeah. Nicely put! Mos scream that they are victims of world conspiracies and then use 
that to justify their own intimidation and bullying and thuggery and terrorism. So. 
Anyway. Davy was violent the way PTSD sufferers could be violent. Snapping in weird 
ways. If some obscure thing was triggered. Some raw and bleeding emotional nerve 
ending. So he was scary. But you could see that he had been abused. For one thing he 
was no longer in madrassa. They bugger kids in madrassa. Beat the shit out of them 



and bugger them. So Davy was back in a Kafir school ---- knife in hand. That was a sure 
sign something was wrong. But it was obvious he had learned absolutely nothing 
whatsoever in madrassa. Over fifty percent of those damn Mo schools were totally 
controlled by either the Indian Deobandi Army of Darkness or else Saudi Wahhabists 
and they only teach the Koran by rote memorization. The Hadith. The Sira. Jihad. Girls 
to the back of the room. Learning how to clean and sew and say their prayers. And hate! 
Hate! Hate!” 

“‘Music, Chess, And Other Sins’ expose by Civitas. David Green. Famous. Or is the 
correct word infamous?” Guy asked. “Like the psychological expose by Nicolai 
Sennels?” 

“Yeah. It was painfully obvious that Davy could not read or write. He did not know a 
tinker’s damn about British history, British culture, British literature, British values, British 
anything! No music! No art! Not even sports!” 

“Or chess?” 

“Or chess!” Wolfe retorted bitterly.  

“Just the hate, hate, hate?” Guy asked. 

“No one knew. Davy was so covert. He concealed everything. He was a feral, fugitive 
child. I think he learned how to survive by concealing everything. Presenting a 
desperately disingenuous face as if a forlornly lying child just trying to duck the next 
incoming blow” Wolfe said. 

“The born spy” Guy replied.  

Wolfe nodded. “But it was obvious that Davy had been denied any decent education 
whatsoever while being beaten. Maybe buggered. Certainly beaten. His face. His whole 
boy was scarred! No socialization! Like a feral child! Neglected! Brutalized!” 

“Abused kids usually become abusers” Guy said.  



“Yeah. Everyone was scared of the runty, half starved creature. I think he was mix 
blood. His complexion was pallid. Not rosy or peachy colored like us. But pallid. Smoky. 
But he had black hair and obscurely dark eyes. Not black. Not brown. Hard to describe. 
And he had the most extraordinary double rowed eyelashes as if wearing mascara. His 
eyes were his only redeeming feature. Visually I mean. Though unlike most Mos his 
teeth were quite well preserved ---- mostly because he starved so sugar rot was not a 
problem. But it was weird because his first name was not Mohammad. Every Mo’s first 
name is suppose to be Mohammad. But Somerset House screwed up his birth 
certificate so his first name as David! Second name Mo!” 

“So every genuine Mo probably bullied him as well” Guy said.  

“They tried! They quickly regretted it! He probably slept with that knife and one eye 
open. A terrible insomniac. Always too scared to sleep” Wolfe said.  

“He should have been give psychological help” Guy said.  

“The schools were devolving into such hellholes we all should have been give 
psychological help!” Wolfe retorted. “But the Four Ps kept insisting everything was 
wonderful. Multi-cultural diversity is our strength! Mos are wonderful people! Islam is a 
religion of peace! Poor migrants must be rescued! Pitied! Helped! They are the eternal 
‘victim’s. We are the loathsome ‘oppressors’. We all have to sacrifice! Atone! It is a 
global emergency!” 

“With us Millennials and Generation Zers as the human sacrifices on the altars of 
political correctness as everything went to hell in a handbasket” Guy said bitterly. “As 
the so-called ‘victims’ walloped us black and blue and bloody!” 

Wolfe grimaced bitterly as he nodded. “Then the Mo drug gangs and the Mo rape 
taharrush gangs tried to recruit Davy because he was small and half starved and 
raggedly but he could fight murderous. And he was already venting his rage in arson. 
Mostly he just vanished. A solitary creature inside his own head who often talked to 
himself which was very wyrd. In fact that is how he earned his nickname. Wyrd Davy. A 
spelunker exploring empty and abandoned places as if a living ghost. And a lot of those 
abandoned empty places he loved to explore were actually haunted. But Davy could be 



unbelievably violent. Drop of a hat if something was triggered. Otherwise solitary. A 
loner. All big dark eyes in a starved face and alone. Always alone.” 

“So was he recruited by the Mos?” Guy asked.  

Wolfe shook his head. On the first day in school a Jew said something. I don’t know. No 
one knows. That Jew was a know-it-all type. A geek. The geek with the hand in the air 
with the answer. Teacher’s pet. That sort of prick! So he said something on the 
playground. Who knows. But the next thing you knew Davy was all but killing him. That 
poor little runt of a Jew! But that Jew refused to turn Davy over to the headmaster. 
Bleeding all over the playground. Blood all over the place. Blood and six teeth busted 
out. The prick kept them! Jesus! Everyone so scared we just froze. But then Davy 
dragged that Jew to the school nurse. The Jew keeping the six bloody teeth smashed 
out of his mouth as trophies. In fact Davy shouted at me to call a damn ambulance as 
he dragged that Jew to the nurse. Bloody trophies clutched in his hand. Shouting ‘If you 
find any more of my teeth give them to me!’ Well! School. Playground fight. No one said 
a thing. And the Jew refused to say who beat him up. School thing.” 

“No one likes a fink” Guy said.  

“Yeah. No one respects a fink. A week later the Jew came back and showed off his 
amazing stitches and dentures. He recycled those damn six teeth. School. So naturally 
everyone awed everyone. Those dentures! Those stitches! He looked like 
Frankenstein’s Monster! Kids! We are sadistic. So we loved it! Showing off his stitches 
as if metals. And everyone was awed by those dentures. To gross the teachers out the 
Jew would remove them and spit through the holes.” 

“Nothing succeeds like something gross” Guy laughed.  

“Yeah” Wolfe said. “Gross and suddenly that runty Jew was the most popular kid at 
school. Those stitches alone. But with dentures so he could spit out too. Well! The Mos 
were mystified why the cretin they loathed was not only back but boasting and showing 
off his stitches and swaggering. Not scared. And he never turned in Davy. But he was 
enrolled in self defense then. Judo. So he showed everyone his Judo moves too. He 
went from the least popular kid in school to the most popular kid in school.” 



“It must have pissed off Davy” Guy said.  

“Well! Davy kept waiting to be arrested. And the Jew just kept showing off his fantastic 
battle wounds. So the Mo drug gang and the Mo taharrush gang started to attack the 
Jew being anti-Semitic.” 

“A Jewess poisoned Mohammad” Guy explained. 

“Yeah! So the gangs attacked the Jew. We all ran away of course like the little cowards 
we were. The Mos gangs were notorious bullies and they were even terrorizing the 
teachers. Everyone was terrified of them. Mo violence was notorious and they had carte 
blanche. And they hated every Najis filthy one of us Kafirs. They did not even pretend to 
hide it. Their god said they had a manifest destiny to conquer the world. ‘Embrace Islam 
and you will be safe’ as Mo said as he declared war on the entire world in 632. But to 
everyone’s complete amazement Davy lunged at the Mos. Not the know-it-all Jewish 
geek. The Mo gangs. Eight to one! With a knife! Everyone with knives! But Davy all but 
tore the Mos to pieces. The Mos ran off screaming. Right to the headmaster.” 

“Snitches!” Guy said in disgust. 

“Yeah! Snitches! Pulling the victim routine! Well! Everyone waited for Davy to be throw 
in juvenile hall. But that little know-it-all Jew just pulled a big show. How could eight Mos 
be attacked by one runty little kid who was starving to death. Cue! Davy just stood 
there. Cue! STARVING TO DEATH! Cue! Everyone behind the headmaster gestured 
like crazy. Cue! Cue to faint! Get it! Faint! Davy finally got the cue and batted his huge 
dark eyes and dramatically fainted. We all then cried crocodile tears and wailed and 
wailed and wailed as that damn Jew just kept embroidering his tall tale until the 
headmaster was forced to arrest the Mo gang. Of course they were out the next day.” 

“Of course” Guy snarled. “Carte blanche to do anything they wanted!” 

“Yeah! But that Jew just kept playing those Mo gangs for fools. Mos might be violent 
bullies but they are retards so that geek of a know-it-all Jew just kept manipulating their 
stupidity and their violence.” 

“Using psychological Judo against them” Guy said. 



“Hell! I did not think of that” Wolfe said. “Hell yes! Psychological Judo big time!” he 
laughed bitterly. “That damn Jew totally humiliated those Mos. And so the school yard 
turned against the bullies when they lost face. He organized self defense classes and 
how to gang up on the gang and how to humiliate them in front of the teachers and how 
to ambush them. Getting around the Regressive Left appeasement and kowtowing to 
the damn Mos. Figuring out every sort of devious way to fight back. Everyone hated the 
Mos for beating us up. Stealing our lunch money and trainers and everything. So we let 
the Jew organize the resistence. For a while the school was almost ....well....” 

“Endurable?” Guy asked. 

“Yeah” Wolfe said. “Almost endurable. For a while there was almost .....hope.....” 

“What about Davy?” Guy asked.  

Wolfe shrugged. “He sorta kinda appointed himself the Jew’s bodyguard. A small and 
sullen creature of feral intensity following the little know-it-all around as if a second 
shadow. Morose. Brooding. I think the Jew adopted Davy as a damaged soul. I think he 
understood that Davy had PTSD. I mean! Even I had to read up on PTSD because 
Davy could be so feral. Once I understood I could figure him out. PTSD makes a person 
weird. And Davy was naturally Wyrd to begin with. Second sight. Like a weird human 
radar picking up things that no one else can pick up on. But at the same time brooding 
about the past. Anxious about the future. Not seizing the day. Not living a day at a time. 
Not getting any joy out of life. Just brooding. Anxious. Glowering. Wary. Suspicious. 
Either out wandering through abandoned buildings or else fixed to the TV set watching 
old movies.  

I mean! He kept old scrapbooks of long dead movie stars. Stuff he found in trash cans. I 
mean really old movie stars. Silent movies. Not even campy Hollywood musicals such 
as you like Guy. Or opera like I love. Though Davy liked some of the opera I showed 
him. But mostly it was just weird old stuff. Black and white. Old stuff. Or else absurd old 
sentimental Dickens movies. Stuff like that. But that little Jew actually tried to help Davy. 
I think he understood why Davy attacked him. Like an abused dog. He tried to teach 
Davy the ABC’s . He told me Davy was not really retarded like a lot of the inbred Mos. I 
mean Davy later learned Morse Code. We both tried and I could not learn the dots and 



dashes. Davy. He picked it up right away! Not a lot. But more than me. Enough to use 
the wireless to a surprising degree. If he had been more educated I think he could have 
gone into codes. ciphers. That sort of thing. And Davy had a photographic memory for 
stuff. PTSD does that. It makes the memory weird. Remembering every detail of 
something to a nano degree and yet absolutely nothing about something else. Blotting 
out whole events yet remembering tiny details to an insane degree. Davy could pick up 
the tiniest details for some reason or remember certain things as if a recorder. Yet..... 
other things......” 

“He should have been placed in a special school” Guy said.  

“For retards?” Wolfe said. “Davy was not retarded. He thought he was. Some people 
thought he was. But I don’t think he was. He was damaged. He processed things 
differently. He was weird. He was Wyrd. He was Wyrd Davy. He could notice the most 
amazing details. And he could out- of- the- blue do something so fantastic. Yet when I 
would praise him later he would look at me blankly and say ‘I did not do that Wolfey’. 
And I would say ‘Davy. You did something fantastical!’ And Davy would just look at me. ‘I 
did not do that’. As if he was .....” 

He should have been put in a special school” Guy said. 

“Davy was not retarded” Wolfey said.  

“For special people for special gifts. Asperger Syndome perhaps or certain types of 
damaged genius” Guy said. “Davy might have had a split personality. Didn’t you tell me 
Davy told you a ghost haunted him?” 

“Yeah. Lledrith” Wolfey said.  

“Lledrith might have been a subterranean personality” Guy said. “A psychological 
doppelganger. A split ego. One of many psychic fetches. Who knows how many 
psychological doppelgängers were inside of Davy. Davy might have had unconscious, 
you always describe Davy as mysteriously covert, devious, duplicitous, Davy might 
have unconsciously used split personalities inside his damaged mind to handle 
situations. Each psychological doppelganger attuned to certain crises. Like bodyguards. 
Each with one unique ability to protect the collective. His psychological bodyguards.” 



“But how could Davy become a MI 5 mole then?” Wolfey said.  

“Precisely because one of the psychological doppelgängers might have been just such 
a type” Guy said. “Another psychological doppelganger might have been a facile 
superficial Muslim disingenuously fitting in by really being a Muslim. The best way to 
pass is to be genuine. What could be more genuine than a genuine Mo unconsciously 
concealing a MI 5 mole? Another psychological doppelganger might have been a loyal 
British citizen who hated Islam and wanted to attack the Mos for attacking Great Britain. 
Another could have been the calculating and tenacious survivalist Davy. Another could 
have been the feral boy Davy. Or the infantile and sweet Davy you sometimes saw. 
Another could have been the spelunker Davy. Another could have been the highly 
imaginative and fantasying Davy. Another could have been the sexually abused Davy 
who was a closet Gay. Another could have been a genuinely straight Davy who was 
simply too traumatized by sexual assaults by holy perverts at his madrassa to ever cope 
with sex with anyone. Gay or Straight. Male or Female. Who knows how many fractured 
Davys might have been contained inside of Davy?” 

“Davy never told me he was buggered at that madrassa but he said the cleric abused 
pretty boys and flogged him. That is why Davy later got me and other Anarchists to 
attack mosques and madrassas.” 

“If Davy had been sexually assaulted he would have blocked that out. That might have 
been when he psychologically shattered” Guy said. “Or else it might have happened at 
home. You said you suspected Davy was homeless at an early age. It might have 
happened at home if one of his parents was an abuser. Mos believe in corporate 
punishment of the most extreme type. Islamic culture is not known for being gentle.” 

“But Davy did have Second Sight” Wolfe said. “Once just before Haunted House 
Syndrome monoxide hit us I was holding Davy’s hand and for a moment I could channel 
Davy’s Second Sight. And I .....saw things....” 

“Sure” Guy said. “But Davy could also have been afflicted by fractured personalities” 
Guy added. 



“I don’t know” Wolfe said. “Davy could be surprisingly devious and audacious in his 
ability to seize control of events and do things even I could not do.” Wolfe flinched. “But 
then he did often talk to himself in a weird way. And he could sometimes be ...... well ..... 
childish. But with me he was mostly extraordinarily sweet and romantic. Almost 
feminine. His voice so very soft. His emotions on his sleeve. He used to love listening to 
operas on the grass in the park ..... when there used to be parks. And cuddle in my 
arms on a blanket as we used to listen to music together. But once he said .....this was 
most curious .....he said ‘Don’t ever trust Davy. Just trust me Wolfey. I will never betray 
you.’ I remember that. It was such a strange thing to say....” 

“Split personalities are a way a gifted soul who is abused takes control of events which 
are out of control” Guy said.  

“I never understood why Davy joined MI 5 when he could have gone straight and stayed 
with me and the Greenwich Anarchist brigade I was building” Wolfe said. “Misusing the 
word ‘straight’.” 

“What happened next?” Guy asked.  

Wolfe shrugged. “Hope was fragile. Quickly the Mo drug gang and Mo rape gang 
figured out how to take back the school. Davy murdered the ringleader of the rape gang 
but had to flee then. The Jew was ambushed and murdered. After that the school went 
to hell. We were all targeted. The authorities were incapable of protecting us or 
themselves. It became a nightmare. Blood and violence and terror day after day. I 
decided to run away. From the school. From my naive parents. From London. I guess 
Baby Boomers electing a Pak for mayor who ranted in 1997 that all Kafirs were rotten 
Najis filth and Britain should beg Muslims to become a Muslim state because only Islam 
could save Britain was not a very good idea after all.” 

“The Mos were almost the majority of London by then” Guy said. “The Cockneys were 
being ethnically cleansed right out of the East End. The White Vote was split. Liberal 
Whites were so riddled by bogus guilt they felt obligated to not only sleep walk into the 
Divine Slavery, but positively gallop into the Divine Slavery. Positively kissing their 
slavers and groveling under their dirty trainers. Every mosque mass produced election 
ballots preprinted” Guy scoffed. “In triplicates. While polling places where Jews voted 
were mysteriously trashed and all of their ballots ‘vanished’. Why was anyone surprised 



when a Pak who cursed Kafirs as Najis filthy and spewed out hate toward ‘Uncle Toms’ 
got elected?” 

“Yeah. Well. London was not blooming as buyer’s remorse kicked in. But you know the 
Mo definition of democracy” Wolfe said. 

“Democracy is the cancer. Islam is the answer?” 

“Not that one.” 

“Democracy, freedom, and rule of law .... For us these words have absolutely no value 
any longer.” 

“Not that one.” 

“Vote early and vote often?” 

“Not that one.” 

“One Muslim Male Vote once, while on the dole, plus four more votes when the mehram 
master owner orders his illegal under age wives, all on the dole, to allow him to fill out 
their ballets for them, plus his baker’s dozen of kids, all on the dole, which he claims to 
be of voting age while filling out their ballets for them, plus his illegal tribe, all on the 
dole, letting him fill out their ballets for them, resulting in 68 votes. All at the guidance of 
the mosque. End of elections. Next stop Sharia. That definition of democracy?” 

“Yeah! That one!” Wolfe said. “Everyone knew there would never be another election. I 
was so angry I decided to run away. Or at least run away for a fortnight. Fifteen. Illegal 
motorcycle. Backpack. Roaring down the back roads.” 

“Oh Wolfey the Great And Terrible! I would have loved to meet you then!” Guy laughed.  

“I heard about a ghost house and decided to go explore it. Spelunker it.” 

“Wasn’t that the mysterious fire?” Guy asked.  



“Yeah but that happened later” Wolfe explained. “I drove up. It was winter. Damp. Grey. 
Soggy. Dire. Other places get snow and picturesque winter wonderlands. We Brits get 
damp. Grey. Soggy. Dire. Or at last until that fiendish machine was created to suck out 
all CO2. Then Britain became damp, grey, soggy, dire, and deadly. The place was 
surrounded by a forest of barren trees. It was an old Victorian retrofit of a Georgian of 
an Elizabethan without the beauty of any of the eras. Granite facade. Greying brick 
elsewhere. Damp. Grey. Soggy. Dire. Looming up over mud. Keep out signs. The 
windows long ago smashed out and crudely boarded over. A hollow ruin even before the 
mysterious fire gutted it. Grim. Cold. Damp. And dire. Paranormal grim, cold, damp, and 
dire. I could feel it. Something so unexplainably dire.” 

“But you still went inside?” Guy asked. 

“I had too. Double daring myself” Wolfe chuckled. I walked around the sinister place 
first. Garbage was everywhere as if something or someone had just vomited out the 
contents of the house. A litter of old ‘Psychology Today’ magazines and books on Freud 
and Jung. Old video cassettes. Old tape recorders and tangles of old tapes. Broken 
furniture. Tattered old clothes. Smashed frames of old graduation degrees. Smashed 
picture frames. Ripped up photos like confetti. Empty suitcases thrown willy-nilly. Pots 
and pans half filled by mud. Mud everywhere. Everything smashed and bashed and torn 
beyond scavenge. A garbage heap of a person’s personal possessions tossed about as 
if a trashed time capsule. It was quite extraordinary. The fury. The ..... I can’t explain it.  

I drove around the back to the garage. There I picked through the garbage of personal 
possessions reduced to mud. The garage was open to the elements. There were two 
quite expensive luxury automobiles inside. Pass tense. Now decaying, rusting, 
moldering. Their tires flat in the mud. Their engines rusting to pieces. Their interiors 
rotting. Another once expensive sports car was abandoned outside as if someone tried 
to drive away only to be stopped. The automobile sinking into the mud. The weird thing 
was the keys were still in the ignition.” 

“Extraordinary indeed” Guy said  

“Of course the sports car was now a totally rusting hunk but it was the idea. The 
mystery. An expensive sports car just abandoned like that. And after all of those years 
no one ever was tempted to take it.” 



“What else did you see?” Guy asked.  

“The swimming pool was drained but acted like a cistern so a small pool of vile mossy 
muck covered the bottom of the pool as if a bog. It stank to high heaven. The glass 
greenhouse incasing it to the main house was all broken. Every glass panel. Then I 
entered the other greenhouse wing and found Davy there. Poking around. We each 
jumped as if black cats. ‘I am spelunkering!’ I said.  

‘Then why haven’t I seen you at all of my favorite spelunker sites in London?’ Davy 
asked suspiciously. 

‘Because you don’t invite anyone to go spelunkering with you’ I said. ‘How did you get 
here?’ 

‘I walked’ Davy said. ‘I am a very good walker and this is the suburbs of the suburbs. If 
you walk you don’t feel hungry or alone. I am a very good walker. I can walk long 
distances.’ 

‘Well!’ I said. ‘I can give you a lift back on my used motorcycle’ I offered.  

Davy looked confused at that offer. As if confused by the offer of someone being nice. 
So he said ‘Look at this.’ He gestured. I came over. The greenhouse was pretty much 
trashed. Everything dying excerpt for one gigantic monstrosity. It had long ago burst out 
of its huge pot. And it was a mass of ugliness. It was shooting up a towering thing that 
looked like an inverted furled umbrella but of such a putrid rotting red color. It was 
almost like decayed flesh. Or else a botanical mimicking of rotting flesh. Though it was 
not per say rotting. It just looked like it. ‘What a revolting monstrosity’ Davy said. ‘It looks 
like a TV movie. The one about a singing cannibal plant from outer space and the geek 
who feeds his girl friend to it.’ 

‘It is a Rot Plant!’ I said. ‘Though why anyone would plant a Rot Plant is beyond me. ‘It 
blooms once every three years and shoots up a towering putrid red flesh- like bloom, 
that furled umbrella thing, which slowly unfurls to reveal a towering pollinating stalk 
which lures pollinating flies to come and inhales it revolting rot perfume and then pick up 
the pollen and spread it near and far. But being a creature of the tropics any pollen dies 



in our damp and dire climate. This normally can only grow in hot greenhouses. I am 
surprise it is still alive.’ 

‘It is the only thing that is alive’ Davy said. ‘Its roots have burst out of the pot and cover 
the entire greenhouse. See. Roots like vines everywhere. You are standing on one.’ 

I jumped in disgust. He was right. I had not noticed it but the roots, like vines, did cover 
the floor, the rusting tables, the walls, every part of the decaying greenhouse as if 
sucking out the life of the decaying place.‘Ugh! I am going to spelunker the house’ I 
announced. ‘It can’t be more gross than this place.’ We both moved toward the gutted 
house. It was a hollowed out three story building with a spooky looking attic. We worked 
our way inside its devastated interior. All granite or else decaying brick stained with 
mold, mildew, and grey stains. And it was entirely empty now. ‘Everything has been 
thrown outside’ I explained to Davy. ‘It used to belong to a psychologist at a London 
suburb hospital. The story goes that an eight year old girl murdered her baby brother. 
The precious son and heir. Out of jealousy apparently. In the family greenhouse. With 
her mother’s sewing scissors. She was committed to an insane asylum. As long as the 
father was alive she stayed there. But when he died the now aging mother partitioned 
for her to be released into her care. The psychologist who signed off on the release of 
the now twenty eight year old girl was Doctor Gaud. A condition for her release was that 
she would come here to his home and receive monitoring treatments. Her mother’s 
home was only three blocks away from here. A week later the supposedly cured 
Marianne used a pair of Victorian scissors and cut up the neighbor’s small two year old 
son.’ 

‘Doctor Gaud failed to keep an eye on her I guess’ Davy said. ‘No wonder the neighbors 
turned on him. Trashed his house. Threw everything out. Would not even touch his 
expensive sports car. Did a mob come one night and ‘persuade’ the doctor to leave?’ 
Davy asked.  

‘The local police denied it’ I said. ‘They insisted there was no howling mob with torches 
and pitchforks. But obviously something bad went down. The murderess was 
immediately hurled back into the asylum and the mother fled under protective custody 
so the only person the neighbors could vent their rage on was Doctor Gaud. The local 
police did admit the enraged locals hounded the doctor into vanishing. Or at least 
leaving the house. He vanished one night never to be seen again. But his hospital 



insisted he visited it for a while, trying to salvage his career. Where he stayed no one 
knew. Apparently on the road. He left some messages on his answering machine. Then 
he vanished entirely. Should that be a surprise? It was the 1950s. Newspapers and TV 
reporters were hounding him. The board was debating striking him off the lists. His 
explanation was irrational. Literally. He said his home, this house, was ‘very mildly 
haunted’ and Marianne was unconsciously effected in a way he did not anticipate which 
caused her second breakdown and second murder.” 

Davy walked through the empty rooms as if sensing something. As if a human Geiger 
counter. ‘Was Doctor Gaud living here when Marianne was a child? Before the murder?’ 

‘No. A professor and his kids lived here then’ I said.  

‘Was Marianne the same age as some of the professor’s kids? Did she play here as a 
child? Before she committed the first murder?’ Davy asked. ‘Why did Doctor Gaud 
agree to the suggestion for Marianne to be treated here? Not at the hospital?’ 

‘I gather the hospital was in a suburb of London. His home was more convenient. Just 
three blocks away from her mother’s home.’ 

‘Who made the suggestion?’ Davy asked. I remember now! Davy was 
so .....unexpectedly ...... decisive. In control. Sixteen years old and homeless and so 
firmly in control. Funny! Later when we became pals he was so much more ..... 
vulnerable. As if needing me to protect him. More passive. More ....feminine. Not effete! 
Beta. I can’t explain it! Anyway! That got me. So I pulled out the old newspaper to give 
him the answer he was demanding. ‘Um. The mother. No. Later it was revealed that 
Marianne suggested it.’ 

‘Did Marianne play here as a child?’ Davy asked.  

‘Um....oh.....why yes’ I said. ‘She played here all of the time with Professor’s Echoton’s 
children. All around the same .... ‘mischievous’ ages. A ‘typical Victorian house of 
eccentric decor and colorful history inhabited by an eccentric professor of African 
history’. It was during the 1930s I said. ‘The colorful Professor Echoton’s house was 
apparently filled with Africa art, crafts, totems, idols, weapons, and fetishes. His library 
was suppose to have been a glorious display of the ‘Dark Continent in all of is exotic 



splendor’. See.’ I gestured to the newspaper clipping. ‘Fantastical bookcases and 
display cases. It looks like a move set for a 1930s horror movie.’ 

‘Where is the corpse?’ Davy asked. ‘Horror movie. Corpse.’  

‘No mention of corpse’ I laughed. ‘But apparently the Echotons were an eccentric brood. 
They picked the house because it was eccentric and the previous owners, the Foxes, 
had not modernized its fantastical Victoriana created by some eccentric Victorian 
architect and restorer of all things quaint and creaking.  

It was suppose to have a pope hole but it was never found. The upper floor attic had 
been sealed off at some point. But the children used to be able to play hide and seek up 
there. The attic. The house was called The Echo House. A play on the professor’s 
name.’ I folded up the old newspaper article. ‘If Professor Echoton did not find this place 
scary enough to worry about his kids then it was not haunted enough to possess 
Marianne into committing a second murder. Or a first murder. Besides. By the 
sensational second murder Doctor Gaud was here. Not the eccentric Echoton brood or 
their fantastical African decor. 

The African totems and fetishes and weapons and ornate displays were long gone. I 
could see a small child perhaps scared of such things but when Doctor Gaud was here 
it was your typical sterile 1950s house and the supposedly cured murderess was twenty 
eight years old. Photos. See. Sterile 1950s decor. See. Here. Here. Here. Bits of pieces 
of it still here’ I said as I gestured to the gutted out ruin. Sterile 1950s decor. Most of it 
now trashed outside. No fantastical Victoriana. No African voodoo. And if possessed by 
the Dark Continent, the Heart of Darkness, then wouldn’t little Marianne have used an 
African weapon of the collection of Prof. Echoton to kill her obnoxious brat of a kid 
brother instead of her mother’s scissors?’ 

‘What scissors did Marianne use to kill the second small boy?’ Davy asked as we 
climbed the stairs toward the sealed off attic. 

‘Her mother insisted she never saw the scissors before. No one knew where Marianne 
got them. Doctor Gaud insisted she did not get them from his house. The second 
murder weapon used to cut up a small child were Victorian antique scissors. We are 



going into the attic aren’t we?’ Davy nodded as we reached the steps toward the attic. ‘It 
is sealed off by the sterile 1950s retrofitting’ I said while stating the obvious.  

‘Who retrofitted the attic to be sealed off?’ Davy asked. ‘Did the psycho doctor seal the 
attic off with his retrofitting or did the Echotons or the Foxes or the Mcmurrays first seal 
it off?’ I shrugged. ‘I am looking for something mischievous kids playing hide and seek 
would find’ Davy said. ‘Closets.’ So we went through each moldering grey room reeking 
of mildew and 1950 sterility. Davy ferreted through each closet. Tapping walls. Tapping 
floors.  

‘A hidden door?’ I asked. We tapped away like a demented pair of Knockers.  

‘Why was this house called the Echo House?’ Davy asked. 

‘Echoton’ I said.  

‘Except when I visited the pub and lingered over a glass of tea the old geezers said the 
house was always called the ‘Echo House’ even before Prof. Echoton moved in’ Davy 
told me. ‘That was what amused him into buying it. And the old geezers said the house 
was always known as mildly haunted. The inhabitants after the Mcmurrays and Foxes 
left and before the Echotons moved in always said the house was ‘amusingly haunted’ 
by a child who used to play with them. Mostly echoes. Knocking. Moving toys about. But 
protective of children. The ghost would scratch crosses to protect children from harm. 
The Foxes said they were never scared of the house. No one remembers the 
Mcmurrays being scared either. The Echoton children said they were never scared of 
the house either....before Marianne cut up her little brother.’ Davy looked at me with his 
dark eyes.  

‘So Marianne and the mischievous Echoton children could have been playing hide and 
seek with a ghost’ I said.  

Davy knocked at a wall of a closet. ‘Knock. Knock. Knocker ghosts’ he said. ‘Let’s try 
the next room and ....’ At that moment there was an echo of a knock. I flinched and Davy 
froze. Then Davy knocked again. There was another knock. As if a echo. I shook my 
head furiously. Frantic! But Davy knocked again. Two quick knocks and a single knock. 
And the echo knocked back! Two quick knocks and a single knock! I mouthed ‘No! No! 



No!’ But Davy felt all around that wall with his curious fingers until he found a hidden 
latch. And then the concealed door swung open. He pulled out small spelunker torch. I 
furiously shook my head as I pulled out my torch with a shaking hand. Then we peered 
into the darkness to behold a hidden staircase leading up to the sealed off attic. Then 
Davy crept up the secret staircase as I shook with fear. Barely able to force my shaking 
feet to follow!  

At the top of the dusty staircase was a second door. ‘No!’ I mouthed as Davy gently 
pushed the door open. Then our shaking torches, well, my shaking torch and Davy’s still 
torch, revealed the presence of the long sealed up attic. The closed door was somehow 
frightening sinister. ‘No!’ I mouthed as Davy knocked at the door. Then there was an 
echo! A second knock. Davy tested the door. It was not locked. ‘No!’ I mouthed. But 
Davy gently pushed the closed door open! It creaked! Dust filling the air! The air inside 
clammy! Oddly cold! And then..... Davy went inside. Me in tow. All but pissing in my 
drawers! The attic was dense with dust. The very air dusty. The light filtered through 
attic bull’s eye windows built on either end. It was oddly cold! And it was filled with 
Victorian attic stuff. Old mirrors. Old steamer trunks. Old doll houses and toys and 
umbrellas and old painting and rocking chairs and obsolete stuff Victorians never threw 
away. Stuff they just kept stuffing into their attics. I exhaled. The vision of the long 
sealed off attic was oddly anti-climatic. 

‘An open-says-a-me’ playground for mischievous kids’ Davy said. ‘Or spelunkers. But 
this is not a spelunker’s playground is it?” he asked rhetorically. He gestured to a table 
heaped with Victorian toys and chalk boards and story books and games. ‘This is where 
the children played with the ghost in the attic. Her ---- his ---- its ---- Victorian toys. See?’ 
Davy gestured. ‘Dickens toys.’ 

‘And sweets.’ I said.‘A 1930s tins of sweets. The mischievous children brought sweets 
with them to play with the ghost in the attic.’ 

‘And this is the last game the mischievous children found and played with.’ Davy pointed 
to a Ouija board and planchette.’ Davy studied the dust. ‘It is not as dusty as the other 
stuff’ Davy said. ‘1950s dust instead of 1930s dust or Victorian dust?’ 

‘It looks that way’ I admitted. ‘And look! The way the board has been moved. Moved in 
the dust. 1950s dust moving aside 1930s dust. And look! This note pad. Pencil. It is a 



note pad from a 1950s commercial garage where Doctor Gaul got his expensive sports 
cars fixed. See. 1950s commercial logo.’ I flipped over the pages. ‘Dates of oil changes 
and engine checkups. Marianne came back up here with this note pad and this pencil. 
Pencil with the logo of the garage too. To ....’ 

‘....Resume the game she played the last time with the ghost in the attic’ Davy said. 
‘Just before she murdered her baby brother’ Davy gestured. ‘She tore up the page after 
writing something.’  

I picked up the pencil. Then I carefully used the pencil to cover the blank page with soft 
pencil shading. ‘Indentations.’ I shouted. Marianne destroyed the page she was writing 
on but left indentations underneath. See!’ Davy looked but obviously he could not read 
the faint indentations left from the soft pencil coloring of the page. ‘‘Why?’’ I translated.  

‘Is that it?’ Davy asked.  

‘That is it!’ I said. ‘‘Why?’’And then we heard it. Another knock! 

Then Davy pointed to a far wall. We went up and focused our torches on it. A pencil had 
awkwardly written ‘Marianne’ Then a faint scribble. I struggled to read it. ‘Marianne 
please help get’ I translated.’Marianne. The hole.’ ‘Marianne. Wrong one.’ ‘Marianne 
light a mass candle.’ ‘Wrong one! Wrong one! Wrong one!’ I translated from another 
increasingly mad scribbles. ‘Marianne. Help ......me!’ I struggled to read. ‘The scribbles 
are almost incoherent now. ‘Marianne.’ After that is nought but unreadable scribbles’ I 
said. But look here. Under this mass of incoherent scribbles someone printed ‘I cannot 
understand you. Tell me more. Then there are more scribbles. Wild scribbles. Here! 
Here! Here! And here! As if a...’ 

‘....Ghost was trying to communicate?’ Davy said. 

‘The scribbles break up here’ I said.  

‘So what occurred first?’ Davy asked. ‘This? Then the Ouija Board? Or the Ouiji Board 
and then this?’ 



‘I would say the mischievous kids were led to find this Victorian Ouija Board and they 
use it after they were unable to read the scribbles’ I said. ‘The other walls are much 
more dusty. I think these scribbles were the 1930s messages which led the children to 
the Ouija Board.’  

‘So the ghost in the attic led the children to the Ouija Board when it failed to 
communicate by way of knocks or scribbles’ Davy said. ‘Why did Marianne write ‘Why?’ 
in the 1950s when she confronted the ghost in the attic after being released from the 
insane asylum?’ 

‘‘Why did you make me murder my obnoxious little brother?’’ I suggested.  

‘Is that why Marianne suggested to her mother to suggest to Doctor Gaul that she 
should be monitored and treated here? So Marianne could sooner or later creep up 
here while Doctor Gaul was perhaps pulled away by a phone call from the hospital to 
confront the ghost in the attic? ‘Why?’’ And at that moment we heard a furious pounding 
of knocks. Then I cried out as we saw a fresh message on the wall! We ran over! ‘Davy. 
Please help get.’ dissolving into a mass of incoherent scribbles! 

‘We are not using that Ouija Board!’ I shouted. ‘Ouija Boards are not games! They can 
sometimes really open portals! Especially if you forget to move the planchette to 
‘Goodbye’ to turn off the supernatural connection!’ 

‘Which probably happened during one of the games’ Davy said.  

‘More scribbles!’ I cried as more sinister scribbles suddenly appeared on the dusty wall. 
Then the planchette flew across the room and almost hit us! 

Davy shouted ‘who needs the mass candle? What hole? Who died here? What is your 
name? Did you die here? Are you buried here in this attic?’ 

More things suddenly flew around the attic! I ducked! ‘We have to get the hell out of 
here!’ I cried. Davy stood in the middle of the room transfixed as if the paranormal was 
swirling around him. ‘It is trying to contact you isn’t it? Why is it contacting you?’ I cried. 



‘I am Wyrd like Marianne was’ Davy said in a ambiguous voice. ‘The ghost in the attic 
could not contact the other mischievous Echoton children. Or probably the previous 
occupants the Foxes. The Mcmurrays? Who knows! Only Marianne! She was Wyrd! 
Like me!’ 

‘Clairvoyant?’ I shouted as more things in the attic flew through the dusty air. Then the 
table flew across the room! The Ouija Board went flying! Then the mirror cracked! 
Trunks heaved wildly this way and that! Then one particular trunk hurled itself across 
the room into the wall where the scribbles were! It crashed! The moldering trunk 
cracking wide open! Then suddenly everything went deadly quiet. Davy went over to the 
shattered trunk. Inside was were old clothes and rags. ‘Brown’ Davy said. ‘It that a 
Catholic picture?’ 

‘Yeah’ I said as we studied the contents of the trunk. ‘Catholic. Prayer book. Early 
Victorian girly things’ I said. ‘Small clothes. Undies. Pinafores. Hose. A child’s 
catechism.’ 

‘Cataclysm?’ Davy asked confused.  

‘Catechism. A child’s first big time communion when they pray for God to forgive their 
childish sins. More Victorian things. A child’s things. A doll. And lots of soiled brown rags. 
Odd. Why pack soiled brown rags with a child’s trunk of clothes?’ 

‘Blood’ Davy said transformed as his hands felt the brown rags. ‘Rags of towels and a 
pillow case .....slips ..... a night dress..... to .... mop up blood.’ 

‘A girl’s first period’ I suggested. ‘The clothes are small but Victorians were smaller and 
she might have been .... twelve. Thirteen. First menses. But why? It is not shameful. 
Victorians understood biology.’  

‘The dolly has a girl’s cross on it’ Davy said as he showed me the small cross.  

‘That is a not dolly costume thing. That is young Catholic girl’s cross’ I replied. ‘Why put 
her cross on the dolly?’ 



Davy kept digging digger into the trunk of a young Catholic girl’s things. Then he found 
it. A wade of something small, brown, befouled by dried up and fading blood, tightly 
matted together. He carefully pried the mummy-like mass of towels and rags and night 
gowns and undies apart to reveal a ..... foetus.” 

Wolfey grimaced at Guy. “I think it was premature. Almost full term maybe. But stillborn. 
The poor little Catholic girl probably did not understand exactly was happening to her 
---- at least at first. She probably kept her flowing nightgowns and pinafores on too as 
she started to become afraid. Her first catechism coming and her first child coming.” 

“She might not have understood what someone did to her either” Guy said. “Probably 
a ..... family member..... or a .....Catholic man of the church?” 

“That is what I told Davy. ‘Who told the poor little kid to stay quiet?’ I said Davy. 

Davy became very upset. I thought he was having another PTSD episode. He went very 
pale and then enraged. But then he went weirdly calm. ‘We will give this poor dead soul 
communion and burial in consecrated ground. Will that help you my little one?’ Davy 
asked the ghost. 

I picked up the catechism. Written inside was an inscription. ‘To Mary on her first 
communion. Mommy & Daddy & Little Joe.’  

‘Will this help you Mary?’ Davy asked. And then we heard the most sorrowful weeping 
as if a small child weeping.  

We picked the catechism prayer book and the ..... still born child and left the attic. We 
closed the doors. We left the Echo House. We went to the church. It had not yet been 
converted to a mosque or burned down. So its records and graveyard were complete. It 
still even had its church bells and outdoors crosses. When we told our story to the priest 
he checked the oldest records. The family before the Foxes who were before the 
Echotons was a Catholic family. Their name was Mcmurray. There was a thirteen year 
daughter. Her name was Mary. She died of a fever before her first catechism and 
communion. In the Victorian Era almost half of the young never lived to become adults. 
Child morality was a given. So the priest and Davy and I went to the older graves. After 
searching for a while among the moldering grave stones we finally found her tiny grave. 



We stood as witnesses as the priest gave communion and buried the small still born in 
the grave of its small mother. Then he told us ‘The priest vanished. Just vanished. The 
Mcmurrays moved away some six months thereafter. But later..... there was scribbled in 
the church records. I will show you.’ We went back inside and the priest showed us the 
record ledgers. There was a most strange mass of scribbles there. 

‘That is what we saw in the attic!’ I cried. ‘That is Mary’s desperate crying out for help! 
So the priest ....how terrible!’  

‘But under the scribbles is written.... it is hard to read.....’ the priest said. ‘A cleric wrote 
here that ‘They killed the wrong one’ See. The scribbles are slashing around the 
message the cleric wrote here.’ 

‘Who killed the ‘wrong one’?’ I asked. ‘One of the scribbles in the attic said ‘wrong one’’I 
shouted. 

‘And ‘hole’’ Davy said. ‘What is a ......pope hole?’ 

‘Oh Sweet Jesus!’ the cleric cried. So back we went to the Echo House. He led us to a 
room of the older Elizabethan part of the house. ‘This was the library and display room 
of Prof. Echoton. There used to be fantastical display shelves and book shelves here. 
All gutted by Doctor Gaul. Damn! I hate the 1950s.’ And indeed the ruined room was 
covered by the moldy ruins of a sterile 1950s retrofit. We used crowbars and pried it off 
the decaying 1950s retrofit to reveal a smoothly finished early Victorian wall. The wall 
pale in some places. Darker in other places. ‘See the pattern of light and dark wood? 
There was a bookshelf here originally. Mr. Mcmurray was an architectural restorer’ the 
priest explained. ‘Mr. Mcmurray like all Victorians ‘restored’ churches and homes back 
to their ‘original’ quaint historical styles. Which was to say they invented mythic quaint 
nonsense and splashed it everywhere. Our parish church was rendered so quaint we 
can’t find the original genuine parts of it. Same with this house. But Mr. Mcmurray said 
he bought the house because it had a quant pope hole. He was going to restore it to its 
original quaintness. And oral memories said he showed people the pope hole. It was 
suppose to be around here.’  

‘Instead he finished the pope hole over with a tidy Victorian .....book case?’ I guessed. 
‘Brackets here too. There was a bookcase here at one point.’ 



‘A whole room of them!’ the priest said. ‘At one time. A gorgeous mass of ornately 
‘quant’ book cases and display cases. A library.’ Then for some reason the Mcmurrays 
moved. They said they just could not get over the loss of their daughter Mary.’  

‘Apparently the Foxes loved the look and kept it. And the Echoton Professor would have 
loved those elaborate book shelves and display cases’ Davy said. ‘To display his 
fetishes and exotic African decor.’ I pulled out the old newspaper photograph clipping of 
the eccentric African explorer of all things exotic from the Continent of Darkness. ‘And 
there are the book shelves and display cases which once adorned this room’ Davy said. 
Davy pointed to the clipping and then he pointed to the now oddly empty Victorian blank 
wall. ‘Did Mr. Mcmurray veneer all of the walls of this room with this nice oak before 
mounting his elaborate library creation?’ 

‘Perhaps he needed to veneer the walls to mount the book cases and display cases?’ I 
asked.  

‘But not all of the walls have this nice oak veneer do they?’ Davy asked.  

‘Hard to say’ I replied. I knocked on the walls. ‘There is so much decayed 1950s crap 
here now.’ 

‘So Doctor Gaul’s 1950s remodel removed the Victorian bookcases and book shelves 
and display cases here and here and here’ the priest said as he compared the barren 
reality to newspaper clipping. ‘Also possibly some of the smooth oak veneer. Why? I 
mean! It is a given that Doctor Gaul would hate what Prof. Echoton and the Foxes 
loved. The fantastical Victorian over compensating extravaganza of quaintness and 
craftsmanship. Sure! Sure! But why did McMurray do it? The over compensating 
extravaganza of quaintness and craftsmanship covering up the pope hole?’ 

‘Because it was an over compensating extravaganza of quaintness and craftsmanship 
deliberately covering up a pope hole’ I replied. We all grimaced. ‘Mr. Mcmurray did all of 
this extravaganza of quaintness and craftsmanship with his own hands I gather?’ 

‘Yes. I am afraid so’ the priest replied. ‘For six months as he mourned the death of his 
daughter. Then the Mcmurrays suddenly moved away.’ 



So we used our crowbars and winched off the Mcmurray Victorian retrofitted veneer 
concealed for decades behind the 1950s retrofit. And behind it we found where 
Mcmurray in his search for quaintness located: the original carefully installed pope hole 
cunningly designed to conceal illegal Catholic priests during those desperate years of 
coups and counter-coups of pro Pope and anti-Pope kings and queens of England. After 
a bit of a fumble the priest found the latch. Then the original cunning door opened to 
reveal a small hiding place in which a Catholic priest now ..... hid.We all shuddered in 
unison at the vision of the skeleton. ‘The cleric which the Mcmurrays thought ravished 
their poor Mary. They killed him. Then they concealed him here’ the priest cried as we 
beheld the long dead occupant of the pope hole. ‘Then Mr. Mcmurray veneered it over 
and build a beautiful set of bookcases and display cases in this room to conceal the 
pope hole forever’ the priest told Davy and me. And the Foxes found it amusing. And 
they never realized what was concealed here! And Prof. Echoton filled up the 
bookcases and display cases with his African totems and masks and fetishes and idols 
and displayed them with pride! His ‘Heart of Darkness Room’ he called it in this 
newspaper clipping. I need to give this poor chap a holy burial now!’ We all stared at the 
mummified skeleton with horror! 

‘But he buggered!....’ I cried.  

‘No! He did not!’ Davy cried. ‘Mary scribbled her frantic protestation in the church ledger 
after her father murdered the ‘wrong one’. She scribbled ‘wrong one’ in the attic too!’ 

The priest nodded. ‘Mr. Mcmurray killed the ‘wrong one’.’ 

‘Now we are going to have to track down the Mcmurrays’ I protested. ‘Who was a family 
member who visited the home often enough to ....seduce a poor young girl? Most 
molestations, at least until the recent Mo ‘sexual emergencies’, were always done by a 
close and trusted person. Either a priest or teacher or family member.’ 

‘Look!’ Davy said. We looked closer and realized that the dying priest had tried to 
scratch something on the massive bricks which formed the cunning pope hole. 
‘Ventilation shaft. ‘The Echo House’s original echo?’ Davy asked. We felt a very slight 
flow of cold air.  



‘This ventilation shaft would have created the original echoes muffled by massive brick’ I 
agreed. ‘Hence the origins of the name ‘Echo House’.’ 

‘Clearly Mr. Mcmurray had explored the pope hole and even experimented to test its 
quaintness’ the priest said. ‘How much sound was concealed. How much was distorted. 
The ‘echo’ effect. The hiding place’s need for someone to breathe while not being 
revealed. How effective was the secretness of the hiding place. And then he realized 
that he could use the place designed to hide someone to again hide someone. This time 
a corpse of a Catholic priest!’ 

‘And he wanted the man he thought raped his sweet little girl to die a slow and horrible 
death so he did not kill the priest’ I said. ‘The bones and rotting remains of the cleric 
garb shows no cords tied the man. He locked him inside the ironical concealment. Then 
Mr. Mcmurray commenced building a quant masterpiece of beautiful matching book and 
display cases in this room as his victim died slowly.’  

‘On his knees praying’ the priest said. ‘On his knees. Not even screaming. From the way 
the bones fell, he died praying!’ 

‘Admitting his guilt?’ I asked. ‘Or praying for the souls of the Mcmurrays because an evil 
man drove a family to madness?’ I suggested.  

‘But before he died praying prayers for forgiveness for their souls the priest scratched 
this’ Davy said as he pointed to desperate nail scratches.  

‘I did not do it. I will pray for souls in torment. I forgive them. But they cannot forgive....’ 
the priest translated. ‘In Latin no less.’ 

Then Davy closed the pope hole door. ‘‘Why?’. Poor Marianne asked the ghost of Mary 
Mcmurray ‘Why?’ Why did the ghost of poor Mary Mcmurray compelled Mariane to 
murder the boy. Her little brother. ‘Why?’ And that question led to Marianne then 
murdering a second boy. What was the name of that second boy the grown up 
Marianne murdered? Both murders done with old Victorian scissors she found in that 
attic? What happened when she confronted the ghost who turned her into a murderess 
not once but twice?’ 



‘And why did an originally mildly mischievous and yet protective knocker ghost turn poor 
Marianne into a double murderess?’ the priest asked. 

‘Good question. I said as we left the dire place to walk back to the vicarage. I walked my 
motorcycle as Davy and the priest walked. It was growing late and the priest kindly 
offered us digs for the night. ‘Marianne grew up in an insane asylum brooding why she 
was a murderess and if the games in the attic with an apparently benign knocker ghost 
of a small child caused it’ I said. ‘She brooded on the Ouiji Board and if they brought 
forth an evil spirit which possessed Marianne to murder her obnoxious baby brother. Or 
if she somehow turned a charming little knocker ghost who played with toys and 
scratched crosses everywhere to protect sleeping children into a monster. Of course 
she did not talk to 1950s professionals about any of this. She wanted to be thought 
sane. If she talked about any of this she would have never been released at all!’  

‘She might have always been sane’ Davy said. ‘Possession does not mean insanity’ 
Davy explained. ‘Possession means no one will believe you. She talked Doctor Gaul 
into treating her at the Echo House so she could access the attic. She resumed her 
contacts with the ghost of Mary Mcmurray. She asked her ‘Why?’. Then she picked up 
another pair of Victorian scissors in that attic and marched out and murdered that 
second boy! Therefore there was a reason. What was the name of that boy, that second 
boy, Marianne murdered?’ Davy asked.  

I pulled out the old newspaper clipping. ‘The name of the second boy Marianne killed 
with the second pair of Victorian scissors was Tommy ......Mcmurray Flynn.’ 

We parked my motorcycle at the rectory as the priest contacted the morgue. Then he 
checked the 1930s ledgers. ‘Yes. Mr. Mcmurray’s younger brother stayed here in the 
village long after the grieving Mcmurrays left six months after the death of poor Mary.’ 

‘Six months would have been just enough time to remodel and make sure no one was 
suspecting and everything was concealed and the police were giving up trying to find 
the missing cleric’ I said. ‘Then they left. But the younger brother and his 
family .....stayed.’ 

‘So the twenty eight year old Marianne killed the last son and heir of the man who 
molested and raped Mary Mcmurray’ the priest said. The priest closed the ledgers. The 



Mcmurrays might have or might have not suspected they killed the ‘wrong one’. But 
Mary’s troubled ghost knew parents killed the ‘wrong one’. The evil man probably 
thought he got away with it! He stayed in a village which never understood the depths of 
the tragedy or the evil. The banal Foxes and then the easy going Echotons moved into 
a troubled house but their innate goodness prevented any evil from manifesting ---- until 
Marianne came.’  

‘Marianne was an unschooled clairvoyant’ Davy said. ‘And she intercepted and 
magnified the paranormal waves of the haunted ghost in the attic like a human wireless 
radio receiver’ Davy added. ‘Mary’s ghost was originally good. So good she protected 
sleeping children by scratching crosses around them. But the Ouija Board was 
accidentally or deliberately left ‘on’. The ghost of Mary Mcmurray beamed out at full 
volume. And Mary became a different sort of ghost.’ 

‘The term is psychokinesis’ the priest said. ‘And that is also what powers poltergeist 
berserker paranormal manifestations. It is very often manifested in young teenaged girls 
for some odd biological reason. And it can linger and magnify. Marianne was projecting 
a tragic ghost who though buried in consecrated ground had not been successfully 
given last rites or a chance for atonement. Her soul festered and sickened as it haunted 
that attic where she secretly gave birth and concealed the stillborn child before dying in 
her little bed, unable to explain to anyone why she was dying.  

The guilt was make worse by Mary’ very naive confusion over the preparations for her 
first communion and the scary verbiage for the catechism begging God for forgiveness 
for grievous sins faced with the fear of hell. Children can be very frightened by their first 
catechism and their first communion. The guilt was made worse by the knowledge her 
parents murdered the wrong man and so damned their own souls. A priest no less! One 
who was trying to prepare her for her first communion and asking her to confess her 
terribly ---- childish ---- sins ---- unaware of the terrible nature of the very real sins which 
a very young girl was concealing in her tiny soul and swelling womb concealed by a 
child’s pinafore!’ 

‘The priest assumed little Mary was stuttering over childish sins when she was affected 
by a terrible sin’ Davy said. ‘A victim who believed she has sinned and was going to 
hell.’ 



‘So she died unable to confess’ I said. ‘And her soul was trapped.’ 

‘Marianne magnified Mary’s troubled soul’ Davy said. ‘She unleashed what initially was 
a ‘mildly paranormal’ aura into an increasingly tragic soul crying out for both atonement 
and release and also revenge. If the Echoton children mentioned another playmate 
living down the street then the ghost of Mary Mcmurray would have learned that the 
scion of her molester was alive. She would have wanted that child to die.’ 

‘But Marianne, possessed by Mary Mcmurray, killed her own brother instead of the 
playmate she was suppose to kill. The son and heir of Mcmurray The Molester’ the 
priest said. ‘The possession awakened her own natural childish jealousy toward her 
father’s pride and joy. His son and heir. The message about the intended victim got 
garbled in paranormal transmission.’ 

‘By the time Marianne emerged from the asylum she was right back in the location 
where she committed the first murder with a guilt riddled mother who for the best of 
motives was actually fatally dooming her child’ I said.  

‘Marianne conspired to go right back to the attic to confront the ghost’ Davy said. ‘‘Why?’ 
she asked the ghost. She wanted to rationalize her murder. To explain her murder. To 
explain to others why she murdered. She was a person struggling to stay sane while 
trying to prove to others that what turned her into a murderess was not insanity but 
possession. Alas, Marianne simply unleashed the revengeful ghost yet again. Doctor 
Gaul was treating Marianne for her lingering struggle to stay sane. He should have been 
treating her for possession. He should have been treating her with exorcism instead of 
‘Psychology Today’!’ 

‘This time the possessed Marianne killed the correct target’ I said. ‘To be exact the scion 
of the original target. The boy whose name was now Mcmurray Flynn. Father and son 
probably completely ignorant of the sins of their ancestor Mcmurray The Molestor. And 
by now the ghost of Mary Mcmurray was also becoming a full blown poltergeist because 
you see...’ 

‘Father Phillips!’ a man shouted as he ran into the parish church. ‘It is happening again!’ 
Everyone arrived at the Echo House to see a dire sight. It was now twilight and the 
gutted ruin was glowing with the static electricity of psychokinesis. Plasmatic blue lights 



were whirling around the gutted ruin. Sparking! As if Saint Elmos Fire! All of the litter of 
the 1950s home of Doctor Gaul was being hurled about! Some flying in the air as is a 
cyclone! Some flying right across the street as if missiles! Villagers were ducking! 
Crying! Shouting! Screaming! 

‘This is what happened before!’ the priest shouted at us. ‘Everyone accused us of doing 
this to the disgraced doctor! But it was this!’ Tattered remains of ‘Psychology Today’ flew 
through the air! Unwinding Betamax tapes filled the air as if a visual incarnation of 
Mary’s scribbles! Pots hit the telephone poles! A rusting oven heaved itself over the 
street as if a berserk Hellwaine Hell Wagon! The rusting lights of the abandoned sports 
car suddenly turned on! The horns of the rotting automobiles in the abandoned garage 
honked! Then a most terrible stench of rot filled the air! And at that moment the Echo 
House erupted into flames!  

The haunted house burned all night. Everyone watching it. The fire department not even 
trying to put it out. By dawn it was a smoldering ruin. Newspaper and TV reporters set 
up their cameras to photograph its ruins. Davy and I went around the back where 
cameras were recording the most amazing sight of a towering Rot Plant in all of its 
malevolent glory. The one thing apparently not burned. And it was stinking up the entire 
neighborhood. Davy tugged me away from the putrid glory of the Rot Plant to study the 
empty swimming pool. ‘Why did Doctor Gaul abandon his sports car with the keys in the 
ignition?’ he asked me.  

‘He probably saw the poltergeist of Mary Mcmurray’ I said. ‘But he called the hospital a 
few times after that before vanishing forever. So he did not die here. He died after it 
became obvious the hospital was going to strip him of his license. He diagnosed a 
murderess as recovered and then described his house as the culprit. A case of ‘mild 
haunting’ becoming....well.... this!’ I said as I gestured at the ruins and the stench of the 
towering Rot Plant attracting a mob of onlookers and tourists and voyeurs.  

Davy looked down at the drained pool which acted as a cistern wherever English Rain 
poured down in buckets. The green muck was appallingly thick and gross. ‘The tragedy 
of Doctor Gaul was he was in the wrong place at the wrong time’ Davy mused. ‘He was 
a 1950s doctor of sterile mind and sterile remodeling. Unlike the mundane and amusing 
Late Victorian/Edwardian Foxes or the colorfully eccentric 1930s/1940s Echotons, he 
was not programed to cope with weirdness. He certainly was not programed to cope 



with the repercussions of the tragic Mcmurrays. He was not programed to cope with 
things which did not make sense. Why build such ornate bookcases and display 
shelves? Then move out? What happened to a quant pope hole? Why was the attic 
sealed off? Where did the ghostly echo come from? The Knocking?  

Why didn’t he interview the colorful grown up ‘banal’ Foxes and the ‘mischievous’ 
Echotons about the ‘mild haunting’ which his own utterly unimaginative 1950s mind 
could not feel himself? Why did an originally childish but protective knocker ghost who 
scratched crosses to protect sleeping children turn into a poltergeist? Why didn’t he 
investigate what ‘mischievous’ children who liked to play hide and seek would find? Why 
didn’t he investigate the idea that an Ouija Board had been left ‘on’ instead of ‘turned off’ 
by moving the planchette to ‘Goodbye’? Why didn’t he ask Marianne why she wanted to 
have him treat her at Echo House? Why didn’t he ask himself why the house was 
always called ‘Echo House’ even before Prof. Echoton moved in? Why did he assume 
Marianne was a recovered lunatic when perhaps she was a recovered victim of 
possession and his treatments were actually aiding and abetting her become possessed 
again?’ 

‘Doctor Gaul was condemned for incompetence for saying Marianne was sane and 
recovered when she might have been sane all along and even might have never been 
conventionally insane at all’ I said. ‘No one believed him and called him incompetent. 
Doctor Gaul’s real incompetence was not bringing in an exorcist. And his fellow 1950s 
sterile ‘Psychology Today’ compatriots also accused him of incompetence for daring to 
suggest too late that he should have brought in an exorcist to investigate a mild case of 
haunting which escalated ----- especially if he did belatedly start to ask himself who 
wanted that boy Mcmurray Flynn to die. His long disappearances and long distance 
phone calls to the hospital meant he was traveling. I think he was too belatedly investing 
the Mcmurrays. Perhaps also the scion of the Foxes and the Echotons. Investigating the 
prior inhabitants of the Echo House. Something he should have done right off!’ 

‘What was the last phone call Doctor Gaul made to the hospital?’ Davy asked as he 
starred at the green muck at the bottom of the empty pool. 

I unfolded the newspaper article. ‘The last message Doctor Gaul ever made before he 
vanished was to the hospital. A telephone message left on an answering machine in his 
office. The message said ‘They killed the wrong one.’’ 



‘Can you help me down?’ Davy asked. He gestured to the mucky pool.  

‘That is a foul and stinky bog but yeah.’ So I helped Davy down. He wadded knee deep 
through a man made bog of foul decay left over from each rain. Then he used a stick 
and poked away. Then he reached down and picked up a human skull.’” Wolfe looked at 
Guy.  

“All right! That is hell of a spelunker tale” Guy said. “Did your other spelunker 
adventures turn out that exciting?” 

“No” Wolfe said. “Not until the Haunted House of Lledrith. ‘Are you satisfied at last 
Lledrith?’ That is why I know there is such a thing as a haunting and possession and 
ghosts. So I don’t know if your theory about split personalities is right Guy. Lledrith could 
be very, very real....”  

*** ***  

The fireman stared into the bloody sunset. The image of something hanging from the 
attic beam by a long black silly noose merged into images of the National Day of 
Celebration as the Caliph of the new Dar ul Islamic state formerly known as Great 
Britain celebrated on the balcony of his new digs called Buckingham Palace. The queen 
deposed and fled. The two young princes and princess in The Tower after a terrible 
betrayal. The Prince and Princess of Wales running for their lives. And the nonsuch 
afterthought, Harry, the red head, vanished. Tears dripped down the face of the fireman. 
“I loved her! I loved her! I loved her! I never touched her ----- other than chaining her so 
she could not flee. I kept hoping she would see how much I loved her! I never laid a 
hand on her! I never even....... though legally I could have! Devshirme being reinstated! 
But I didn’t! I never touched her! I treated her as my Princess! My Princess! My 
Melisande! Why? Why? Why did she hang herself with her long dark hair? I loved her! I 
loved her! I hate every National Day of Celebration now! It only brings back memories 
how my Princess died....” 

Of course the fireman did not care how the two little Princes and Princess died in The 
Tower. He was too busy weeping for his Princess to remember the deaths of the small 
Princes and the Princess of The Tower. But others did weep on this and all future 



National Days of Celebration. No Muslim wept, at least not openly, for those three tiny 
bodies as they were chucked down into the sewers in heavy weights to drown in 
sewage like the Najis filth they were. Najis to Najis! The National Day of Celebration 
lasted for 200 days as if the founding of the Colosseum by the Roman Caesar. The 
Caliph bought his Muslim people’s loyalty with the riches of the state in an orgy of 
freebies and violence. A nonstop party which would never have to be paid for. The 
miracle had come at last. The Crusaders were defeated. The Kafirs were crushed. The 
declaration of war issued in 632 was becoming manifest at last. Every member of the 
Faithful were vindicated. After almost fifteen centuries of economic and scientific and 
technological and artistic and intellectual failure the ‘Best of Peoples’ were on top. And 
the cowardly Najis never even put up a fight. The fireman wept. “If you ask us why we 
died it is because our fathers lied....” 

*** *** 
The Chauffeur drove hard but carefully to conserve gas. Fortunately the bloody girl was 
riding ‘shotgun’. Besides being able to weld the periscope machine gun mounted on the 
roof she know how to get through the Calais Animals. It was a short but violent melee 
and then the armored limousine hurled itself down the now deserted and dark highway 
toward Dover. The heavily veiled younger wife of a dead oligarch huddled in one corner 
of the back seat as the Trophy Widow stared out of the rear shield for possible attack 
while the Chauffeur drove hard but carefully toward the south. “Does anyone inhabit the 
countryside?” he asked the bloody girl. The Chauffeur was oddly conflicted as the 
bloody girl expertly guided him.  

“Not here” she said. The Calais Animals have terrorized everyone away. The Somalis 
and East Africans and Liberians have turned this part of the island into a clone of their 
own Third World failed states. Outlaws. Pirates. Fanatics. Rapists. Murderers. 
Diseased. Gibbering. And Feral.” 

“Don’t say that word!” the heavily veiled girl shouted as she hurdled in the back seat. 
“Why do you keep talking about the Ferals?” 

“You keep taking about the Ferals” the bloody girl said as she stared at the heavily 
veiled girl. Then the bloody girl nodded at the Chauffeur. “You need me to get you to 
Dover.”  



“I know I do” the Chauffeur whispered. “Can you protect my beloved?” 

“That is why I am here” the bloody girl whispered back. “You need me. Only you risked 
yourselves to stop for me.” 

“You need to be needed?” the Chauffeur whispered.  

“I could not save my Da” she whispered.  

“Save my beloved!” the Chauffeur whispered. “She doesn’t know....” 

*** *** 

The mad woman stared through a crack in the security shutters at the growing night. In 
the distance screams were growing from the direction of the notorious Green Park 
migrant camp. The cold wind wafted the unspeakable stench from Green Park toward 
her secretive sanctuary. “By the pricking of my thumb something evil this way comes” 
she whispered. “I think it will happen tonight ..... and I have always been so afraid of 
fire ..... and burning alive ....” 

*** ***  

“If you ask me why I died it is because my father lied!” the fireman whispered as he 
stared at the setting sun. “Behold our glorious victory!” he shouted to the indigent and 
the starving as he gestured to the devastation and wastage as the island formally 
known as Great Britain drowned in the raw sewage and garbage of almost one half 
billion starving Muslim migrants trapped on one tiny island —almost entirely in three 
cities ---- two of which were now ‘offline’. 

“So the losers of losers, the Muslim Ummah now found themselves promoted from the 
bottom of the economic tier to the top!” the fireman snarled. “Not out of competency or 
competition. Not out of democracy or meritocracy. Not out of achievements or work ethic 
or productivity or genius. Fuck! Not even out of quotas! Because of religion! ‘And never 
will Allah grant to the unbelievers a way to triumph over the Believers!’ The Koran. 
4:141. It was a miracle! It was the triumph of Islam! Hurray for the Ubermensch Ummah! 
The New Eloi! Great Britain was now all theirs to take. The Crusaders were defeated. 



The Infidel and Unbeliever and Kafir and Shirk were defeated. And the Najis filth could 
now be grounded down into the dust. Morlocks! Sub human animals! Only allowed to 
exist to toil and slave away to maintain the Eloi in their pleasure domes. ‘If we treat the 
Muslims kindly and appease them then when they become the majority they will treat us 
kindly.’ What a horrifying parody!  

The highly respected Prof. Abdessamad Belhaj ---- told the world the truth about the 
migrant crisis ----- explaining the upcoming horror with chilling precision. It was not a 
humanitarian crisis. It was an invasion of people who absolutely believed they were 
waging a conquest of Europe. A conquest without guns. A conquest through sheer gross 
over population. A conquest by migration. A conquest disguised as a humanitarian 
disaster. A conquest achieved by exploiting the West’s best ideals, irrational guilt, and 
tragic do-goody naivete.  

The goal: to overthrow the Dar ul Harb Crusader West and both Islamize Europe and 
Britain while over throwing everything Europe and Britain represented in order to 
impose Dar ul Islam, The Divine Slavery, upon us. He openly said the globalist leaders 
of the New World Order were BETRAYING THEIR PEOPLES. He said the invasion 
would only end one way: ‘calamitous’. ‘Disastrous’. He said the Loki Insider Traitors 
were importing terrorism, fundamentalism, state bankruptcy, the collapse of social 
cohesion, and tribalism. The Loki Insider Traitors were deliberating psychologically 
castrating White Males, rendering them into timid Betas, while femininizing the West. All 
while importing the most hypo masculine, aggressive, and violent males on the planet. 
Mos. Inbred and over bred Mos. By the millions. 

More importantly as Wolfey explained it to me, the professor explained that Muslims did 
not believe in Capitalism. Anything of the West. But especially Capitalism. They believed 
in an Islamic ‘moral economy’ ‘If there is money it is because of Islam. Therefore Islam 
will bring money.’ Wealth and success did not come from the work ethic or education or 
job training or working hard or ambition. It was entirely Inshallah. ‘If Allah wills it’. Islam 
will deliver the miracle. Not human efforts. Allah. Therefore all wealth and property and 
success and prosperity is entirely because of Islam. Not human efforts. It is given by 
Allah to the ‘Best of Peoples’. It is not earned or achieved.  

And of course Sharia Law and Dhimmitude and Ghazi Razzia along with dole abuse 
and benefits fraud and jizya and criminality all bless Muslims taking it from the Najis 



filthy Kafirs as their divine right. Their religious entitlement. As if Eloi from the Morlocks. 
Extractive Economics as other Economists had documented. Moral Extractive 
Economics. Islamic Marxism. Allah will never allow the Unbelievers to triumph over the 
Believers. The Unbelievers have no right to be more rich or prosperous or more 
successful or more powerful than Muslims. Therefore the Advanced World of the North 
West Hemisphere MUST BE CONFISCATED FOR THE BEST OF PEOPLES AS THEIR 
DIVINE RIGHT. It is their DIVINE ENTITLEMENT.  

Prof. Belhaj also warned that the Loki Insider Traitors who were deliberately allowing the 
defacto invasion of millions and millions and millions and millions of Muslims into the 
West despite the debunking of Diversity as the exact OPPOSITE OF STRENGTH of a 
nation, in fact resulting in the destruction of a nation, as well as the exposure that Multi-
culturalism as a TOTAL FAILURE, and despite the inevitable result of national 
insolvency, national bankruptcy, ultimately national self destruction, was because the 
New World Order of the Neo Liberals and Neo Conservatives saw nations as obsolete. 
Ditto Capitalism. Ditto the byproduct of Capitalism: the middle class. Ditto individuality. 
Ditto human rights. Ditto prosperity for anyone other than the Global Elite. Ditto 
everything the West once stood for. Ditto everything the West ever achieved.  

The goal was not multi-culturalism but rather post industrial mono culture of the 
exploited by the exploiters. The goal was not diversity but rather disruption and 
ultimately eradication. The goal was not self value or human worth but rather 
interchangeable units of slave labor. The goal was a migrant economy offering only the 
most minimal of incomes at the most minimal of wages garnished by minimalist 
rationing averaged at the minimal level of universal world poverty with all wealth and 
power concentrated with the 1%. The New World Order. He all but used the word: 
Kalergi. The moment he presented his report the New World Order squashed him and 
five years later assassinated him. 

And now behold! Everything the good professor predicted has come to pass! And the 
New Ubermensch did not have to pay taxes at all. The Best of Peoples could enjoy the 
dole as jiyza, as the byproduct of a ‘moral economy’, as their divine entitlement along 
with all of the perks and privileges of being the New Ubermensch. Forget charity council 
townhouses. A pleasure dome for each Eloi! All of the wealth of one of the richest 
countries in the world would now be redistributed to them. The Islamic Marxist Jizya and 
Dhimmi Wealth Tax first invented by the Ottomans based on Koran 4:141 ‘And never will 



Allah grant the unbelievers a way to triumph over the Believers!’ would grind the Najis 
filthy ‘D’ Kafirs down to a bloody pulp to extract every iota of immoral wealth from them 
to the Best of Peoples as their divine entitlement! 

And of course per the Koran no unbeliever could be allowed to enjoy a position of power 
over a Believer. Translation: no ‘D’ could ever occupy a job where he or she dares to 
command Muslims. For now on Muslims would dominate and rule! And of course there 
was now jizya and kharaj land taxes and wealth taxes and ever other sort of tax and 
tariff and levy and revenue enhancement which could be used to facilitate the 
redistribution of wealth from the Dhimmi ex-haves to the Islamic have nots who were 
now promoted to the new haves: New Eloi. Grind the Morlocks to a bloody pulp! Per the 
Koran Dhimmitude was created to ENRICH THE UMMAH AT THE EXPENSE OF 
EVERYONE ELSE! The glories of the Islamic ‘moral economy’! 

‘Do not take the Christians and the Jews as your friends!’” the fireman shouted as if 
preaching to Druggies and Scavenger Rats and Wild Children and thousands of 
starving migrants hurdled on the filthy streets as if a movie scene out ‘Soylent Green’. 
The rot and stench overpowering. “The Najis filthy ‘apes’ and ‘dogs’ and ‘pigs’ and 
‘monkeys’ and ‘donkeys laden with books’ and ‘people of gross error..... without 
intelligence or morality’ reeking of Jahiliyyah and damned by Kufr, Walaa wa al Baraa 
that which Allah hates will be tolerated only to ENRICH THE UMMAH.  

Jizya being protection payola extortion to literally buy off execution or enslavement or 
Ghazi Razzia and buy a temporary extension of life ---- at the cost of a lifetime of 
degradation and debasement. But not the children of the ‘D’s of course. Devshirme 
allows culling of the children of the ‘D’s to be sexual slaves. That is entirely halal. The 
Islamic moral economy. Islamic Extractive Economics. The Plunder Machine. Grind! 
Grind! Grind! Grind! Extract! Extract! Extract! Extract! Rape! Rape! Rape! Rape! 
Terrorize! Humiliate! Degrade! Brutalize! To be made to feel ‘subdued’ and ‘conquered’ 
like the sub human Untermesnch they are!” 

The fireman snarled at the Druggies and the starving migrants digging in the rotting 
garbage for Halal R rats to eat. “And now the new Ubermensch Ummah were eligible for 
all of the top jobs solely because they were Muslims” he shouted at them manically. “In 
Sharia no Kafir can appear to rule or dominate or triumph or even ‘command’ his 
betters! Muslims! And they could enjoy four wives who had almost no legal rights at all. 



And endless sex slaves. Devshirme culling of Kafir Dhimmi children was back. Hurray! 
Even Slavery. Hurray! What was not to like? And anyway” he snarled at the starving 
creatures digging through the garbage.  

“A good Muslim can only be loyal to Islam and the Ummah and the New Caliphate! And 
a good Muslim has to want Sharia Law! It is divine! How else could he or she hope to be 
a good Muslim?” he screamed at the starving digging through the garbage. “Don’t 
contradict me Mohammad! I am explaining our life’s story to Lledrith! Don’t hide in the 
darkness Lledrith! I know you are following us as if a second shadow! Stop bawling 
Ahmad! Lledrith! Come out! Come out! Wherever you are! I am dictating our life’s story 
to you! Our biographer! As if David Copperfield to Charles Dickens! 

Great Britain used to be Dar ul Kafir” the fireman snarled as he kicked the starving aside 
to march toward his violent fate. That scalp wound oozing down side of his face. One 
hand on the butt of his gun lodged inside the flap of his sinister tunic. The other hand 
holding his side as blood ooze inside this tunic as well as down one arm. The scent of 
that blood wafting in the cold wind. Leaving a scent trail for any Feral to follow. All while 
shouting out his demented dictation to Lledrith inside his head.  

“Great Britain was Dar ul Harb. Abode of the Kufr Kafir. Abode of War. The abode of 
damnation and all things evil. Walaa wa al Baraa. That which Allah hates. Depraved. 
Disgusting. Najis. Befouled and loathsome and disgusting. Jahiliyyah polluted. And the 
Muslim Council of Wales in 2016 backed Imam Ali Hammuda’s proclamation that ‘Islam 
permits sexual slaves’ from the conquered Kafirs! Hell! What was good enough for ISIS 
was good enough for the Mos of Wales! And that was 2016! And that notorious migrant 
child molester who raped that poor kid at that swimming pool got off scott free! EU 
Human Rights Court told Austria they could not prosecute that fucking Mo! Fuck the 
‘sexual emergency’! Where he came from what he did was entirely halal so he expected 
to be able to do it here! It was halal! It was the custom of his homeland! It was lawful in 
Islam! ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will!’ And when a family of 
nine Mos raped a small child in Vienna the same thing happened! Off scott free! Not 
deported! And not expressing one iota of regret or apology! 

Fuck! In Pakistan they rape non Muslim girls every day! It is a divine entitlement! So 
coming and going Mos could get their ‘moonglow’ free! Rape every kid you can get your 
hands on! Every Kafir between the ages of 9 months and 99 years of age! Whatever thy 



right hand possesses do with as you will! And we did! Mos raped every Harbi and 
Dhimmi kid they got their dirty hands on! Right Mohammad! Oh stop crying Ahmad! 
Raping and molesting is the Muslim way! It is all meat! We are all meat!” he screamed 
at the starving scrounging among the corpses and the rats for something, anything, to 
eat. “We are all meat! Just meat! ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you 
will!’” Then the fireman screamed out in primal agony. “How could I hope to love my 
precious Princess? I don’t even know what ‘love’ means!” 

*** *** 

Brigadier General Narcissi prepared to move his soldiers into their dangerous advanced 
position. Unconsciously the fingers of one hand spun his wedding ring around and 
around and around. “I have outlived every woman I have ever loved. Except one. And 
she is the beloved of another. And she was never my beloved. And now I am about to 
move into my position in a place where a noble husband and wife perished while 
holding hands. Each with a noose around their necks. Can you really love during war? 
Does the fear of death make love more intense? Or more futile? Or simply more illusive 
as lust in the face of approaching death replaces love? I have been unexpectedly 
unlucky in love. It is not what I anticipated. I once thought myself the quintessential 
Swedish lover. But I have buried three women I loved as one by one they perished in 
this terrible war. One was killed in a terrorist bombing. One was killed during a gang 
rape by some Calais Animals. One was killed during battle. And I face approaching 
middle age and quite possibly my death tonight with only one child to carry on my name 
and my genes. 

Whatever else you might say about the ‘R’ Mos they rape and procreate at five to ten 
times the rate of us ‘K’s. So it was not to be surprised at when a German translator of 
Near Eastern extraction (but secretly Christian) overheard Muslim migrants boasting 
how much they hated the Germans for showering them with every freebie while 
boasting how they planned to multiple to displace and replace them and turn Germany 
into an Islamic nightmare state. Biologically speaking, the game was always rigged 
against us.  

Biological genetics divides life forms into either R or K types. Either rabbits or killer 
lions. Either deer or wolves. Either gigantic herds of procreating grass eaters or else tiny 
cliques of unique and extraordinary predators. Either hundreds of thousands of 



interchangeable units of low IQ who breed and flee or else cheat and lie and betray to 
survive in chaotic or unstable environments or else rare predatory creatures of unique 
cunning and guile and skill who dominate sophisticated civilizations. A K genetic solitary 
eagle tearing into a swarm of five thousand R genetic starlings. A K Westerner 
dominating a highly technological industrial environs no R Muslim migrant has ever 
achieved in 1400 years. A regressive R liberal or else a K libertarian conservative. A R 
Marxist or else a K Capitalist. Genetics determines all! 

R genetics engage in irresponsible and violent promiscuity and then scatter their super 
abundance of seeds or sperm to the winds, abandoning their offspring to survive or not 
alone. Expendable. Careless. Callous. Brutalizing rather than nurturing. Never investing 
in the spawn they abandon. Much less educating them. Certainly not raising them with 
love and respect in stable families with structure and support. R only understand lust 
and not love. Sex. Not respect. Rapine. Not treasuring. R genetics are geared to survive 
in chaos and instability by maturing quickly, breeding indiscriminately while much too 
young, and dying prematurely.  

The R genetics are mob or herd dwellers instead of inhabitants of complex social units 
such as packs or tribes or teams or nations. They display little loyalty or tenderness. 
Instead, they live indiscriminately for as long as possible. No more. Live for the moment 
because there is no long term future. Much less the capability to plan or plot beyond the 
moment of brute survival of the fittest cretin. They are sheeple. They live in mass. They 
die in mass. Interchangeable clones. Humanoid animals. The type who take advantage 
of civilization created by the K genetics before ultimately destroying civilization created 
by K genetics. 

There is a crude group think but R types require a dominator to herd them and control 
them. Usually brutally. If left to their own devices they cannot maintain themselves in 
any coherence above that of the lowest denominator. They are irresponsible and 
feckless. Violent. Inhabitants of chaos and anarchy. Or else passive and fatalistic amidst 
temporary abundance which cannot last. Greedy to enjoy the moment knowing it might 
be their last. Without foresight or discipline or long term goals beyond the immediate. 
Find what is free and devour it gluttonously. Move on. Locusts. Parasites. Eat until 
eaten. Take advantage of the moment. Exploit the occasion. Short sighted and feckless 
and completely amoral. 



Multiply until the Malthus Population Bomb kicks in and you outstrip your ecology and 
starve. Over breed as much as possible regardless of the consequences. Oblivious to 
morality or loyalty or rules or long term survival. Undisciplined. Over indulged. Reckless. 
Greedy. Addictive. Or else survive by lying. Cheating. Stealing. Betraying. Low IQ 
cunning certainly but only that. Deceitful. Exploitive. Amoral. Utterly without guilt. 
Envious of what others have while lusting to steal it. Taking what is free or else taking 
what others have labored to achieve. Or else dependent on socialistic rationing or 
quotas or welfare or charity seen as entitlement based on victim-hood. Poor me! Poor 
me! Gimme! Gimme! 

Never working unless forced. Never toiling unless compelled. Criminal wherever 
possible. Otherwise begging. Loathing competition. Allergic to any work ethic. Always 
with one hand held out for freebies while irrationally self entitled despite a lifetime of 
total failure. Devoid of ambition beyond the lowest level of exploitative living for the 
moment. So devoid of self control only a dictator or master can impose order on the 
herd or mob by brute force. Grudgingly willing to obey brute force but always conspiring 
to do the least while stealing the most. Never risking. Never aspiring. Just plotting 
whatever will buy you one more hour on earth to fuck and devour before you die. Hence 
creatures who exist in either Third World failed states ruled by brutal dictators or else 
sheeple ruled by Marxist dictators or else failures who form brain dead voting machines 
for bankrupt big government socialistic politicians. Hence stupid regressive liberal 
voters. Enviably envious liberal voters conspiring to confiscate what the hard working 
haves have achieved. Whining liberal voters who play the victim to excuse their 
wastage of shame while using victimhood to buy into the liberal Marxist entitlement to 
the fruits of the hard work of the successful Ks. Successful Ks of course being the hard 
working achievers. Successful Ks of course being the middle class and wealthy and 
successful and anyone with a business or property or materialistic success. 

K genetics on the other hand are geared to survive courtesy of complex brains and 
complex families and complex societies. K genetics feature long memories, anxious 
worrywart behaviors, the need to exert control, individuality, ambition, self responsibility, 
self discipline. Always with an innate need for freedom voluntarily hedged with rational 
laws and reasonable moral order. K genetics require ethics and loyalty and trust and 
especially devotion. Orderly stability but not tyranny. K genetics displays guilt, reason, 
logic, honesty, and honor. K genetics feature slow maturity, slow breeding, long life, and 
few young who are invested in and protected and treasured. Respect for one’s life long 



mate and tenderness toward one’s life long offspring. K genetics are ‘white knights’ and 
protectors. They never run away and leave women and children to perish alone. Unlike 
R types.  

Why didn’t anyone ask why the Mos, almost entirely Males of war age, marching into 
every Western country would so cavalierly abandon their families back in war zones? 
Live on the dole and be criminals? Squander? And never work enough to bring their 
families over? Never bother to get jobs? Just wallow on drugs and the dole? And never 
express either guilt or regret or concern for the families they abandoned? Families 
abandoning their children to sink or swim, literally, in migrant boats? Alone? Fending 
their way alone? What sort of people tell their children to go risk their lives to get to the 
West just to score the golden ticket for ‘family unification’? For that matter what sort of 
animals rape even their own children in those migrant jungles and camps? Brutally rape 
even their own children? What sort of species displays absolutely no caring whatsoever 
for even their own children? R genetics of course! 

K genetics features strong families within strong packs, teams, tribes, nations. K 
genetics survive by plotting and planning, competing, striving, prioritizing, working hard, 
going without to survive the winter while the feckless starve, controlling events and 
themselves. K types are disciplined, determined, taking command, picking leaders 
inside a democracy and meritocracy with voluntary order of self crafted laws hedged by 
reason rather than brute force. Acknowledging rank earned by merit and proven by 
responsibility. Competitive. Striving. Ambitious. Stability to achieve and amass wealth. 
Expectations for prosperity by self work and self control. Always within a free market. 
Never a tyranny. Always working for their own success instead of embracing robbery or 
socialism or parasitic entitlement. Loathing micro management or excessive regulations. 
Never dominated by fear. Never willing to submit to quotas or entitlements or 
redistributions or drafts. Visualizing long term goals and then prioritizing to achieve 
them. Building up. Then conserving. Therefore always libertarian conservatives or 
capitalists in frugal, small republic governments. K types create civilizations. K types 
create advanced world nations. And the only socialistic nations which actually function 
half way well are those where K types form the population. K types can even make 
asinine socialism half way work. But the K types always thrive best in libertarian, 
capitalistic, frugal, small republic governments. That is their true environ. After all! K 
types carry the genes of predators! Not herds! 



K genetics see sloth, doing the bare minimum to get by, envy of what others have toiled 
to achieve, theft of what others have accomplished, addiction like drunkenness, fatalistic 
passivity, obliviousness of the consequences of one’s actions, promiscuity and rapine, 
blind emotionality, sheer stupidity, inbred imbecility from sloppy mating, the inability to 
use reason and logic, the contempt for the mind, the penchant for blind mob violence, 
personal irresponsibility, recklessness in the face of financial or ecological limits, the 
lack of foresight, the lack of discipline and self control, cowardice and flight, deceit, 
betrayal, base dishonor, loathing of rational self determined law and order, love of chaos 
and anarchy, greed without the willingness to work, prideful irrational entitlement without 
toiling in the face of total failure as deadly sins. R genetics see the above as virtues. 
That is the difference between the rival genetics which divides all biological life on earth 
and results in either the Advanced World democracies or else Third World failed states 
run by dictators. 

A White European or Asian from the North Western or North Eastern Advanced World 
with a K IQ of 100 plus has always dominated the backward masses of the failed states 
of the Third World courtesy of their R genetics and IQs in the 80s. R genetics directly 
lead to every failed state of the Third World and every slum and ghetto in the Advanced 
World. R genetics directly lead to over breeding and inbreeding and ultimately low IQ 
and poverty and starvation. Chaotic situations of destabilizing failure. Nonstop war to 
steal what others build. Deceit. Thievery. Betrayal. Breed and flee. Procreate and 
abandon. Instinct instead of intelligence.  

Fatalistic and irresponsible. Expecting others to salvage their disasters and rectify their 
mistakes. Wasteful Charity. Slothful Dole. One hand held out while whining. The 
perpetual victim blaming everyone else except themselves. Identity politics of the most 
base and dishonest garnished by name calling and besmirching. Mob Group Think 
quickly escalating to Brute Thuggery. Rioting. Looting. Killing. Marxist exploitive 
Totalitarianism instead of Capitalistic Democracy and Meritocracy. Oppressive Religions 
instead of the Enlightenment. Superstition instead of Science. Failure instead of 
Success. At least as far as anything other than gross R over population despite every 
appalling circumstance. The ability to over breed. Period. 

R types are Eloi parasites to be endured. Thugs to be commanded. Canon fodder to be 
slaughtered. Cretins to be exploited. Slaves to be worked to death. And inhabitants of 
Third World failed states to be pitied and helped by K Advanced World super states with 



advanced medicine and technology and foodstuffs though that only encourages the R 
types to over breed all the more recklessly. The Malthus Population Bomb biologically 
ticking away in every R Third World failed state as the Grand Solar Minimum 
commences toward Mankind’s possible extinction.  

And of course R types are also the economic migrants posing as refugees in the 
Advanced World where they hold out their hands for the dole. Freebies. Lazy. Ignorant. 
Slothful. Drunken and drug addled. Unproductive. Whining. The pouting victims 
accusing their hosts of racism while spewing out their uncontrollable loathing of them. 
Grossly entitled to every luxury they cannot earn by their own labors honestly. The ‘Best 
of Peoples’ despite a historic track record of total failure other than Ghazi Razzia 
parasitic Jihad while missing every historic opportunity to achieve anything other than 
slaughter and death and misery. The self nominated R Eloi with us K types performing 
as the abused and exploited Morlocks. Like the migrant mob who raped and molested 
and robbed thousands of European women on New Year’s Eve in Cologne and a dozen 
other cities across Europe.  

Migrants claiming to be refugees who first ran away from their own nations and families 
and women and children and vulnerable dependents as the R cowards they were. 
Migrants who then turned on their hosts to rape and molest their daughters while drunk 
and drugged out of their brains. Vomiting all over the square before Cologne Cathedral 
and other elegant European cities heretofore graced by genteel civilization before they 
came. Taking advantage of the moment to rape and rob and degrade and brutalize and 
molest. Taharrush and all. Grossly self entitled to sexually assault the daughters of their 
hosts who they saw as inferiors despite coming as beggars with their hands out for 
charity. So feckless and irresponsible they were willing to risk all for a moment’s R 
depravity.  

A R orgy in a cobblestone field of green fruit before a Christian cathedral. So unable to 
control themselves they shoved their dirty fingers into every naive girl all over Cologne 
and Europe. So devoid of long term goals or the ability to think ahead they would risk all 
and betray their hosts for a moment’s cheap rapine. So contemptuous of law and 
custom and culture of the West they would defile the children of their hosts as if base 
animals. So depraved and dishonorable they would betray the hospitality of their hosts 
for a moment’s cruelty and viciousness. Without mercy. Utterly without mercy. Not one 
migrant choosing to play the paladin to defend the daughters of his host. A mob of 



beasts devouring the vulnerable precisely because they were vulnerable. To naive and 
idealistic to expect such a vicious assault. To civilized to expect such barbarity. 

Cologne Police later admitted not only could they not save their own female 
policewomen, they even admitted more German women would have been raped except 
for the winter coats and tight winter tights the females wore to fend off the cold. The 
taharush rapists and molesters were R to the core! Displaying no respect. No honor. 
Only base contempt and betrayal. Vicious animals without guilt or mercy. Emboldened 
by their growing numbers because of Merkel’s reckless treason of opening the borders 
to every cretin from every failed state in the entire Third World. So envious and arrogant 
they thought themselves to be entitled. ‘You have to be nice to us! Mrs Merkel invited 
us!’ And so R depraved they then refused to work. Longing under their pleasure domes 
as the Germans K Morlocks toiled to support them despite the rapes and sexual 
emergencies! Only 74 migrants finding jobs out of one million plus! Mostly in manual 
laborers in the post office!  

As guests of Merkel they declared themselves to be entitled to every luxury of Germany! 
Europe! Gratis! Entitled to reap the wealth created over two thousand years of hard 
work by K types! R types incarnate! And never apologizing for Cologne or any other of 
their sexual emergencies. Or their sloth. Their depravity. Their arrogance. Their seven 
deadly sins they treated as the seven Islamic virtues. Saying the girls were Kafir whores 
whose ‘undress’ and perfume enticed them! Whores! Just whores! K Meat for the R Mos 
to wipe their sins off on!  

In theory in the face of the threat of the Grand Solar Minimum the only survivors should 
be the Northwest and Northeast Advanced Worlds courtesy of science and technology 
and their naturally small populations of highly intelligent over achievers courtesy of K 
genetics. But alas the only survivors will probably be the Northeast K types because 
Merkel and other Loki Insider traitors sided with European R type anarchists to open the 
borders of Europe in order to deliberately destroy us K types! Deliberately to destroy all 
K types! To deliberately bring about ‘Visions of 2050' by eradicating every K genetic! 
How? By destroying the environment we K types require to survive! 

K types breed frugally and care for their offspring in complex ways based on their higher 
intelligence required by the predator life style which has evolved toward Advanced 
World civilizations. R biological inferiors were in theory long ago sifted out by 



evolutionary competition in a democratic meritocracy maintained by complex laws and 
customs of advanced civilization and advanced education and advanced job skills 
tailored to superior K genetics in order to accommodate K procreation and reproduction. 
Fragile K procreation and reproduction which only occurs when the environment is 
stable and prosperous and social cohesion is strong and the culture is K European. 
Fragile K procreation and reproduction which barely reproduces K genetics to replace 
each K as each K dies. K Over Achievers surviving to procreate their few replacements 
in high status niches characterized by high income and status life styles laced by stress 
and anxiety required by our worrywart genetics. A few R types might survive as toilers or 
else artists. But competition with K types would keep their population small.  

R types are stupid. Destructive. Chaotic. Artistic in a feckless, irresponsible way. But not 
great artists. R types are the sort to be Hollywood movie stars. The short who self 
destruct while achieving nothing except glorified porn. Or else self destructive rock stars 
whose top achievement is biting off the head of a bat. They do not build or maintain or 
contribute to advanced societies. They do not invent or achieve or produce or create. 
They devour. They procreate. That is all. At best freak shows or else manual toilers. 
Servants. Sanitation workers. At worst parasites. Passive and fatalistic. Tolerant of the 
most minimal of existence as long as their base R instincts can be vented if not 
indulged. Their fleeing instinct and penchant for base survival through betrayal being so 
over developed they would even fail at complex warfare which requires K intelligence 
and discipline and patriotism. Evolutionary predators of course make the best warriors. 
Herd sheeple can only be cannon fodder. 

K types are complex thinkers. Plotters. Planners. Geniuses. Strong. Resourceful. 
Determined. Able to invent and carry that invention to fruition. To amass a lifetime of 
achievements. Able to control themselves and therefore events at large. Able to 
command men because they command themselves. Able to raise to every occasion 
courtesy of their nonstop predatory lifestyle based on meritocracy and competition 
fraught with high expectations. Alpha Masculine of course. Most females are R. Able to 
survive every crisis. Willing to sacrifice themselves so their scion will survive to flourish. 
In peace and war working intelligently and resourcefully with a work ethic and discipline 
and ambition and vision for the future. The biological leaders. The biological rulers. It is 
the predatory K genetics which create advanced civilizations. It is the K genetics which 
command advanced societies.  



R types invest in quantity of life. K types invest in quality of life. The strength and 
weakness of R types is that all they do is procreate indiscriminately while devouring 
what others achieve. R types always inhabit Third World failed states or else the slums 
of the Advanced World where they depend on socialistic handouts or Marxist 
redistribution of the wealth achieved by the K types. R types cannot produce or achieve. 
They are R Eloi. R Parasites. They can only survive courtesy of the K Morlocks. The K 
types do the work to create and maintain complex states so successfully they can 
tolerate a limited number of R parasites who are dead weights. Contributing nothing 
whatsoever. Just dead weights.  

R types always gravitate from Third World failed states of dictators to Advanced World 
super states where they hold out their hands for freebies as if entitled by the sheer fact 
they exist. Functional illiterates. Unskilled. Uneducated. Undisciplined. Passive unless 
stealing. Dole abusers. Criminals. Addicts. Nothing more. Just dole abusers living off the 
K types. All while envying the super achievers and hard workers who are the K types. 
The R types are parasites. They devour what K types achieve but contribute nothing 
except over population of inbred low IQ R under achievers. They are expendable. 
Replaceable. Unlike the K types. They only exist to the extent the K types are willing to 
carry the dead weights. And that is only because a characteristic of the K type is 
Christian guilt which K Asians like the Chinese and Koreans and Japanese do not have. 
That is why the Northwest K will probably perish while the Northeast K will probably 
survive the Grand Solar Minimum. 

But this R - K is an entirely one sided symbiotic relationship of the parasite to the host. 
Once the host realizes it is being devoured by the over reproducing parasite the host 
must either kill the parasite or else be killed by the parasite. Ultimately the K is a 
predator who exists by feeding off the R or else simply killing the R. The R survives by 
gross over reproduction assuming the K predator will kill off or devour the excessive 
population of the R. Otherwise the R will ultimately over reproduce and destroy the 
entire environment resulting in their own destruction and indeed all life on earth. Without 
the predatory K, the R cannot survive on even its own brutish terms of minimal sub 
existence. 

The strength and weakness of K types is that they bred very slowly based on their 
income and achievements achieved by their predatory genius and audacity. They never 
outbreed their niche. And they need orderly and peaceful niches to breed. Excessive 



chaos creates too much anxiety for a K to breed. But R types over breed blindly, grossly 
outstripping their niche. And R types thrive in chaos and unstable environs which 
destroy K types. We K types should have realized the danger we faced when R type 
European anarchists working for the Loki Insider Traitors, the open border anarchists, 
did everything to force open borders and encourage the R rabble from every failed state 
in the Third World to in effect invade us! The European R types recruited R inbred Mos 
precisely to destroy us K types!  

To deliberately destroy us K types! By destroying our exquisitely over built environs 
which we need to breed in. When two rival biological species compete in one 
environmental niche it becomes a battle to the death for one or the other species. R and 
K always fight to the death! The R loathes the predatory K yet needs the K to ultimately 
survive. The K endures the R until it becomes too impossible to survive. But it always 
ends up an existential battle to the death between the R and the K!” The Swede looked 
around the future battlefield wherein he might perish this night. He sighed.  

“K North West types created the Western Advanced World. The Cradle of Civilization. 
The Greco Roman Hellene Civilization. The Agricultural Revolution. The Age of 
Discovery and Exploration. The Renaissance. The Enlightenment. The Revolution of 
Science and Medicine and Technology. The Industrial Revolution. The Modern 
Advanced World. The Super States. We even excelled the North East K types. At least 
up to the millennial. North West K types invented 95% of the inventions known to 
Mankind up to the millennial. We put a K type on the moon. We discovered the ‘God 
Particle’.  

And now R types are devouring the North West Advanced World we created down to 
the bones of the carcass. Unable to invent or create or produce or even maintain, the R 
types, Muslim migrants, the European R anarchists now all killed off, only devour. 
Fatalistic and irresponsible and unable to control themselves or their environs. Only 
able to devour as they grossly over reproduce. They will blindly devour until there is 
nothing left to devour. Devour and multiply to Soylent Green Devastation oblivious to the 
dangers of the Grand Solar Minimum or their own extinction. So obvious are they the R 
types conspire to kill off every K type despite the fact they ultimately cannot survive 
without the K types. A parasite so delusional they ultimately kill off the host they need to 
survive! A herd mob so oblivious they ultimately kill off the predator they need to exist! 



The fact the Mos are procreating their grossly defective inbred R genetics on the level of 
Soylent Green in the face of ecological collapse oblivious to the reality that their Malthus 
Population Bomb is about to pop garnished by mass starvation which means the enemy 
is even more retarded because of starvation certainly isn’t upping our biological odds to 
survive despite being K types. A stampeding herd of moronic wildebeests with the 
collective IQ of a gerbil will temporarily out survive the gloriously elite but tiny niche 
predator the bold lion or exquisite cheetah or noble elephant or brave wolf.  

Sheer over population of a moronic herd will always temporarily out survive all better 
creatures courtesy of simple gross over population. But that does not mean ecology or 
civilization can survive. And now we are facing ecological collapse as well as civilization 
collapse. Are we deluding ourselves that there ever can be a Restoration? A 
Ragnarokkr? That Lif Adam and Lifpr Eve can launch a new biological and cultural 
Rebirth?” The misplaced Swede flinched as if in pain.  

“Why was it ok for the traitors who brought about this nightmare world to preach that it 
was legitimate and right for K type North West White Europeans to be displaced? 
Replaced? Erased? I thought genocide was suppose to be a crime against humanity? 
So why was it morally halal for Loki Insider Traitors to preach the extinction of K White 
Europeans? The extinction of our genetics? Our biology? Our culture? Our history? Our 
heritage? Our achievements? Our civilization? Our identity? Our nations? Our 
homelands? Everything which defines us? Especially our genetics? Especially as we 
Whites were also the smallest of all human genetic populations on earth? Someone 
please explain to me why triggering the Great Replacement was morally acceptable just 
because we were K White Europeans? Why didn’t we have a right to exist? Why didn’t 
we have a right to preserve our North West Hemisphere for ourselves? Europa? The 
Hiraeth Homeland since time immoral of White Europeans? Our evolutionary niche? 
Who gave the R Surtr of the Southern Hemisphere the right to invade us to displace us 
and replace us and erase us? Who gave our enemies the right to wage genocide 
against us? Our genocide? And why were we compelled to sign off on our own 
genocide or else be called ‘racist’ or ‘xenophobic’ or ‘R Islamophobic? 

The very bastards who justified the invasion first encouraged us to adopt birth control 
and family planning and under breed to preserve the ecological balance. So very K! And 
we did! Being so very K! Then they deliberately imported millions, billions, of our R 
enemies citing a ‘humanitarian disaster’ because the damn R Surtr never adopted birth 



control or family planning and deliberately over bred as well as inbred being so very R! 
A biological empty space must be filled they said! But the Loki Insider Traitors created 
that biological empty space to begin with!” The misplaced Swede grimaced as if in pain. 
“In Sweden there are almost no Swedes left alive. Only a few beleaguered Ragnarokkr 
survival bastions. The Swedish People are all but extinct in Sweden! Why is that 
acceptable? Justifiable? Moral? Someone tell me why that was allowed to happen....” 
  

*** *** 

The fireman stared at the dark sky in a city utterly dark except for the arson fires blazing 
out of control. Fleeing and screaming and careening bodies momentarily caught in 
flickering lights of bonfires and people on fire. Towering mounds of garbage oozing 
methane from decay exploding into spontaneous fires. And cesspools oozing with 
diseases both reflecting fires and spontaneously erupting into fires. The fetid darkness 
was filled by the overpowering stench of death and rot and the filth of hundreds of 
thousands of unwashed bodies of the starving and the dying and the dead packed 
together like sardines in the decayed ruins of a devolving city. All punctuated by the 
near and distant howls and screams of suffering and dying humanity reduced to the 
drudges at the cusp of extinction. 

“But now Dar ul Islam Great Britain has been proclaimed!” the fireman proclaimed 
ironically. “Now this accurst land would be an Islamic utopia! A paradise on earth! And 
per Dar ul Islam the islands formally known as Great Britain no less than all of Eurabia 
formally known as Europa would be ruled by a moral Muslim dictator, (democracy being 
haram of course), holy imams and clerics and mullahs (unelected of course), Divine 
Sharia Law and Islamic Morality undisputable and enforced to the bloody hilt of its 
brutally medieval ethos, with Muslims occupying every single top job and position of 
authority and privilege and favor to prevent the Najis filthy sub human beasts who live 
their lives like base animals from running amok in all of their Kufr depravity!  

The Ummah would be elevated to their just position as the Best of Peoples! All 
Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution would be exorcized and sterilized! All loathsome Kufr 
would be purged! Everything remotely non Islamic would be eradicated! And all 
loathsome Najis filthy Kafirs and Shirks would be crushed! Islam and Muslims would 
dominate and subjugate and rule! And Islam would control every iota of every person’s 



life from the moment they are born until the moment they die! A religious totalitarianism! 
The Divine Slavery! And the result would be glorious! 

Everything predating the take over by Islam would be erased of course. That has 
always been the established modus operandi of every Islamic takeover of every land 
and people Islam ever conquered. No identity except Islam would be tolerated. 
Everything which reeked of British Najis filth and Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution would be 
burned away. Everything not of the Koran would eradicated. Exterminated. Sterilized. 
The ‘vilest of creatures’ would be totally under the Islamic heel of the Ubermensch ‘Best 
of Peoples’. The Eloi and the Morlocks would be clearly marked by the Protocols of 
Omar which would separate and segregate and dictate and regulate every iota of every 
Najis filthy ‘D’s life just as Sharia controlled every iota of every person’s life.  

The new Eloi would lounge in the sun of their pleasure domes. The loathsome Morlocks 
would be segregated and isolated in their foul darkness to toil to ENRICH THE BEST 
OF PEOPLES ---- and then exterminated when they ceased to be able to toil as White 
Slaves or Brown Slaves or Black Slaves or D indentured Slaves or Devshirme Sex 
Slaves. So surely the newly Islamized nation would be bound to be blessed by Allah 
with infinite riches and prosperity ---- for the triumph of Allah and the glory of Islam and 
the vindication of Mohammad and the domination of the Ummah! Inshallah! As Allah 
wills it! Now that the ‘Divine Slavery’ was in control what could go possibly go wrong?” 
Then the fireman yanked out his gun and blasted a Scavenger Rat dead as the maniac 
lunged at the fireman with a machete.  

*** *** 

“What else might go wrong?” King Harry asked his Sikh commander as he fingered his 
small ‘Saint David leek’ pinned to his austere battle tunic.  

“This is a war Your Majesty. In war everything can go wrong. But in India there is always 
a saying. Mad Dogs and Englishmen might go out in the midday sun but they always 
enjoy iqbad. Crazy luck. And time and again a few hundred crazy Brits would defeat ten 
thousand of their enemies.” 

“I am not General Rose who so defeated ten thousand Muslim and Brahmin Rebels with 
three hundred British Scots and Sailors and Sikhs and Maratha” King Harry replied.  



At that moment an officer came in with a message. “The Knockers are routing a 
package from the Dead Mail Drop Department Sir.” 

“We have a Dead Mail Drop Department?” the aging soldier asked.  

“Ah.....apparently.... run by a Supervisor Lledrith. Oh. Um. Captain Lledrith. Second 
Brigade of the Kent ....” 

“There is no such brigade” King Harry replied. “Maybe during WW I but not afterwards.” 

“Well.... the Knockers say a package is coming Your Majesty. Being routed by runner 
Your Majesty because the package can’t come by Petit Bleu. Too large. Or more 
correctly too long.” 

“Your Majesty” the Sikh explained. “The Knockers are sometimes afflicted by 
paranormal echoes of WW II because of their location. That is where a crowded 
Underground platform was flooded during the Blitz . Hundreds of souls died trapped 
under waters exploding out of .....well...... it was a terrible tragedy. Such tragedies can 
scar the psyche of the paranormal. And as you know, London is a very old and therefore 
very haunted city.” 

“Yes. I know. And the Knockers are all very brave but very young. But this mysterious 
Lledrith claims to be from a WW I brigade. Can someone investigate this Captain 
Lledrith?” The officer saluted and exited as the aging redhead shrugged his shoulders. 
“What else can go wrong?....” 

*** *** 

“What else could possibly go wrong?” the fireman whispered as he watched a Harrods 
truck full of freshly imported African slaves drive through the raw sewage and mounds of 
garbage. The slaves shivering in the growing cold, genetically unable to cope with such 
a cruel environment. Their eyes shocked by the horror of what that environment had 
become. The starving migrants stared at the fresh arrivals. By now the ecological 
meltdown which used to be called Africa was so bad Africans were selling themselves 
into Islamic slavery just to enjoy food and a roof over their heads.  



Their Islamic Slavers were telling them the same spiel which Islamic smugglers told 
African migrants. If you revert to Islam and pay every cent you have and/or sell yourself 
into slavery then you get to enjoy the riches of Eurabia. And you will never have to work. 
And you will be taken care of. Food. Clothes. Digs. And live like the old Hollywood 
movies. Come to Eurabia where even the streets are paved with gold! The staving 
migrants stared at their deluded kindred and then wearily resumed their aimless 
wondering around the devastation once known as Piccadilly. Some digging through 
towering mounds of garbage. Some digging through mounds of corpses for something 
to scavenge or else for Halal R rats to eat which feasted off the decomposing corpses. 
The street once known as Piccadilly no longer covered by gold but rather by sewage 
and decay and corpses.  

“And indeed Slavery was restored to further ingratiate the regime to gullible Muslims” 
the fireman told some invisible being as if dictating his life’s story. “Instead of the old 
spiel about how wonderful the ‘Migrant Economy’ was it was now how wonderful the 
new ‘Slave Economy’ was going to be. Instead of a car in every garage there would be 
slaves in every garage. What was not to like?  

The Dhimmis were appalled. The British had been the very first people to outlaw slavery 
and now slavery as restored. And of course the reality was the first slave sale featured 
slaves who were too expensive for any except the elite Muslims to buy. It was just 
another bait & switch version of the ‘Migrant Economy’ only worse. Instead of breaking 
unions and driving wages down for the ordinary workers, the CEOs and Oligarches 
imported Africans from the starving countries ruled by Muslim dictators to toil for free on 
in their factories and on their gigantic plantations as Dhimmi lands were confiscated and 
nationalized for the global good ----- of the CEOs and Oligarches. So now there were 
almost no jobs at all at even rock bottom wages. Not for Dhimmis and Morlocks anyway. 
And hell! Eloi don’t work!  

But for a while the gullible were conned by the new con until reality kicked in. But as 
long as the Muslims were offered free dole and unlimited benefits and free council 
houses and free health care they embraced everything the Islamization of Anglestan 
promoted. And with the Untermensch Dhimmis thrown out, the council houses and free 
health care would once again be plenty for the Ubermensch Ummah. They would live 
like kings if not caliphs. All of their dreams were coming true. They would star in their 



own versions of Hollywood and Bollywood movies. They were The Best of Peoples. 
They were the Dominators. They could grind the Kafirs who once lorded over them 
under their heels. Exact every humiliating law of Dhimmitude. Shove the Kafirs into the 
gutter. Shove the Kafirs to the back of the queue. Humiliate them and degrade them in 
every exquisite way. Take everything away from them. Sharia Law was going to be 
wonderful! Allah bless Anglestan!” the fireman shouted as he waved his gun at the 
violent mob of starving migrants. “Who wants to die next?” 

*** *** 

“I remember the last hope this country had to save itself” a bitter soldier mused as he 
led his advance reconnaissance men into position along the rooftops of gutted out ruins 
previously gassed with Pancras and then secured by razor wire to serve as advanced 
battle positions. Their night camouflage and heavy flack jackets obscuring them. Their 
faces under helmets and night goggles smeared with black. “Dhimmi Dave was 
sabotaging our only hope to survive as a free nation with his scuttling of Brexit. Sir 
Richard Dearlove the Spy Master of MI 6 had just delivered his dire warning. A public 
dire warning. Sir Howard the elder statesman of the Tory Party had just delivered his 
dire warning. Another dire warning. Trevor Phillips had just recanted his 20 year multi-
cultural diversity lie. Four expert studies conducted by four top universities debunked 
‘Diversity is our strength’. But even Prof Putman was ignored.  

Even the man who created Dhimmi Dave, his ex-handler, had just denounced the EU. 
Calling it a dictatorship. An anti-democratic, anti-capitalistic, sclerotic bureaucracy. A 
power mad statism of massive corruption and incompetence. Too big. Too ideological. 
Too distant. Too centralized. Too socialistic. Anti- competition. Anti-innovation. Anti 
entrepreneurial enterprise. Strangling our nation. Strangling Europe. Rendering our 
government impotent. Incapable of governing effectively. He protested that the EU 
represented the exact opposite of everything which made our nation great: capitalism, 
enterprise, competition, innovation, transparency, pro market, pro trade, the 
Commonwealth, and most of all freedom and democracy.  

Yet the bookies predicted IN would win because Dhimmi Dave was pouring EU millions 
into buying the election. And the BBC was tilted 97 against OUT. Only allowing 3% of its 
shows and interviews to promote OUT. Pure propaganda. Government propaganda. 
And most of this nation’s Snowflake youth had been brainwashed from years of 



indoctrination in their regressive Left dominated schools to hate Britain and fear 
independence. Free democracy. Fear freedom. The Identitarians were raising up in 
Europe but not here. Quite the reverse. The Snowflakes were so violently anti-British 
they would not even join the military. They hated everything this nation once stood for. 
They were ashamed of their nation. Patriotism had been bred right out of them. And 
Dhimmi Dave had conspired to insure that three quarters of the British Army and Navy 
would NOT BE ABLE TO VOTE AT ALL. And of course we were gagged from speaking 
out by military protocols. 

At the same time there were rumors of German paramilitary exercises going on in 
Europe. Germany. Ex-Stasi. Secret police. Rumors of a push by the Germans to ‘annex’ 
the armies and navies and coast guards and even the police of every nation as well as 
EU judges to control the criminal courts in order to create a super military force and 
paralegal system combined which Germany would command. Abolishing not only 
national borders and national identities and national laws but national armies and 
navies. Brigadier Geoffrey Van Orden warned that a such a Frankenstein Military 
Monster was ‘too great a price to pay’ —especially considering the fact such a 
monstrosity would be entirely controlled by the Brussels Junta and German High 
Command. All without a democratic mandate or public vote or referendum of the 
indigenous peoples of Europe or Great Britain. And worse: that meant the person fast 
becoming the Dictator of Berlin would have control of our Trident thermonuclear 
warheads and the French thermonuclear warheads. Not us. Berlin. 

At the same time the Greens rigged the Austrian election by 30,000 fraudulent postal 
votes to steal the election away from the only man willing to stop the flooding of tiny 
Austria by millions of Muslim men of war age. The tiny country of only nine million was 
being overwhelmed by migrants. Vienna and other cities were becoming Taharrush 
Central for rapes after dark. Even the Police were openly admitting that. Villages of 
Austrians were being threatened by migrants. Austrian children were being raped at 
swimming pools in city after city. ‘Sexual emergencies’ happening everywhere there 
were migrants.  

And the 2015 harvest of raping and robbing migrants were filling the jail cells of Austria. 
Police were admitting that 50% of the 2015 migrants were Muslim males of war age, 
were not genuine refugees, and were committing out of control crimes of every sort all 
over Austria. Especially rape. And they were losing control. And even worse was the fact 



over 60% of the Muslims in Austria were radicalizing on the dole. Over 80% were on 
some sort of dole. Muslims were bleeding Austria dry. It was like 1683 except this time 
the Muslims were not at the Gates of Vienna! They were already inside! 

Austrians were buying every sort of rifle and hunting gun they could get their hands on. 
More were buying illegal hand guns and gas guns and illegal pepper spray and mace. 
Even as more migrants applied for ‘asylum’ in one year than were born in the country. 
Radical Wahhabists controlled most of the mosques. The madrassas were all controlled 
by radicals who were teaching hate. Newspapers were doing exposes all of the time. 
And the government appeared impotent to do anything about it whatsoever. Refusing to 
erect fences or stop the invasion. The citizenry were terrified. Protests and 
demonstrations were happening all over Austria. Half of the nation wanted fences and 
borders and tanks at every mountain pass to save Austria. But 30,000 fraudulent mail in 
votes in Green districts showing a 146% turn out handed the nation over to the Greens 
and a man who not only was NOT AUSTRIAN but openly hated Austria and boasted he 
was a minion of the EU and admired Merkel.  

A man who was not even of Austrian ancestry! A man who actually called Austria shit. 
Shit! A man who actually called anyone who loved Austria shit. Shit! Shit! A man who 
actually called patriotism shit! Literally! Shit! The Austrian version of Merkel throwing 
away the German flag in disgust on a Youtube video. A man just elected president who 
openly called his nation shit and who openly boasted he wanted to open Austria’s 
borders to millions and millions and millions of migrants. Calling the rapists a gift. A gift! 
And he meant to throw open Austria’s borders to every Muslim in the Third World. And 
he openly cheered Merkel and what she was doing to Germany. To Austria. To Europe. 
To us. 

It gutted me. That election. It was a forewarning about Brexit. Yet another nation 
collectively slashing its jugular. And soon it would be us. All as I was ordered to report 
with my unit for a top secret military drill on the Salisbury Plain. And what happened 
next damned my nation....” 

The officer remembered the horror with gut wrenching bitterness. The winds blowing off 
the ancient Salisbury Plain cold and fierce. The earth which gave birth to King Arthur 
pungent. The ancient monoliths brooding. The nearby villages impossibly quant as if Ye 
Olde England still existed. The officers stared at their men. Their men stared at their 



officers. Everyone was enraged. Then grudgingly the British officers taped EU flags over 
British Union Jack flags on every military vehicle and tank picked for the military 
exercise on the historic Salisbury Plain where once King Arthur fought the invading 
Saxons. All to simulate a military response to a theoretical crisis of social breakdown of 
authority and/or insurrection in Great Britain. “Sir” one soldier asked his shame faced 
officer. “First the EU said we have to add the fucking EU stars to our national flag! And 
now you are taping that obscenity directly OVER our national flag!” The British officers 
flinched. Then everyone turned and glared at the ‘Joint Commander’ of the joint 
exercise of British troops and German troops. In reply the unelected bureaucratic EU 
‘Joint Commander’ minced away in scorn on her high heels.  

The officer grimaced as he remembered the Great Betrayal. “She was an unelected EU 
bureaucrat from Italy where the Socialist government was deliberately welcoming 
millions of Third World failed state Muslims from the Islamic Levant and Islamic Africa to 
overwhelm Italy and the notoriously slow breeding Italians. Next to Sweden, no other 
country in Europe was more poised to be next for the biological Great Displacement and 
Great Replacement than Italy. Half of its remote villages were already ghost towns. 
Many were semi-destroyed by earthquakes. And grotesquely, the villagers were ordered 
to house and feed and mollycoddle hundreds of migrants. When they protested how the 
hell they could do that they were ordered to hand over the few buildings still standing to 
the Mos and live in the rubble! 

And their Pope was so groveling he was ordering the Catholics of Europe to open their 
borders to millions and millions and millions and millions and millions of Muslims 
precisely because of the LOW POPULATION RATE OF EUROPE which would surely 
result in the BIOLOGICAL DISPLACEMENT AND REPLACEMENT OF CATHOLICS BY 
MUSLIMS despite admitting that Islam had a vein of warmongering and a history of 
imperial conquest which Christianity had long ago abandoned for pacifism. All while 
denying that there was such a thing as either Muslim terrorists or Islamic Terrorism. A 
man who was such a born Dhimmi he cravenly washed the dirty feet of migrants as they 
jeered him as Najis filth ----- while never ever even once protesting the Islamic genocide 
of the last Christians in the Near East as Israel was surrounded by fanatics howling for 
its total extermination to kill every last Jew in not only the Near East but the world! In 
fact he boasted of rescuing Mo migrants ---- while abandoning Christian refugees who 
were being exterminated! And he literally left Christians to die! Abandoning Christians to 



die! The last Christians in the Islamic Levant which before the invasion of Islam was the 
birthplace of Christianity. 

And members of the Italian Socialist Government were openly boasting how wonderful it 
was that in some places of Italy you now could not tell if this was Italy or else the Islamic 
Levant or North Africa. And then declaring how wonderful it was! What a good idea it 
was! And how open borders and diversity was transforming Italy. Positively 
TRANSFORMING Italy into EURABIA. And how absolutely wonderful it was -----despite 
continuous demonstrations and protests by indigenous Italians. Despite overwhelming 
the dangerously unraveling Italian housing crisis and health care crisis and social safety 
net crisis. Despite the Italian banking crisis which threatened to turn Italy into the next 
Greece. Despite the almost bankrupt Italian government.  

Despite the growing breakdown of law and order. Despite attacks on Christian 
churches. Despite the flight of tourists from Italy. Despite the growing burden of millions 
of euros required to house and feed and clothe and entertain their house guests who 
never planned to leave. Why should they? Economic migrants from practically every 
Muslim nation except Syria could wallow on the dole for free. Everything free. Including 
more pocket money than a lot of Italians enjoyed. Living as if Eloi under Italian pleasure 
domes ---- while the increasingly poor Italian people picked up the tab. All while rioting 
in the streets and trashing Italian cities while attacking Red Cross centers while raping 
Red Cross Workers while shouting into the Youtube cameras ‘Money! Money! Money! 
Where is the money? Where is Our money? Where is MY money?’ 

I remember everyone watching that odious unelected bureaucratic ‘Joint Commander’ 
mince away on her Italian high heels. Then my loyal British soldiers stared at me with 
bitter eyes. My fellow officers and I blushed with shame. After the bitter soldiers left the 
even more bitter officers flinched and glared at their German counterparts. I lead the 
accusations. ‘So tell us again why your ....Chancellor...... needs an expensive 
alternative to NATO to keep law and order INSIDE the EU? To protect the EU from 
Europe’s own indigenous citizenry? To enforce EU authority on Europe’s own 
indigenous citizenry?’ I and my fellow British officers all but shouted. ‘Tell us why 
the. ...... Dictator of Berlin ...... needs a gigantic EU army and navy and coast guard and 
paramilitary police force and star chamber judicial force annexed without democratic 
vote from every nation shackled to the EU? All under the command of minions from the 
unelected EU Brussels Junta which is openly commanded by your ....Dictator of Berlin?’ 



‘Yes!’ another British officer snarled. ‘When your ....Dictator of Berlin .... is openly calling 
back ex-Stasi and reimposing secret police. Your German Interior Ministry report on 
crime is classic. A ‘record surge!’ he bellowed hysterically. And it was a record surge in 
crime! To be exact Muslim Turks and recent migrants, were committing the vast majority 
of crimes in your country. Indigenous crime was dropping by 6% but the surge in crime 
was raising to alarming new records. By Muslims! By Muslim migrants! By people 
your ....Dictator of Berlin .....allowed to waltz into Germany! Muslim crime statistics. So 
politically incorrect and so horrifically out of control! A surge of Muslim crime statistics!  

70% pickpocketing by Mos. 38% robberies by Mos. 88% thefts by Mos. 42% thefts with 
violence by Mos.40% burglaries by Mos. 43% shoplifting by Mos. 75% purse snatching 
by Mos. 29% homicides by Mos. 20% sexual assaults by Mos. 32% aggravated 
assaults with genital mutilation by Mos. 22% drug crimes by Mos. 28% street crime by 
Mos. A surge in non German crime confirmed by your own government’s statistics even 
as the indigenous crime rate dropped by 6%! A surge in crime being committed by 12% 
of the whole population who were committing fifty percent plus of all of the crimes! Not 
counting the ‘sexual emergencies at swimming pools or taharrushes which are not even 
being prosecuted! Has Cologne police prosecuted one taharrush rapist yet? No!’ 

Then I shouted ‘And then your Interior Minister for your ....Dictator of Berlin. .... 
announced why the ‘record surge in crime’ in law abiding Germany was so shocking. 
Shocking I say! So utterly shocking! Not the outrageous surge in criminal statistics by 
Mos which are spiking at such a rate that police in city after city were literally ‘running 
out of jail cells’! Not because of the statistical surge in shockingly violent attacks by the 
Far Left protestors and Open Borders Anarchists attacking police and Pegida 
demonstrators! No! The shocking, shocking I say, the shocking surge in THOUGHT 
CRIME by the ‘Far’ Right! Thought crime!  

Thought crime!’ I shouted at the Germans. ‘The thought crimes of terrified Germans for 
merely protesting about the taharrushes being committed in Cologne and twelve other 
German cities. The protesting of Mo crimes. The protesting of Mo rapists. The protesting 
of Mo sexual emergencies. The protesting of the Open Border policy allowing millions of 
diseased and all but illiterate Mos to pour into Germany. Scarcely any working! Willing to 
work! Able to work! Intending to work! Ever! The protests by Identitarians and A of D and 



Pegida protestors demanding the legal ouster of your .....Dictator of Berlin for 
committing high treason! Which she is! 

And such shocking THOUGHT CRIMES are being ruthlessly prosecuted by 
your ....Dictator of Berlin! Including jail terms! Jail for thought crimes! Ex-Stasi 
monitoring Twitter and Facebook and Youtube! Prosecuting for ‘likes’ on Youtube! 
Editing out Youtube reports on the Cologne Taharrush and prosecuting whistle blowers 
who reported it! And what are we about to do here? We are about to conduct an 
exercise in paramilitary thuggery rehearsing how to crush civic unrest by the indigenous 
peoples denied their voice by rigged elections by the EU dictatorship! We are about to 
rehearse being the enforcers of brutal EU thugs under the command of unelected 
bureaucratic tintype dictators putting down a democratic rebellion after a EU mandated 
‘coup’ of European or British politicians lawfully elected by the indigenous population for 
daring to oppose the suicidal policies of the dictatorial EU who are opening the borders 
to an INVASION!’ 

‘Yes!’ another British officer shouted at the Germans. ‘And Juncker and the other 
UNELECTED Brussels dictators are manufacturing new laws without democratic 
consent of even the toothless rubber stamp EU assembly to police democratic elections 
now! So- called new laws to ‘protect’ democracy in the EU. Translation: EU coups of 
democratically elected governments!’ 

‘1984 style’ another British officer shouted at the Germans. ‘The first example being the 
Irish vote which the EU ordered repealed and repeated until the Irish ‘got it right’! The 
second example being the Dutch referendum on the Ukraine and Georgia expansion! 
The Dutch majority voted a protest. Your Brussels Junta ordered the Dutch Prime 
Minister of The Netherlands to ignore the popular Dutch vote entirely. Then your 
Brussels Junta ordered another minion to march back to Poland to order the new Polish 
government voted into power by an overwhelming popular majority of the Polish People 
to revise their laws according to the new EU protocols of ‘democracy’ defined by an 
unelected EU bureaucracy. And the Double Headed Eagle nations being led by Hungry 
are likewise facing an ultimatum to NOT OFFER their people a democratic referendum! 
To defy the elected will of their own people and impose EU laws and diversity quotas BY 
FORCE IF NECESSARY!’ 



‘And the Brussels Junta is announcing that it will not acknowledge any election of any 
EU country who dares to vote in a Right of Center government who will close the 
borders to this Muslim INVASION!’ another British officer shouted. ‘Is this democracy? If 
so then this is a very novel definition of 1984 style democracy! If our nation votes Brexit 
or if our nation votes in a Right of Center government by popular vote will your Dictator 
of Berlin and her Brussels minions and the Drunkard order us to shoot on our own 
people to crush the democratic will of the British people and impose a Junta dictatorship 
on Great Britain?’ 

‘‘Dhimmi Dave’ is no longer even representing the interests of the British people!’ 
another British officer shouted. ‘He the human door mat for Brussels and your Dictator 
of Berlin! Churchill fought your previous Dictator of Berlin! Dhimmi Dave surrendered 
without a fight! We are ruled by Quisling fronteurs for your Dictator of Berlin!’ 

‘The same unelected junta which is announcing that all EU countries MUST ACCEPT 
DIVERSITY QUOTAS OF MIGRANTS REGARDLESS OF POPULAR CONSENT BY 
THE PEOPLE!’ I shouted. ‘Or else face fines of a quarter of a million euros per Muslim 
migrant refused! With your dictator of Berlin demanding that all borders fences come 
down to allow millions and millions and millions of unvented Muslim migrants to pour 
into Europe! Hell man! They already outnumber your own German Army back in 
Germany! They sure as hell outnumber the German Police! And no matter what 
unspeakable evil they do your Dictator of Berlin has rigged the EU ‘Human Rights 
Commission’ to prevent any Muslim migrant from ever being deported! It is against their 
‘human rights’! Even if they are criminals! Terrorists! And Interpol has announced that 
ISIS is ABSOLUTELY SMUGGLING TERRORISTS INTO THE WEST DISGUISED AS 
MIGRANTS!’ 

‘These new laws to FORCE QUOTAS OF UNLIMITED MIGRANTS under the guise of 
‘Diversity’ will force every country to accept unlimited millions of migrants!’ another 
British officer shouted. ‘Including Great Britain. Despite these new German crime 
statistics. Despite these Austrian crime statistics. Despite every countries’ crime 
statistics. Despite warnings from Interpol. All showing shocking surges in crime. Muslim 
migrant crime. Muslim taharrush. Muslim rape. Muslim molestation. Muslim 
radicalization. Muslim terrorism.  



Even German ministers admitting the Muslim migrants are mostly males of WAR AGE 
and diseased and all but illiterate and unemployable. There is absolutely no reason why 
they would even here! They are almost entirely NOT EVEN SYRIAN! But they are very 
violent! Your Dictator of Berlin and her minions of the Brussels Junta are forcing new 
‘laws’ redefining democracy and new Diversity Quotas and ordering all border fences 
taken down and the borders flung wide open to peoples from a hostile region who are 
proven to be security risks and anti-social and pathologically obsessed with conquering 
and destroying the West! Us!’ 

‘If this is not a Clash of Civilizations then what is it?’ I shouted. 

‘It is an invasion!’ another officer shouted at the Germans. ‘It is the Surtr Invasion 
predicted by Ragnarok!’ 

‘Your Dictator of Berlin can’t wait for ‘Visions of 2050' can she?’ another British officer 
shouted. ‘She is rushing the end game to the Great Displacement and the Great 
Replacement and the Great Erasure of the European and the British Peoples by 
Muslims who hate everything the West ever stood for. Our genocide!’ 

‘Our genocide!’ every British officer shouted at the German officers. ‘Our genocide! And 
your genocide!’ 

‘Every country in the EU is witnessing the people voting for right of center governments 
to represent them. Not your Dictator. Not the Brussels Junta. To represent them. Not 
Muslims. Not migrants. Them. To represent the indigenous people of Europe. Great 
Britain. And to close the borders. And your Dictator and her unelected Brussels Junta 
say they are ‘protecting’ democracy by ordering every election of a right of center 
populist candidate to be annulled! To defy the popular will of the people! And this 
creation of paramilitary police and paramilitary star chamber law courts and now this EU 
army and navy and coast guard has only one form and function! To attack the 
indigenous citizenry INSIDE the EU!’ 

‘While attacking every German organization threatening her grasp on power!’ I shouted. 

‘When is she declaring Martial law?’ another British officer jeered. 



‘And don’t talk about Turkey! Your Dictator of Berlin is in bed with that butcher!’ I 
shouted. ‘A butcher who openly boasts ‘Democracy, freedom, and rule of law .....For us 
these words have absolutely no value any longer.’ And she calls everyone who opposes 
her and her new best friend ‘fascists’! Nazis! Only 400 migrants have been returned. A 
quarter of a million has arrived and it is not even summer yet. And by the end of the 
year Turkey will be an EU member and some 50 million Turks will have visa free entry to 
waltz into every country unchallenged.’ 

‘Between five and ten million migrants are predicted to invade within five years by EU 
own estimates!’ another British officer shouted. “ FIVE TO TEN MILLION! This is an 
invasion disguised as a humanitarian crisis! And your Dictator of Berlin and the Brussels 
Junta and the Butcher of Istanbul are preventing us from defending ourselves! Instead, 
we are ordered to prepare to fight civil unrest. Let me translate that for you. We are 
going to be ordered to SHOOT ON OUR OWN PEOPLE!’  

‘This is why your Dictator of Berlin and the Brussels Junta is creating this EU super 
paramilitary army! TO SHOOT ON OUR OWN PEOPLE!’ 

‘Have you no shame?’ I shouted. 

The Germans flinched. ‘If you ask us why we died it is because our leaders lied.’ 

As the Germans walked away the top British officers ordered their men to prepare for 
the mysterious paramilitary exercise. Then the officers looked toward the officer in 
command. Me. Then they whispered ‘When is the next meeting of the In & Out Club? 
Will General Rose be there?’.....” 

*** *** 

The fireman grimaced as he watched a fugitive ‘D’ creep cowering into the shadows. 
“Like the Untouchables of India. Except even the Indians repudiated the concept of 
spiritual polluted souls. But not Islam. Najis. Jahiliyyah. They are the very cornerstones 
of Islam no less than the concept of the Ubermensch ‘Best of Peoples’ and the 
Untermensch ‘vilest of creatures’. The Dhimmis were caught between a rock and a hard 
place. The Great Displacement was fast leading to the Great Replacement. What 
should have occurred in 2050 or 2025 as the Baby Boomers slowly died out was 



already happening courtesy of hundreds of thousands of Muslim migrants pouring into 
Europe in general and Great Britain in particular. Then it was a million. And then it was 
two million..... four million..... five million ...... as the notorious threshold of 30% of the 
population was prematurely reached. When Muslims become 30% of the population 
then they drop their masks and become what they historically have always been: The 
Dominators.  

And when the religion of ‘peace’ reaches 30% of the population it throws away its 
pretense and becomes the religion of ‘submission’. And then the religion of ‘bloody 
borders’ becomes the religion of bloody jihad. And as the Notorious Powell had long ago 
warned, a hostile minority can very easily become a dangerous 5th column. In this case 
it was a hostile and religiously deluded minority swelling into the majority who were 
being led by its collective nose by fanatics who since the very beginning have always 
ruled Islam. The Medina Koran the real face behind the phony mask of the Mecca 
Koran. Nevertheless, the masked televised Anarchist , dear Wolfey, shouted that a very 
‘British Coup’ had been committed as Great Britain ‘sleep walked’ into Islamo-fascism. 
He then read Christopher Hitchens’ definition of Islamofascism: 

‘Islamophobia: a word created by fascists, and used by cowards, to manipulate 
morons..... The most obvious points (between Fascism and Islamofascism) of 
comparison would be these: Both movements are based on a cult of murderous 
violence that exalts death and destruction and despises the life of the mind. (‘Death to 
the intellect. Long live Death.’....) Both are hostile to modernity (except when it comes to 
the pursuit of weapons) and both are bitterly nostalgic for past empires and lost glories. 
Both are obsessed with real and imagined ‘humiliations’ and thirst for revenge. Both are 
chronically infected with the toxin of anti- Jewish paranoia (interestingly, also, with its 
milder cousin anti Freemason paranoia). Both are inclined to leader worship and to the 
exclusive stress of the power of one great book. Both have a strong commitment to 
sexual repression ---- especially to the repression of any sexual ‘deviance’. Both 
despise art and literature as symptoms of degeneracy and decadence. Both burn books 
and destroy museums and treasures....’ Then Wolfey melodramatically shouted the 
British citizenry must raise up and rebel! 

After Dhimmi Dave reclaimed the airways he declared the Anarchists to be ‘racists’ and 
‘fascists’ and ‘Kippers’ and ‘Islamophobes’ and denounced them red faced and 
indignant. Great Britain held its collective breath. But the charge of ‘racist’ or ‘fascist’ or 



‘Kipper’ and ‘Islamophobe’ was akin to the Medieval charge of ‘witch’ or else the charge 
of being a ‘Red’ during the 1950s. And the British citizenry, both white and brown, other 
than Muslim, were now a minority. A bloody minority after the riots. And Blue Helmets 
were everywhere. And German army thugs who followed orders as if brain dead 
automatons. The EU now commanded our army units and our navy and our coast guard 
and our police. Even our judges. What could we do? What could any loyal Brit do?  

Sharia was being relentlessly imposed under the guise of EU laws which had been 
supplanting the Magna Carta and Common Law for decades. Dhimmitude was being 
relentlessly imposed under the guise of EU laws which had been supplanting the 
Parliament for decades. Violence was escalating. No ‘D’ was safe unless they were very 
quiet and every hidden. And the enforcers of the New World Order had proven that they 
were perfectly willing to machine gun or else mustard gas anyone. And the Muslims 
were now openly and brutally bullying the ‘D’s with the same relish as the Nazis when 
they joined Hitler’s vision. Attacking ‘D’s. Humiliating them. Degrading them. And 
intimidating them. Brutalizing them. Assaulting them. Raping them. Murdering them. 
Every night was the Islamic version of ‘Crystal Night’. All with obscenely sadistic glee. 
Where the hell did Hitler get his ideas from? Hell yes! Islam! Down to the ‘D’ or ‘Jude’ 
badge. So the ‘D’s were between a rock and a hard place. Outnumbered. Outgunned. 
And already bleeding. And a new policy of ‘Reprisal’ was kicking in. For any ‘D’ who 
rebelled ten ‘D’s could be executed as collective punishment. Yeap! Part of Sharia Law! 
So unless the Moderate Muslims stood up for Great Britain then Great Britain would be 
no more.  

Alas! No Mos came out on the public streets to take back Great Britain. After all! Did any 
Mos ever come out on the public streets to protest FOR Great Britain? Or to protest 
against Islamic bigotry or rape or criminality or terrorism? NEVER! And so Great Britain 
ceased to be either ‘Great’ or ‘British’ after that. The island was now Dar ul Islam 
Anglestan.” The fireman stared at the unfolding carnage as the street previously known 
as Piccadilly devolved into total anarchy as darkness unleashed the Druggies and Drug 
Gangsters and Scavenger Rats and Wild Children. Everyone crawling out of their dirty 
nests in burned out store fronts to attack everyone and everything which moved. The 
fireman kept his hand on the butt of his gun lodged inside the flap of his tunic as the 
filthy street exploded into savage barbarity. Then he resumed his mysterious march 
toward his violent destiny. 



*** ***  

The marine captain moved his unit into position. He softly quipped to his men. “Another 
example of a British ‘naval’ battle occurring in the middle of dry land.” 

“Visions of 1857 Sir! Marines fighting in the middle of India!” the camouflaged marines 
replied. Each one in massive high tech armor and dark faces so they would be invisible. 
Night goggles interfaced into their camouflaged helmets. Their guns in their hands. 
“Marines fighting on dry land all over the world. The Suez facing Nazi tanks. India. 
Burma. The Falklands. The only thing unique about this battle Sir is ....”  

The naval captain flinched and nodded. “Yes lads. This battle going to take place in 
London which used to be our nation’s capital. And what will be our capital again. Now 
prepare for midnight lads. Oh let me tell you a tale. My ancestor was in Cairo during 
WW II. As the German tanks were approaching our Desert Rats my ancestor was 
defending Alexandra and the Suez Canal. And he came back to his digs to find his wife 
setting up tea. WW II and we were about to lose Egypt and his wife, a colonial daughter 
of the regiment if there ever was one, was setting up tea. And such tea cakes! Fresh 
from the bazaar. Every tea cake with a Nazi swastika. Well! My ancestor stared at the 
tidbits as wifey grinned like a Cheshire cat. ‘See how loyal the Egyptians are my dear’ 
she laughed. ‘Such overwhelming gratitude the natives are displaying toward you and 
the Royal Navy for protecting them from the Nazis.’” The naval captain grinned as his 
men chuckled softly. “Off you go chaps. Remember Trafalgar!” 

As his marines deployed he flinched as he surveyed the battlefield. To be exact the 
Tower Bridge to defend the Docklands which was a fortified bastion. The Docklands was 
half underground. Its roots plunged deep into the subterranean infrastructure of 
Underground London. So though the ultra modern bastion was uninhabited it had to be 
held at all costs or else the enemy could pierce the jugular of Morlock controlled 
subterranean London.  

The naval officer flinched bitterly. “I remember the last Trafalgar Dinner the In & Out 
Club held. The chocolate ships. Each with paper sails to set ablaze. I remember how 
bitter the chocolate tasted. We knew we were being betrayed. Rear Admiral Lane-Nott. 
Remember what he said? ‘An unelected and out of control organization that is 
autocratic and does not listen’ Rear Admiral Heaslip. Rear Admiral Heaslip. Vice Admiral 



Blackham. Rear Admiral Jenkins. Remember what he said? ‘Unacceptable and 
illegitimate’? Everyone warning. No one listening. The BBC deliberately gagging the 
warnings of the top Generals and Admirals of Great Britain about the dangers of voting 
down Brexit! 

I remember leaving the club for the last time. My eyes falling on the massive oil painting 
of the ‘The Revenge Coming Out Of The Squall’. How I wept! I remember the day ‘The 
Goat’ burned. First Sea Lord Yellow Jack Fisher’s silver goat on a bier of the naval 
honor of Great Britain. The Goat Rooms. Well! The In & Out Coup did start in The Goat 
Rooms after all. Politicians always feared the In & Out Club might someday try to wage 
a coup d’etat. It just took damn near 200 years for us to do it. But was it a coup if we 
were rebelling against a coup which betrayed our country? Was it a coup if we were 
rebelling against the violation of Rule of Law by the outlawing the Magna Carta and 
Common Law? Was it a coup if we were rebelling against the banning of our nation’s 
flags? Was it a coup if we were rebelling against orders by unelected dictators to shoot 
on our own people?.......” 

*** *** 

“I remember how the crackdown first started” the fireman snarled to himself. “Shut up 
Mohammad and let me tell Lledrith our life’s story my way! Stop crying Ahmad! Or I will 
shoot you like I am killing those little ferals!” the fireman screamed. For indeed he had 
just shot five wild children to scare a small pack of little killers from attacking him. The 
little killers were so feral they were scarcely human. Now the little bodies in their rags 
and starvation were strewn in the sewage flooded street.  

As the fireman waved his gun the rest of the pack of some 30 wild children snarled 
viciously at him. All rags and pot bellies and scurry sores and filthy hair and diseases. 
Too many diseases to be counted. But then the little killers did something which terrified 
even him. Unable to take him down the wild children lunged for the corpses of their own 
and commenced ......feeding off them. As the little cannibals devoured their own the 
fireman hastily marched away. “Do not run! They will smell fear and attack from behind! 
March with aggressive determination or they will attack us from behind!” So he marched 
with aggressive determination toward the darkness and the Green Park Rendezvous 
though it was hopeless that Marlowe would still be there.  



“ It actually started before a single bullet was fired” the fireman snarled as he ranted out 
loud. “Stop crying Ahmad! You whiny whelp! Don’t cry! Don’t cry! I had to shoot those 
little killers! Even six or seven year old Wild Children can bring down an adult in a pack! 
Didn’t you just see what they did? What the hell do you think those little monsters would 
have done to us? Shut up you whiny whelps and let me save us as usual! Lledrith! Take 
down our life’s story! Call it the Great Betrayal! Where was I? Yes!” the fireman 
screamed as he waved his gun at the Druggies and starving migrants huddled 
everywhere. “Facebook and Twitter and Youtube and Google policed the Internet to troll 
anyone who dared to contradict the BIG LIE!  

The BBC hunted down any and all Dhimmi Kafirs suspected of being secretly Harbi and 
shove cameras into their faces as they cowered behind partly closed doors. Doxxing. Or 
else their addresses were posted with their pics so the public could collectively punish 
them — one way or the other. And if employed they could be fired! And Social Services 
even took the children away from suspected anti-social malcontents! Even took their 
children away from them! It was a new form of social media shaming. And that shaming 
was taking an ever increasingly violent turn! If anyone else did such things it would be 
call terrorism tactics. Except of course if the Regressive Left was doing it then it was not 
terrorism. Like hell it wasn’t! 

The suspects were accused of being ‘racist’ or ‘fascist’ or else ‘Islamophobic’. Their 
homes were attacked. If they were on council homes they were thrown out. Their jobs 
vanished. Their children were seized. Being a ‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ or ‘fascist’ or 
‘Islamophobe’ was called child abuse. If the child was at school then other children were 
encouraged to shame them into spying on their parents. They were publicly trolled and 
cyber bullied. Their twitter accounts or Facebook accounts were defiled and then taken 
down. Some were dragged out onto TV studios to be publicly shamed. Others found 
police at their doors. Some found themselves arrested. A weekend in jail. Or else 
crippling fines.  

A pundit said there is a breaking point. But the breaking point varies depending on how 
much there is to loose. So the poorest and most ruined and also the lower middle class 
blue collar workers with the least to lose broke first. The migrant economy was dragging 
them down into the new poor. Hence the lower class Kippers breaking first. The upper 
middle class always breaks later and only after they lose almost everything. The trouble 



is by then events have already become terminal. The rich? When all hell breaks loose 
the rich just flee on their private jets! 

It was the social media version of the medieval witch hunt or the Spanish Inquisition. If 
the ‘D’s were so cowered then what hope did any apostate have? Not after that 
Glasgow apostate was knifed to death. No way! And please note Mohammad that those 
Glasgow apostates also said Muslims should pledge allegiance to the flag of the nation 
they inhabit as loyal citizens. By definition being apostates regular Mos would do the 
exact opposite. And behold! Most Mos refused to pledge allegiance to the Jahiliyyah 
flag of the Dar ul Harb nations they inhabited as 5th column traitors! Which says it all! 
Doesn’t it Mohammad? 

Any moderate Mo was labeled by our first and last glorious Mo Mayor as an ‘Uncle Tom’ 
traitor. That says it all! Doesn’t it Mohammad? Stop crying Ahmad! Im an talking to 
Mohammad! And Mos even publicly boasted on the BBC before 2017 that they collected 
names of suspected apostates. Openly boasted of it on TV! Whatever gutless and 
cowardly and craven so-called ‘Moderate’ Muslims there might have been now cowered 
as they watched the humiliation ladled out to their old neighbors and comrades and 
business associates and once fellow citizens ---- all of whom were being reduced to 
Untouchables in every sense of the word. Then the made their move! They joined the 
radical Mos attacking the ‘D’s to rob and loot and steal their share of the spoils of war! 
So much for ‘Moderate’ Mos! The Brits were reduced to Dhimmis even before Sharia 
was officially imposed. The Brits were already Dhimmis even before they were required 
to wear the letter D! 

Most Germans were not Nazis but it only took a determined minority to bring Adolf 
Hitler’s nightmare to life when the majority of moderates cowered. And the so-called 
‘moderate’ Muslims had always cowered before their more determined and violent 
Muslim fanatics and hard core fundamentalists. By now cowering was hot wired in the 
so-called ‘moderate’ Muslim’s brain. So Islam rendered all into not only cowards but 
Sheeple. Britain did not just sleep walk into dictatorship. It crawled on its collective 
hands and knees into the Divine Slavery! 

Only the most hardened of Kafir fiends refused to repent and recant as they were 
publicly shamed. The public shaming increasingly violent. Increasingly deadly. Multi-
culturalists harangued suspects mercilessly during public shaming. Young Regressive 



Liberals raised on University shaming and University group think and University 
blacklisting embraced the role of spies and inquisitors with relish. Embracing Islamic 
totalitarian fascism as if a pig to mud. All as the Muslim judge and jury of hoity-toity 
Holies smirked as their brainwashed Stockholm Syndrome attack dogs did their work for 
them. And so enthusiastically! Fuck those Snowflakes! Fuck those Social Justice 
Warriors! The audiences of the TV shows were encouraged to boo loudly as the Kafir 
Dhimmi suspects were publicly shamed. Humiliated. Degraded. Their families facing 
collective punishment if they did not recant before the TV cameras. Devshirme started 
as collective punishment at such shaming events. The families of the accused were 
arrested and ordered to ‘atone’ by indentured servitude to their ‘victims’ the way that 
nasty African reverse racist boasted how he brought down Rhodes while taking his 
money while making white waitresses cry.  

No wonder the Kippers and old Brexit crowd were the first to break and run away to 
hide. Running away to find those rumored Masculinity Colonies and Ragnarokkr 
Survivalist bastions. The first to become Morlocks! Now anyone who was White was 
crucified. Made to crawl before their ‘victims’. Pay atonement. Hand over their life 
savings and homes and possessions. Hand over their children. Once the White targets 
would dwindle of course it would then be the turn of the ‘Uncle Tom’ non Muslim Blacks 
and also the Sikh and Hindu and Buddhist ‘racists’. Poor Mos! Poor Mos! Always such 
victims! The world owed them! And now the Mos were going to collect by grinding the 
world down to a bloody pulp! 

Alas, one inquisitor slipped into his famous harangue about all Kafirs being ‘people of 
no intelligence’ and ‘no morality’ as base as ‘animals bending any rule to fulfill any 
desire’ and as vile as ‘cattle’. Contempt and loathing dripping as if spittle from his voice. 
He then scampered to regain the celebrated ‘Muslim moral high ground’ before 
demanding that ‘hate speech’ ie criticism of Islam be declared an offence worthy of 
jailing. If not execution! Everyone passed over the irony of that because that as fast 
becoming the reality! 

Nevertheless, Murray put up a defiant display of ‘outrageously demanding’ his Human 
Rights while rhetorically asking when the UN and EU suspended their Charters of 
Human Rights to embrace Multi-cultural Islamofascism and why the hell was 
Islamofascism suddenly so socially and ethically and morally superior to European 
Ideals, British values, and Western Human Rights. In reply the BBC showed clips of 



thousands of desperate Syrian women and children begging for help while carefully 
cropping the photos to conceal the fact 70% of the picture featured healthy Muslim 
males of War Age in nice clothes and expensive trainers and more expensive cell 
phones cynically shoving the photo opportunity female stage dressing to the front of the 
pictures. Even taking turns to hold the same suspiciously blond child to the cameras. 
The propaganda images so obviously cynically staged it was nauseating. 

The BBC carefully declined to show the infamous Youtube video of a Muslim migrant 
throw the plate of charity food away contemptuously after saying it was fit only for dogs 
and women to eat. Likewise the Youtube video of Mo migrants boasting how big their 
balls were and how ‘doctors’ had advised them to have sex anywhere at anytime with 
anyone under any circumstances! And they didn’t have to ask ‘pretty please’ first either! 
Sexual emergencies anyone? Isn’t that a description of rape! Not if Mos do it! Likewise 
the BBC declined to report how Muslim migrants dumped their sick children at German 
clinics and casually walked off once the human props were no longer necessary to get 
them inside the door to European freebies.  

Hence the appearance of thousands of abandoned children which the Luvvies then 
demanded must be taken in instantly. Hah! The last Luvvy I saw on TV was weeping as 
her home was nationalized to house ‘abandoned’ children of Mos. You see in Islam 
adoption is haram. Once abandoned, a Mo child cannot be adopted. Literally! By 
anyone! Oh well! Unless they score asylum! Then the family which cynically abandoned 
them or else hurled them into the vortex in the hope they might not perish and score 
asylum scores asylum for everyone! Then the careless parents appear as if magic! Hah! 
That served the Luvvie right! And her children were ordered to serve the Mos as 
indentured servants. Hah! As some of those ‘abandoned children’ were in their twenties 
that meant Devshirme! Sexual rapine! So much for being a Luvvy! So much for Islamic 
mercy if you capitulate and crawl in your belly! 

Of course the BBC also carefully neglected to show illegal Youtube videos of Muslim 
migrants rioting, burning down their migrant camps, raping Muslim females in those 
camps, raping Mo children in those camps, rioting in the streets, tearing down traffic 
lights, defacing and vandalizing city property, trashing hotel rooms, throwing garbage 
and urine and feces everywhere, gesturing to cut the Kafir’s throat, attacking border 
guards violently, terrorizing the indigenous population, demanding TV sets and air 
conditioning and apartments and automobiles and most of all demanding money, 



money, money, threatening to rape if they did not get money, and demanding free 
prostitutes or else they would rape. How well has it all worked out for you my dear 
useful idiots? Well if the useful idiots were the BBC they converted to feast as the new 
Ubermensch. Selling out was never so profitable. Betraying one’s country was never so 
well rewarded ---- at least in the short turn. But how well as it worked out? Eh? Eh? Are 
you proud of helping the Loki Insider Traitors betraying Great Britain? Are you proud of 
your role in the ‘Great Betrayal’?” 



CHAPTER TWO

The regiment moved into position overlooking the gutted ruins of a massive old club just 
off Piccadilly. The wind was blowing ever colder. The Colonel of the Gurkhas watched 
as her men moved into their position. Then one murderous Gurkha came up and 
gestured to the ruins. “Remember Colonel when last we met here?” he said as he 
bounced linguistically between English and Nepali. “That debris is the ruin of the In & 
Out Club. And that gutted hole there used to be the ‘Bab’. The rear entrance to the 
Mess Club Rooms.” 

“Oh Lord!” she said as both checked out the ruins with their night goggles. “I did not 
recognize it Captain Pun” the Colonel said. “So the old swimming pool and gym would 
have been ....” 

“Over there.” the Gurkha said as he pointed to the blown up ruins with his swagger 
stick. “The Courtyard would have been over there. And The Goat Rooms would have 
been over there.”  

“Bloody hell!” Colonel Lindsay said. “I remember the contentious brouhaha over the 
dress code. Military garb at all times for military ranks be they Army or Navy or Air Force 
or Gurkha or Royal Engineers or Artillery or MI. Well perhaps not MI being spies and all. 
But everyone else! Fatigues or camouflage or field dress was acceptable if coming from 
the field. But civies only allowed for the civie members. In the evenings it had to be full 
dress code. I was nailed twice. No jeans beyond the Gym or The Goat.” 

“Aye but we did look sharp” the Gurkha Captain said as he gestured with his swagger 
stick. “In all of our glory! Every tunic shining. Black patent leather shoes. We Gurkhas 
always wore black. The electric lights dimmed for candles. The table linen glowing 
white. The regimental silver sparkling bright.” 

“During the day if you were in civies or blue jeans you had to use the ‘Bab’ or rear 
entrance” she laughed. “Extraordinary.” the female colonel mused. “I have forgotten.” 



“Aye but we did look sharp” the Gurkha officer said as he twilled his swagger stick with 
panache despite his camouflage and flack jacket. “‘Be through!’ as old Redvers Buller 
used to bellow. If you are going to do something then do it right!” 

“Yes. Well” Colonel Lindsay said. “What the Blitz and the IRA bombers failed to do 
Muslim terrorists succeeded in doing. Eh?” 

“A thousand years of military history cannot be defeated by a terrorist bomb” the Gurkha 
retorted. “British military history starts even before the arrival of the Romans who gave 
the Welsh their Red Dragon Colors and General Arthurious.” 

“With Boudica” the female colonel said. 

“Yes. The In & Out was founded in 1862 to keep the honor of the regiments and the 
squadrons shining bright. Chairman Major Cairns would not weep for the sight of that 
gutted out ruin. No Sir! Nor would any ‘Buff’ or ‘Royal’. But he would weep that so many 
officers betrayed our nation for a traitor’s flag.” The Gurkha spat on the ground.  

“The EU annexing of our Army and Navy and Coast Guard and criminal courts cleft us 
in twain” Colonel Lindsay said softly as she stared at the gutted hole where the most 
famous military club used to be. “Military and Naval officers are suppose to obey 
unquestioning. Every member of the Armed Services are bound by his or her loyalty 
oath. But we are suppose to give our loyalty oaths to Queen and Country. Not to some 
distant, bureaucratic, unelected, and unaccountable foreign entity. And does our Loyalty 
Oaths bind us to obey when our national leaders are betraying out nation? Or to blindly 
obey German generals? Or to blindly obey the Dictator of Berlin or her lackeys the 
Drunkard of Brussels or Dhimmi Dave and the Caliph of Anglestan? Who was the 
mutineer? Who was the traitor? Who was the patriot?” 

“Your ancestor would have known whom to obey and whom to kill” the Gurkha retorted 
bitterly. “We Gurkhas remember our enemies. The Mughals attacked our homeland to 
exterminate our religions of Hinduism and Buddhism and convert our people under the 
sword. Our toehold in Kashmiri is a nonstop war against Muslims attacking our 
defenseless civilians. That is when we Gurkhas learned to fight Muslims. And that is 
why we fight them to the death!” 



“But the EIC attacked Nepal once too” Colonel Lindsay said.  

“Aye! But quickly regretted it” Captain Pun laughed. “And the British People and their 
most noble military promised Nepal and us an eternal treaty of peace. Unlike the 
Muslims who to this day are butchering my people. A nonstop war in the mountains of 
Nepal against them. Gurkhas fighting on the front lines in the mountains against Muslim 
terrorists and jihadists bent on exterminating Nepal. The Muslims still treating us with 
scorn. Calling us Najis filth and Shirk shit. No one calls a Gurkha Najis filth! Or Shirk 
shit! Not if they want to live! From the beginning the British Military however treated us 
with the upmost respect. Asking is we would be interested in bring recruited as the elite 
fighting force. The best of the best! Nang to nang! My ancestor won a VC in WW II. I 
was trained at Sandhurst before a terrorist bomb blew it up. When we Gurkhas marched 
through the front door of the In &Out in our black regalia everyone always 
acknowledged us with military style. And the civie members always applauded.” 

“Well the Muslim military ultimatum is convert, surrender, or prepare to fight and die” 
Colonel Lindsay said ruefully. “It is not much as far as gracious negotiations goes. And 
Muslims never acknowledge any non Muslim as their respectful equal. They do not 
acknowledge the nang of others!” 

“They do not have nang Sir. Nor honor! Much less sabit jang. Poise in battle! And only 
we have iqbad. Crazy luck!” 

“Indeed!” she laughed. 

“And as Pagan Shirks we Gurkhas are not even offered the option of surrender. It is 
convert to Islam or else prepare to fight and die.” In reply he brandished his famous 
khukuri blade. 

“And being Gurkhas needless to say surrender is not an option anyway” Colonel 
Lindsay admitted. “‘Prepare to fight and die!’ is the Gurkhas motto.”  

“‘Prepare to die!’ is the only option we Gurkhas offer our enemies!” Captain Pun snarled.  

“If you are not honestly afraid before battle you are either a Siegfried boaster or else a 
Gurkha” the Colonel chuckled ruefully. “The point of war well fought is not to die for our 



country. It is to make our enemies die for their country” as Patten so famously said. The 
Muslims might scream that ‘We love death more than you love life so we will win’ but 
per Patten the science of war means helping such homicidal maniacs into a grave as 
quickly as possible. Let our enemies dig a Medina Trench for us and then let us push 
them into it. Let it be their mass grave!” Colonel Lindsay told the Gurkha who grinned.  

“Indeed!” Captain Pun replied. “And we will tonight! The streets of London will flow with 
blood and the Thames will turn red with blood! The blood of our nation’s enemies! I will 
baptize my khukuri with the blood of my enemies!” 

“I am trying to remember if I ever commanded a Mo before the crisis?” Colonel Lindsay 
mused. “No! More Mos joined ISIS than joined the British Joint Armed Services. They 
would not even salute the flag of our country. Of course if a Mo did exist in the Army he 
would never have acknowledged me. A female. Not even respecting my rank if not me. 
Pilot Amy Johnson would have been appalled by the abject surrender of the so-called 
British feminists as they sold out our nation. Our regimental izzat. And our sex’s nang. 
Not our iqbad crazy luck or our sabit jang coolness in battle. That was not theirs to sell 
out. We kept that eh Captain Pun? But everything else they sold out. Especially the so-
called Feminists. All while sneering us in the military as politically incorrect 
reactionaries.  

Well! The In & Out moved in the right direction. Acknowledging the Sisters and Mothers 
and Daughters of the Regiments ----- howbeit through the Bab door at # 94. But at # 4 
Saint James it was through the front door as fellow officers. The oil of Amy Johnson on 
full display in the place of honor in the Astor Rooms. And the In & Out never sold out. 
Not to the insult of refusing to shake our hands as equals. Not to the insult of refusing to 
salute us to acknowledge our military rank. Not to the hijab or the burka. Symbols of 
submission to Islam. Symbols of object surrender in order to not be ‘Uncovered meat 
asking to be raped’. Symbols of surrender to the Islamic law that no female can occupy 
a position of command over males and no non Muslim can command a Muslim. Not to 
acid in our faces. Not to the ‘back of the room’. Not to sexual segregation. Not to the 
side door of ‘Dhimmis’. Not to badges of shame. Not to surrendering our human rights 
and legal rights and our franchise and our right to be military or naval officers ---- which 
the Regressive Left and the Feminists did. Selling out everything to grovel at the feet of 
their Ubermensch Muslim masters as if Untermensch. Even as they were raped and 
raped and raped and raped and raped!” 



“I never understood why the British Liberal Feminists retreated on everything their 
ancestors the Suffragettes fought for. It was a cowardly rout!” the Gurkha said. ‘Out of 
fear of being seen as ‘racists’? But they betrayed us Gurkhas and the Hindus and the 
Sikhs no less than the Jews and all Christians. I remember a Luvvy spitting on my black 
tunic. A guest no less of a civie member of the In & Out. I demanded an instinct apology 
or else a duel in the Courtyard. And the civie was later black balled.” 

“I remember marching from # 94 to # 4” Colonel Lindsay said. “Up Piccadilly. A grand 
march of the members of the In & Out. The military in full display. With pride.” 

“After the Kuwaitis rewarded us for saving their country for them by ordering the In & 
Out to decamp from #94 Half Moon forthwith!” the Gurkha snarled. “Then they 
deliberately allowed the hallowed bastion to rot. Only inhabited by ghosts. A gesture of 
despicable contempt for our izzat and our nang! And after we saved their country for 
them!” 

“Qatar was more enigmatic” Colonel Lindsay said. “They offered us #4 at a fair rate but 
only if we could raise the millions in a fortnight. We did. Barely. By the skin of our teeth. 
Our march from # 94 to # 4 was bittersweet. It was a redeploy but it felt like a retreat. I 
remember marching up Piccadilly. Some onlookers cheering us in our uniforms. 
Some ......cold. Some curious. Tourists awed of course. Some ....booing. The Muslims 
booed us. It was denied afterwards by Dhimmi Dave but..... we know what we heard.” 

“The Mos even burn the Red Poppy!” the Gurkha snarled. “And our nation’s flags! When 
Sandhurst was bombed they danced and handed out sweets as the Colors burned!” 

“The bad thing was the Muslims never joined our military after WW II” Colonel Lindsay 
told Captain Pun. “Especially since Blair. Their hate was clear for all to see and hear. 
But the good thing was the Muslims never joined the our military since Blair. So they 
were never trained to wage professional, disciplined war. Terrorists and Jihadists and 
Ghazi Razzia criminals aside, war is not for amateur homicidal maniacs and mass 
murderers and vile criminals and rapists. War is a science. We redeployed from # 94 to 
# 4. It was not a retreat. It was a redeploy. It was strategy. We redeployed after the 
London Riots and after the In & Out Coup failed. It was not a retreat. It was a redeploy. 
It was strategy. And now we are back and we will win the Battle For London!” 



“The Chimes will toll at Midnight!” the Gurkha snarled. “There has never been a time 
when we ever trusted them. Muslims. Not during the Great Mutiny. Or WW I. Or WW II. 
Or now in WW III. No regimental izzat. No personal nang. No discipline in war or peace. 
Not like the Sikh War Machine. Or any good Hindu Indian regiment. Certainly not like 
us! All homicidal rage. Bah! No cold blooded strategy or icy heroism in the face of 
overwhelming odds. No leading from the front. No sabit jang coolness in battle. No 
iqbad crazy luck. Just craziness. Just badmash doing fasad and danga and gadar and 
lootmar.  

Bah! My ancestors fought on the Heights over looking Delhi in 1857. Yes! The Ridge! 
We held the Ridge for months! We lost 327 out of 490 of our numbers. They had to 
retire the regimental flag because most of us died holding the Ridge. Against them! 
Muslim Wahhabists! And their Brahmin stooges. 1000 to one! The cream of the 
mutineers crashed against our guns as if surf upon the rocks. And every officer who 
turned in this war is an EU stooge to Muslims.” The Gurkha brandished his famous 
knife. “When the Chimes toll at Midnight I intend to behead my enemies until dawn!” 

“What was the last thing I remember seeing in that hallowed place?” Colonel Lindsay 
mused.  

“Elisabeth Hurley’s notorious gown. The one held together with gold safety pins?” the 
Gurkha laughed.  

“Ah no” the Colonel replied with comic disdain. “I know. ‘The Saving Of The Colors At 
Inkerman’” she said. “Remember that grand old painting?” 

“Aye! We are saving the Colors now Colonel” the Gurkha declared. “Our nation’s Colors. 
The Union Jack. The Flag of Saint George. And the Flag of Saint Andrew. The Devon & 
Cornwall Cross. And the Red Dragon of Wales. Aye! We are waving our Colors at 
Midnight Sir. Our ancient regimental Colors will be unfurled at Midnight!” 

“Which reminds me” the Colonel said. “About the Redvers creeping barrage tonight....” 

*** *** 



“......The BBC also declined to report the infamous Cologne New Year’s Eve Riot as 
over a thousand drugged out and drunken Muslim migrants blocked the exit of the 
massive railroad and underground transportation hub while forming a gauntlet for some 
one thousand unsuspecting German Kafir females and their boy friends to desperately 
run through” the fireman told the invisible Lledrith. “Many screaming as they tried to 
escape toward Cologne Cathedral or else nearby night clubs where bouncers tried in 
vain to protect them” The fireman snarled bitterly to Lledrith or else himself or else to 
Lledrith who was part of himself.  

“As the suddenly ambushed and terrified Germans tried to flee the howling and jeering 
Muslim mob attacked. Robbing them. Beating them. In one case knifing them. Sexually 
assaulting them. And raping them. As migrants also shot fireworks directly at the Kafirs 
or else assaulted them with bottles. And many had guns! More guns than the 
outnumbered police! Between one and two thousand outnumbered by German police by 
three to one!” The fireman grimaced and then panted. His thin chest struggling for air as 
he panted. “God! I have not eaten since dinner last night! 

Shut up Ahmad! Stop crying you whiny whelp! I want to tell Lledrith the evil which 
Merkel inflicted on German girls! A female Hitler and she deliberately inflected taharrush 
on her own German females!” the fireman screamed as Ahmad inside his head 
screamed. The terror of molestation and rape as intense as a red hot wire being 
plunged into his brain. “The girls were brutally and sadistically sexually assaulted and 
raped while their boy friends were brutally beaten! All by between one and two thousand 
brawling and robbing and raping and jeering Muslim migrants, many with guns, who 
also urinated and defecated and vomited all over the square before the majestic 
Cologne Cathedral!  

Deliberately! Deliberately! Police later describing the famous public space of Cologne as 
reduced to a befouled and violated ‘open toilet’! Some of the attackers even chased 
German girls right into the sacred cathedral to try to sexually molest them! Deliberately! 
And one eye witness, a bouncer, also reported that some of the Muslim migrants shot at 
the sacred ‘Dome’ as the majestic cathedral is called by the locals! Deliberately! Shot at 
the sacred church while rampaging and raping! Such a wonderfully multi-cultural thank 
you for being allowed unlimited entry into Germany! Isn’t Islamic mercy wonderful 
Ahmad! Stop screaming inside my head!” the fireman screamed.  



The fireman pulled out his gun and waved it wildly at the madness over flowing the 
street as well as the madness inside his head. “Taharushes occurring almost twenty 
cities all over Europe on New Year’s Eve of 2016! Beaten and molested and groped and 
raped as European women later recalled their violent assault while weeping. Violated. 
Battered. Their clothes ripped off. Raped. Dirty hands shoved up skirts to grope. Or else 
shoved down blouses. Girls screaming. Boys beaten. Some victims describing every 
body part being violated so brutally they were left black and blue and bleeding! By 
Muslim migrants calling them ‘sluts’ and ‘fair game’. Some migrants laughing and 
jeering their humiliation by saying ‘Frau Merkel invited us so you have to be nice to us!’ 
or else ‘You can’t do anything to me!’ as they jeered the helpless German citizens of 
Cologne as well as the impotent police while ripping up their temporary residency cards 
in front of them. Some even caught on camera spitting into the faces of their victims! 
And Merkel and her minions and every official news organization tried to deny it!  

For days! Weeks! Months! And every other taharrush occurring all over Europe! At baths 
and swimming pools and rock concerts and carnivals and migrant camps and train 
stations and parks and sports venues and schools. All over Europe! Children and girls 
and women taharrushed all over Europe! Over and over and over! Molestations and 
rapes all over Europe! And the lying press covered it up. I remember seeing Don Lemon 
scolding a Jew film maker who did a report for Fox News on the rapes occurring all over 
Sweden. Scolding the Jew that it was ‘fake news’! Fake news! That the taharrushes 
occurring in Sweden and all over Europe were ‘fake news’! 

In fact unfolding evidence documented that all of these attacks were organized on social 
media. The term is TAHARRUSH ie collective harassment. The shocking Lara Logan 
Cairo Taharrush was simply the first example. Taharrush is not just a random 
spontaneous mass sexual assault. It is organized on social media. The inner circle of 
assailants do the sexual assault. The outer group are the voyeurs documenting it on cell 
phones for social media. Cell phones and social media are a fundamental part of 
Taharrush. Both to plan it and to document it and post it and celebrate it ---- ideally with 
the stolen cell phones of the victims. And the ideal victim are Western Women! Kafirs! 
Merkel knew this would happen! And she deliberately did this to her own people! What 
sort of monster imports rapists to taharrush her own people?  
.  



But of course the Islamic verse ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will’ 
had absolutely no connection to what happened!” the fireman snarled as he shot a 
Scavenger Rat. “Nor did the Koran verse that all moral women who did not want to be 
sexually assaulted MUST VEIL OR ELSE and sexually segregate!” he snarled as he 
shot a Wild Child. “Nor did notorious Islamic Arabic misogyny!” he snarled as he shot a 
Druggie. “ And Islamic Arabic rape culture had absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with 
it!” he snarled as he waved his gun wildly at the insanity breaking out all over the foul 
street as well as inside his head. “Of course not! It was just a few rotten apples. And 
most of those apples were German boys. Not good Muslim migrants! Never mind that 
the German boys being beaten into bloody pulps by the good Muslim migrants! Or else 
the taharrushes were filed away as Code 291! See no Islamic evil! Hear no Islamic evil! 
Speak no Islamic evil! 

Then the Multi-cultural Liberal appeaser mayor , the incarnation of the useful idiot, 
suggested the indigenous female citizens of Cologne should adopt the Swedish ‘code’ 
of social conduct. Not the migrants. Heaven forbid! The indigenous Germans should 
adopt a code of social conduct just like the Swedes were being forced to adopt. So the 
Muslim migrants would not misunderstand. The sexual molestations and sexual 
assaults and beatings and robberies and rapes were entirely the fault of the victims! 
European girls! The code of conduct which the Mayor suggested featured standing at 
arm’s length, dressing modestly, going about the city in groups, having male 
chaperones capable of protecting females, not going out at night, and not exciting or 
inciting their new house guests. In short: Sharia.  

Like every other useful idiot she all but shoved the black garbage bag or else the shroud 
over the bodies of every single female in heretofore liberal Cologne. Just like Sweden! 
Just like Rotherham! Just like every European country being taharrushed! But no ‘Not in 
my name’ Muslim female twitter campaign materialized to support fellow females! Did 
any Mo express any concern or regret or shame or guilt for the sexual molestations or 
rapes or assaults or taharrushes? Hell no! Fucking hell no! Apparently the Female 
Ummah only looks out for its own. ‘Do not take the Christians and Jews as your friends’ 
is the Koranic injunction after all! How many of you fuckers want to die next?” the 
fireman screamed manically. The mob of scavengers backed away from the obviously 
homicidal man. Their sticks and clubs and rocks paled before a gun. 



Then the head of police admitted like so many other reluctant police that the shocking 
incidents occurring in Cologne and every European city now represented ‘a completely 
new dimension of crime’. In fact it was Ghazi Razzia. To be precise it was Taharrush. 
But every admission only occurred after so many shocking sexual assaults occurred to 
be concealed by Code 291. And only after evidence was revealed to prove that the 
crimes had been covered up for months or even years. Up to twenty years as in 
Rotherham! 500% increases! And still the lying press shamelessly lied over and over 
and over! As Don Lemon did as late as 2017! It is not happening! It is ‘fake news’! 
Sweden was a paradise! Europe was a paradise! As taharrushes and hand grenades 
and machine guns and arson fires and riots and terrorism attacks occurred not just once 
a year but every night! 

The official Muslim clerics and imams of Cologne later said that whatever happened 
was entirely the fault of the police for not keeping control. In short: we Mos will do 
whatever we can get away with doing. The burden is on you Najis filthy Kafirs to fight 
back or else. One Cologne imam named Sami Ybu-Yusuf said ‘It is not surprising that 
men wanted to attack them. Dressing like that is like adding fuel to the fire.” The ‘half 
naked’ strumpets were just bundled into layers of winter clothes after all. And of course 
their perfume incited the poor Muslims too. And no female Mos called the German Kafir 
victims including little children whores and sluts and slags. A repeat of ‘Uncovered meat. 
That is the problem’. Except the problem was not the ‘uncovered meat’. It was the 
Muslim Males of War Age marching into Europe who absolutely believed that they had 
every right to molest and rape and pillage and riot and terrorize and murder!. Stop 
crying Ahmad! Stop crying inside my head! Damn you! Damn you! A fast violent death is 
the best we can hope for now!.....” 

*** *** 

The Drone Squadron prepared for battle at Waterloo Fortress. Their command rooms 
were set up as if the Churchill War Rooms. A computer map of the whole of London was 
created. Every target marked. Every enemy position marked. Every Harbi Rebel 
position was also marked. Each regiment and brigade and company had its own 
creeping barrage drones to serve as artillery cover and reconnaissance. The Drone 
Squadron was created to serve as an air force bombardier squadron to augment the 
Assault Helicopter Squadron. Each was assigned a different air space. The upper roof 
top of the massive railroad terminal was retrofitted as a launching pad for these massive 



war drones. Each carrying flares or else bombs as well as cameras. Each massive war 
drone was controlled by a pilot and a launcher using computer controls including night 
vision.  

As the Royal Air Force prepared the commander watched with his aide de camp. 
“Remember the Argentine Club in the Canning Wing of the In & Out Club?” the 
commander of the Drone Squadron asked his aide de camp. The Latin waxed nostalgic 
as his Anglo Indian aide de camp sighed. “All of those glorious maps of the world. That 
lovely portrait of our late Queen?” 

“The design of the rooms was like a polo lounge. The silk wall paper” the Anglo Indian 
replied nostalgic. “The over stuffed sofas. The fireplace. The mini bar for those not 
dressed to go to the Long Bar. Casual code. A hang over of the Argentine Club even 
when it was absorbed into the Canning. The exotic cocktails. The champagne cocktails.” 

The handsome Latin commander sighed. “My country was destroyed by the Volcanic 
Holocaust garnished by glaciers. What a charming form of annihilation. Death by fire or 
else death by glacier. And then the Mo migrant invasion which took advantage of our 
devastation. Like so many, my family had to flee. Australia simply could not take us all. A 
last precarious ark of the Free World. So we soldiers volunteered to join every Harbi 
Rebel Army. To save at least our women and children. My pater’s tales of the Argentine 
Club Rooms in the In & Out Club cast the dice for me. I volunteered to fight here. The 
irony is I arrived after the terrorist attack of the In & Out. I never even got to see the 
fabled Argentine Club Rooms of the Canning Wing of the In & Out.” 

“Yet you speak so intimately of the In & Out Sir?” the Angle Indian officer said as they 
strolled the roof top where the Drone Bombers were being prepared. Both men in heavy 
uniforms and jackets to fend off the now piercing cold. 

“Pictures” the handsome Latin replied. “My pater’s nostalgic stories. The romance of the 
Old Empire. When the sun never set on the Old Empire. I never understood how the 
British youth could have been brainwashed into hating the British Empire. There have 
always been empires throughout history. Even the Americas. The Maya and Inca and 
Aztec all had empires. Empires and history have always marched hand in hand. Good 
and bad. Every great nation or bad nation or even mediocre nation has been an empire 
at one time or another. Empires are good and bad. But I tell you plain, politically 



incorrect though that might be, that compared to every other empire, and especially 
compared to the Muslim and Asian imperial empires, the British Empire achieved much 
good. All things considered. Really! I am Latin but even the Spanish and Portuguese 
empires did not rival the British. And I also have Aztec and Maya blood in my veins. The 
Spanish conquered my ancestors. Good? Bad? Fair? Unfair? But my ancestors 
conquered each other as well. Good? Bad? Fair? Unfair?  

But the Imperial Japanese Empire was hardly a beacon was it? Or Russia’s imperial 
empire. And China’s economic colonization and empire building leading up to WW III 
was as saber raddling and selfish and brutal as any other. And they left the colonized 
worse off. They took and give nothing. And while they paid the commercial rate to 
economically rape Africa the money went entirely to the corrupt rulers. At least the 
British and French built. They built infrastructure. They built schools and universities. 
They built hospitals. They tried to leave their colonies better than they found them. And 
the most brutal of all were the Muslim imperial empires. They slaughtered and enslaved 
millions and only pillaged and raped. 

In comparison the British Empire did much good. In building. In exploring. In 
discovering. In inventing. In trade. In enterprise. In investments. In industry. In sports. In 
medicine. In educational establishments and universities. In military and naval training 
and valor in battle. In introducing democracy and rule of law. Two things we chaps of 
South America never could quite get the hang of. And in style. In bringing the best of the 
West to the world. In comparison the Turkish and Mughal imperial empires and now the 
horrific Caliphates only destroy. Bah! Ugliness. Destruction. Cruelty. No joy in living. No 
concept of beauty. And they have no panache. Those Mos. No style. No flair. No 
beautiful women. And no cricket or polo. Just ....” 

“Billions of starving and diseased migrants multiplying like ....” 

“.....Cockroaches” the Latin said with wicked glee. “If they can call us Najis Zombies 
then we can call them the Ubermensch Cockroaches.” 

The Anglo Indian chuckled with one hand over his mouth. The Latin clearly did not give 
a damn about being politically correct. Not that anyone believed in political correctness 
anymore. 



“The maps of the world which used to hang in the Argentine Club used to have such a 
patina of grandeur” the Latin declared. “Of civilization. Western Civilization. Now 
Western Civilization is clinging by its collective fingernails. You never realize how good 
something is until you lose it.” 

“But the Falklands Sir?” 

“A Brazilian transplant from Mexico” the dashing Latin commander said as he gestured 
to himself. “Argentina always had a split personality about Britain. Love. Hate. Brazil? 
We always hated Argentina. Now South America is no more. No more. Millions of 
starving Muslim migrants are trashing the ruins of our one time great cities as if 
scavengers. The Indians retreated into the burning forests.” 

“But I hear that Malaydonesia is worse” the Angle Indian said. “Peat fires never go out. 
Their devastated and sinking islands destroyed by the Ring of Fire and tsunamis are 
covered by smoke and ash so thick you cannot see a quarter of a mile. The smoke is 
poisoning everyone and everything. Everything is breaking down. All as the sulfur 
polluted waters creeps upwards as volcanic lava creeps downward as ash rains down. 
Black rain. There is nothing left but a billion staving and diseased Muslims hurdled in 
the middle of their ecological collapse plotting how to attack everyone else.” 

“And not a pretty woman in sight” the Latin scoffed. “And never a carnival. Unless you 
call a parade of black garbage bags chained together at a slave market a carnival. And 
don’t even mention polo” the Latin officer replied. “Our jungles are volcanic” the Latin 
officer explained. “But not like Malaydonesia. In one hundred years scientists say our 
jungles will be reborn. Ragnarokkr! Oh yes! Yes. It happened before. To the Maya. The 
Inca. The Aztecs. Jungles and volcanos and earthquakes. The volcanos and 
earthquakes wreak our land. We wreak our land. We flee. Then the jungles slowly grow 
back. Primeval Eden once more. Then the Indians come back. We come back. The 
cycle repeats. South America will come back. It will come back different but it will come 
back. We might even get the hang of democracy and rule of law finally. Our destiny has 
always eluded us. Maybe New South America will finally achieve its long delayed 
destiny. Perhaps we will become the super states of the Americas!” 



“But will anyone be alive in one hundred years Sir to rebuild New South America?” the 
Anglo Indian asked. “Or New India?” 

The handsome Latin officer shrugged. I imagine surviving this dreadful Ragnarok to live 
to see Ragnarokkr. London rebuilt. If London can be rebuilt then there is hope that 
South America can be rebuilt. My descendants can go back to Brazil and rebuild it. If I 
can survive the Battle of London I want to rebuild the Argentine Club of the Canning 
Wing of the In & Out Club. If I can do that then there is hope my exiled children can one 
day go home and do the same thing. But not in Argentina. New Brazil” The handsome 
Latin grinned.  

He pulled out his wallet to show his aide de camp the photos of his beautiful wife and 
children. “Isn’t she ravishing? Even as we were fleeing with just the clothes on our 
backs she had such panache she throw on her fur coat even thought it was autumn. ‘My 
darling. You will roast.’ Hah!” the Latin laughed. But when we were desperately bartering 
for berths in refugee boats she paid in pearls. And later I found it she had cunning sewn 
a fortune inside the lining of that fur coat. Jewels. Family heirlooms. Our holy crosses. 
And most importantly, sentimental family photographs. That is panache!” The Air Force 
commander tugged the wallet back into the inside pocket of his tunic. Then he gestured 
to his wife’s sensual form and gestured to blow a kiss across half of the earth to her. 

“You must miss her Sir?”  

“Yes” the Latin said. “We were childhood sweethearts. We still are. I used to tell my 
friends when they invited me to go out partying that ‘Why dine out on hamburger when I 
have steak waiting for me at home. Eh!’ He sighed. “I am faithful to her still. And I know 
she is to me. We are one passionately romantic soul. I write a love letter to my wife 
every night. To make up for tonight I wrote two love letters to her last night.” 

“I don’t think the Falklands.... I can’t believe the Muslims massacred every single.....” 

“I can” the Latin commander said bitterly. “They massacred every survivor of Brazil who 
did not flee. Either into the jungles or else to Australia.” 

“If only the In & Out Coup had succeeded....” 



“I can’t wait for the Chimes to toll at Midnight” the Latin declared as he smiled his most 
breathtaking smile. His teeth white in his handsome face. “Bombs away....” 

*** *** 

The Heroine of Hyde Park prepared to lead her troops into battle. She prayed silently. 
“Oh God! I never thought I would be a soldier. My family were so pacifistic they could 
not fight to save themselves. Much less me. I had to learn how to fight while fighting. No 
Sandhurst for me. The closest I got was an old book I found on a forgotten hero of WW 
I. Brigadier General Sir Adrian Carton de Wiart. I have modeled my conduct on him. 
When I saw his scarred face and eyepatch I felt him a kindred soul. Scars to scars. 
Mutilations to mutilations. But still. Before every battle I confess to God that I feel fear. 
And I pray to you. Evoking the prayers of war in the Old Testament. Forgive me God but 
in this war there is not use for Jesus The Savior. Please God. Steady me in battle. Do 
not let me flinch. Give me poise in chaos and calmness in the face of death.  

I know I cannot raise up to the heroism of my model Carton de Wiart. A man wounded 
eight times. Who when the battlefield doctors trembled at the sight of his mangled 
fingers hanging by fleshy tatters bit them off himself so that he might be bandaged to 
march right back into battle. Tonight every warrior of Saint George will earn a VC. We 
must win God. We must win! For Saint George! For Saint David! For Saint Andrew! For 
our nation! For our bleeding people! Though we face Ragnarok! Give me valor my dear 
God! Please! Give me valor to do my duty tonight! And if the price of my nation’s 
liberation from tyranny is my death then I pray oh God Of Battles that you help me die 
while slaying every tyrant!” She wept. Her horribly scarred face wet in the darkness. 
Then she turned around to face her Amazons. ‘Hail Britannia!” she whispered. “Britannia 
rules the seas! Never! Never! Never will we be slaves!” Then she gestured for the 
Colors to be unfurled along with the Flag of Saint George. 

*** *** 

“And historically speaking, war in general, and Ghazi Razzia in particular, have always 
employed rape as a weapon of war” the fireman mused bitterly as he marched toward 
the nightmare that was Green Park. “How shameful to fight for slavery. And for pillage. 
And for rapine. In this life. And the next. In paradise every Ghazi Razzia Jihadist male 



gets not only divine 72 Divine Virgins and 2 celestial Houris and pearly boys but 70 war 
booty Kafir sex slaves to rape eternally. How shameful!” the fireman snarled to himself. 
Koran 33.59 explicatively declares that any female who does not want to be attacked 
MUST VEIL. Or else. That is why a professor of one of Islam’s top universities, 
Professor Saud Saleh of Al-Azhar University, said Muslims waging jihad have always 
had a right to degrade the War Booty of the Kafirs with rape. 

The Medina Koran is filled with verses on the taking of female ‘war booty’ from the 
Unbelievers and Infidels and Kafirs for sex slavery. Mohammad boasted time and again 
how the spoils of war of the Kafirs (including war booty sex slaves) were halal for him 
and his jihadists. There are many verses describing how Mohammad walked through 
the war booty to pick the prettiest war booty as his 5% prophet’s share of the loot. There 
are even Medina Koran verses of Mohammad advising his jihadists how to gang rape 
their war booty without spoiling their resale value on the open slave market. There are 
many Medina Koran verses about ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you 
will.’. to be exact how to rape female war booty. But did one Four P quote any of those 
verses? Hell no! Did one elected leader? Hell no! Did one Christian leader? Hell no! Did 
one charity leader who was so busy aiding and abetting the importation of millions and 
millions and millions of Mos of war age? Hell no! Did one feminist? Hell no! Did one 
Luvvy? Hell no! Just as there is no hyphen between Islamic and Terrorism there is no 
hyphen between Jihad and rape! Now of course you can’t find a ‘D’ who has children 
who have not been raped. How do you feel now? You cowardly Four Ps? You Luvvies? 
You useful idiots? You do- goody charity workers? You do-goody importers of Mos of 
war age? You lying press Quislings! How do you feel now when your own children have 
been raped and violated? As for Don Lemon. He was thrown off a roof! And for once I 
enjoyed the televised example of CNN ‘fake news’!” 

*** *** 

The assault helicopters prepared in their top secret location in the urban wastelands 
around devastated London. The Johnson Squadron checked their equipment. Though 
her famous oil painting was incinerated when the In & Out was blown up a tattered 
photo of the oil was tapped in their briefing room. The blue plaid scarf of the oil forming 
their Colors. Every Valkyre wearing a copy of the scarf inside their flight jackets. “If Amy 
could be the first woman to fly from England to Australia then flying over London tonight 
will be a piece of cake” the Squadron Leader announced to her fellow Valkyres. 



“Hell! We don’t even need steel cables such as once were required to fly two ton 
Teutonic Wagnerian Opera Singers across a papier-mâché sky. We shall buzz as if 
wasps and bombilate as if hornets. Like Killer Bees we shall make our enemies feel our 
sting. And every rapist who called the women of Great Britain ‘uncovered meat for them 
to wipe their sins off on’ will become mincemeat tonight. And every imam who called us 
deficient in our wits shall become barbecue. Every mullah who said we required a 
mehram master/guardian/owner shall be shredded. Every cleric who said a woman 
dared not command men shall be rendered into halal spam. Every fanatic who refused 
to shake our hands while sneering us to toward the back of the room or else the back of 
the queue shall be reduced to offal. Najis offal. And every Quisling who betrayed this 
nation and ‘reverted’ shall be blown to hell.  

And if we perish my dear Valkyres let us perish like Amy in her last fight during WW II. 
Crashing into the cold water of death while cursing the Nazis. Die cursing the Brussels 
Junta. Die cursing the Dictator of Berlin and the Butcher of Istanbul. Die cursing the 
Divine Slavery. And know that every Mo we kill goes straight to hell by their own fanatic 
beliefs. For a jihadist who dies by a woman’s hand goes to hell as if pig had been 
shoved down his throat. Now. A champagne toast to Amy!”  

Each pilot held up their tiny cheap paper cup. “To Amy!....”  

*** *** 

“So you don’t want to keep interrogating her?” the jittery new commander of The Tower 
Fortress asked the Hunter.  

“I have a lead to my traitor” he retorted. “My MI 5 mole. He has to suspect that a big 
show is planned for tonight by the Elephant & Castle fire department. Timed during his 
tri-night walkabout. He will try to find the secret treasure house to save the curator or 
the Jahiliyyah or both. So I will follow the Elephant & Castle fire engine to my prize. My 
Takfir Kafir traitor to Allah! I want to catch the Takfir Kafir in the act of treason so he 
won’t be able to slither out of his sins with his usual enduring act of childish innocence.” 



“But what about the MI spy here?” the nervy Tower morality police commander asked. “If 
we can’t break her then how will we discover if the rumors are true that ...” 

“.....It can’t be tonight if my traitor is rushing to rescue Madame X instead of rushing off 
to save himself. If he has not been extracted then clearly tonight is not the nigh.” the 
Hunter scoffed. “Your helicopters have found nothing and are only shooting at starving 
migrants. Creating chaos.” 

“But you all but ordered the assault yourself Sir! And there is concern that this static 
which is cutting us off from Brussels Headquarters might be artificially induced. We don’t 
know what is happening in Europe. What if there is something happening in...” 

“,,,,I tell you the attack is not ....” 

“Sir” a morality police cried as he ran onto the new office of the commander of The 
Tower Fortress. “The Harbi Kafir whore has been broken!” 

“The war booty will spill her Najis guts.” the new commander of The Tower Fortress 
shouted. “Allah u Akbar! Allah u Akbar! Our God is Greater! Now we will know when the 
attack on London will be!” 

*** *** 

“The Regressive Left labeled all news which violated their lies as ‘fake news’. And their 
delusional fake news became the ‘real’ news. Morning Joe protested when Trump used 
to use Twitter to circumnavigate around their media stranglehold. They used to protest 
that they were the ones who were suppose to tell people what to think. And the 
Regressive Leftists of Twitter and Facebook and Google were ordered digitally censor. 
Blacklist. Suppress. Create algorithms to automatically erase. Create digital Big 
Brother’s Ministry of Truth. And they did! Enthusiastically!  

The Regressive Left forget a quote of John Kennedy: ‘Those who make peaceful 
revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable.’ Apparently when 
Regressive Left Liberals rule then democracy and free expression and free right of 
protest goes right out of the window along with uncensored media and the honest press. 
How well has it worked out for you Liberal arseholes? Eh?” The fireman staggered 



dizzily. Then he stumbled before righting himself and pulling out his gun to threaten 
Druggies. “I am still able to shoot any one of your bastards! Just try me!....” 

*** *** 

The new Tower Fortress commander and the Hunter went to the interrogation room 
where the horribly tortured woman was bleeding on a steel table as if a morgue table. 
Her naked body broken. Every finger mangled. Her hair ripped out. Her face battered 
into something unrecognizable. Every part of her unspeakably violated. The Hunter 
gestured for her raping torturers to leave. Then the fanatic leaned over the horribly 
violated and dying woman. “When?” 

“Please! Please!” she whimpered, barely understandable. Every tooth smashed in her 
mouth. Her eyes so swollen she could barely see. Her genitalia so mangled by gang 
rape it was amazing she was still alive. She choked on blood, unable to speak. So the 
Hunter held up a calendar. “Point to the date when the Harbi Kafirs are planning to 
attack London?” 

“She could still be trying to deceive us” the new commander of the Tower cried. “We 
need to keep our helicopters flying. Despite running low on fuel.” 

“After holding out for almost a week after being betrayed?” the Hunter retorted. “All 
deceit has been mangled out of her. She is pulp! Now she will tell us everything. Even to 
where her babies are so we can rape them. Whatever you want to know. The piece of 
Najis will tell you.” 

“Please” the dying woman whimpered. “No ..... more!” More blood oozed out of her 
mouth. “Mer.....cy!” she whimpered, barely coherent. “I .....beg.....” 

The Hunter sneered. “Point to the date on the calendar you whore or else I will order the 
entire garrison of Morality Police to rape you until they turn your genitalia inside out and 
then rip out your vagina and use your womb to smother you!” 

The horribly bloody woman held up one shaking, bloody hand. Then she weakly 
gestured to a date. Then she screamed “Sweet Jesus forgive me!  



The Hunter smiled. Then he pulled out his gun and shot the dying woman point blank in 
her skill. He shoved the calendar date into the hand of the new head of the Morality 
Police. “See. I told you. The Battle of London commences in five days time. The static is 
just that! The usual static from cosmic rays and magnetic gyrations. As we are rationing 
bullets and fuel I suggest you call off your damn helicopters now and save your very 
limited ammo and even more limited fuel. Now I am off to hunt down my double agent.” 
The Hunter marched out of the room. “Don’t bother to queue” the Wahhabist shouted at 
the morality police dangling to see if the war booty was still available. “The meat is 
dead.” 

“Can’t we fuck the meat anyway?” one Wahhabist said. “Didn’t the Egyptian imams 
declare it halal to fuck corpses?” 

“Of dead wives” the Hunter said in disgust. “Not dead Najis.” Then the Hunter gestured 
to storm out of the Tower Fortress.  

*** *** 

“Look Sir” the Bomber Drone Squadron shouted. “The Tower helicopters are starting to 
be ordered back to the Tower. If they take the bait we will have total control of air 
space.” 

The Latin commander winced as if in horrible pain. Then he told his aide de camp “Go 
tell MI that ....poor .....Valerie Odette ..... has achieved her goal of misinformation. The 
enemy helicopters are being grounded. Our first bombing run will blow up The Tower 
where they are being called back and lined up like sitting ducks.” The Anglo Indian 
nodded and slipped away as the gallant Latin Air Force commander pulled out his 
handkerchief and wept. 

*** *** 

“.....And oh yes. Malmo’s rape statistics were not reported either when it was perfectly 
logical to connect the German rapes with the ongoing Malmo rapes with the dozen rape 
gangs operating in a dozen British cities like Rotherham. In fact weeks later the police 
admitted a Taharrush occurred there as well. Likewise, the clueless Liberal Media 



declined to connect the dots to a recent Taharrush waged at a fashionable Swedish rock 
concert for Swedes between the ‘moonglow’ age of 13 to 19 called ‘We Are Stehlm’ 
where for a SECOND YEAR IN A ROW ‘underage’ Muslim migrant gangs (some with 
beards) engaged in Taharrush and publicly sexually assaulted and raped Swedish 
adolescent girls mostly under the age of 15. The 200 suspects all produced temporary 
ID cards and were recent Muslim asylum seekers or else were Muslim economic 
migrants recently arrived in politically correct liberal multi-cultural Sweden.  

The police later admitted they were covering up the massive sexual assaults and rapes 
of adolescent Swedish girls by Muslim migrants for TWO YEARS IN A ROW and did not 
want to talk about it er it inflame tensions. They accused the politically incorrect 
reporters of being racists and fascists for even forcing them to discuss it. And the police 
declined to connect the dots of this conduct to the New Year’s Eve rapes and sexual 
assaults. Nor did they choose to discuss the novel ‘new crime wave’ or the ‘new 
dimension’ of the assaults.  

In sort: they refused to acknowledge the reality that Taharrush had arrived into Liberal 
Europe from the Islamic Levant and Muslim migrants were using Taharrush on the 
indigenous European population as Ghazi Razzia. Criminality as an weapon of war. 
Rape as an act of war. Only one Swede dared to label this rape Taharrush as an act of 
war. The improbably named Swedish Identitarian and body builder named ‘The Golden 
One’. He later posted videos warning Swedes that WW III was coming and to prepare 
for Ragnarok. Never was a Millennial more on target with his Cassandra prophecies! 

Likewise the multi-cultural liberal media declined to report similar attacks in Zurich 
Switzerland and in the Nordic countries which occurred on New Year’s Eve which 
mirrored Cologne. Helsinki Finland authorities also reported an unprecedented series of 
organized attacks by Muslim migrants garnished by sexual assault and rape but they 
were better prepared because they had ‘advanced warning’. To be exact they monitored 
Social Media which Germany declined to do (except to gag Germans reporting on 
migrant criminality).  

Swedish Kalmar was not so lucky. Their wonderful Muslim migrants ran amok in exactly 
the same way. Malmo was the Muslim rape capital of Europe so New Year’s Eve was 
‘typical’. Rape. Rape. Rape. And still more rape! Swedish girls were being raped 
according to the now deemed ‘usual’ statistics: one in four Swedish girls will be raped in 



her lifetime ----- by Muslim migrants and almost all ‘stranger rapes’ would be committed 
by Muslim migrants. Twenty years ago there might be some twenty rapes a year. Now 
there were twenty rapes a day.  

In fact Muslim rapes were such a horrific statistical anomaly they were turning Malmo 
and Sweden into the Rape Capital of Europe and the second worse rape capital of the 
world. But not according to Don Lemon. That was ‘fake news’. Now of course there is 
not one Swedish female who has not been raped. Rape by rape gangs. Horrible rapes. 
Degrading rapes. Brutal rapes. Almost all if which were by gangs of Muslim migrants. 
Relentless. Nonstop. Nevertheless, the international spectrum of the assaults and 
molestations and rapes by Muslim migrants failed to make the liberal media blackout. 
‘Fake news’! Yeah! Sure Don Lemon! Just fake news! Every bleeding one of them! Just 
so much ‘fake news’ as they were grounded down into a bloody pulp! ‘Fake news’! The 
Four Ps heroically barricaded the world from finding out. Only Youtube Islamophobes 
dared to report it. Neither did the liberal media consider it important enough to question 
the far ranging implications of unlimited open borders immigration of potentially millions 
of young and randy Muslim males of war age marching into Europe. The silence from 
the establishment was deafening. Today we live with the results of the cowardice of the 
Four Ps! Thanks Don Lemon for your expertise in labeling the devolution of Sweden into 
Muslim Mad Max Mayhem ‘fake news’! 

A British expert (who also happened to be Muslim) reported that the importation of 
hundreds of thousands of young randy Muslim males of war age was drastically tilting 
the sex ratio of the European population even worse than China. 121 males to some 80 
females. But while China had a ruthless death for rape policy, multi-cultural appeaser 
Europe so mollycoddled its precious Muslim migrant population the usual punishment 
for even the most brutal rape of indigenous European females was five years. More 
likely six months. And usually the Muslim rapist walked free because the rape was 
called a ‘cultural misunderstanding’ and the female was somehow asking for it because 
she failed to understand the Muslim male cultural mind set and offended the Islamic 
code of the Muslim male rapist. So naturally the Muslim male, being totally incapable of 
controlling himself, was bound to rape her. The fault was entirely the victim because she 
failed to understand the Muslim male’s culture: ISLAMIC RAPE CULTURE. Translation: 
Dhimmitude. Further translation: Koran 33: 59. If you don’t want to be assaulted you 
MUST VEIL OR ELSE. Veil and sexually segregate. If the Kafirs didn’t want to be raped 
they MUST OBEY ISLAMIC MORALITY AND VEIL AND SEXUALLY SEGREGATE OR 



ELSE ----- but per Devshirme your blond daughters can still be dragged off any street 
and raped anyway. So either way you were screwed. How do the Four Ps feel today 
eh? Oh. Golly. I don’t think a single Four P is alive today to be cursed by the victims of 
their cowardice! Stop crying Ahmad! You too Mohammad! Neither of you care about the 
rape victims do you! Do you! Just yourselves! Fuck you! You whining whelps! You 
heartless, selfish....” 

“......Unlike yourself when she died!” 

“I never laid a finger on her! I loved her!” 

“You chained her as a prisoner!” 

“I loved her!” 

“You killed her!” 

“We always kill the thing we love!” the fireman screamed as he waved the gun wildly 
before pointing at his head.....” 

*** ***  

MI 5 received the wireless. Then the message was routed into the inner bastion of MI 5. 
The Urban Whisperers were clustered over petit bleu transcripts of the enemy chatter to 
see how their deceit and misinformation was going. “Agent Valerie Odette achieved her 
goal” the young spy announced to the room before he professionally left and vomited in 
the corridor. 

The aging spies flinched. “Yes. Well. We could not do a ‘Man Who Never Was’ so we 
had to do an ....” 

“Another form of ‘Mincemeat’ another aging spy said. “And Agent Valerie Odette was 
probably mincemeat by the time she ‘broke’ to deliver the false intel.” 

“Agent Odette know what she had to do” the aging spy master of MI 5 told the other 
spies. “We had to manufacture a bogus betrayal to hand her over on a ....” 



“....Silver platter to her torturers....” 

“....So she could hold out precisely until the perfect moment to appear to break. So the 
intel she would give the enemy would be absolutely believable. The enemy has taken 
the bait. The helicopters are being called back one by one and are being grounded. 
Now they can all be taken down with the first bombing run. We will control the air space. 
And a.....” The aging spy received another message. “The Caliph has called down his 
helicopter too. Everyone has ..... taken ..... the bait. We have pulled a ‘Sardinia’.” 

“I wonder if Lieutenant Commander Montaqu would approve of our replay of his 
‘Sardinia’ gambit Sir” Stephan Marlowe told the head of MI 5. “Montaqu just used a 
corpse.” 

“We had to make the enemy take the bait. They would only take the bait if it came from 
a torture victim they utterly despised and scorned. A Najis filthy Kafir. A woman!” 

“A captured spy. Therefore war booty” Stephan Marlowe said. “And you know what that 
means.” 

“So when Agent Valerie Odette pretended to break they would absolutely believe her 
precisely because she was nought but meat to them” the head of MI 5 said grimly. 

“A ‘dirty lollipop fallen to the ground’” Jasper Sylvester said bitterly. 

“How can we live with ourselves?” Stephan Marlowe said. 

“We will have to” the spy master said. “Even if the cost is the damnation of our souls.” 
The head of MI 5 marched out of the room. Stephan Marlowe flinched as Jasper 
Sylvester and Jack Phillips and the other spies wept silently.  

Stephan Marlowe stood up. “I need to extract my agent Wyrd Davy Mohammad 
Ahmed.” 

“The boss says that might give the game away” Jasper Sylvester said. “I know you feel 
that we....” 



“....Owe that poor fireman we have exploited” the aging spy said. “He wanted to fight the 
enemies of our nation in the open. He would have. Alongside that Anarchist chap Wolfe 
Syms. We turned him and we exploited him precisely because he was the perfect mole 
to infiltrate our enemy here in London.” 

“Wyrd Davy helped us in the Guildhall and he helped us to save many of our National 
Treasures” Jasper Sylvester said. “He helped us turn the Trident Commander too. But 
we know a Hunter is after him. If we extract him the Hunter might suspect that Agent 
Odette’s bait might be bogus. What with the premature push by the European Rebel 
Armies the midnight cue is precarious. You can’t extract your mole Stephan! You can’t!” 

“Are you ordering me to stand down Jasper after all that boy did to help you? And you 
too Jack! And your too Joe! Your man Mr. Mole of MIMIR has been helped too by my 
agent. And now you are telling me to let him dangle and quite possibly die tonight. If 
only he had made the rendezvous. Then I would have extracted him before any of you 
could have stopped me.” 

“We are stopping you now! You can’t retract Wyrd Davy.....” 

*** *** 

The fireman spun around and shot a Liberian running with a machete to behead him. 
The bullet hitting the crazed African between the eyes. Then he shot another crazed 
African in the stomach. That temporarily stopped the gang attack. The fireman backed 
away and then used burned out wreckage littering the street to cover his escape. He 
marched toward Green Park despite the obvious hopelessness of the rendezvous or the 
fact he was using up his bullets as his bloody wounds alerted the Ferals to his 
presence. “German crimes! So much fake news eh Don Lemon! Like the fact the 
Cologne suspects were just 1% of the population of Germany yet were out of control 
and were also close to outnumbering the German Police and Army, and were 
committing the majority of all crimes, 27,255 crimes in one year alone, including 1,000 
crimes of grievous bodily assault, 22 attempted murders, 700 domestic burglaries. All 
sexual assault statistics being Code 291 suppressed. All on the indigenous German 
population. And 5,576 offenders were Syrian. So it was not just the violent Afghans and 
Pakistanis and Bangladeshis and North Africans and Somalians. It was the ‘poor’ Syrian 



refugees. And the statistics jumped in 2016 and 2017 and by 2019 Germany was in total 
free fall!  

The multi-cultural appeasers excused the out of control criminality on ‘boredom’ from 
wallowing on the dole without anything to do ----- while refusing to learn Jahiliyyah 
German ---- while being incapable of learning anything because of their high rates of 
illiteracy and proven low IQs in the 70s and low 80s. Alas, such low IQs from inbreeding 
also contributed to criminality and mental illness and anti-social behaviors. And it was 
revealed by the Red Cross workers the dear migrants were also violent, contemptuous, 
lazy, corrupt, grossly self entitled, and shocking misogynist. Each with an Islamic chip 
on their shoulders. Each believing they were in effect conquering the homeland of the 
Crusaders at last. Merkel’s darling boys were the poster children of the worse 
immigrants any sane country should take in. And for Merkel’s reelection she purposed 
to give them the vote! 

And Andre Schulz of the German Criminal Police Association warned that the migrants 
were committing violent crimes, thefts, sexual assaults, drug dealing and 69% of the 
2015 migrants were young males of war age. That was the statistical sex and age for 
the most criminality. ‘Ordinary citizens are being played for fools’ he said. He also 
pointed out that in 2014 migrants committed 100 + crimes a day. And the police in every 
German city were close to being completely overwhelmed. Too soon it was up to almost 
fifty percent of all Muslim migrants committing so many crimes the Germans were 
openly saying they were running out of jail cells. The Viennese also quickly admitted fifty 
percent of Muslim migrants were tearing Vienna to pieces. No wonder the Viennese 
turned on their liberal Four Ps at the next election and voted in a determined anti Mo 
migrant party to make Austria join the Double Headed Eagle Alliance with its ex-
Habsburg partners the Czechs and Slovaks and Hungarians as well as the Poles...” 

*** *** 

“.....Just stay here!” the farmers told the wounded man. “We will finish the battle and 
then come back for you! We have bandaged the wound. Just hang in there!” Then the 
farmers ran back toward the sounds of bullets in the milky darkness. The wounded man 
leaned back against a tree in the forest. The morphine shot making his pain fussy. 
Making his mind fussy. As if he was floating. As if time had blurred. The wound covered 
by crude military bandages which were increasingly sodden with blood. Sheridan 



shoved more bandages under the bandages to try to buttress the pressure to stop the 
bleeding. Then he leaned back against the tree.  

The milky darkness made the forest around the clearing eerie. As if the morphine was 
becoming manifest in physicality. The frozen fog transforming the encircling forest into a 
magical place of shimmering diamonds and crystals. In the clearing ahead of him light 
pillars shimmered as if magical things. The aurora lights shimmering as if columns into 
the darkness. “You don’t find the demons. The demons find you. You don’t find the 
magic. The magic finds you....” 

*** *** 

“....Likewise the official liberal media declined to repeat the evidence whispered by 
German Security Services that almost 50% of all Muslim male migrants throughout 
2015 were ‘vanishing’ off the radar into organized criminal gangs operating throughout 
Germany” the fireman told the invisible Lledrith. “How to hundreds of thousands of 
people vanish? Mostly notorious Muslim mafia gangs. Unto the Muslim criminal 
underworld. And these were not victims. Refugees. They were not just economic 
migrant from the most violent and reactionary Muslim failed states with the cultures 
which were proven to be the most hostile to the West who legally had absolutely no 
right to even be in Germany to begin with. They were almost entirely men and boys of 
war age. Now they would never be deported. How the hell does a modern nation lose 
track of hundreds of thousands of men and boys of war age?....” 

*** *** 

“.....The enemy lost track of us” Sheridan mused as he watched the freezing light pillars 
shimmer in the clearing ahead of him. The freezing temperatures dropping fatally as 
oozing blood stained the snow. “Our Vichy government in Ireland lost track of us. 
Dhimmi Dave lost track of us. Masculinity Colonies hiding in the remote places. In the 
wild places. In the desolate places. My cottage and failing farm fields formed part of the 
Underground Railroad of fleeing men and boys fleeing castration or else prison for 
being Defiant White Males. Preppers. Future soldiers preparing for the war everyone 
knew in their guts was coming. The Loki Insider Traitors were not just trying to disarm us 
but exterminate every male who might be a potential warrior. The Lesbian Greens and 
their Beta Eunuchs were hunting the escapees down. Pathological and physical freaks 



hunting down brave men and boys. Brainwashed nutters. And out and out psychopaths 
without any innate sense of conscience or self control. Brainwashed cultists. 
Brainwashed ideologues. Marxists. Communists. Regressive fanatics pathologically 
obsessed with destroying the West and every nation of the West became they hated 
themselves. Gaslighted so long they no longer knew the difference between right or 
wrong or truth or falsehood. Or else eunuchs. The brainwashed eunuchs who were so 
cowardly they surrendered before the battle even started.  

They surrendered and joined the enemy before even being challenged. Not considering 
anything worth fighting for or dying for. Not even themselves. What did that old 
Identitarian poster say? ‘I would rather suffer as a free man than live the pampered life 
of a slave.’ Eunuchs were pampered slaves the Mos kept to run their hareems. Buying a 
lifetime of the most disgusting slavery in exchange for their manhood and liberty. And 
the 68ers and Snowflakes were so cowardly they were willing to exchange their 
manhood and womanhood and liberty as free people in exchange for slavery as long as 
they could buy a few more days or weeks or months or years of their miserable lives in 
craven sub existence. 

I would hide Generation X men and their youngest children, Generation Z boys, in my 
basement safe room as they made their way across the Vichy landscape toward remote 
wild places where Masculinity Colonies and Ragnarokkr Survivalist Bastions were being 
created. Guns being stockpiled. Survival supplies being stockpiled. And young boys 
were being trained to wage war side by side their paters. No Millennials of course. They 
were too suspect. Too brainwashed. No females. They were entirely brainwashed by 
their Lesbian man hating maters and the Social Justice Warriors. It was becoming so 
sick the Lesbians were not only promoting late turn abortion of viable fetuses but even 
post birth abortion. Infanticide. Especially of boys. You know a society is sick when it 
kills an entire sex in the name of birth control. In China and India that sex was female. 
Here the sex was male. Especially White Males. It was a declaration of war upon all 
White Males starting with White babies....” 

*** *** 

“...... The liberal media refused to report the European Commission warning for 2016: 
three million Muslims of mostly males of war age were predicted to enter Europe and 
they would also be by and large badly educated, mostly illiterate, mostly lacking in any 



job skills, highly unlikely to be educatable, with behavior problems, and the ‘chances of 
successfully integrating them is next to nil’. They would be aggressive. Violent. And 
bitter. They would be resentful. Angry. And prone to radicalization. However they might 
have started back in their war torn countries, they would metastasize here. These 
weren’t people eager for a new life. These were future draftees into jihad. How does it 
feel now my Four Ps? Now that you cowardice back in 2015 and 2016 has come back 
to haunt you? Oh wait! You are dead! And your countries are all but destroyed!” 

*** *** 

The Generation Z was born at the Millennial. Born in war. Born after 9/11. Born in Jihad. 
Born during nonstop wars in the Islamic Levant. Born during nonstop wars at home as 
Western Society tore itself to pieces as the Regressive Left assumed dictatorial control. 
Control of the governments. Control of the police. Control of the schools and academia. 
Control of the brainwashing of students. Control of the churches. Control of 
Entertainment and Culture. Control of the official media. All while struggling to assume 
control of social media and alternative media. Strangling everyone who dared to defy 
their insane world view of socially acceptable genocide. Self genocide. White genocide. 
Western genocide. Generation Z was born to be the soldiers of war. WW III. They were 
raised in war. They were raised to wage war. Not that the Loki Insider Traitors and the 
Four Ps initially understood what was happening. They thought they were crushing all 
dissent and resistence. They thought if they could brainwash the 68ers and the 
Millennial Snowfakes then they could brainwash every generation. But they were 
radicalizing Generation X males and their youngest Generation Z children. The children 
raised from birth in war to wage war. Just not the war the Quislings thought would 
happen....” 

*** *** 
The British sniper waited for the Chimes to toll at Midnight. His high tech rifle and ammo 
carefully set up. His night goggles covering his eyes. He remembered when he realized 
how much he hated the enemies of his nation — and who exactly were the enemies of 
his nation.  

“I was a young professional soldier. I signed up because I wanted to be patriot after 9/11 
and the Tube Bombings. I cut my teeth in the Third Afghanistan War. Like Vietnam it 
was a war without an end or a victory. And I returned home to people who hated me. 



Hated us. Hated patriots. A homeland that did not resemble the home I left. A homeland 
being conquered by the very people I fought in Afghanistan. Radical Muslims who lived 
for the day Islam would be shoved down the throats of the World. Including the Western 
World. Including Great Britain. I came back to a nation being conquered by slow motion 
cultural jihad. I came back to a nation sleep walking into slavery. The Divine Slavery. 

My company was ordered to attend an indoctrination at a mosque. Not just any mosque. 
The official multi-cultural politically correct mosque which was suppose to be the 
example of Western Islam which Dhimmi Dave and Blair and the entire Brussels Junta 
was aiding and abetting taking over Great Britain. Europe. The world. So a video 
documented our every step as we were ordered to attend the Deobandi Wahhabi 
mosque which encapsulated Islamic values. We were ordered to smile and ritually wash 
our Najis filth in order to pray. We were ordered to kowtow and pray to Allah. We were 
ordered to kowtow and pray to Mohammad. We were ordered to kowtow and pray to the 
Divine Slavery. To all but utter that fucking prayer of conversion to Islam. All as the 
cameras rolled and the fucking imams smirked. All but guns being held to our heads. In 
our field dress. All but being ordered to rip off our regimental Union Jack flags and 
insignias. That night the BBC glorified our humiliation. Kowtowing to Islam. The next day 
the Kippers revealed the fact that mosque was part of the ‘Army of Darkness’. 

The Deobandi controlled half of UK mosques and madrassas. And Blair and Dhimmi 
Dave were giving them carte blanche. Total carte blanche. Above the law. Outside the 
law. Beyond the law. Immune from prosecution. Able to brainwash the children of 50% 
of the Mos in this country. And if 50% of the Mos in this country were handing their 
children over to them then 50% of the Mos of this country were fucking traitors. Carte 
blanche to preach on every UK school campus. Carte blanche to order local 
governments around. Carte blanche to represent the entire Mo population of the UK. 
Carte blanche to install and run Sharia courts and ignore Common Law. Carte blanche 
to do anything. The BBC glorifying them. The multi-cultural Luvvys adoring them. Trevor 
Phillips loving them all the way to the very edge of the cliff of high treason before finally 
repudiating them. No one asking any questions as the Deobandi took over our nation. 
They should have. Asked questions I mean!  

The Deobandi originated in the Indian Wahhabi Movement which declared jihad in 1857 
and massacred thousands of British people and untold thousands upon thousands of 
Sikhs and Hindus and Pathans. The Indian Wahhabist Movement which became the 



Deobandi manufactured a bloody civil war in which over one million people died. The 
Indian Wahhabists who became the Deobandi seduced the Bengal Army Brahmins and 
slaughtered their way through a quarter of India. Rebelling to reclaim their ‘historic perks 
and privileges which once they enjoyed’ as the rulers of Old Hindustan. Rebelling 
against Westernization and modernization. Rebelling against the new universities. 
Rebelling against the option for non Muslims to NOT be forced to obey Sharia. 
Rebelling against the new Civil Service which was now open to anyone. Rebelling 
against meritocracy or discussions for a future democratic and secular India.  

Rebelling against the use of English and Hindu and Bengalis languages instead of 
Arabic and Urdu. Rebelling against the banning of jizya and pilgrim taxes which the 
Muslims once used to enrich themselves off the Hindus and Jain and Sikhs and Jews 
and Christians. Rebelling against the new religious freedoms offered by the British. 
Rebelling against Hindus and Sikhs and Jain and Jews and Christians being allowed to 
enjoy their customs and worships and traditions openly and not be persecuted or be 
spat on as Dhimmis or Kafirs or Shirks. Rebelling that the Hindus and Sikhs were being 
allowed to rebuild their haram temples. Rebelling against Muslims being demoted from 
the absolute masters of Old Hindustan to MERE EQUALS in the new secular India. 
Rebelling that Islam no longer dominated and ruled. Rebelling that Muslims no longer 
dominated and ruled. And rebelling that the Sufi and other heretic Apostate sects of 
Islam which timidly embraced at least some Westernization or Modernization were 
being allowed to operate in the open instead of being killed as heretics and 
blasphemers. 

The Wahhabists who manufactured the jihad in 1857, openly calling it jihad, openly 
waging jihad, just changed their name to Deobandi to elude prosecution after the war. 
Blood of Cawnpore and Lucknow and Delhi still dripping from their hands. And the 
Deobandi carried the torch of Wahhabism into the modern world and into Great Britain. 
Welcomed in by Blair. Welcomed in by Dhimmi Dave. Despite the fact the Deobandi 
openly advocated World Jihad against the Dar ul Harb World which was ‘unfinished 
business’ and Dar ul Harb India which was ‘unfinished business’ and Dar ul Harb 
Europe which was ‘unfinished business’ and Dar ul Harb Great Britain which was the 
ultimate ‘unfinished business’. The ‘unfinished business’ being conquest by Islam.  

And the Deobandi was directly collected to the Taliban. No less than One Eye Omar 
gave one of the celebration addresses. The Taliban openly acknowledging the Deobandi 



as their spiritual leaders. Of course this was before 9/11. But the speeches exist. The 
photographs exist. The direct chain of the Taliban to the Deobandi exist. But Blair and 
Dhimmi Dave refused to ask any questions whatsoever. A direct link. Ditto the Terrorists 
of Kashmiri. Ditto the Terrorists of Pakistan. Ditto the Terrorists of India. With direct links 
to the Terrorists of 9/11 and the Tube bombings and the Indian bombings. The Deobandi 
was the official spiritual leader of half of the terror organizations in the Near East and 
Southeast Asia and Europe and the UK. Openly hosting Terrorist supporters in the UK. 
Including the very mosque we were ordered to pray in. Openly hosting Terrorist 
advocates and Terrorist apologists and Terrorist defenders like our fucking new Paki 
Mayor Sadiq Khan. An unbroken chain of Terrorism going all the way back to 1857 and 
Cawnpore and Lucknow and Delhi where British women and children were chopped up 
and thrown down that infamous well. We, honorable British soldiers, had been forced to 
kowtow to fanatics justifying Terrorists.  

We honorable British soldiers, had been forced to kowtow to fanatics advocating the 
most violent and fundamental and medieval and hate filled version of Islam. Advocating 
the total segregation of females. The denial of their right to be educated. Advocating the 
right of mehram master/guardian/owners to rape and beat their property. Women. 
Denying even their right as females to leave the homes of their mehram master/
guardian/owner’s except by permission and under guard. Demanding the veiling of all 
females to not incite rape. That any female who did not want to be raped HAD TO VEIL. 
Veil or be declared a whore. Advocating total sexual segregation. Advocating the total 
segregation of Muslims from Najis filthy everyone else. As in us. Advocating World 
Jihad. Conquest by Islam. One way or the other. ‘We must rule ourselves and we must 
rule others.’ Even saying every Terrorist was a Jihadist who got an express ticket to 
paradise and Divine Virgins. Including War booty Kafir sex slaves. Openly calling our 
women Kafir war booty. Uncovered meat. Whores. And slags. Openly called all 
Christians liars and people of ‘gross error’. Najis filth. Calling Great Britain and its ideals 
and beliefs and achievements and culture and heritage and traditions Jahiliyyah 
barbaric pollution. 

Advocating the overthrow of secular India. Advocating the overthrow of the Afghan 
government we gave our lives to place in power instead of the Terrorists. Advocating the 
overthrow of the West. Advocating the overthrow of our own country. Advocating the 
imposition, by force if necessary, of an Islamic government and Sharia here in the UK. 
Advocating the overthrow of all ‘oppressive’ and ‘tyrannical’ Western governments and 



laws. ‘Oppression’ and ‘tyranny’ being defined as any government or law which was 
NOT ISLAMIC or SHARIA. Openly calling all non Muslims Najis filthy and openly 
advocating death to the Jews. And oh yes. Gays. 

And we had been ordered to kowtow to this bastion of Islamic values which abrogated 
not only the Mecca Koran but our laws and our values and our very institutions and right 
to exist. And we had been ordered to kowtow at this bastion of Islamic Hate. That is 
when I knew who my enemies were. Not just the fucking Deobandis. Not just the fucking 
Mos. The fucking Loki Insider Traitors. Dhimmi Dave. The Multi-cultural Regressive Left. 
The Luvvys. The BBC. The Tories and the Labor Party. The Four Ps. The Brussels 
Junta. The Dictator of Berlin. The Butcher of Istanbul.  

I knew we were being betrayed when a dozen of the finest generals and admirals of 
Great Britain came out for Brexit and warned the people of Great Britain against the 
annexing of the British Army and Navy by the Brussels EU Statism. The top brass. The 
most famous warriors of the Falklands War and Afghanistan and Iraq. They all came out 
to warn the people of Great Britain that the Army and Navy of this country was being 
compromised and betrayed and they were being betrayed. General Sir Michael Rose. 
He warned that the EU was ‘intrusive’ and ‘out of control’ and ‘not fit for the purpose’. He 
warned that we needed NATO but an EU annexing of our Army and Navy would 
endanger us. Undermine combat training and preparation and effectiveness. Turn 
soldiers into ‘civilians in uniform’. He warned that ‘sovereignty and defense was 
indivisible’. 

Major General Thompson who fought in the Falklands War warned. Lieutenant General 
Riley who fought in Afghanistan where Prince Harry fought warned. Major General Vaux 
who fought in the Falklands warned. ‘Utterly reckless and the surrender of our national 
security.’ Major General Hunt who fought in the Falklands warned. Major General 
Thompson warned. Rear Admiral Lane Nott warned. ‘Unelected and out of control 
organization that is autocratic and does not listen.’ Rear Admiral Heaslip warned. He 
was the head of submarines and part of the Trident thermonuclear arsenal which Berlin 
wanted to annex to get thermonuclear warheads. He warned. Rear Admiral Jenkin 
warned. ‘Unacceptable and illegitimate’. Vice Admiral Blackham warned. And second 
tier war heroes of the Falklands and Afghanistan warned as well. Name after name of 
famous war heroes. Name after name warning. And every warning ignored. That was 
when I knew my country was being betrayed. 



At the same time there was a nonstop campaign to demonize us. The Lefties and 
Luvvies and BBC talking heads damning us. Crucifying us during expensive trials for 
nonexistent war crimes. Terrorists and Taliban mass murderers using our own British 
Courts to sue us for simply waging war which they started by protecting the mastermind 
of 9/11 and the Tube Bombers. CAGE suing us in court while protecting Jihad John and 
his ‘beautiful soul’. Brave soldier after brave soldier being dragged through British 
Courts for crimes against humanity for simply waging war against savage soldiers and 
violent terrorists on chaotic battlefields. Waging wars manufactured by Blair and Bush 
based on lies. Except they were immune. Only we were sued. Only we were damned for 
the evils which Blair and Bush committed.  

Coming back to hostile Snowflakes and sneering Luvvies castrating us in front of the 
BBC cameras as we were doxxed for simply being veterans. Employers refusing to hire 
us. Hiring Poles! Not us! Deliberately refusing to hire vets. Boasting of their solidarity in 
hiring migrants instead of us! Like that Starbucks campaign. To not hire vets! To not hire 
us! To hire migrants! Including migrants who were exposed time and again to be the 
every enemies we had fought! Even ISIS soldiers! While we were damned! Veteran 
benefits drying up. NHS refusing to serve us. Rationing care for the top of the queue: 
migrants. Not us. Councils throwing us out of council houses to house migrants. 
Councils aborting their social contract to back our retirement benefits and leaving us out 
in the cold ---- literally. Vets made homeless. Vets abandoned on the cold streets to 
starve and freeze to death. People just walking around homeless vets as they perished 
on dirty streets as if human garbage! It felt more and more as if Britain was turning into 
post WW I Weimar. Weimar Britain! With us as the scapegoats for a humiliating lost war! 

A group of us started to meet at the Goat Rooms at the In & Out Club. Debate the 
legality of our loyalty oaths when our country and our army and our navy was being 
betrayed. What constituted ‘mutiny’ and what constituted a ‘coup’. Military legal officers 
came. We would say right off ‘This is not an official anything whatsoever and has 
absolutely no connection to The Goat or the In & Out.’ Then we would discuss the 
legalize ‘in theory’. What constituted Betrayal. Government betrayal. Our betrayal. It 
was ironic. Some of the Indian and Gurkha officers said this sounded like a reply of 
1857. What justified mutiny? What justified sedition? It was like walking on egg shells. 
And all it needed was one chap reporting us and we would face court-martial.  



The worse part was I could understand why so many of our fellows of the Armed 
Services felt they had to obey their loyalty oath to Dhimmi Dave. If our Armed Services 
were annexed then their loyalty oaths did in theory possibly bind them to obey foreign 
rulers --- in theory. Berlin ----- in theory. Istanbul ---- in theory. And we all knew Merkel 
was in bed with that butcher. But could any loyalty oath compel us to obey a foreign 
ruler instead of Queen and Country? The Magna Carta and Common Law? The 
Parliament? A foreign ruler? An completely unelected foreign ruler? Trumping Queen 
and Country and the Magna Carta and the Parliament? Without a referendum or vote of 
the British People? We were between a rock and a hard place. Patriotism and loyalty 
oaths. Our duty to Queen and Country. And accusations of mutiny and sedition and 
treason.  

Then Brexit was voted down amidst accusations of gross postal vote tampering. And 
Brussels shoved their poison pill laws down our throats. For all intensive purposes 
abolishing British sovereignty and British control of our borders and own British laws 
and our right to govern ourselves. Trumping the Magna Carta. Trumping Common Law. 
Trumping the Parliament. Trumping Queen & Country. Imposing foreign laws and 
foreign judges. And ordering the annexing of the Armed Services of Great Britain. And 
we were point blank ordered to surrender our flag and obey the unelected Brussels 
Junta and the Dictator of Berlin who had just declared martial law in Germany. We faced 
the Rubicon. What happened next damned Great Britain forever.....” 

*** *** 

“.....When politically incorrect Youtube social media reporters goaded the establishment 
to finally report the crimes by confronting the politicians the Quislings were trapped in a 
corner — but only temporarily” the fireman snarled to himself. “‘Now all of a sudden we 
are facing the challenge that refugees are coming to Europe and we are all vulnerable, 
as we see, because we do not yet have the order, the control, that we would like to 
have.’ So said the future Dictator of Berlin. What a surprise! ‘Now all of a sudden’? Such 
a surprise! Golly! What a surprise! After the future Dictator of Berlin previously said 
multi-culturalism was a failure and Mos had a penchant for violence? What a surprise! 
Surprise! Surprise! Surprise! The Four Ps were so surprised! Golly! What a surprise! 
Our so-called leaders were so surprised! Why were they so surprised? 



After all! Malmo rapes statistics documented a twenty year Muslim rape spike. The UK 
Muslim rape spike in sixty cities like Derby and Rotherham likewise occurred over 
twenty years. In both cases the rape spike in Muslim rapes of indigenous girls by 
Muslim Males WERE DELIBERATELY COVERED UP BY THE AUTHORITIES AND 
THE MEDIA. Likewise the Youtube and Internet reporters were documenting shocking 
rapes by Muslim migrants on Muslim female migrants along the trash strewn trail into 
Europe and in the migrant camps for months prior to New Year’s Eve. All of which were 
also DELIBERATELY COVERED UP BY THE AUTHORITIES AND THE MEDIA. 
Likewise the first German rape victim of the 2015 migration was a nine year old girl in 
the autumn and it was DELIBERATELY COVERED UP BY THE AUTHORITIES AND 
THE MEDIA. Likewise there were continuous Youtube and Internet reports of Muslim 
migrants sexually assaulting Red Cross Workers and Welcome Center Workers and all 
of those assaults were also DELIBERATELY COVERED UP BY THE AUTHORITIES 
AND THE MEDIA. ‘Now all of a sudden’ it was such a surprise? 

And ‘we are facing the challenge that refugees are coming into Europe and we are all 
vulnerable’? Thus said the future Dictator of Berlin. Putting aside for a moment the 
possible fact that genuine Syrian refugees originated in a nation which before the civil 
war was somewhat civilized and secular and modern, the vast majority of the Muslim 
Migrant Males of War Age were long ago proven to come from Afghanistan, Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, North Africa, and Somalia and Nigeria and the Sudan and such places. 
And these places are all historic Muslim failed states which were notoriously violent and 
backward where it has long been documented the Muslim males treat their female 
property appalling while advocating the murder of all Jews and Gays along with 
pathological hatred of the Kafir West .Why would anyone assume young and randy 
Muslim Migrant Males of War Age would not bring their violent and medieval culture of 
acute misogynism and pathological hatred with them? Surprise! Surprise! It was such a 
surprise! 

And if it was also a documented fact that in such places the Muslim Males of War Age 
not only abused their female property but also routinely dragged between one and two 
non Muslim Dhimmi females off the public streets each day to kidnap them, sexually 
assault them, rape them, and then either held them hostage for extortion or else 
‘converted them’ by way of fists to become lessor wives ie Devshirme sex concubines. 
So surely it would have been a logical assumption to make that these Muslim Male 



Migrants of War Age would behave exactly the same in Europe. But no. It was such a 
surprise! Surprise! Surprise! 

‘Vulnerable’? But the Nordic Rape Statistics proved that the Nordic indigenous females 
have been under continuous sexual assault since open border migration from the 
Islamic Levant and Islamic Africa started. The Gatestone Institute maintained precise 
graphs of statistics which documented the abnormal spike of Nordic rapes with Muslim 
migration. Almost all stranger rapes and gang rapes in the Nordic countries were long 
ago proven to be 95-97% Muslim Migrant. The majority of ‘stranger’ rapists in Nordic 
jails have always been Muslim migrants. ‘Vulnerable’? Nordic prisons were full of such 
rapists. There had been endless and frightening psychological studies of such Muslim 
rapists. And every rape trial and every rape psychological profile also indicated a 
frightening lack of shame or guilt or regret or conscience ---- along with an almost 
universal circling of the wagons around the accused rapists by their families and their 
mosques and their imams and their Muslim ghettos. The Muslims forming an all but 
universal wall of support for the rapists and an universal wall of condemnation for the 
Kafir victims.  

So why would the conspicuously childless future Dictator of Berlin open the borders to 
Germany in the face of the proven multi-cultural failure and proven failure of prior 
migrants to integrate or assimilate or even get off their fat arses to get jobs? Why would 
the conspicuously childless future Dictator of Berlin open the borders to Germany in the 
face of the proven reality of Malmo and Rotherham? Why would the conspicuously 
childless future Dictator of Berlin expose German girls to such a fate? For that matter 
what about the historic rape and sexual assault spike in the Netherlands garnished by 
‘smiles’ carved into the faces of the indigenous female victims of Islamic rape? Ditto the 
historic rape and sexual assault spike in France? England? All of Europe? ‘Vulnerable’? 
Surprise! Surprise! Surprise!....” 

*** *** 

Sheridan watched the magical clearing shimmer ahead of him as he leaned against a 
cold tree. Morphine and hyperthermia wrapping their silky shares over him as if a soft 
and cosy blanket which was actually his shroud. “I knew Ireland had become Vichyland 
when the prime minster voted not only late term abortion but post term abortion. 
Infanticide. It was open season to kill babies. Especially boy babies. The Irish had just 



voluntarily signed off on their own genocide as parasitic Mo migrants invade our island 
to suck the teats of our economic life’s blood to breed and breed and breed and breed 
and breed. All on the dole. A deliberate plan to displace us and replace us and erase us. 
Paid for by us. Our own genocide paid for by us. 

All we saw were female Mos with a army of baby prams marching an army of children 
on the dole while screaming out their war chant of ‘We want more! We want more! We 
want more! No matter now much you give us it will never be good enough! We want 
more! We want it all!’ ----- while we legalized our own genocide. And our Judas church 
who preyed on our boys as if sexual vampires signed off on it too. Abortion. Preaching 
from every pulpit how we were morally obligated to open our borders to millions and 
millions and millions and millions and millions and millions and millions of Mos and their 
millions and millions and millions and millions of children.  

Even that Judas of a Marxist Pope who protected Catholic pedophile priests was 
castrating us to bring in millions and millions and millions and millions of Mo ‘children’ 
who always turned out to be Mos of war age. Not children! Obviously not children! Mos 
of war age! Mos of war age! Not a genuine child in sight! Millions and millions and 
millions of Mos of war age marching into the sacred soil of Ireland. Invading us. 
Invading us. Invading us. And we could not raise a finger to fight them.....” 

*** *** 

The fireman staggered. Panting. Then he righted himself and marched toward the dark 
sky as the cold wind blew the foul stench of the Green Park Migrant camp into his thin 
face. Stinging the scalp wound. ‘As we see, because we do not yet have the order, the 
control, that we would like to have’? If twenty years of Muslim migration into Europe left 
a very documented (if concealed and censored) trail of proven statistics of rape, crime, 
arson, pillage, rioting, and criminality by Muslim migrants out of all proportion to their 
percentage of the population in the form of proven statistical spikes as well as 
psychological profiles that were chilling in their implications then why open the borders 
of Germany to 1.5 million Muslims? Mostly young and randy Muslim Male Migrants of 
War Age? And the 2015 statistics at the migrant centers also documented a terrifying 
spike in criminality in every conceivable form which was rapidly overwhelming local 
police authorities.  



So much so that by 2016 every European citizen other than a Luvvy or Green was 
hysterical when it was reported that a Mo migrant center was coming. And why did the 
authorities always make sure the Mo migrant center housing forty or fifty or one hundred 
or three hundred young and randy male Mos were always built RIGHT NEXT TO 
SCHOOLS OF UNDERAGE CHILDREN? And then it was always such a surprise when 
something bad went down. Surprise! Surprise! Surprise! How well has it turned out you 
goddamn Four Ps? For you? For your wives and daughters? Oh? Dead are we? Dead. 
Dead. Dead. Raped and dead. What a surprise! Surprise! Surprise!....” 

*** *** 

“....I knew Ireland had become Vichyland when the Prime Minster caved into every 
demand of the EU to tax us and grind us down while surrendering control to Brussels. 
Handing over our Irish laws. Handing over our Irish civil service. Handing over our Irish 
courts. Handing over our Irish businesses. Handing over our Irish police. Handing over 
our Irish army. What the hell was that except becoming an EU Vichyland of the 
conquered? At least the North Irish were fighting back being Orange pricks. But not us! 
Every official ordering us to all but bow down to the goddamn Mo migrants! While 
demanding that we open our borders to more and more and more and more Mos. Hand 
over our monies and homes and everything! To the invading Mos. We had been 
conquered without putting up a fight! Except instead of Black and Tans or else Nazis we 
had the Divine Slavery being shoved down our throats....” 

*** *** 

“....And there were also Youtube videos of migrants rioting and attacking not only each 
other but the police throughout 2015. Nonstop Youtube videos of violent migrants being 
completely violent!” the fireman snarled at Lledrith. “Violent men and boys of war age 
marching into the West as if an army while being utterly violent! Or else sneering as 
they marched past the naive girls holding up welcome signs as if mentally selecting the 
whores they planned to rape. Smirking entitled. The Ubermensch Ummah marching as 
if conquerors! Conquerors! Conquering the West by default without need of guns!  

By New Year’s Eve of 2016 the 1.5 million Muslim males mostly of war age almost 
outnumbered the police. So why was it such a goddamn surprise when something really 
bad went down? And then suddenly young German or French or Swedish girls were 



posting videos on Youtube crying into the camera and saying they were living in fear. 
And victims of rape by Mos at bars and in swimming pools and in girl toilets were crying 
why no one was protecting them. And then when summer hit and the girls were in their 
summer frocks then guess what happened? It was all such a surprise! Surprise! 
Surprise! Golly! What a surprise! How well has it worked out for you my dear Four Ps? 
How well has it turned out for you my dear Luvvies? Eh? Eh? When it was your 
daughters who were raped!...”  

*** *** 

“.... After Cologne I noticed that a lot of Germans were fleeing to Ireland hoping things 
were different here. That we might fight back against the Great Betrayal here. German 
girls desperate to not be raped. They would cry sadly to me while telling me what was 
really happening in Germany while hoping we Irish would protect them. Put up a fight. 
Save them. What could I say? Lie? Tell them we would fight back against the taharrush 
and protect them? Hell! Ireland was Vichyland. We were already conquered even 
here....” 

*** *** 

“...... I remember seeing that infamous video of the future Dictator of Berlin during a 
political event being given a German flag” the fireman told Lledrith. “How disgusted she 
looked as she tossed the German flag away. The Loki Insider Traitors really did hate 
their countries. Their peoples. The West. Every one of them caught on camera at some 
time or other exposing their pathological hatred for their countries. Their people. The 
West.....” 

*** *** 

“....Andrew Breitbart once said he who controls culture controls the people” Sheridan 
mused as he stared at that magical clearing. “Our culture was nought but Nihilists and 
Psychopaths and Cultural Marxists and brain dead Luvvies and useful idiot Celebrities 
only famous for being famous and drugged out Rock Stars and Movie Stars who were 
Quislings for the Elite New World Order and their minions the Drunkard of Brussels and 
the Dictator of Berlin and Big Sis and Trudeau the Turncoat and the other sycophants 



who merely pretended to be our elected leaders. All under the flaccid all seeing eye of 
Soros.  

And the creatures who personified our culture were clowns fucking with our minds. Like 
Lady Gaga in her meat dress. They were all puppets of their masters earning their keep 
by fucking with our minds. Gaslighting us with false realities. ‘Who will you believe? Me 
or your lying eyes?’ That sort of gaslighting. The entertainers of the Ministry of Truth. 
The whores of Soros. Peddling Big Lies and False News. Paralyzing our minds with 
trash magic. Captivating us and manipulating us and beguiling us and hypnotizing us 
with their obscene spectacles. Propagandists masquerading as celebrities. Trash magic 
as the phony occult of tawdry new age spells right out of ridiculous Harry Potter books 
masquerading as real magic. Performance art of the New Nazis. The Charades of the 
New Vichy Sellouts. It was all just gaslighting. They were all just fucking with out 
minds....” 

*** *** 

“.....Oh my dear Greens” the fireman snarled. “I don’t want to leave you out. You so 
protested when Mos had ‘sexual emergencies’ at swimming pools. You lambasted any 
swimming pool which dared to stop Mos from entering. Such racism! Such prejudice! 
Such Xenophobia! Poor Mos! Poor Mos! And guess what happened. Because of you. 
And you advocated giving the bastards the vote! The vote! Whole boasting with such 
pride when migrants would OUTNUMBER THE INDIGENOUS GERMANS and would 
MAKE THE INDIGENOUS GERMANS A MINORITY IN THEIR OWN LAND! Boasting of 
the Great Displacement! Boasting of the Great Replacement! Boasting of the Great 
Erasure! Boasting of German Genocide which you were aiding and abetting! Fuck! And 
most Greens were so-called feminists to boot! 

How well has it worked out for you my dear Greens? Eh? Eh? Silence. Because you are 
all dead. Raped and murdered. Golly. What a surprise! Such a surprise! And all of you 
Feminists who went out of your way to protect the Mos. Campaigning for the Mos. 
Idealizing the Mos. Glorifying the Mos. Turnings the Mos into your sick fetish. Especially 
Mos of war age. Especially when they raped you. Calling Islam the first feminist religion! 
What sort of sick mind thinks the religion of the ultimate patriarchy of Mo Masculinity is 
the first feminist religion? Who legalized child marriage? Marriage at the age of six 
which can be consummated at the age of nine?  



Who legalized spouse rape and spouse beating while denying woman the right to even 
leave their mehram master owner’s house even if dressed from head to toe in black 
garbage bags? Half the brains and half the worth of a man? Who cannot drive or hold a 
job or even talk to a stranger without permission of their master owner mehram? How 
the hell is that the first feminist religion? Blessing genital mutilation? How the hell is that 
the first feminist religion? No Muslim woman can disobey her Mehram master owner 
and he can cast her out to rot on the streets by just saying ‘I divorce you’ three times? 
While taking her children away from her after sucking? Including the right to have sex 
slaves in her home which she must endure? The Mo marriage rite literally the contract 
to buy and enjoy the exclusive ownership of the genitalia and womb of the property 
ward? That is the first feminist religion?  

Virginity and the hymen and the mutilated vagina the only value of a woman? How the 
hell is that the first feminist religion? The Washington DC Woman’s March organized by 
a radical Mo who advocated Sharia Law? Feminists marching like lemmings hurling 
themselves off the cliff of sanity behind the standard with the strange device of a 
Western woman in an American Flag hijab? America turned into the Antechamber of 
Hell indeed when women stampeded after that obscene standard with the strange 
device of the iconic symbol of Islamic subjugation of women: the Sharia mandated 
Hijab! The symbol of submission to Islam! 

Feminists ranting against ‘male spreading’ while failing to investigate the implications of 
Sharia or if Mos coming from Third World failed states where they treated females like 
shit might bring such less than enlightened mind sets to Europe. Not just bringing in one 
or two or three million but millions! Millions of Male Mos of War Age! A greater sexual 
imbalance than even China! Randy Male Mos of War Age! The prime age for sexual 
violence no less! Cheering their future rapists! Holding up welcome signs to their 
invading conquerors! And preventing anyone from mounting a counterattack until it was 
too late. How well has it turned out for you? Eh? Eh? Oh dear. Dead are we? Raped 
and dead. Surprise! Surprise! Surprise!....” 

*** *** 

Sheridan watched the shimmering light pillars twinkle in the magical clearing. “It was 
non linear warfare being waged upon us by Loki Insider Traitors and their useful idiots 



and Quislings and Judases. And what I found especially indicative was the rise of Spirit 
Cooking Performance Art and Spirit Cooking Rites of ritual make believe cannibalism 
masking the great sin of the entire elite: Pedophilia. Pedophilia was notorious all over 
Hollywood and the Entertainment Meccas. People more than hinted of it. Ex-child stars 
openly said pedophilia was everywhere. Jimmy Savile was just the tip of the scandal.  

But the Podesta emails proved that Washington, every capital of power, was enmeshed 
in pedophilia rings. Pizza and all. FBI code words used by pedophiles were all over the 
Podesta email leaked by Wikileaks. And Podesta parties were notorious for underage 
children of B movie stars frolicking naked in hot tubs with politicians and movie stars 
and power players and other New World Order elitists. The decayed and debauched in 
the Four Ps lusting to fondle underage flesh in the disguise of pizza and walnuts and hot 
dogs. Performance art of young girls and young boys on tables smeared with food to be 
ritually consumed by the elite of the Four Ps. Photographs of movie stars and power 
players at Spirit Cooking Parties giggling as they pretended to devour human flesh of 
the table decor smeared with foodstuffs. Cannibalization as performance art. 
Pathological subversion of the life forces of the young by the debauched and the 
depraved as performance art. Psychic Vampires....” 

*** *** 

“.....By 2016 people started to become suddenly nervy” the fireman told the invisible 
Lledrith. “Polls started to reflect the politically incorrect and ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and 
‘Islamophobic’ fears. The French saying Islam was a potential danger to their nation. 
The Dutch saying that Islam was a potential danger to their nation. The Germans saying 
Islam was a potential danger. The Danish and Finnish people saying Islam was a 
potential danger. The British saying Islam was a potential danger. Top think tanks polls 
proving that the majority of Brits and Europeans and even Americans desperately 
wanted all migration to stop. Especially Muslim migration. Not just stopped. Repatriated. 
The Swiss not only saying it but bringing tanks to the passes. Even the Swedes 
whispering that Islam as a potential danger. People pleading with their elected leaders. 
People started to be nervy that their leaders were lying to them. What a surprise! 
Surprise! Surprise!...” 

*** *** 



“....By 2016 the public started to be nervy that they were being lied to by the Four Ps” 
Sheridan mused as he stared at the magical clearing as if beguiled as his life’s blood 
slowly oozed out onto the snow. “The Podesta email leaks were chilling to the ordinary 
people who studied them in minute detail on social media while the official media and 
Hollywood Luvvies and the Four Ps hailed the glory of Big Sis and her guaranteed 
election. Every one of the Spirit Cooking implicated movie stars and entertainers and 
newspaper writers and columnists implicated in the foul muck of the Podesta emails 
refusing to admit the Podesta emails even existed while laughing off the Spirit Cooking 
events they attended. Even when photographs surfaced of their depravity. Big Sis’ 
corruption laughed off. Every corruption laughed off. What was worse? The sheer 
depravity and corruption or the total lack of conscience or shame about the sheer 
depravity and corruption?....” 

*** ***  

“.....People started to say that projections indicated that by 2020 Muslim Male Migrants 
of War Age would OUTNUMBER THE GERMAN ARMY unless migration was drastically 
stopped. OUTNUMBER ALL OF THE ARMIES. And soon OUTNUMBER ALL OF THE 
INDIGENOUS CITIZENRY. Timid souls whispered if maybe, just maybe, the borders 
could be closed? In reply the future dictator of Berlin adamantly refused to even 
entertain the idea of closing borders. Ditto Shultz. In fact he purposed giving the 
invaders the vote. The rival of Le Pen announced that the world had entered an age of 
mass migration which would be inescapable for Europe. “In the coming decades we will 
have migrations from geopolitical conflicts that will continue to play, and we will have 
climate migrations because the planet is in a state of deep imbalance... France’s failure 
to tackle climate change will have contributed to these mass migrations” according to 
Macron, who argued that the country must “reconcile a principle of solidarity” with the 
‘refugees’. In sort: the Great Replacement of the indigenous citizenry by the invaders 
not only could not be stopped, it would not be stopped. No ifs, ands, or buts! Note the 
moral duty to allow the invasion! Even if global warming was real, and it was a Gore Big 
Lie, that did not morally compel the indigenous people of the West to open their borders 
to millions and millions and millions and millions and millions of invaders. Japan wasn’t. 
China wasn’t. South Korea wasn’t. Hong Kong wasn’t. Singapore wasn’t. The Oil 
Kingdoms weren’t! Why the hell weren’t the Oil Kingdoms, fossil fuel Oil Kingdoms, why 
the hell weren’t the Oil Kingdoms required to open their borders to millions and millions 
and millions of invaders? Why wasn’t Nigeria or the Sudan and their evil oil opening 



their borders to millions and millions and millions of invaders in atonement? Why was 
just the West required to commit self genocide?....” 

*** *** 

Our Loki Insider Traitors ordered us to accept millions of Mos. Our economy was 
busted. Our Celtic Tiger had keeled over dead. And the parasitic Mos would 
demonstrate in front of the dole offices demanding more money. More money. More 
money. More money. More money. More money.....” 

*** *** 

“....Merkel purred ‘We do not yet have control’. Really?” the fireman snarled. “Really? 
Even before New Year’s Eve the German Security Forces were telling the future 
Dictator of Berlin that they were losing control. So were the police departments in every 
German city. Muslim organized drug and criminal gangs were already out of control in 
Hamburg and such cities. The police were saying they were outgunned. OUTGUNNED. 
So how could the childless future Dictator of Berlin expect to regain control? Especially 
as up to 50% of the Muslim Male Migrants of War Age were also vanishing from the 
migrant centers into the black hole of organized crime and/or jihadist terror 
organizations?  

Oh wait. They were her darling boys. Such darling boys.... So she ordered secret 
paramilitary drills of Stasi units as if preparing how to fire on her own citizens while 
drafting top secret plans to assume control over every European army and navy and 
coast guard and police force. But why? Wasn’t there NATO? What did the future 
Dictator of Berlin need a SECOND MASSIVE ARMY AND NAVY AND COAST GUARD 
AND PARAMILITARY FORCE FOR? To attack her precious Mos? Or to attack her own 
indigenous citizens? All of Europe’s scared citizens? Especially us?...” 

*** *** 

“.....And despite every fear and protest we indigenous people knew our so-called 
democratic leaders were ignoring us while propelling out conquest and our genocide 
forward as if a fiat accompli” Sheridan recalled as he stared at that magical clearing. “It 
committed me all the more to the Underground Railroad. Especially when I saw the 



infamous UN Blue Helmets marching down the road by my farm one day. The tanks and 
machine guns. Africans from every failed state with hate on their faces. I guess they 
saw it was payback. And boyo but they intended to pay us back!...” 

*** *** 

“....I mean!” the fireman snarled to his invisible confidant. “ I remember the talking heads 
on TV during the Brexit. The Armed Forces Minster saying it would be ‘very dangerous 
move’ and it would be ‘adding little to Europe defenses’ and would be ‘wasteful’. And 
didn’t a bunch of other British generals and admirals say the same thing? ‘We want to 
spend money on defense and not bureaucracy’. It would spread our Army and Navy too 
thin. It is underfinanced and spread too thin as it is.  

It would weaken NATO. Who said that? Liam Fox? Some secretary defense something 
or other. Didn’t some dozen famous generals and admirals come about against it? 
General Rose’s bouquet of generals and admirals as some called them. ‘Intrusive. Not 
fit for the purpose.’ ‘Civilians in uniform’. ‘Sovereignty and defense is indivisible.’ 
‘Unacceptable and illegal’. A ‘surrender of our national security’ to an ‘unelected and out 
of control organization that is autocratic and does not listen.’ Didn’t some famous 
general tell Dhimmi Dave to ‘bugger off’? He was ‘not going to lead his life in fear’. 
Lead? Live or Lead? I can’t remember.  

Oh! Oh! And paramilitary star chamber trials with special EU judges outside of the 
Magna Carta. To prosecute citizens based on special emergency EU Protocols. Military 
kangaroo courts. That was it! What does a kangaroo have to deal with paramilitary 
special courts? Anyway! Able to enter any country without permission and arrest and 
persecute anyone according to special EU emergency protocols .....including .....elected 
officials and democratically elected populists and ....” The fireman tried to remember the 
sequence of events which betrayed his nation as he staggered down that Muslim Mad 
Max Mayhem street which used to be Piccadilly.... 

*** *** 

“..... At the same time our occupiers announced the mass arrest of the supporters of the 
Black Arts. Witches. Warlocks. Wicca. Druids. The Welders of the real magic. After 
Trump was assassinated. Big Sis knew that the Welders of the real magic had 



overwhelmingly opposed her. Oui! All over the world! Here! I did no end of rites! 
Everyone genuine weaver of magic did! Every genuine spinner of magic did! All of us! 
We totally opposed her. And the young welders of Memetic magic. Pepe Kek magic. All 
of us opposed Big Sis. The Dictator of Berlin. Dhimmi Dave. Every Vichy Judas. If 
America fell then all hopes for liberty fell too. Spirit Cooking was trash magic. Oh sure. 
Big Sis and her evil minions were totally into it! Especially the symbolic cannibalism and 
pedophilia part of it. But it was trash magic. Fucking with your mind. Fucking with their 
own minds. The hollowness of their depravity starving for something to fill their dark 
emptiness. The void of their blackness. That is why they dabbled in Black Magick. Not 
Green Magick. The Black Arts. But we were the real thing. We were the real magical 
opposition...” 

*** *** 

“....Was that before or after the Dictator of Berlin ordered a minion to arrange to defile 
the remembrance day memorandum or other at.....” The fireman grimaced “Where was 
it ? It was not the TV move about Tom Hanks at Normandy. Where was it? Verdun? The 
anniversary of some tragic battle at Verdun? Where 300,000 French and German 
soldiers gave their lives? A tragic place. A sacred soil. The most tragic battle of WW I. 
That was it. But the Dictator of Berlin ordered a German someone or other to arrange 
for some three or five hundred ignorant kids to cavalierly ran through the tombstones 
and skip across the sacred soil of the graveyard of Verdun while laughing and joking 
and ..... kicking up the sacred soil ..... deliberately defiling the sacred soil ...... with a 
ridiculous display of back handed contempt..... like when the Dictator of Berlin on 
camera was handed a German flag and threw it away in utter disgust. So why did the 
future Dictator of Berlin need a SECOND MASSIVE ARMY AND NAVY AND COAST 
GUARD AND PARAMILITARY FORCE FOR? ....” 

*** *** 

The Hunter stood at the gate of The Tower Fortress and watched as the first helicopters 
arrived back. He stared at the buzzing copters as if gigantic hornets as they descended. 
“Do we really control London? Do we really control the air space over London?” The 
Hunter bit one lip. “I need to hunt down that Janus two faced traitor. I need to be at the 
Elephant & Castle Fire Department by 11:25. I can’t dangle here. My prey will be there. 
At that illegal treasure house. And then I will have him. I don’t want to wait until 



tomorrow. Coming back from his walk-about with treason. Smiling that naif face of his. 
Raddling off his facile lies. His innocently facile lies. Pulling that naif childish act of his. 
Or else crying on cue. As if still an adolescent child. An abused little child. With crocodile 
tears as if a small boy. I want to rip his mask off. I want to expose his duplicitous treason 
to Allah. I want to nail him at the scene of his last crime. I want to force him to watch that 
treasure house burn. Then I want to plunge my knife into his belly. I want to hear him 
scream. Or my gun. Emptying my revolver into his duplicitous face. I can’t dangle here.” 
The Hunter marched off. But then he paused as another helicopter buzzed over head to 
land. “But what if.......” 

*** *** 

“.....And 2016 statistics also proved that the second and third generations of German 
Turks were dropping out of schools and trade schools” the fireman snarled to himself. 
“German Turks were not integrating and were not assimilating and were not even 
learning German. In fact the majority of German Turks were openly abusing the dole as 
welfare benefits cheats. And a large percentage of German Turks were joining 
organized crime and terror organizations. The fastest growing and most aggressive sect 
of Islam in Germany were the Wahhabists. And a lot of these disgruntled Turks were 
joining. And other mosques in Germany were entirely controlled by the Butcher of 
Istanbul who openly ordered the Turks of Germany to obey him! Not any German 
elected leaders. Him! Open sedition! And the Germans did nothing! 

It was also already proven that the majority of the Muslim population of Germany was 
not ‘saving’ Germany’s economy. German Turks were devouring Germany’s economy. 
The German Turks were the least wiling to work or the least able to work or the least 
inclined to work. They were the most economically underperforming. They occupied the 
least jobs and the lowest jobs. They displayed the least work ethic. They filled up the 
least highly skilled factory floor jobs. They contributed the least to Germany’s while 
taking the most out of Germany’s economy. What did some guy call them? R. Like 
rabbits. Not K like Kafirs. R like rabbits. Something to do with IQ or genetics.  

In fact German economists were warning that very soon Germany’s famous economy 
would BE IN THE RED BECAUSE OF THE MIGRANT CRISIS. The costs of bankrolling 
the Islamic dead beats was moving from the millions to the billions to the trillions. 
Already every German surplus was being plowed into migrants. Not infrastructure. Not 



port modernization. Not buckling health care or buckling schools or buckling housing. 
Not to fund the Deutsche Bank which was about to go belly up which would cost almost 
half of all Germans their entire life savings. Not to booster the retirement safety net for 
the coming Baby Boomers. Not to help ordinary hard working Germans. Migrants. Just 
migrants. The entire German surplus. And soon even that would not be enough. So why 
import more?  

Why open the borders to potentially millions of such species who even experts of the 
EU admitted could not work, would not work, were illiterate, and would not integrate or 
assimilate? Why open the borders even wider? Especially when experts were warning 
that another three million were marching toward Europe? Another 10 million were on the 
horizon? 50 million in Turkey. Millions from Bangladesh which was the poorest and most 
grossly over populated Mo nation on earth. 303 million in Muslim Africa. Muslim Africa 
was staring to vomit out millions! I mean! If Germany needed workers why not just 
import the unemployed but educated Poles and Frenchies and Spanish and Italians who 
were desperate for jobs? Why import Mos from every Third World failed state called R 
as in Rabbits? Not the K Europeans who desperately wanted jobs? The R rabble? The 
Mos? Why? Why? Why?....” 

*** *** 

Sheridan stared at the seemingly magical clearing. “And then it started. The New 
Burning Times. The Mos were insanely superstitious. And they pathologically feared the 
‘Shirk’ as if the most evil thing on earth. Worse than Kufr. Shirk was the absolutely most 
evilly evil thing the Mos feared on earth. What Mohammad ranted and raved about in 
his Satanic Verses. What Mohammad saw in the darkness of that cave.  

The shadow of the Angel he claimed visited him in that cave. The dark shadowy 
doppelganger behind the Angel he claimed he saw. Shirk. The Shirk which found and 
worshiped that Mecca black sheathed meteorite. The Shirks who drove him out of 
Mecca. The Shirks which he was obsessed with slaughtering off the face of not only 
Mecca and Arabia but the entire Earth. His first genocide. The genocide of the Shirks of 
Arabia. The precursor of the genocide he ordered for the entire world. For no matter 
how he burned and expunged the Satanic Verses the Shirk knew them by heart.  



Shirk and Shirks which was to say Pagans and their Pagan Magick. The Shirk 
Paranormal. The Shirk Supernatural. The primeval religion before the Koran or The 
Book. The original religion. The Wicca. The Witches. The Warlocks. The Old Magick. 
The New Magic: Memetics. And the Vichy authorities who were the minions of the 
invaders betraying us also feared us. Because we prayed against them. Because we 
used the Old Magick against them. Because we used the New Magic, Memetics, 
against them. During the American Election they became aware of the power of Magick. 
Not the silly Harry Potter New Age nonsense. The real Magick. The real thing which had 
been growing since the Internet which allowed the weavers and spinners and welders of 
the real Magick to rediscover the ancient books about the real Magtick as well as 
spread the New Magic. Memes. It was not just the fact memes were uncontrollable. 
Rebellious. And scorned the corrupt Establishment which was betraying the indigenous 
peoples of the West. It was the Magic. Because behind memes there was Magic. Old 
Magick. New Magic. 

Sychromystic Magic, the magic of ‘random’ events congealing into ‘spontaneous’ events 
which hovered been chance and fate converged and opened a portal for an old god to 
reappear. A computer nerd discovered the Egyptian god Kek. The frog god of Chaos. 
Destructive chaos breaking up the old tyrannical establishment and crushing Old World 
Orders. Constructive chaos as random events conspiring toward new world orders. The 
Wheel bringing down the old and raising up the new. Anarchy destroying old powers. 
Anarchy creating new opportunities for people to overthrow the old and liberate 
themselves. New futures. New potentials. New horizons. New world orders. New 
establishments.  

And the Egyptian symbol of Kek by chance was a funny little sitting man staring into a 
symbol that looked for all the world to be an old fashion computer screen next to a 
symbol that looked like DNA. Or else Birkeland Currents. Or else the statistical graphs 
of the mighty falling and the defiant raising up. And that computer nerd posted Kek on 
the internet around the same time as people started to post funny visuals on their social 
media. Visual communications. And one of the new fad funny visuals was smug cartoon 
frog called Pepe from a second rate underground series. And thus through 
Synchromystic chance Pepe Kek was born.  



Some memes rise and fall. It is like evolution except on hyper drive. Evolution applied to 
funny images and quirky sayings. The competition of the novel and funny which trolls 
use to express their covert defiance which move through the internet spontaneously on 
hyper drive while under the radar of the establishment. Pepe was unstoppable. And as 
Pepe morphed into Pepe Kek, the incarnation of revolutionary chaos, Pepe became 
powerful. A primeval form of unconscious Old Magick becoming New Magic. Memetics. 
Even Big Sis devoted a speech to the evil of Pepe. That is to say the subversive power 
of the chaos of Pepe Kek which threatened her and her entire corrupt establishment’s 
grip on power. During that now infamous speech a troll in the crowd actually shouted out 
‘Pepe’. There is a saying: Don’t feed the trolls. The Hilderbeast not only fed the trolls. 
She unleashed the trolls as if a tidal wave! 

Pepe was unleashed during the American election to wage war on what was suppose to 
be a bought and paid for election by the establishment and every entrenched power in 
the Four Ps to elect one of their own. The ultimate minion of the establishment. Elected 
to obey the entrenched powers. Not the American people. The entrenched powers. 
Especially the New World Order. And especially Soros the flaccid all seeing eye of Evil. 
The Regressive Left was so brainwashed they worshiped Big Sis. Unable to see the 
Hilderbeast for what she really was: the bought and paid for front for Soros. She had a 
vagina. So what? Le Pen had a vagina. No one rushed to support her. Why didn’t the 
Four Ps want to see the first French President? The Hilderbeast was the bought and 
paid for front for the New World Order Establishment and her election would secure the 
lock on power forever for the New World Order and for Soros. Her election would be the 
final defeat of everyone who still hoped for liberty. Her election would seal the fate of the 
entire West. 

That is why Pepe Kek went to war against the Hilderbeast. That is why every genuine 
welder of Old Magick and New Magic went to war against the Hilderbeast. The 
Hilderbeast brought out all of her minions to wage war against Pepe. The bought and 
paid for official media. The bought and paid for Hollywood Luvvies. The bought and paid 
for politicians and academics. The Jewish Defense League which was ludicrous. The 
Southern Poverty Law Center which had become a bought and paid for bludgeon to 
wallop anyone who opposed the Regressive Left. The sewer mouth spewing out 
meaningless names like ‘racist’ or ‘bigoted’ or ‘xenophobic’ or ‘Islamophobic’ or ‘fascist’ 
or ‘Nazi’. Everyone else was bought off or else bludgeoned. But not Pepe! 



Big Sis could feel power slipping away despite her phony charade conventions which 
barely filled half of a high school gym compared to Trump’s conventions of hundreds of 
thousands of desperately betrayed people crying out for someone, anyone, to listen to 
them. Trump time and again shouted ‘I am your voice!’ to the desperate crowd betrayed 
by the New World Order and every bought and paid for politician and contemptuous 
Luvvy and sycophantic celebrity. Pepe became the unofficial symbol for the candidate of 
chaos: Trump.  

Pepe Kek became the chaos of a revolutionary candidate who dared to represent the 
betrayed people and openly boasted of his intent to ‘drain the swamp’. Overthrow the 
rotten establishment. Bring chaos to the seat of power. Overturn the New World Order. 
As if The Wheel. No! As if The Tower! Pepe waged the ultimate, desperate war against 
Soros’ bought and paid for minion the Hilderbeast. There is an ancient saying of Magick. 
‘From above to below. There is also ‘from below to above’. Trump was unleashing Pepe 
Kek in the form of an Andrew Jackson revolution. From below to above. 

Of course he was assassinated. Trump. The Regressive Left openly spoke of 
assassination and they did assassinate Trump. After the Electoral Collage reconfirmed 
Trump’s victory despite every corrupt and venal and dastardly foe he was assassinated. 
Then the ‘popular vote’ was declared to have morally elected Big Sis. The Hilderbeast 
waltzed into the White House. If that could describe a deadly sick creature with empty 
dead eyes and a syphilis tongue who openly savored war and rejoiced at the death of a 
man by a howling mob after being sodomized. ‘We came! We saw! He died!’ Savoring 
on camera the most horrific death of a simple warlord who was an amateur in killing 
compared to not just Hitler but Stalin and Mao and Pot and soon Merkel and Big Sis. 
The darlings of the Regressive Left. A crude amateur compared to the wars of Bush and 
Blair. A crude amateur compared to Obama’s drone wars on eight nations of the world. 
A crude amateur to what the Hilderbeast wanted to unleash on the world. Nuclear war 
mano to mano to Russia and China and North Korea and Iran at the same time. No 
wonder even Jill Stein was terrified of the Hilderbeast! 

Liberia became the chaotic symbol of the ultimate failed state. Black Chaos. Big Sis 
could only create Black Chaos being a black creature who long ago sold her soul, 
possibly literally, to the Black Arts as she hinted in an email to Podesta which Wikileaks 
revealed. Soon on life support, a digital harpy image of Big Sis reenacting Big Brother 
as America devolved into Weimar America. Black Chaos of Regressive Left Globalist 



New World Order mobs fighting Alt Right Nationalistic mobs in the streets as the dollar 
imploded into a worthless piece of paper because of Obama’s gross financial 
mismanagement and the out of control national debt which imploded the entire 
American safety net leaving every American dead broke. Not the banks of course! Not 
the crony corporatists of course! Just every American. 

Much of that gross national debt was brought about by Bush and Clinton and Obama 
and then Big Sis’ importation of cheap migrant laborers to take poor workers’ jobs and 
especially poor black workers’ jobs. All while green card visa migrants were imported to 
replace educated American workers at tech jobs. All while illegal Latinos were imported 
to take not only young teenagers’ jobs but everyone’s jobs. Especially from desperate 
poor Blacks. All while Gore’s de-industrialization policy resulted in the deliberate 
outsourcing of so many blue collar jobs over half of all White American blue collar 
workers were unemployed and two thirds of all Blacks were unemployed and almost 
three quarters of all Millennials were unemployed and sitting in their Generation Zer 
parents’ basements ---- who were struggling while paying for their Generation 68er 
parents’ dementia ----- until their Generation Z parents lost their jobs ---- resulting in 
everyone of every generation ending up out on the streets starving to death.  

All while millions in costs under Bush became billions in costs under Obama became 
trillions in costs under Big Sis to pay for the millions of migrants, both legal and illegal 
which were being imported every single year. A national hemorrhaging of local and state 
and federal funds to pay for migrants who were taking more out of the economy than 
they were paying into the economy ---- while driving down wages for everyone of every 
strata, while displacing and replacing the American Middle Class and Working Class. 
Only banks and large corporations profiting from lower and lower and lower and lower 
wages as the supply of labor out stripped viable jobs resulting in lower and lower and 
lower wages. Supply and demand is like gravity after all. Big Sis’ official open borders 
New World Order policy which Wikileaks leaked resulted in millions and millions and 
millions and millions of migrants pouring into America as the indigenous American 
workers were first under employed, then unemployed, then displaced, then replaced, 
and then erased.  

All as the most expensive migrants, Muslims, were imported into America by the millions 
and millions and millions. The most expensive to house and maintain and pamper and 
mollycoddle and appease while requiring the most tax monies while taking the most out 



of the economy while putting the least into the economy while unraveling the social 
cohesion of the nation to the point where the entire nation imploded. Big Sis not only 
decided that fundamental laws of Capitalism could be ignored, and the fundamental law 
of supply and demand of labor could be ignored, and the fundamental laws of basic 
economics could be ignored, but Putnam’s theories of the glue of social cohesion 
required to keep a nation intact could also be ignored.  

All as millions in costs became billions in costs. Billions in costs becoming trillions in 
costs. The national government hemorrhaging monies as Big Sis spent as if a drunken 
sailor. Throwing money to the wind. While taxing and taxing and taxing and taxing 
everyone except the poor and migrants and big banks and big corporations who were 
her major donors. Well! Big Sis was a notorious drunkard after all. But the whole 
socialistic ponzi scheme was utterly unsustainable.  

Printed money without backing quickly turning to inflation. Hyper inflation. All as mobs of 
unemployed Regressive Lefists and Black Bloc Communists fought unemployed and 
bitterly betrayed silent majority Rust Belt blue collar workers and war veterans 
abandoned by Big Sis. When the Black Chaos became totally out of control along with 
hyper inflation then Big Sis declared marital law. Weimar America with a national 
socialist dictator. A mutation of both the Regressive Left and Regressive Right. Hybrid 
fascistic communism. Big Government Totalitarianism complete with fascistic Crony 
Corporatism. 1984. Except instead of Big Brother it was Big Sis.....” 

*** *** 

The fireman panted, as if he could not catch his breath. “And the German Security 
Services reported that the 2015 migrants were mostly Muslim Males of War Age, 
possessed poor language skills and had all but nonexistent job skills, were mostly 
illiterate, were low IQ, and would probably still not be employable even after ten years. 
By 2016 they admitted that they could only find 2000 phony ‘make work’ jobs for the 1.5 
million lounging on the dole. In fact it proved to only be 74 genuine jobs. The rest was 
phony ‘make work’ jobs. Sham jobs. And if any of those sham jobs required any training 
then don’t hold your breath because another statistic proved most Mos dropped out of 
apprenticeships after less than two years.  



The migrants also would not integrate or assimilate and likely would not embrace 
German values or ideals. They were also violent and mostly only identified with Islam 
and were only interested in Germany’s benefits and freebies. In fact they were bleeding 
Germany dry. Over and over and over every expert warned that Merkel’s daring boys 
were dangerous. Expensive and dangerous. Destabilizing and dangerous. Radicalizing 
and dangerous. So why was the future Dictator of Berlin so adamant on keeping the 
borders open that she ordered Brussels to fine any nation a quarter of a million per 
rejected migrant? Fines of millions of euros if they dared to defy her and close their 
borders and refused to accept hundreds of thousands of Muslim Males of War Age 
every single year. Nay. Millions of Muslim Males of War Age every single year. And per 
the future Dictator of Berlin those migrants would be forced into every inch of Europe 
and the UK. Every inch of Europe would be covered by Merkel’s daring boys. Or 
else!....” 

*** *** 

“.... So it was the new burning times” Sheridan remembered as he stared at the 
shimmering light pillars hovering magically in the clearing. “The Vichy labeled us part of 
the Alt Right which was simply anyone who opposed the Great Betrayal of the West. 
Fascists. Nazis. They were just names. Like the 1950s Red Witch Hunts. It was the New 
Witch Hunt. And the Regressive Left sent out the new Witch Hunters. The Witchfynders. 
To track down every real witch and warlock and wicca and druid and spinner of spells 
and weaver of dreams and welder of Old Magick and New Magic. Memetics. To arrest 
us. To throw us in prison to die violently. To be lynched. And yes. To be burned.....” 

*** *** 

“.....And the migrants represented a genuine threat to Germany. Every expert said so” 
the fireman snarled as if to an invisible companion. Even the EU experts said so. The 
Jews were becoming hysterical. They were the canary in the coal mine. And they were 
under nonstop attack. By the Mos. By the Greens. By the so-called Liberals who were 
Mo loving Regressive Leftists. Nevertheless, the childless future Dictator of Berlin very 
determinately continued to import millions of Muslim Males of War Age overflowing with 
diseases and gross entitlement, shocking displays of violence, a trail of rapine and 
criminality, Islamic Levant Jew hatred, Christian hatred, the Sunni-Shia feud, the Turkish 
Kurd feud, terrorism suspects, and a dangerously different cultural mind set which saw 



Germany and Europe and the West as Dar ul Harb. Abode of War. That legalized Jihad. 
That legalized Ghazi Razzia. That legalized Rape Jihad. That legalized terrorism. That 
legalized every act of war. Hell! Martin Schulz upped the ante by backing the Greens’ 
cry to give them the vote! To give them the vote! The vote in the coming election which 
was suppose to be a referendum on Merkel’s policy of open border unlimited migration! 

Over and over experts warned the Brussels Junta and the future Dictator of Berlin as 
well as Hollande and Dhimmi Dave. Over and over the European Commission experts 
warned that in 2016 three million Muslims of mostly males of war age would enter 
Europe and they would also be by and large badly educated, diseased, mostly illiterate, 
mostly lacking in any job skills, highly unlikely to be educatable, and the ‘chances of 
successfully integrating them is next to nil’. By 2017 Tusk was even admitting the flow 
was so dangerous it had to be stopped or else! So why import them? Why keep 
importing them? There was absolutely no viable economic rationale whatsoever. And 
yet the borders stayed open. So the future Dictator of Berlin’s statement was a tissue of 
lies.  

Yet the future Dictator of Berlin refused to change course. And Martin Schulz just upped 
the ante by backing giving them the vote! Why? And why didn’t the Liberal Media 
investigate the reckless decision of the future Dictator of Berlin to destroy Germany and 
Europe and the UK? And why did Dhimmi Dave lie and lie and lie to keep Great Britain 
in the EU when it was perfectly obvious who was not only becoming the future Dictator 
of Germany but Europe. Soon to become the hated childless woman in the West. In the 
world. And why did the Four Ps aid and abet this treason? And why weren’t our so-
called national leaders, those Loki Insider traitors, impeached?” 

*** *** 
“..... of course the Witchfynders did not go after the grotesque Spirit Cooking parties of 
the elite pedophiles” Sheridan remembered. “Those symbolic performance arts where 
the debauched elite who backed Big Sis and the Loki Insider Traitors such as 
speculators and Vichyites and Champagne Socialists and the Luvvies and Hollywood 
types indulged in dinners of symbolic cannibalism on young people which turned into 
the real thing when the cameras were turned off. Or the silly New Age Snowflake prats 
who did not know a binding spell from a fake crystal to the right Tarot card to use. Not 
the Wheel dearies! The Tower! Arseholes! Go off and fuck with your pathetic minds but 



stop trying to fuck with our minds. Anyway. The Witchfynders went after us. That is what 
almost nailed me.  

A damn fool bunch of amateurs who lived in the ghost town decided to dabble. The poor 
wee Snowflakes. The ghost town was a huge concrete suburb redevelopment built in 
the middle of nowhere during the bogus Celtic Tiger Bubble. A ludicrous development of 
two automobile garages duplexes of absurd proportions plucked down in the middle of a 
peat field. That alone proved they were nutters. No sane person builds on peat. Old 
bogs full of bog corpses. Ancient graves. Mass graves preserved forever in acid peat. 
Every sort of dead thing from dead ponies to dead people. Who would want to dig out a 
basement and unearth a five thousand year old bog sacrifice? And that is ignoring the 
acidity and subsistence and all.  

Anyway. Before the gigantic four hundred house suburb could be finished the Celtic 
Tiger Boom turned to bust the way all ponzi schemes always go bust. The gigantic 
ghost town of unsold houses was abandoned. The place looked like the Twilight Zone. 
Apparently perfectly fine homes on apparently perfectly fine streets waiting for people 
who never came. Of course every basement was oozing bog rot and every top heavy 
monstrosity of a duplex was subsiding into peat bogs and the smell coming up from 
every pipe was nauseating and the water was acid and everything organic was already 
rotting and the underground telephone and electric and internet wires were all corroding 
resulting in bizarre interferences and static and ghostly echoes and distortions on every 
computer screen as the wires corroded. And no plants grew in that ghost town because 
of the acid soil. It was perfectly lifeless. Sterile. No birds. Nothing. Nothing. A ghost 
town.  

Well! Five suckers had bought worthless homes there just as the ponzi scheme went 
bust. Now they owned worthless monstrosities. The mortgages more than the real 
estate was worth. They were stuck. And of course their jobs vanished when the banks 
went bust too. They stayed in that ghost down. Ten miles of empty lifeless development 
in the middle of nowhere. Us natives hostile. Who would want such a blight by us? Once 
too arrogant. Then simply trapped. So we ignored the nutters. Millennial Snowflakes 
they were. Once high tech fly by night wonders. Now bankrupt and trapped in that 
expensive monstrosity.  



I think the Snowflakes thought they could ride out the depression. They had no idea 
how long that depression would be or how bad it would be. They hunkered down. The 
Snowflakes started to go nutty and then barmy. Ignoring us peoples they despised. We 
ignoring them useful idiots as interlopers. They originally thought they could ‘work from 
home’ as internet entrepreneurs. Tech start ups. The Celtic Tiger Bill Gates. The Irish 
Apple. But the acidity was corroding everything. Anything metal. It just oozed into every 
expensive computer and wiring and everything. Including their electricity. Their fancy 
smancy solar panels went. Between the damp and nonstop rain and brutal hailstones 
and the increasing snow storms and acidity and all. Their fancy smancy wind turbine 
went next. Though by then the damn thing had killed so many bats and birds it was like 
a battlefield. So much for poor Mother Nature! Slicing and dicing everything that flew in 
the sky it did. And it was a dirty Green secret that wind turbines still need electricity and 
the electricity wires were corroding. So the poor wee Snowflakes were getting 
desperate as everything they were so besotted with broke down and all. Their high tech 
world breaking down bit by bit. Their shiny urban world plonked down in the middle of a 
hostile rural world. As if a space age ship stuck in a dire cold and damp wastage or alien 
wilderness. Them unable to understand it. And us Deplorables unwilling to explain their 
bad luck to them. The acid ate into their water pipes and sewage pipes too. Everything 
started to smell. Rot. Putrefy. And I think those water pipes became dangerously 
corroded. Lead. Or arsenic. Something. Those Snowflakes started to act mighty queer.  

It was like that Franklin Expedition to the Arctic to find the Northwest Passage. On that 
there ship ‘The Terror’. A fitting name indeed! The then high tech ship was became 
trapped in the ice. Grinding ice. Absolutely alone. The winter was terrible. The gales. 
The storms. The blizzards. The men went mad. Dying one by one. Some of their senior 
officers dying first which did not help the crisis. They finally dragged life boats full of 
perfectly useless junk like window curtains across the ice while raving. Gibbering. And 
eating each other. Eskimos said the aliens were possessed by demons. So the aliens in 
a hostile place suffered alone, ignored by the natives who feared them. And they 
perished horribly. Unlike the Eskimos who while primitive looking knew how to survive in 
a remote and hostile place ----unlike ‘modern’ state of the Victorian art explorers. Their 
‘modern’ ‘advanced’ Victorian technology failing utterly. And they did not have a man like 
Shackleton with the balls to junk technology and go with his guts and with his instincts 
and most of all with his heroism to save his men. 



A grave outside of an Eskimo settlement of one of the first sailors of ‘The Terror’ to die 
revealed massive amounts of lead as well as scurvy and tuberculosis and malnutrition. 
Yet the chap was one of the first to die and ‘The Terror’ was suppose to be a state of the 
art ship of the Royal Navy designed to survive the worst of nature and the worst of the 
Arctic. And it was lavishly stocked with state of the art supplies and technology. But 
everything apparently went terribly wrong. The captain dying prematurely and horribly. 
Then one by one every man dying horribly.  

It is now believed the high tech tins of preserved food and lemon juice was tainted by 
the tin/lead solder. The lemon juice to ward off scurvy fermented and was boiled to save 
it — which destroyed its ascorbic acid properties. Hence scurvy. And with fuel limited 
and freezing conditions trapping them, the men on the over crowded ship spread highly 
contagious diseases like tuberculosis as well as pneumonia. 

The stranded Snowflakes trapped on that concrete wasteland perished like the Franklin 
Expedition. Trapped in a high tech hell. Isolated in a wilderness they did not know how 
to survive. Their sufferings ignored by us Eskimos they despised too much to ask for 
help. Us country Irish folk. Struggling with deteriorating high tech foodstuffs they bought 
with their last funds to ride out what they thought would be a wee depression. All as 
their money ran out. Water pipes corroding into lead and arsenic as well as lethal 
acidity. The Snowflakes with their insular arrogance and contempt for us Deplorables 
who ignored their descent into hell on earth. Graduates of social justice warrior classes 
of absolutely no practicality and absolutely no commercial value whatsoever except to 
leave them egotistic and contemptuous of outsiders. Fragile egos wedded to 
unwarranted entitlement but without the survival instincts or humility to ask for help. 
That is what the final death certificate said ---- between the lines. But I know the real 
truth how they really died....” 

*** *** 
The sniper remembered the last meeting at The Goat Rooms at the In & Out Club. The 
nick name of the Armed Forces Private Club was now ironic. IN was officially voted by 
the British people. Brexit OUT was voted down ---- by less than 2% of the election rolls. 
Dhimmi Dave steamed rolled all demands for a recount of the disputed postal votes and 
the BBC refused to report the gross irregularities of the election. Obvious evidence of 
fraud. Evidence of 150% or 200% turnout in Muslim bastions. Evidence of voting by 
illegal migrants. Evidence of voting by dead people. Evidence of voters being bused 



from poll to poll. Evidence of lost ballets in OUT bastions. Evidence of blatant mosque 
election fraud such as Tower Hamlets boasted of which helped to get London its first 
Muslim mayor. Rural English villages finding themselves disenfranchised. Manchester 
and Birmingham allowed instant voter registration of unregistered Muslims migrants. 
Not legal citizens by any remote definition. Yet still allowed to vote based on their 
‘human rights’ which apparently trumped the rights of citizens. Poles and Bulgarians 
openly selling their votes as EU citizens. Sixteen year old kids suddenly allowed to vote 
and voting based on school propaganda despite admitting they knew absolutely nothing 
whatsoever about the issue. Voting based on official Regressive Left propaganda and 
told if they voted OUT they were officially ‘racists’ and ‘bigots’ who could and would be 
arrested or thrown out of university.  

The Archbishop of Canterbury openly ordering Christians to vote IN while the 
Archbishop of York protested that the church should not be saying yay or nay but if any 
Christian needed any advice how to vote they should consider how Christians were 
being exterminated in the Islamic Levant and then project the biological reality of the 
Great Replacement and consider their children’s future. The Pope ordering Catholics to 
vote open borders for the sake of the migrants as their Christian ‘duty’. Green Party 
Islamists openly committing violence and burning down polling places where Kippers 
voted. Kippers openly arrested before they could vote. Sikh voter drives leading to their 
arrest for ‘hate speech’ after they warned minorities what Muslims routinely did to 
Hindus and Sikhs as well as Jews and Christians in Pakistan and India.  

It was a photo finish. Yet there would not be a recount. Nor an investigation. Dhimmi 
Dave quoted John Kennedy’s definition of a ‘landslide victory’: 50.0000001% of the 
vote. Brexit was defeated. The next day Dhimmi Dave unrolled the Brussels Poison Pill 
laws trumping British sovereignty. Massive new red tape regulations which strangled 
British farming and fishing and small businesses. Massive new regulations to punish 
The City in The Mile. Massive new taxes counting in the billions. Fines for Brexit. 
Reparations for Brexit. Quotas for the UK’s share of migrants: one half million migrants 
this year. One million migrants next year. Potentially millions of migrants year after year. 
Open borders blessed by the UN and sanctioned by the EU. Unlimited open borders. 
The Calais Jungle charged into Britain in mass. 28 thousand criminals who had been 
attacking truckers on the roads for eight years and raping and murdering both inside the 
Jungle and around Calais in a reign of terror for years. Now the reign of terror was 
unleashed on Britain. 



Migrants from every Third World failed state now were entitled to enjoy full access to the 
riches of the UK as if legal citizens despite not paying a penny. Front of the queue for 
everything. Everything. And it was now legal to discriminate against indigenous citizens. 
That was another new EU law. For some reason EU human rights laws now only 
protected EU migrants. To be exact: Muslims migrants. Not indigenous British citizens. 
The dignity of Muslim migrants came first. For now on Muslim migrants were the front of 
every queue. And for now on there would be quotas for hiring. Quotas for everything. 
Quotas and rationing. British meritocracy was now consigned to the trash heap along 
with British democracy and British citizenship. Hell! Even British capitalism was 
consigned to the trash heap as Marxists oozed out of every pour of the Regressive Left 
Four Ps to impose Marxism on us! Both cultural Marxism and economic Marxism! Not to 
mention UN Agenda 21 Marxism! And that damn Pope let loose with his religious 
Marxism too! And guess who was expected to pay the bill and hand over everything to 
every greedy empty hand! Us! 

Every city and town and village was ordered to receive their quotas of migrants. And 
they had to feed them, house them, clothe them, entertain them, give them pocket 
money, and maintain them even if that meant slashing monies intended to maintain the 
city or town or village infrastructure, schools, health care, social safety nets, old people, 
young people, churches, high streets, farms, businesses, sports, cultural events, or 
even garbage and sanitation. Sell of assets. Sell off village greens or priceless 
undeveloped wilderness areas. Sell off everything if need be. Everything would have to 
be slashed to care for hundreds, thousands, hundreds of thousands, of migrants per 
village and town and city. Muslim migrants. Even the old EU migrants, the Poles, were 
now declared bottom of the totem pole. The new Ubermensch were coming. Filthy, 
diseased, unskilled, illiterate, and often violent Muslim migrants. Migrants who did not 
expect to work. Migrants who considered everything to be reparations. entitlements. 
Tribute. Jizya. And oh yes. Multiculturalism said they also did not have to integrate, 
assimilate, or even bother to learn English or Welsh or Gaelic. Much less work. Ever. In 
fact it was a given they would never work. But they would have carte blanche anyway. 
They were the Eloi! And we were now the Morlocks! 

Everyone else were now demoted to Untermensch. And the new ‘guests’ had very 
expensive taste. Not only did they expect the best homes to live in, preferably million 
pound townhouses, they expected the best halal food, free Wifi, free videos, free cell 



phones, and even designer clothes and designer shoes. The greedy illiterates could 
read just enough to check the labels! And the bastards expected the best! And also 
gratis throughout the cities or towns or villages. Free transportation unless free cars 
were given to them. Free shop lifting at every store. Free entry to every nightclub and 
swimming pool. And freedom to enjoy whatever their right hand possessed to do with as 
they will. Including free use of Devshirme! The freedom to molest and rape the children 
and girls! 

Anyone who objected was declared a ‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ or ‘xenophobe’ or ‘Islamophobe’ 
and arrested. If the new ‘guests’ wanted Christian church bells silenced then that was 
that. If the new ‘guests’ wanted an expensive mosque built then that was that. If the new 
‘guests’ wanted that mosque to blast out the Call of the Faithful five times a day 24/7 
then that was that. If the new ‘guests’ wanted Christian trees banned or May Poles 
banned or Guy Fawkes bonfires banned or Holi banned or Easter Eggs banned or 
Crosses banned or Hindu or Buddhist statues banned or haram Evening Song music 
banned or haram brass band music in the park on Sunday banned or mixed sexes 
strolling side by side on the sidewalks banned or pig meat in butcher shop windows 
banned or liqueur store windows of liqueur banned or people dining in cafes during 
Ramadan banned then that was that. Banned.  

And there was so much which the new ‘guests’ expected to be banned as haram. 
Bibles. Other pagan sacred books. Chess. Kites. Uncovered meat asking to be raped. 
British jahiliyyah books or theater or dancing or music or art. Even British jahiliyyah 
languages. Even British jahiliyyah laws not of the Divine Sharia. Ditto Hindu jahiliyyah or 
Buddhist jahiliyyah or Sikh jahiliyyah or Wicca jahiliyyah. Ditto Gays or Jews. A Third 
World medieval mind set was now top dog (to use a politically incorrect term soon to be 
banned along with dogs) and it now defacto ruled Great Britain without a shot being 
fired. 

And after that infamous ‘sexual emergency’ migrant was found Not Guilty in Austria by 
EU laws of brutally molesting a small Austrian child because he assumed rape and 
molestation of Kafirs to be morally acceptable behavior per his culture back in his Third 
World failed state it was now legally carte blanche for any ‘guest’ to molest and rape any 
Kafir or Shirk Shit. Any Kafir child was now a defacto target. Even the Welsh Council of 
Muslims declared Devshirme to be halal. Every school and park became a honey pot for 
any molester or rapist. Carte blanche. They would not be prosecuted just as every 



molestation and rape of every Kafir child and girl in Germany was not prosecuted 
throughout 2015 and 2016.  

By 2017 it was open season. Do whatever thy right hand possessed. And if you were a 
Kafir female you had to obey Islamic morality and Arabic culture accordingly or else you 
were ‘asking for it’ as the Cologne New Year Taharrush Rape Spree proved. And indeed 
the infamous Rotherdam and Malo rapes already created a precedent that the Kafirs 
and Shirks could be molested and raped without fear of arrest by the police no manner 
how brutal or horrific.  

After six Muslim migrants were found not guilty of brutally gang raping a Swedish girl on 
a ferry because it was a legal given she wanted to be gang raped because she was a 
Swedish girl it became open season. Legal open season. A cripple was gang raped. 
They got off. A Mo brutally raped a 13 year old child in Sweden. He was given ONLY 
TWO MONTHS AND THAT WAS SUSPENDED. It was legal open season. Everywhere! 
And if raped the ‘Feminists’ proclaimed the rape victims were to blame. The Muslim 
migrant rapists were the ‘victims’. So the raped meat morally could not report their 
assaults to the authorities.  

And if the raped meat did report their assaults to the authorities the rapists were always 
found Not Guilty because they were the victims. The raped meat were the ‘racists’ and 
‘bigots’ and ‘xenophobes’ and ‘Islamophobes’. And Devshirme had already been 
blessed by the Muslim Council of Wales as halal as early as 2016. And Dhimmi Dave 
did not challenge that. Nor did the Hague ‘Human Rights’ elite. So that was that. It was 
open season. You did not want to ‘disrespect’ the new ‘guests’ did you? Then you were 
a ‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ or ‘xenophobe’ or ‘Islamophobe’ and could be arrested.  

Then per new EU laws which now trumped all British laws the Kippers were arrested. 
Pegida. Rural Conservatives. Libertarians. Identitarians. A of D. Rebellious anti-
feminists. Rebellious White Male Rights Advocates. Red Pill Anarchists. Nativists. 
Nationalists. Bitter Generation Xers and their younger children the Generation Zers. 
Then every Brexit leader was arrested. It was ‘Fascism’. It was ‘Nazism’. It was ‘Hate 
speech’. ‘Racism’. ‘Xenophobia’. ‘Islamophobia’. It was carte blanche. It was 1984. It 
was Big Brother. 



The police now were minions of new EU star chamber courts. Kangaroo courts. German 
paramilitary units were brazenly roaming every city and town and village as if Hitler had 
won WW II instead of us. Then it was announced that Turkey was on schedule to enter 
the EU. Thirty five million Turks instantly applied for visas. And every single day Italy 
was ferrying over between five and ten thousand Muslim migrants from Africa as 
Greece saw ferries loaded with Muslim migrants coming from Turkey despite that bogus 
deal to supposedly cut off the flow. Paris, London, every city were turning into open 
refugee camps as migrants filled up the streets and streets and parks. A nonstop flow! 
The next day the Annex of our Armed Forces was announced. Almost the whole of the 
Armed Forces roared in horror. The dying opposition in Parliament demanded a debate. 
A last stalling tactic. At best we had a year. More likely we had only months. That night 
we voted at The Goat.” The soldier stared into the darkness of the battlefield which was 
London. “We crossed the Rubicon!” 

*** *** 

“...2016 Ralf Jaeger was forced to admit that almost all Cologne assailants were migrant 
‘asylum seekers’” the fireman snarled to himself as he marched across the nightmare 
landscape of Piccadilly. Everywhere starving migrants hurdled in the blasted out 
storefronts and sidewalks and streets amidst piles of garbage and feces and lakes or 
sewage and rot. The only food maggots and Halal R: rats. “The soon to be Dictator of 
Berlin then tried to detract attention by demanding that very nation in Europe and also 
the UK MUST accept her darlings or else fined millions of euros if they defied her. A 
quarter of a million in fees for each migrant any European nation dared to turn away, 
even as Germany estimated their bill for migrants would be 93 billion by 2020. A figure 
quickly revised to be trillions. Britain’s bill per year was 17 billion pounds. Quickly 
revised to be trillions. Every nation’s bill was quickly revised from billions to trillions. 
America’s bill was 500 billion per year by 2016 but it was quickly revised to trillions when 
Big Sis opened the borders to millions upon millions upon millions of migrants from 
BOTH Southern Hemispheres per her open borders vision. Obama’s last Speech to the 
UN about America ceding authority to the UN according to the glorious Global Vision of 
the New World Order now proving to be a poison pill indeed for the American people. A 
stampede of third world migrants stormed America. Half a billion. Everyone with their 
empty hands held out for freebies. Every city and town expected to feed them, house 
them, and support them by slashing every other expenditure even as their already 



bankrupt health care and welfare and aging infrastructure imploded. America because a 
Third World failed state even before Sweden did. 

But post Cologne New Year’s Eve why would any Advanced World country want them? 
Every statistic over 20 years proved the Muslim migrants were completely 
contemptuous toward the North West Advanced World’s values and culture, 
pathologically opposed to its religion, implacable to its history, a threat to its future, 
shockingly criminal, unspeakably violent, prone to fanaticism and terrorism and 
alienation, amazingly disruptive to social cohesion, obviously hostile to the people, 
totally unwilling to integrate or assimilate, unable or unwilling to work, and a crippling 
burden to the economy. Yet now the EU and UN ordered every country in the North 
West Hemisphere to take them. Millions and millions and millions and millions of 
migrants. Especially Muslim migrants from the failed states of the Middle East and 
Muslim Africa. Naturally China and South Korea and Japan demurred. Why couldn’t we 
demur? 

The Austrian Chancellor belatedly whimpered nervously that ‘We will be more active at 
our borders’ and also announced that he would ‘turn away economic migrants’. For now 
on the bad pennies would stay in Germany. Then, fearing the coming election, he 
commenced erecting razor wire all around Austria as it was announced that more 
migrants had applied for asylum in Austria than had been born in Austria. Migrant crime 
and terrorism was all but out of control. Almost every mosque was a hotbed of racialism. 
The Austrians were so terrified they were arming themselves as if for war. By the 
national elections he was being pillaged as a traitor to Austria for not acting as fast as 
the Hungarians and Czechs and Slovaks and Poles and also the Swiss. The Austrians 
were openly talking of joining the Double Headed Eagle Confederation even as Hofer 
was battling election fraud in the third aborted election against the Green candidate who 
openly embraced the EU and UN while calling the nation shit. Literally. Shit. LITERALLY 
CALLING THE NATION OF AUSTRIA SHIT! All as the defacto dictator of Berlin and her 
minion the Drunkard of Brussels were openly announcing that any election of Hofer or 
any non EU candidate would be deemed illegal. Paramilitary thugs would enforce a 
coup against any candidate except their candidate. A very bizarre definition of 
democracy indeed! 

Likewise, the Croat leader who originally pillaged the Hungarians for their fence was 
voted out because he was not erecting his fence fast enough now. In fact the Balkans 



was erecting fences so fast it appeared to be as if they were well...... under attack by an 
invading force. Hell. The Hungarians announced a new and improved fence. Then an 
electrified fence. Then .....well ..... rumors said the were planting mines as if tulips. Still 
the liberal media press and professors and talking heads police and politicians refused 
to connect the dots ----- even as the future Dictator of Berlin cobbled together her new 
and improved army and navy and coast guard and paramilitary police and Stasi censors 
and even star chamber judges while ordering Dhimmi Dave to sabotage Brexit to stop 
any other nation from defecting from the Brussels Junta while she built her gigantic new 
paramilitary army.....” 

*** *** 

“...I used to watch them from afar with my spy glass” Sheridan remembered as he 
stared at the magical clearing. “As if an Eskimo watching the alien species of the dying 
Franklin expedition. Looking increasingly gaunt in their increasingly decayed designer 
couture. Their hair falling out. Their faces increasingly besmirched by sores. Panting. As 
if they could not catch their breath. Staggering. All as they struggled to build their 
salvation. Like the Franklin souls struggling to haul their life boats across ice filled by 
junk. To build their salvation: a pyramid.....” 

*** *** 

“.....Throughout 2014, 2015, and 2016 and into 2017 rational night-watchmen warned to 
no avail that German citizenry and European citizenry and British citizenry would see 
three or four or five or six or ten or twenty or thirty or forty or even million more Muslim 
Males of War Age plus at least 50 million Turks and 100 million Muslim Africans 
marching into the Northern Hemisphere and committing nonstop Ghazi Razzia and rape 
and terrorism” the fireman told Lledrith as he marched with increasingly weakness 
toward the darkness. Panting. Short of breath. His chest aching. His bloody side aching. 
Blood oozing down one side of his face. Malnutrition fighting exhaustion as the 
temperature dropped now that the sun had set. The fetid air increasingly bone chilling. 

“Yet incredulously Emmanuel Macron said German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s open-
door mass migration policy “saved our collective dignity,” and warned that criticism of 
Merkel was a “disgusting simplification”. “In the coming decades we will have migrations 
from geopolitical conflicts that will continue to play, and we will have climate migrations 



because the planet is in a state of deep imbalance,” he said. “France’s failure to tackle 
climate change will have contributed to these mass migrations”, according to Macron, 
who argued that the country must “reconcile a principle of solidarity [with the ‘refugees’]” 
“France will not be able to stem it, and Europe will be affected immediately. We will see 
a migratory phenomenon far greater than what we have seen [with migrants from] 
Syria.”. Then he told Le Pen to ‘get over it’.  

I wonder if the rape victims of Mo migrants were able to ‘get over it’? I wonder if the 
Cologne taharrush victims were able to ‘get over it’? I wonder if the Malmo rape victims 
were able to ‘get over it’? I wonder if the Rotherham sexually abused underage girls 
were able to ‘get over it’? I wonder if the child victims of swimming pool molestations 
were able to ‘get over it’? I wonder if the victims of the Nice truck terrorism and the 
Berlin Christmas truck terrorism were able to ‘get over it’? I wonder if the Orlando 
Florida nightclub massacre were able to ‘get over it’? 

What happened on New Year’s Eve in Cologne was just the tip of the iceberg. Europe 
was being invaded. Britain was being invaded. The entire North West Hemisphere was 
being invaded. And the authorities were not going to stop it. Quite the contrary. And the 
national and international liberal media glorified the decision of the New World Order to 
open all borders as a glorious humanitarian triumph while refusing to report any 
downside whatsoever. Everyone was glorious! Just glorious! Glorious! Glorious! 
Glorious! Instead they clamped down on all alternative media as ‘fake news’ or ‘hate 
speech’. Censorship enthusiastically led by Twitter and Facebook and Google and 
increasingly Youtube.  

Censorship even by 2016 was already so tight that when some days later a gaggle of 
veiled Muslim FEMALES attacked some German female protesters and shoved at least 
one girl down the steep steps of Cologne Cathedral it was totally suppressed despite 
the fact she fell so badly she was taken to hospital. By the end of 2016 Obama and his 
successor Clinton helped lead the world in total Big Brother censorship of the ‘Wild 
West’ of Alternative Media to restore total Big Brother Official Media censorship to the 
point no one could say one deviant word so much as ‘Pepe’ without being censored, 
tracked down digitally, and arrested. The entire Internet was handed over to UN 
dictatorship control.  



Every social media outlet was on the Big Brother bandwagon to such an extent 
‘Reeducation Camps’ were openly discussed and then announced by Facebook. Social 
media dictators boasted of their algorithms to hunt out and censor ‘fake news’ and 
‘trolling’ and ‘negativity’ and ‘anti-social behaviors’ and ‘negative comments’ which 
violated ‘safe spaces’. Critics of open borders who dared to report the horrors unfolding 
were doxxed and then arrested. This dangerous level of self imposed censorship and 
then defacto censorship and then outright censorship gagged the Germans and indeed 
all Europeans and Britishers and then Canadians and Americans to the extent of the 
danger they faced. All while feeding paranoia, hysteria, and cult of personality 
brainwashing. The Big Lie replaced the ‘fake news’ which was ironically the truth. 

Indeed in America the Stalinist Cult of ‘Hillary Clinton’ was so great the adoring mobs 
enthusiastically celebrated the assassination of Trump by raping and sodomizing his 
beautiful family after torturing his Jewish converted daughter and blowing out the brains 
of his Jewish son in law before murdering their two small Jewish children. When Big Sis 
snapped her fingers her adoring Black Bloc mobs murdered on command anyone who 
dared to vote against her. Soon the Trumpers were fleeing to the wilds of the rural 
heartlands to escape mob execution. The Jews of Breitbart were burned alive in their 
headquarters. Bannon went down shooting. Then the U S Constitution and Bill of Rights 
died. Yet so brainwashed were the worshipers of Big Sis they did not mourn the death of 
the United States of America. The Washington Post who once posed ‘Democracy dies 
in darkness’ at the threat of Trump now glorified in the new draconian 1984 the arse 
kissing main stream media was imposing. Anyone who dared to oppose Big Sis ‘did not 
have a right to exist’. And soon they didn’t. Exist I mean! It was Weimar America with 
Big Sis the new dictator courtesy of martial law.....” 

*** *** 

“......I watched from the Heights as the alien species of five slowly dying Snowflakes 
dragged out construction bricks from unfinished homes and left over concrete to build 
their salvation” Sheridan remembered as he watched the magical clearing shimmer 
before his weakening eyes. “A pyramid. Just outside of the ghost town were natural 
occurring leylines. Naturally occurring alignments of land forms hinting of mystic origins 
or magical significance. A sort of Western feng shui. Many people have mapped what 
they perceived to be a mystical network of ley lines which have existed across Ireland 
which supposedly resonate with special mystical energy or mystic power. And certainly I 



have explored certain ley lines myself. But what those poor dying Snowflakes thought 
were ley lines were merely the result of fault lines from ancient earthquakes. 

Nevertheless, day after day those poor snowflakes struggled despite their failing 
strength to haul bags of concrete and construction bricks to that deceptive crisscross on 
the foothill to the Heights. They laboriously struggled to mix concrete despite being 
utterly inexperienced while struggling to stack up the bricks to form a crude pyramid 
complete with a construction iron reinforcement rod to bisect it. ‘As above. So below.’ 
The iron reinforcement rod running from the top of the crude pyramid to some five feet 
underground. Then they smeared crude concrete over the monstrosity to try to make it 
look more like a pyramid. I could see that they were clearly malfunctioning. Staggering. 
Fainting. Unable to begin to think coherently enough to even make a half way decent 
looking pyramid with their crude construction materials. Their soft hands bleeding as 
they cried helplessly.  

Then on the first full moon they staggered out to do a make believe ritual they might 
have gotten off their sputtering internet computers ---- such as were still working. It was 
all new age gibbering. But the second night of the full moon they actually did a chillingly 
coherent channeling spell. Someone had given them the ritual. As they were utterly 
alone in that ghost town it had to come from a computer contact. But no honest welder 
of Magick would have given such Snowflakes such a channeling spell. It was too 
dangerous. Channeling should never be done by novices. Even experts can fall astray. 
It is the danger any medium faces. It is like the Ouija Board in the hands of little 
children. You have no idea what entity can surface. Who can be contacted. What force 
or being is reaching out.  

The poor wee Snowflakes cried out to their ‘angel’ but it was no ‘angel’ who was 
contacting them. It was the dark fairies who lurked in the limestone hollows under the 
foothill to the Heights. What is above. So below. The Heights is where I contacted the 
Bright Fairies on special celestial nights of convergences. The foothill was where the 
Dark Fairies lurked below. The poor wee Snowflakes had contacted the Dark Fairies. It 
was no angel .....” 

*** *** 



“....As the American rural Heartlands and Rust Belt erupted into first violent street 
battles and then city wide wars and finally secession and civil war Big Sis held her cult 
worshipers in such a Stalinist grip they even murdered women and children with relish. 
Like the Commies in Weimar America who destroyed all baby food production to starve 
babies. ‘Let the children die!’. Black Blocs went from threatening the children of 
Trumpers to killing the children of Trumpers. Black Bloc mob riots against anyone who 
defied Big Sis as if chic black hipster versions of the old Brown Shirts and Black Shirts 
fascists.  

This violence started during the election as Project Veritas videos proved. Big Sis 
bankrolled minions to hire mentally unstable people to commit violence. Soros paid 
violent protesters to attack anyone and everyone. Astro turf protests. Professional 
protesters garnished with performance artists to destabilize and radicalize the 
snowflakes. Creating group think hysteria and contagious violence. It quickly moved 
from threatening the lives of Trumpers to advocating intimidation against Trumpers to 
violent riots against Trumpers to beatings of Trumpers to advocating murder of 
Trumpers to out right murder of Trumpers. 

'People Have to Die!’ ‘DIE WHITES DIE!’ ‘This is what happens when you vote Trump, 
dummy .....You voted Trump? You voted Trump?? Yeah, he voted Trump! ....Beat his 
ass!’ ‘Vote 4 Trump You Get Jumped!’ ‘Someone, anyone, PLEASE take a sniper rifle 
and kill Trump; shoot him in the head...’ ‘DEATH TO TRUMP AND ALL HIS 
SUPPORTERS!’ ‘When Richard Spencer was punched in the street, it was a cathartic 
moment for many.’ ‘Reasoned debate is no longer sufficient when confronting racists 
and misogynists!’‘Put a bullet through the brains’. ‘Violence is the only acceptable 
recourse when our safe spaces are violated.’ ‘Micro aggressions of unacceptable 
thoughts must be met with macro aggressions of actions.’ 

A Chicago man was beaten and dragged behind his car for supporting Trump. The 49-
year-old David Wilcox was beaten by a mob and dragged down the street with his hand 
stuck in a window, by a crowd screaming ‘You voted Trump! You gonna pay for that s**t!’ 
A mother ordered his bewildered child into exile from the family home to saying I saw 
Trump on TV and like him. He was thrown out with his little suitcase as a lesson before 
being allowed to go back home. A group of high-school kids staging a protest march in 
Maryland fell upon a fellow 15 year old student while carrying ‘Love Trumps Hate’ signs 
which they used to beat him bloody. ‘They beat him up pretty bad’ an eyewitness later 



boasted. Three adult witnesses said they saw multiple students punching and kicking 
the victim on the ground. No end of restaurants boast signs banning Trumpers. 
Employers fired Trumpers. Employers threatened employees to vote for Big Sis or else. 
A teacher in high school shot Trump on the TV screen while screaming ‘Die! Die! Die!’ 
before her shocked students. Professors hounded and humiliated any students who did 
not vote for Big Sis and give them Fs on their grades. 

A homeless woman decided to stand vigil over Donald Trump’s recently-vandalized star 
on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, holding a signs that read ‘Obama Threw Our Black 
Asses Under the Bus’ and ‘20 Million Illegals and Americans Sleep on the Streets in 
Tents. Vote Trump.’ She was attacked by a gang of left-wing thugs for her trouble. And 
they documented their violent assault on the homeless black woman on their cell 
phones. Glorifying in their violence of a mentally ill homeless woman. A 74-year-old 
Trump supporter named James Durkan was assaulted by 23-year-old singer and ‘anti-
bullying activist, Shacara McLaurin, at an anti-Trump rally near Trump Tower in New 
York City. He ended up on hospital. The ‘anti bullying activist’ walked free. Latinos were 
attacked for supporting Trump. Blacks were attacked if they supported Trump. Gays 
were attacked if they supported Trump. Leftists routinely twittered threats of violence 
and were not suspended. Leftists routinely threatened the lives of anyone who refused 
to support Big Sis. They were not suspended. Leftists routinely tweeted threats of death 
and were not suspended. Death threats became routine. Horrifically routine. 

After the assassination it steadily got worse. In Chicago four Black Big Sis supporters 
kidnaped and tortured and threatened to kill a retarded White. They got off. A professor 
famously tweeted ‘All I want for Christmas is White Genocide’. He got off. Then it was 
open season on everyone. Millennial Millie of Rebel Media was taharrush gang raped 
live on TV before being burned alive. Fashionable Leftist ‘Rape Ivanka’ signs soon led 
to the Jewish convert’s unspeakably horrible end. A double murder with her Jewish 
husband and two Jewish children. On television. Live. And shown by CNN with relish. 
The Left glorifying in the spectacle of four famous Jews perishing so horribly.  

The horror was all the more ironic because during the election naive progressive 
American Jews repeated the media lie that Trump was anti-Semitic ---- despite his 
daughter and son in law and grandchildren being anti-Semitic. After the election the 
naive progressive American Jews quickly discovered that they were now expendable. 
They were being replaced by the new Leftist voters: Muslim migrants who were 



importing their violent hatred from their violent homelands to America. Leftist UK Labor 
party anti-Semitics and Hamas and Muslim Brotherhood loving Leftist supporters soon 
joined their darlings in inflicting Gaza ‘recreational sports’ on Jews in America. Too late 
the American Jews contacted their kin in Europe and Britain and Israel about what was 
really happening all over the Western World. The Jews being driven out of every UK 
university soon became the Jews being driven out of every American university. The 
Leftist ‘Jews to the gas’ protests in the UK soon becoming the leftist ‘Jews to the gas’ 
protests in America. The Hamas flags were so very chic in the hands of the Left who 
now considered anti-Semitism the height of chic. 

Jill Stein met a terrible end courtesy of the ‘Serial Rapist of the White House.’ All as the 
Secretary of State Podesta held Spirit Cooking Satanist Rites in the White House which 
moved from symbolic cannibalism to real cannibalism garnished by pedophile servings 
of ‘chicken’ and ‘pizza’ and ‘hot dogs’ and ‘walnuts’ which made the original Wikileaks 
email about a frolic with adults and three underage children of a Hollywood B actress in 
a hot tub ---- nude ---- almost banal. Of course by then Big Sis had drone bombed the 
Embassy which protected Assange....” 

*** *** 

Sheridan stared at the magical clearing. His life’s blood so slowly oozing out he did not 
even feel it. “I did not see the Snowflakes on the third night. I was worried. Channeling 
the Dark Fairies opens dark portals to dark places of the human minds. Dark dreams of 
the dark side of the subconscious. Such things once awaken can spawn nightmares. 
Depression. Paranoia. Mental illness. Even suicide. And oddly, electric malfunctions or 
else electric failures.  

I did research on my computer to try to see who they were contacting. Any tweets. 
Facebook. Any internet clues. But I did not want to reveal the fact I was a Druid er a 
Witchfynder would spy me out if I offered any expertise or warnings to the poor 
Snowflakes. So I packed up a basket of eggs and milk and cheese and oatmeal as an 
excuse to visit the Snowflakes in their gigantic ghost town. I filled my pockets too. Then 
I walked across my fields and down the dirt road. I walked for about three miles. Then I 
walked into the ghost town.  



My feet echoing on the empty streets of the abandoned, half way completed suburb 
plonked down in the middle of a rural countryside. A speculator’s dream of the Celtic 
Tiger turned into a ponzi scheme when Ireland’s dreams went splat. Brand new but 
totally empty townhouses waiting for speculating investors to buy who instead when 
bankrupt then the banks went bust. Huge streets empty of automobiles. Empty 
sidewalks no wee children ever played on. It was so creepy it made my skin crawl. Like 
a set for the ‘Twilight Zone’. The rows of brand new houses spookily empty. Even the 
sky was empty. Then I came up to the house of the Snowflakes.  

Their wind turbine was broken. Already corroded by acidity. Rotting carcasses of dead 
birds and bats everywhere. The solar panel was broken by endless brutal hail storms 
we had been experiencing. Their badly corroded satellite dish was curiously 
disconnected and forlorn. Their windows were dark as if blankets had been hung over 
them. I knocked at the door as one hand held the Trojan Horse basket of country foods. 
No answer. I paused and then touched the door. It swung open spookily. The smell 
inside was as foul as the silence. My skin crawled. But I forced myself to enter. It was 
dark. Every window had been covered by blankets. I flipped the light switch but nothing 
happened. The electricity appeared to be dead. The wires probably eaten away by 
acidity. I shouted “Hello! Anyone home! I am one of your neighbors. Mr. Sheridan. I 
thought maybe you might be in need of some fresh farm foods. Hello....Hello...” Then I 
saw them.....” 

*** *** 

The fireman staggered. Then he froze as distant howls of Ferals filled the fetid air. His 
blood would draw them to him. Then he forced himself to march blindly toward the 
rendezvous he knew he had missed. After Big Sis declared martial law despite half of 
her country exploding into civil war and anarchy, blood on every street, blood oozing 
down every gutter, she fulfilled her promise to increase migration by 550% as well as 
her boast to those bankers in her top secret speeches. Open borders. The New World 
Order. Merkel on steroids. And invitation to the world. Everyone had a ‘human right’ to 
come to America. And just like Merkel, her invitation triggered a stampede of migrants 
from every failed state all over the world. Every diseased and illiterate migrant from 
every war torn failed state. All rushing to snatch the gold of those mythic streets paved 
in gold and endless freebies were being handed out to one and all who voted for Hillary 
or else would vote for Hillary. ‘Im With Her!’ Too bad that meant Evita reincarnated by a 



decayed hag instead of a glamorous beauty singing about Argentina. But the end was 
the same for both countries....” 

*** *** 

Sheridan remembered what he saw inside that charnel house. Blackening bodies 
everywhere. Five Snowflakes sprawled on the decaying carpet or decaying sofas of that 
decaying house built over an acid peat bog. Blood everywhere. Blood dripping down 
every wall. Blood spattering even the ceiling. Blood soddening the decaying carpet 
being eaten away by acidity. Blood dripping down the three huge flat screen TV sets 
and five computer screens and five cell phones drenched in blood. Bloody hands 
holding bloody cell phones and also bloody knives or bloody razors. Blackening corpses 
with open, staring eyes as if still staring into those diverse electronics. Each electronic 
filled with static or else gibberish. Ghostly images blurring into static. Ghostly snatches 
of garbled messages blurring into static. Garbled words ebbing in and out of static. 
Every electric device malfunctioning. Spitting and hissing and screeching with ghostly 
static. 

“I reached down and pulled the plug out. But the corroded TV screen still pulsated with 
wild static in which ghostly images flickered. Then I made my way through the carnage. 
Every corpse with a decaying cell phone in one hand and a corroded knife or razor in 
their other hand. Each decaying cell phone turned to one source of buzzing static 
alternating with garbled snatches of distorted voices saying ‘I am dreaming of your 
suicide. I am longing for your genocide. White genocide. Just do it. Do it now. Just kill 
yourselves. Do it now. You don’t deserve to live. White People. You don’t deserve to 
live. Just do it. Do it now. Just kill yourselves. Do it now....’ 

I went back to the wall and toggled the light switch. But the possessed electronics kept 
emitting their berserk static mixed with demonic voices. All chanting the same thing. ‘I 
am dreaming of your suicide. I am longing for your genocide. White genocide. Just do it. 
Do it now. Just kill yourselves. Do it now. You don’t deserve to live. White People. You 
don’t deserve to live. Just do it. Do it now. Just kill yourselves. Do it now....’ 

I pulled out the potent sea salt from my pockets and cast it over the corpses and then 
over the possessed electronics. Then I retreated to the front door. Then one electronic 
device suddenly said ‘I am dreaming of your suicide Sheridan. I am longing for your 



genocide. White genocide. Just do it. Do it now. Just kill yourself. Do it now. You don’t 
deserve to live. White People. Irish People. People like you. You don’t deserve to live. 
Just do it. Do it now. Just kill yourself. Do it now....’” 

*** *** 

“....In hindsight Brexit was the turning point” the fireman panted as he marked with more 
weakness toward the infamous Green Park Migrant Camp. “Even more than the 2016 
American election. The failure of Brexit. That was the turning point. The election of Big 
Sis just finished our doom. Was it to be wondered at that by 2018 it was now open 
season on any Kafir be they either Dhimmi or Harbi. White or Brown or Black. Anyone 
who was not Muslim was being attacked. So much for appeasement. Even the 
appeasement of the Swedes who even paid returning ISIS terrorists dole and 
compensation for their PTSD. Forget about appealing for Islamic mercy as city after city 
went up in smoke. Arson fires every night. Riots every day. Attacks on churches. Attacks 
on businesses. Attacks on schools. Attacks on everyone and everything. As the Jews 
were being murdered indiscriminately. Ditto the Gays. The BBC also decided to not 
release the suppressed House of Lords Economic Report (buried by the government) 
dated 2008 which declared that ‘We have found NO evidence for the argument made by 
the government ..... that net immigration generates significant economic benefits for the 
existing UK population.’ .....” 

*** *** 

Sheridan stared at the hypnotic light pillars shimmering in that clearing. “I told myself it 
was not my fault the Snowflakes died. I could not risk helping them and revealing myself 
as a Druid just in case a Witchfynder hunted me down like so many others. No one 
came to investigate the ghost town charnel house. I pretended I did not know about it. I 
ask a fellow farmer to use his tractor to demolish the poorly constructed pyramid. He 
knocked it down very easily. After he left I cast sea salt and iron nails about the Hell’s 
Mouth. In the process I found a small tin box which held mints wrapped in a MRE 
wrapping. I opened it. Inside was a small piece of old paper. Then I did every spell to 
ward off the contagious evil of that tragic place. Potent sea salt. Rock salt. Nails. Iron 
shavings. Incense. That oldest cure to paranormal evil there is. I burned heather and 
herbs from my mother’s ancient recipes. I also checked the MRE wrapping. There was 



a recall notice out on that manufacturer. He had done shoddy products to rip off novice 
Preppers.  

After I returned home I researched my mother’s ancient books to ward off the effects of 
contagious evil which might have followed me home. I told myself the poor Snowflakes 
were probably suffering from lead and arsenic poisoning as well tainted stuff in the 
MREs which generates mental illness and paranoia as well as vomiting and intestine 
disorders. That would magnify their exposure to paranormal evil. And scurvy magnifies 
such things. Scurvy gaslights the mind. You don’t realize how sick you are. Scurvy 
creeps up on you. So you don’t realize how it is effecting your mind. Your emotions. 
Until it is too late. They were naive novices. Snowflakes. They had no chance. I had to 
save myself if only because I was a crucial link on the Underground Railroad of fleeing 
Generation Xers and their Generation Zer boys. The generation siring the generation of 
war. I could not allow myself to go mad. But it was while I was researching my mother’s 
books that I found it. The most dangerous paranormal book on Magick in the world....” 

*** *** 

“.....Tragically, by Brexit the Lords had been packed by Liberals of the Regressive Left 
planted by the Islamic Labor Party and corrupt Dhimmi Dave stooges so they were 
saying the exact opposite. And every bastion of high education was packed with cultural 
Marxists and Loki Insider Traitors. And every Luvvy was an useful idiot. And the BBC 
was the Ministry of Truth selling the Big Lie. It was now a undisputable given that Great 
Britain HAD TO OPEN IT’S BORDERS. To everyone. That is to say every Muslim of 
every Third World failed state of the Middle East and Muslim Africa. Everyone. 
Absolutely everyone. And the rest was history. Dhimmi Dave and the Brussels Junta 
and the Dictator of Berlin achieved ‘Visions of 2050' two decades early.”  

The fireman stared at the nightmare vision of Piccadilly. The stench of the notorious 
Green Park migrant camp blowing toward his nostrils. The howl of Ferals distant but 
coming ever closer. “And now behold Eurobia. Behold Dar ul Islamic Anglestan. By now 
of course the ugly truths censored for too long by the Four Ps had been trumped by an 
uglier truth: Dhimmitude was now the law. And Dhimmitude was brutalizing. Not just 
brutalizing. It is the gangrene of an once great nation dying.....” 

*** *** 



Sheridan stared at the deadly beauty of the light pillars. Bizarre byproducts of suddenly 
falling extremes of temperature when the very air itself freezes. “I found the old book 
among my mother’s books. Lodged behind the other books in the bookshelf. A copy of a 
copy of a copy. The Book of Saint Gyprian. A translation of the original Portuguese. A 
book supposedly of a saint reporting of his discoveries of the Old Magick of the Druids. 
The Epicenter of Magick he reported. Ireland. The very text dense with words. The very 
text dense with meaning. The very font of the text dense with meaning. Even the spaces 
between the lines dense with meaning. Even the spaces between the words dense with 
meaning. Even the spaces between each letter dense with meaning. The paper itself 
saturated with meaning. The parchment of the book cover feeling as if the living skin of 
the sacrificed. The twine that tied the parchment together feeling as if tendons and 
sinews. The muddy brown color of the binding of the book smelling as if dried blood. 
The printed indentations left by each metal type creating a physical sensation of dots 
and dashes of secret magical Morse Code. The very color of the ink on the page. The 
red ribbon book mark as if a slash left on human flesh by a razor bleeding onto the 
page.  

Written inside the book cover in my mother’s handwriting was the following: ‘Not for 
amateurs. Not for the physical or psychologically fragile. Two crucial sections are 
missing. So is the last page. That is potentially fatal. Some of the Portuguese could not 
be translated correctly. The words do not fit. This is potentially fatal. One crucial 
illustration is also missing. That could be potentially fatal. I do not advise anyone to 
dabble in this. Whoever wrote this was aspiring to create a portal into another 
dimension. But I fear it is simply the portal into the Antechamber of Hell where mobs of 
the deluded trample each other in their fury to snatch the standard with the strange 
device on which each sees what they most desperately want to see. An illusion of each 
troubled soul’s most needful thing. But simply an legerdemain at once bedazzling and 
alluring as it is futile and otiose. I spent a year of my life on this. Dangerous folly. The 
stuff of obsessive compulsive madness. I will only keep this if the missing illustration 
and last page can ever be discovered. That might open the portal not to the 
Antechamber of Hell but rather to salvation. Or escape. Otherwise. Do not be tempted. 
Life is too precious .....’ 

I found that little tin box which the poor Snowflakes buried under their tragically pathetic 
pyramid by the Hell’s Mouth they accidentally created. I opened it and pulled out the old 



piece of paper. A torn page out of a book clearly. I opened the book by St. Gyprian to 
the last page. Then I smoothed the folded piece of old paper and placed it on the book 
binding. The torn edges of the piece of old paper perfectly matched the torn binding. 
This was the missing last page of the book of St. Gyprian. You don’t find magic. Magic 
finds you....” 

*** ***  

The soldier held her gun in her hand and surveyed the battlefield as she waited for the 
Chimes to toll at Midnight. “How did it get to this?” she mused to her soul as she waited 
for the battle for London to start. “The capital of my nation occupied by half a billion 
enemies. Well.....not anymore. Past tense. And now infected by Feralism and the flesh 
eating drugs as well as their own Third World diseases and starvation. Past tense. Soon 
to be very, very past tense. There used to be a half a billion enemies occupying the 
capital of my nation. But now they have been driven out onto the streets to be open 
targets when the Chimes toll at Midnight. They will cry ‘You have to be nice to us. Frau 
Merkel invited us. Dhimmi Dave invited us. The Luvvies invited us.’ But we did not invite 
you. You fucking invaders. And you disenfranchised us. And you demoted us to 
Untermensch Morlocks as you promoted yourselves to Ubermensch Ummah Eloi. And 
you tried to steal our country away from us. And at midnight we will do to you what we 
do to all invaders. We may be Najis filthy Morlocks but tonight we Morlocks will devour 
you with every weapon we have. We Morlocks are raising up. And tonight when the 
Chimes toll at Midnight we Morlocks will take back our city and our nation.” 

She held her gun to her chest as if a beloved child. “Dhimmi Dave opened Brexit to 
sixteen year olds to vote. He knew that the Four Ps has brainwashed us in school. The 
schools and universities were completely controlled by the Four Ps. Especially the 
universities. So brainwashed we entirely agreed with the plan to ban anyone from 
speaking who was a ‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ or ‘Islamophobe’ or ‘Far Right Fascist’ or ‘Nazi’. 
Ban them. Ban their writings. Ban their books. Ban them from TV. Ban them from social 
media. Ban their Youtubes. Ban their Twitters. Ban their Facebooks. Ban them. Erase 
them from existence. If the Four Ps said that So & So was a ‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ or 
‘Islamophobe’ or ‘Far Right Fascist’ or ‘Nazi’ we banned them. Period. We shunned 
them. We erased them. Their legal and even their human rights ceased. They were the 
enemy. They were monsters. And we drove them into hiding. We drove them 
underground.  



We did not inquire. We did not investigate. We did not question. We banned them. If the 
Four Ps said a book was ‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ or ‘Islamophobic’ or ‘Far Right Fascist’ or 
‘Nazi’ we banned it. Hell. We burned it in public demonstrations. Just as when the Four 
Ps said all Jews were Zionists and all Zionists were ‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ or ‘Islamophobic’ or 
‘Far Right Fascist’ or ‘Nazi’ and were committing genocide against the poor Palestinians 
and Hamas was a misunderstood freedom organization committed to saving the poor 
Palestinians from Zionist genocide. We burned the Israeli flag. We banned the Zionists. 
And every Zionist was a Jew. Therefore every Jew was a Zionist. And therefore every 
Jew was a Zionist racist and bigot and Islamophobe and far right Fascist and Nazi. And 
what Labor and the Cultural Marxists told us we believed completely. It was a total 
contradiction. An insanity. The BIG LIE. Yet we believed it completely.  

And Labor and the Cultural Marxists were so anti-Semitic they spooned perfectly with 
the radical Islamists who were their fellow travelers. In fact Labor and the Cultural 
Marxists and the Far Left fitted with Radial Islam so perfectly as if the right hand and left 
hand fitting together. Matching perfectly. Blending together perfectly. Destined to merge. 
Fated to become one. It never occurred to us to wonder how they could rail against 
Jews and Zionists no less than Populists and Kippers and Nationalists and Proud 
Europeans and Proud Britishers as Nazis and Fascists while being so anti-Semitic even 
as Tommy Robinson was actively recruiting Breitbart style Jews and Sikhs and Hindus 
who had no problem being European or British or proud Nationialists. We were so 
brainwashed we marched alongside Hamas in London shouting ‘Jews to the gas’ with 
the Islamists while holding signs ‘Brexit is Racist’ and ‘Brexit is Nazi’ and we could not 
see the tragic contradiction. 

When the Double Headed Eagle Confederation defied the Dictator of Berlin the Four Ps 
said they were ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ so 
we burned the flags of Poland and Hungary and Czechoeslovakia and then Austria ----
especially after the Green who won by fraud was exposed and deposed by a popular 
referendum. When the Four Ps declared the Kippers ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and 
‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them. When the Four Ps 
declared Sports Hooligans to be ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right 
Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them. When the Four Ps declared Pegida and A of D 
‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them.  



When the Four Ps declared the Millennial Identitarians to be ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and 
‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them. When the Sikhs tried 
to organize to fight back against the Islamism and Islamization of the country and the 
Four Ps declared them to be ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right 
Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them. When the Rotherdam Mothers of the Rotherdam 
Victims protested and the Four Ps declared them to be ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and 
‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them. When ex-Muslims 
protested the highjacking of Islam be Wahhabi petrol dollars and the Four Ps declared 
them to be ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we 
banned them. When people protested the extermination of the last Christians in the 
Middle East and the Four Ps declared them to be ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ 
and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them.  

When people presented statistics proving the Great Displacement and the Great 
Replacement of the indigenous White Peoples of Europe and Great Britain by Muslim 
migrants and the Four Ps declared them to be ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and 
‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them. When people publicized the Malmo 
rapes and the Cologne rapes and the Four Ps declared them to be ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ 
and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them. When the Four 
Ps declared Douglas Murray no less than the dead Christopher Hitchens to be ‘racist’ 
and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ we banned them. 
Banning a dead man. Absolutely. We campaigned to erase Christopher Hitchens from 
Youtube. To eradicate him as if he never existed. If a tree falls in a forest and no one 
hears then did it ever exist? If a dead man is eradicated from Youtube then did he ever 
exist?  

Then we dutifully banned the Jewish founded Breitbart and erased Andrew Breitbart the 
way we erased Christopher Hitchens. We cheered when every Israel supporting - 
Zionist encouraging - conservative - Alt Right - Fascist Nazi Jew who worked at 
Breitbart was burned alive. And we did not see the dichotomy of any of that. We 
cheered when Bannon’s bullet riddled corpse was paraded through the streets on BBC 
TV. The violence as real yet unreal as a Yankee movie. We cheered when Breitbart 
London’s agnostic Pakistani editor Kassam was beaten to death and then hung upside 
down as the Fascist he was in London. The sight of his mangled corpse telecast live by 
the BBC TV. The violence closer still yet somehow perfectly acceptable. Even moral. 
Then we cheered when Breitbart’s Gay Editor Milo was beaten to death on live TV. The 



Jewish Gay Catholic Millennial literally beaten to death by Islamists and Pro Hillary 
supporters on live TV. The violence closer still. Yet somehow still acceptable. Even 
moral. The logical conclusion to the increasingly violent riots after the narrow election. 
The rage overwhelming that almost half of Americans dared to vote for Trump or Stein 
or Johnson instead of Big Sis. The violence more terrible in its escalation yet still 
somehow just a logical progression of moral outrage. Not insanity. A logical progression 
of patriotism. Evil being defeated. Not evil triumphing.  

The Four Ps said a poster calling a nation shit and calling patriotism shit was moral and 
we should show solidarity with the deposed Austrian Green who called Austria shit and 
patriotism shit and anyone who denounced him was ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and 
‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and we had better prove that we were on the 
moral side and prove we were not ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right 
Fascist’. So then we displayed our solidarity with the wonderful Green definition of 
nationality and patriotism. We created our own poster of the British Islands with shit on it 
and we cheered. So then we smeared shit on our nation’s flag and we cheered. So then 
we burned the Flag of Saint George. We burned the Union Jack Flag. Then we burned 
our history books. Then we burned our national heroes in effigy. Cultural Marxism so hot 
wired in our brains we saw everyone as either an villainous White Oppressor or else an 
oppressed victim. In effect hating ourselves as much as we hated our nation and history 
and culture and values and achievements. Our history so warped by Cultural Marxist 
teachers we literally did not know our history at all.  

For instance we actually thought we British invented slavery when we British were the 
first to outlaw slavery. Literally believing the Muslims were the biggest victims of slavery 
when the Muslim imperial empires were the biggest practitioners of slavery in history. 
Likewise believing our empire was the most evil empire in history and engaged in mass 
genocide. When in fact the Islamic imperial empires engaged in not only mass slavery, 
brutal nonstop war since 632, and unspeakably violent conquests, but actual genocide. 
Millions of victims in Africa and Asia and Europe. Over 80 million in India alone. And that 
was not counting the millions of slaves taken by Islamic imperial empires. The illogic as 
blinding as the nonstop ranting about the genocides by the Nazi when Socialists 
Anarchists, Communists, and Marxists butchered five times as many souls as the Nazis 
ever did. Likewise we were not taught about our achievements, our successes, the 
whole Great Divergence which hurled us into the economic and technological 
stratosphere as the first modern advanced nations on earth. We were only taught about 



our unspeakable evil ---- most of which in fact were committed by Islamic imperial 
empires. Not our empire.  

We were so brainwashed no fact could pierce our befogged brains. The Swedish Code 
291 designed to conceal Malmo rapes became the universal cornerstone of every 
Millennial brain. All inconvenient facts were consigned to Code 291. Digitally and 
psychotically erased. Anyone who was a historian or patriot or scientist or statistician or 
presenter of genuine facts, much less an advocate of any counter narrative or 
alternative view was a ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ or 
‘Nazi’. Any nation was also ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right 
Fascist’ or ‘Nazi’. And all nations were ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far 
Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’. And anyone who wanted to prove they were not ‘racist’ and 
‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ or ‘Nazi’ had to vote In and damn Out 
and love the EU and hate Great Britain because Great Britain was ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ 
and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’. 

So we voted for IN despite not knowing a single thing other than the fact that Brexit was 
‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’. We repeated 
every BBC propaganda as if Orwellian Sheeple. And after the historic vote We cheered 
when Dhimmi Dave commenced arresting every Brexit leader. Then he tried to arrest 
the dozens of top Generals and Admirals who backed Brexit to stop the annexing of our 
Armed Forces by the EU. We cheered as wanted posters covered every street and the 
BBC documented the heroic hunt of our nation’s enemies who once were our most 
brave and loyal soldiers during the Falklands War and Afghanistan and Iraq. But hey. 
Those wars were ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and 
‘Nazi’ too. And every soldier who fought in those wars were ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and 
‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’. Especially that damn Prince Harry. 
That damn ex-soldier was a defacto ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobe’ and ‘Far Right 
Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ precisely because he was a soldier. And all soldiers were ‘racist’ and 
‘bigoted’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’. Just as anyone who 
contradicted the Regressive Left was ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and Islamophobic’ and a ‘Far 
Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’. 

We were terrified as the BBC documented the expose of the In & Out Coup. The 
diabolical plot by ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and 
‘Nazi’ military types to overthrow our elected leaders and stop the popular will of the 



British People to stay IN the EU. All oblivious to the fact on fact the majority actually 
voted out but were nullified by voter fraud by Dhimmi Dave. We cheered as the 
members of Parliament who backed Brexit were arrested for aiding and abetting the In 
& Out Coup. We cheered as Scotland Yard saved the nation by foiling the In & Out 
Coup. We cheered when a terrorist bomb turned the In & Out into a crater. Sure. Over 
385 people died that night but they deserved it. They were ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and 
‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ traitors.  

It was entirely justified. You know. Sorta like when the Swedish Government said a 
review of the Malmo Rape statistics proved that Sweden did indeed have the second 
highest rape statistics in the world ----- and most of the rapists were Muslim and 
migrants — but it was all entirely the fault of the Swedish girls and Swedish culture. The 
victims were the Muslim rapists. That sort of thing. If you choose to go to a secret 
private club plotting a coup to overthrow the lawful government then you deserve to be 
blown up by a terrorist bomb. In fact a terrorist bomb saved our country from a ‘racist’ 
and ‘bigoted’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ coup. So the 
terrorists were actually patriots. Patriots. Oh hell. Who needs Orwellian sheeple when 
we have useful idiots like .....me. 

The nation was relieved when the fiendish In & Out Coup failed. We were saved. Except 
of course we weren’t.” The soldier surveyed the battlefield as she held her gun to her 
chest as if her child. “After Brexit all of the lies were exposed. Dhimmi Dave had lied 
and lied and lied and lied. The Four Ps had lied and lied and lied and lied. The BBC had 
lied and lied and lied and lied. Every Luvvy and useful idiot had lied and lied and lied. 
Every Loki Insider Traitor had lied and lied and lied.  

Day after day we heard the drum beat of lies exposed. The EU poison pill laws were 
kicking in. Our solvency and sovereignty were being abrogated. The new top secret 
laws by unelected Brussels bureaucrats now trumped the Magna Carta and abrogated 
any and all popular votes which defied the EU. In short: democracy was now abrogated. 
The EU suddenly had the authority to march into any capital and demand that the 
democratically elected leaders had to ignore the popular will of the people and tow the 
EU line. Democracy was now too dangerous to be allowed.  

Not that the EU was a tyranny! Of course not! The unelected bureaucrats of Brussels 
were saving us from the dangerous threat of ---- democracy. Democracy was simply too 



dangerous. Look what happened in America. Big Sis almost did not win. In fact a 
dangerous dictator won. Fortunately he was assassinated. Big Sis and her martial law 
saved America from democracy. And Dhimmi Dave saved us from democracy. 
Meanwhile, the hunt for the In & Out Coup Conspirators went on. And also the hunt for 
the British Generals and Admirals who voted Brexit to stop the annexing of our Armed 
Services by the EU went on. Such manhunts for such mutinous traitors. It was like 
hunting for foxes and moles and badgers. Everyone running to ground. How could such 
a small island conceal so many subterranean lairs? So many traitors! So many 
Morlocks! 

Meanwhile the Dhimmi Dave lies were exposed. Drop by drop by drop. Lie by lie by lie. 
The EU quotas for Muslim migrants would be enforced too. If a million migrants came 
then each country had to accept its quota or else. If three million migrants came then 
each country had to accept its quota or else. If seven million migrants came then each 
country had to accept its quota or else. If ten million migrants came then each country 
had to accept its quota or else. And the glorious Istanbul treaty not only did not stop the 
flow ---- it increased it with fifty million Turks with free visas. So Greece was flooded until 
the bankrupted Greeks were literally outnumbered by the migrants. Instead of migrants 
in camps it became Greeks in camps.  

And the Italians were soon outnumbered by the migrants as the Northern Route joined 
the Eastern Route to flood Europe with millions of migrants. The Greens protested to 
the UN to send Blue Helmets to arrest the Swiss and the Double Headed Eagle 
Confederation for ordering their armies to guard every razor fence and every pass to 
stop the march of millions of Muslim migrants into Europe through Austria through Italy. 
Austria was such a ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and 
‘Nazi’ nation. So was the Swiss. So was every rebellious member of the Double Headed 
Eagle Confederation. But not us ---- because we were already occupied. Conquered. All 
without firing a shot! 

But because of Brexit we were also to be made an example of. And the UK had to take 
its official quota of Muslim migrants too. A double quota. Plus fines and reparations. And 
per EU laws the migrants had top priority to the dole, NHS, council housing, education, 
everything ----ahead of us. And also per EU laws I suddenly discovered I could be 
officially discriminated against. All things being equal, a migrant would HAVE to be 
picked ahead of me in everything. In fact even if the migrant was not as qualified as I 



was per the EU laws he would be hired over me. In fact even if the migrant was not 
qualified at all he would still be hired. Hired over me. Prioritized over me.  

What happened to Meritocracy? First Democracy and now Meritocracy. What happened 
to an even playing field? Why was it suddenly halal for indigenous White British to be 
discriminated again? Or for that matter ethnically cleansed. That TV show: The Last 
Whites of the East End’. Why was it suddenly ok for the last Cockneys in London to be 
ethnically cleansed out of their homes? To be displaced? To be replaced? To be 
erased? And suddenly I wondered if I was really a secret ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and 
‘Islamophobe’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ because suddenly I hated the idea that I 
could be legally discriminated against in favor of a unqualified Muslim migrant who 
could and would be given everything for free which I as a legal citizen no longer was 
qualified to expect. All despite the fact I was suppose to be about to become a legal 
voting citizen of Great Britain. In fact that bastard of an unqualified Muslim migrant could 
insult me as a White Kafir whore with total impunity. Najis filth on par with urine and 
feces and rot and decay and pigs and dogs and apes and monkeys. A person of no 
morality or intelligence. Just meat. Uncovered meat. A filthy Kafir whore. Where were 
the laws which were suppose to protect me? And wasn’t Great Britain suppose to 
represent me? The indigenous legal citizens? Suddenly ...... no. 

In one year the reality of the Great Betrayal kicked in for me. My family was kicked out 
of our council house for migrants. Hell! They even got to keep our furniture and TV set. 
All we could take was that which could fit into our old suitcases. That was a hard blow. 
But a sad miracle had just happened. My grandmother had just died. We paid the taxes 
and filed every paperwork in probate and went with keys in hand only to discover 
Muslim migrants squatting in my grandmother’s home. And we were told unless we had 
half a million pounds to contest it, they were legally entitled to my grandmother’s home. 
Not us. They has squatter rights. We had no rights. We were officially homeless.  

My school was suddenly so overflowing with children of migrants I was ordered to a 
distant school across town. And it was overflowing too. No money for my older or young 
brother who were struggling. No money for prep classes for me. It wreaked my hopes 
for prepping for a scholarship. And then the scholarship was given to a migrant. All 
things equal, per the new EU laws, a migrant would trump an indigenous citizen. And 
that migrant was not even qualified. I was out. So were my older and younger brothers. 
We were no all out in the cruel real world.  



I tried waiting on tables and then the reality hit that while jobs were booming three 
quarters of those jobs were going entirely to migrants. Mostly poor White Europeans. 
Time and again I went for a job only to be told I was not qualified. Even for a below 
minimum wage job. ‘Why?’ I would demand. The foreman would just shrug. ‘Because 
the Poles will work for half wages and not complain about the sweat shop conditions or 
demand an union. But they only want their own around them. And everyone speaks 
Polish here. And they don’t make trouble. Your type does.’ And I would ask what is ‘my 
type’ and the foreman would only look at my face. And I was out. 

Muslim migrants of course went straight onto the dole on full benefits. Another Dhimmi 
Dave lie exposed. Too late I realized what the ‘poster child of the BIG LIE’ meant. That 
poster of the Syrian ‘refugee’ called Daham Al Hasan’ who was the true face of the 
wonderful refugees the Four Ps said we were rescuing and who would prop up the dole 
to save each desperately underpopulated European country as the 68ers retired. Hard 
working brain surgeons who would save the over strained social safety nets because 
the retiring 68ers outnumbered the Millennials who were struggling to be employed and 
therefore could not prop up the dole by themselves despite being unable to move out of 
their parents’ homes because of the impossible costs and unemployment. Ignoring the 
illogic of unemployed Millennials for a moment, an illogic I failed to understand at the 
time, the Four Ps said hard working migrants would save every industrialized Western 
country. Except they were doing the exact opposite.  

Migrants like Daham Al Hasan was planted firmly on the hard working Danish dole as 
the ultimate example of the 40-60 % of Muslims who lounged full time on the dole and 
the 80% of Muslims who were tapping the dole by working the absolute minimum at low 
wage jobs to qualify for the most freebies. All as the indigenous White workers actually 
did the work to prop up the unraveling dole ----which was unraveling because of Muslim 
migrants like Daham Al Hasan. Daham Al Hasan and his wife and children ended up in 
Denmark courtesy of Merkel’s invitation to the entire Third World to come to Europe. To 
come for the Money. Money. Money. 

Daham Al Hasan claimed he was too sick to work. To learn Danish. To get a job. Do to 
anything whatsoever except enjoy a free house and free benefits and free food and free 
clothing and free pocket money with his wife and eight children ----- with more coming. 
Daham Al Hasan might be too sick to work but he was not too sick to breed. Daham Al 



Hasan and his wife and eight children ---- which he bred despite being ‘sick’, was too 
‘sick’ to work. And what job could a illiterate with the IQ in the 80s qualify for anyway? 
But Daham Al Hasan was still breeding and breeding and breeding and breeding and 
breeding ---- and he expected the West to pay for him to breed and breed and breed 
and breed and breed. And oh yes. To breed.  

It was his human right. First in refugee camps on Red Cross Humanitarian charity 
because it was better than working in Syria which many cities not even touched by 
bombs. But why work if you could lounge on Red Cross charity? And now lounge on the 
Western dole because life on the dole in Denmark was even better than life on the Red 
Cross Dole in a refugee camp. And he had a human right to breed and breed and breed 
and breed and breed on Western charity and the Western dole.  

It was his human right to breed and to breed and breed and breed and breed and breed 
and to breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and 
breed and breed and to breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and to breed 
and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed 
to breed and to breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and to breed and 
breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and 
to breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and to breed and breed and breed 
and breed and breed and breed and breed and to breed and breed and breed and 
breed and breed and to breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed 
and breed and breed. And oh yes. And engender. Spawn. Procreate. Multiply. And 
reproduce. Especially with his inbred low IQ genes complete with genetics so fragile he 
was too sick to work ---- ever ---- in Syria or in Denmark -----though he could spawn. 
Procreate. Multiply. Reproduce. And oh yes. Breed. 

And now Daham Al Hasan was demanding ‘family reunification’ as his human right to 
bring over his other two wives and twelve more children. Twenty children in all. All with 
his inbred low IQ and fragile genetics which rendered him and his progeny too ‘sick’ to 
work. Just spawn. Procreate. Multiply. Reproduce. And oh yes. Breed. With an optional 
pre-adolescent fourth wife to breed him yet more children. All to come to Denmark to 
enjoy not just 214,128 Kronor a month but twice that. Triple That. Quadruple that. Paid 
to spawn. Procreate. Multiply. Reproduce. And oh yes. Breed. All to be paid by hard 
working Danes.  



It was his ‘human right’ to live forever on the Danish dole and have everything given to 
him for free. All as he bred and bred and bred and bred and bred. Spawn. Multiplied. 
And reproduced his inbred genetics of low IQ and such fragility none of his twenty, thirty, 
forty, fifty, sixty or one hundred children will ever be able to work either. The hard 
working Danes will simply have to continue to work to maintain Daham Al Hasan as he 
mass produced his progeny of inbred, low IQ, and fragile genes rendering either Daham 
Al Hasan or his progeny incapable of working. Ever. Just .....you guessed it...... 
reproducing. Spawning. Multiplying. And oh yes. Breeding. Breeding. Breeding. 
Breeding. Breeding. Breeding. And oh yes! Breeding. 

The 68er Danes unable to retire because they will to keep working to give Daham Al 
Hasan and millions just like him his ‘human right’ to enjoy unlimited freebies as he and 
they reproduced more millions and millions and millions and millions and millions and 
millions of clones of Daham Al Hasan — all on the Western dole. The Danish Millennials 
still living more likely than not with their parents were condemned to spend their entire 
lives struggling to see even half of the life style their parents enjoyed. Much less the life 
style of Daham Al Hasan. All because of the Muslim migrants had to get all of the 
governmental freebies which once upon a time should have gone to them. But Daham 
Al Hasan would enjoy an luxurious lifestyle on the dole while he spawned and multiplied 
and procreated and mass produced and oh yes. Bred. 

And my country had millions of Daham Al Hasans and more were pouring into the UK all 
of the time. 50% of all Muslims were on the dole full time. 75% of all Muslim females 
and their dozen children were on the dole as benefits fraud wives of bigamists. And 80% 
of all Muslim migrants in this country were doing the absolute minimum to qualify for the 
maximum of dole freebies. Free council houses. Free NHS. Free food. Free everything. 
And more pocket money than I could ever qualify for. Including free stipends for every 
child they breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and breed and 
breed and oh yes. Breed.  

All while my parents were struggling to retire because of their high taxes which were 
going to support the millions of Daham Al Hasans draining this country and every 
country dry. And Millennials like my brothers and myself were lucky to get the crumbs. 
And every day more thousands of Daham Al Hasans were pouring into Europe and 
fighting their way into the UK in order to drain us dry. It was their human right. It was 
their ....jizya. We ..... Morlocks ..... were obligated to support the precious darlings of 



Merkel and the Four Ps and the Luvvies as they lounged on the dole as if a pleasure 
dome. As if ....Eloi. Too late I got the joke of that Anarchist poster. Too late. Too bloody 
late!  

My NHS was so overcrowded I was told to not bother to come unless I was ‘dying’. All 
because of migrants. NHS was going bankrupt because it was overwhelmed by its EU 
required need to care for EU and Muslim and African migrants and tourism benefits 
abusers who never paid a penny toward it. Suddenly my parents were retired to an 
unraveling dole and unable to get health care while being homeless and my brothers 
and I were unemployed. No jobs. And suddenly we could not access the dole either. 
The dole was overwhelmed no less than the NHS and council housing and schools. All 
as the city’s infrastructure was being overwhelmed. By migrants. Mostly Muslim 
migrants who were not paying a penny toward it.  

Experts who predicted that London was going to become one of the largest mega cities 
in the world because of migrants by 2050 now revised their estimates for the Soylent 
Green Crisis in a mere ten years time. But the Four Ps stayed mute how London or the 
UK was suppose to pay for it all if Merkel’s darlings and the precious pets of the Luvvies 
declined to worked and saw the dole as their jizya. Their human right to lounge forever 
on the dole as the indigenous suckers worked as if White Slaves. Morlocks toiling to 
support the new Eloi. I wondered when the stupid Luvvies would finally figure out they 
were about to be demoted from Ubermensch to Untermensch along with the rest of us 
Brits. And I started to discover too late how much I had been lied to.  

Then my mother died in Emergency from a neglected cancer which should have been 
treatable ---- except the dole was shoving us indigenous Whites to the back of the 
queue. And my Dad was getting sicker and sicker on the streets. We were running out 
of friends willing to let him sleep on their sofas. Then my younger brother got TB ----- 
from migrants who had flooded our school that last year. TB was now all over London. A 
highly infectious Victorian disease was all over London ----- because of migrants. Every 
doctor ordered to shut up and not tell us about the very real danger Dhimmi Dave was 
exposing us to. And Joe was living on the streets with TB. Living in the streets. In six 
months, living rough, Joe died on the streets too. Coughing his life out. Blood all over 
him as he coughed himself to death.  



My older brother Sam vanished. Later I learned he has been arrested for being a ‘racist’ 
and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobe’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ because he belonged to 
the Sports Hooligan bodyguards of Identitarians. Not knowing the ropes of living rough I 
lived in libraries until closing and then hid in bushes in parks to not be raped. Too late I 
found out that 20% of all crimes in the UK were done by migrants and in cities of high 
migrant population that crime rate was 50% . All by a small percentage of the 
population. Absolutely typical of the crime spikes in every other European city. An 
‘statistical anomaly’ ---- in every single European country.  

And most of the ‘stranger’ and ‘gang’ rapists were migrants. Mostly Muslim. Another 
‘statistical anomaly’ — in every single European country. Not an anomaly to me as I 
fought off Muslim rapists twice. A ‘smile’ carved into my face by one. The fashionable 
‘Christian’ charities and Red Cross devoted their overwhelmed resources to the migrant 
crisis and their fashionable darlings the Mos so I, a White Christian Britisher was 
reduced to the only two charities willing to give me, a White Christian Britisher, one meal 
a day: the Sikhs and the Jews. Too late I remembered how the Four Ps and the Lefties 
and especially the Labor Party minions and the Greens peddled fashionable anti-
Semitism in my school and the university I once dreamed of attending. And I was 
ashamed.  

I started to read too late the Brexit stuff I had been told was ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and 
‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’. The warnings from top military leaders 
as I debated joining the military I always despised. By now I could not find any other job. 
The dole overseers said I was able to work so I was out to fend for myself. Hell. Why 
was I out when Mos never worked a day in their lives? Especially the black garbage bag 
Mos. Each one with a dozen babies. All on the dole. Committing welfare fraud. All 
calling me slut and slag and whore because I refused to veil. But I was out on my rump.  

But all of the low wage jobs I tried to find were only given to poor White EU migrants 
who only hired and protected their own. I was being discriminated against by everyone. 
Then I was assaulted by a Sharia patrol. Acid. No one would hire me now. No one. The 
Army used to be the last worst option for people looking for jobs. But then I realized if I 
did join the military I would be forced to give my loyalty oath to EU dictators and not 
Queen & Country.  



I read General Rose’s warning again. All of the warnings of the generals and admirals 
who were now being hunted as In & Out Coup traitors. And I wondered if that In & Out 
Coup ever even existed? I mean? Just because the BBC said it existed did it ever exist? 
Or was it a red herring to justify hunting down patriotic officers? Was it a red herring like 
the ‘‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobe’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ bullshit? Did 
Dhimmi Dave and the BBC just invent the In & Out Coup to attack anyone who opposed 
the EU annexing of our entire Armed Forces which would leave us entirely at the mercy 
of the Blue Helmets and EU German troops who were appearing all over our streets? 
More and more all of the time?  

I read too late the statistics of migrants flooding the UK. 323,000 in one year. Over a 
quarter of a million in one year. And that was admitted to be an ‘underestimation’ of the 
real number. NHS insurance numbers being issued for a million undisclosed migrants a 
year. Statistics exposing the flooding of our borders by migrants. EU White workers who 
took three quarters of the jobs and towed the EU line and surrendered their rights as 
long as they were allowed to compete for low wages here. All while Muslim migrants 
went straight onto the dole. 80% of all Muslim migrants were sucking the dole dry in one 
form or the other while they were paid to breed and breed and breed and breed and 
breed and breed and breed and breed and breed. Breeding to displaced me. Breeding 
to replace me. 

Everyone either was on the dole full time or else was competing for lower and lower and 
lower wage jobs while surviving by going on the dole in some form or other. That meant 
more and more workers were overwhelming our social safety net and infrastructure 
while not paying into it. Taking more out than they put into it. Combined with the 
retirement of the 68ers that meant we were hemorrhaging money. Great Britain was 
hemorrhaging money. It was unsustainable. Everyone was lying. The open borders 
bullshit about needing millions of migrants to save the social safety net as a lie. A 
complete lie. Migrants were overwhelming the social safety net. All as wages were 
going down. Lower and lower and lower. We were becoming a migrant economy and it 
was devouring my nation’s infrastructure and resources and life’s blood as if cancer. 

And the 323,000 migrants flooding the UK in just 2015 did not even factor the new 
quotas of Muslim migrants being imposed on us. Or the coming Georgian and Ukraine 
migrants projected to come. The Romanians and Bulgarians who went straight onto the 
dole. Or the sudden flood of Greek and Italian and Spanish migrants projected to come. 



The coming Turkish migrants which every expert said would be between 20 and 50 
million. The one half million Liberians alone. The nonstop Somalis. The nonstop 
Moroccans. All exposed as diseased and illiterate and therefore expensive dole 
abusers. It did not factor the nonstop diseased and illiterate economic migrants from 
every single Muslim Third World failed state who suddenly were classified as legal 
refugees on par with Syrian refugees. And they were flooding into our country at four 
times the rate Dhimmi Dave said would come. And now they were welcomed in with 
open arms. Economic migrants going straight onto the dole. Starting with the Calais 
Animals.” The soldier unconsciously rubbed her acid scarred face. Then she cradled her 
gun as if her baby. 

“Experts crunching numbers suddenly were declaring that the UK was actually taking 
the second most migrants of any country in Europe. Just after Germany. Just ahead of 
Sweden. Ahead of the Dutch who used to be the most crowded nation in Europe. Now 
we were the most crowded nation in Europe. And everyone knew Sweden was 
imploding. Experts suddenly were admitting that by 2039 the UK might have 75 million 
and by 2050 the UK might have 80 million unless borders closed. And because Brexit 
failed borders would NEVER CLOSE. I read too late the ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and 
‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ experts like Hilton who greased Dhimmi 
Dave’s raise to power. Hilton said ‘We are turning away brilliant Chinese scientists, 
Indian mathematicians, and Russian scientific geniuses just so we could import 
unlimited numbers of Hungarian waiters.’ He would have said illiterate and diseased 
Migrants except that was too racist a truth for him to utter. 

And no one in government dared to talk about, much less count the untold millions of 
Muslim migrants pouring into Europe and the UK which even German experts said were 
diseased, all but illiterate, totally unskilled, untrained, and untrainable who even after ten 
years would still probably be on the dole. Hilton also said the EU prevented us from 
using an Australian points system to bring in the best while we were overwhelmed by 
the worst. And Germany experts prove we were getting the worst. Experts proved that 
Turkey was creaming off the cream of migrants and dumping the worse on us. Experts 
were admitting every Third World failed state was dumping their worst on us. The scum. 
The criminals. The diseased. The retarded. The violent. And terrorists. Even Interpol 
admitted it.  



I read too late that John Longsworth of the British Chamber of Commerce accused the 
Labor Party of betraying the British workers. The establishment at Westminster and 
Brussels were betraying British workers. They were doing everything to encourage 
mass migration in order to destroy unions, drive down wages, bring in low skill workers 
to under cut the British workers, destroy the minimum wage, all to make the elite rich. All 
while destroying the British economy with low wages, no investment in British workers, 
deliberately driving up Millennial unemployment, using divide and conquer to pit poor 
White EU migrants against poor White British workers, causing low productivity, and 
were delaying needful modernization ---- for short end dividends for themselves. ‘A 
national scandal’.  

And in the decades of EU membership British goods had actually gone down in sales to 
Europe because the EU were discriminating against us to favor the French and 
Germans. And of the entire EU, only Germany was actually prospering. Every other 
country entangled in the EU was being economically devastated except for those few 
countries like the Swiss who had ‘visiting rights’ from a safe hand’s distance. The EU 
was a racket and Great Britain was being burned. Only the elite who were on the EU 
gravy train were getting rich. The EU was nought but a statism, a gigantic Commanding 
Heights bureaucracy of unelected dictators in bed with huge banks and consortiums. 
And the Germans were using the EU to economically conquer and enslave Europe and 
us. Why wage WW III when you could do the job under the guise of the EU? And of 
course the unemployed young workers which featured in his expose were people like 
ME. The reason why I could not find a job at a living wage and was living rough was 
because I voted for the Loki Insider Traitors who were deliberating creating a low wage 
migrant economy to enrich themselves by destroying us. The British Workers. 
Especially the now unemployable Millennials. ME. I had just voted to screw myself. I 
had just voted to destroy my country. 

My first and last vote was part of a conspiracy to disenfranchise me and replace British 
democracy with the Brussels Junta. I met some of my brother’s Sports Hooligans. There 
was a female brigade. I started to join them because I needed protection from the 
raping Migrants. Especially after being ‘acid’ attacked.” The soldier traced the ‘smile’ 
scar. “Acid and slashed. I needed protection. And they were the only ones offering 
protection. And beside finding sofas for me to sleep on and a bathroom and shower at 
least once a week they took me to the gun range. I shot my first gun for the first time. It 
felt so .....empowering...... 



As the evidence of fraud trickled out I joined the demonstrations in the streets. I found 
myself alongside the ‘racists’ and ‘bigots’ and ‘Islamophobes’ and ‘Far Right Fascists’ 
and ‘Nazis’ protesting the highjacking of British democracy. The riots lasted all summer. 
It was just a matter of time before someone died. The Blue Helmets and German Stasi 
goons used everything on us. Well! The Germans were not all Stasi or goons. Soon 
they were defecting. Deserting. But the Blue Helmets were vicious. And the Riot Police 
were not even British. I don’t know who the hell they were but they were not British. 
Rumors said they were some of the new paramilitary police the EU was creating. 
Paramilitary police only accountable to Juncker and Merkel. Paramilitary police who 
could enter any EU controlled country without permission to enforce EU authority. I don’t 
know which was worse. The UN Blue Helmet mercenaries drafted from the most violent 
nations in Africa or the mysterious riot police. They used rubber bullets by the ton. 
Shooting at everyone. Even unarmed 68ers. Old people. Young people. Anyone. 
Everyone. They used smoke bombs and tear gas until the streets of London were 
dense with the fog of riots. Clubs. Bludgeons.  

Sure. The riots escalated. But it was only after they brutalized unarmed protestors. And 
Open Borders Leftists and Greens and Black Bloc who attacked us and then rioted and 
looted and burned stores. We did not start it. But the riot police and the Blue Helmets 
brutalized us. People’s arms broken. People dragged off by their hair. Knee capped. 
Bashed in their faces. Teeth flying. What they did to the Heroine of Hyde Park was 
horrible. Just horrible. A saw a small boy beaten to death. I saw a grandmother stomped 
to death. Mounted police charging after protestors and stampeding over them. Tear gas 
so burning I swear some of it had to be acid. And there were snipers. From the roofs. 
Snipers. Snipers shooting at us. And it says something when the majority of the old 
fashion Anarchists switched sides to reinforce the Sports Hooligans who were trying to 
form shieldwalls to protect us.  

Finally, as blood was flowing in every street Princess Anne materialized and faced down 
the Riot Police despite being shot. She was arrested. But her valor turned the tide. The 
riots and the exposure of the lies forced Dhimmi Dave to declare a snap election for 
Prime Minster. He had to. By now he was not just ‘damaged goods’. He was hated by 
everyone. Totally discredited. Reviled. Loathed by everyone. Even the Four Ps were 
unable to justify his conduct. The majority of the Tory Party abandoned him. Only the 
Blue Helmets and the Riot Police were keeping him in power.  



Rumors said the In & Out was plotting a military coup but no one saw any soldiers on 
the streets at all. They were clearly sitting on their hands and refusing to shoot us. The 
British People. ‘We The People!’ we cried as we bled in the streets. Rumors said the 
Queen was under house arrest. She was certainly doing a boycott. Refusing to perform 
as a puppet for Dhimmi Dave. The entire Royal Family was suddenly vanishing. Rumors 
of going into hiding. Fleeing. Trying to flee. A royal no confidence vote was patently 
obvious. It was the only power the Royal Family had left. Refusing to perform. 

So a snap election was called. For a while we all though democracy would prevail. The 
riots stopped. The momentum stopped. The BBC pulled their Quisling routines. The 
Quislings all pulled their Quisling routines. Everyone said due process of law would 
prevail. We were the British People. We incarnated due process of law. We had to obey 
the law. There would be an election. The will of the people would prevail. And rumors 
circulated that Dhimmi Dave ordered the Army out and the Army had ....balked. So he 
had to order snap elections. But it very quickly became apparent that the same Loki 
Insider Traitors who rigged Brexit were simply rigging the fake election of the next fake 
Prime Minister. And I would not be voting.  

You see. I was arrested. And everyone who either voted for Brexit or supported Brexit or 
else joined the demonstrations after the rigging of Brexit were now declared to be 
‘racists’ and ‘bigots’ and ‘Islamophobes’ and ‘Far Right Fascists’ and ‘Nazis’. So every 
name were struck off the voting lists. All of our names were struck off the voting rolls. 
Anyone labeled a ‘racist’ and ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobe’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’ 
who had been arrested or now had a jail record were banned from voting. I was officially 
disenfranchised.  

The BBC pulled a Goebbels as fifty percent of the British People were disenfranchised 
including the majority of the indigenous British, the Sikhs, the Hindus, the Buddhists, the 
Jews and the wrong sort of Christians. That meant the White British population was 
officially now a voting minority. And the Whites who could still vote were the 
brainwashed multi-cultural Regressive Leftist 68ers, brainwashed university students, 
the Open Borders Anarchists, the Green Party which was entirely highjacked by 
Islamists, the Luvvy useful idiots, poor White EU migrants who were being exploited by 
a ‘divide and conquer’, and of course millions of Muslims. Every illegal migrant pouring 



into the UK every day suddenly was allowed to vote. But not us. Not We The People. 
The next Prime Minister of Great Britain would be a Muslim.  

Done deal. Guaranteed. No point voting. Not that I could vote now. Too late I registered 
on the ‘Useful Idiots Anonymous’ Website to illegally vote my rage. The Queen refused 
to admit the first Muslim Prime Minster of Great Britain to Buckingham. The doors shut 
to his face. He ordered her deposed. But when the Blue Helmets arrived at Buckingham 
to arrest the Queen of Great Britain she vanished. Spirted away to die in exile in 
Australia. Rumors said MI. Rumors said the Military. Every other Royal was in hiding 
except Princess Anne who was in a military brig and Prince Charles who was arrested. 
He was offered the crown. He said he would not do a ‘Windsor & Wally’ and front for a 
Brussels junta under the thumb of the Dictator of Berlin. No one to this day knows what 
happened next. But Prince Charles has never been seen again. His Camilla did manage 
to throw herself off the roof of Buckingham ---- all on live TV. Holding the British flag as 
she threw herself off the roof of Buckingham. Timing her terrible death to expose a bit of 
the terrible truth.  

So the first Muslim Prime Minster of Great Britain ordered the Royal Family deposed 
and claimed Buckingham Palace as his new digs. Ten Downing was not good enough. 
So Dhimmi Dave stayed there to do the dirty work as the first Muslim Prime Minster of 
Great Britain declared our country Dar ul Islamic. Hurray. We had finally proven we were 
not ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ and ‘Islamophobic’ and ‘Far Right Fascist’ and ‘Nazi’. We were 
allowing the colonized to rule us. We were allowing the oppressed to oppress us.  

Trust the Mos. The BBC and every useful idiot and Luvvy and multi-cultural 
brainwashed sheeple said trust the Mos. Most Mos were moderate. Most Mos were 
Westernized. Most Mos loved this country. Trust the Mos. Yeah! Trust the Mos! The 
Magna Carta and Common Law was officially replaced by Sharia. That week the last 
White British who ever voted found themselves disenfranchised ‘D’s. By then I had 
enlisted in the Royal Armed Services In Exile. And there I met my older brother. Despite 
his brutalization in jail I still recognized him...... he did not initially..... recognized me.” 
The soldier unconsciously rubbed her acid burned face. In finger traced the ‘smile’ scar. 
“And we were not the only ones.....” 

*** *** 



Jack Phillips shrugged his head as Stephan Marlowe stormed out. “He has a point. 
Wyrd Davy did good service to us. Not just in the saving of our national heritage. Not 
just in the saving of the British Museum. That is where I first met him. He was a daffy 
and damaged kid. Obviously abused. A malnourished runt. A sometime Anarchist now 
incredibly wearing the fireman’s uniform. A mad godsend. A human widget. But he was 
the perfect ‘snake’ to slither us into the enemy camps. We had to get the Tridents in the 
chaos of those first days as the first Muslim Prime Minister seized power.” 

“Even MI itself was divided what to do” Jasper Sylvester admitted as he smoked his 
pipe. So we went deep. Broke up into cells of subterranean agents. Sleepers. Deep 
operations. Rogue. You got the Trident assignment.” 

“Debriefing the Baker’s Dozen of elite Generals and Admirals we had in safe houses” 
Jack Philips said. “You debriefed the Retired Admirals who contacted the Active Service 
Admirals. Everyone was paralyzed about what to do about the Annexing. What morally 
they could do. Should do. Their loyalty oaths paralyzed them. Only Major General Tim 
Cross was open in his defiance. He openly told Dhimmi Dave to ‘bugger off’ and said ‘I 
will not lead my life dominated by fear.’The only thing the veterans of every British War 
from the Falklands to Afghanistan to Iraq initially agreed upon was preventing the 
Tridents from falling into the control of the Dictator of Berlin. The dispute was over their 
Loyalty Oaths. What constituted mutiny. Sedition. Treason. Rose’s bouquet of English 
roses were retired so at least they were not ‘deserters’ but we needed men on active 
service and they were even more torn over their oaths of loyalty. At first all I could get 
was ‘theoretical scenarios’. Names of the submarines commanders. The layout of the 
port. The technical layout of the control of the thermonuclear warheads. The sequence 
of triggering. Deactivating. How to potentially circumnavigate around Ten Downing. They 
kept saying ‘You are MI. You have to know what you have to do.’” 

“The self appointed Caliph was too busy trying to hunt down the Royal Family and 
committing Regicide and moving into Buckingham” Jasper said. “Trust a Mo to be 
obsessed with a palace. Their face culture I suppose. Their secret raging inferiority 
complex masquerading as a mega complex. From the Butcher of Istanbul to the Midget 
Butcher of the East Bank to the Hamas Butchers to the Saudi Butchers to the ISIS 
Butchers. Each obsessed with building gigantic palaces to prove how important they 
are. Spending billions as their peoples starve to build the most gigantic palaces on 
earth. All while embezzling billions. As they preside over Third World failed states. The 



state et moi. The state is ME. The only difference is Muslim maniacs claim they 
incarnate not only the state but Islam. Possessing direct cell phone access to both Allah 
and Mohammad. 

Niall Ferguson once compared two kings. King Frederick of Prussia and some Muslim 
maniac. Who was it? Oh yes! Osman of Istanbul. One of the Ottoman egomaniacs. One 
of the telling comparisons Niall Ferguson revealed was the size of each man’s palace. 
Osman’s palace was gigantic. Fritz’s palace was tiny. An exquisite but tiny beau jewel of 
Rococo elegance. Form and function elegantly simple. A simple country retreat to toil in. 
Music at night. A flute. After ten hour days. A workaholic’s sole consolation. Music and 
dogs. Not even willing to tear down an irritating windmill of a neighbor. A working retreat 
for a frugal and hard working military dictator who viewed himself as the humble servant 
of his people. An old Gay in a tattered old military tunic who was responsible for making 
sure his nation and his people would be left better off by his lifetime of toil. Every Third 
World tyrant’s only gift to their people is their death. The escape promised by their 
death.  

Likewise, Osman’s debauched corpse resides in a gigantic tomb. A hypocrite to the end 
while claiming to be the ‘Best of Peoples. His favorite title being that of the Greatest of 
the Ghazi Warriors. Ghazi Razzia being the Islamic obsession with pillaging and raping 
and looting. Extractive Economics. The Plunder Machine on overdrive. Fritz ordered his 
men, disciplined soldiers, to restrain their looting and to never ever vandalize peasant’s 
homes and especially not their feather mattresses. And to never rape. More importantly, 
Fritz presided over the building of Prussia as a modern country. Infrastructure. Industry. 
Technology. Science. New universities. A modern, disciplined, hard working, forward 
looking people. Fritz’s worn out body resides in a humble grave with his beloved dogs. A 
Gay. A Kafir. Therefore according to every Muslim a Najis filthy hell bound deviant. But 
Fritz left his people in a better place and incarnated the Western Enlightenment and 
what made the West the Advanced World.  

Osman’s view of the world was one which entirely orbited around his ego and the 
irrationality of Islam’s mission to conquer the world in general and Europe in particular. 
No other end goal. Just conquer it. Loot it. Destroy it. Prove the triumph of Islam by 
conquering and looting and destroying the West. Muslims must dominate and rule the 
world. What then? Who cares? The point is to dominate and rule the world. What else? 
Nothing else. Just prove the triumph of Islam. Just dominate and rule. And oh yes! Loot 



and rob and rape and molest and murder! And even by the rule of Osman the Ottoman 
Empire was a failing empire. A Third World Empire.  

Rapidly becoming the Sick Man of Europe. Failing in everything except fighting and 
looting and raping and killing. And increasingly failing at that. Bankrupt. Scientifically 
medieval. Technological backward. Medically barbaric. Economically a basket case. 
Most of his people illiterate. Slavery notorious. Shockingly corrupt. Not even enough 
proper agriculture so people won’t starve. Not even effective trade. Nothing to trade. 
Nothing. Except fanatic Islam of course. The only hard working people being the 
Dhimmis. Entirely dependent on the West for everything. Absolutely everything. Down to 
Western weapons and Western advisors and Western money and Western products. 
Western everything.  

Was Osman worried? No. He was obsessed with conquering and looting and destroying 
the West. Obsessed with destroying the West. Not the least bit curious why the West 
was triumphing over the Islamic World and the Ottoman Empire in absolutely everything 
except religion. To be exact: Islam. No one gave a damn about Islam. Why should they? 
The Islamic World was a gigantic Third World failed state even then. Why respect a 
religion which caused failure? Much less why would anyone want to be dominated and 
ruled by a religion which caused failure? So Osman’s obsession was to conquer and 
loot and destroy the Christian West. Just destroy the West. End game. Just destroy the 
West. Everything will be fine once Islam and Muslims can conquer and loot and destroy 
the West.  

Fritz’s view of the world was the classic Enlightenment. Self control. Self responsibility. 
Reason. Discipline. Discovery. Knowledge. Research and development. Productivity. 
Hard work. Science. Industry. Progress. Leaving the nation and the people better off. 
Religion entirely optional. A person’s private life was their own business. A king’s job 
was not to commune with God. Even Fritz’s wars were not to conquer the world but 
simply to build a strong nation so his people would be secure. War achieved political 
aims. Thus Osman and Fritz incarnate the classic difference between the honest 
statesmen of the Western Advanced World and the corrupt tyrants of every Third World 
failed state and especially every Muslim Third World failed state.” 

“And Queen Elizabeth II and our loathsome Caliph today” Jack Phillips said.  



Jasper Sylvester nodded. “And certainly our would-be Caliph had every reason to be 
frantic that the Queen In Exile was fleeing to Australia. The Australian and New Zealand 
leaders no less than their people were opposed to the EU and time and again pleaded 
for the British to vote Out. The top leaders openly saying the British People needed to 
‘Free the world from the fascist EU’. That gave us that tiny bit of time when the chaos 
was the most disabling” Jasper Sylvester told Jack Philip. Time for me to liaison with the 
Admirals. For Stephan to liaison with the Generals. For you to secure or scuttle the 
Tridents before going to work with the Air Force brass. The irony was we were faced 
with turning patriotic men who were agonizing precisely because of their Loyalty Oaths.” 

“All as we had to scatter the marbles” Jack said. “The In & Out Club was a gigantic 
target saying ‘blow me up.’ and of course the Loki Insider Traitors quite rightly saw its 
potential for a coup d’etat.” 

“And also its potential to be a red herring to allow Dhimmi Dave to arrest every 
suspected officer in the Armed Forces. Manufacture rumors of a mythic In & Out Coup 
while officers were just debating about tip toeing up to the Rubicon to just tip their toes 
in the River of patriotic treason. Treasonous patriotism. The officers were too patriotic. 
That was the irony. The Loki Insider Traitors could attack first being completely 
unpatriotic.” 

“So MI had to act first” Jack said. “Exploiting the chaos of the move to Buckingham. The 
confusion between the Caliph and Dhimmi Dave. The power grab between two 
corrupted men. Dhimmi Dave assuming he could use the Caliph as his puppet. The 
Caliph of course planning from the start to not only assume power but total power. A 
dictator in the making. A week. We only had a week. And the officers we needed were 
still agonizing over their Loyalty Oaths.” 

“And we had so few ‘snakes’ to snake us inside the enemy camp” Jasper said as he 
smoked his pipe. “Wyrd Davy was one of the few. Sixteen. So young no one could 
suspect him. That look of vulnerable fragility. That naive looking face. Even child-like. 
That ability to bat his disquieting dark eyes and cry and even faint on cue. Such a 
curious mixture of naivete and guile. Innocence and duplicity. But a total amateur and 
our only link to Wyrd Davy was an Anarchist debating which side of Anarchy to come 
down on. Wolfe Sims. Precarious even for us.” 



“Wyrd Davy could subdivide his personality” Jack said. “Compartmentalize. Act like a 
naif child one moment. Act like a ruthless professional killer the next. His right brain was 
as over imaginable as a traumatized child. His left brain was a photographic memory of 
harsh facts and harsher truths which could make him surprisingly implacable. Act the 
surprisingly knowledgeable agent one moment and an emotionally over imaginative 
clairvoyant the next. A loner yet desperate to be loved. Like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. A 
rational mystic. A doctor yet also an imaginative writer. A scientist yet a romantic. A man 
who could hold two totally opposite views at the same time. A timeless Victorian. Wyrd 
Davy was like that. Act the perfect Zikr Muslim. Then pivot 180 degrees and act the 
perfect Fikr Takfir Kafir. I have never seen the like.” 

“I saw that too. During the Guildhall caper” Jasper said as he smoked his pipe. “He 
could be so.....well. Wyrd. Weird. Devious and determined sometimes. Incredibly 
tenacious if he got the bit between his teeth. Yet subterranean. And you could never 
underestimate him. I did. Fortunately Wyrd Davy was our most unexpected ally during 
the Guildhall caper. But his motives were completely obscure even to himself. If you 
asked him why he was doing something he would look blank faced at you. He literally 
did not know himself. Why he was doing something. Time and again he would risk his 
life and then cry why everyone was dragging him into danger. This country let him down 
time and again yet he felt the most amazing patriotism for Great Britain. He insisted that 
becoming a spy was accidental yet he deliberately chose the dark and dire road of a 
spy.” 

“I met him briefly during the British gig” Jack said. “The first museum to be targeted. He 
had just joined the fire department which was just being established. Why? No one 
knew. Everything was chaos. The street riots. The chaos over the bogus election. The 
fraud that got that bastard into Buckingham. The chaos of the imposing of Sharia and 
then Dhimmitude. The chaos of the In & Out Coup which wasn’t. A total myth everyone 
absolutely believed. Including many an officer of the In & Out. Everyone saying ‘If only 
the In & Out Coup had worked.’ But there was no In & Out Coup. Only officers debating 
the first steps of approaching the Rubicon. Much less tipping one toe into the Rubicon. 
And I had to get control of those Tridents. Who trusted who? Not even MI was united. 
So the last person I wanted to use was an untried and gawky naif who appeared totally 
unstable one moment yet cool as a cucumber the next. An arsonist pal of an Anarchist. 
Yet they had just saved the Heroine of Hyde Park. And he had just saved the British 
Museum. Go figure. But that was all I had before the window of opportunity closed.  



I met Wolfe Sims first and recruited him. He then talked the human widget Wyrd Davy 
into posing as a mover and walking right into Ten Downing where boxes were being 
moved and out. Chaos. We knew everything about Ten Downing. Therefore the 
computer which controlled the Tridents. Where it was. Where all of the computers were. 
How they were set up. Programs. Access. MI access. Every top secret. It would be the 
last thing to move. We create clones. Multiple clones of the computer we wanted. And 
spyware. I got a mover’s uniform. The movers were all Muslims of course. But Wyrd 
Davy was crying in his black fireman’s uniform as if a total nervous breakdown. 
Something about his second shadow almost exposing him to the Captain of the 
Elephant & Castle Fire Department. Terrified that he was about to lose his job over two 
shadows. Being suspected because he had two shadows. 

This kid had just invented the gigantically hysterically fantastically imaginative 
balderdash about the British Museum being haunted while saving it while covering up 
murder and helping me cook up a fake fire and a Pancras gas substitute and he gave 
every fireman such nightmares we were able to recycle them into the first Urban Myths 
to freak out London. And he was crying about a second shadow. And some ghost called 
Lledrith. Oh yes. And an old movie called ‘Seventh Heaven’. 

Well. I was about to give up. Then suddenly Wyrd Davy pulled himself together and 
marched into Ten Downing with a clone computer and spyware in his official backpack. 
He switched them. He infected every other computer with spyware. And he was about to 
waltz out when he was confronted! At the door! Stopped at the door! As we watched 
from the distant roof tops. Helpless! Unable to help! And then that human widget 
announced he was the hero of the British Museum fire and was reporting for a 
photograph with Dimmi Dave! And fuck but the publicist arranged for that human widget 
to be photographed with Dhimmi Dave!  

That pilfered computer still in his fireman’s backpack! And then he waltzed out with his 
photograph with one of the biggest traitors in British History! He gave me the damn 
computer. Then he asked for the other clones and waltzed into Buckingham in the 
chaos of the moving in. He placed them in offices in inner sanctums as if someone in 
authority. Then he waltzed out. He even chatted with the Procurer about cutting a deal 
with the black market. Asking the opinion of the Procurer if he should cream off cream of 



the stuff he should be burning to barter to the black market. And if the Procurer was 
interested and did he think he was a good idea.” 

“The black market being our own Monuments Men” Jasper retorted as he smoked his 
pipe. “Our entire creation. To corrupt. To implicate. To compromise. To blackmail. To 
extort. To manipulate. To exploit. That human widget of yours snaked our MI black 
market Trojan Horse right into the office of the Procurer.”  

“As sincere as can be” Jack said. “His naif face so earnest. What did the Procurer think 
he should do?” Jack asked ironically.  

“Liaison of course” Jasper laughed cynically as he blew smoke rings. “Be paid under the 
table. The corrupt always expects everyone else to be corrupt. The firemen were the 
first to be corrupted. Hopelessly corrupted. In bed with the black market and therefore in 
bed with us before the year was out. The Captain of the Elephant & Castle one of the 
few we could not corrupt. So of course the Procurer would suggest that Wyrd Davy 
should cream the cream for the black market. So the Procurer could cream some of the 
cream he was creaming for the Caliph through the black market. Did Wyrd Davy ever 
take a penny? I mean really? Not pretending to be corrupt. Really?” 

“Oh .....well ...... um ..... no” Jack said. “He would say ‘You owe me. I have your IOU. 
Someday I will ask and you will have to pay me.’ And sometimes the black market, 
which was to say the Monuments Men, would ask Wryd Davy if he had an IOU to help 
them out. And he would exact the IOU. And most extraordinarily. The one time he was 
paid by the Procurer he took the money and walked to Somerset House and contacted 
the chauffeur to offer him a cut of the money to buy ‘pretty things’ the Oligarch had 
looted and would not miss. To be exact: boko haram. Books. The Chauffeur was the 
lover of the Trophy Wife of the Oligarch so they wanted to feather their future escape 
together. Wyrd Davy walked away with his official back pack full of ....” 

“....Pretty things.” Jasper said. “It worked so well the Monuments Men used Wyrd Davy 
to try that stunt with other disloyal minions of the Oligarches. To offer cream of the 
cream. To cut black market deals. Barter of national treasures for other national 
treasures when the market was juicy from the looting but the looters did not know what 
they had and enjoyed swapping national treasures for better ones or different ones as 
their attention span faded. To be exact: our forgeries for genuine national treasures. 



Diamonds for national treasures. Or black market goods for national treasures. Mostly 
the minions of the Oligarches. The Chauffeurs who sooner or later wanted to escape. 
The unhappy trophy wives. Diamonds at first. Then medicines. Petrol to escape. 
Whatever their needful thing might be. The price increasing for the national treasures 
the Monuments Men wanted back.  

The Monuments Men said Wyrd Davy could stroll through back rooms of Oligarches 
littered with stolen national treasures as a corrupt fireman working for the black market. 
Eyeballing while cutting some cheap deal. An excuse to see what was piled up on the 
back rooms. Eye the stolen national treasures. Leave after cutting some little deal. 
Come back to the Monuments Men. Then the Monuments Men would give Wyrd Davy 
old museum post cards. He could remember exactly what he saw and point to a post 
card. Pull post cards out of the pack. Identify which Oligarch had which ‘pretty things’. 
Wyrd Davy had never been in a museum in his life. He did not know a Rubens from a 
Van Dyke from a Monet. But he could ID ‘pretty things’.”  

“But not modern abstract” Jack said. “They were not ‘pretty things’.” 

“What an extraordinary ‘snake’ to snake you into the Tridents” Jasper marveled. 

“Yea! So now I had the genuine computer which controlled the computer programs of 
the Trident. The clone computers locked out Dhimmi Dave and the Caliph. By the time 
they realized it I had recruited my Rear Admiral of the Trident Submarine Fleet and he 
figured out how to scuttle the pride and joy of the British Navy. I don’t think Wyrd Davy 
even understood what he did. I did not tell him of course. But he later did a similar ploy 
for Mr. Mole of MIMIR. Wolfe Sims would explain everything being that sort of geek 
Anarchist and he understood how Wyrd Davy thought. How Wyrd Davy processed 
complex stuff despite not being literate. Mr. Mole created the hardware and widgets. But 
Wyrd Davy did it. Wolfe Sims always told people that Wyrd Davy was not retarded. He 
was a widgetty genius.  

Yet I don’t know if Wyrd Davy ever understood exactly what he did. Or why he did it. Yet 
he would cry over some absurd thing like supposedly having two shadows. Be as cool 
as a cucumber and murder firemen. Burn down the Shard ---- when it was inhabited by 
the who’s who of rotters who deserved to roast in high tech hell. Then cry. Act infantile. 
Be confused why things were happening all around him when he was up to his neck in 



why things were happening all around him. Oblivious why things were happening all 
around him. Yet conniving in everything which was happening all around him.” 

“People assume we spies work with cold blooded professionals and are control freaks” 
Jasper said as he smoked his pipe. “The irony is espionage is filled with human foibles 
and idiosyncrasies. Human vulnerabilities. Random acts of chance. Self 
destructiveness. Greed. Fear. Love. Hate. Some of the most fragile people I eve met 
were in espionage. And to find myself pulled out of retirement in the British Library to do 
my most dangerous work in my career.” 

“But we kept the Tridents out of the control of our enemy” Jack said.  

“But the Frogs failed. And NATO ended up with the French thermonuclear warheads. 
And our allies mining under NATO bunkers have failed to cut off the power or 
emergency power to them. And they could still bring the entire world to Ragnarok…..” 



CHAPTER THREE

“We could see the future written plain after Brexit failed. But there was nothing we were 
able to do about it unless we crossed the Rubicon” the sniper said as he studied the 
killing field while waiting for the Chimes to toll at Midnight. “We had been sold down the 
river. The Great Betrayal was happening. The Great Displacement leading to the Great 
Replacement. ‘Visions of 2050' happening two decades early. Eurabia happening before 
our eyes. The Baby Boomers had hoped to die in their sleep before the nightmare 
happened to their children the Millennials. Forget about the Generation Zers and the 
always forgotten Generation Xers. Fat chance. It was happening now. The Armed 
Forces had to decide. Did their loyalty oaths compel them to obey the Loki Insider 
Traitors? Or did their loyalty oaths compel them to cross the Rubicon of treason? 

The Queen was under secret house arrest for defying Dhimmi Dave. She had been an 
obviously secret Brexit supporter. Legally all she could do was hint hint but that was 
enough to get her arrested after she did an icy boycott. Princess Anne was in a military 
brig. Prince Charles and his wife ended tragically if rumors are even half way true. 
William and his beautiful wife Kate fled into hiding but Dhimmi Dave had their children 
and were holding them hostage. Rumors were flying who betrayed them. The old Prince 
of Edinburgh fled. How? No one knew. I can’t imagine that old chap climbing down a 
water pipe of Buckingham. But vanish he did. I guess those Royals knew about secret 
tunnels or sewers or something. Five months later he would die with guns blazing. Poor 
old man. But he did what he had to do. Just as the Queen now did what she had to do. 
Icy silence. A royal boycott.  

Prince Harry fled to Wales where he was hunted by Blue Helmets who were suddenly 
appearing all over the place. UN Blue Helmet mercenaries and EU German Army Stasi 
and EU Paramilitary police. New star chamber courts on British soil run by EU judges 
with power to arrest and prosecute and jail British citizens outside of the Magna Carta or 
Common Law while trumping the castrated Parliament. Entering any home without our 
permission and trumping our laws while abrogating our human rights. And suddenly 
everything Dhimmi Dave said would never happen was not only happening, it was 
happening here in British soil.  



Buyer’s remorse set in fast but it was too late. The EU and the UN were rushing 
paramilitary enforcers here to crush all resistance. Examples of the super paramilitary 
EU Army. Examples of the new kangaroo courts with EU judges. Examples of the new 
paramilitary EU police. I remember when Australian leaders begged the British to leave 
the EU. They openly said we needed to ‘Free the world from the fascist EU’. But the 
Four Ps were so self brainwashed they failed to see that while they ranted about the 
‘Far Right fascist’ bogeymen the terrible reality was the Regressive Left Commanding 
Heights EU and every single unelected bureaucratic member of the defacto junta were 
the real fascists.  

It was not just Erdogen who as saying ‘Democracy, freedom, and rule of law..... For us 
these words have absolutely no value any longer.’ The EU openly admitted they wanted 
to stop the dangers of not only nationalism and national identity and national patriotism 
but democracy and the dangers of popularism. By openly crushing democracy. Openly 
riding roughshod over popularism. Openly denying the popular will of the people. 
Openly overriding elections and referendums. Openly ignoring national laws and 
national parliaments. Reducing the national and local governments to powerless rubber 
stamps. Most of the laws strangling every country crafted by unelected EU bureaucrats 
of the Brussels junta behind closed doors without the permission of the indigenous 
peoples. Red tape the size of bibles strangling everyone and everything. Drowning 
people in red tape. Micro managing everyone’s lives down to their tea kettles. 
Relentlessly expanding its Commanding Heights authority into every part of society. 
Business. Private. Commercial. Governmental. Over every moment of every life. Down 
to what every soul was thinking. Down to thought crimes and emotions. What qualified 
as ‘innate racism’ or ‘inherent bigotry’ or instinctive anti-social behaviors indicative of 
latent xenophobia or Islamophobia. Thought crimes. 

Deliberately destroying national identities. Deliberately erasing borders. Deliberately 
paralyzing local governments. Deliberately making leaders powerless. Assuming more 
and more control of the people while not acknowledging their will or concerns or fears. 
Denying their freedom. Creating paramilitary police forces who could invade every 
country without permission to enforce the EU will. Creating laws to empower unelected 
bureaucrats to invade every country and order the democratically elected leaders to 
ignore the will of their people and only serve the EU. Annexing the armies and navies 
and coast guards of every nation so the Armed Forces would only obey the unelected 
EU. Ordering the total disarming of the indigenous people. Defining ‘democracy’ only as 



the free movement of people ----- of migrants ------ of Muslim migrants ----- as millions of 
Muslim migrants ------ coming into Europe without referendum or public vote of the 
indigenous people. Democracy = migrants. Democracy = Muslim migrants. Democracy 
= millions and millions and millions and millions of Muslim migrants. And Human Rights 
suddenly only applies to the human rights of migrants. Muslim migrants. Millions and 
millions and millions of Muslim migrants. Not indigenous citizens. Just Muslim migrants. 
Only their human rights and ‘dignity’ counts. No the human rights or dignity of 
indigenous citizens.  

How the hell did democracy and human rights become defined as that? And how the 
hell did every EU country suddenly be required to accept unlimited quotas of potentially 
millions and millions and millions and millions of Muslim migrants? Over the public will 
of the indigenous people? How the hell can that be called ‘democracy’? When did the 
entire Third World of every failed state on earth suddenly get this human right to march 
into any Advanced World country to enjoy its wealth? Its housing? Its health care? Its 
social safety net? Its assets? Its prosperity? Everything the nation and the indigenous 
people have built over a thousand years? Two thousand years?  

Carta blanche. We are the Ubermensch Ummah. Everything belongs to us now. It is all 
ours. We can take it. We can take it all. Move over you fucking indigenous Whities. Your 
najis filthy Kafirs. We are coming in. And you don’t have a right to stop us. And we can 
break every law and you can’t punish us. You can’t even deport us. And we can do 
anything we want. And you can’t do anything to stop us. And we can take whatever we 
want. Your homes. Your cities. Your children. Your women. Your nation’s wealth. Your 
lives. Your nations. Everything. We can march in and take everything. And you can’t do 
anything about it! 

And how the hell did Muslim migrants get all of these human rights which totally trump 
our human rights? And how the hell did Muslim migrants get this ubermensch ‘dignity’ 
which trumps our dignity? Muslim migrants molest and rape at swimming pools daily but 
we can’t deny them entry in order to protect our women and children. It would be 
against the Muslims’ human rights and dignity. Muslim migrants rape our women and 
children because they are uncovered meat because our women and children refuse to 
obey the Koran 33.59 and veil. But we can’t outlaw the burka or hijab to protect our 
women and children. It would be against the Muslims’ human rights and dignity. Muslim 
Sharia law patrols can bully us but we can’t protest the imposition of alien laws. Muslims 



don’t have to integrate or assimilate to our culture. Instead, we have to tolerate and 
ultimately surrender to their intolerance. We are expected to integrate and assimilate to 
their mono-culture. We have to surrender our culture. Our values. Our ideals. Our laws. 
Our identity. Our history. Our future. To them. 

And Muslim males don’t have to control themselves or respect us. They can rape and 
molest and assault us with impunity. Our women. Our children. And Muslim males are 
not obligated to respect or obey our laws. That would be against their human rights. 
That would be against their dignity. But what about our women’s human rights and 
dignity and our children’s human rights and dignity not to be raped and called ‘meat’ and 
whores and sluts and slags? Not to be the victims of Islamic sexual emergencies or 
Islamic taharrushes or medieval and barbaric Islamic cultural differences or Islamic 
misogyny? 

Muslims rob and shop lift and pillage and assault as if entitled. Per the Sura 8 they are 
entitled. ‘The spoils of war are made halal for me’ and ‘Whatever thy right hand 
possesses do with as you will’. The West is Dar ul Harb. Abode of War. Anything goes! 
But what about our human rights to be safe from attack in our own countries? What 
about our dignity? Muslims can call us the ‘vilest of creatures’ and Najis filthy per Koran 
9:28 on par with rot and decay and urine and feces and pigs and dogs and foul blood. 
That is their human right. That is their dignity as the ‘Best of Peoples’. But what about 
our human rights and our dignity? Muslims can treat the dole as jizyah and demand it as 
their human right. They can demand free housing and free health care and free dole 
and free everything as their entitlement as the ‘Best of Peoples’. Front of every queue. It 
is their human right. It is their dignity. Every Muslim can live like Daham Al Hasan and 
be paid 214,128 a month plus more for each inbred child he breeds while lounging on 
the dole with his four wives and twenty plus children and never work or even learn the 
native language . Everything free. Free house. Free health care. Free food. Free 
everything. And never pay taxes. Live like caliphs. But what about our human rights not 
to be treated as cash cows? What about our dignity not to be exploited as mere 
Morlocks toiling like White Slaves for self proclaimed Eloi?  

Muslims in their countries can persecute every Christian and Jew and non Believer and 
ethnically cleanse the Near East of all Christians and Jews, which they are doing, and 
attack and burn down Christian churches, and burn bibles, and drag Christians or 
Hindus or Sikhs off the streets and rape them and assault them and beat them up and 



strip them naked and burn them alive and beat them to death or else hold them hostage 
for extortion or else convert them by force while burning down their churches and 
temples and homes while terrorizing them while forcing them to pay jizya. Yet those 
same Muslims turn around and demand that we treat them as is Ubermensch even as 
they treat us as Untermensch. It is their human right. It is their dignity. But what about 
our human rights? What about our dignity?  

Muslims can only openly engage in sedition and openly refuse to obey our laws and 
advocate the overthrow of the West and engage in the conquest by Islam and that is 
their human right. That is their dignity. But what about our human right to see our 
nations preserved and our human rights protected? What about our dignity to live 
without fear of being conquered and reduced to disenfranchised dhimmis? Muslims can 
call our culture Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution. That is their human right. That is their 
dignity. But what about our human right to be respected and to have our culture and 
identity respected? What about our dignity? Muslims can threaten to murder anyone 
who criticizes Islam or Mohammad. Imposing their medieval heresy and blasphemy 
laws on us. That is their human right. That is their dignity. But what about our human 
rights per the Charter of UN Rights and the Charter of European Rights to see our right 
to conscience and right to expression and right to assembly and right to the press 
protected?  

Where is our dignity when Muslims insult Christianity as ‘Gross Error’ or Judaism as a 
‘donkey laden with books’? Where is our dignity when Muslims call Jesus The Savor a 
second rate prophet destined to come back at the end of days with a bloody sword to 
help the Mahdi to slaughter every Christian who refuses to convert to Islam before 
breaking every cross of Christianity and burning down every church and burning every 
bible? Where is our dignity? Muslims can call us ‘people of no intelligence’ and ‘people 
of no morality’. That is their human right. That is their dignity. But where is our human 
right not to be insulted? Where is our dignity not to be affronted?  

Muslims can boast of their plans for the Great Replacement when they plan to 
exterminate us and erase us and ethnically eradicate us out of Europe and turn Europe 
into Eurabia. That is their human right. That is their dignity. They can sneer on Youtube 
that if ‘Every German vanished overnight no one would miss them’. That is their human 
right. That is their dignity. Including call us gross pig eating Najis shit. But what about 
our human right to keep our nations and keep our countries and keep our cultures and 



keep our identities and most of all continue to exist? Where is our dignity to not be 
exterminated? Where is our dignity to not be forced to commit genocide?  

Muslims say it is their human right to invade Europe. Great Britain. Any and all 
Advanced World countries. To invade to displace us. To replace us. To erase us. To 
commit jihad on the dole. To exploit us while committing sedition and treason. To exploit 
us while betraying us. And it is their dignity to go to the front of the queue ahead of us 
despite not paying a penny as they drain our countries into bankruptcy. And their dignity 
requires reverse discrimination. So the indigenous peoples can and should and must be 
actively discriminated against so they can be advanced over the bodies of us the legal 
indigenous people.  

But where is our human right to have a country which belongs to us? Where is our 
dignity to NOT BE discriminated against or persecuted or terrorized by illegal economic 
gimmegrants and refugees who are rapefugees and ungrateful house guests who turn 
jihadist because they are bored and are not getting enough freebies and don’t think they 
are obligated to be lawful or patriotic or even grateful to us for being stupid enough for 
allowing them to come into our countries? Where is our dignity to live as a free people in 
our nation and not face being displaced or replaced or erased or ethnically cleansed or 
exterminated or eradicated? 

Totalitarianism is a political system where the state recognizes no limits to its authority 
and strives to regulate every aspect of public and private lives. And that definition fits 
both the EU and Islam. No wonder the totalitarian EU Junta decided to replace the 
indigenous Christian people of Europe and Great Britain with millions and millions and 
millions of Muslim migrants. And erase Christianity to replace it with Islam. The Brussels 
Junta and the Dictator of Berlin wanted to create the ultimate fascist totalitarian state. 
Not with War. With the EU Trojan Horse. And with the conquest by Islam because 
Muslims and totalitarianism go together. Islam is religious based totalitarianism. Islam 
was fascism before the word was coined.  

Muslims are already brainwashed to want totalitarianism because they are primeval 
fascists. We are not. We want democracy. We want freedom. We want liberty. We are 
the exact opposite of the cult of the Divine Slavery. We are the exact opposite of 
Muslims who openly boast that they are Slaves to Allah and Sharia and the Islamic 
State. The totalitarian fascist Islamic State. Conditioned from birth to obey and murder. 



That is why Brussels Junta and the Dictator of Berlin invented the Great Displacement 
and the Great Replacement. Then they created the so-called humanitarian crisis in 
order to deliberately open the borders to the every Muslim Third World failed state to 
displace and replace us. Because the West is the biological byproduct of our genes. 
Our White K genetics. So we had to be erased because our White K genetics which 
created the greatest civilization of super states in history prevents the traitors like Soros 
from assuming total dictatorial power which the R genetics of Islamic sheeple would not 
only allow but enshrine. Total power and total corruption courtesy of the R genetics of 
inbred Islamic sheeple. 

But the damn Four Ps were so self brainwashed they refused to see what was 
happening. And they brainwashed the indigenous people to commit self genocide. 
Scotland Yard rolled over. Just sold out. The BBC did a Goebbels. The Guardian did a 
double Goebbels. The other newspapers to their credit did fought back. But most of the 
people of the UK got their news from the BBC. Not the papers or Youtube. And even 
Social Media was coming under EU control now. It said something that both the leaders 
of New Zealand and Australia told us to ‘Free the world from the fascist EU’ and the 
BBC totally blocked that out. And Major General Tim Cross warned that ‘The EU is the 
Titanic waiting to hit an iceberg’ and the BBC totally blocked that out. And when Major 
General Tim Cross said Dhimmi Dave could ‘bugger off’ and ‘I will not lead my life 
dominated by fear’ the BBC totally blocked that out. The BBC even blocked out the 
Minster of the Armed Forces, Penny Mordaunt’ who said if the UK stayed IN then the 
EU would annex our Armed Forces and there would be nothing whatsoever we could do 
about it. ‘Paying too high a price’ and ‘getting the worse deal’. ‘A very dangerous move’. 
‘Adding little to Europe’s defense’ and ‘wasteful’. Totally blocked out.  

The youth of Great Britain were so brainwashed by Regressive Left schools they acted 
like sheeple. Absolute sheeple. They just froze. Every touchy feely nerve in their noodle 
bodies just froze. Meanwhile, the Regressive Left Demonstrators and Open Border 
Anarchists violently attacked the Pegida and Kipper Demonstrators. The Pegida were 
mostly middle class Mums and Kids. The Kippers might fight back but their 
notoriousness was a fiction of the BBC. Police did nothing as Leftist anarchists 
increasingly brutally attacked unarmed Brexit demonstrators. I mean brutally. the Black 
Bloc was brutal. Blood in the streets. Rocks. Clubs. Fire. You name it. Then there were 
rumors of guns. Snipers. The BBC reported how terrible the ‘far right fascists’ were but 
the rocks and clubs and fire and rumors of guns were coming from the left. The 



unarmed and bloody victims were the so-called ‘far right fascists’ who were mostly 
middle class and entirely unarmed demonstrators who had never demonstrated in the 
streets before, much less fought in the streets before.  

Demonstrations quickly got increasingly violent. Everything taking on a life of its own. 
The Armed Forces were on high alert but no one knew what we would do if ordered to 
fire on the British People. We did not know what we would do. Should do. And the threat 
of Annexing of the Armed Forces hung over us like the sword of Damocles. We British 
are obsessively law abiding. But for once the violence spiraled out of control. The 
Anarchists splintered as the UN Blue Helmets and German Stasi appeared and then 
Riot police in paramilitary gear. Rumors spread that they were the new EU paramilitary 
police only accountable to the Brussels Junta. Rumors were soon confirmed the 
mysterious German forces were absolutely Stasi. The new EU super army and Stasi. In 
our country. Attacking us. Not even Hitler got that far. But Dhimmi Dave let the new 
Dictator of Berlin march her goons right into Great Britain.  

Rubber bullets. Riot shields. Tanks. Tear gas. Water cannon. Police dogs. Foreign 
paramilitary police. Mounted Stasi. Foreign Blue Helmets. Then real bullets. Everything 
escalating so unbelievably fast. The Anarchists split. Who is the ‘fascist’ when the 
foreign Blue Helmets and foreign German Stasi and foreign Paramilitary Riot Police 
were helping armed thugs brutally attack the British People while claiming to be the 
‘good guys’? Who is the fascist? The Right of Center indigenous demonstrator fighting 
for their national flag and the Magna Carta? Or the Regressive Leftist goons who 
ordered foreign paramilitary into Great Britain?  

The Sports Hooligans came out next. That was bound to happen. Then the splintered 
Millennial Identitarians came out. Suddenly it was young people fighting young people. 
Middle aged people fighting middle aged people. Old people fighting old people. 
Anarchists fighting anarchists. And the Blue Helmets and German Stasi and foreign 
paramilitary fighting everyone. Then half of the Germans of Merkel’s new paramilitary 
super EU army deserted. The Stasi lived up to their reputations. Brutal urban warfare. 
And the always raping Blue Helmets commenced raping. All while Open Borders 
Anarchists commenced looting and smashing and destroying. 

The Greens despite their claims of ‘greeness’ proved to be brutal Islamic thugs fighting 
side by side with Hamas supporters. Their ‘greenness’ was quickly exposed. The Jews 



and Sikhs were soon on the streets. The Sharia Police thugs came out to beat them up. 
They replied by beating up the Sharia Police. That brought out more Muslims screaming 
‘Allah u Akbar’. Then it was everyone fighting everyone. Scared 68ers fighting Multi-
cultural politically correct Baby Boomers. Canterbury Christians fighting York Christians. 
Catholics suddenly rebelling against their Pope. Calling his embrace of Open Borders 
the genocide of the Catholic People. Which if course it was. Not even the Catholics 
were multiplying like rabbits anymore. But the Mos were. Four wives and dozen kids per 
wife. All on the dole. Compute the Great Replacement statistics of that. Even the 
Catholics would be outnumbered in twenty years. Ten years if there were Open Borders. 
Hell. Italy was being overwhelmed now.  

The Brexit supporters were yelling ‘I told you so!’ while still protesting the postal fraud 
which stole the election. But the Bitch of Scone was calling out reinforcements. Half of 
the Tories walked out of the Commons in mass. A third of the Labor Party. Every 
genuine labor union. The British Chamber of Commerce. Two thirds of The City. The 
Guildhall despite the traitor of a Paki mayor. Farmers. That was novel. Harvesters in the 
streets. Tractors at barricades. Then the Blue Collars joined the Sports Hooligans. Soon 
every night was like a night in Istanbul. Our valiant Pak Mayor fled. Clouds of tear gas 
as dense as old London fog. Rubber bullets like hail. Mounted police charging. Attack 
dogs charging. Every tourist fleeing. And the Americans suddenly drop jawed about 
what was happening. Could CNN and the New York Times and Washington Post be 
wrong? Tie my drawers into knickers! 

It was just a matter of time before the police would starting shooting real ammo and 
then order us out. Not just snipers. Real ammo. I could not tell what anyone was 
thinking when I visited the In & Out. Everyone was afraid of talking for fear of spies. The 
civie members were suddenly suspected. Everyone mum the moment a civie entered 
the In & Out. Rumors said the computers in the Business Rooms were tampered with 
spyware. Everyone stopped using them. People searched for mikes in The Goat. And 
found them. Mikes. The Argentine Room of the Canning Wing found mikes behind the 
famous maps. Some officers were so desperate they only talked in the middle of the 
swimming pool. Others climbed up on the roof to whisper. Some turned on the radio to 
whisper behind white noise.  

But everyone had to be thinking the same thing: ‘Do I fire live ammo on the British 
People?’ The Astor room was searched and no mikes were found so suddenly everyone 



was visiting the digs of the female members. Everyone figured the Scottish units would 
sell out too. Scotland was held hostage by the Bitch of Scone. So it was funny. The 
Scottish units mutinied right off. And they were arrested and thrown in the brig too. Right 
off. Poor Princess Anne had company then. All before a single bagpipe was even shot 
for mimicking a dying cat! 

The last meeting of The Goat was held. There were holes gorged into every wall by 
then. The mikes ripped up but left dangling to accuse whoever put them there. A chap 
knew an Anarchist and he came with spyware to show us how to test for mikes. So we 
were justifiably paranoid. And guess what? MI invited themselves in and nonchalantly 
moseyed over and sat down as casual as could be. We froze. MI agents sat there 
steely. We froze. Mute! Then a chap called Jasper Sylvester puffed away on his pipe as 
he causally said ‘Tonight the Scotties will make a grand escape. With Princess Anne.’ 
We just sat there mute. It had to be a trap to arrest us next!  

Then a chap called Stephan Marlowe said ‘If the Scotties can flee ---- and they will ----- 
with Princess Anne ---- and she will ----- then you will know that part of MI has decided 
that the Loyalty Oath is to the Queen and Country. The British Flag. The Magna Carta. 
The Common Law. The Parliament. And the British People. We need the Armed Forces 
on the right side. And we need to prevent the Dictator of Berlin and her soul mate the 
Butcher of Istanbul from getting thermonuclear warheads. French agents are trying to 
scuttle the Froggie nukes. We have to get the Tridents either out of Scotland before they 
can be annexed by the Bitch of Scone for the Dictator of Berlin and the Butcher of 
Istanbul or else we have to scuttle them. That means scuttling the submarines.’ 

‘If you are so damn good then why didn’t you save the Queen from house arrest or 
Prince William and Princess Kate?’ I asked.  

‘Why isn’t Rear Admiral Heaslip here?’ another co-conspirator asked the suspicious MI 
spies. ‘Submarines are his babies.’ 

‘I heard all of the Bakers Dozen of Top Brass who came out for Brexit are on the run’ 
another co-conspirator said. ‘Wanted signs going up. The BBC is having a field day 
reporting it.’ 



‘Have any of General Rose’s bouquet of English Roses surfaced?” that pipe smoking 
spy asked nonchalantly. But that only enticed a pregnant silence. 

‘MI is caught at the Rubicon no less than you chaps’ Stephan Marlowe explained on that 
silky voice of his. That alone would only entice silence. A chap dangled a severed spy 
mike in a silent reply. 

‘We have scanned and right now it is safe’ the youngest spy said. ‘You can scan. Right 
now we are safe. Check us for wires.’ Brazenly ----- a pal of mine did. 

‘Maybe the wire is in your drawers’ he said.  

‘Want me to moon you with my naked arse to prove otherwise?’ the younger spy asked. 
‘We have to circumnavigate around Whitehall and Dhimmi Dave’ Jack Phillips said. He 
was the only spy there under the age of thirty which was not reassuring. The other old 
blokes were so decrepit they appeared about to keel over. ‘We have to figure out who is 
loyal to Queen & Country and who is a traitor to the Loki Insider Traitors.’  

‘Even good chaps are debating who they should obey’ Stephan Marlowe said. ‘Loyalty 
oaths are sacred. The Rubicon is both patriotism and sedition. Love of country and 
treason. The Flag of Saint George and mutiny. Look! The proof of the pudding! If you 
hear that the Scotties have escaped and Prince Harry is still on the run in Wales then 
you know we are for the Queen and the Flag of this country. It will prove we are True 
Blue. And we need to liaison with loyal chaps of the Armed Forces. We need to prevent 
the annexing of the Trident thermonuclear warheads. Even if that means scuttling the 
submarines. And we need to sabotage the annexing of the Armed Forces until enough 
chaps understand where their loyalty oaths lie. If we can get the Queen away to 
Australia then Queen & Country still trumps the Brussels Junta. If no Royal Family 
Member pulls a Quisling then Queen and Country still trumps the Loki Insider Traitors. 
And no member of the Royal Family will pull a Quisling.  

So we need to create a safe way to liaison with you chaps once you chaps know you 
can trust us. And you chaps have to form cells.... I mean. Not cells. Not prison cells. Spy 
term. Sorry. Cliques. Independent cliques. Pocket groups. No more than five to a clique. 
Don’t contact anyone for now on except your cliques. And don’t come back here. Do 
you understand? Don’t come back here. Just come to us once we prove ourselves to 



you and you know you can trust us. In safe places you can pick. I represent you. The 
Army. Jasper here will liaison with the Navy. Phillips where will liaison with The Air 
Forces and Royal Engineers.’ 

‘What about the Gurkhas?’ I asked.  

‘They are with Prince Harry in Wales. You know they never break their loyalty oath. 
Their loyalty is to the death. And unless they are dead, and you see their corpses, you 
will know they are with the last Royal bearing the Flag of the Red Dragon. And the Flag 
of Saint David. And the Flag of Great Britain. We are trying to save William and his 
gallant lady. But everyone has to be kept in pocket cliques. Scatter the marbles. Don’t 
keep all of the eggs in the same basket. Standard MI. So if one is compromised the 
others are still safe. Here are the liaison contact bywords and security codes. Don’t trust 
anyone until they prove themselves. Army. Navy. Air Forces & Royal Engineers. Go 
undercover. But prepare. Recruit. But in layers of self contained pocket cliques. So if 
one is caught the others won’t be caught as well. Do your jobs as normal. Normal 
behavior. But covert. And don’t come back here. If the Scotties escape and if Princess 
Anne escapes and if Harry and the Gurkhas stay free and if we can get the Queen out 
of the country then you know we are true blue. Contact us at the liaisons here. We need 
to get those thermonuclear warheads out of Scotland or else scuttled.’ 

‘And we need munitions. Weaponry. Heavy artillery. Any artillery. Anti-aircraft missiles. 
Tanks. Armored vehicles. Communications. Airplanes. Helicopters’ Jack Phillips said. 
‘Even if you don’t trust us you can pilfer what Prince Harry and the Gurkhas will need to 
fight. Pilfer the armories. Hide it. Find safe places in the remote countryside and hide 
what the Last Prince of Wales will need to fight the occupiers of our nation. And our 
nation is being occupied. Make no mistake. Our nation is being occupied.’ 

‘So it is true about the Blue Helmets and the paramilitary EU army and police?’ I asked. 
‘What about rumors of the Germans fleeing? The last sightings at the riots were only the 
Resurrected Strasi.’ 

‘They have fled with the help of Bavarians who are liaisons with Austrians’ Jack Phillips 
explained. ‘The Double Headed Eagle Confederation. Bavaria is preparing for war. WW 
III. No less than us. The BBC is a tad behind in its reporting. WW III has already 
started!’ 



‘Then the BBC is on the wrong side’ I retorted.  

‘Yes it is’ Jack Phillips said. ‘Ask yourselves what will Harry and the Gurkhas need? 
What will you need? Then pilfer it. Haul it away. Fly it away. Drive it away. Stash it. In 
remote locations all over this occupied island. Even if you don’t trust us yet. Trust 
yourselves. Each pocket clique pilfering and squirreling away what you will need to fight 
with in your own secret places. Pocket supplies in preparation for pocket resistance until 
....’ 

‘....We can rebuild the Armed Forces unit by unit and company by company and brigade 
by brigade and regiment by regiment” Jasper Sylvester said. ‘Squadron by squadron. 
And stall or sabotage the annexing. If we are disarmed then our nation is lost.’ 

‘If annexed into Europe we will provide contacts with Free Europe insurgencies’ Jasper 
Sylvester said. ‘Either way. Don’t report to duty. Not to the Dictator of Berlin or the 
Brussels Junta.’ 

‘But we are being occupied now’ a pal of my cried. 

‘And right now we are probably too paralyzed because of the Loki Insider Traitors and 
Quislings and the Four Ps to stop the occupation of Great Britain.’ Stephan Marlowe 
whispered. 

‘But why aren’t our generals and admirals ...’ I cried. 

‘....Cliques’ Jack Phillips whispered. ‘Everyone isolated. Everyone initially working 
independently. Just with those they trust. No one openly saying anything. Everyone 
covertly resisting. Right now observe. Prioritize. List targets. List needs. List potential 
allies. List potential enemies. Find safety zones. Recruit but only people you really 
know. Plan. Prepare. Then pilfer. Drive away. Squirrel away. Fly away. Quietly resist. 
Quietly sabotage. When you know you can trust us then contact us. And we will do a ....’ 

‘A Redvers creeping barrage’ my best mate said.  

‘But this is hopeless’ another chap said.  



‘If you know who can secure the Tridents and we can get the Queen out of the country 
and Wales hosts the Red Dragon Flag then we can damn well do what we have to do to 
save our country’ Jack Phillips said. ‘Perhaps not immediately. But our nation will fight! 
And win! We just might have to redeploy for a while.’ 

‘Your chaps look a little long in the tooth’ I told the only youngish spy at the table.  

‘Retired. Like the Baker’s Dozen or the Rose Bouquet’ Stephan Marlowe said. ‘I will pick 
a retired patriot over a Blair appointee or a Dhimmi Dave stooge any day of the week.’ 

‘So it is prepare for a holding pending a redeploy’ I said. ‘Pilfer. Squirrel. And don’t come 
back here to The Goat.’ 

‘The Goat is out.’ Jack Phillips said. ‘The In & Out is infiltrated by civies.’ 

‘And it is of course under observation being a natural magnet for potential coup d’etat. 
All of the usual suspects are here. We need to scatter the marbles.’ 

‘So why contact us?’ I asked.  

‘Cliques. Each isolated. No one knowing the next clique. If one goes. The others are still 
safe....’ the old man named Stephan Marlowe explained. The implication clearly was 
that other MI spies were contacting other cliques inside the In & Out. ‘Right now each 
pocket clique is only’ and the old spy held up one hand. ‘Five members’. 

‘Things are going to get ugly really fast’ I said.  

‘You have no idea how ugly things are going to get’ Jack Phillips replied.  

‘And by the time things get ugly and people decide they really have been not only lied to 
but betrayed and are finally willing to risk their lives it will be too late unless we can 
secure at last some crumbs of an Armed Forces to fight for Great Britain’ Stephan 
Marlowe declared. 



‘And keep the thermonuclear warheads out of the control of the Loki Insider Traitors’ old 
Jasper Sylvester added.  

Then everyone slowly melted away. I left last. I petted the large bronze goat outside the 
club door. Six weeks later Islamic terrorists blew up the In & Out Club after an 
extraordinarily valiant Rear Admiral scuttled his pride and joy. The Trident thermonuclear 
submarine fleet.” 

*** ***  
“Now the jizya was unleashed in its full horror” the fireman snarled to himself as he 
marched toward the notorious Green Park despite the fact Marlowe could not possibly 
still be there to rendezvous in order to extract him. “And jizya was anything but 
‘protection’ from Ghazi Razzia. It was extortion on top of Ghazi Razzia. The Muslims of 
Great Britain now enthusiastically revealed their true colors. The Dhimmitude Protocols 
of Omar were exacted and they were brutalizing. Absolutely brutalizing. Then Dhimmi 
Dave launched a series of Sharia trials climaxed by beheadings ---- starting with House 
of Lords who issued that haram report. But he magnanimously spared enough Dhimmis 
to give false hope to the other cowering Dhimmis to cave in. And they did. The riots had 
failed. The upraising had failed. We were outgunned and betrayed on every front.  

The Blue Helmets were everywhere. The German Stasi were patrolling. We could not 
even use social media to organize any resistance. The BBC were all Judases. And 
spies and informers were everywhere. No one could trust anyone else. Morality Police 
had replaced Scotland Yard. Muslims had replaced every civil servant. The Parliament 
turned from a rubber stamp to a closed institution. Obsolete. Redundant. Empty. The 
Guildhall was wreaking havoc with every business while nationalizing every property 
and asset. Sharia Courts had replace Common Law. And per Sharia no ‘D’ had any right 
to testify in their own defense or even defend themselves against Muslim aggression. 
Justice was a rigged farce. Jails were where people went to be beaten to death. The 
Tower reopened as a torture chamber and execution grounds. The dry moat soon filling 
up with corpses. Everyone was disarmed. Everyone was were alone. The Great 
Betrayal had happened.  

Arabic replaced English. Every position of power was occupied by Muslims. Hundreds 
of thousands of migrants were pouring into the country every week. The outnumbered 
‘D’s were locked out of power on every single level. And our army and navy were being 



torn in twain. God!” the fireman whispered to the darkness. “I hoped against hope when 
the In & Out Coup was attempted. But when that failed everyone knew it was hopeless. 
Either you ran for it. Went underground. Or else surrendered. So ‘Divide and Conquer’ 
divided and conquered the Dhimmis..... and me.....” 

*** *** 

Sheridan stared at the magical clearing as he remembered the last years of his life. 
“The Witchfynders were relentless. Mos were pathological in their terror of us. The only 
people in the modern world who still beheaded and even burned witches and warlocks 
and magicians and druids now spread their medieval mind set as they hunted down all 
paranormal suspects. It was the New Burning Times. Without a trial my comrades were 
dragged out and burned by firemen. At least in the olden times the merciful would place 
gunpowder at the foot of the condemned so they would die fast. The firemen drew out 
the horror as poor souls were burned alive for simply being clairvoyant or a medium 
who could channel or else a wicca or country mother who kept the old crafts of herbs 
alive. Witchfynders and Hunters would break down doors and burst in to drag off 
anyone suspected of engaging in Old Magick. New Magic. Be it haram potions or 
crystals or books or memes. No less than the Hunters of anyone who dared to preserve 
haram art or haram folk dancing or haram music or haram singing. Be it the haram 
Humanities or haram internet trolls or illegal haram religions like Buddhism or Hinduism 
or Sikhism or else haram Freemasonry or any defiant Masculinity survivalists or defiant 
Christians who refused to surrender to ‘D’ persecution and degradation. We were all 
haram. We were all Harbi. And we all had to die. It was hard to trust anyone. Especially 
any stranger. The internet became all but held hostage. Soon only ham radios and 
codes were left. For the Witchfynders and Hunters from the Morality Police were 
relentless....” 

*** ***  

Captain Narcissi moved his soldiers into position. The nickname was ironical. He was 
actually a Nordic weight lifter with a wicked sense of humor. His old Youtube videos 
used to feature him poising semi-nude in all of his muscular glory before Identitarian 
artwork or else nudes of Europa’s pagan gods and goddesses. That and his self coined 
name Narcissi proved Narcissi had an ability to laugh at himself. He also had a 
remarkably clear understanding of war long before most Millennials understood that 



their lives would be engulfed by war. WW III. In fact, like the WW II generation, their 
lives would be destined to be entirely defined by war. Possibly even consumed by war. 
WW III. A desperate war. A just war. A war they had to wage. Win if possible. But wage. 
A war that might be Ragnarok. But a war which might also see Europa reborn. 
Ragnarokkr. 

Narcissi spent his life preparing for not only WW III but Ragnarok. He described it as a 
quest. A quest he explained all men had to prepare for. Because all men had to maintain 
a focus on a quest or mission or goal as much as their need for love and a family. And 
all men also had a duty to protect their homeland, their hearth and home, and their 
families. A man, Narcissi explained, was defined by his goals and his duties and his 
quest which continued whether or not he was lucky enough to also have love. For love 
also depended on his ability to focus on his goals and his duties and his quest. And a 
worthy woman could only respect and love a man who maintain a focus on his goals 
and his duties and his quest — especially his duties to protect his homeland and his 
hearth and home and his family. So a man could not live or die simply for love and no 
true woman would expect that of him. Likewise, a woman also had to maintain a focus 
on her goals, her quest, and her duties to protect the homeland, the hearth and home, 
and her family.  

And a woman’s ultimate mission in life was always to protect her family if worse came to 
worse and her protector could not protect their homeland and died protecting her. And 
the biology of nature almost always proved that the next male to seize control of the 
female almost always killed the children of the previous male and raped to procreate. In 
nature there are few tolerant cuckolds and fewer biological bonds based on either 
fidelity or love. Survival of the fittest was ugly ----especially during war when rape was 
considered a weapon of war. A favorite weapon of war. And as Prof. Soud Soleh of Al 
Azhar University proclaimed, rape was the best weapon of Islamic war.  

So while rape in war was outlawed by the Geneva Convention, the Medina Koran still 
declared rape in war to be halal no less than Ghazi Razzia. Rape. Pillage. Arson. Total 
economic destruction. Total devastation. Starvation. No holds barred war until all Kafirs 
either converted to Islam or surrendered to Islam or else died. Islam’s End Of The World 
Prophecy not just blessing but requiring every Muslim to wage war up close and 
personal with his sword until world genocide literally left no non Muslims left alive 
anywhere in the entire world. All crosses broken and all shirk purged and the jizya 



declared redundant because no non Muslims will be left alive on Earth. And the 
genocide must start with the Jews.  

And many leading religious experts in such established religion bastions as the elite 
Islamic Cairo Al Azhar University affirmed not only the weapon of rape to degrade the 
Kafir enemies in war but also the right to enslave and then rape both Harbi and Kafir 
war booty, both females and children, as well as Dhimmi booty as Devshirme. All 
blessed by the ‘spoils of war’ verse Sura 8 as well as the many ‘Whatever thy right hand 
possesses do with as you will’ verses of the Koran. A rapine which would even continue 
in Paradise where every Jihadist need only show his battle wounds and enjoy not only 
72 virgins and two celestial Houris with flashing dark eyes and huge breasts which 
never sagged and pearly boys but also 70 war booty Kafir and Harbi sex slaves. 

And of course WW III would be a war of Dar ul Islam against Dar ul Harb. A war of Islam 
against Christian Europe. A war first declared by Mohammad in 632: ‘.....embrace Islam 
and you will be safe’. So the Kafir Geneva Convention was mere Jahiliyyah alien 
barbaric pollution. Muslims would wage war per the Medina Koran. And the Medina 
Koran was brutality incarnate against both Kafirs and the Shirks as well as ‘People of 
the Book’. Rape. Torture. Slavery. Devshirme. Burning. Chopping up. Crucifying. 
Beheading. Mass Medina Trench executions of prisoners of war. Collective punishment. 
Ethnic and sectarian cleansing amounting to genocide such as occurred in Arabia by 
Mohammad. Assassinations of enemies of Islam even to the point of murdering old 
poets and plunging knives through the hearts of sleeping mothers with their babies at 
their breasts. Mass killings of anyone who refuses to convert or else surrender based on 
the genocide of the Jews in Medina and the genocide of Pagan Shirks in Mecca. You 
name it. Whatever the horror it was halal. WW III would be a brutal war.  

The 2016 Taharrush mass rapes and sexual assaults of young women and the brutal 
assaults on their boy friends in cities across half of Europe and then the mass sexual 
assaults on European children were simply the opening guns of a brutal war. WW III. 
And if the opening guns of WW III were bad, then WW III would be hell on earth. And 
that is exactly what Narcissi warned right after the 2016 taharrush mass rapes and 
assaults which occurred in dozens of cities all over Europe. It was nothing less than the 
opening guns of WW III. 



Narcissi showed geeks and nerds and beta males psychologically castrated by multi-
cultural feminists and self hating appeasers to build their bodies and learn the martial 
arts and weaponry. To discover their inner male. To become the true definition of male. 
Not the grotesque image of the masculine monster defined by feminist SJW 
psychopaths. The spiritual definition of masculine. The Heimdall Night-watchmen who 
prepares with eternal vigilance for when they must be the Shieldwall of The People. The 
Tyr Patriotic Protectors of The Homeland who know that sometimes you must fight back. 
We The People are vulnerable and need Protectors. And Protectors of the Homeland 
are a deeply spiritual call to arms. Patriots who are not ashamed of being patriotic to 
their Homeland. Patriots who know the Homeland is always worth fighting for and if 
need be dying for. The Thor Guardians of the Earth. Each willing to give their lives for 
The Sacred Soil of Europa. Guardians who will never allow the Great Displacement or 
the Great Replacement or the Great Genocide to happen even if they must die to 
prevent such a betrayal. The noble Freyr Paladins. Clear in their ideals. Clear that their 
ideals are worth defending. Clear how they will fight and if need be die for those ideals. 
With honor. With heroism. With nobility. With integrity. Knights in modern battle dress. 
But knights nevertheless.  

The Sons of the shared Blood of Odin. The shared blood and shared history tying 
together the biological and historical and cultural identity of The Tribe to The Nation and 
The Nation to the Sacred Soil of Europa. A nation divided will fall. And so will a people 
who cannot see their shared tribal core. Their shared culture. Their shared history. Their 
shared values. Their shared ideals. Their shared identity as The Sons of Odin and The 
Warriors of Europa. Each with an inner Baldr of gracious gentleness and decency. 
Secure in their masculinity. Calm. Quietly firm. The European Idealist who is thoughtful 
and trained and determined to fight for his ideals and identity and history and values 
and culture and sacred soil. An Idealist who knows that ideals only exist if they are 
worth finding for and if need be dying for. Narcissi defined the Identitarian Movement not 
as a fashionable hipster right of center party of Millennials but as a People’s Army. The 
Army of We The People who are rooted and anchored to their past and their heritage 
and their identity. 

Narcissi also redefined the loathsome term ‘Uncle Tom’ batted about by Muslims to 
damn the Takfir Kafir Apostates who dared to integrate or assimilate into Europa or 
embrace Europa’s history, culture, values, ideals, identity, and love of its sacred soil. 
Narcissi said whatever the color of the ‘wafer’ if the cream inside was Europa then that 



person was a patriotic citizen who should both be welcomed into the Sons of Odin and 
should go to the head of the queue and volunteer to fight as a Warrior of Europa. After 
all, if Europa fell to Islam such ‘Uncle Tom’ Takfir Kafir Apostates would sooner or later 
be killed after every other European was killed. Cowardly waiting for everyone else to 
die was hardly the gesture of a noble citizen of Europa while enjoying the prosperity and 
freedoms of the West until the West was destroyed. Being very quiet and sitting on the 
fence to see who would win and then jumping off is not the gesture of a true patriot or a 
valiant paladin. 

Being a member of the ‘silent majority’ is treason if that silence aides and abets 
conquest and the destruction of Europa. After all, the majority of Germans were not 
supporters of Hitler. All it took was their silence and a small minority to turn Germany 
into the Nazi Third Reich. If a Muslim claimed to be loyal to Europa then he or she 
should be at the front of the queue instead of the last. He or she should prepare to fight 
to save Europa and its history, its values, its ideals, its culture, and its identity from 
Islamic invasion and Arabic Islamism. The Sons of Odin could not and should not be 
required to carry passive Muslims on their backs as dead weights while fighting the 
Muslim invaders and terrorists. Likewise, the citizens of Europa should not be required 
to carry between 40 and 60% of all Muslims on their backs as economic dead weights 
and full time dole abusers while dragging the remaining 20 or 40% of economically 
under performing Muslims behind them as yet more dead weights while the 
underperforming or nonperforming Muslims suck the teats of Europa’s economy dry as 
if parasites. It is a handicap that could and would be fatal in the coming war. 

A true man should not be a dead weight abusing the dole or a criminal or drug gangster 
or a leech or a parasite or a rapist or molester or abuser regardless of the color of the 
‘wafer’. Much less an ingrate or traitor. A true man stands up on his feet, does not whine 
or blame everyone else, does not play the victim, or make excuses. A true man takes 
responsibility for his actions and also exercises self control and self restraint as well as 
self responsibility. A true man focuses on his goals and mission and quest as well as his 
duties to the homeland, his family, and the woman he loves instead of simply his ‘golden 
penis’ [David Landes]. A true man rolls up his sleeves and gets to work to support 
himself, his family, his children, the woman he loves, and his homeland. A true man 
does not breed children he cannot support. Much less inbred as well as over breed 
defective children for others to support as the ingrates. 



A true man who happens to be Muslim should not be behaving like Daham Al Hasan the 
poster child of Muslim migrants behaving badly. A true man who happens to be Muslim 
should either decide he can be and will be an active patriot of Europa and a loyal and 
productive citizen or else he should heed the council of Mohammad and never be an 
ingrate and leave Europa if his religion or his retardation prevents him from being a 
productive and loyal citizen or prevents him from fighting to save Europa from the 
coming Islamic invasion. And though Mohammad never defined ‘citizen’ in the Koran 
and there is no such word as ‘citizen’ in Arabic, nevertheless, Mohammad never 
abrogated his hatred for ‘ingrates’ who betray their oaths or betray their covenants or 
betray their hosts while guests or else betray the city in which they dwell while enjoying 
that city’s wealth and prosperity and safety or else betray the country in which they 
dwell while enjoying its wealth and prosperity and safety even if that country is not Dar 
ul Islam. 

Likewise, whatever the color of the ‘wafer’ if the cream inside hates the West and 
everything it stands for, hates Europa’s history, its values, its culture, its ideals, its 
identity, its sacred soil, and actively denies or else endangers the right of the indigenous 
Europeans to exist and not be displaced or replaced or erased or exterminated by White 
Loathing or White Guilt or White Self Hatred or Reverse White Racism or cowardly 
appeasing or surrendering or kowtowing or cowering to the future conquerors as 
Quislings, or other wise engaging in treason, then that person is a enemy.  

Whether he or she is White or Black or Brown. Whether he or she is an indigenous 
citizen or an adoptive citizen or a guest. Whether he or she is a Jihadist or a Loki Insider 
Traitor. And regardless, Europe was full. Period. For now on this was an invasion and 
therefore this was war. And in a war no invasion is anything other than a declaration of 
war. And invasions must be fought. And wars must be fought. And the homeland had to 
be protected. And Europa’s history, its culture, its values, its ideals, its identity, its 
indigenous citizens and loyal adoptive citizens, its women and children, and its sacred 
soil all had to be protected.  

Narcissi saw as the duty and mission of the Sons of Odin to be Crusaders whose 
shields must protect Europa from the Surtr Invaders from the South because the tribal 
Ummah Surtr have no right to invade the Northern Hemisphere or the sacred soil of 
Europa. The Surtr do not have a divine mission to conquer and dominate and subjugate 
anyone else. The Surtr do not have a manifest destiny to rule anyone other than 



themselves. If they wish to rule themselves brutally in their own Third World failed states 
then so be it. But the Surtr have absolutely no right to impose their brutal savagery or 
medieval morality on anyone else. The Surtr do not have a right to displace or replace 
of erase or eradicate the People of Europa or seize the Advanced World of the West as 
a booty of war.  

The Surtr do not have a right to the divine Hiraeth Homeland of the White Europeans. 
The Surtr do not have a right to deny other peoples of the world their own homelands or 
their own identities. The Surtr do not have a right to impose their own Surtr identity on 
them. The Surtr do not have a right to impose the Divine Slavery on them or anyone. 
The Surtr do not have a right to force humanity into the chains and manacles as Slaves 
of Allah or be forced to give up their Gods and Prophets and Religions and even 
Freedom from Religion. Neither Allah or Mohammad has a right to command any such 
injustice or tyranny or genocide. The Surtr do not have a right to impose Islam on 
anyone. Especially the Advanced World of North West Hemisphere.  

The Surtr do not have a right to claim every one is born a Muslim and must ‘revert’. The 
Surtr do not have a right to claim that all other religions are ‘gross error’ or Shirk or Kufr. 
The Sutr do not have a right to declare all non Muslims to be Untermensch subhuman 
untouchables, Jahiliyyah polluted, BID’a depraved, ijtihad satanic, Najis filthy as pigs 
and dogs and urine and feces and rot and decay, the vilest of creatures, a people of no 
morality or intelligence who did not deserve a right to rule themselves who must be 
conquered and brutalized and crushed because they are Walaa wa al Baraa. That 
which Allah hates. 

The Surtr do not have a right to persecute and brutalize and wage nonstop war and 
continuous jihad outside of Arabia since 632. The Surtr do not have a right to declared 
that ‘One day millions of men will leave the Southern Hemisphere to go to the Northern 
Hemisphere. And they will not go there as friends. Because they will go there to conquer 
it. And they will conquer it with their sons. The wombs of our women will give us victory.’ 
The Surtr do not have a right to engage in gross over population as a deliberate weapon 
of war and then call their invasion a ‘humanitarian crisis.’ The Surtr do not have a right 
to divide the world into Dar ul Islam versus Dar ul Harb Abodes of War. The Surtr do not 
have a right to deliver an ultimatum to the world to either convert to Islam, surrender to 
Islam, or else prepare to fight and die. The Surtr do not have a right to declare as their 



End Of The World a vision of the World where every single non Muslim has been 
exterminated.  

The Surtr are not the ‘Best of Peoples’ as their Third World failed states and UN and EU 
and governmental documentation of failure proves: failure in patents, copyrights, 
science, technology, medicine, research & development, translations of books, 
production of books, productions of first class academic papers, low literacy, low 
education, poor universities, denial of education to females, use of rote memorization of 
only the Koran and nothing else, vicious heresy and blasphemy laws, medieval world 
views, insular ignorance and contempt to the rest of the world, poor infrastructure and 
poorer sanitation, lack of enlightened and responsible government, shocking cruelty, 
disgusting corruption, brutal misogyny, stone age Sharia which has been documented to 
contribute to poverty as well as misogyny, vicious persecutions of non Muslims, poor 
productivity, poor work ethic, use of Extractive Economics of the Plunder Machine and 
the abuse of the Dole and misuse and embezzlement of Western charity, persistence in 
inbreeding toward lower and lower IQs, and the complete void of freedom or prosperity 
garnished by gross entitlement based only on their ‘golden penis’ sense of unearned 
entitlement [Landes]. All of which has been proved with irrefutable statistics. 

The Surtr are not the Eloi to expect the rest of the world to toil as Morlockian White 
Slaves to maintain them in their self perceived vision of themselves as the Ubermensch 
Ummah as they lounge while refusing to work while holding out their hands for every 
charity freebie while whining it is simply not good enough while demanding that the 
entire world somehow ‘owes’ them. The People of Europa are not the Untermensch 
‘vilest of creatures’. They are the heirs of the most successful civilization in history. They 
are the scion of super achievers who build the modern world while the Surtr languished 
in Third World failed states. 

The People of Europa have a right to their identity and their liberty and their prosperity 
and the fruits of their labors. And the People of Europa are not obligated by UN Agenda 
21 or any guilt balderdash or colonizer red herring or Regressive Left self loathing or 
Islamic Marxist propaganda to hand over the fruits of their labors or their prosperity just 
as they are not required to hand over their Sacred Soil. The Surtr do not have a right to 
take the fruits of their labors or their prosperity or their identity or their liberty away from 
them. Much less the sacred Soil of Europa. Or to enslave them or exploit them or insult 
them while brazenly saying ‘If Germans [or French or English or Dutch or Nordics or 



Italians or Spanish or Greeks or Canadians or Americans or Australians or Hungarians 
or Austrians or Czechs] vanished tomorrow no one would miss them.’ The world would 
very much miss them. If every Surtr vanished tomorrow no one would miss them. Quite 
the contrary. The world would finally be remarkably at peace for the first time since 632. 

The Surtr belong in the Southern Hemisphere and have absolutely no moral or legal or 
religious or humanitarian justification to invade or subjugate or dominate or rule or 
occupy or even inhabit the Northern Hemisphere. The same amount of money to host 
one ungrateful Surtr in the Advanced World would pay for 10 Surtr to stay to fight for 
and build their own countries. Therefore the only reason why the Surtr were coming 
from the Southern Hemisphere was because they were the Surtr Invaders.  

And as the Surtr’s religion was totally incomparable with the Advanced World which the 
Surtr openly called Dar ul Harb Abode of War and also Kufr and Shirk and Najis filthy 
and Jahiliyyah and BID’a and ijihad and Walaa wa al Baraa. That which Allah hates. The 
Surtr have proven to time and again not be able or willing to integrate or assimilate or 
be loyal ---- especially as any Surtr who dared to integrate or assimilate were officially 
Takfir Kafirs. Apostates. Therefore the Surtr of the Southern Hemisphere were coming 
into the Northern Hemisphere as Invaders to colonize and conquer and enslave and 
displace and replace.  

Every other people around the world who choose to ask to enjoy the privilege of coming 
to the West successfully integrate and assimilate. They became loyal and patriotic and 
productive and prosperous citizens. Not parasites sucking the teats of the dole, or 
ingrates biting the hand feeding them, or snakes in the grass conspiring to slay their 
benefactors. The Surtr are the exception to the rule of immigrants. The Surtr see a 
bridge and erect bricks to block it. Bricks of ideology and religiosity. Bricks like Najis 
Filth. Jahiliyyah alien pollution. Kufr. Kafirs. Shirk. BID’a. Ijtihad. Walaa wa al Baraa. 
Occidentophobia. Christophobia. Antisemitism. Hinduphobia. Sikhphobia. 
Buddistophobia. Misogyny. Prejudice against anyone who is not Arabic or Persian or 
else the ‘wrong’ type of Muslim. Takfir Kafir. Arrogant insularity. Contempt for education. 
Boko haram dread of Literacy. Contempt for Discovery. Fear of Curiosity. Pathological 
fear of Freedom. Fatalism. The lack of Guilt. The rejection of Free Will. The refusal to 
take Responsibility. Loathing of Democracy and Meritocracy. The complete lack of the 
Work Ethic because of the un-repudiated Heritage of Slavery and Ghazi Razzia and 
Jizya.  



Love of Totalitarianism and Slavery and especially the Divine Slavery. Hatred of 
Capitalism and Free Enterprise and the Free Market Place (especially the free market 
place of free ideas). The inability to engage in Debate and the Free Exchange of Ideas. 
The Embrace of Mob Violence. Superstition. The Blame Game. Victimhood. Inbreeding. 
Overbreeding. The belief in a Surtr Manifest Destiny and Divine Mission to conquer and 
subjugate and rule the world. The Surtr End of the World Utopia when every non Muslim 
will be DEAD. That is why when the Surtr try to cross the bridge into the modern 
Western World they crash and burn against the wall which they have themselves built. 

Narcissi also encouraged Millennial females to reject Feminism instead of feminism and 
embrace their inner Amazon and Valkyre in preparation for war. To reject the multi-
cultural appeaser betrayal which would sooner or later make them victims of rape and 
subjugation and ultimately domination and rule by Third World failed state Arabic 
misogynists using Islam to justify brutalizing women and molesting children. Leaving 
them victims living their entire lives in degrading fear because of the Great Betrayal. 
Narcissi showed women how to be warriors and mothers and wives and sisters and 
daughters who would never accept the contemptible Regressive lie that they deserved 
to be raped and they were asking to be raped or the Islamic lie that they were nought 
but uncovered meat asking to be raped who deserved to be raped and reduced to war 
booty in this life or the next life as part of the 70 Kafir war booty sex slaves in paradise 
reserved for each jihadist to rape between his 72 celestial virgins and his 2 divine 
Houris plus assorted pearly boys. Narcissi showed women how to really stand up for 
themselves with pride as quiet feminists sure of their self worth instead of hysterical 
bitches so insecure they could only pour out their hatred against the world while allying 
themselves to Arabic misogynists who openly despises them as nothing more than 
‘meat for a Muslim to wipe his sins off on’. 

Narcissi presented a counter narrative of Europa Identity and self worth to debunk the 
Regressive Left brainwashing of self surrender and self genocide. He exposed the 
Great Displacement and he repudiated the Great Replacement and he implacably 
rejected the Great Erasure. Europa Genocide. He debunked Islamophobia and defined 
Islamo-scepticism. He encouraged every Millennial to not only build their bodies for WW 
III but read every book and research the Internet and think for themselves in order to 
break through the Stockholm Syndrome brainwashing which was destroying Sweden 
and Europe and Great Britain. Despite his male bimbo beefcake looks he was actually 



very smart. Now middle aged and battle scarred he could still inspire with his wry humor 
and determined focus on winning WW III. Now his regiments were holding a key high 
ground inside the Parliament and Westminister. 

Brigadier General Narcissi patrolled the inner perimeter. Soldiers were being levitated 
from the Morlock depths through elevators installed since the occupation. The 
Parliament was now a fortress and had been retrofitted inside and out to defend the 
bastion of Angle Saxon Democracy. The inner rooms were covered by sandbags in 
various desperate attempts to protect the heritage site from fire and bullets. The inside 
of the windows were all covered by black out curtains and either wood or salvaged iron 
or else top grade steel on the ground level. The roofs had concealed machine gun posts 
and drone launchers as well as cameras. The outer doors were fortified steel faced with 
fake wood covered by fake graffiti and Pancras Plague warnings. They could be rolled 
back to reveal massive machine gun fortifications. Electric razor wire festooned with 
Pancras Plague skulls were augmented by motion detectors concealed by fake Pancras 
ectodysplasin mold and Najis drool and ectoplasm Najis vomit as well as artfully crafted 
piles of bones.  

Pancras Plague ‘fires’ and ‘spontaneous explosions’ garnished by Saint Elmos Fire had 
cleared buildings too close to the security perimeters over the last two years. Those 
demolished ruins of the outer perimeters now concealed secret tunnels and pipes which 
further vented foul counterfeit Pancras Plague gas. Secret pipes vented out sinister 
Pancras Plague counterfeit gas in foul colors of putrid green which stank as if death. 
Other forms of counterfeit Pancras gas mimicked a noxious fog. That and the toxic 
ectodysplasin and ectoplasm so far at least had kept the superstitious at bay. 

“We have turned off the genuine Pancras Gas and are spewing out counterfeit Sir” 
Colonel Markus explained. “We only had one Mo who appeared unawed by our 
superstitious displays and novel Pancras decor” Colonel Markus told Brigadier Narcissi. 
“He was so bodacious he even came up to one of the secured doors and knocked. 
Asking if the secret club of the Morlocks invited new members. He wanted to joined. He 
said being an Eloi was no longer fun. Being a Morlock definitely had more panache!” 

“Yea gods!” Brigadier Narcissi said.  



“We later found out that he was a spy of Stephan Marlowe of MI” Colonel Markus 
explained. 

“Thanks goodness for that” the Brigadier replied. “I thought this Pancras mumbo jumbo 
was suppose to scared the ‘Willies’ out of the superstitious Mos.” 

“He was the only one Sir” Colonel Markus explained. “MI tested all of their superstitious 
mumbo jumbo and urban myths out on test subjects here first. The millions of migrants 
who invaded London came from every Third World failed state. Ignorant. All but illiterate. 
And superstitious as well as addicted to urban myths and conspiracy theories. The few 
educated Westernized Mos were long ago killed as Takfir Kafirs. So MI psychologists 
have had a field day inventing new ways to freak out the superstitious Sir.” Colonel 
Markus chuckled. “The agent at the security door was so flummoxed by Marlowe’s chap 
he actually replied ‘We are not allow to tell’ or some such nonsense.” 

“Yea gods!” Brigadier Narcissi laughed softly. “But what worries me is not the complexity 
of protecting a national heritage site. The Parliament. It is protecting the fragile 
thousand year old Westminster Palace which is the ancient Great Hall. This is where the 
Magna Carta first installed democracy. A thousand years of British history played out 
here. Funerals. Trials. Debates. War. Peace. And now the site of the Martyrs of 
Westminster.” The Brigadier looked around the ancient place with professional eyes of a 
soldier. His electric torch danced in the darkness.  

“Despite urban myths we long ago took down their hanging corpses and buried them 
under the sacred floor of Westminster” Colonel Markus said. “Including Prince William 
and Princess Kate.” 

“Which makes Westminster sacred ground” Brigadier Narcissi said. “A fragile piece of 
sacred ground. It sticks out worse than that damn medieval church near by. All of it 
cheek to jowl with Westminster Mosque.” 

“Which we can’t bomb or burn with Pancras because it is an occupied national heritage 
site too” Colonel Markus replied. “But we have been spreading the ectodysplasin toxic 
mold and Najis drool and the ectoplasm Najis vomit ever closer and closer. Spewing 
Pancras ever closer and closer. We have persuaded most of the Mos to go elsewhere 
Sir. Nowadays the trophy of the Mos is pretty much deserted. And a special team is 



hunkered down in the upper and lower parts of that place. As the Chimes approach they 
will gas Westminster Mosque. The wind is normally away from here. But everyone will 
be required to have gas masks. Is your ....” 

“Yes” the Brigadier said.  

“Vaccines?” 

“Yes. Up to date” the Brigadier said. 

“Yes. Yes. Well. This is not ideal” Colonel Markus admitted as their torches danced in 
tiny halos around the pitch dark place. “We can’t firmly secure our perimeters the way 
this place and that old church is placed. It is not ideal for defensive war. If we could 
openly prepare....” 

“We are suppose to be invisible until the Chimes toll at Midnight” Brigadier Narcissi said 
as he surveyed the dangerously vulnerable Sacred Ground. 

“The smashed glass windows have been bordered over for a decade so we were able 
to buttress the medieval walls” the Colonel explained. He gestured to massive 
sandbags covering every wall as well as the ancient floor. Then he gestured to the 
buttress girders. “We did our best to wrap fire proof insulation around the fragile 
hammerbeam ceiling. The poor wee angels. We erected self supporting buttress frames 
inside as you can see to hold up the ceiling. But we could not cover the outside roof 
without giving the game away.” 

Brigadier General Narcissi and Colonel Markus walked around the doors and surveyed 
the darkness outside with night goggles. “This is appalling. It is utterly undefendable” 
the Brigadier whispered. “If the enemy suspects anything at all this is the logical place 
for them to attack.” 

“Enemy helicopters are slowly being pulled back to the Tower Fortress” Colonel Markus 
said. “We have drones on every angle of the Parliament roof and the tower of the little 
medieval church catacorner to here. At least the tower is a great observation post. Will 
you command from there?” 



“No. You will. Keep in constant touch with me” the Brigadier said. “I will command on the 
ground.” 

“Sir..... it is too dangerous ....” 

“....So minimize the danger to me by keeping a good watch from that observation post 
eh?” Brigadier Narcissi said. “I am posting air rifles there and there and there. Assassin 
sniper rifles with silencers there and there and over there. Crossbow archers there and 
there and there. Over there. And other there. Silence is golden.” 

“Yes Sir” Colonel Markus said. “Drones make a noise.” 

“I know. Until the Chimes toll at Midnight we have to fight with golden silence if attacked” 
the Brigadier replied. 

“You keep anticipating Sir?”  

The now middle aged Nordic soldier stroked his blond beard. “My guts say the enemy 
will try us. And this is the logical place to try us. Their Achilles Heel is the fact they are 
superstitious. Our Achilles Heel is the fact we are desperate to protect your national 
heritage sites.” 

“Yes” Colonel Markus said. “How did you...” 

The middle aged ex-body builder chuckled. “War broke out when I was living in Ireland 
with a sweetheart” the Nordic ex-body builder replied. “The Irish declared neutrality. 
Hoping they would be killed last ---- while secretly killing every Mo in Ireland. Despite 
their Vichy Loki Insider Traitors they fight the invaders the way they always fought the 
British. A lot of bitter German exiles were there so they had help! When the Irish turn 
yea gods but they turn! But it was taking a while. From the countryside toward the cities 
which the Surtr occupied. And I knew we did not have time to dawdle. I wanted to fight. 
So I crossed to North Ireland to join the Free British Army there. We covertly mutinied 
right away and took control of North Ireland. We manufactured a fake Mo occupation. 
Fake Mo officers. Fake Mo everything. Then we manufactured a plague to quarantine 
Ireland. I can’t believe it worked. But yea gods! It did! Complete with corpses we floated 
on the tides toward the mainland full of apparently appalling diseases.  



We used genuine flesh eating germs from genuine infected migrants coming from the 
ISIS controlled zone. Every Mo the Irish killed we turned into the most lovely 
incarnations of flesh eating germs. Not your later artificial flesh eating germs. The real 
thing. Every tide. We launched the corpses. That turned Ireland into Plague Central. 
Then I came over to liaison with the Last Prince of Wales during a massive counter 
attack. First it was horrific. Battles everywhere. We were being driven to the surf! But we 
were able to do a desperate counterattack to beat the enemy back. I led the rear attack 
of the pincer. We held Wales by the skin of our teeth. It was like the replay of the retreat 
of the Romanized Celts after the defeat of General Arthorious. The Saxon Viking 
invaders beating the indigenous back into Wales. The Welsh you know are the scion of 
General Arthorious’ people. The Red Flag of Wales is the battle standard of Arthorious 
the Roman Celt Cavalry General.  

Anyway. After that it became tenuous. Clinging by our fingernails day by day. The Irish 
were playing their patented WW II ploy. Kill any invader but otherwise sit on their hands. 
In a way I can’t blame them. As long as we kept Northern Free Ireland very quiet the 
enemy was too busy elsewhere to bother. Boggy soggy and sullen Ireland is always the 
worse place to fight. And with that supposed plague. Well! And Prince Harry at least 
knew his rear was fairly safe. From there I was promoted into the Harbi Resistance 
proper.” 

“We can’t wage open war until Midnight Sir” Colonel Markus said. “Which is nervy 
because the European Harbi Armies are now in full battle mode. But apparently the 
enemy helicopters are returning to their base. They appear to not yet suspect anything. 
Our first bombing runs will be The Tower Fortress to destroy the enemy copters. It will 
give us control of the airspace. But all the enemy needs is one fire fight before midnight 
to raise the alarm and unleash their helicopters. They have more assault helicopters 
than we do.” 

“But rationed petrol” Brigadier Narcissi said. “We have more assault drones.” 

“The Battle for London is predicated on our first bombing runs destroying their 
helicopters.” 



“We have to wage utterly silent war then” the Nordic ex-body builder said. “I want scouts 
with garottes and stilettos and crossbows in three perimeter grids. All reporting to you. 
Have your best radar men on alert. It might give us advanced warning. I might be 
waging a modern battle with crossbows and air rifles....” 

*** *** 

The fireman paused as he navigated the nightmare world consuming London. His ears 
picked up the mysterious dots and dashes of a code. Someone in one of the gutted out 
ruins was sending a cyber code. But who? Or was it a trap? A Name Taker from the 
Morality Police setting a trap to snare the suspects who fugitively listened to illegal ham 
radios which radiated echoes of mysterious codes all over London. Mysterious codes 
filling the night. The fireman paused and then carefully acted as if he was just pausing 
to navigate the filth of the polluted street. Then he carefully eased himself away as his 
eyes caught the gleam of an arson fire reflecting off a hidden camera and the shape of 
a microphone cunningly hidden in debris of a chopped down stump of a dead tree. Then 
he resumed his hard march toward the bloody setting sun.  

His back stiffened as he strained to listen to footsteps following him. He forced himself 
to not look back. But two ruined blocks down the devastate Piccadilly he ‘casually’ 
crossed a wooden board over garbage while he fugitively looked behind. But the 
devastation was filled by hundreds of thousands of starving and diseased migrants so 
who might be following him? Or not? The Mortality Police could be so devious. And the 
Hunters were the most ruthless of all. But the only way to spy out the spies was the fact 
they were better fed. They got the best military rations of all. The fireman’s wary eyes 
only saw starvation but he could not dare take any chances. So he resumed his hard 
march toward the dark night while musing to his fugitive soul how this once great city 
died. “How did this city die?” the fireman mused. “And why do I feel as if I am going to 
die tonight?...” 

*** *** 

“.....I decided to be proactive” Sheridan remembered as he felt the blood sodden 
bandages. “Waiting for the Witchfynders and Hunters was beyond endurance. So I and 
others decided to create bogus witchy honeypots to draw the Witchfynders and Hunters 
to us. Baited traps. Ambushes. The Hunters becoming the Hunted. It was liberating 



unless one escaped. And we could not allow any to escape to tell. I almost got snared 
twice. And I was shot once. But I learned how to become a killer....” 

*** *** 

“....Think about something else! Recite your life’s story to Lledrith! As if David 
Copperfield the non hero to Charles Dickens is biographer! Where was I in my 
nonexistent autobiography? Oh yes! Meanwhile the nationalizations and confiscations 
went on. That is Ghazi Razzia on the level of the Caliph and his cronies. Lloyds was 
going to be seized after insurance was declared haram. Its assets were declared 
confiscated for the global crisis and its gigantic bastion was ordered to be handed over 
to ---- you guess it ----- house migrants. Unexpectedly the Machine Building 
mysteriously irrupted into fire. As an arsonist of course I knew the fire was as genuine 
as Pancras was a plague. But as insurance was now outlawed no money was available 
to salvage it to house migrants.  

And then Pancras plague hit the Machine Building spectacularly. Corpses everywhere. 
The Morlocks must had brought in a fresh supply of the stuff. New &Improve. The 
Morlock Mantra! It still oozes green gas even now. Hah! The Machine Building is the 
incarnation of the Morlocks. I guarantee you a nonexistent crown with the dead queen’s 
haram Najis filthy face on it that the Machine Building has direct access to the 
Underground. I wish I could have been a Morlock. I wish I stayed with Wolfey. What is 
Wolfey doing now? Is he still alive? Is his Anarchist Brigade still active? Why didn’t I stay 
with Wolfey? Why? Why? Why? My life would have turned out so differently if only I had 
stayed with Wolfey or else not been named David. 

Now as London burned it could not be rebuilt. Now as Muslim riots and bombings 
ravished it, it could not be restored. As Muslim riots and hand grenades wrecked cars 
and buses and lorries and blew out shop windows the streets were littered with 
abandoned ruination. As Muslim riots and hand grenades wreaked government 
buildings they stood gutted and empty. As Muslim rioters looted and torched stores they 
stood hollow and derelict. More and more London looked not only like a city besieged 
but like a city being bombed back into the something out of 1944. And TV scenes like 
London were soon reported in city after city in Europe. Canada. Weimar America. But 
Sharia Law outlawed insurance so that was that. So every city burned.  



The Mos who used to burn down their expensive migrant camps if they ran out of 
gummy bears could not get the concept of the fact that now when they rioted and 
burned and looted and throw hand grenades the stuff stayed burned and looted and 
destroyed. Fortunately they got the concept of no longer shooting at our fire engines 
when we shot back. Machine guns mounted on each engine. The Caliph later issued 
warrants for every member of the Lloyds board of directors for fleeing with the 
company’s assets to Switzerland after starting the fire to burn their own bastion. But 
Switzerland welcomed Lloyds even if the Muslims imposing Islamization and Islamism 
on Europe did not. London was not the only city on fire. Every city was on fire now! 

The whole of urban Sweden was now on fire as 2017 turned into 2018. By now two 
hundred plus No Go Zones were erupting all over Sweden and the chaos and anarchy 
were taking over every city. Soon every No Go Zone the politically correct always 
denied existed exploded with riots and looting and arson in every country. In every city. 
Every No Go Zone used as an attack bastion to wage war. Every hate preacher now 
unleashed their army of Jihadi thugs. Everyone delusional they were Ghazi Razzia Holy 
Jihadists. Every mosque which once preached the coming overthrow of the Christian 
West and the doom of the Christian Crusaders with cynical impunity now unfurled their 
ISIS flags or New Caliphate flags or the Saudi Caliphate flags or every other sort of 
Caliphate flags. Their stockpile of weaponry decimating everyone. Our mosques are our 
fortresses. Our domes are our helmets. Our minarets are our nuclear missiles. And the 
call of the faithful is the call to war. No wonder every Arabic name of every mosque was 
some battle or warlord or battle leader or Ghazi jihadist or conquest or slaughter or 
other. Only Christians name their churches after ‘Mother Of Mercy’ or the ‘Sacred 
Heart’. We name our mosques after nuclear bombs! Or at least the Shia do! 

Every Leftist appeaser who once all but kissed the arses of the Muslim hate preachers 
to prove how enlightened they were now cowered ----- and were kicked in their faces. 
Every migrant who boasted at his defense trial that he were entitled to rape and murder 
because he hated ‘Whites’ now vented his hatred. Every Muslim ingrate who once 
sneered the dole as jizya while complaining that all of the freebies were not good 
enough now exacted his wrath. Every touchy feely ‘feminist’ who once don the hijab in 
‘solidarity’ with her Muslim ‘sisters’ was now gang raped and brutalized over and over 
and over as she learned the hard way that her ‘sisters’ were only loyal to Islam and the 
Ummah and the Caliphate. Not to Najis filthy ‘people of no morality’ who were ‘Christian 
whores’ and ‘uncovered meat’ for Muslims to wipe their sins off on. Islam was an one 



way street to conquest and submission and persecution and extermination. There was a 
reason why ‘Not in our name’ tweets by Muslim females never ever showed any 
solidarity with victims of Muslim rapists. Now the Sisters of the One Truth Faith throw 
their Whitie sisters under the wheels of Islamic rape. 

The UK like every other politically correct country in the EU now bled. The police and 
fire departments had been so under funded and under staffed and terrorized for so long 
they simply gave up and fled. The nation was so bankrupt the gutless government 
simply caved in. Vigilante gangs ruled the cities. Jihadists and Muslim drug gangs no 
longer just ruled the night. They ruled the day. They ruled period. The unemployed, 
spoiled, indulged, and grossly self entitled Muslim migrant dole abusers and criminals 
now outnumbered the indigenous. And now the new majority showed its true colors. 
Every store was gutted. Every business was gutted. Every wealthy enclave was gutted. 
Everything that hinted of money was gutted. Everything was gutted as Ghazi Razzia 
Criminality swept the imploding urban centers. Muslim Mad Max Mayhem took control 
as Anarchy took over. 

Sweden led the way as it imploded into Muslim Mad Max Mayhem in front of the TV 
cameras. The first but not the last. The nation which welcomed migrants like no other 
now saw its own people reduced to bloody homelessness. Victims of Muslim migrants 
who attacked them and robbed them and raped them and murdered them. Now the 
Swedes were the homeless refugees fleeing for their lives. Now the Swedes were 
desperately trying to get to Finland or Norway or else they fled to cower in the freezing 
wilderness where they hoped the desert bred Muslims would be unable to find them to 
kill them.  

And because one in five Swedes were ‘preppers’ ie heavily armed Survivalists, they fled 
to fortified wilderness bunkers. Ragnarokkr Survivalist Bastions. They had been 
planning for this for years. Driven underground by Regressive Left persecution, they 
dug deep like the heavily armed Morlocks they were. These new Children of Odin. 
These new Pagan Warriors of Thor. These new Sons of Freyr and Valkyres. But now 
these heavily armed Survivalist Swedes declined to help their bleeding Multi-cultural 
kindred who used to verbally crucify them as ‘racists’ and ‘bigots’ and ‘fascists’ and 
‘Islamophobes’. The Survivalists left the touchy feely Leftie Snowflakes and Social 
Justice Warriors to their well earned fate.  



Once the Swedish leaders openly told the Swedish people that they were ‘too white’ and 
‘too entitled’ and ‘too happy’. Now the Swedish people learned what that really meant. 
Once the Swedish leaders openly told the Swedish people that if Swedes opened their 
nation and their wallets and their homes to the Muslim migrants then when the Muslims 
became the majority they would treat the Swedes ‘kindly’ . Now that Multi-cultural 
balderdash stuck in every Swedish craw. Now the Swedes learned how Muslims really 
defined peace: submission to the Divine Slavery. Now the Swedes learned how Muslims 
really defined ‘kindly’: groveling. Now the Swedes learned the meaning of the old 
saying: the road to hell is paved with good intentions. Now they trod that road to hell 
paved with all of their do-goody intentions. And it was a road to hell. But the Swedes 
were not the only people treading that road to hell littered with good intentions. 

Back in this country the Old Palace of Westminster, the most sacred and hallowed 
bastion of British democracy was then confiscated to house migrants. Every sacred wall 
which once echoed with British history and every paving stone where the famous were 
mourned in state funerals and every wooden angel hanging from the eaves like 
eavesdroppers of momentous history now were defiled and defamed as Muslim 
migrants urinated or else defecated all over it. Then the windows were smashed. Finally 
the migrants rioted and almost burned it down ---- magnificent medieval hammerbeam 
ceiling and all. It was only saved because Kafirs rushed to fill pails to douse the flames. 
It meant absolutely nothing whatsoever to the Muslim migrants. They only laughed as 
silly Kafirs struggled to save the nearly thousand year old symbol of Great Britain. Some 
of the migrants even threw stones and garbage at the desperate Kafirs dousing the 
flames. Some of the migrants even urinated on the hallowed structure to mock the 
struggle to save it. 

Finally the Caliph offered a cynical compromise. Now that the famous Burghers of 
Calais Memorial was melted down to become Bullets for Jihad he offered to spare the 
total destruction of the hallowed birthplace of British Democracy if human burghers 
reenacted the ancient humiliation. One human sacrifice for each religion to save the 
bastion with the sacrifice of their lives. Dutifully on the appointed day disenfranchised ‘D’ 
Britishers appeared barefoot in burlap with noose ropes hanging around their necks to 
reenact the human sacrifice of that ancient medieval atrocity . Offering up their lives to 
become human scapegoats.  



One Jew. Two Christians. One Sikh. One Hindu. One Buddhist. No Wicca of course. 
Witches were being burned at the beheaded Nelson Column. No homosexual. 
Homosexuals were being thrown off the gutted Shard. No agnostics or atheists or 
apostates of course. They were being executed at The Tower. No Freemason or 
Unionist. They were being executed on London Bridge. Their corpses dangling as 
carrion. One Muslim appeared. That surprised everyone . Perhaps he was just too 
weary of running and too ashamed of his fellow so-called ‘moderate’ Muslims to live any 
longer. Perhaps it was his gesture to prove that at least he loved his country even if no 
other Muslim did.” 

The Fireman remembered the grisly spectacle as he walked over boards placed helter-
skelter over pools of raw sewage. He remembered watching it on a TV set in a store 
window with a crowd of poor people. Mostly Kafirs. ‘D’s. He watched from the back of 
the small crowd as the camera panned each face of each human sacrifice. The BBC 
camera gloating on their collective humiliation. Gloating on their coming death. 
Fortunately the window masked the sound so the fireman could not hear the sneering 
Muslim BBC ‘reporter’ ridiculing and debasing the Najis filthy sub humans who were so 
obviously a people of ‘no intelligence’ and ‘no morality’ as vile and base as ‘cattle’ who 
‘lived their lives like animals to bend every law to fulfill their base desires’ being too 
retarded and therefore too irrationally defiant to understand the gloriousness of Islam 
and how wonderful the transformation of their haram country formally known as Great 
Britain was courtesy of Islamization and Islamism. 

The poor huddled Kafirs shivered in the cold in their increasingly ragged clothes and big 
‘D’ symbols pinned to their labels. They whimpered as they recognized each human 
sacrifice paraded before the cruel BBC camera to be humiliated. “Poor man. Poor 
woman. My God! How changed she is. Aged. How starving that man is. Once so proud. 
Now look at him. Oh no! Not her too! Her only crime was being naive. So naive of the 
coming threat. Is she offering up her life in atonement for being naive when the Migrant 
Crisis first occurred? Mistaking the invasion for a humanitarian disaster? Mistaking the 
Muslims for victims when they were a Trojan Horse to breach the citadel and open the 
borders to our enemies?  

Oh look! Isn’t that the Muslim ex-radical who always hung around with poor Murray 
before he fled into hiding? The Muslim chap who always looked like Satan because of 
his ‘widow’s peak’ hairline and handsome face and dashing goatee? Didn’t he create 



that anti-radical Night Watchman organization to try to stop the disaster? God! He looks 
half starved! How long has he been on the run? Why did he surrender? The damned 
Muzzles don’t deserve his sacrifice! They have betrayed the country! The lot of them!  

Isn’t that..... oh God! No! No! No! Please! Please! Oh God! No! Please! Please! Not 
them! Not them! Not Prince William and ...... Oh God! Not both of them! Oh God! Not 
after the Old Prince of Wales was executed and after their poor wee bairns were killed 
in The Tower too! Now there is only one princeling left! The Last Prince of Wales!  

What? What? Oh! You! You! Look who is spying on us! There! Behind us! Look at him! A 
fireman! Spying on us! Taking down names are we? Are you enjoying the spectacle! 
Noose ropes hanging from their necks so each can be hung from the beams of Old 
Westminster Palace to be offered up as human sacrifices? Are you happy now? You 
damn Muzzle Judas! Why aren’t you yelling ‘Allah u Akbar!’ in triumph? You damn 
Judas!” Then the fireman balanced precariously over a pool of sewage on board as he 
remembered the shame as he ran away, tears running down his face, as the Burghers 
of Westminster were marched into the desecrated bastion to hang by the noose ropes 
hung around their necks! 

“No one dares go there now” the fireman whispered as he precariously made his way 
across an improvised bridge over a pool of stinking sewage oozing with human wastes. 
“No one dares to go there now! It is said the defiled place is haunted. Not even the 
Morality Police dare go there. Everyone avoids the place as if curst. And on moonlit 
nights people say they hear screams. And a great wail of weeping from inside. As if the 
wooden angels are weeping for the dead still hung from its hallowed beams.  

And the worse part was that the tragic human sacrifices did not buy much mercy. There 
are 99 names for Allah but Love is not one of them. And mercy is only allowed for the 
Ummah. The Koran ordered only ‘hardness’ for the Infidels and Unbelievers and Kafirs 
and Pagan Shirks. Only ‘hardness’. Infinite hardness. Every sort of hardness. 
Beheading. Torture. Chopping up. Crucifying. Burning. Raping. Degrading. Brutalizing. 
Not even Jizya renders a ‘D’ safe from Islamic rage. Not even surrendering and 
submitting and cowering and begging and groveling renders a ‘D’ safe from Islamic 
rage. And now the Muslims of Dar ul Islamic Anglestan did it all to every Najis filthy Kufr 
tainted Jahiliyyah polluted ‘D’ who committed the heinous crime of Kufr. Refusing to 
convert to Islam. 



And every night arson fires erupted in London. Muslim migrant drug gangs lobbed hand 
grenades at any and all figures of law and order as well as each other. Migrant camps of 
gimmegrants and rapeugees and chancers and looters and robbers and rapists and 
every sort of criminal spilled out everywhere as London and the other big cities erupted 
into chaos. No one with a vested interest to save this place. Only to grind it down to a 
bloody pulp and devour it. So monstrous Garmr tore this poor island to pieces. So the 
Dire Wolf Fenrir devoured this poor place limb by limb. Ghazi Razzia spiraled out of 
control. Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Rapes and assaults made walking on public streets 
all but impossible after dark. Then even in the daylight. Law and order entirely vanished. 
London became Calais written large. London became The Jungle written in blood and 
fire. 

Then the authorities were ordered to be more aggressive in arresting indigenous 
‘racists’ as London burned. The Caliph wanted every residue of dissent crushed. Then 
the under financed and overwhelmed Scotland Yard was shut down and The Tower 
Morality Police were created to impose Sharia Law with full ‘hardness’ and Islamic 
morality at its most medieval on London vigilante style. But vigilantes are criminals with 
only a fancier name. And the Islamic penchant for spontaneous violence simply spiraled 
ever further out of control. Mob rule. And as long as the Mos could loot and steal and 
rob and rape and devour everyone who was a ‘D’ then anything went. With millions of 
migrants descending from every Third World failed state to devour the British Lion as if 
a pack of hyenas. If the migrants were arrogantly self entitled before then they lunged 
for the Crusader’s jugular now. And a religion that could obsess itself for centuries over 
a dozen battles by the West in contrast to hundreds of battles and thousands of jihads 
waged by Muslims against the West over almost 1500 years is a religion that breeds a 
murderous grudge for revenge. 

Only the indigenous and now disenfranchised ‘D’s ever had a vested interest or 
patriotism to either create or preserve this place. Only the disenfranchised ‘D’s had the 
genius to build this island into one of the most amazing Advanced World bastions of 
success in the history of the world. Only the disenfranchised ‘D’s had the work ethic and 
enterprise and zeal for invention to build this amazing nation of over achievers. Mos 
coming from every Third World failed state only came to loot the riches and beauty and 
prosperity and achievements they were incapable of duplicating. Envious and covetous 
of the riches the hard working indigenous peoples achieved. Envious and covetous and 



enraged that the Najis filthy Kafirs could achieve what they could not. Only capable of 
defiling and vandalizing the achievements of others they despised. Only capable of 
looting and destroying that which they could not claim as a triumph for their own 
religion. Only a triumph for Christianity and Judaism which compelled its total 
destruction by an envious religion which only boasted a track record in failure. All 
members of the same species who violently marched into this place only to lounge lazily 
on the dole while burning down their own centers while looting and robbing and raping 
while getting high and getting drunk. This was not their home. This was not their pride 
and joy. This was just a place to rob. They were locusts. Suck it dry. Gut it. Then move 
on. The trouble is now they are stuck in the ruins of what they destroyed. 

So the Muslim Mad Max Mayhem only escalated despite daily executions and streets 
lined with the crucified and impaled heads garnishing every bridge. Soon corpses piled 
up beside burned out cars and buses and lorries and burned out store fronts as the city 
burned and anarchy erupted. Arson and vandals wreaked and destroyed. And now it 
stayed destroyed. Migrants throw their garbage everywhere and urinated and defecated 
and now it stayed besmirched and befouled. Migrants looted everything and now it stay 
looted. So the city broke down. Everything broke down. Breaking down or falling down. 
In reply the elite Muslim CEO Reverts and Oligarches barricaded themselves in fortified 
bastions to enjoy their plunder and war booty and sex slaves. Meanwhile, the 
guttersnipe Muslim migrants and bottom of the dole Muslims rushed to smash their way 
into every surviving business and home to pick the remains of London clean as if rats 
devouring the cadaver down to the bone....” 

*** *** 

Sheridan struggled to pull something out of a cunning pocket of his wolf pelt lined cape. 
Then he ripped off the fur pelt. He wrapped the fur pelt around the thing. Then he 
clutched both things, his needful things, in shaking hands. “After I delivered Prof. Bell to 
that mysterious train and then blew up the Fiendish Machine I reported to the local 
Underground in Britain. I had killed too may Witchfynders and Hunters so my cover as a 
stupid Irish peasant had worn thin. My face was now plastered on Wanted Posters all 
over Dublin. A change of venue was desirable.  

The enemy here did not recognize my humdrum, mundane, Hobbit face. I had archived 
my old Youtube videos. Apparently my Hobbit visage and short and stout body inspired 



only contempt in the arrogant. It had taken a long time for the Witchfynders and Hunters 
to even suspect me back in Vichy Ireland. Apparently I am that Bilbo banal. Who thinks 
a Hobbit can be a professional killer as well as a wizard. Who thinks a funny, greying 
little Hobbit of an Irishman can actually be a Druid of a long pedigree dating back to 
Merlin. I commenced hunting Hunters here. The Hunters becoming the Hunted....” 

*** *** 

The fireman balanced precariously on a bridge of boards over a pool of nauseous 
sewage as he recognized the burned out ruin of the last flower shop where once he 
bought a cheap bouquet of flowers to bring home to Seventh Heaven to give to his 
Princess. That was before flowers were declared haram as impractical for the global 
crisis. He wept as a PTSD flashback replayed in his wounded brain as he opened the 
door to the garret to behold a slight figure hanging forlornly from a ceiling beam by that 
long black silky noose of hair. Then the fireman whimpered as he carefully navigated his 
way across a pool of raw sewage before safely making it to the other side of the 
devastated street. He wove between the carcasses of burned out buses and 
automobiles and burnt tires and the recycling of fresh carcasses squirming with 
maggots and rats and other carcasses reduced to picked over bones. Behind him he 
heard the blast and roar of some Muslim drug gang lobbing hand grenades at each 
other. Another sinister helicopter buzzed across the darkening sky, flying across the 
black sky as the past played itself out in his mind. “We always kill the thing we love.” 

*** *** 

“.....Always I searched for the missing illustration from my copy of St Gyprian. I had the 
missing last page now. I only needed the missing illustration to use it to open a portal. 
But without that missing illustration the only portal the book would open would be to the 
Antechamber of Hell. And I did not desire to spend eternity chasing that banner with the 
strange device around and around and around as great black clouds of black flies buzz 
over my grey head. I needed another copy of the Gyprian which was intact or else 
possessed that missing illustration. I needed a coven which engaged in Black Magic 
who did not understand the Gyprian but wanted to exploit it to engage in Black Rites. In 
short: a coven of Luvvies.  



The increasingly desperate hangovers of the old Luvvies and Celebrities and Rock 
Stars and Hollywood Has-Been Hanger-ons who used to attend those fashionable Spirit 
Cooking Performance Art trash magic spectacles to bedazzle and delight the lovers of 
notoriety. The dabblers in the decadent. The amateurs of arcane iniquity of depravity. 
The charlatans. The fakes. The quacks. The cons. The grafters. Like the Podesta 
perverts. Like the Hollywood perverts. The Belgravia perverts. The Lady Gagas. The 
Madonnas. The decayed and debauched ragtag leftovers of the useful idiots the Loki 
Insider Traitors exploited to fuck with our minds. The bacchanalia saturnalia sated 
sadists. The chic make pretend cannibals symbolically devouring the young flesh of little 
children and under age girls and boys. To feed off their aura. To feed off their pranic 
energy. To feed off their life force. To feed off their blood.  

The narcissistic vampires desperate to stay young at any cost be it plastic surgery or 
black magic. Like the ‘Black Dahlia’ Hollywood murder. A girl chopped up and dumped 
after her body was ritually mutilated. Symbolic cannibalism. Except now the vampires 
would be so decayed they would be upping the ante to real cannibalism. Real 
vampirism. Not just symbolically devouring the young by way of pedophilia or spirit 
cooking but by really engaging in human sacrifices. A human sacrifice in a sacred place 
turned perverted or else a place of damnation or murder or unspeakable evil.  

And they would need the most dangerous book of magic there is. St. Gyprian. That was 
why I became a Hunter. I was hunting a coven of damnable perverts engaging in 
escalating rites of black magic requiring escalating viciousness of human sacrifices. The 
coven of the damned would be desperate now as Britain became hell on earth. 
Desperate to escape. Desperate to gain some sort of power over the Caliph to buy an 
oligarch’s immunity. But increasingly just desperate to escape. And where the hell could 
such evil creatures escape to now?....”  

*** ***  
“If only the In & Out Coup had worked” Brigadier Narcissi whispered as he deployed his 
men into the darkness. 

“Sir” a soldier whispered. “The In & Out Coup was a myth Sir. A red herring to allow 
Dhimmi Dave to try to arrest General Rose. Major General Julian Thompson. Lieutenant 
General Riley. Major General Vaux. Major General Hunt. Vice Admiral Blackham. The 
Minster of Armed Forces Penny Mordaunt. Rear Admiral Lane Nott. Rear Admiral 



Heaslip. Rear Admiral Jenkin. And others. So many others. The valiant who stood up to 
Dhimmi Dave. The valiant who crossed the Rubicon first to form a shieldwall for us to 
follow. Who else? Major General Tim Cross....” 

“Didn’t he....” 

“....Tell Dhimmi Dave to ‘bugger off.....I will not lead my life with fear.’ Yes Sir.” the soldier 
whispered.  

“‘Lead my life....’ A military phase” Brigadier Narcissi mused. “I hear he died gallantly.” 

“Only a few English Roses of General Rose’s bouquet are still alive Sir” the soldier 
whispered. “The roses have all turned red Sir. Bloody Red.” 

“Yes” Brigadier Narcissi said softly. “And tonight many of our Saint Davy Leeks will turn 
red too.”  

“Yes Sir” the soldier said as he stroked his tiny leek. “That they may....” 

*** *** 

“How did it all come to this?” the fireman mused as he watched starving migrant kids 
snare and devour raw rats squirming among the contents of an open stomach of a fresh 
carcass. Halal R. Halal Rats. Then the wild kids suddenly stared at a fresh carcass of a 
Muslim migrant who starved to death, its stomach already torn open by rats and 
maggots. Then the wild kids suddenly lunged straight into the choice fresh meat itself. 
“At last” the fireman mused as he watched with dull disgust. “The logic of starvation has 
reached its logical conclusion. Cannibalism of the dead. The next bench mark will be 
cannibalism of the living. And the wild children who are feeding off the dead will now be 
devoured by their parents. And then the next bench mark will be the strongest devouring 
the sickest and weakest. Survival of the fittest. Darwin will become halal at last....” 

*** ***  

“......I was hunting rumors of Kafir cannibals marked by the leavings: mutilated bodies” 
Sheridan remembered. “I called it the New Black Dahlia Murders. There were rumors of 



black magic and real time spirit cooking of flesh and blood and entrails. Psychic 
Vampires. Real time Cannibals. Mos tend to be pathologically afraid of such black 
magic. Such a black magic would be the marker of depraved amateur Luvvies. Faces 
once worshiped in magazines and newspapers and gossip columns and Hollywood 
premiers and wild parties and gambling clubs and swimming pool jaunts like something 
out of Gatsby except more sinister. Like Sunset Blvd only more debauched. More 
depraved. Like Marquis de Sade. Such dabblers in chic evil become sated as if drug 
addicts. They need more and more and more as their evil devours them. Until finally 
there is nothing left but the evil which is devouring them....” 

*** *** 

“....At least in that old TV movie ‘The Time Machine’ the subterranean Morlocks fed and 
clothed and baby sat the Eloi until they were fat enough to be eaten” the fireman 
whispered in a soft voice as he marched hopelessly toward a rendezvous that was not 
to be. “But we are hardly Eloi anymore are we? Who are our Morlocks who are about to 
feast off us? Or is it just to kill us? Kill us and be done with it. Why did I say that? It was 
that haram movie I saw so long ago. Why does my deviant brain remember every detail 
of such haram but nothing at all of the holy gibberish I was flogged for failing to 
memorize by rote so long ago at my madrassa?  

Why did I so love those old TV movies yet hated the Koran as buggering perverts 
flogged me bloody until I knifed them!” the fireman snarled viciously. “My knife plunging 
into their bellies. The joy as I watched them squeal as if pigs. My little knife impaling 
their buggering bellies. The Dominators defeated at last. Well! The Dominator taught me 
to be brutal. Violent. I just turned my hard learned lessons on his fellow Dominators. 
Hell! A religion that defines peace as submission and calls itself the Divine Slavery 
deserves my bloody knife. And now I am not only a professional arsonist but a 
murderer. And a spy. I always forget that part. Why do I think I am going to die tonight?  

Why are the only moments of happiness in my bloody life those when I sat as a small 
child under an old blanket” the fireman whispered softly. “With Ahmad clutching that old 
Sock Monkey with only one eye as he snuggled beside me? Glued before that illegal TV 
set as Davy stood guard against the Dominator’s unexpected return? Fantasying myself 
into old black and white movies? Or else as a wondering spelunker. Exploring the tragic 
abandonment of the soon to be Lost World of Europa with Davy as poor little Ahmad 



stayed behind with our secret needful things. Poor little Ahmad eternally clutching our 
sock monkey and blankie. 

It is the whispers of the Urban Myth Whisperers unmanning me” the fireman snarled in a 
harsh voice. “It is the fact I missed the rendezvous with my Urban Myth Whisperer. My 
handler. Be frank. My handler. Marlowe.” The fireman stared into the befouled darkness 
as if tying to see the shadows hovering in the shadows. “Who are the Untermensch 
Morlocks hovering in the darkness? Apparently serving us Ubermensch Eloi? 
Apparently toiling away in their Dhimmi dungeons to maintain us Eloi? The self 
appointed Ubermensch Eloi? Who are the Najis filthy sub-human Morlocks? The 
Untermensch Morlock monsters apparently toiling in their segregation and isolation to 
maintain their Ubermensch Masters? Us? The Eloi? ‘Apparently’ being the key word. In 
fact grudgingly pretending to toil in their concealed depths as they prepare to attack us. 

But in that old movie the doomed, delusional, irrationally self entitled, and spoiled 
Ubermensch Eloi enjoyed a paradise world. A grotesque 1960s utopia Kafir world. The 
Eloi as beautiful young blond Baby Boomers spoiled and indulged by the grumpy old 
Morlocks who were their parents, toiling away in their hidden offices and jobs as the 
young Baby Boomers partied at sunny Woodstock until it turned into a mud pit. This is a 
2025 nightmare utopia Islamic world. Fucking up as always. Trust us Mos to fuck up as 
always. At least those Eloi had a slowly decaying Advanced World. Kafir machines still 
working more or less. The sky blue. The air pure. The water clean. And not a Mo in 
sight. The Southern Third World failed states still safely kept at arm’s length. We have a 
devolving Third World failed state. The ultimate Third World failed state such as only we 
Mos can achieve. Who needs Ragnarok when we can destroy the world! We love death 
more than you love life so we will win! Hah! Behold our glorious Islamic victory!  

Fuck! We are the worst sort of doomed, delusional, irrationally self entitled, and spoiled 
Ubermensch Eloi feeding off our own dead. And our Untermensch Morlocks hover in the 
darkness. Watching us ‘revert’ down to the lowest degree of feral degeneration before 
they attack. Who are our Morlocks? Come out! Come out! Wherever you are! Get it over 
with! Kill us! Kill us all!” the fireman screamed. “And then burn the earth of our rot and 
decay! Put an end to this suffering! The Second Wolf Age! This clash of civilizations! 
WW III! Not even death is as bad as this horror! Why do I think I am going to die 
tonight?...” 



*** *** 
“Colonel Markus. Sir.” an observer whispered. “Our outer perimeter guards reports 
movements at 9 o’clock.” 

“Damn!” Colonel Markus said as he peered though the various high tech radar 
computers placed in the tower of the ancient medieval church. “Damn! Damn! Damn! 
The Mos are trying us. The helicopters randomly blasting away were hysteric over 
reactions. This is a probe.” 

“So Valerie Odette’s.....” 

“A test. A probe. A surgical probe. To confirm if Odette died speaking the ‘truth’.” 

“We can’t let them report back Sir.” 

“And we can’t allow this to turn into a firefight.” 

“So what do we do?.....” 

*** *** 

“.....I started to track various gory mutilations of corpses left behind as if ‘Black Dahlia’ 
calling cards” Sheridan remembered as hypothermia paralyzed his legs. “Exactly like 
the Hollywood ‘Black Dahlia’ murder. Beautiful young girls and small boys mutilated, 
chopped up, after being sexually molested. Then sexually assaulted after death. 
Chunks of flesh carved with strange ritual runes only amateur dabblers would do. The 
faces mutilated. Noses sliced off. Ears sliced off. Lips sliced off. As if appetizers. 
Something always stuffed into each dead mouth....” 

*** *** 

“Next the Houses of Parliament were prepared to be seized to house migrants” the 
fireman mused as he marched toward something or someone he knew not what. “But 
Anarchists defiled the hallowed building by filling it with dead pigs and dogs to ritually 
prevent any Muslim from entering it. The Urban Myth Whisperers whispered that flesh 
eating germs haunted the haunted bastion to infect any Muslim who dared to enter. The 



flesh eating germs lurking in the Najis suspended from the ancient ceiling to devour The 
Faithful. Vermin in the vermin left by vermin to devour The Faithful. Ghosts of the 
murdered waiting to murder their murderers. And I must confess their special effects 
were novel. How did they create those rotting carcasses of the supposedly infected to 
artfully litter the entrances to the precious building?  

I think they actually did kidnap Mos and infect them with the first version of Feralism. 
Probably from flesh eating germs which originated in Syria during the civil war and 
spread with fleeing migrants. Probably distilling with Mad Cow disease. But how that 
disease has evolved! Who says Darwin’s Theory of Evolution and Mutation is a haram 
blasphemy? The ancestors of our modern day Ferals first staggered out of there. No! 
Wait! Remember! At happened at other Museum first. Remember! The Museum of 
London. Then Westminster and the Parliament.  

But Pancras works so much faster than Feralism. Not as horrific but so much faster! 
Ergot was a nice addition to the horrors of slow motion dying. Did Wolfey tell them about 
ergot? Our Morlocks devour us by starvation and flesh eating germs and flesh eating 
drugs and flesh eating and brain eating Feralism. We are the City of the Dead. But most 
wisely the Morlocks don’t feed off us. They force us to feed off ourselves. And now the 
Halal R is the expressway to Feral Madness.” At that moment the fireman heard a 
sinister howl. “Regent Street. God! If I don’t find a place to hide I will die tonight! If only 
from a bullet from my own revolver if a Feral gets near me! They devour their meat while 
it is still beating!” 

The fireman looked around frantically and then marched faster toward the darkness as 
he panted. “Then what happened as we became the City of the Dead? Lledrith! You are 
becoming my Charles Dickens indeed! Eager to hear each gory detail of grotesque evil! 
What next? Oh yes! Hackers also highjacked the increasingly precarious power grid to 
electrify Westminister and electrocute anyone who dared to enter it. Unless the Caliph 
was willing to let all of Anglestan go black he could not retaliate. Why? Because few 
Muslims had the savvy for technology. Either they were school drop outs or manual 
laborers or Welfare Frauds auditioning for the Islamic version of the TV show 
‘Shameless’. Or else they were migrants coming from Islamic failed states with only 
their phony designer clothes and stolen cell phones and poverty and illiteracy and 
arrogant sense of ‘entitlement’. Despite being savvy in social media, which was to say 
emojis and memes, the continuing penchant for Muslims to ‘buy off the shelf’ of high 



tech Kafir genius did have its draw backs after all. That and illiteracy of course. Our gift 
to the world. Illiteracy. Divine Illiteracy. And now even emojis and memes are haram. 
Pepe Kek you bad god you! 

And with Westminster now haunted, no one dared to go near the adjacent Parliament 
building or even the small ruined church beside it. I declare that little ruined church is 
just about the only church left not converted to a mosque. I spelunkered it before the 
Morlocks electrified it. What a view from the tower! But on my way down I heard the 
Morlocks whispering below. So I had to climb down the outside on the Medieval 
carvings. Hanging from a gargoyle at one point. When I finally landed I looked around 
and heard clapping. Then a ‘Bravo!’ from the Morlocks inside. God! Why couldn’t I have 
been a Morlock? Only a Mo arsehole wants to be an Eloi. In the TV movie the Eloi 
devolve into sheeple. Literally. Sheeple. The destined end for us Mos as we inbreed into 
human tube worms. Retards. The lot of us!”  

The fireman flinched. “But the Morlocks protecting their turf of Westminster used it to 
test out all sorts of devilry on us Mos. Typical of Morlocks. Experimenting on us to 
discover what makes us afraid. We were test tube mice in their Westminster laboratory. 
Psychology. Too bad that is haram in Islam. All of the Sciences. And oh yes. Did I 
mention it? Literacy. Guess who boasted of the most illiterates before we destroyed the 
world? Eh? Eh? I bet you can’t guess. But eh. A religion whose perfect man was an 
illiterate is bound to bless illiteracy as holy. Boko haram! Hell! Most Mos can’t even read 
the damn Koran! 

The goddamn migrants pouring into this city also brought their backward, failed state 
superstitions as well. No less than their diseases. So the Wicca and Druid outlaws left 
strange and sinister taboos and sacrificed animals impaled on mysterious stakes 
everywhere around Westminster. Or else upside-down crosses with embalmed animals 
fixed to them. Those were niffy. Or else fantastical Catholic Saint contraptions designed 
to show bones or blood of saints. Except these contraptions showed bones which 
squirmed or else blood which magically oozed.  

Or else our enemies in the Westminster laboratory painted strange symbols of haram as 
if incarnating every scary thing the genii were suppose to do in the superstitious Muslim 
brain. Never underestimate the superstitious Muslim brain! Even I was spooked by 
some of the stuff the Westminster laboratory dreamed up and I knew what they were 



doing. Designing stuff to freak us Mos out. And I still fell for it. A sucker for it. It was 
better than those TV movies. Hell! I even recognized old Halloween Jahiliyyah. Oh how 
Wolfey loved that stuff. But I was still spooked out by some of it. Even when I found the 
electric wires. Then remembering how I used to help Wolfey set up his Halloween 
spectaculars I would rearrange the special effects. Clearly the decor decorator was not 
up to Wolfey’s caliber! 

I dragged one wire all the way back to Westminster laboratory’s side door. I tugged. 
Then I said ‘Come out! Come out! Wherever you are!’ And I heard a Morlock laugh at 
me. So I used my fingernails and scratched at the wooden door as if a Whist Dog of 
Hell. Howling! Baying! But the Morlock inside only laughed. I could feel him ---- or was it 
a her ---- just behind that wooden door. So I looked in the keyhole and I saw an eye 
staring out at me. Eloi and Morlock staring at each other from each side of the keyhole. 
So I said ‘Do you Morlocks hold auditions or is it a secret society like the Freemasons?’ 
And the Morlock only chuckled and whispered ‘We are not allowed to tell.’ God! Why 
couldn’t I have been Morlock? My life world have turned out so much better. Or at least 
my death would....” 

The fireman listened to a helicopter drone over him and then he ducked behind a 
burned out truck as machine guns peppered the dirty street. But then the sinister flying 
machine roared back over Green Park. “God but the pricks are antsy tonight. What has 
yanked their tails? Is this Ragnarok Night? When did the Morlock Urban Myths really 
take off? Let me see.” the fireman said as he ducked out of the burned out truck. Then 
he ducked back inside as drug gangs roared down the devastated street while welding 
machine guns at each other. Hand grenades exploded. The burned out truck raddled as 
the fireman ducked into a tight ball to make a smaller target for shrapnel. Shrapnel 
pierced the burnt out truck. Ricocheting. A piece winged him. But the fireman bit his arm 
so he would not scream and reveal his hiding place. Then he listened. His instincts 
warned him and he ducked. Yet more hand grenades exploded all over the befouled 
street as flesh and blood and screams and feces filled the darkness. Then fresh arson 
fires illuminated the night. Dancing shapes of druggies gyrating before the livid fires 
filling the nightmare scene. The fireman pressed his skinny body deeper into the burned 
out steel carcass. 

“Don’t think about it! Think about something else! Don’t scream Ahmad! Stop Ahmad 
from screaming Mohammad! When did the Morlocks filled our Eloi nightmares as if our 



bogeymen? I can’t remember! I have always been haunted by them. I always remember 
TV movies about them. Why were the Morlocks my particular nightmare bogeymen? 
Demonic geniuses of technology lurking in the darkness just outside my door or window 
to spy on me? Their bony pale fingers scratching on the wood. Their pale blue eyes 
staring at me as I huddle under my dirty blanket on my dirty mattress on the floor. 
Wolfey said the Morlocks had a caste system. The Grunts. The Enforcers. The Factory 
Floor Workers. The Engineers and Accountants. The Managers and Supervisors. The 
CEO.  

The word ‘Morlock’ evolved from MOLK which is an ancient Dwarfish rune computing 
the cost of human suffering factored into the profit for each item mined or manufactured. 
And while H. G. Wells said the Morlocks evolved from Victorian Industrial Workers 
Wolfey always insisted Morlocks evolved from Dwarves. Their genetics for super 
strength and genius mutated from Mithril radiation and glowing mine slag and mercury 
used to process Mithril. The Dwarves were the first victims of industrial pollution as well 
as the first examples of MOLK. The price of human suffering factored into the profits of 
each item mined or manufactured. But then Wolfey also said the last victims of MOLK 
were the Kafir Blue Collar industrial workers and the young teenaged Millennials when 
big corporations bribed our so-called leaders, the Loki Insider Traitors, into importing 
millions of migrants for cheap slave labor and to bust unions. The Kafir working class 
and the Millennials became the MOLK price of human suffering factored into the profits 
of Global Consortiums getting rich off the Greatest Betrayal in human history. 

Each clan of Morlocks was incorporated within a consortium. So said Wolfey. The 
golden handshake for Morlocks who failed to make quotes was a push off the roof of the 
factory. Every window was painted black. Their eyes were so pale they could not even 
endue moonlight. So they always wore dark spectacles. Their albino hair sometimes 
dyed a harsh black. Their skin pale as death unless exposed to the hostile sun. Then it 
blustered. Their fingers had extra joints so their hands looked spidery. Runty. Painfully 
thin. But other than the Grunts bloody brilliant. IQs of the high 100s. Even smarter than 
the Asians. And they worked 24/7. 365 days a year. More disciplined than Krauts or 
Japanese. More determined to succeed than Chinese. More obsessed with education 
and R & D than South Koreans or Jews.  

The Morlocks evolved in industrial pollution so fresh air and pure water and clean earth 
are poison to them. And they have always plotted to conquer the earth by filling our 



fresh air with poison and our pure water with poison and our clean earth with poison. 
Industrial poison. I guess we did not need the Morlocks to destroy the earth. We did it 
ourselves. But I guess the Morlocks and the cockroaches will survive us in their deep 
subterranean bastions.  

But how did a TV nightmare become our daymare? Our collective bogeymen? Lurking 
in hidden places as they watch us. Lurking in hidden depths as they monitor us. Lurking 
in concealed places as they plot their revenge against us. The Urban Myth Whisperers 
whisper of their mysterious subterranean cellars and sewers and W W II bunkers and 
sealed off tube stations which allow the Morlocks to come and go and ...... feed. And 
bones, human bones, appeared as if tossed after being devoured. At least around 
Westminster laboratory. And the Whitehall Banqueting House. Or else the human bones 
were carefully piled and erected in elaborate nightmare creations inside every smashed 
window or unsecured door of the hallowed old bastion as warnings. Arrangements of 
bones in elaborately macabre sculptures or else human skulls arranged with cross 
bones in elaborate formations. The only form of art now. Bone sculptures. 

And screaming skulls. I met a screaming skull once when spelunkering. But then Wolfey 
said I was a human antennae for the paranormal and supernatural being so very 
abnormal. Wolfey said he never experience the paranormal and supernatural until he 
met me. I guess his life is more mundane now if he is still alive. I wonder if that is why 
Lledrith has attached itself to me the way some freaks can attach spoons to their bodies 
through attraction. And the wails in the depths of night at Westminster are bone chilling. 
Though I suspect Anarchists are using hidden loudspeakers to create the special effects 
of ghosts and deadly wails. Once while climbing the outside of Westminster I found a 
loudspeaker inserted into the hole of the mouth of a gargoyle. It did not disillusion me. I 
so admire the genius of the Morlocks. Why was I born so retarded. God damn Islam for 
blessing incremental incest. That is enough for me to hate Islam forever. Because of 
what Islam has done to me.  

But real or not the superstitious avoided the place as if a plague” the fireman mused as 
he huddled inside that burned out truck as the drug gangs blasted away at each other. 
“Even the little church. The only unconverted church still left standing. And every single 
jihadist who even tried to lob a stone or urinate to show his contempt at the Najis 
Jahiliyyah was followed home and killed and hung upside down from ruined street lights 
as a warning from the genii devils. Or was it the Morlocks? Often the killed hung upside 



down were missing their livers or else their kidneys. Such deft touches of the grotesque. 
And the Urban Whisperers whispered that the top secret underground bastion of the 
Morlocks was right under the haunted edifice. The Parliament. After all! It is so Gothic 
and decayed and creepy is it not? 

I always insisted it was the Machine Building. But the Urban Myth Whisperers always 
said the bastion of the Morlocks was the haunted edifice of Westminster. I said the 
massive tube station was a block away. So why secure it? The Machine Building was 
form and function perfect for Morlocks. They insisted the Machine Building was not built 
on secret tunnels underground. It was the only time I ever disagreed with the Urban 
Myth Whisperers. My handler always said my tragedy was I was raised on TV movies 
based on boko haram and there was a fundamental difference between the book and 
the movie. 

And indeed strange mechanical sounds could be heard some nights from Westminster. 
As if machinery. But what machinery was still operating? None that anyone knew about. 
But as Westminster laboratory experimented on our brains while fucking with our minds 
their genius expanded. R &D. That is what differs the Morlocks from us Eloi. We Mos 
never do R & D. We buy off the shelf without understanding how anything works, much 
less how to improve it or repair it. Soon mysterious white vans appeared and 
disappeared. Driven by strange beings in strange factory suits and gas masks. Always 
mute. Utterly mute. Industrious yet mute. So oddly busy yet so oddly mute and oblivious 
to anything but their mysterious duties. Oddly unemotional. As if automatons. That 
creepiness of automatons. Machine people. It makes one’s skin crawl. Yet the only 
automobiles which still worked were the trucks converted into machine gun nests by the 
drug gangs.  

And soon mysterious cyber codes echoed here and there and everywhere. As if the 
haunted bastion radiated mysterious codes and transmissions. As if the epicenter of 
mysterious codes and transmissions. And I was hooked. Utterly hooked. But then my 
handler taught me simple telegraphic emoji dots and dashes so I was bound to become 
hooked wasn’t I? My brain so deviant and warped I would be hooked by that the way 
most Mos are hooked on hashish and dope and booze and cigarettes. Always boasting 
how morally superior they were to pig eating Kafirs but secretly hooked on the most vile 
of things.  



And porn. God! The buggers at my madrassa! They could not tear themselves away 
from the porn! The biggest porn watchers in the world used to be Mos until Youtube and 
the Internet was banned. Porn just made me sick. Literally. But cyber codes. Any codes. 
I always hoped if I could move beyond simple telegraphic codes then I could somehow 
learn....... you know.......” The fireman stoked something concealed inside his tunic over 
his heart. Then he instinctively ducked as more machine guns filled the darkness. The 
madness filling the garbage heaped and sewage flooded street once known as 
Piccadilly. The fireman pressed himself hard down against the burnt metal as bullets 
filled the darkness. Ricocheting everywhere. 

“Think about something else other than being pinned down by maniacs! Anything! 
Westminster laboratory! And then the Faithful swore they saw hybrid Najis Kafir 
creatures with greasy pig heads or else dog heads oozing Najis saliva or drool as if 
rabies. In white boiler suits. Scurrying around. Hybrid monster creatures with strange 
eyes oozing Najis. Absolutely oozing Najis. Well. I didn’t see it. Not personally. But many 
did. And the Urban Myth Whisperers whispered about other Najis creatures. The 
absolute incarnation of Najis. The type which stops all prayers from soaring up to Allah.  

Loathsome Najis. Disgustingly slimy Najis creatures. Stinky. Smelly. Oozing. Drooling. 
Ritually contagiously evil. Najis Cockney Cockroaches. Instinctively terrifying to any 
devote Muslim. As if designed to trigger primeval repulsion in us. The Faithful. I told my 
favorite Urban Myth Whisperer it was obviously designed to yank our malformed balls. 
My favorite Urban Myth Whisperer then whispered if I was thrilled into terror. I replied I 
had seen better TV horror movies but preferred Dickens. He retorted that I was clearly a 
deviant soul. I said that was why I was listening to him instead of being at mosque 
listening to a buggering mullah. 

Or else strange and sinister factory boiler suited creatures wearing welder helmets 
could be seen in the shadows. Or staring out of windows. So said the Urban Myth 
Whisperers. Lights projected from the thick glass plates in the welder helmets revealing 
acid burned faces. Or else strange Steampunk Patriots appeared. Strange creatures 
who appeared and disappeared. Now here. Now there. Now everywhere. Then gone! 
Smaller than the Welder Helmet demons. But wearing strange garb as if modern armor 
cobbled together from machine salvage. With sinister machine masks and massive 
goggles often badly concealing acid scarred faces. Flesh dangling as if pealing off. 
Welding strange ray guns which erupted with electricity. Or else strange mechanical 



salvage crafted into modern medieval weapons. Or else Saint Elmo’s fire, blue static 
electricity, danced across the facade of the accurst edifice after some sinister creature 
appeared with some sinister contraption and cranked it.  

‘The Collars’ I said. ‘Wonderful. My Urban Myth Whisperer said I was a prick then. I 
think that is when I was assigned a different Urban Myth Whisperer. My present handler. 
He treated me more ironically as he explained it. Because I was unconscious ironical 
while at the same time distressingly sentimental as Dickens. A Dickens character 
misplaced in the present obscene age. Being at once grotesque and sentimental with a 
seriously dangerous penchant for the paranormal. But he always tried everything out on 
me not so much because my reactions would be normal. But rather because I would 
then imagine all sorts of other neat TV movie things. How to make the story better still. 
More fascinating. Spellbinding. More creepy. And the New & Improves version often did 
feature my imaginative details. Oh if only I could have been an Urban Myth Whisperer if 
I could not be a Morlock! Why was I condemned to be a fucking Eloi? 

And my handler always asked me why I never behaved like a Muslim. I never whined 
like a victim or felt sorry for myself or blamed everyone else or kowtowed while begging 
Allah for miracles. Howbeit I could be dangerous. Very dangerous. Dangerous but with 
a deceitfully innocent face. He said I was like the ultimate double agent. Kafir inside. Mo 
outside. Or as the first and last Muslim mayor of London once said: Uncle Toms. Or else 
Oreos. But my handler replied I was anything but an Uncle Tom or Oreo. He said I was 
an old soul in a young body. A troubled soul bisected by sealed rooms full of haunted 
memories and subterranean depths concealing unforgivable things which could not be 
remembered. Psychological reality compartmentalized to make pain endurable. And he 
said I had an imaginative gramophone memory for deviant things. I never quite 
understood what he meant by that. Any of that. He said I lived in my imagination. I said 
if I lived in my imagination then why couldn’t I live in the haunted Dickens House I loved 
to spelunker? The House of warn and golden shadows. The house of the glowing 
ghostly gaslight. Why couldn’t I spelunker into a haunted place and never leave it?...” 

*** *** 

Sheridan looked down at the blood oozing across the snow. “The mangled corpses 
were obviously dumped after the black magic spirit cooking debaucheries. The Psychic 
Vampires and real time Cannibals were clearly trying to concoct potions to prolong their 



rotting lives and rotting beauty and rotting virility. So where were the hidden places of 
evil where the rites were enacted? Being a coven of amateur Luvvies it would have to 
be a decayed haunt of a fellow degenerate or else druggie. A notorious place so scary 
the Mos would not go....” 

*** *** 
Brigadier Narcissi grimaced when he received the news. Then he set everyone on high 
alert before sending out his best pack of assassins. “Kill those pricks as silently as you 
can. Not one of them can be allowed to escape to report back. But no bullets. No 
firefight. At the same time I need a diversion. Lloyds of London. The Machine Building.” 

“The Lloyds Fortress Sir?” 

“Yes. Have them create a diversion. A Pancras Gas attack. With some spectacular 
arson. Saint Elmos Fire. Methane set on fire. Anything but gun fire. It has to look like a 
spectacular spontaneous gas exploding into fire. Spontaneous combustion. To confuse. 
To distract and discombobulate. It is a stronger position and it will draw the enemy away 
from my weaker position.” 

“Yes Sir!” 

The Nordic ex-body builder grimaced. “Why couldn’t the In & Out Coup have been real? 
Why did the British People stop their street riots when Dhimmi Dave fobbed them off 
with that bogus election? After that he used divide and conquer while slowly boiling 
them to death as if frogs in a pot of water. Racketing up the nightmare so the frogs 
would not jump out. Just sit there in that damn pot and be boiled to death. We lost the 
momentum until the Guy Fawkes Riots. And the enemy simply had too many tanks. Too 
many EU army units. Too many EU paramilitary police. Too many EU star chamber 
kangaroo courts. And they were afraid of ordering the remains of the British Army to fire 
on the British People. The Germans mutinied but half were Stasi. Stasi Communists 
were always such butchers. They butchered hundreds of millions. The Dictator of Berlin 
always was a closet Stasi..... 

Howbeit, we were able to use the Guy Fawkes Riots as a distraction. We hit every 
armory and every supply depot still intact. Yea gods! I hit the biggest heavy vehicle 
depot in England. We drove the entire fleet off to reinforce Dhimmi Dave in London ---- 



supposedly. And then we simply drove west instead of east. And Colonel Willinger 
pulled the same gambit with over 60 tanks. But.... by then......the Guy Fawkes Riots 
were being crushed....... we had to redeploy. Yea gods but I hate redeploying. Well. We 
have our Battle for London at last. Yea gods. Kill those pricks like smoking dry ice! Don’t 
let one escape! And no gun fire! Yea gods! Not tonight Odin! Not tonight! Let not this 
night be Ragnarok.....” 

*** *** 

“....I was obsessed with the haunted place after watching the tragedy on TV” the fireman 
mused as he flinched as bullets rang out. But the bullets were slowly receding. So he 
slithered out and then ran from the carnage knowing fresh bloody corpses baited the 
Ferals. And their howls were coming closer and closer all of the time. He was playing 
hide and seek with the Ferals. But that was a dangerous game to play.  

“Westminister. I love to try to hear the mysterious codes. The dots and dashes. The 
ciphers. And sometimes I would see the haunted who haunted that fey place. Creatures 
designed to terrify us. As if our nightmares come to life. But only an imaginative mind 
could conceive of it. What the Westminster Lab Morlocks dreamed up to torment us. 
Mos don’t have such imaginative minds being raised by a religion which damns the 
Humanities. Books. Music. Art. Theater. The dance. Poetry. In theory movies too. 
Everything. Especially the imagination. Exorcizing everything the human imagination 
needs. Technically even chess and kites and sports. And superstition is not the 
imagination so much as a diseased void where the imagination should be. The 
imagination and reasoning dancing hand in hand with the haram as Wofey used to say. 

For Islam exorcized the rational Fikr donkey brain and threw reason to the dogs. Even 
banning cause and effect. And science. And the Zifr brain is so paralyzed by fear. 
Irrational fear and superstition. Like Ahmad. Paralyzed by feral fear. So miracles are the 
norm and nightmares are therefore also the norm. And suspicions and conspiracies 
overwhelm us. And we flail helplessly. Like Ahmad. Unable to control the events. 
Marooned in a perpetual Dark Ages which is the Medina Koran. Helpless. On our knees. 
Terrified. And begging Allah to save us. Beseeching the Beloved Leader and Divine 
Leaders to save us. Helpless. Passive. Infantile. Cowering. Fatalistic. Impotent. All 
because Islam banned the Fikr brain leaving us at the mercy of only our Zifr brain. And 
that haunted place teems with the things we have always feared instinctively. As if 



nightmares crawling out of manholes and creeping out of shadows and slithering in and 
out of the moonlight to torment our nights. What did Wolfey say? Jung of the Jungle? 
Something. Jung of something.  

And sometimes Guy Fawkes masked Anarchists in their sinister white masks tossed 
dynamite at us. The Faithful. Well. Fire crackers. But fire crackers and that blew up very 
loudly. Or else the Anarchists laughed as they waved dynamite. As if implying that the 
haunted bastion was rigged to blow up. Gesturing with lighters to lit the dynamite while 
laughing sinisterly at us. The Faithful. Or else mute walking corpses stinking of 
formaldehyde appeared and disappeared. As if tumbled out of their ancient coffins. 
Their baggy black suits raggedly and green. Ghastly white skin. Hollow black eyes. 
Moldering. Glowing green. Trailing those plague morgue hearses. The soon to be 
Hellwaine hearses. 

Or else there appeared gibbering apish creatures at once starving yet hairy. The black 
furry hair oddly appearing and disappearing on Najis slimy flesh oozing as if the skin 
was peeling off. Galloping around the lower facade with rolling animalistic gaits or else 
jumping across the roof as if monkeys. Gibbering in strange dialects. Gibbering strange 
curses. And leaving slimy Najis hand prints everywhere which glowed. And sometimes 
great green and glowing dogs howled as if Hell Dogs. Those gigantic dog dogs scared 
us, the Faithful, most of all. Being fearsome Najis rather than loathsome Najis like pigs. 
So more and more of the heretofore all dominating Ubermensch Best of Peoples started 
to feel less than dominating. As if losing control. In fact losing control. Despite 
supposedly being in control. So to restore lost face the Caliph ordered all public art still 
left to be melted down as haram. The only statue saved was the massive bronze of 
Churchill which was secreted away. Unlike Obama, someone apparently still loved 
Churchill. But Richard The Lionhearted was melted down into Bullets for Jihad. 

By now the Hampstead Heath was converted into a migrant camp. Raw sewage quickly 
oozed everywhere. Then St James and Hyde Parks along with the Kensington were 
confiscated for the global emergency. All of the beautiful greenery and majestic trees 
were plowed up or else chopped down. Everything that could be chopped down was 
chopped down. Everything that could be burned was burned. And the beautiful green 
quickly turned to mud and raw sewage. So the Muslim migrants would not feel 
disrespected all of the Jahiliyyah like the Albert Memorial and the bronze Peter Pan was 
ordered confiscated to be melted down for Bullets for Jihad.  



Then Regent’s Park was bulldozed to become a migrant camp. As there were no more 
tourists why not? So bit by bit more and more Kafir cultural relics which were slated for 
demolition as Jahiliyyah pollution was hauled off to be recycled as the historic bastions 
and every beautiful place was converted to house migrants who then besmirched them 
and vandalized them and rendered them ugly. And so bit by bit London turned ugly. Foul 
and stinking and ugly. And the only things left were sewage and garbage and soon 
corpses as the Pancras Plague erupted. So the British people lost their history and their 
culture and their legacy and their identity. People all over Europe lost their history and 
their culture and their legacy and their identity along with their nations and their borders. 
This war has always been between the forces of IDEOLOGY versus IDENTITY. So the 
Regressive Left had to not only deliberately open the borders to overwhelm every nation 
but deliberately destroy ever nation. To destroy every nation they had to destroy history 
and culture and legacy and identity.  

In hindsight I can see plain that the Dictator of Berlin and the Brussels Junta had to 
move decisively before the 2017 and 2018 elections. The people were waiting all over 
Europe for the 2017 and 2018 elections to rise up and throw the bastards out. 
Democracy prevailing at last. Popularism prevailing at last. People breaking the 
Regressive Left’s garrotte of power. People breaking out of the multi-cultural 
brainwashing to see the Regressive lies at last. People smashing through the Four Ps 
Stockholm Syndrome to see that the multi-cultural bullshit was just demented ideology 
as crazy as Communism and Marxism which was dissolving their nations and their 
identities into the acid of self hate. Defeatism. Despair. Self murder. Self genocide. What 
did someone say? ‘Multi-culturalism is an anti intellectual movement that promotes 
group think to cure racism, denies the truth to avoid facing facts, and rejects human 
rights in the name of humanity’. 

Refusing to drink the Cult cool aid of self genocide. Finally, finally, finally rebelling. 
Finally fighting back. Fighting for their nations and their identities. Fighting back against 
the Great Displacement. Great Replacement. Realizing that it was not racism to fight 
back against an invasion of the Northern Hemisphere by the Surtr from the South. A 
second Muslim invasion from the South. Part of a war against the Christian West which 
started in 632. And which the Muslim world has waged since 632 to 1917 and then from 
the 1970s onward. A nonstop war. It was not bigotry to realize that most Muslims have 
always pathologically hated the West and everything it stood for. What else is Jahiliyyah 



alien barbaric pollution and Najis filth except pathological hatred for the West? Islamic 
bigotry by definition is Muslims calling non Muslims the ‘vilest of creatures’ and pigs and 
dogs and apes and monkeys and people of ‘no intelligence’ and ‘no morality’ and Najis 
filthy and Jahiliyyah polluted. That is bigotry. Pathological bigotry. Dehumanization 
blessed by Allah and commanded by Mohammad to justify conquest and extermination 
because it is so much easier to kill sub human vermin. Especially as the last Christians 
were being exterminated out of the Islamic World. What part of extermination couldn’t 
the Four Ps understand? And the so-called moderate Mos were Takfir Kafir apostates or 
else cowards who would never fight to save Europe or Great Britain. Like the quiet 
majority in Germany during the Third Reich they would stay quiet and just go along with 
the evil. Feed the crocodile hoping to be eaten last. 

It was not Islamophobia to realize that Islam was not only a totalitarian cult but the 
original fascism. The Divine Slavery by definition is slavery. Islam’s tenets correspond in 
every way to the definition of totalitarianism: a political or religious ideology or system or 
cult where the State/Beloved Leader recognizes no limits to its authority and strives to 
regulate every aspect of public and private lives down to the micro nano degree. 
Including how to urinate. And a religion and a people who obsess themselves with such 
words as ‘dominating’ and ‘submission’ and ‘ruling’ and conquering and subjugating 
while claiming a divine mission and manifest destiny to rule the world and rule all non 
Muslims as well a Muslims and ultimately to exterminate every non Muslim off the face 
of the earth is totalitarianism and fascism. The Divine Slavery is the ultimate fascism.  

It was not xenophobia to object to millions and millions and millions and millions and 
millions of Muslim Males of War Age pouring into your countries and taking them by 
defacto force of criminal presence and pillage and arson and terrorism and rape. It was 
an invasion! It was a war! It was not xenophobia to object to the Great Displacement or 
the Great Replacement or the Great Erasure of the indigenous peoples by millions and 
millions and millions and millions of Muslims from every Third World failed state. It was 
justifiable fighting back against genocide.  

It was justifiable to say that Europe and Great Britain belonged to them. Was their 
homeland and every race had a right to their homeland. They did not have to share it. It 
was their home. After all! As anyone accused the Japanese or Chinese or South 
Koreans for not sharing their home nations? Or the Oil Kingdoms? Would any Mo 
country casually allow millions of non Muslims to march in uninvited and then demand 



special perks and luxuries and their own laws? Hell no! Westerners did not have to 
surrender their homeland to anyone. The British did not have to surrender their island to 
anyone. They did not have to bankrupt their nation or endanger their nations or 
endanger themselves for millions and millions and millions of violent deadbeats who 
obviously hated their guts. And the dole was NOT jizya. And the British and Europeans 
were not White Slaves or Morlocks to toil for lazy ingrates. 

Voting the Loki Insider Traitors out. Voting out the old 68ers. Voting out elected leaders 
who ignored their citizenry to toady up to outsiders. There never was anything wrong 
with that. That is the definition of democracy in action. Popularism and democracy. It is 
not ‘far right’ to vote in another party who would close the borders and save the nation 
and save the lawful citizens from danger. Obvious danger. Existential danger.  

A lawful government is suppose to be accountable to the indigenous lawful citizens. It is 
suppose to have a duty to protect them and their nation and their borders and their 
history and their culture and their ideals and their traditions and their identity. A lawful 
government does not serve OUTSIDERS WHO ARE THE FUNDAMENTAL ENEMIES 
OF THE LAWFUL CITIZENRY. Voting in the young Identitarian Millennials. That is 
democracy. The Leftists had no right to cling to power by force by preventing democracy 
or stopping elections or tarring the opposition with calumnies and slanders. It is not 
some sort of Alt Right infamy to want to survive! Genocide is not moral even if self 
inflicted! 

So the tyrants had to move before the popular elections when every Regressive Left 
traitor would finally and at last been thrown out by the Populist groundswell. The tide of 
democracy. The return to sanity and self preservation. The junking of ideology for the 
return to identity. The junking of globalism for the return to nationhood. The junking of 
cultural Marxism and the Regressive Left for a return to the center right and sanity and 
common sense. The aging Lefties surrendering power to the young Rightists. That is 
called the cycle of life. That is why the EU super army and paramilitary police and star 
chamber EU courts had to be rushed out after Brexit and the American presidential 
election failed. So 2017 became the pivotal year for the Loki Insider Traitors to achieve 
their take over. Soros being the greatest Loki Insider Traitor of all! The evil all seeing 
eye of Soros behind all of this! 



So the dregs of 2018 became a dire time as hope ran out and tyranny tightened its grip. 
Raggedly Generation Identity Millennials along with a few Hindus and Sikhs protested in 
a few desperate demonstrations only to be driven away by EU goons welding war 
batons and tear gas and mounted police and riot police and paramilitary thugs. The 
Generation Xers already fleeing with their Generation Xer children to Ragnarokkr 
survivalist bastions. The last desperate fighters faced star chamber kangaroo trials by 
EU judges. Resistence was clearly futile. And pointless. So why bother? They finally 
gave up after being beaten bloody or else shot by rubber bullets often real bullets or 
else hung or executed by firing squad. The tanks were the final nail in the coffin. And 
every time they protested then pogroms exacted mass retribution so the majority of the 
Dhimmis never supported the hopeless effort to save their past or their legacy or their 
identity. Many cowardly ‘D’s even named names and informed on the few who tried to 
protest so the Morality Police would arrest them and take them away for Harbi 
Execution.  

“So step by step the indigenous British became disenfranchised Dhimmis and then 
Najis Filth and then monsters” the fireman whispered to his soul. “As we degraded them 
down to bestial filth. Pigs. Dogs. Apes. Monkeys. Najis in every form. Cockroaches. 
Vermin. Sub human. We took away their past. We took away their future. We stripped 
them of their citizenship and then their human rights and then their very humanity. We 
turned them into monsters. Sub human Morlocks who were suppose to toil away 
unseen in sordid degradation to serve us. The Best of Peoples. The Eloi. The 
Ubermensch Ummah.  

But now the Monsters of the Apocalypse are tormenting us the way we once tormented 
them. The ‘D’s. And where are they now? The ‘D’s? Starving. Gone. Cowering in the 
shadows. Dying. We have displaced them and replaced them. But the Monsters of the 
Apocalypse are devouring us as we devour Halal R which is nought but rats which 
devour us. So we are devouring ourselves as the Monsters devour us. We are the Four 
Headed Serpent of calamity, Jormungandr, but we are devouring our own tail...” 

*** *** 

Sheridan stared at the blood on the snow. His blood on the snow. “I started to try to 
explore notorious old abandoned town houses deemed so scary that the Mos would not 
go there. The last lair of the degenerate and decaying Luvvies had to be inside such a 



notorious bastion. But it was so hard. Abandoned buildings were many. Most were 
poisoned by Pancras. I needed an expert. A Spelunker....” 

*** *** 
Brigadier Narcissi grimaced but then stood straight so his men would not suspect his 
nerves. He had to appear absolutely fearless. “No bullet fire yet..... but what if .....” Then 
suddenly there was a terrible explosion across the district toward the supposedly 
abandoned Lloyds of London. The ‘Machine Building.’ Great plumes of static electricity 
suddenly erupted. Towering plumes of Saint Elmos Fire. Blue flames gyrating. Spastic. 
Then suddenly a burst of raw sewage methane exploded into fire balls in the sky. Every 
entrenched eye concealed behind night goggles pivoted toward the eruption. Then a 
great cloud of foul green fog oozed up into the fetid darkness, filling the polluted air. 
Slowly the foul and noxious plume of Pancras Plague gas laced with raw sewage 
methane and deadly monoxide oozed off over London, spreading its asphyxiating cloud.  

At the same time Radiomen confirmed that chatter was exploding from the Tower 
Fortress ordering helicopters and men to rush toward the ‘abandoned’ Machine Building 
to investigate the mysterious explosion. Then the observation tower radar confirmed 
that the only moving dots were Narcissi’s assassins. No other dots were moving. The 
first assassin materialized back as Brigadier Narcissi ordered everyone into their gas 
masks in case the Pancras Plague gas with its noxious stew of raw sewage methane 
and monoxide blew back toward them. The gas masked assassin gave Brigadier 
Narcissi a thumb’s up. Then the assassins silently slithered back into their concealed 
hiding places. The Parliament Fortress hunkered down silent as the grave..... 

*** *** 

“....But then every so often sinister creatures appeared and disappeared after the ‘D’s 
gave up and cowered, resigned to their degradation” the fireman remembered with odd 
fondness as if fondly remembering bogeymen from old TV horror movies. “Mysterious 
White Van Blokes in their boiler suits and gas masks. So busy yet so mute yet so 
industrious yet so oddly oblivious. As if automatons. Androids. Robots. Their White Vans 
spewing out foul gas as if tear gas. To seize Jahiliyyah and haul it off to be ‘recycled’ as 
hideous pig or dog hybrid Cockney Cockroach monsters scurried around in their slime 
and Najis and disgusting drooling rabies foam spewing from their monstrous visages. 
Often vomiting foamy rabies Najis at everyone in great torrents. Najis so repulsive the 



Faithful ran in terror. Some repulsive Najis monsters distracting the Morality Police as 
the automatons whisked away the Jahiliyyah pollution which were ruined bits and 
pieces of the lost heritage of Great Britain.  

It was curiously exciting. Almost. I could not wait to see what monster appeared next. It 
was as grotesque as Dickens crossed with.... um.... those last movies..... Steampunk. 
Steampunk Horror. Doctor Who! I never could resist a pretty thing or else a deliciously 
grotesque thing. Anything which incited my wyrd imagination. Sometimes the fire 
scarred Welder Helmets appeared in their factory boiler suits and blow torches as the 
smaller Steampunk Patriots in their strange cobbled industrial armor and gas masks 
and huge goggles barely covering acid eaten flesh brandished flame throwers. The 
flesh peeling off as if molting. ‘The Collars’ the Urban Myth Whisperers called them. But 
I called them that first. Blue collar. Pink Collar. And in the ado befouled bits and pieces 
of Jahiliyyah which used to be national treasures absconded. So what was first tested 
out at Westminster laboratory expanded all over London. And despite dominating and 
ruling, Muslims found themselves more and more feeling as if victory and domination 
was eluding them and triumph was unraveling despite their brutalization as nightmares 
of their benighted dreams came to life to torment them. 

Or else Revenants appeared and disappeared in and out of sewer manholes as if 
resurrected corpses. Baggy black suits stained green which smelled of formaldehyde. 
Shaved heads. White as the grave. Their flesh glowing in the dark. Their eyes great 
black holes. Their lips black. Their teeth black yet jagged . As if protruding fangs. 
Sometimes wheeling coffins in and out of molding hearses as if an ancestral memory of 
the olden days when people could afford to bury their dead. As if the plague workers in 
their Hell Wagons. And in the process Jahiliyyah walked away while they appeared to 
‘recycle’ corpses which increasingly littered the sewage befouled streets. And 
sometimes they did haul away corpses too ---- which soon decorated the Pancras 
Plague spots ----- often impaled in razor wire. Cheaper than manufacturing nonstop 
Pancras I suppose.  

Or else Anarchists would hit in one of their flash protests. Suddenly appearing. Hurling 
fire crackers and smoke bombs. And then vanishing. Amidst howls of gigantic Najis 
demon dogs which glowed in the dark. Howling their demonic howls. And in the process 
Jahiliyyah vanished as well. Or else sinister ‘Golems’ appeared and disappeared. Red 



clay automatons leaving smeary mud trails and globs of red muddy Najis as Jahiliyyah 
mysteriously vanished in the hands of monstrous Shiva Demons.  

Or else huge Najis Monkey Monsters led the Morality Police on a merry hunt. Starved 
and half naked yet slimy, hairy, and bestial beings oozing stinking Najis as if some 
nightmare out of India. Gibbering in monstrous dialects while throwing stinky Najis 
everywhere. And in the distraction Jahiliyyah vanished. And being monsters of the night 
how could the ‘D’s be collectively punished? But the aging Baby Boomers had never 
respected their past so they were too busy trying to save their retirement savings as 
banks and then credit unions were nationalized. ‘Divide and conquer’ divided and 
conquered the Dhimmis. As for the so-called British Muslims? They revealed their true 
colors. They let it happened! 

Then synagogues started to burn up. The Hindus and Sikhs and Buddhists were told 
their temples would be seized next. It was a global crisis. The Muslim migrants had to 
be helped. They were pouring into London by the thousands. Hundreds of thousands. 
Millions. Inching ever closer and closer to the one half billion mark. Great Britain. 
Europe. They had to be helped. They were the priority after all. The EU and the UN said 
so. Despite the fact Asia declined to help at all and the Oil Kingdoms just erected 
massive razor fences and motion detectors. Spitefully, the Hindus and Sikhs and 
Buddhists blew up their sacred temples rather than see them defiled by Muslim 
migrants who deliberately urinated and defecated all over anything they saw as Kafir or 
Shirk to deliberately render the Jahiliyyah into Najis.  

Dhimmi Dave called the Hindus and Sikhs and Buddhists ‘racists’. The Hindus and 
Buddhists commenced fleeing Great Britain despite Dhimmi Dave ordering their 
suitcases searched for illegal monies needed for the global crisis. The Sikhs, being 
more contrary, joined the rag tag insurgents in the wilds of Wales being led by a 
redhead rumored to be the Last Prince Of Wales’. Most of the Jews fled to Israel but 
some also fled to Wales to join the growing insurrection. The Breitbart Jews. The 
Masculinity Colonies converged on Wales next. The Generation Xers and their last 
Generation Xer children raised to wage WW III. Preparing all of their lives to wage WW 
III.  

So did the rebelling Generation Identity Millennials. The Identity Millennials had nothing 
left to lose as their future was being taken away from them. Not the Snowflakes or Baby 



Boomers of course. They mostly melted into their safety zones: Medina Trench graves. 
Everything in Great Britain was being grounded down for the migrants. For the 
hundreds of thousands upon thousands upon thousands of Muslim migrants. As if the 
Muslims migrants were literally devouring Great Britain inch by inch. Limb by limb. As if 
parasites. As if vampires. As if ritual cannibals. As if the monstrous Garmr. As if the Dire 
Wolf Fenrir. As if a life boat was being swamped. Swamped and sinking from too many 
desperate people forcing their way on board....” 

*** *** 

The first morality police arrived at the sinister ‘Machine Building’ to see the dense green 
fog shrouding it. The dense green fog tasting of acid and smelling as if rotten eggs. 
Then their feet stepped into great blobs floating in the raw sewage flooding the street. 
The blobs reeking of something gross. They looked down to see disgusting 
Ectodysplasim Najis slime. “Oh shit!” one morality police cried as he desperately tried to 
grab a rag to cover his nose and mouth. “Pancras Plague Ectodysplasim!” 

“Allah save us!” another morality police cried as he frantically fumbled to put on a 
decayed gas mask.  

“Paranormal Najis!” another morality policeman cried as he held his gloved hands over 
his nose and mouth. He staggered nine paces and fell face first into a street littered by 
foul blobs of disgusting greenish slime stinking of decay and sewage and Jahiliyyah 
pollution.  

The first fireman felt his knees buckling as he fell into the slime. “Allah! Allah! Let my 
soul see paradise! Let 72....” Then he fell face first into the foul slime.  

The second morality policeman with the decayed gasmask staggered back toward the 
other men. “Run! Run! Pancras Plague! Pancras Plague! The Machine Building has 
vomited out its Jahiliyyah Najis!” Other men in the increasingly ghostly and asphyxiating 
green fog desperately ran as the second morality policeman staggered. The decayed 
gasmask useless. Then he fell into the foul sewage flooded street. He was dead before 
he hit the sewage. 

*** *** 



“.....A lot of highly skilled but disgruntled ‘blue collar’ Ex-Labor industrial workers and 
engineers now read the writing on the wall and fled” the fireman remembered. “So did 
the ‘White Van Blokes’ in their vans filled with their industrial tools and equipment. So 
did infrastructure blokes who used to run the big and small machines which ran every 
big and small building. The blokes who used to work in the basements and behind the 
scenes. The maintenance workers. The electricians and plumbers. So did the blokes 
who ran London below the surface or else behind the scenes. The sewer workers. The 
aqueduct workers. The power grid workers. The industrial tech workers. The remaining 
Docklands workers. The transportation workers. The scion of the Industrial Revolution 
Victorians such as H. G. Wells once speculated would evolve into the Morlocks. So did 
the Underground engineers. The sanitation workers. The garbage collectors.  

So did the carpenters and roofers and welders and low tech telephone workers. The low 
tech TV workers. The low tech radio workers. The low tech electricians behind the 
computers and high tech gizmos. The usually unseen or else ignored people who kept 
the technology and machinery going for the ‘White Collar’ types and ‘power suit’ types 
and ‘geek’ types and top tier hoity-toity administrator types who were now all Muslims 
---- despite not knowing one iota of anything whatsoever about actually doing their jobs. 
Wearing a power suit does not by itself translate into power. And just sitting in a chair 
vacated by a chap who knew the job does not translate into the ability to do the job.  

So did the simple maintenance and repair blokes. They all vanished now. The fixer 
uppers. The automobile carriage repair workers. So did the ‘pink collar’ skilled female 
workers as they faced being raped if caught on the streets after dark which made jobs 
all but impossible. But those ‘pink collar’ female blokes knew a lot of high tech skills and 
now they fled with their skills. And increasingly so did the pasty faced ‘white collar’ high 
tech engineers and computer blokes and ‘geeks’ who also headed to Wales as 
everything was taken from them and handed over to the Muslim migrants. Ditto 
Cornwall and Devon as the distant Dhimmis there reverted to their flare for smuggling 
and defiance in the far away isolated places still garnished by stone age relics and 
memories of ancient and recent insurrections. As for York. It never submitted even if 
Manchester and Birmingham were Muslim bastions. Flags of York’s last flinty and 
defiant king, Richard III flew now. The White Boar roared. And the flag of The White 
Boar appeared everywhere. A pig with attitude. A pig with murder in mind.  



That increasingly left only fortified Southampton as the one Harbi outpost  -----above the 
surface. Most of the Harbi went into the remote or obscure wilderness or else 
underground. Rebellion went subterranean. Democracy outlawed, that left only 
surrender or else fleeing or else covert warfare. Thus was born the Morlock Resistance 
Movement. Later Wolfey told me it assumed more exotic names like the Children of 
Odin. The Warriors of Thor the Protector of the Earth. The Sons of Freyr of the Royal 
and Noble Houses of Europa. The Freemasons of course. They kept their name. The 
Sports Hooligans. They kept their name. The Amazons. The Valkyres. The Round Table 
of the Northern Alliance. The Shield of Tyr the Guardian of the Homeland. So the 
resistence gelled into the Hidden Enemy. The Morlocks. Surface war was impossible so 
guerrilla war was waged instead. And while surface London was occupied by the Surtr 
Invaders from The South. London was also occupied by the subterranean Resistance.  

And the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that machinery is just disabled and then when 
it is abandoned the White Van Blokes come back and disassemble it and drive it away” 
the fireman mused to his soul. “Machinery is not just breaking down from lack of 
maintenance. It is vanishing. And the Salvagers who once looted wire and bronze and 
broken metal to sell to the Recycle Vultures before the Recycle Vultures vanished say 
there is nothing to salvage now because the White Van Blokes have carted it all away. 
That is why the Recycle Vultures vanished. Because it is all gone now. Or else the 
Recycle Vultures were the White Van Blokes. It is a conspiracy happening right under 
our feet. That is what the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper.  

And now the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that computers are vanishing the same 
way. They don’t just break down. They are disabled and then when abandoned the 
White Van Blokes come and disassemble them and drive them away. The Urban Myth 
Whisperers whisper that the White Van Blokes are picking up everything and carting it 
away. The White Van Blokes are everywhere. Everywhere. Now appearing. Now 
disappearing. In and out of mysterious chemical mists. In and out of tunnels. In and out 
of apparently abandoned buildings. Here. There. Everywhere. Taking everything that 
works. And leaving us only with junk. Broken junk. That is why everything is broken. 
That is why nothing works now. Because the White Van Blokes have carted everything 
away and disabled the rest.  

And the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that the Morlocks in the Najis sewers are 
building underground bastions aided and abetted by the Cockney Cockroaches. Or else 



in crypts and catacombs of graveyards. They are turning the underground into 
subterranean fortresses. With secret passages through crypts or sewers or else 
abandoned or forgotten tube stations. In old WW II tunnels. It is a maze under our feet. 
London. It is maze under our feet. We have no idea what lurks beneath our feet. I mean. 
The Fleet River is vanished yet it still flows under our feet so anything could be down 
there. I know. I once spent a week finding the Fleet. And now I can’t find it. How can the 
Fleet River vanish? But it is a maze. A labyrinth. Such as that TV movie I watched once. 
In Crete. A gigantic underground labyrinth concealing a terrible monster. The Minotaur. 
Except our underground labyrinth conceals the Morlock monsters. And the crocodiles in 
the sewers are their guards! 

And only the Najis bestial Cockney Cockroaches have ‘The Knowledge’ of it all. For all 
we know the whole of Underground London could be one gigantic maze fortress of 
machines and electricity and computers and trains and weaponry and freezers full of 
food and military rations and everything. Even functioning sewers. Even genuine clean 
water. And soap. Even washing machines to clean clothes. And delousing showers. And 
genuine vaccines against the migrant plagues which are killing us. And dentists.” the 
fireman scratched for lice as his tongue felt an abscessed tooth in his mouth. 
Malnutrition manifested as scurvy and scurvy rotted out gums as well as skin sores and 
panting shortness of breath.  

“Who knows what might be below our very feet. That is what the Urban Myth 
Whisperers whisper. The Morlocks could be fortifying themselves right under our feet for 
all we know. Working with the Najis bestial Cockney Cockroaches. The Najis pig beasts. 
The Najis dog beasts. And huge glowing Hell Dogs guard the secret entrances. Their 
ghostly howls echoing. The Cockney Cockroach Infestation in the sewers might be 
becoming a fortress. A gigantic underground fortress complex. Through sewer tunnels 
and access tunnels and abandoned tube tunnels and WW II tunnels and secured 
manholes. The howls of demon dogs echoing and the sounds of mysterious cipher 
codes echoing. And the hum of strange machines. And things that go bump in the night. 
Oh why couldn’t I have been a Morlock? Wolfey could be down there. And I could have 
been down there if I had only stayed with Wolfey instead of cowering here and hiding 
from the Drug Gangs and Ferals! 

And the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that they can hear trains rumble at night. But 
no trains work. So how can they be rumbling under our feet? And they whisper that they 



can see phantom lights glowing out of the holes of manhole covers. Electricity. Genuine 
electricity. And sounds. Humming. The humming of machines. And sometimes ...... 
music. For all we know the Welder Helmets and the Steampunk Patriots are down there 
working away. The ‘Collars’. Working away. The clanking of machines. The tap tap tap 
of machines. And sometimes mysterious blue flames of static electricity dance around 
manhole covers. It might not be methane of decomposing corpses and sewage. But 
when the Morality Police try to climb down to investigate they are never seen again. 
Perhaps they are being eaten? Eaten alive? By crocodiles which act as the Morlock 
guard dogs. 

And for all we know the formaldehyde stinking Revenants and the Najis beastly 
Cockney Cockroaches deliberately sabotaged the Tube Underground trains just to 
throw us off. So they could take over the entire Tube Underground. I mean. There are 
thousands of starving migrants huddled in the outer lobbies of the Tube Stations but 
they can’t access the depths at all. It is all dark. Powerless. Sealed off. Gated. 
Apparently derelict. But what if it isn’t? I mean. I am one of the best spelunkers there is 
but now I can’t penetrate even the outer perimeters of the Morlock Bastions. What if the 
Morlocks really do rule Underground London? Just like that TV movie. It would be 
so......” The fireman paused. “Wonderful? A nightmare?” He put his hands over his face. 
At that moment he heard a distant explosion. He turned around. “Was that the Morlock 
Machine Building? Is that a greenish cloud....... Oh God!” Then the fireman staggered 
into a desperate run! 

*** *** 

Sheridan clutched his needful thing wrapped with his wolf pelt. “I needed the best 
spelunker in London. But MI5 suddenly went coy on me. Clearly they had just such a 
soul and clearly they did not want to share him! But I had to find that spelunker to find 
that nest of foul and rotting Luvvies....” 

*** *** 

The Hunter secured The Tower as the morality police ran around as if chickens with 
their heads chopped off. Someone had reopened the Feral contamination zone. He 
again closed off the contaminated area having no sterilizer other than fire. Then the 
Hunter inspected the outer perimeters. “You have scarcely any control of the Tower 



Fortress now” he protested. “The Morlocks have mined underneath the Tower. The 
rumbles you hear. They are mining. They have infiltrated the lower depths of the Tower 
Fortress!” 

“But what about the ......” 

“More importantly is the evidence happening right under your feet!” the Hunter shouted. 
“Who exposed the Feral contamination?” 

“I don’t know! I don’t know! What about the.....?” 

“You don’t control this place anymore do you?” the Hunter shouted. “Anyone could 
come in! From up! From down! From the river!” 

“It is Pancras plague miasma so what can we do?” the lieutenant newly promoted to 
commander wailed. “It is the Ferals attacking...” 

Then the men felt a roll as if a distant explosion. A morality policeman ran in. “Sir! The 
Machine Building appears to have exploded! We sent men but only one has come 
back!” 

“It is Pancras gas. Get gas masks which work and mount a counter attack. You are 
about to lose control of your own damn fortress” the Hunter shouted. “What about those 
men I sent to investigate Westminster?”  

“No one has heard anything from there either Sir! But the Machine Building is killing 
everyone with its oozing Pancras Plague! You know Pancras can erupt into 
spontaneous combustion! And that is just as deadly as ....” 

“...Where are your gas masks?” the Hunter shouted. 

“We don’t have any functioning gas masks! And rather or not Pancras is a miasma or a 
plague or a gas we die if exposed! Die horribly!”  

“You only control the surface now” the Hunter protested. “And you don’t control The 
Tower anymore do you?” 



“Isn’t that good enough? Leave the Morlocks with the foul depths!”  

“They control the depths so they control everything!” the Hunter protested. Then he 
produced a map. “Look at what we control? Only the surface. And increasingly not even 
that. Here! Here! Here! Here! Everywhere! We no longer control huge swathes of the 
surface! Now the Morlocks have seized control of key surface buildings. Streets. 
Junctions. Parts of the river. The Thames Barrier. And the Faithful have been driven out 
of the buildings except for the outer surface lobbies. The Morlocks have driven us out 
into the open. Who reopened the Feral contamination zone?” the Hunter shouted.  

“I don’t know! I don’t know! The surface is the only place which is safe from Pancras!” 

“Sir! Sir!” a morality policeman shouted. “There is Pancras Ectodysplasim and 
Ectoplasm befouling the river. It is coming through the Water Gate. And there is more 
Pancras miasma oozing up from the ...” 

“Sir! Sir!” another morality policeman shouted. “Men are keeling over!” 

“....If a battle erupts then everyone huddled on the open streets will be dead meat!” the 
Hunter protested. “We don’t control London anymore! And you don’t control The Tower! 
Or the airspace!” 

“But you ordered the ....” 

“Is the Pancras explosion genuine or a decoy?” The Hunter snarled. “Have we been 
deceived? Why haven’t those men I sent to investigate Westminster come back?” 

“The Pancras has .....” 

“..... We don’t control London any more!......” 

A similar conversation was also occurring at Buckingham Fortress. “Caliph! We don’t 
control London anymore!”  



“Is my helicopter on alert?” the gaunt Caliph asked. “Put my helicopter back on high 
alert!” 

“But what about us? What about the Faithful?” 

“Get out! Get out! Get out!” the gaunt man shouted. He shoved the bodyguard out and 
locked the door. Then he paced his Inner Sanctum. His Gallery of famous Kafir Whores. 
The most beautiful art of the female face and body in Europa. Then he pulled out a 
revolver and waved it. “Maybe I should shoot all of you and then myself. If I can’t survive 
then why should you? He gestured to shoot the priceless Pantheon sculpture. Then he 
waved the gun at the Reynolds. The Rembrandt. The Manet. The Degas. The Rubens. 
The Matisse. All of the beautiful faces looking down at him. Then he spun around and 
fired five bullets into the black space where Madame X was suppose to go. “I am losing 
control! I am losing control! What did you say? ‘I never had control!’ Who said that? Who 
said that? I will blow your head off bitch! Whoever said that! I must have Madame X! 
She cannot escape! She cannot escape! Where are you hiding you bitch! Madame X! 
Where are you hiding so I can burn you!.....” 

Meanwhile in the Elephant & Castle Fire Department the Captain was making his final 
arrangements. We will hit the secret treasure house at eleven thirty. Madame X is there! 
I know it! And so is our traitor! David Mohammad Ahmad! Tell me when The Hunter 
comes. He wants to be there. And this time the damn Procurer won’t stop us. We will 
have such a Jahiliyyah bon fire as to rain down blessings from Allah!” 



CHAPTER FOUR

The fireman staggered to a stop. He panted as he felt the blood oozing down one arm 
and oozing from his forehead as well as from his side. Soddening the inside of his 
sinister black uniform. Dizzy from lack of food and weak from loss of blood he 
staggered. Then he sniffed the cold foul air. It was polluted but not with the distinctive 
taste and smell of Pancras. “That cloud is probably defused now.” The fireman resumed 
his march toward something as if a siren’s call. “Biological warfare. Think about it. 
Biological warfare!” he ranted as he staggered through the nightmare world of garbage 
and sewage and cesspools flickering with blue flames from the decaying methane. 
Garbage and feces and corpses everywhere. Burned out vehicles littering the befouled 
street. And gutted out store fronts. And everywhere hundreds of thousands of starving 
migrants huddled on every sidewalk and store front and alley and stairs and even the 
streets among the garbage and corpses and carnage. Not an inch not covered by either 
the starving or the dead or else garbage or decay or corpses. A dark nightmare world 
illuminated by arson flames or else methane flames. 

“Sure! Sure! Biological warfare! What if the Cockney Cockroaches deliberately blocked 
up the sewers? To kill us with our own Najis filth and feces and diseases? What if the 
sewers really work? And the aqueducts? What if the clean water was just diverted? 
What if the Kafir plumbers just sabotaged all of the plumbing to deny us access to clean 
water? So we would stew in our own Najis filthy sewage and garbage? Such as those 
damn African migrants are always throwing everywhere. Having no concept of 
sanitation whatsoever. To spread cholera and typus and typhoid? Meanwhile the 
Cockney Cockroaches can scurry everywhere right under our feet? Scurrying 
everywhere underground? The Victorian sewers are gigantic. So say the Urban Myth 
Whisperers. And why can’t I spelunker my way inside anymore? I used to. But now 
everything is blocked off. What is over there?” The fireman stared at another gutted out 
church. He staggered toward it. “More shadows inside. Why? Of course! The homeless 
‘D’s are huddling for the night. But isn’t that the fifth or sixth church I have passed down 
with shadows massing inside?” He panted and then staggered toward it. “I can huddle 
there for the night.” But then he heard the clink of a bolt of a rifle.  

The fireman stared. “Marlowe?” he whispered. But only the clink of a bolt of a rifle 
replied. Then he flinched and marched helplessly into the cold darkness. “And the 



Morlocks could use the sewers to access every single governmental building. The 
massive Victorian sewers. Like the underground. Think about it! Sewers access every 
single building. Except the mosques and madrassas because the sewers broke down 
there first. Blocking up. Flooding the basements of every mosque and madrassa with 
sewage. Foul Najis filth sewage hit every mosque. Right after Sharia Law was imposed 
and every Kafir was disenfranchised and reduced to Najis Filth Dhimmis? Was that just 
chance? That and the fact the Najis ‘D’s who used to collect the garbage boycotted 
every mosque and madrassa after Dhimmitude was imposed. Justifying the boycott by 
saying because they were now Najis ‘D’s they could not besmirch our holier-than-thou 
purity as The Best of Peoples. Except that left us buried in our own Najis garbage and 
filth. And raw sewage can spawn methane and therefore such spontaneous fires. I 
wonder if that is what caused that explosion. 

And abandoned banks. The Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that the banks are not 
abandoned. Sure! Sure! All we have is barter. Salvaging for bits and pieces of remains 
of Pre-Eurabia Kafir riches to barter. Picking the carcass of dead Britain bare for 
anything to salvage or scavenge to barter for any sort of food other than halal rats. But 
what if the money did not just vanish? And all of those below ground steel vaults and 
security devices. High tech. Those banks are high tech bastions. Mini fortresses. When 
they were nationalized a lot were barricaded shut from inside booby traps. bombs in the 
lobby. A lot of Morality Police and the Caliph’s bodyguards died trying to force their way 
inside. Bombs bring down the entire banks but burying the subterranean depths below 
tons of rubble. Burying the massive steal vaults under tons of rubble. Sure! Sure! The 
Morlocks were always one step ahead of us!” The fireman staggered as he panted, as if 
unable to catch his breath in the cold foul wind.  

“And the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that Lloyds is not abandoned at all. That 
gigantic Machine Building. That it is still inhabited. By Morlocks. Hiding in plain sight. In 
that gigantic machine building which used to be Lloyds. That Lloyds is now their new 
governmental capital. Their new ‘Whitehall’. Wait. I originally told my Urban Myth 
Whisperer that! Does it matter? That Machine Building has to be the Morlock capital. 
Their Whitehall. Mr Mole inhabits an empty relic. The New Whitehall is the Machine 
Building. It has to be. The Morlocks and the Cockney Cockroaches aided abetted by the 
White Van Blokes and the ‘Collars’ and the Welder Helmets and the Steampunk Patriots 
and the Anarchists and the Apes and the Monkeys and the Revenants have simply 
created a parallel government. The way we originally did. A nation under a nation! The 



way we originally did. If we can engage in sedition and treason and covert revolution 
then the Morlocks can do the same damn thing! 

Sure! Sure! Their own parallel government in their own underground world. Their own 
parallel law. Not Sharia. The Magna Carta. Common Law. In their own parallel world. 
The way we originally did. Their own Prime Minster. Their own Houses of Parliament. 
Their own Whitehall. Their own judges and Juries. Their own ‘Power Suits’ bureaucrats 
and generals. Their own pasty faced ‘Geeks’ and ‘White lab coat’ Scientists and 
Technicians and boiler suit Engineers. And the fiendishly brilliant Jews. And the 
relentless, tenacious Freemasons. Like Jasper! Hah! And the genius Chinese and 
Koreans with their squinty eyes behind think glasses surrounded by their Doctor 
Frankenstein Laboratories full of scientific gizmos and test tubes and gyrations and 
contraptions and wonders.  

And the ‘Blue Collars’ didn’t vanish with all of their industrial skills. And the ‘Pink Collars’ 
didn’t vanish with all of their bureaucratic guile and savvy skill in expunging chaos and 
restoring order and charity. And the brainy Hindu doctors in their elaborate sterile gear 
did not really vanish. Oh to have one fix my teeth! And the fearsome Sikhs and Gurkhas 
in their camouflage did not vanish. Great Britain did not vanish. Sure. Sure. We 
highjacked the indigenous Kafir and Shirk world above ground. Sure. Sure. We stole 
their world above ground. But all we stole were empty and gutted out buildings and 
burning vehicles and looted storefronts and vandalized devastation and empty shelves 
and salvage and scavenge. And all the while the indigenous Harbi just went 
underground!  

We did not displace them. We did not replace them. We did not erase them. They 
merely redeployed and concealed themselves beyond our reach and our reprisal. 
Taking their riches and knowledge and skills and ingenuity and savvy and inventions 
and science and technology and most of all their medicine with them. They could even 
have sterile hospitals down there. And dentists. And laboratories. Shining white. So 
sterile you could eat of the floor. Distilling every sort of elixir and vaccine and..... plague. 
Vaccines to save them from the plagues they give to us. Tit for tat when we gave them 
our Third World plagues. Biological warfare for biological warfare.” 

The fireman walked carefully around a huddle of starving Muslim drug addicts as they 
shared dirty needles to shoot Afghanistan black tar heroin. Afghanistan opium poppies 



supplying the illegal drugs all over Islamic Levant and Eurabia despite the claims of The 
Faithful that they were the Ubermensch Best of the Best of Peoples and therefore 
immune from the vices of the Untermensch Najis filthy Kafis. The addicts glared at the 
fireman until he gestured he was armed. Then they resumed their slow motion suicide 
as they injected the foul drugs into withered veins. Every needle mark a poxy infection 
site oozing foul pus. Many with rotten teeth. Many with rotting features. Many with 
rotting flesh spreading from the injection sites as if leprous. Many with rotting limbs. 
Many without fingers, struggling to still hold needles or else begging someone more 
intact to inject them. 

“We are turning the ‘D’s into monsters but are they turning us into monsters as well!” the 
fireman whispered to his troubled soul as he marched toward the darkness as if drawn 
toward some siren’s call. “Or were we the monsters all along? For surely only a monster 
would want to strip humanity of their humanity? And surely that is what we did when we 
stripped the ‘D’s of their humanity? We boasted that we were the Ubermensch and 
everyone was just Najis filthy Untermensch. We boasted that we were The Best of 
Peoples and everyone else was the vilest of creatures. People of no intelligence and no 
morality. Dogs. Pigs. Apes. Monkeys. Najis vermin. Sub human. Monsters. But weren’t 
we the monsters? Shameless deadbeats? Ingrates? Parasites? Hypocrites? Greedy 
bastards? Bullies? Thugs? Criminals? Rapists? Traitors?” He past a monstrous creature 
who once used to be human. Now the AIDs infected creature was bartering a bag of 
Afghanistan heroin to a drug addict to buy her three year old virgin daughter.  

“I need her virginity to cure me! You need a fix to endue living until Allah supplies a 
miracle! Until Islam defeats the Harbi and Allah blesses His Faithful at last!” 

“But what if your weight kills her? She is so small.” 

“That is why I will barter double. It is top grade black tar. She won’t even understand 
what is happening to her....” 

The fireman marched into the darkness as he resisted the futile urge to save the 
doomed child. “We turned them into monsters. But we turned ourselves into monsters 
too. Sure! Sure! The subterranean disinterred Morlocks. The Najis filthy pig and dog 
Cockney Cockroaches oozing Najis slime. Vomiting rabies. The faceless White Van 
Blokes in their weird machine uniforms and gas masks. So mute. So industrious. So 



obvious. So inhuman. Automatons. Robots. The Anarchists in their Guy Fawkes masks 
concealing missing faces. No. Cyborg faces! Like the acid eaten ‘Pink Collar’ Harbi 
females. Wearing Steampunk Patriot regalia to conceal what we so spitefully destroyed. 
Or the burned ‘Blue Collar’ Industrial Workers in their boiler suits and Welder Helmets. 
The Jews like giant human rats. No. Najis mud monsters! Or The Freemasons like huge 
devouring rats. The murderous Sikhs reduced to mad jackals. The godless Shirk Hindus 
turned into apes and monkeys. The duplicitous, deceitful Buddhists turned into vultures. 
Even the deviant and depraved Homosexuals behind their nebulous masks of blank 
whiteness.  

Faceless. Or hideous. Or masked. Sub human. Najis. Disenfranchised and degenerate 
and deviant inferiors. Depraved vermin. The ‘D’s of damnation. The vilest of creatures. A 
people of no morality and no intelligence. As base as cattle. The Untermensch living 
underneath our booted heels. Sub humans only allowed to exist to serve us. Expected 
to keep the machines running and the infrastructure going. Mere animalistic grunts. The 
Morlocks of that movie. Hideous brutes. Not human. Expected to toil in hidden 
degradation while they serve us. The Ubermensch. The beautiful Eloi Best of the Best of 
Peoples. Living grandly above ground. Living in the riches which once were their riches. 
Reigning in their world! Now our world! Devouring their world! Devouring them!  

But in reality they are feeding off us! Don’t you see? Don’t you see?” the fireman ranted 
as he staggered down the nightmare street. “The monsters all just went underground! 
Out of sight! Into hiding! Hiding in hidden places! Hiding in plain sight! We made their 
British World haram. We made them haram. Najis filth monsters. Sub human monsters. 
Sure. Sure. But that does not mean we defeated them! Perhaps we just drove them 
underground. Into hidden bastions. Into hidden fortresses. Into hidden mazes deep 
under London. Into the wilds of distant hidden places all over this island? Like the Dover 
WW II cliff maze which was found recently. Over five hundred Morality Police died when 
they tried to pierce it. And the Chunnel. It was suppose to be blown up. But the Urban 
Myth Whisperers whisper the Morlocks still use it to communicate with the European 
Rebels. They just highjacked it to cut us off from reinforcements. So say the Urban Myth 
Whisperers.  

And while every ship or boat we send to the mainland sinks the Urban Myth Whisperers 
whisper every little boat in every smuggler’s cove from Scotland to Devon to Cornwall to 
the ‘Fern Country’ ply the waters of the Channel. To meet their fugitive counterparts all 



over every European coast. And how many ships from Muslim Africa are sinking now? 
The Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that most of the migrant boats are sinking now. 
Mines. Just like WW II. That most of the hundreds of thousands of migrants are 
perishing at sea now. That hardly any actually make it to shore. Except as corpses 
washing in with the tides.  

Sure! The Smugglers and Slavers are still getting rich. And the Caliph and his cronies. 
But most of the fools paying everything to escape the imploding Islamic Levant or 
Muslim Africa or Muslim South Asia are drowning at sea. Right off the coast. You can 
actually watch from the Chalk Cliffs as ships blow up just off the coast. The litter is all 
over the beaches. Litter of blown up ships. Litter of blown up corpses. Blown up by the 
enemy who just slipped out of sight. The enemy replaying WW II with us cast as Hitler. 
Which is appropriate I suppose . Hitler got a lot of his ideas from the Divine Slavery. 
Down to the ‘D’ badges. Down to Dhimmi persecution which was just recycled by the 
Nazi into Jew persecution. Down to the genocide. Down to the Fascism which was 
based on Islamofascism. The Divine Slavery being the prequel to 1920's Fascism. If 
Churchill could stop Hitler then the Morlocks can stop us! 

The energy grid did not die. So say the Urban Myth Whisperers. The energy grid just 
slipped out of sight. The industries and factories did not die. The industries and factories 
just slipped out of sight. The hospitals did not die. The hospitals just slipped out of sight. 
The knowledge did not die. The knowledge just slipped out of sight. The infrastructure 
did not die. The infrastructure just slipped out of sight. Machines did not die. Machines 
just slipped out of sight. Agriculture did not die. Agriculture just slipped out of sight. The 
commerce did not die. The commerce just slipped out of sight. The economy did not die. 
The economy just slipped out of sight.  

Becoming the Black Market. And the Black Market is booming even as we starve. And 
the Black Market even has the rich CEO ‘reverts’ and oligarches by their balls now. And 
even the Caliph and his cronies are at its mercy. As the Black Market keeps jacking up 
prices for luxuries which are increasingly simply essentials. Charging profligate prices 
for even such simple things as toothpaste or medicine. Such as we have not seen for 
years now. It is all hidden away. Stockpiled. And spitefully rationed out by the Black 
Market to starve us. To torment us. Dangling miracle vaccines as plagues like smallpox 
kills us. To make our dying slow and painful. 



And the Morlocks can access every governmental building. That is what the Urban Myth 
Whisperers say. Even Buckingham Palace itself. The Urban Myth Whisperers whisper 
that the Morlocks even know what the Caliph eats every night. And broadcasts it to the 
starving every Friday during the ‘Call of Faithful’. The Urban Myth Whisperers whisper 
that the Morlocks with the help of the Anarchists and the Freemasons and the Geeks 
have installed electric listening devices. So they can hear everyone. Every secret. More 
secrets than the Divine Leader even knows. After all. How can the Anarchists keep 
revealing every detail of every debacle of the Global Jihad? Every defeat? And where 
the black-markets sell national treasures? And which crony of the Caliph is selling the 
national treasures? And how he got the national treasures to sell? Oh! Oh! And who is 
buying them? The national treasures? Who has money? Last week even America which 
is a Dar ul Islamic Supplicant client state lackey announced it was all but bankrupt. 
Digital Big Sis robotically repeats her Big Lie spiel but no one is listening anymore. Who 
still has money to buy national treasures on the black market? The Morlocks! Buying 
back their nation’s heritage! Oh why couldn’t I have been born a Morlock named David 
Copperfield instead of David Mohammad Ahmad?”  

*** ***  

Sheridan stared at the magic pillars as his life’s blood oozed out. “I discovered that MI 5 
had a spelunker named David Mohammad Ahmad. But the trick was how to contact 
him. But then I realized I had already met him! When those Anarchists helped me blow 
up the Fiendish Machine! One was named Wolfe. The other was named Davy!....” 

*** *** 

Brigadier Narcissi surveyed the outer perimeters with his night goggles and night 
binoculars. Carefully surveying the precarious fortification. Then he went inside and 
listened to the chatter. “The Tower is chattering away in confusion Brigadier” the 
radioman said. “They are confused if the Odette con is genuine. There appears to be a 
Hunter there and he is being contrary. Yet at the same time he wants to resume his hunt 
for some fireman. He is torn between staying at the Tower and taking command or else 
following the Elephant & Castle Fire Engine for some eleven thirty hit of some illegal 
treasure house. The senior commander has died Feral and apparently the new 
commander is a total incompetent. Our miners under part of The Tower Fortress 



managed to surface to reopen the Feral contamination and now they is sabotaging the 
Water Gate.” 

“We want a total incompetent running The Tower at Midnight” Brigadier Narcissi replied 
dryly. Do the Monuments Men know there is some secret treasure house about to be 
hit?” 

“Yes Sir. They are planning to follow the Elephant & Castle Fire Engine to it. Then try to 
stop them torching it. It will be a race. Apparently this Hunter thinks his prey, a spy for 
MI, is going there to warn the curator of the illegal treasure house.” 

“Well! That is MI’s problem. Not ours!” the Brigadier said. I want that Hunter out hunting 
whoever he is hunting so an incompetent will be running The Tower Fortress at 
Midnight.” 

“Sir. Sir” the radio man said. “Knockers have just confirmed that the Hunter is leaving 
the Tower to resume his hunt for his prey.” 

“Good. Very good” the Brigadier said.  

“Not for the prey Sir” the radio man replied as he listened to wireless code with one 
headphone over one eye. “The prey is a spy for MI.” 

“Well. That is MI’s problem” the Brigadier said. “Let MI rescue their spy before the 
Hunter gets him.....” 

*** *** 

The fireman suddenly staggered. He panted. One hand over his heart. “Hell. I am just 
delusional from not eating since the morning. All of the sealed rooms of the haunted 
house I call my mind are whispering in the darkness of my soul. Ghostly memories 
echoing. Repressed memories tapping, tapping, tapping some mysterious code as if 
ghostly Knockers. Old TV movies and bits and pieces of Wolfey’s old operas merging 
into tattered bits and pieces of confusing events half remembered and half mis-
remembered. All crashing together into an emotional jumble. I can’t tell what is real from 
what is a false memory from some old movie. My mind is so fucked up I can’t tell the 



truth from the Big Lies I have peddled or the Big Lies peddled by the BBC Propaganda 
department or the Gig Lies peddled by the Urban Myth Whisperers. Hell! Half of the 
time I think the Urban Myth Whisperers recycle my imaginative speculations. Am I 
remembering something which really happened or simply a scene from some old movie 
or else a urban myth rumor?”  

The fireman staggered. Dizzy. He leaned against a decayed wall and panted. His 
stomach hollow. Malnutrition and scurvy effecting his spindly body and his mind. “I 
remember a nightmare!” he said as he spat out blood from his bleeding gums. “That 
movie about the doomed Franklin Expedition. People where they should not be. 
Everyone going mad as they starved to death in an icy world they did not belong in 
while trying to find some passage or other. Like us trapped on this icy island during this 
Grand Solar Minimum Little Ice Age! Where we do not belong! Trapped in a such a 
damp, dire, dark, and freezing world! Everyone freezing and starving to death!” The 
fireman staggered down the foul street as the now icy wind blew into his thin face. His 
scalp wound stinging. 

“The icy world perpetually dark because it was so far north. No light. No hope. Just 
eternal freezing night. The ship cracking up in the ice. Theories going bust! The best laid 
plans of mice and men sinking under the icy water. The starving men desperately 
dragging that damn life raft across black ice as they went mad. While eating each 
other!” the fireman screamed at a corpse in the street. “That corpse they dug up from 
the ice tomb. He was a lucky one! He died right off and missed the nightmare ending to 
the horror story! Unlike my horror story! This horror story! A corpse seemingly asleep in 
a crystal tomb as if Snow White. At once so perfectly preserved yet black as a 
nightmare. Dying at just the right time. Unlike the dying men staggering across the ice 
field of death as they raved and eat each other!” The fireman staggered as if reenacting 
the death march of the sailors of The Terror.   

“I can’t eat Halal R! I would rather starve than heat Halal R! The Fire Department used 
to be able to house and feed us 24/7. Now it is only every three consecutive days. And 
only a tiny breakfast ration on the off day. The Fire Department is running out of used 
military rations. Pretty soon even we will be reduced to eating Halal R. I will shoot 
myself then!” The fireman staggered. But he felt eyes watching him in the darkness. 
Druggies. Scavenger Rats. Wild Children. They attacked anyone who looked weak. It 
was survival of the fittest on the streets nowadays. So the fireman kept moving despite 



his growing weakness. Forcing himself to keep marching into the cold foul darkness 
illuminated only by arson fires and sewage fires. The methane from decomposition 
igniting into ghostly, dancing blue fires in pools of sewage. 

“Who else would be so desperate and determined?” the fireman said to keep himself 
awake and moving so he would not faint and be attack by the urban predators. “Offering 
toothpaste and medicine for national treasures on the Black Market. Bartering luxuries 
like tin fruit and coffee and rumors of even tea or genuine tinned meat for national 
treasures? Grinding down the hollowed out rich Muslims as if grinding them through an 
olive press. Grinding them down drop by drop for all of their stolen riches? Down to their 
gold teeth. Grinding them down drop by drop for all of their stolen national treasures?  

Hell! You bloody well know the Black Market works for MI. Just as you bloody well know 
who works for the Black Market which is MI! Us! Don’t deny it Mohammad! You 
especially loved the pretty things! We were their Trojan Horse. Trust the Morlocks to 
perfect the Underground Market. The Black Market. Being the perfecters of Capitalism 
and Free Enterprise and Audacious Entrepreneurship. The English School of 
Economics. Hume. Smith. And Ricardo. What a name for an English economist! The 
British economically conquered the world with their Classical English School of 
Economics and now they are conquering us with their English School of Black Market 
Economics. Grinding us down. Devouring us. Penny by penny and gold tooth by tooth.”  

The fireman staggered. He panted as he tried to catch his breath. Then he snarled at 
himself as he forced himself to keep marching toward the darkness despite his growing 
weakness. “Why play coy Davy?” the fireman snarled in an odd new voice. “Mohammad 
might play coy Davy but you should not be so slyly coy. You might play the glock half wit 
Davy! But you are a dangerous grey for all of your gab and gaff. Confess to Mohammad 
and also Ahmad who you really work for! Eh Davy? Tell Mohammad and Ahmad who 
you really work for!” the fireman shouted as he staggered. He leaned against a dirty 
wall. But he heard creeping footsteps following him. He pulled out his gun and waved it 
at the Scavenger Rats creeping in the shadows toward him. Then he shot one in his 
knee cap. The Scavenger Rat fell screaming. “Devour some other piece of vermin you 
rats!” the Fireman shouted. “I am still alive and kicking! I am not dead yet! And I can still 
kill you!” Then the fireman marched off at a determined pace which his dwindling 
strength could not maintain for much longer.  



*** *** 

“I can’t keep awake for much longer” Sheridan said aloud. “The moment I fall asleep I 
am dead. I had to find that David Mohammad Ahmad. I contacted the Black Market. 
That snared me my spelunker! I explained that I needed to find a lair. An abandoned 
townhouse the Mos were too frightened of looting which the last Luvvies would be 
huddled inside of. A place with a reputation of evil. Decadent evil. 

‘You mean that there Spirit Cooking and Sexual orgies and Movie Star and Celebrity 
depravity sort of thing?’ Davy asked. The thin fireman stood embarrassed in a Black 
Market warehouse full of priceless art as he pulled a book out of his old backpack to 
place it on a table for the Black-marketeers to check off their inventory of lost national 
treasures.  

‘Yeah’ I said.  

The Belgravia townhouse of Hans and Eva Raul” the thin youth said almost 
nonchalantly. ‘Six stories. Georgian. Black wrought iron fence. Black front door boarded 
over. Every window boarded over. Black sheets hung inside to block out all light. No 
Pancras plague sign. Yet no one dares to go near. Rumors of evil so dire no one dares.’ 
The fireman gestured. A Monuments Man opened a box and pulled out a strange watch. 
Davy picked it up and held it lovingly. ‘This is the Longitude Watch’ Davy said as he 
admired it. 

‘Do you know what Longitude is?’ I asked.  

‘No. I missed that movie. But it is so pretty.’ He held it up. Then he placed it back in the 
box. ‘I like to visit it whenever I come there.’ 

‘What happened at the Raul House?’ I asked as Davy walked away.  

‘The Rauls were a big Celebrity Luvvy couple. They knew everyone. Everyone knew 
them. Cameras. TV. Big parties. Charity extravaganzas. Performance art. That weird 
stuff. Ugly. Paintings of children tied up. Paintings of murder bodies. Manson of 
Hollywood. Grotesque images. Freak shows. A nude ‘performer’ in mirrored boxes 



where the participants were encouraged to insert their hands to fondle her breasts or 
else her .....’ Davy flinched.  

‘Her vagina’ I asked.  

Davy went decidedly green. ‘Yeah. But increasingly the extravaganzas moved 
toward .....esoteric .... is that the word?’ 

‘I suspect so’ I said.  

‘Esoteric extravaganzas. Spirit Cooking Performance Art. Blood mixed with urine and 
feces and smeared on walls in ritual ways. Some Russian freak with goat horns. Bodies 
on tables dressed as if meat or cake to be devoured. People in freak costumes. Some 
Gaga or other in a dress made out of meat. Rituals of blood and urine and feces. 
Devouring things as if .....um..... cannibalistic. Cutting their fingers and sucking the 
blood. Cutting flesh and sucking the blood. Cutting breasts and sucking the blood. 
Rumors of wild orgies with under age girls and boys . Ping Pong. I don’t know what a 
child’s game got mixed up with it. Pizza and hotdog parties with adults cavorting nude 
with little children. Rumors of a dungeon where torture was suppose to occur. Everyone 
said it was play acting. Sade something or other. But with willing participants. Pain and 
Sex and blood and ....’ Davy flinched. ‘Or Roman costumes reenacting Nero or other. 
Banquets as human .....like ..... tar drenched corpses burned...’ 

Davy grimaced. ‘As the Loki Insider Traitors destroyed the nation the Luvvies who 
initially adored it became afraid. As the ‘D’ badges were handed out they became more 
afraid. As everything was nationalized or confiscated they became even more afraid as 
their rich townhouses and mansions and Rolls Royces and diamonds and drugs were 
confiscated. The wild party had .....’ 

‘.....Ended on a sour note’ I finished. ‘Only the morning after hangover and bills due.’ 

‘Yeah’ Davy said as he walked among the masterpieces. ‘I like these. They are pretty. 
Not like the ugly stuff the Rauls did. Anyway. That Eva did do some charities. Real 
charities. Drug prevention. In TV I saw her interviewed. The do-goody interviewer saying 
‘We all agree we don’t like drugs’ before Eva interrupted to say ‘No. I love drugs. That’s 
the problem.’ Well. As the screws were tightened and the frogs were slowly boiled to 



death the Luvvies started to be attacked by their darlings. They had always virtue 
signaled from the safety of their fenced mansions and townhouses and body guards 
and security and whatnot. Now they were ordered to hand over spare bedrooms to their 
darling migrants. Then whole floors of their mansions or townhouses. Then every room 
except one. In a time of humanitarian crisis who needs more than one room eh?’ Davy 
snarled viciously.  

‘The Luvvies suddenly realized the true nature of their darlings. That Lily something or 
other was taharrushed to death in her mansion. The His and Her movie stars who used 
to pose with fishes were murdered in their beds by their house guests who then looted 
the place and torched it after acid baptizing their pretty daughters. That fantasy writer 
was forced to flee in the night before she was raped. Running away with just the clothes 
on her back and one book. Something she wrote. Apparently the real world did not 
match her make believe fantasy world.  

Some Irish Rocker who once jeered the desperate British fishermen pleading for Brexit 
from his yacht while toasting champagne with his fellow Luvvies was beaten to death on 
the street after everything was taken from him and he could not pay the jizya protection 
payola. The preachy British transplant Movie Stars who used to harangue the 
deployables during the Oscars were executed for haram acting. Theater and acting 
declared Jahiliyyah pollution. Unlike Musicians who were willing to be martyrs for their 
craft, they did not die heroically. Crawling on their bellies. Begging for mercy. Crying why 
they were being treated like this when they encouraged open borders and allowing 
millions and millions and millions and millions of diseased illiterates from every violent 
fail state into their country. Anyway. One by one the Luvvies were stripped of their riches 
and their safe places. They were forced into homelessness. Everything was taken from 
them. No one knew or cared where they fled to. But I was a spelunker and suspected 
they fled to the Raul House. Like to like.’ 

‘But why were the Rauls allowed to keep an expensive house?’ I asked.  

‘Oh! The Rauls were dead and it was how the Rauls died that made the house too 
terrifying for anyone except the decaying Luvvies to inhabit.’ 

‘How did the Rauls die?’ I asked.  



Davy flinched. He stared at the pretty things. ‘The Rauls suddenly cut off everyone as 
the evil descended on London. London devolving into a nightmare. But just before the D 
laws kicked in. Right after Brexit was defeated. But before the Riots. They just retreated 
inside their huge Belgravia townhouse and vanished. The servants exiled. The family 
cut off. The sycophants and leeches and parasites and sucker uppers cut off. The 
window curtains drawn closed. No one hearing a pip out of them. For months. But 
rumors spread. Police one day finally broke down the rear door to such a stench of rot! 
Inside, I mean they had to hold handkerchiefs over their noses. The stench was that 
bad.  

Inside the closed up house there was garbage everywhere. Rotting foods in the sink. 
Rotting foods in the frig. Rotting garbage all over the place. Dirt. Filth. Decay 
everywhere. The lower floor was ......a ......crack house. Every wall besmirched. 
Everything broken. Defiled. Drug addicts sprawled everywhere among urine and feces 
and garbage and rotting food. Cocaine. Crack. Heroin. It was horrible. The police hauled 
the living dead out. Then they moved up the stairs to the upper floors. Dirt. Filth. 
Garbage. Decaying things in a decaying place. Empty. They moved up to the grand 
bedrooms. All empty but abandoned. Where the hell were the Rauls. Had the druggies 
killed them like Charles Manson?  

Then they found the master bedroom. The stench was overpowering. On the once 
grand bed was a moldering corpse of a woman decomposing in a bed reeking of urine 
and feces and garbage. Eva. Broken needles still in the veins of one arm. Huddled in a 
corner was a living dead man. Half starved. Naked. Filthy. His veins almost all collapsed 
from decades of drugs. Hans. He was injecting himself with heroin. Or at least trying to. 
Drug regalia and broken needles everywhere. Broken needles in his collapsed veins. 
Obvious to the corpse or the police.  

The police hauled Hans away to an insane asylum hospital where he died raving. 
Apparently he never realized his wife was rotting away on the bed. In fact he kept trying 
to inject her with heroin even after she died. Sharing everything!” Davy snarled feral. His 
teeth bared. Then he stared at the pretty pictures to regain self control.  

‘I like these things. They are pretty things. Not like the Rauls. What is this one?’ 
‘Turner’ I said.  



‘It is like those old movies I liked to watch’ Davy said in a softer voice. ‘As if a world I 
would like to escape into.’  

Davy paused and then continued in a harsh voice. ‘The police investigation determined 
that the Rauls had been druggies for decades. Deteriorating into dementia as addiction 
became the only goal in life. The druggies they used to get their drugs simply moved 
into the house as they ladled drugs to each other and the Rauls. A ....shooting gallery....” 
Davy almost vomited but then regained control. After that the probate court could not 
determine who owned the dreadful home. It was rotting away. It would have cost 
millions to salvage it. And then probate court was outlawed. But no one wanted to go 
near that decaying horror house. Not even the Mos. Rumors of unspeakable evil. 
Something about a basement decorated as a torture chamber. No proof but.... rumors 
such as ....well.... it is pretty much the only place still untouched by Islamic Triumph if 
you get my drift’ Davy said.  

‘So you think the homeless Luvvies who used to party there fled to the Raul House to 
hunker down’ I said.  

‘I saw lights behind blankets hung over windows. Stench. Fresh stench. Fresh garbage 
heaped up outside. So yeah. I think the last decayed Luvvies of the once chic circle of 
Belgravia are roosting in that horrible place.’ 

I nodded. ‘I have to break in. They are the fiends doing those cannibalistic Black....’ 

‘....Dahlia Murders?’ Davy finished.  

‘Yeah. I have to stop them before they kill another child!’ 

Davy grimaced. ‘My next walk about is in four days. All night walk about.” 

“I will need..... your help Davy and you will need ....’ Davy pulled out his revolver. 
‘That.... and whatever happens you must trust me....” 

*** ***  



“.....Don’t be coy! Blushing like a Victorian rose! Come on Davy! Blow!” the fireman 
snarled to himself. The new voice the most harsh and confrontational of all. “Blow Davy! 
Confess to us who you really work for Davy! Stop crying Ahmad! Stop whimpering 
Mohammad! Tell us Davy! How can I screever your life’s story unless you confess Davy! 
You may not be the hero of this book but you might definitely be outed as the grey. The 
two faced villain! Or is it the three faced villain? Do you even know how grey you are? 
You are their liaison! You are their square rigged gammon to snake them into the 
enemy’s camp! The enemies! Our enemies! Which is the only reason why I tolerate 
contemplating composing your sordid life’s story! 

The brutal Elephant &Castle Fire House! The corrupt Procurer for the Caliph! The rotten 
Oligarches! How many Oligarches did you contact for them? The flashshop? The Black 
Market? Pretending to knap some petty deals as if a second rate downy of a fireman 
with the face of a charvy naif. The timid little glock criminal. Trembling. Soft voiced. 
Unsure. Shy. Batting your dark eyes. Squeezing out a tear or two. Grey as the day is 
long. But so downy not even a professional scurf could see through your flash and gab. 
So the greedy, arrogant bastards would screw you for a great deal not seeing you for 
the gammon you really were. The Procurer and the Oligarches smirking as they 
screwed you. Your charvy face apparently too stupid to realize they were screwing you. 
Timidly trying to hawker some Jahiliyyah you were suppose to be burning. For a finny. 
The cowardly little second rate shoful fireman on the take. And they took you for all they 
could take you for while smirking at your petty venality. Being so much greater in their 
own venality. And therefore blind to the ruse that your criminality could possibly be all 
the greater as to put them in the shade of venality.  

Then waltzing back to the decayed flashshop which fronted for the Black Market to 
report to your scurf . Such as to made Fagin proud. Eh Davy! That decayed deadlurk 
only a spelunker like you could find. Eh Davy! The outside so derelict. But inside. The 
flash! And who was inside eh? Eh? The Morlocks were inside! All of those sinister 
Morlocks you so love to imagine. Such Morlocks. Eh Davy! Your imagination almost 
rivals my own. And oh! What chicanery were those devious Morlocks up? Eh? Eh? Piles 
of genuine art along one side of the decayed warehouse. The flash acquired from the 
Oligarches in exchange for needful things which only the Black Market could acquire.  

The other side of the derelict warehouse filled by every sort of needful thing only the 
Black Market could procure. Medicines. Pre-caliph foodstuffs. Even tins of fruit. Real 



tinned fruit. Toothpaste. Tea. Not that stuff laced with old dead leaves. Coffee. Not that 
stuff laced with dirt. Chocolate. The real thing. Sweets. Genuine flour. Not the stuff laced 
with plaster or dust. Genuine sugar. Not the stuff laced with sand. Haberdashery. Shoes. 
The soles still intact. Stockings without holes. CDs. DVDs. Cell phones which still 
worked. Pity they were an infestation of spyware. And most of all. Petrol and diamonds. 
Not a paste among them. What every procurer for every corrupt imam and oligarch or 
caliph wanted most of all in order to make their great escape to some distant lavender. 
That and live saving laudanum and morphine so they would not have to resort to black 
tar poppies.  

And in the back of the flashshop stood the greys. The forgeries. The stuff the Black 
Market asked you to peddle to the smirking Procurer and Oligarches as the genuine 
thing. Your naif face genuinely innocently ignorant so the cynical would take advantage 
of your genuinely innocent ignorance and buy a grey in exchange for some inferior thing 
which in fact was the real thing. And then the scurf of the Monuments Men would sit you 
down at their table wouldn’t they Davy? And you would play cards with them. Post 
Cards. Each card with a museum logo on the back and a picture of a pretty thing on the 
front. And you play with the cards as you picked out what pretty things you so carefully 
surveyed as you pretended to so innocently ignorantly palm off some forgery for an 
‘inferior’ ----- real national treasure.  

Or else you would liaison for the Black Market to snake yourself inside the back rooms 
where the Procurer or the Oligarches kept their loot. Eh. Eh. And you would memorize 
the piles of loot the rotters stole from the nation’s heritage houses or museums while 
peddling some cheap flash. Then you would come back and find the post cards of the 
pretty things you saw and tell the scurf for the Monuments Men who had what pretty 
thing. And the forger would produce the exact copy. A flawless grey. And then you would 
slither in and knap it for the genuine thing while pretending to peddle more cheap flash 
to the minions toiling for the corrupt rotters. Hell! You even pulled a stunt like that at Ten 
Downing. As fine a bit of wiring as any thief could dream of. Only it was a fake lap top 
for a real computer.  

Such a snake Davy! Such a snake! Sixteen years old and the first week on the job you 
betrayed the Elephant & Castle Fire Department like the cokum you were. And by the 
time you turned seventeen you were a professional betrayer! A double dealing member 
of the Black Market. A snake snaking the Black Market inside every house of every 



enemy. Your innocently ignorant glock of a halfwit face and grey gullibility making you 
the perfect hawker for the Black Market ---- MI ----- and the Monuments Men. You were 
their Trojan Horse for their Trojan Horse Davy! Confess to Mohammad and Ahmad! And 
to me! Your sceever. Your biographer! Fess up! Fess up! You snake!” 

“The Black Market. The Monuments Men. Military Intelligence. Well! The enemy of my 
enemy is my ally” the fireman retorted in a harsh but familiar voice. “But who is my 
enemy? And who is my ally? And who are you? Who are you? Who are you? We did not 
invite you into us to accuse us or beguile us or betray us!” 

“No one was innocent!” another softer voice pleaded. “Everyone was guilty!” 

“Tit for tat. Eh! Eh! Charley! Shut up Mohammad! Stop crying Ahmad! Let me confront 
our biographer. Charley!” the fireman snarled.  

“If I am to compose your sordid life’s story I must get every flummut and cowardly detail 
straight!” the fireman shouted in that strange new voice as if a ventriloquist’s dummy. 
“Though you will only qualify as one of my more grotesque villains! A killer with a 
penchant for a chiv. A knife. Like Bill Sykes. The sort who die horribly. No happy ever 
after for you! A nose and a snake and a murderer!” 

“Oh so judgmental are we Charley! Holier than thou despite dying of laudanum and 
cancer in the bed of your adulterous doxy. The opposite of your books Charley. Grey no 
less than me! Shoful rather than soulful. A nose no less than me. A spy in the darkness 
taking down the dictation of the damned. A hawker of the sordid. A peddler of the 
perverted. A gaff for the grotesque. As addicted to flummut and danger as us. Not that 
we have invited you into our midst. No less than Lledrith you are an uninvited house 
guest in our haunted house. Or is it our mad house? Eh! Eh! Biographers are not 
suppose to take sides against their characters. They are suppose to be neutral. We are 
dictating our life’s story to you Charley. You are merely suppose to take dictation. And I 
bloody well know you favor Mohammad because he is just like all of your nauseatingly 
sweet and effectual heroes such as you have always favored Charley. Or else Ahmad 
who is just like all of your pathetic, abused children!  

But just like all of your books, your hopelessly ineffectual heroes always require villains 
or dangerous, ruthless, unlovable characters with the cokum and chiv switchblade and 



gammon and guile to save everyone at the climax! Which is to say me! Me! Unlovable 
me! Because good people can’t save themselves! Because good people always come 
in last! Because good people can’t fight evil! Because good people can’t survive! Much 
less win! And don’t pretend you are not still following us as if our second shadow 
Lledrith! I know you are still there in the darkness! You bastard of an uninvited 
hitchhiking ghost! Come and join Charley here!” Then, if hearing a voice warning him 
from behind, the fireman suddenly swung around and shot a starving migrant with a 
machete at near point black range. Then the fireman stalked off into the fetid darkness 
while shouting as if madman while waving his gun at every shadow in the shadows. 

*** ***  

Sheridan held his needful thing wrapped in his wolf pelt in his arms as the cold froze his 
legs. The blood soddening the snow. “On the next tri night walk about I met Davy. He 
led me to once elite Belgravia. Now a filthy rockery of slums. Garbage and cesspools 
everywhere. Starving migrants huddled everywhere ---- except one decayed six story 
Georgian townhouse. The Raul House. Davy led me around the back and then a 
cesspool stinking mew and a rear courtyard which now was an improvised latrine. The 
stench of decay and sewage was overpowering. This house especially decayed and 
revolting. 

Every window appeared black. The foul place appeared totally empty. A novelty. A place 
not crammed with starving migrants. Davy professionally jimmied the lock with a 
skeleton key. ‘As a spelunker I need to be able to screw to snake myself into deadlucks. 
Abandoned places.’ Inside the air was even more foul as Davy and I wrapped 
improvised masks over our faces to try to not throw up or gag on the foulness of the rot 
and filthiness.Then our torches revealed the loathsome extent of the horror.  

The kitchen was a heap of decay. Decay filling the dirty sink to overflowing. The water 
now as dead as the electricity. The defunct frig was filled by rotting things I could not 
even guess at. Everything was so decayed and dirty and revolting I could barely stop 
myself from vomiting. But Davy gestured to evidence of present habitation despite the 
revulsion. Opened tins corroded with the reside of rotting food. Old boxes of cereal as 
dry as sawdust. Stale crackers squirming with maggots. Abandoned wrappings of 
devoured MREs. Piles of dirty paper plates crawling and bugs. Lots of empty bottles of 
booze. A covered bucket full of what smelled of feces and urine mixed with what 



appeared to be .....well..... intestines and clotted blood. Davy pulled out his gun. I pulled 
out my knife.  

Then we moved through the ground level. It was still the revolting residue of the crack 
house. Only the addicts were now missing. Pealing wall paper smeared with feces and 
scribbled with obscenities. Broken bits of furniture which used to be antiques. A marble 
fireplace full of garbage and stinking of urine which once was used as a toilet. Broken 
needles. Spoons to cook heroin. The broken equipment to cook crack. Urine stinking 
mattresses. It was all still there in the rot and decay. The stench was overpowering. We 
made our way to the stairs to the basement. The we crept down the dark staircase to 
the foul damp depths of depravity.  

The basement has been converted into Hollywood sort of Marquis de Sade torture 
chamber. Decayed red velvet furniture. Decadent lamps fashionable in the 1990s hung 
from the rotting ceiling. Lavish red velvet swags black with mildew framing a wall display 
of esoteric whips and scalpels and leather face gags along with a pair of goat horns and 
a grotesque fetish caked with dried blood and feces. And incredibly, a billiard table and 
ping pong table. Both retrofitted with handcuffs. Terrible stains marred both. But the 
stains were now dried. The torture chamber apparently had not been used since the 
spirit cooking performance art days of the Rauls and their Hollywood and Luvvy friends. 
Either I was wrong about the New Black Dahlia Murderers being committed here or else 
the new slaughtering place was elsewhere. Davy gestured upstairs. So up we went! 

As we crept up the decayed stairs we heard noises behind the closed door of what was 
the master bedroom of the Rauls. Of course! The evil had to done in the epicenter of 
evil! So we crept up to the closed door and listened to whispers of chants. We eased 
the door open a crack as I eased my torch into a pocket and pulled out my gun. Then 
we burst in with our guns out! 

Inside that evil bedroom were some eight decayed gargoyles which once were famous 
Luvvies. Garbed in decayed Hollywood costumes of Satanists like something out of 
Charles Manson. Clearly so brain rotted they could not tell Hollywood from reality. Their 
hair like rat’s nests. Lice openly crawling about those rat’s nests. Their gaunt, haggard, 
filthy, diseased faces glaring at us! Their mouths full of rotting teeth as if fangs. 
Everyone screamed at us as we brandished our guns. The decayed relics of Old 
Hollywood or else Luvvy London screaming. Their teeth rotten. Their skin rotten. Their 



clothes rotten. Their souls rotten. One was holding a book. The others were holding 
candles and little silver spoons. On the bed where Eva Raul died was tied a young 
thirteen year old girl. Gagged! Whimpering! As a crazed hag and a hideous crone held 
huge butcher knives over her!  

“Yeah gods! The crone is still wearing her meat dress!’ I groaned. For indeed the 
hideous crone was wearing a rotting black thing about her rotting carcass! Her decayed 
face, deformed by too much plastic surgery and drugs and diseases, snarled feral at us. 
Her mouth full of rotting teeth. A dirty wig rested crooked on her bald skull. The crazed 
hag next to her was a living skeleton held together by metal plastic surgery sutures in a 
decayed rock and roll outfit garnished by cones for a bra and rotting fishnet hose. By 
her side the living remains of the human ‘Barbie Ken’ gibbered, his rotting skin exposing 
plastic and silicone implants in black and festering flesh garnished by gigantic cysts 
exploding with pus. All topped by a crazy toupee and the lunatic remains of a 
fashionable smoking jacket. 

The decayed Luvvies screamed as I held my gun as Davy ran over to the rotting bed 
sodden with dried and also clotted blood of the previous New Black Dahlia victims. He 
shoved his gun back inside the flap of his tunic and then cut the cords before sweeping 
the poor girl’s whimpering body up in his thin arms. ‘Come on!’ Davy cried.  

I gestured with my gun. Then I grabbed the book. It was a copy of St. Gyprian! I set it on 
the rotting bed and quickly flipped through the illustrations. Then I tore one illustration 
out. I flipped to the back. It did not have the last page. I left that. Then I tossed the book 
back at the decayed Hollywood Star who screamed at me. Beside the decayed creature 
was the most infamous of all of the Spirit Cooking devotees. ‘Big Sis says hi!” I said to 
the man who once thought he would be the Secretary of State of Weimar America. Then 
I gestured. Davy ran out with the girl. Then I backed out of the room while saying ‘Don’t 
let us ruin your fun! Sacrifice Mr. Barbie Ken! Keep on going! This time you might get 
the ritual right!’ Then I recited some Latin as I backed out and slammed the door behind 
us.  

We ran down the rotting stairs and out through the back door with the girl. Then we ran 
through the cesspool and decayed mews across the alley and then across the street. 
Then Davy untied the poor girl and yanked off her gag. As she whimpered in Davy’s 



arms we suddenly heard a horrific sound! As if an explosion! And then the entire hell 
house erupted into fire! ‘They opened the portal!’ I shouted.  

‘What portal? To where?’ Davy asked as he held the crying girl.  

‘The Antechamber of Hell!’ I said.  

‘Let them roost there forever!’ Davy shouted.  

‘The damnation of that place is to eternally chase a banner with a strange device which 
is nought but their own obsessive compulsions! All a black flies buzz over them!’ 

‘Good enough for me!’ Davy shouted as we ran away into the night. Davy passed the 
crying Christian girl over to me. ‘Take her to the Morlocks!’ Davy said. ‘What was the 
page you ripped out?’ 

‘The book if less than complete will only open a portal to Hell. I rendered the book 
incomplete!’ 

‘Oh. If I ever see you again I will deny all knowledge of you! I am too deep in the 
scheme to ever come in from the cold!’ Then the fireman vanished in the night. I carried 
the girl back to the subterranean depths. I never saw her again. Or Davy. I rather lied to 
Davy. I did not have to render the book incomplete. But I did have to render my book 
complete....” 

*** *** 

“....Two weeks ago there was a smallpox epidemic” the fireman ranted to his invisible 
companions. “It wiped out three fire stations. It killed so many migrants our engine was 
ordered to use our kerosene hoses to burn over seventy rockeries filled with the dead 
and dying. To stop the spread of the pox. Smallpox. What a terrible way to die! 
Nowadays we are being ordered to set fires to the diseased and dead and dying more 
than any treasure houses. And every time we do so we risk being infected ourselves. 
Some grumble we were suppose to be the elite. Not sanitation burners. But how can we 
refuse to take orders? But what a horrible way to die! From Smallpox. Or TB. Or 



syphilis. Or ebola. Or the black plague. Or AIDs. All are terrible ways to die! Or the flesh 
eating germs. So many horrible ways to die! But hell! The first flesh eating germs were 
brought by refugees from the ISIS territories. Oxford In Exile just tinkered with the flesh 
eating germs to add Mad Cow and Syphilis so they would have the vaccines when they 
unleashed it on us. So how outraged can we be? Eh? Eh?  

And at least we get vaccines from Mr. Mole don’t we! Because of me! I have to save us 
like always! Not like poor, abused little Ahmad or sweet, soft voiced Mohammad! Eh! Eh 
Charley! Not because of the characters you love to prattle on about! Oh no! Because of 
me! The ruthless bastard of our tale! The anti-hero of every one of your books who must 
save the day for your twits of sickly sweet heroes and heroines who can’t save 
themselves! Eh! Eh! Charley! Because good people can’t win! Because good people 
can’t survive! You old Victorian hypocrite! Which is why when you actually tried to write 
a book about a genuinely complex man of equal amounts of good and evil you keeled 
over dead! And stop crying how much you only love the sickly sweet movies which 
Charley wrote Mohammad instead of the last movies with their missing happy endings! 
Your taste in movies was always nauseatingly Mohammad! Eh Charley! Where is our 
happy ever after Charley? Where is our sentimental Dickens happy over after? Now 
take down our narration of our dismal life like a good figment of our imagination Charley! 
....” 

*** ***  

Weakly, Sheridan pulled out the book of St Gyprian. His all but frozen hands could 
barely hold it. He checked the book mark to make sure the illustration was still carefully 
taped into place. Then he flipped the book to the last page and made sure the last page 
was still carefully taped in place. “You don’t find the magick. The magick finds you!” 
Then he read the correction Latin translation of the Portuguese of the last sentence as 
the shimmering light pillars in the clearing danced around his dying form. The 
shimmering iridescent colors dancing around his glazed over eyes. The hands holding 
the book dropped into the snow as the frozen fog covered his still form with diamond 
like crystals as if a shroud...... 

*** *** 



“...... But now the Morlocks are even grinding down the oligarches” the fireman ranted 
as he brandished his gun at diseased creatures which once were human. “Not even 
their fenced and secured bastions render them safe from the plagues oozing 
everywhere. The trouble with Third World diseases is that they don’t stay in the slums 
and rockeries do they? So unless you have access to someone with vaccines and 
medicines you are toast. So I did what was required to get us the vaccines and 
medicines we needed to survive while Mohammad ogled the pretty things while wishing 
for his lost blankie while Ahmad sucked his thumb while crying where his sock money 
was! As always! I saved us by playing the villain’s role! Or is it the anti-hero’s role? Eh 
Charley?” 

“Eh Davy!” the fireman replied a different voice of harsh bitterness. “Mr. Mole keeps you 
in vaccines and medicines? Eh Davy? You claim you are so moral you won’t take a 
penny but you will barter your serves as a snake for vaccines and medicines. Ever the 
two faced grey. Eh Davy! All as you exploit poor, sweet Mohammad’s genuine ignorance 
and innate goodness and tattered sincerity as an unraveling believer! All as your exploit 
poor Ahmad’s trauma from abuse and most of all Ahmad’s childish pain and fear! Hell! 
You even use Lledrith don’t you? You use anyone! Eh Davy! You use us! You use all of 
us!” 

“We did not invite you into us!” the fireman screamed as he keeled over dizzily from lack 
of food and loss of blood. “Either of your late comers into our personal hell!” 

“All for pretty things!” the fireman snarled to himself as he staggered then he righted 
himself and forced himself to march desperately toward the notorious Green Park 
migrant camp where Marlowe had long ago left the rendezvous, leaving him to what 
could only be a dire fate. More Ferals howled in the fetid darkness. The fireman felt the 
blood oozing from his scalp wound and arm wound. The inside of his uniform wet with 
blood. The smell of blood bound to sooner or later draw the Ferals toward him. And he 
was running low on ammo now. “All to get needful things!” the fireman snarled to 
himself.  

“All in exchange for pretty things” the fireman whispered in a softer voice. “All in 
exchange for national treasures because they were pretty things. Pretty things had to be 
saved! They just had to be saved! So the Morlocks could hide the pretty things, the 
national treasures in forgotten mine shifts or else in subterranean bank vaults until the 



day we die. Until we all died. All of us! All of us! And then the Morlocks can once again 
reclaim Great Britain and bring out all of the pretty things we helped the Morlocks to 
save. It was not just you Davy. It was me too. It was all of us saving the pretty things! 
Even Ahmad! We were all trying to save the pretty things because we never had pretty 
things! Only broken things you dug out of trash cans like that abandoned sock monkey 
with only one eye or those old movie star fan books or our blankie we used to hide 
under or that little knife you found. Or later food and supplies when we were hiding in 
abandoned buildings and living rough. We never had pretty things like we used to see 
on TV when The Dominator used to steal Wifi. That is why we all wanted to save the 
pretty things from the fire. Admit it! That is why we agreed to joining the Fire 
Department. Not so you could get the money to rent Seventh Heaven for her. It was 
because we knew we could save pretty things. It was not for her! It was for pretty things! 
To save pretty things! We had to save the pretty things! It was our destiny. It was fate. It 
was serendipity. Allah or God or Lucifer or some Demon or else just Chance placed us 
in the one spot where we could something no other Morlock could do!” 

The fireman staggered. One black gloved hand held a dirty wall as he steadied himself. 
He waved his gun at the creeping shadows following him. “Go kill each other you 
suckers!” he shouted as the starving migrants and scavenger rats and wild children 
crept toward him, sensing his weakness. Then the shadows in the shadows retreated 
after he shot another starving creature in the brains. The fireman sagged against the 
filthy wall. He wept softly. Then he sang softly into the overpowering stench of the 
darkness as the rot and decay encircled him as if a gigantic Medina Trench. As if his 
open grave.  

“Oh my love is like a red, red rose 
though newly sprung in June.  
Oh my love is like a melody 
that’s sweetly played in tune.  
As fair thou art, my bonnie lass 
so deeply in love am I 
that I will love thee still my dear  
till a’ the seas gang dry. 
Till all the seas gang dry my dear 
and the rocks melt with the sun. 
I will love thee still my dear  



when the sands of life shall run”  

The fireman staggered forward as he held his arms over his panting chest. “With 
lightened heart I stretched forth my hand and plucked a rosebud from the tree. But my 
false love stole the rose and left only the thorns with me!” he cried. “I loved her! I loved 
her! I loved her! Why couldn’t she love me? Wasn’t I her Pelleas? Wasn’t she my 
Melisande? Why can’t my life be like all of those movies? Even the tragic ones possess 
at least one moment of joy to counterweight the bloody ending! I have never 
experienced on moment of joy in my blighted life!” 

The fireman staggered onward. “Oh Davy! Davy! I did!” the fireman cried in a softer 
voice. “I did! With ...... Wolfey. Why didn’t you let us stay in the Haunted Hotel! But for 
fortune we might have met Wolfey again!” 

“Shut up! Shut up!” the fireman shouted. “We always kill the thing we love! You would 
have killed Wolfey! Don’t you get it Mohammad? Instead of me killing her you would 
have killed Wolfey! Why am I still marching toward that dire place? Green Park Migrant 
Camp? The Green Park Jungle! Marlowe is long gone! And the creatures who dwell 
there kill anything that moves! I don’t know that territory at all! What spelunker places I 
explored there are long ago destroyed or else sealed off by Morlocks. There are no safe 
houses there! Not even one deadlurk. Much less treasure houses where Mohammad 
might ogle pretty things! Much less the place where Madame X is hiding! It is all one 
devastated urban wasteland!” 

Nevertheless, the fireman marched with growing weakness toward the growing stench 
of the notorious Green Park migrant camp. “But now even the oligarches are fleeing 
dying London now. Petrol and diamonds are even trumping medicines now. To escape. I 
would not be surprised if the Caliph is the only grafter left now. Not a crony in sight. And 
last week the Urban Myth Whisperers whispered the second to the last CEO of the last 
crooked consortium defected. Flying out of Black Market Southampton. Today the last 
tried to fly out and crashed and burned. But to where? Where can anyone flee? What 
fabled Ragnarokkr Survivalist Bastion would have them no matter how much money 
they might have. Such scum will not even be able to bribe their way into paradise. And 
while poor illiterate and inbred Mohammad and pitiful traumatized Ahmad might be 
allowed inside paradise you won’t Davy! You can keep Lledrith company in that damn 



haunted house of his! Or some other haunted place! Because paradise will not have 
you! Eh Wyrd Davy!” 

Suddenly the fireman staggered. His knees almost buckling. He panted as one hand 
keep hold of his gun tucked inside the flap of his sinister black tunic. Then he leaned 
against a dirty wall as he tried to get a second burst of energy. “I won’t eat Halal R! I 
won’t eat Halal R! I would rather starve! I am starving!” The fireman panted. A bit of 
blood oozing down his lips from bleeding gums. But then he stood up straight and 
marched resolutely toward the darkness. “I will awe even the Franklin Death March! You 
watch Lledirth! I am not dead yet! Not you Charley! Bugger off! Stop accusing me!  

Stop accusing me! All of you! Whine! Whine! Whine! But I am the one who does the 
needful things so we can survive! Don’t I! So stop fucking whining you whiny whelps! 
Well! What whiny whelps you are! Can’t you take a little pain! Not you Ahmad! you just 
duck and run for cover. You just cry. Cowering in the darkness and crying. But who killed 
The Dominator? Eh? Eh? Who kills all of The Dominators? The molesters? The holier-
than-thou hypocrites? The rapists? The rotters? Who saved the Heroine of Hyde Park? 
Who kept the Tridents out of the hands of the Dictator of Berlin? Who murdered the 
firemen who could have exposed us? Who can kill a Druggie or Drug Gangster or 
Scavenger Rat or Wild Child with one bullet? Who can fool the Fire Captain? And if a 
Hunter is after us who can shoot that bastard right between the eyes? Me. Me. And who 
gets the vaccines so we can all survive? Who defines the enemies and kills them? Eh? 
Eh?  

Who cheats and lies and deceives so we can all survive? Darwin’s survival of the fittest 
predator. Me! Me! As for The Shard it was my masterpiece. The rotters inside deserved 
it. So stop crying Ahmad! As for our fiancee. We always kill the thing we love. As for 
paradise. If paradise is a divine brothel where mass murderers and terrorists and Ghazi 
robbers and rapists go then I don’t fucking plan to go there. And considering the 
presence of pearly boys there I suspect poor little Ahmad definitely should not go there. 
Eh! Eh! So fucking shut up everyone inside my head! Including you intruders! I am in 
control! I am the dominator here! Not you! Not any of you! Charley! You are fired! I will 
compose the end of our miserable story as you are clearly not capable of crafting a 
happy ever after for us!” 



The fireman staggered. He panted. “I am tired of this game of psychological Wyrdness!” 
he snarled in a hard voice. “I am Wyrd enough without Lledrith or Charley or you whiny 
whelps harping on me. My conscience is clear. This is survival of the fittest killer. Go 
back inside your holes in my mind and lock the doors of your padded cells and leave me 
be. Run away and hide little Ahmad. Clutching your haram one eyed sock monkey I 
found in the trash can of a Kafir. Run away and watch TV movies Mohammad. Wrapped 
up under a blanket so The Dominator won’t catch you watching Jahiliyyah. How could 
any of you ever think you deserved Seventh Heaven with anyone? Much less our 
fiancee? We know your secret Mohammad. The photograph you kept tapped to that toy 
Wolfe gave us. Go back inside your closet! Our fiancee was my fiancee. Wolfey was 
your wet dream. Not mine! We could not join Wolfey’s brigade for a perfectly obvious 
reason as you bloody well know Mohammad! Stop crying Ahmad! Stop reliving the past 
over and over and over inside our head! The crooked road from the Greenwich Tunnel 
to the Isle of Dogs of damnation was the only road we could take!  

After all! Even I know a lot of the Boko Haram that was suppose to be burned vanished 
because sooner or later every fireman was corrupted by the Black Market. The 
Procurer. The Oligarches. MI. Though I never took a penny from either the Dole or from 
my position as a fireman I had to pretend to be corrupt if only to save us! If I was the 
only fireman not on the take I would have been suspected. I would have been murdered 
by the firemen who were on the take. And the firemen I murdered were corrupt and they 
would have murdered us. I am a murderer with a clear conscience.  

This is the City of The Dead. Only killers survive. So I pretended to be corrupt. And I 
would airily say ‘You owe me. Someday I will ask you for the IOU and you will have to 
pay me.’ Or else I would take the money. Sure. Sure. To refuse the money would have 
been suspicious. Then I would waltz to some oligarch’s back rooms where the 
miserable minions toiled for cruel masters and buy some small pretty thing easily 
missed. Usually boko haram. Small. Easily missed. Easily carried back to the 
Monuments Men. Or else Mr. Mole. Pretend to be as corrupt as everyone else. Tell 
myself my perfidy was for the greater good. Because...... 

Because....” The fireman flinched. “Because it was so pretty” he whispered in a softer 
voice. “It was all so pretty. How could I resist the temptation when it was all so pretty. All 
of the pretty things! And I was bound to be tempted by pretty things if not by graft. Like 
movies? How could I turn down TV movies despite the fact they were all Jahiliyyah? 



How could I turn down the pretty things despite the fact they were all Jahiliyyah? And 
the Devil told the White Van Blokes that I was a hell bound deviant. The White Van 
Blokes who were the Black Marketeers who were the Monuments Men who were MI? 
How else did the White Van Blokes know I would let them slip into the British Library 
when I was suppose to be spraying kerosene to pilfer away the last of the pretty books? 
The really pretty books. The books under glass. The pettiest books. I was setting up the 
hoses that night in preparation for the burning the next day. I always volunteered to 
work the night shift to set up the hoses. Prep is complex. It needs a really good arsonist. 
The number of hoses and how to access all of the Boko Haram. And as I was working 
the White Van Blokes in their strange boiler suits and gas masks appeared. And we 
both jumped. Each surprised by the other. They had levered off the glass display cases. 
And I caught them. And I grabbed my gun and pointed it at them. And they stared at me! 
And I stared at them! 

And then one of the White Van Blokes held the pretty book in his arms as if a baby. It 
was the only time I ever saw the White Van Blokes show emotion. They always acted as 
if automatons. But the way he held it! Holding it over his heart as if his most precious of 
things. The way .......” The fireman caressed something hidden inside his sinister black 
tunic pressed over his heart. “And I ..... nodded. And Allah. I damned myself yet again. I 
even helped the White Van Blokes to carry the last of the prettiest Boko Haram to their 
van parked in the loading bay. I even helped them. And I damned my soul yet again. 
How did they know I was so deviant I would not stop them? How did they know I was so 
hell bound I would even help them? How do they know everything? Every weakness?”  

The fireman staggered in the growing cold. “Why did I let that silky voice Urban Myth 
Whisperer whisper into my ear that I should stay in the Elephant & Castle Fire 
Department as their most needful mole? Their most subterranean creature of the 
darkness? Why didn’t I stay with Wolfey?” The fireman staggered. “Why do I think I am 
going to die tonight? And when I die who will look after Mohammad and Ahmad? Poor 
Lledrith? Will you be satisfied at last then? When you are all alone after we are 
gone? .......” 

*** *** 

The farmers came back to the glen. The battle was over. The victory was won. They 
found the Irishman laying in the snow as if a bed. The snow halfway covering him as if a 



white blanket. Or else a shroud. They knelt down. “He fell asleep in the cold and slipped 
into hypothermia” one said.  

“Well at least it is the sort of death which is peaceful” another farmer turned soldier 
replied. 

“He died with a smile on his lips” a third said. His hand in the snow is holding 
something. But the snow is burying it and him.” 

“He died while dreaming of a better place to be than this place. Perhaps a better 
England. A future England. A past England. An once and future England. Perhaps he 
died dreaming of when the Druids still roamed this land. For surely he was the last of his 
kind. Perhaps he died dreaming of the Druid Merlin. Perhaps he died dreaming of a 
more befitting place for one such as him.....” 

*** *** 

Stephan Marlowe met the advanced reconnaissance scouts. They debriefed the 
exhausted old spy. “The Knockers say The Hunter is going with the Elephant & Castle 
Fire Engine to torch some secret treasure house. Rumors say Madame X is there. And 
the Fire Captain made sure your chap was on his tri-walk-about. So clearly your chap is 
about to be outed” the wireless man whispered to the spy in the shadows. “Outed and 
killed. The Hunter must be suspecting that your chap knows where the lost treasure 
house is and is going there to warn the curator. Your chap will be caught red handed 
and executed as the treasure house burns!” 

“My man does not know where any such place is or else he would have told Mr. Mole” 
the old spy replied. “He only knows the Fire Captain is hunting Madame X. He heard 
rumors. But that is all” Stephan Marlowe added. “Wyrd Davy is very good at telling us so 
we can jump the gun and get our Monuments Men to the pretty things first. And he 
hasn’t. He has an instinct but tonight his instinct is leading him who know where! Not 
toward me! Therefore toward his death I fear!” 

“Or not! Your chap might be safe —at least from The Hunter. But at midnight he will not 
be safe when all hell will break loose” the wireless operator of the advanced scouts 
said. “You should have extracted him.” 



“I tried” the old spy replied. “I tried! My man missed the rendezvous. Twice.” 

“Try going with the Monuments Men just in case” the wireless man suggested. “They will 
be following the fire engine in a Revenant Hellwaine Hearse.” 

“Good idea. But could your chaps ... No? Well..... Thanks” the old spy said. He vanished 
into the darkness. Then the wireless operator resumed his march into the darkness with 
the other advanced reconnaissance scouts. All as the clock ticked down to Midnight. 

*** *** 

“.....Why even last week the Anarchists reported the exact number of millions being 
spent on mosque construction while we the Faithful are starving to death” the fireman 
muttered to himself in a soft voice as if dictating his autobiography to the ghostly Lledrith 
or else ghostly Charley. “Millions on empty mosques and we are starving to death. How 
else did the Anarchists get that secret. Oh! Oh! And the construction cranes are still. 
There hasn’t been any new retrofitting of old Kafir buildings to become mosques for 
over ......Well. Three months now. Oh! The money is gone! The money is gone! The 
money is gone! But where? Where?  

They have to have listening devices planted everywhere. Morlocks. Morlocks and 
Anarchists and Freemasons. Listening to everything we say. The Jews calculating the 
rate of exchange for each precious babble or crucial intel in exchange for life saving tins 
of foodstuffs or else medicine or vaccines. Oh! Oh! Remember when boxes of cell 
phones were found everywhere. Free cell phones. For the taking. And everyone took 
one! Don’t you see? If they were bugged then the Morlocks and Anarchists and Jews 
and Freemasons were listening to every word we said.” The fireman instinctively patted 
one tunic pocket. Then he remembered the old cell phone was long ago smashed. No 
one enjoyed cell phones anymore. Only the richest of the Muslim CEO’s and Oligarches 
still enjoyed cell phones which worked. And increasingly even they did not work 
anymore. “But that could explain how the Anarchists can know everyone’s secret” the 
fireman muttered as he navigated his way through mounds of stinky garbage. “They are 
listening to every CEO and Oligarch. And the Caliph and his cronies. Electric 
eavesdropping! Such as might put our Tower eavesdroppers into the pale of their 
superiority! 



And the murderous Morlocks and the Cockney Cockroaches scurry here and there! 
Everywhere!” the fireman muttered in a soft voice as he marched ---- and staggered — 
toward the Green Park Jungle. The stench and howling coming from there ever louder. 
“And the White Van Blokes with their machine uniforms and gas masks. And the 
Anarchists with their Guy Fawkes Masks concealing machine faces. And the ‘Blue 
Collar’ industrials with their boiler suits and Welder Helmets and burnt faces. And the 
‘Pink Collar’ Harbi females in their Steampunk regalia to conceal the acid we threw in 
their faces. And the diabolic Jews with their mud slimy Golem Najis faces. And the 
fiendish Freemasons with their faces as if rats. And the bloodthirsty Sikhs with their 
faces as if rabid jackals. And the depraved Hindus with their hideous faces like apes. 
And the deceitful Buddhists with their faces like vultures.  

Faceless. Or hideous. Or masked. Nightmares in the night. But everywhere. And 
nowhere is out of reach of The Infestation and the Plots and the Cunning Machinations 
of The Enemy. They are everywhere” the fireman whispered in a soft, frightened voice. 
“The Enemy. The Enemy. Even the nightly ‘Call of the Faithful’ admit the Enemy is 
everywhere. Plotting. Planning. Scheming. Against Islam. Against Allah. Against the 
Prophet. Peace be upon him. Against the Global Jihad. Against us. The enemy is 
everywhere. And we are being betrayed. And that is why everything is going wrong. 
Because the enemy is everywhere. The enemy and Judases. And ..... the Takfir Kafirs! 
Traitorous Apostates! Like ...... me......” the fireman whispered.  

“Like us!” the fireman added in a harsher voice.  

The fireman rubbed his face and cried exhausted and weak from hunger and loss of 
blood. The crying oddly childlike. “I need Sock Monkey! I need Sock Monkey!” 

“Why do I think I am going to die tonight? Wolfey? Wolfey? Am I going to die tonight? 
Where are you Wolfey? I couldn’t tell you Wolfey! I couldn’t tell you....” 

“.....We always kill the thing we love. That is why we never deserved Seventh 
Heaven..... and her.....” 

*** *** 



The Knockers sent the mysterious priority package off by a bold surface runner from the 
War Rooms. Then they resumed monitoring their many spyware devices as the majority 
of their army moved into their attack positions for midnight. Now the Knockers eagerly 
eavesdropped for any suspicions by the enemy which might foil the Chimes tolling at 
Midnight. “The Caliph is techy” one Knocker said as she waved a sheet of his ranting 
and raving. “Helicopter on 24/7 alert. He is threatening to destroy his Gallery of the 
World’s most beautiful women in art. With every Oligarch fled the Buckingham Fortress 
is the last major treasure house our Monuments Men cannot access.” 

“The Elephant & Castle engine is going out at eleven thirty for a hit.” 

“That mystery treasure house. Any idea where?” 

“No! Playing close to the cuff to foil the Procurer for the Caliph.” 

“Are our Monuments Men trailing them?”  

“Yes. But it will be a race and therefore a possible shoot out.” 

“If only we know where than damn mystery treasure house is?” 

“Only random chatter about a possible attack tonight.” 

“The commander of The Tower is dead. Lieutenant in charge. No experience. Sounds 
hysterical. That will be advantageous for our attackers there.” 

“The Commander of the Blue Helmets has gone off line. I think he suspects his 
telephone is bugged. He has gone rogue. I repeat! He has gone rogue!” 

“No! Damn it! Another ‘Kilroy was here!’” The young Knocker threw down his 
headphones. “Why these WW II echoes! Damn it!” 

“Another ‘Kilroy was here!”  

“Another Kilroy was here!” 



“Another message from the Dead Letter Drop Department! Captain Lledrith! My wireless 
telegraph is going crazy!”  

“So is mine!” 

“So is mine!” 

“What is going on?” the young supervisor cried. “Try routing the most crucial messages 
to the Anarchists at the Churchill War Rooms! Damn it! Why is that Lledrith preventing 
us from doing our jobs! Whatever Lledrith is , it is deliberately stopping us from doing 
our jobs! Why? Damn it you damn gremlin in the machinery! Stop sabotaging us! We 
have an important job to do!” 

“Whatever Lledrith is it is blocking us entirely now!” the Knockers cried as one by one 
they threw down their headphones in disgust as their wireless telegraphs exploded into 
meaningless gibberish or else ‘Kilroy was here!’ WW II messages. 

‘Kilroy was here!’  
‘Kilroy was here!’ 
‘Kilroy was here!’ 
‘Kilroy was here!’ 
‘Kilroy was here!’  
‘Kilroy was here!’  
‘Kilroy was here!’ 
‘Kilroy was here!’ 
‘Kilroy was here!’ 
‘Kilroy was here!....’ 

*** *** 

“....... And the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that the Morlocks are diverting all of the 
electricity for themselves” the fireman mused in a soft voice as he staggered toward a 
siren’s call. “To power their fantastical machines. While starving us for electricity. While 
starving us for everything! Starving us! Starving us.” The fireman panted. One hand 
over his heart. His starved body weakening. “Dangling the odd crate of past date tin 
foods to cause food riots as everyone kills each other over a few tins of past date foods. 



Or else a handful of precious past date water bottles with genuine sterile water. Or 
dangling the odd military rations to let just enough of us linger with malnutrition which is 
slow motion starvation. And who is offering all of the acid eating drugs to the drug 
gangs? If we are starving for crumbs of food other than Halal Rats then where are flesh 
eating drugs coming from? And how is the Afghan black tar opium coming into the 
country? And drugs so foul they literally turn flesh black. Flesh eating drugs. Drugs like 
acid in the bloodstream. Once The Dominator laughed that he was rotting out the Kafir 
Enemy with drugs. Now the Enemy is rotting us out with drugs. So whisper the Urban 
Myth Whisperers. 

And the Enemy merely allows the two hour propaganda shows each night in order to 
yank the tails of the mullahs and the Caliph with cyber attacks. Fucking with our minds. 
Picking which time to highjack the airways to broadcast their own propaganda. What did 
someone say once? Performance Art to fuck with our minds. Enjoying sabotaging the 
Holy Propaganda with their Jahiliyyah. Picking which offensive Jahiliyyah to splice into 
the official broadcasts. Dr. Who serials. Old operas or ballet or rock & roll. Wolfey 
clearly! Old soccer games. Not Wolfey. And their own version of the nightly news. 
Debunking every glorious report about the Global Jihad. Ridiculing the Caliph. Insulting 
the Divine Leader with exposes of sex scandals of his mullahs and imams and clerics. 
Sex videos of powerful Muslims with their drawers down. And lambasting Dhimmi Dave 
on his own show when he was alive. ‘The Traitor Dave Show’ they call it.  

Announcing each name of each person who will die horribly next week. And they do! 
They do! And flooding the radio airways for ham radio owners like me to fugitively snare 
random bits of haram news. Flooding the radio waves with mysterious Morse codes and 
phantom ciphers. To tease us. To torment us. To tantalize us. To confuse us. To 
bedazzle us. Or else of course the enemy are the Urban Myth Whisperers who are 
simply filling our paranoid brains with reverse propaganda. Sick conspiracy theories. 
Playing mind games with us. Tormenting us with paranoia and fear. Knowing this is the 
Achilles Heel of Mos everywhere. No Mo can resist a good urban myth or conspiracy 
theory. Especially us. Especially you!” The fireman panted as he accused his alter ego. 
“I am helpless! We are helpless! We can’t march any further! It is the damn Death 
March of the Franklin! Help us!” 

That was the cue for the alter ego to take over. “I have to find a place for us to hide!” the 
fireman replied in a harsh voice. “I can’t keep this pace up! I am getting too weak. But all 



of the best spelunker ruins I used to use are sealed up. The Morlocks have taken them. 
Every church I have tried so far has shadows inside. Too many shadows. They never 
used to be so shadowy before. There is no safe place for us to ride out tonight. Pull 
yourself together David! Everyone depends on me saving us as always! Tell the whiny 
whelps to shut up! Shut up shut up! Concentrate on something else so you can keep 
moving! You have to keep moving or the Druggies or Scavenger Rats or Wild Children 
will attack. They attack anyone they think is weak. Like jackals! Keep moving! Keep 
moving! Tell your life’s story to Lledrith. Not Charley! He is not a disinterested narrator! 
Keep telling Lledrith your pathetic life’s story. Lledrith! Lledrith! Where are you hiding! 
Come out! Come out! Wherever you are! Gone silent have we? You are suppose to be 
taking down our pathetic life’s story with the neutrality of banal enemy! Using us as we 
use you! 

So a besieged island unraveled under the impact of the Great Displacement and the 
Great Replacement as almost one half billion Muslim migrants from Islamic Failed 
States and ‘Reverts’ from imploding Africa crammed themselves into one tiny island. As 
if a gigantic Group Think determined to commit collective suicide by sheer gross over 
population delusional that it was finding salvation when it was actually collectively 
hurling itself off the White Cliffs of Dover. Everything overwhelmed. Everything 
imploding. Everything breaking down. Everything falling to pieces. Shortages of 
everything except raw sewage and misery and slow motion starvation. The whole of 
London devolving as the whole of London turned into one gigantic stinking migrant 
camp oozing in its own raw sewage and despair.  

First the police said they could not worry about broken windows” the fireman snarled. 
“They were too under funded and overwhelmed by the Migrant Crisis and the unraveling 
of social cohesion and petty Ghazi Razzia criminality being waged by Muslims all over 
the city. Then the police said they could not worry about petty vandalism. Then it was 
major vandalism. A slippery slope downward into the mire of anarchy. Petty 
misdemeanors. Then major misdemeanors. Petty arson. Then major arson. Petty 
lawlessness. Then major lawlessness. Minor assaults. Then major assaults. Minor 
muggings. Then major muggings.  

Muslim school kids disrupting school rooms. Then Muslim school kids threatening 
teachers. Then Muslim school kids burning down schools. Vandalism in libraries. Then 
burning down libraries. Petty defacing of national monuments. Then major desecration 



of national monuments. Petty sexual harassment as migrants followed Kafir females 
into Woman’s Bathrooms to leer. Then sexual harassment on public streets at night. 
Then sexual harassment on public streets during the day. Then acid attacks at night. 
Then acid attacks during the day. Then rapes at night. Then rapes during the day. Then 
kidnaping of troubled Kafir girls by migrant rapists for sexual grooming and prostitution. 
Then kidnaping of school Kafir girls by migrant rapists. The kidnaping of Kafir females 
for......” The fireman flinched and wiped away a tear. “God! I loved her so much! My 
fiancee! My Princess.......” 

*** *** 

The Chauffeur drove hard but smart to conserve gas. He kept looking in the rear view 
mirror at the younger wife in her billowing veils and gloves and furs. The gloved hands 
scratching nervously. The bloody girl looked at the Chauffeur. ‘You need me!” 

“It was a mistake. But how could we explain everything to her?” he whispered. Then the 
Chauffeur looked through the rear view mirror at the Trophy Wife sitting nonchalantly 
next to those black gloved hands scratching nervously.... 

*** *** 

In the mysterious domed garden between two worlds the aged Japanese woman sat in 
her throne- like wheel chair as she watched bemused as the bitter artist worked on the 
make believe wall with his stencils and spray paints. His style distinctive. But how could 
the aged Japanese woman understand him? And how could he understand the aged 
Japanese? ‘Why do I think I am going to die tonight?” he whispered as he painted. In 
reply the aged Japanese smiled as a Robot released butterflies to dance in the 
perfumed air. Other Robots supplying the clapping sounds as her withered hands 
gestured to try to clap. All the while the Minister of the Right and the Minister of the Left 
Computers played out algorithms of life and death.... 

*** *** 

“.......Then riots during Ramadan” the fireman snarled. “Burning cars. Buses. Smashing 
windows. Looting. Then riots every night by Muslims. Burning cars. Buses. Smashing 



windows. Looting. Then riots during the days by Muslims. Burning cars. Buses. 
Smashing windows. Looting. Then hand grenade battles. Assaults on Jews. Then 
assaults on Homosexuals. Then assaults on Sikhs. Then assaults on Hindus and 
Buddhists. Then assaults on Christians. Then assaults on judges. Then assaults on 
juries. Then assaults on police. Then murder of police. Then suddenly the police force 
simply did not exist anymore. Law and order did not exist anymore. And Ghazi Razzia 
was out of control. And London was one gigantic migrant camp of almost half a billion 
migrants waging Muslim Mad Max Mayhem as they fought each other over the crumbs 
of rotting London. As if human rats fighting each other to scavenge the last vestiges of 
the moldering carcass called London. 

And now there are over one and a half billion of us all over Eurabia. Almost one half a 
billion just in Britain alone. And more every day. More and more and more and more and 
more as Africans ‘revert’ to either sell themselves into Islamic Slavery or else buy tickets 
to Eurabia or else London through Muslim smugglers. The triumph of Islam at last! We 
are dominating the world at last! And London is.....” The fireman flinched as he looked 
around the devastation. “What did The Dominator and also my imam love to quote? Oh 
yes. ‘One day millions of men will leave the Southern Hemisphere to go to the Northern 
Hemisphere. And they will not go there as friends. Because they will go there to conquer 
it. And they will conquer it with their sons. The wombs of our women will give us victory.’ 
Well! We did conquer Europe by exploiting the do goody gullible naivete of our Kafir 
enemies and the wombs of our women. And now we have achieved Eurabia. But is this 
‘victory’?....” 

*** *** 
Suddenly the Knockers realized every single wireless telegraph was not gibbering. 
Every single wireless telegraph was transmitting the same message from the Dead Mail 
Drop Department of Captain Lledrith. And the message said ‘RUN! WATER! NOW!’  

“Out! Out! Emergency evac! Now! Drop everything! Run for it!” the young supervisor 
screamed as he shoved every kid forward to the forward emergency hatch. At the same 
moment he heard behind him the roar of water from a breach in the Underground! The 
strain of the raising waters bursting on of the failsafe retrofitted hatches at the far end of 
the long steel corridor! He brutally forced the last ten year old Khocker through the 
retrofitted forward submarine hatch and hurled himself through! Then he slammed the 
massive hatch door shut and secured it as water pounded it! Water roaring up above 



the porthole. Shadows as if ..... bodies floating in the roaring water. The retrofit strained. 
Then water appeared! “Not holding! Not holding! Run! Run! Surface! Surface! Run!”  

“We can’t surface! It is enemy occupied!” Knockers screamed as they were brutally 
pushed forward by their teenaged boss. 

“Surface! Surface! Now!” 

“We did not hear the siren!”  

“Run! Surface! Now! The water hatch is about to break!....” 

*** ***  

The fireman flinched as he looked around the devastation. He looked down at a mound 
of corpses of Muslim drug gangs machine gunned to death garnished by bits and pieces 
of human flesh courtesy of hand grenades spattered all over the raw sewage covered 
street. “What is worse ? The impact of machine gun bullets on human flesh? The impact 
of hand grenades in human flesh? Or the impact of acid-like drugs on human flesh?” 
The fireman stared at a severed head laying on the sewage. Half of the dead face was 
eaten away by black flesh eating gangrene from the cheap drugs the dead drug addict 
peddled to desperate Muslim migrants to pay for his own escalating use of drugs so foul 
they ate up the drug user. “He was already a rotting corpse before he even died. God!  

We are starving to death but drug gangs can get crates of bullets and boxes of 
grenades and tons of flesh devouring drugs. And London is now such a hell on earth 
everyone is desperate for flesh eating drugs to devour to balm the horror of our dubious 
‘victory’ over the accurst Infidel and damnable Unbeliever and Najis filthy Kafir. Glorying 
in our belated victory over the hated historic Crusaders. Except the Modern Crusaders 
are lurking in the shadows and laughing at our hollow victory. Is that what the ‘Hollow 
Crown’ meant? Glorious victory! Glorious domination! Except if the gaudy crown is 
turned over then it is nought but a hollow zero! 

Allah! What have we done to this demi paradise?” the fireman whispered. “I never 
appreciated it when it was a demi paradise. My father only taught me to hate. The 
madrassas only taught me to hate. The mosques only taught me to hate. My fellow 



Muslims only taught me to hate. That arsehole Trevor Phillips who peddled that canard 
‘Multi-culturalism’ and ‘Islamophobia’ to the delusional. Too late he found out that 45% of 
Muslims in the UK heard terrorism and radicalism peddled in their mosques and 
madrassas and considered it mainstream. And oh yes. Over fifty percent of the 
mosques and madrassas were also controlled by Deobandi Indian Wahhabists or Saudi 
Wahhabists or else Istanbul radicals too. All peddling the same sedition and treason and 
radicalism and pathological hatred. The foundation for terrorism. Fuck. It was over 50%. 
It was the majority of mosques and madrassas!  

Just like the statistic that the majority of UK Mos would never turn over a fellow Mo who 
was a terrorist or a rapist or a criminal as long as he targeting the Kafirs and Takfir Kafir 
Apostates. Just like the 20-30% of Mos who supported the theory of Terrorism being 
sometimes justified. Just like the 30% of Mos who demanded Sharia. Denouncing the 
Magna Carta and Common Law. Radical? Hell. Another 30% of Mos supported the idea 
of Islamising the Magna Carta and Common Law and forcing it on everyone. Even non 
Muslims. So the reality was the majority of Mos hated the Magna Carta and Common 
Law as much as they hated Kafirs and Great Britain! That was the mainstream reality 
Trevor Phillips you arsehole! 

Great Britain was Dar ul Harb. Every mainstream mosque said so. Every major Islamic 
bastion all over the Islamic World said so. Every Mo marching into this country believed 
that the UK was not only Dar ul Kafir but Dar ul Harb. Abode of War. The Bastion of the 
Christian Crusader. We were at war. It was not just a clash of civilizations. It was a state 
of war. And likewise every mainstream Islamic bastion all over the Islamic World and 
every mainstream mosque and madrassa called the indigenous people Kafirs. Except 
for the Pagans. They were call Shirks. The vilest of creatures who committed the most 
heinous of crimes: Kufr. Najis filth. That too. Every mainstream mosque and madrassa 
and all mainstream Islamic bastions called non Muslims that! Najis filth! And Jahiliyyah 
pollution! Every mainstream mosque and madrassa and every mainstream Islamic 
bastion peddled that. And that all non Muslims were Najis filthy Jahiliyyah polluted pigs 
and dogs and apes and monkeys and the ‘vilest of people’ and people of ‘no morality’ 
and ‘no intelligence’. Mainstream. And all over the Youtube and the Internet. Not even 
concealed. Mainstream! And that all unveiled females were whores! Not even 
concealed. Mainstream! 



Every Friday we curst the people of ‘Gross Error’ and the ‘Donkeys laden with books’. 
Islam is a religion of bloody wars and bloody borders and bloody hates. All despite the 
fact we had full religious freedom and security and peace and prosperity. And now.... 
what have we done to this demi paradise we curst as Dar ul Kafir and Dar ul Harb? We 
turned it into Dar ul Islam Eurabia. Abode of Peace. Really? Really? Bullshit! We turned 
the Advanced World of the Northern Hemisphere into carbon copies of our own Third 
World failed states. Famine. Disease. Garbage. Wars. Chaos. Barbarity. Unspeakable 
violence. Medieval superstition. Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. And everywhere Death. We 
took a beau place and we vandalized it. We smashed it. We tore it to pieces. We gutted 
it! We disemboweled it! We devoured it! We destroyed it! Hurray for us! 

Look around all of you arseholes! We turned the Abode of Peace and Prosperity into the 
Abode of War. Every Islamic country is the Abode of War. Allah. Are you weeping? I am. 
But then you have always known I was a deviant! Right Allah? But why am I deviant 
Allah? Am I not what you made me to be? No less than Islam? A deviant and defiant 
sometime spelunker and arsonist turned professional fireman who is a snake for 
Monuments Men and a mole for MI. Burning things is my full time job now. Are you 
pleased with what we Muslims had done to London Allah? Are you please with what we 
Muslims have done to Great Britain? Europe? The Western World? The Northern 
Hemisphere? Are you pleased with your Faithful? Are you pleased with your religion? 
Are you pleased with me?” 

The fireman picked his way through the carnage and then marched toward the arson 
fires blazing on the far horizon. “No matter now much my father and my cleric and my 
imam beat the shit out of me I always knew I was born deviant. Not just Davy! Me! You 
see. I always longed to love this place before we destroyed it. I almost fugitively long to 
see the Morlocks win. I almost actually want the Cockney Cockroach Infestation to kill 
us. I almost desire for the Anarchists and White Van Blokes to exterminate us. And the 
‘Collars’ to dismantle us. I almost wish the Jews and Freemasons really do render our 
glorious victory into a ‘Hollow Crown’. A Zero. And devour us. All of us. Even me.  

Devour us! Devour us all! All of us self absorbed, egotistical, vain, arrogant, irrationally 
entitled, self proclaimed Best of the Best of Peoples. We of the conceited and vain 
Ubermensch of the Ummah. I am secretly rooting for my own demise. My own 
displacement and replacement. Myself as an Eloi devoured by my own murderous 
Morlock. We deserve to be devoured! All of us! Let the monsters emerge from their 



hidden places and devour us all! Didn’t the movie end with the Eloi so devolved they 
had become a short of sheep? Isn’t that what we are? Sheeple! Devour us! We deserve 
to be devoured!...” 

*** *** 

The Knockers huddled together at the portal to the terrifying place. The Surface! “No! 
No! We can’t! We can’t!” Ten year old Knockers whispered in terror as they cringed at 
crossing over the threshold to the terrifying reality of the terrifying place. The Surface!  

The teenaged boss pulled out his never before used gun and eased himself forward. 
Then he gingerly peered out. He shuddered. Then he eased on foot over the threshold. 
He gasped. He eased the other foot over the threshold. He shuddered. He looked 
around the unbelievably foul street in the stinky darkness. He shuddered. He looked 
back at the wet kids shivering in the whirling water as it sloshed around the lobby. 
Pancras signs floating in the water. He held up the razor wire and crawled through. He 
stood gingerly on the filthy street. The stench so overpowering he suddenly double over 
and vomited. Then he wiped the vomit off his shivering face. He looked around. Then he 
took out his emergency map and tried to guestimate the closest safe house. Behind him 
the Knockers wept as if small children. Which they were now that they were outside of 
their safe spaces of a cocoon of reassuring technology embedded in the reassuring 
safety of the deep underground. The terrified teenaged boss gestured to his Knockers. 
“Sush! Sush! It will be ok! It will be ok.......” 

*** *** 

The Sniper’s rifle followed a fireman as he meandered down a filthy street. His cross 
hairs on the dark uniform. “If only this was Midnight he would be perfect for my first shot. 
But no. Silence is golden. He is zig zagging all over the place. Stumbling. Staggering. 
As if sick. Starving? I wonder if he is going Feral? I met a fireman once in the ruins of 
the old In & Out. The 94. He said he heard there used to be ghost of one of the WW II 
chaps who died when a bomb hit the 94. He wanted to find the ghost. It was quite 
extraordinary. He said all he found so far in the ruins was an old gaffer in a trench coat 
who told him tall tales in the ruins of the Egremont Room around 3:00 A.M. as a radio 
played somewhere. I told him he met the ghost of 94 then. The ghost of Half Moon 
Street. 



Well! The most extraordinary fireman replied it could not possibly be a ghost because 
the old gaffer’s name was Major Braddell and he told the fireman tall tales of WW II until 
some radio from someplace chimed as if Big Ben. The fog pea soup thick. Then a siren 
wailed. So Major Braddell asked the fireman if he wanted to go to the shelter. But the 
fireman said why? So Major. Braddell kept regaling the fireman with tall tales of WW II 
until 3:00 A.M. And then the old gaffer suddenly told the fireman ‘I have just been hit. 
Bloody hell! To survive the In & Out bombing only to be sniffed at my post by the 
Kensington anti-aircraft battery.’ And then the gaffer suddenly vanished.  

So I told the fireman ‘You have met the Ghost of Half Moon Street.’ And the fireman was 
quite perplexed. So I said ‘Where is the fog then? The siren? The radio?’ And we looked 
around. And the ruins of the 94 In & Out were clear in the darkness except for the few 
distant street lights which still worked. There was no fog or siren or radio. And the 
derelict ruins of the long abandoned house were empty except for the fireman and me. 
So the fireman, a most atypical creature, went up to the wall. And he commenced 
feeling all around the rubble of the partly demolished wall. The ruins mostly gutted and 
strangely ghostly as if a haunted house. So I asked him what he was looking for.  

The fireman said ‘Old Major Braddell told me when he was bombed here this wall was 
shattered. And inside was a hole. And inside the hole was a Screaming Skull. Except 
the Screaming Skull did not scream on account it was still safely lodged though half of 
the wall was shattered by the bomb which also pinned down Major Braddell under a 
great beam. So he was trapped and slowly bleeding to death under the debris. Unable 
to move. Too weak to do much except whisper. So Major Braddell decided to force 
himself to stay awake and not slip into a coma by chatting with the Screaming Skull 
lodged in the half demolished wall. And the Screaming Skull being quite happily lodged 
in its cubby hole despite half of the wall now gone to rubble chatted away to Major 
Braddell about the goings on at 94 when it used to be the home of Lord Egremont 
between 1756 and 1760.  

So Major Braddell asked the Screaming Skull how it got into the wall. And the 
Screaming Skull nonchalantly explained a body snatcher exhumed its body one 
midnight and as the dastardly blackguard hauled it away the head rolled off in one 
direction as the body snatcher rushed off in the other direction. And the head kept rolling 
and rolling and rolling. Howling quite indigently too. Lord Egremont was coming home 



from his club in the wee hours and heard the howling. Now anyone else would have run 
away. But Lord Egremont just came up to the severed head and asked why it was 
howling like a banshee.  

Upon explaining the indignity inflected upon the severed head by the absconding 
blackguard of a body snatcher Lord Egremont suggested the indigent severed head 
might like to take up residence in his digs. It was under construction you see. So Lord 
Egremont picked up the severed head and placed it inside his powdered wig tucked 
inside his tri-hat. So the severed head was quite cosy and stopped howling. Then Lord 
Egremont nonchalantly took it home and placed it in a wall which was under 
construction. He worked on the little digs for the severed head until dawn. In his fancy 
evening clothes and everything. He used his fancy embroidered jacket and lace jabot to 
line the hole. Then he eased the severed head inside. And the severed head said the 
hole was as comfortable as could be. Quite better than a dirty old coffin. In fact quite as 
delightful as it could wish for.  

So Lord Egremont said the severed head could stay there as long as it liked. But the 
condition was the severed head had to be a lucky talisman and protect the inhabitants 
of the digs forever. In sort: become a Screaming Skull. The other condition was no one 
would ever try to remove the Screaming Skull from its cosy digs. If disturbed the skull 
would quite naturally scream. Quite rightly. Having been disturbed once was bad 
enough. So Lord Egremont plastered over the hole and the severed head commenced 
protecting 94 Half Moon Street. So Major Braddell asked the Screaming Skull why he 
failed to protect 94 Half Moon Street during the Blitz.  

The Screaming Skull replied it was suppose to protect the inhabitants of the digs. Not 
the digs. And it was protecting the inhabitants. To be exact: Major Braddell. So Major 
Braddell said he was bleeding to death under a fallen beam. The Screaming Skull 
commenced screaming at that point. And rescuers digging through the rubble on the 
other side of the street followed the screams to Major Braddell and commenced saving 
his life. And the rescuers later praised Major Braddell in hospital for his robust screams 
because otherwise no one would have found him in time. Being under a beam and 
everything. The Major told the rescuers he did not remember screaming. He said he 
was bleeding so much he could barely keep himself from slipping into a coma. So the 
screams had to be from the Screaming Skull. The nurses at that point decided that the 
Major was still delirious and needed to rest.  



But months later the Major limped back to the partly damaged In & Out. It was being 
repaired. Everyone deciding that the place was too lucky and too sentimentally beloved 
to be abandoned despite a bomb crater in the middle of it. So Major Braddell quite 
properly thanked the Screaming Skull for screaming so opportunely because he was so 
faint he could not have made himself heard to rescuers on the other side of the street.’  

Well! I was quite sure the fireman was spinning a tall tale but his fingers suddenly 
crumbled enough plaster away to reveal a dark hole lined with decayed silk and rotting 
lace with bits and pieces of tarnished silver embroidery. He produced a small hand torch 
and we looked inside. And inside was a moldering skull. I gestured to rescue the poor 
thing. But the fireman shook his head. ‘A Screaming Skull never likes to be disturbed’ he 
explained as he turned off his small torch. 

‘But surely we should give it a Christian burial?’ I protested. 

The fireman shook his head. ‘Screaming Skulls never want Christian burial or to be 
moved. They just want to stay in their cosy little holes. Like Ahmad. As long as Ahmad 
stays in his dark hiding place he is quite happy. With or without his sock monkey 
missing one eye. We will simply cover up his nook and perhaps the screaming skull may 
yet bestow its protective luck on people.’ So the fireman shoved the broken plaster back 
and then piled shattered bricks back over the partly demolished wall.  

‘I think the Screaming Skull probably screamed during the 1999 demolishment and 
scared everyone away’ I explained. ‘After so eagerly throwing the In & Out Club out of 
94 after the Kuwait War in order to commercialize the hallowed place the Kuwaiti oil 
kings then oddly allowed the hallowed old building to languish for years. Decaying. 
Falling down. Moldering into a rumored haunted house because they probably thought it 
was dreadfully haunted!’ 

‘Well!’ the fireman said as he arranged the broken bricks to protect the moldering skull. 
‘The Kuwaiti owners were not only too greedy and too spiteful but too superstitious. Any 
building graced by a Screaming Skull is really quite lucky. We are privileged to have met 
it. Perhaps a little of its luck will rub off on us.’ 



So in memory of that very weird fireman I will let that poor sick chap stagger away” the 
sniper said. ‘Though I fear he will die before the night is out!’ 

*** *** 

“.....I remember beating up a Jew once” the fireman told the ghostly Lledrith as he 
forced marched toward the darkness he knew would be his doom. “ I had just thrown 
myself out of the buggering madrassa and was back at a grammar school. Being 
terrified I overreacted, assuming everyone was trying to attack me. So I brandished my 
little knife at everyone instead. Well! That geek of a Jew refused to be cowered. He 
looked at my little knife and asked me ‘Were you attacked at the madrassa? Is that why 
you overreacting? Are you projecting? Because you are projecting you know. You are 
projecting your fears on us. And anyway, you should not be embarrassed that you keep 
a beloved sock monkey in your tattered old backpack. I see it is missing one eye. I can 
fix that for you. My brother carried his beloved teddy bear with him all the way to 
university and...’ 

....and I commenced punching him. Screaming. Me I mean. Not the Jew. He just 
projected his grit back at me. Every time I punched the near sighted geek Jew in his 
face and jeered him as a ‘donkey laden with books’ he just kept spitting his blood back 
into my face. While spitting out statistics. The prick. The stubborn little prick. Statistics 
like UN reports documenting our historic failure to achieve anything but war. UN reports 
documenting our sole contribution to the earth: Jihad. UN reports documenting with 
scientific accuracy our Muslim Arabic failure to do achieve any science or technology. 
What did he say as he spat blood into my face? That Jew? Oh yes. The UN report of 
2003 documented our ‘disregard of reality’ and ‘knowledge problems’ and how our 
brains were hot wired to be ‘cloaked in the supernatural’ instead of scientific reality.  

He spat the name Pervez Hoodbhoy at me. Spitting out how ‘Physics Today’ proved that 
before the Ninth Century and from the Thirteen Century onward no major scientific or 
medical or technological invention or discovery or innovation emerged from the Islamic 
Levant except for two Nobels by Muslim Apostates working in the West ---- which don’t 
count then. And that the West even had to introduce the Wheel to Dark Age Arabia. 
Mohammad’s Arabia. Spitting out the facts along with his blood and his teeth. As each 
bloody fact burned itself into my memory. 



The damn Jew spat out how we Muslim scion of Mohammad’s Arabs were intellectually 
paralyzed. Mentally calcified. Impotent. Inbred. Marginalized. Clutching our ragged 
cloak of many colors, mostly mythic, to our bony chests while boasting delusional of 
things we never achieved. Ranting and raving about a mythic Golden Age which never 
existed. Clutching make-believe feel good BIG LIES while indulging in Infantilization and 
Victimhood. Whining in Scientific Envy of the achievements of other. Achievements of 
the West. And Asia. Covetous and envious and greedy for the genius and achievements 
of Christians. And Jews. And Zoroastrians. And Hindus. And Sikhs. And Buddhists. 
Every religion more successful than we were. Every people more productive than we 
were. Every civilization more achieving than we were. Every nation more enterprising 
than we were.  

All while whining to deflect attention away from our own failure to produce one damn 
piece of genuine science or medicine or technology. Producing only a minuscule of the 
percentage of scientists and engineers, and technicians that the rest of the world 
produced each year. Only producing .....what was it? Oh yes. That came out with the 
second tooth I smashed out of his mouth. That Pakistan only produced 8 patents in 43 
years. What else did that prick of a Jew say as he spat out statistics and blood and 
teeth into my face? The 2003 UN Human Development Report proved that South Korea 
produced 144 scientific papers per million compared to 26 scientific papers per million 
by ALL of the rest of the Arabic countries in the same time period. And my headmaster 
said I was retarded. I can remember things. Just not the things I should remember. Like 
the Medieval Koran memorized by rote. Sans translation. Why can’t I remember that 
when I can remember every bloody insulting statistic that damn Jew spat into my face 
along with his teeth? 

Or that South Korea produced 1600 plus patents in a twenty year period compared to 
370 patents from all of the Islamic Levant countries COMBINED in the same time 
period. And a lot of those 370 patents registered in the Islamic Levant were done by 
foreigners. Non Muslims. That a famous Nobel Laureate said he never read a single 
Muslim academic article in thirty years that was worth shit. That came out with the third 
tooth. That Muslim countries still expect scientists to confirm to ‘Islamic Sciences’ and 
obey heresy and blasphemy protocols. That Muslim countries still value ‘revelation 
rather than reason as the ultimate guide to valid knowledge’. Valid knowledge being of 
course Islamic knowledge. Which is to say anything that validates Islam. Like research 
into Genii power. Well. The Islamic Nobels have vindicated Genii Power. Hah! And this 



year’s Islamic Nobel has been awarded to the study of the temperature of Hell! And last 
year’s Islamic Nobel went to the chemical composition of heavenly Djinnis! So there!  

And anyway! Who needs a Polio vaccine if it is done by a damn Jew anyway. Or a 
smallpox vaccine if it was created by a damn English Kafir? My imam always repeated 
Khomeini’s definition of economics to me: ‘Economics is the preoccupation of donkeys.’ 
My imam always repeated Al Ghazali’s definition of science: ‘the science that the Koran 
brings is all science.’ There is no other need for any other science. Just as there is no 
need for the World Humanities or World History or World Religion or anything other than 
Islam. My imam always repeated Al Ghazali’s definition of Islamic virtue to me: a big 
family, poverty, and prayer.’ My imam always repeated the Koran verse of 61.9 to me: ‘It 
is He who has sent His messenger with guidance and the religion of truth and will make 
it DOMINATE over all religions.’ My imam always explained why Islam will dominate: our 
Faith and Jihad and our ability to out breed the world. We will conquer by gross over 
population of inbreds. 

My imam always loved to quote his favorite quote of Bukhari about the Prophet, peace 
be upon him: that Mohammad declared himself to be the ‘guardian of the illiterates sent 
by Allah.’ To guard the divine illiterates. To guard and protect the blessed illiterates. 
Because there was nothing so blessed as illiteracy except poverty. The first to enter 
Paradise is every jihadist who can show his battle wounds. The second to enter 
paradise are the poor and the illiterate. The last to enter Paradise are the educated. 
Well! That shows our fucking priorities doesn’t it! Behold how well that master plan for 
world conquest has turned out! 

Damn but how that damn little Jew spat out his blood and statistics to me. That prick. 
That donkey laden with books. So defiant. Each time I pounded my fist into his face. 
Spitting out blood and teeth and statistics. Like the fact the UN proved that entire Arabic 
Muslim World was all but last. Bottom of the barrel. All but dead last. Just above the 
worst part of Africa. All but dead last in every category of human development. 
Infrastructure. Health. Education. Literacy. Per capita GDP. R & D. What the fuck is R & 
D. Patents. Discoveries. Inventions. Innovation. Enterprise. Productivity. Bottom! 
Bottom! Bottom!  

The only thing the Islamic World has excelled in is illiteracy, poverty, and backwardness 
and war. That of the 20 countries which are the most illiterate, backward, poor, and torn 



by war 33% were Muslim. That most of the proven failed states were Muslim. That even 
such ‘success’ stories as Malaysia and Indonesia lags behind the rest of the Asian world 
and are only ‘tigers’ because of their over achieving non Muslim Asian and Christian 
population. That 23% of the world’s population is Muslim and 60% of the population of 
failed states is likewise Muslim. That two thirds of the poorest and most illiterate 
population of the world is Muslim.  

That even in the West Muslims are the most conspicuous failures. 70% of the prisoners 
are Muslims. That 90% of all Muslims in the West are some sort of unemployed 
criminals. Especially drug gangs. That 85% of all rapists are Muslim. That 90% of all 
child grooming and pedophile rapes and stranger rapes are committed by Muslims. That 
between 50% and 80% of all Muslims are welfare leeches or benefits cheats or else 
dole abusers. That even Muslim experts like Ali Abd Al Aal admit that 80% of all Muslims 
in the West exploit various forms of the dole but mostly engage in criminality, arson, 
rape, pillage, and drug gang abuse. So criminal they even routinely attack fire engines 
and ambulances. And especially schools. Even burning down their own expensive 
migrant centers out of sheer boredom. That Western Muslims are even conspicuously 
alcoholics as well as drug addicts. So much for the famous Muslim Moral High Ground.  

That Muslims occupy the lowest incomes but use the most national resources and strain 
every national infrastructure. If you factor criminality and welfare abuse the Muslims of 
the West are a proven net loss to any nation. That Muslims have the least language 
skills, the least education, the worst work ethic, the highest drop out rates as well as the 
lowest job skills and high unemployment rates. Bums. The lot of us. Failures all of us. 
FAILURES. FAILURES. FAILURES. PROVEN! PROVEN! PROVEN! How that damn 
prick spat that out at me along with his blood as I pummeled him. 

That per million people, the USA produces 4000 scientists and engineers and Japan 
produces 5000 scientists and engineers but the Arabic World only produces 230 per 
each million people. That in the UK alone the British produce 2000 books per million 
people each year compared to Egypt’s zilch. And the rate of comparison in the rest of 
the Arabic World is just about as bad. That Arabs translate the least books both 
historically and presently. That Muslims in the West still have the poorest language skills 
compared to other immigrants. That even second generation Muslims often can’t speak 
the indigenous language well enough to get a good job. That 1.5 billion Muslims in total 
produce less scientists and engineers than France’s 60 million Christians alone. That 



out of 2,60,000 scientific articles each year, Muslims only contribute 1% and that is 
rated mediocre. ‘Junk articles’.  

That the North West has been documented and proven to be the most dynamic, 
advanced, educated, healthy, economically prosperous, productive, inventive, hard 
working, and enterprising people in history. The Muslim World has been documented 
and proven to be the least dynamic, advanced, educated, healthy, economically 
prosperous, productive, inventive, hard working, and enterprising people in history. That 
the West has produced 95% of all inventions and discoveries in history up to the 
millennial. The Muslim world has produced the least inventions and discoveries in 
history.  

And even the so-called Golden Age of Muslim inventions and discoveries between 900 
and 1200 were mostly done by Muhdati converts and pundits from among the 
conquered Christians and Jews and Zoroastrians and Hindus and Sikhs and Jain along 
with less than one dozen Muslim apostates and heretics. That even the Zero was a 
Hindu invention and ‘Arabic Numbers’ are really ‘Indian Numbers’ with a fake label 
slapped on them during their export to the West THROUGH the Islamic Levant from 
India. That we did not even invent Algebra. The guy who wrote the book ‘Algebra’ only 
coined the name while reviewing the synthesis of Greek and Egyptian and Babylonian 
and Indian mathematicians. That ‘1001 Muslim Inventions’ was a crock of bullshit 
wrapped in delusional scientific envy and tied with a bow of the BIG LIE. 

So if we do manage to exterminate every damn indigenous European and Britisher we 
will kill the very people we have relied on to invent and discover and manufacture and 
produce and maintain everything we buy or else steal off the shelf. That would just leave 
China and Japan and South Korea and India to keep scientific and medical and 
technological civilization alive. And if we achieve our dream of Islamic World conquest 
then we will achieve the dubious joy of murdering all invention and innovation in the 
sciences and medicine and technology in the entire world. But hell! Who need’s BID’a 
invention and innovation anyway?  

There is a reason why BID’a was banned by the Muslims so that is that! No more 
invention and innovation! Most madrassas still teach nothing but the rote memorization 
of the Koran and that the earth is flat and the sun obits the earth and sets in a pool of 
mud and the stars are closer than the moon. So fuck! Who needs modern science and 



medicine and technology and invention and innovation anyway anyway. My damn imam 
who used to be me bloody always swore by ‘Holy Urine’ anyway. 

What else did that damn prick shout at me along with his blood and smashed teeth? Oh 
yes! That the West averages between 95% to 100% literacy. The Islamic World 
averages between 40% and 60% literacy. One in four Muslims is illiterate and around 
one half of all female Muslims are illiterate. That 50% of Muslims do not go to modern 
schools. Only Madrassas which only teach the Koran by rote memorization. That 40% 
of all Christian Westerners graduate in high education in the sciences compared to 2% 
of Muslims. That the UK alone produces 3000 scientific degrees compared to 500 for 
Muslims world wide. Muslims are the most self segregated and isolated even in the 
West. Muslim university graduates are 2% compared to 40% in the West. That Indian 
Doctorates alone outnumber the whole Muslim World. That only 1% of the Muslim world 
owns computers and only .05% of all Muslims have access to the Internet. The only 
thing Muslims can do is play with memes and emojis and pictures on cell phones and 
post selfies on social media like the vain air-head pricks we are. 

That the entire Arabic world only produces 40 books per million people compared to 160 
books per million people in the West alone. Arabic translations per year are 330 books 
which is less than 1/5 of Greece. And Spain translates more books in one year than all 
the translations of books in the entire Arabic World throughout history. That industrial 
production of Muslims is 16% compared to 60% of the West. That half of all Muslim 
‘Science’ in the Arabic World is nothing more than the study of the Koran and the Hadith 
and the Sira.  

That damn Jew spat out our failure to me. ‘Failure! Failure! Failure! Bottom! Bottom! 
Bottom!’ With every tooth I pounded out of his mouth. That the GDP of all of the Arabic 
countries in 1999 combined was less than a single country in the West. Spain. That if oil 
was removed then the entire Islamic Levant’s GDP equaled less than Finland. That 
since 1975 the entire Islamic Levant has been in ‘quasi stagnation’. 0.05% growth 
compared to average of 1.3%. Below even Cuba. Non oil productivity even lower than 
---- wait. No. Even including oil productivity the Oil Kingdoms are half of South Korea. 
Non oil producing Arabic countries combined is less than one tenth of South Korea. 
That came out with sixth tooth.  



That the Islamic Levant mostly only produces raw materials and almost no intellectual or 
scientific or medical or technological products at all. That if oil extraction vanished then 
the entire Islamic Levant would sink into the dust. In its entire history Muslims have only 
translated some ten thousand books. That Muslims publish just over 1% of the world’s 
books. In the same time period Muslims produced only some six thousand books 
compared to over one hundred thousand books in North America alone. And the Islamic 
Levant suffers from an acute ‘freedom deficit’ according to every Western criteria for 
human rights.  

We even needed the Kafirs to invent gunnery and artillery and domes and arches and 
gunpowder and clock technology and sailing ships and clippers and steamers and 
gaslight and electricity and railroads and paved roads and automobiles and airplanes 
and telegraphs and telephones and computers and the internet and photography and 
movies and recordings and cell phones and industrial textiles and industrialized 
everything and mass production and modern steel and plastics and satellites and space 
ships and circumnavigation of the planet and every sort of modern medicine for us ---- 
after introducing the concept of ‘the wheel’ to Medieval Arabia. In short: the Muslim 
World is the stone age in the modern age. 

That the Islamic Levant spends less on education or Research and Development than 
Cuba does. Oh wait! That is what R & D means! I always forget what R &D means! And 
that Islam banned the Humanities entirely and even chess. That even our so-called 
Golden Age’ was mostly populated by Christian and Jewish and Zoroastrian and Hindu 
genius converts called Muhtadi and we only produced about one dozen of genuine 
innovators ----- who were all educated in the Late Classical Hellene Age Old Knowledge 
and the Chinese and Hindu New Knowledge ----- and they were all Apostates who 
cursed Islam for closing the Muslim mind and chaining it in superstition and ignorance. 
Which meant if there even was a Golden Age it existed DESPITE ISLAM. And it existed 
during nonstop war which all but destroyed the entire Late Classical Hellene Civilization 
and also destroyed the entire Gandhara Buddhist Civilization and all but destroyed the 
Hindu Civilization and but for fortune would have destroyed World Civilization. He said 
that before we destroyed Great Britain and Europe of course. 

That Al Ghazali even banned Cause and Effect. What did that damn Jew snarl at me? 
‘Throw Reason to the Dogs’ was Islam’s entire contribution to Rational Thought. And 
banning Cause and Effect was Islam’s entire contribution to Science.’ And declaring the 



earth to be flat was Islam’s entire contribution to Geography. And declaring the sun 
orbited the earth and the stars were closer than the moon was Islam’s entire 
contribution to Astronomy. And Astrology was the only achievement of Islam’s entire 
Golden Age. That and book burning. So much for saving knowledge. And banning the 
printing press was Islam’s entire contribution to Technology. And our sole contribution to 
Invention has been the suicide vest and we even plagiarized that. That our entire mythic 
Golden Age was all just one gigantic looting of others. Other’s wealth. Other’s 
civilizations. Other’s achievements. Other’s inventions. Because we were nought but 
parasites. Bullies and Vandals and Thugs and Parasites! Past! Present! And Future! 

Allah! I punched out every one of that damn Jew’s front teeth and he kept spitting blood 
and teeth and statistics at me. And to this day I remember every single terrible thing he 
said. And I can’t remember one damn thing I was flogged for failing to memorize by rote 
back at Madrassa. Well! That proves it! I am as deviant as that prick of a Jew was. 
Fortunately now that we have destroyed the West they won’t be inventing or producing 
anything any more to embarrass us. Of course it also means we are losing our Global 
Jihad against the Shirk Chinese and South Koreans and Japanese too. And the Rebels 
in Australia. And the Rebels in Eurabia. And the Rebels here.  

What was the last thing that damn Jew spat out at me? Oh yes. We only buy Kafir 
Genius and Enterprise off the shelf. Talismans and Devices. That is to say Technology 
and Science. We buy it off the Kafir Shelf. We always have. We always will. It is all we 
are capable of doing. Buying the Genius and Enterprise of others off the shelf. So I beat 
the damn Jew into a bloody pulp. But that damn prick just kept spitting blood and teeth 
and statistics back into my face. Almost laughing at me. So I snarled what the fuck was 
he laughing at? And he laughed as he hemorrhaged all over me. He laughed that there 
was a fatal fly in the ointment of the arrogance of our glorious master plan to conquer 
the World.  

Then he asked if I wanted him to tell me what the fatal fly in the ointment of our glorious 
master plan for world conquest was? Laughing at me even as he was hemorrhaging all 
over me. Blood pouring out of his mouth and nose. Choking on his own mangled flesh 
and blood. I damn near murdered him with my bare hands. Then I had to call the 
ambulance and carry him to the school nurse and then wait to be arrested. And I wasn’t 
even fucking arrested. Why wasn’t I fucking arrested? I should have been fucking 
arrested! Because of that I had to serve as that prat’s fucking bodyguard for the rest of 



the school year. The great school mastermind. I had to atone and atone and atone. And 
the worse part was he never asked me to atone so I had to keep atoning because he 
refused to ask me to atone. So I had to take on the entire Mo gang which was 
terrorizing the damn school. All because he refused to have me arrested.  

And he knew Ahmad’s little secret. He had me under his thumb because he knew 
Ahmad’s little secret. So I kept waiting for him to attack me. Except he didn’t. Instead, 
he so damn nice to me! Goddamn it! And after I met Wolfey that little Jew knew 
Mohammad’s little secret. Even before Mohammad knew he had a secret that Jew knew 
about Mohammad’s little secret. And after I got a crush on the Heroine of Hyde Park 
that little Jew knew my secret. Our secret. And that I was living rough. Homeless. Using 
my boasts of being a heroic spelunker to cover up the fact I was living in abandoned 
places because I was homeless. He had me under his thumb. He could have reported 
me at any time. So .....why didn’t he? 

And that Jew, I always refused to use his name of Saul, using that name would imply 
trust and no one could be trusted with our secrets. That Jew told me my creative 
imagination was a wonderful sort of healing from terrible events and tragedies which 
would have destroyed lesser souls. And he kept telling me ‘Davy, you have wonderful 
gifts. You are a genuine clairvoyant. And your photographic memory is amazing. You 
inhabit your Left Brain most wonderfully. And Mohammad and Ahmad inhabits your 
Right Brain most wonderfully. You just need to integrate your personalities together into 
an unified shieldwall against your trauma so you can handle life effectively. Not be at the 
mercy of life. Control life. Control your life. Take control of your life. My father is a 
psychologist. So you see I understand.  

My favorite book is ‘Theories Of Enchantment’. Therefore by definition I am a geek and 
nerd. That book explains you. You my dear Davy are a fey creature of the fantastical 
and chimerical. Not the fanatical and victimized. What you are is so much better than 
boring normality or mundane conventionality. You are weird at its best. Wyrd. You are 
Wyrd Davy! You are a creature of magic. Haunted too. But charmed in your entrancing 
and fantastical detour around the boring and conventional and the predictable. In 
comparison I am simply a mundane geek who knows how to spell the entire Webster 
Dictionary.  



The mind is an amazing thing Davy. It is like house. Each house has an owner. The 
personality. It has windows called the Five Senses. It has a front door call Reason & 
Observation & Logical Analysis which leads into the Left Brain called Super Ego. It has 
a back door called the Imagination which leads into the Right Brain called the ID. The 
Right Brain handles the Imagination and also accesses the basement. The Primitive 
Brain. The volatile Right Brain is emotional. It is aggressive. It is brutal. It is brave. It is 
self sacrificing. It is selfish. It is also the inventive and creative side of the house. Your 
clairvoyance is certainly there. So is your artistic flair.  

There is a special room in the ID called The Feminine. Inside is found things like 
nurturing. The ability to be protective. The ability to be tender. The ability to be gentile. 
The Right Brain also accesses another special room called the Human Heart which 
houses the Emotions. The ability to have relationships. It has a room called Dreamland. 
It has a room called Mysticism & Magic. It has other rooms called Talents. Other rooms 
called Needs. It has a genius for the Humanities. Art. Music. The Dance. Poetry. 
Composition. Acting. Invention. Creation. But the Right Brain by itself cannot develop or 
focus Talents or Needs or it pursuit of the Humanities. It cannot by itself restrain or 
harness or exploit all of the rooms inside the Right Brain. That requires the Left Brain. 

The Left Brain is the logical and disciplined and determined side of the house. It has 
rooms such as Science and Technology and Medicine and Chemistry and Engineering 
and Mathematics. It has rooms such as Responsibility, Maturity. Masculinity. Authority. 
Determination. Ambition. It accesses other rooms such as Morality and Philosophy and 
Conscience and formal Religion. It has a tech room where Sentiency and Free Will and 
Self Responsibility and Self Control operate incoming and outgoing organic data 
computers and biological communication and media centers with organic memory data 
banks. It has other rooms called Culture and Identity and History. The Left Brain is very 
connected to the outside, unlike the Right Brain which has a smaller secretive rear door 
to the outside called the Imagination.  

Both the Left and Right Brains accesses an attic called the Memory where the past is 
stored away to be accessed when needed. But sometimes the past is so painful the 
attic becomes haunted. That is called trauma. Or Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. 
PTSD. The Right Brain locks such rooms away because bad things happened inside 
and the rooms are now haunted. But sometimes that causes festering instead of 
healing. The Left Brain usually wants to access such haunted rooms to analyze the 



trauma and exorcize what is haunting the rooms which the Right Brain has locked. But 
sometimes it is simply too terrible. The doors to such haunted rooms must stay locked. 
Sometimes the Left Brain cannot and must not force the Right Brain to open such 
wounds even to lance the festering. 

The house has a yard where the body which contains the mind can exercise to maintain 
the body and the mind’s maximum health. The house has a kitchen to feed the mind for 
maximum health. But sometimes the kitchen is too tempting or else is bare because of 
poverty. Both can harm the mind. The yard can be over used or else not used enough. 
That can harm the mind. And if the house feuds with itself and cuts off the Left Brain 
from the Right Brain that can harm the mind too. The Right Brain can sometimes feels 
too intensely, too emotionally. And the Left Brain can sometimes become afraid of 
feeling anything at all. Both sides of the Brain need to counterbalance each other. If one 
excessively dominates the other then the mind can be harmed. If the house is isolated 
that can also harm the mind too. If the house appears derelict or ugly or scary that can 
harm the mind too. Loneliness can very much harm the mind. 

And the house has a very deep basement call the Primaeval Cortex which can only be 
accessed through the Right Brain. The basement contains the Instincts of Survival and 
the Chemistry of Fight or Flight. Fear. Sex. The biological Needs. The Primeval Drives. 
They are the hot wired programs installed by Nature. Automatic programs. Most of 
Nature’s creatures use automatic programs instead of Sentiency to live out their lives. 
Only few species has Sentiency as well as Automatic Programs. The trouble is a lot of 
people are so scared of thinking, of being sentient, of having to think for themselves, 
they still blindly obey the hot wired programs or else join a cult or religion or ideology 
which acts like a hot wired automatic program so they do not have to think or take 
control of their life or accept responsibility for their life. 

Like the Islamic Halal or Haram. It is an unimaginative and throughly crushing computer 
code of yes and no to prevent the Slaves of Allah from ever thinking outside of the box 
of Islam. In fact most Mos live out their entire lives constricted and constipated by the 
hot wired programs originally installed by Nature and highjacked by Islam. When a 
brutal convert to Mohammad murdered Jews after the murder of K’ab, a brutal killing 
spree, his brother Huwayissa rebuked the murderous Muhayissa. Muhayissa retorted 
‘Had the one [Mohammad] who ordered me to kill him ordered me to kill you I would 
have cut your head off!’ That is an frightening example of a cult called Islam exploding 



the hot wired automatic programs of the Primeval Drives of the Primaeval Cortex. Alas, 
Arabia is dominated by the Primeval Drives of the Primaeval Cortex and that came to 
define Islam. Huwayissa was so impressed by his brother’s intoxicating violence and 
excess of primitive brain responses replacing rational thought or complex sentiency of 
robust conscience or free will or self responsibility or self control or even maturity he 
said ‘By Allah, such a religion which can bring you to this is marvelous!’ and converted 
on the spot!  

The gates of Ijtihad Critical Thinking were nailed shut. The front door call Reason & 
Observation & Logical Analysis was bolted and chained. Reason was ‘thrown to the 
Najis filthy dogs’. Even Casualty was thrown out. Even ijtahad or the open and inquiring 
mind and the ability to ask questions and speculate or debate. Everything became 
Forbidden. Especially BID’a invention or innovation or creating or investigating or 
discovering or analyzing or exploring. Heresy and Blasphemy shackled and manacled 
the mind. The Left Brain was all but petrified. Shriveled. Reduced to a rigid Yes Or No. 
Obey Blindly The Divine Slavery. The rigid and unthinking cult brain. The automaton 
brain. The brain of the New Barbarian as the Fascists described it. The brain of the 
human clogs of Totalitarianism. The infantilized Brain. And the Right Brain became the 
brain of Muslims.  

Hence the penchant for Muslims to always emotionally react and over react while 
irrationally whining and playing the victim even as they engage in horrifically violently 
displays of vigilantism and martyrdom to prove their love for Allah and Mohammad and 
Islam. ‘We love death more than you love life so we will win!’ The mind of the Stockholm 
Syndrome. The programed human robot. The subjugated dominator. The enslaved mind 
of the slaver. The conqueror who is himself conquered. The dominator who is himself 
dominated. 

Yet at the same time the Right Brain of Muslims is diseased because the imagination is 
starved. Any emotions other than violence is starved. The Humanities are entirely 
forbidden. Even sports or chess or kite flying. Every bit of beauty is banned. Every bit of 
tenderness is banned. Allah has 99 names but Love is not one of them. Everything 
other than the cult is deliberately forbidden to starve the brain of Muslims of anything 
except the cult. Even love and tenderness is forbidden. Instead there is only 
brutalization.  



The sexes are totally segregated so there is no exposure of males to femininity outside 
of sex and rape. Nor masculinity to females except as sex and rape. The only duty of 
the male is to kill. The only duty of the female is to mass produce the army of Allah. So 
a cult brain is a diseased brain. A cult brain is a mentally ill brain. But it a form of mental 
illness which any totalitarian dictator or beloved leader or cult dominator wants for his 
army. It is the perfect brain for sheeple. Not citizens. Sheeple. Slaves. Therefore it is a 
form of brainwashing to mass produce the perfect cult soldiers and workers and drones 
and slaves. But back to the normal psychic house. For instance your house Davy. 

The house is called the EGO. You need to develop your Ego Davy. Not just lock poor 
Mohammad and traumatized Ahmad up and throw away the keys. They will escape if 
treated as enemies and accidentally hurt you. And they could actually be every effective 
allies. They could be your friends too Davy. You need to protect them. But they can 
protect you too. And you need Ahmad’s Fight Or Flight instincts. And his child-like 
sweetness to counter balance your astringency. You need Mohammad’s amazingly 
creative imagination because sometimes imagination works better than Reason or 
Observation or Logical Analysis.  

It is not just children who used the Theories of Enchantment to process and cope with 
complexities in life through the imagination and creativity. Adults need imagination and 
creativity too. The Left Brain and Front Door of Reason & Observation & Logical 
Analysis is not enough. Nor is the Conscience Room enough. It can be easily 
overwhelmed. So is your Culture Room. Your Ideals Room. They can be overwhelmed 
too. Your Left Brain needs your Right Brain. Your Right Brain and the Back Door of 
Imagination leads to the rooms of the Primaeval Brain. The Chemistry of Fight or Flight. 
Your Memories. Your Emotions. Your Tenderness. Your Love. Your Needs. Your Talents. 
Your Creativity. Your Clairvoyance. They are just as important. You need to interface 
with both your Left Brain and your Right Brain to form an united Self. You need to be 
We. Not just You.  

For instance there is nothing wrong with letting Ahmad have his needful things. Toys. 
Because he was abused and traumatized. Or letting Mohammad have his needful 
things. TV movies and movie star scrap books. Because he is .....illiterate. Which is a 
psychological blockage. Mohammad is projecting his fear of inbreeding on you. 
Mohammad is projecting his fear of being the byproduct of The Dominator. All while 



refusing to take an IQ test to prove or disprove his fear. And that is hindering your 
potential. Your ability. And you both hate The Dominator and are acting as if the New 
Dominator.  

And IQ by itself does not absolutely define potential. It does not define your potential. 
For instance I have a talent for spelling which is just shy genius. So what? The world 
has Spell Check. It is a showy but ultimately pointless example of minor genius. And a 
terrible childhood does not absolutely guarantee a hopeless adult life. Many people not 
only overcome terrible childhoods, they actually use their terrible childhoods to raise up 
and become stronger and better people because of it. Not just despite it. Because of it. 
You have such potential Davy! Really! 

Mohammad’s highly creative imagination is extraordinary. It is a gift. If trained properly, 
Mohammad could be a gifted writer or poet or artist or movie director. And Mohammad’s 
clairvoyance is genuinely remarkable. Whatever your IQ is, it does not necessarily 
define you. What defines you is how you integrate your strengths and weaknesses 
and ......personalities ..... together into an effective EGO. Take control of your life. Focus 
your efforts toward exciting goals. Get a mission in life. Adopt a crusade. See a future 
that is not just a recycling of the pains of the past over and over and over. Over 
compensating for traumas of the past. Projecting your pains and letting your pains 
control you. So I can perhaps help you learn how to read. Because I genuinely believe 
this a psychological blockage. A self inflected impediment.....’” 

The fireman staggered. He wheezed as he leaned against a dirty wall with his worn 
boots in a pool of sewage. More creatures barely human crawled toward him as if 
sensing his physical weakness. So the fireman forced himself to march relentlessly 
forward in a dark void. An aimless march to escape attack and devouring. Not a march 
toward a future or escape except the escape from immediate devouring. “But then I was 
forced to drop out of school for murdering the rapist leader of the Mo gang who was 
threatening the Heroine of Hyde Park. And then little Jew..... Saul ...... was beaten to 
death by the Mos in retaliation. So I never did get the answer. Any of the answers. As 
always, life controlling me. No me controlling my life. Ahmad and Mohammad controlling 
me. Not me controlling me. Me just spending my miserable life protecting those whiny 
whelps. Just me spending my miserable life trying to keep us together because there is 
no real us. There is only Davy and Mohammad and Ahmad trapped in a haunted house 
called me. And the haunted house called me is falling down.” The fireman staggered. “I 



am so weak from lack of food and loss of blood. My scurvy is getting worse and worse. I 
am going to start losing teeth soon. I am so exhausted from fighting this! All of this!” the 
fireman shouted. Then he resumed his furious but futile march toward he knew not 
what. “So what is the fly in the ointment of our glorious master plan to conquer the 
World?” The fireman looked around the devastation which once was Piccadilly. 

“But now the Morlocks have fled into their hidden places as we Eloi are left puzzled why 
our promised utopia is imploding. Still the self absorbed Eloi that we have always been. 
Still fantasizing that we are sporting our incongruous Western designer clothes and 
Western expensive trainers while playing lazily with our expensive Western cell phones 
while living off Western charity or else the Western dole. Still fantasizing that we are 
taking endless selfies on our expensive Western cell phones. Still fantasizing that we 
are whining how bored we are on the Western dole. That we are on jizya. Still 
fantasizing that we are whining that every Western freebie is just not good enough. Still 
fantasizing that we are expecting to live like kings if not caliphs on the riches of the 
West. Still fantasizing that we will never have to work because the Westerners will work 
for us. Pretending we are above manual labor while incapable of any other form of 
labor. Masking our incompetence to work as entitlement. Not having to work. As the 
Best of Peoples we just have to snap our fingers for our slaves and ‘D’s to do the work 
for us. 

All while pretending that we are still engaging in elaborate social media rituals of utter 
uselessness while boasting of our conquest of the Najis Crusaders while wallowing in 
the instant good life of bloodless conquest. Such arrogance! As everything falls down 
around us! As everything breaks down around us! As we sit on our backsides whining. 
Not possessing one iota of work ethic. Much less job skill. Much less brains. Unable to 
fix anything. Or produce anything. Or salvage anything. As we scavenge what Europe 
used to produce as Eurabia devolves back into the stone age. Except we don’t even 
know how to make stone tools. Allah! What arseholes we are! 

So we are devolving back into Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Dark Age Arabian Muslim 
Mad Max Mayhem. As we turn The First World into just another Third World Islamic 
failed state. A clone of all of the Islamic failed states we migrated from. The worst 
Islamic failed state of all. Starving in the ruins of something magnificent which we simply 
wantonly destroyed. A replay of the Islamic conquest of the Late Classical Hellene 
Civilization of the Levant which we simply wantonly destroyed. And the Gandhara 



Civilization which we simply wantonly destroyed. And the Hindu Civilization which we 
are still wantonly trying to destroy. 

Looking back on our phantom ‘victory’ I see the plot plan. We Eloi were fatally oblivious 
even if every night Kafirs were being raped and terrorized and killed on the streets of 
London by us. We Eloi wallowing in our delusional victory. Our arrogant flight from 
reality. Sawing off the very branch we were sitting on. All while we were really being 
fatally blind sided by the reality that we did not know how to do any of the jobs we 
always expected the Morlocks to do for us. We Eloi did not know how to work. We Eloi 
had no work ethic at all. Never raised to work. Never willing to work. Never able to work. 
We Eloi were always on the dole. From the very beginning. Sneeringly calling it jizya. 
But really just laziness. Laziness and stupidity. 

We Eloi have always been fatally self absorbed and self entitled and utterly oblivious as 
well as shameless. Shameless as the TV Show ‘Shameless’ which once we 
unconsciously auditioned for while wallowing on the dole while boasting of Welfare 
Fraud and Benefits Abuse. Boasting we were waging the first Welfare funded Jihad and 
Conquest in the history of the world. Boasting we would destroy the hated Kafir West by 
our amazing combination of insular ignorance and illiteracy and sloth and criminality and 
rapine fornication and drugs and gangsterism and vandalism and rioting and thuggery 
and envy and arrogant entitlement and absurdist pride as the supposed Best of the Best 
of Peoples combined with Soylent Green gross over breeding. The Eloi deadly sins 
masquerading as Islamic virtues.  

We are the worst of people masquerading as the best of people. Sneering the 
successful for their success. Scornful of the hard working for their enterprise. 
Contemptuous of the ambitious for their achievements. Disdainful of the West because 
it became the super nova of productivity and prosperity we were incapable of copying. 
Boasting of our self proclaimed superiority despite being historic failures. Boasting we 
would destroy the Kafir West from within. With parasitic economic blood sucking. With 
ingrate treachery. With vandalizing destruction. With terrorism and war on every street. 
With hand grenades and bombs going off everywhere. Blowing up everyone and 
everything. Obliviously assuming the result of the indiscriminate carnage, Eurabia, 
would be wonderful. Allah willing. Dar ul Islam Anglestan would be blessed after Dar ul 
Harb Great Britain was destroyed. We Eloi lazily sawing off the very branch we were 



sitting on. All while dressing in Western designer togs and trainers and taking endless 
selfies on our Western cell phones. 

And all the time we were merely smashing and bashing and breaking down an once 
great country as if smashing a wonderful clock. Breaking down an once great city. 
London. Smashing it as if a beautiful work of art. All of the machines breaking down. All 
of the technology breaking down. All of the infrastructure breaking down. All of the 
telecommunications breaking down. All of the health services breaking down. All of the 
sanitation breaking down. All of the administration breaking down. All of the economics 
breaking down. All of the health care breaking down. All of the charm and history and 
exquisite legacy breaking down. Everything breaking down.  

And at the same time the railroads and lorries were breaking down. So were the roads 
as traffic equipment broke down as the Calais Animals brought their mayhem into the 
UK while the Somali Pirates brought their mayhem to the UK. The ports breaking down 
as the Calais Animals and Somali Pirates destroyed everything until roads and rivers 
were nought but gauntlets of death ending with roadblocks of murder. The power grids 
breaking down. Or else the power was being diverted or sabotaged. I don’t know which. 
Muslim controlled cities now finding themselves struggling as power grids sputtered and 
infrastructure broke down and transportation broke down and communication broke 
down as the administration broke down as the economy broke down. The cities become 
cut off. All as agriculture broke down after nationalization and confiscation. Or else food 
was being diverted to the black market. Who knows.  

We Eloi have always only been comfortable in big cities where the Morlocks maintained 
everything for us. The cities were our Eloi pleasure domes. The countryside always 
scared us. Is that the fatal fly in the ointment of our glorious master plan to conquer the 
world? The fact we are nought but parasitic Eloi who can’t do fuck but preen and strut 
and take selfies? So once we wreaked everything and drove the Morlocks underground 
we had to rely on ourselves. But Eloi don’t work. Eloi can’t work. So when Morlocks 
refuse to work for us then we starve in the ruins of our trashed pleasure domes. And 
now of course our Western designer clothes and expensive Western trainers and 
Western cell phones are ragged or busted or else broken. And our preening and 
strutting has become a mad desperation to survive as we devolve. Wallowing on 
Western riches devolving into salvaging Western riches and scavenging Western riches. 
Picking at the bits and pieces of the Death of Europe as if a rat gnarling a carcass. 



Meanwhile smaller Kafir towns and villages apparently waged secretive jihads of their 
own against us. Their Islamic Masters and Dominators. We were the minority in the 
remote countryside. We were the outnumbered in the alien countryside. Especially as 
the weather turned ever more dire and deadly. Rain and floods and sleet and ice and 
hail and snow and blizzards and glaciers are not the stuff we Mos were bred to survive. 
In fact the only reason we were able to survive so far north was because of the artificial 
environment of the big cities. That is all that allowed us to survive. Big cities and the 
dole and the initial willingness of the Morlocks to endue us and tolerate us and keep us 
as if nasty pets. Pets biting the hands that fed them. Ambushes were more possible in 
the remote countryside. Murders were more possible in the remote countryside. 
Especially in winter. So the Harbi took advantage of our weakness and took control of 
the remote and distant parts of the countryside. Especially in winter. They are creatures 
of rain and floods and sleet and ice and hail and snow and blizzards and glaciers. This 
is their environment. Not ours.  

The countryside near to the cities was trashed by us of course. Where the closest food 
was located. But once trashed we had nothing in close vicinity. Then apparently the 
Morlocks attacked the nationalized Oligarch estates one by one. Secure control over the 
countryside bit by bit. Guerrilla warfare. Keep tightening the garrote around each Muslim 
controlled city while starving it of power and food. Keep isolating each Muslim controlled 
city by cutting off communications and transportation. Let us destroy our own bastions 
with Muslim Mad Max Mayhem until all we had was wreckage and ruin. Let us starve in 
our own sewage and let us perish in our own criminality. Meanwhile cull the best and 
haul it away to rebuild distant factories in remote places. Take old factories and mines 
out of the mothballs and reactivate them. Take what closed power plants the Greens did 
not blow up and reactivate them. Divert communications and transportation around us 
to serve them. Move Oxford In Exile to a new safe place. Move the government in exile 
to a safe place. Rebuild Morlock Great Britain bit by bit while building Ragnarokkr 
Survivialist bastions.  

A small population can actually be an advantage if that population is educated and 
skillful and savvy and determined and has the skill and darling to scavenge and cull and 
haul away the best before we could even realize what was happening. All while simply 
encouraging our worst behaviors. Secure the underground in the cities to be used to 
mount the counterattack once we devolve. Allow tainted drugs to come in. Stop food or 



medicine from coming in. Distill better plagues to kill us which they had vaccines 
against. Keep away from our Third World diseases. Sabotage artfully. Watch. Wait. Let 
us destroy ourselves. Covertly engaging in a very British coup which was quietly 
implacably murderous. Guerrilla insurgencies slowly but relentlessly regaining control 
and moving toward us. When is the final push? The counterattack? Is this why the 
powers- to- be have been so antsy tonight? Is the final push coming? So are the rumors 
true? Both Birmingham and Manchester are not just ‘off line’ but annihilated? Is tonight 
London’s turn?  

The trouble with us Eloi is that we are were always so goddamn arrogant. Conceited. 
Scornful. We assumed the conquered would stay conquered. We assumed because the 
Christian leaders were castrated eunuchs that the indigenous people were castrated 
eunuchs. But once they realized their religious leaders were betraying them and their 
so-called leaders were the Loki Insider Traitors and the useful idiots and Luvvies were 
arseholes they jettisoned them. They mutated into Morlocks. Monsters. Ruthless 
monsters willing to devour. Capable of murder. We fatally underestimated our enemy’s 
ability to evolve into a superior killer. A superior form of K carnivore. For that is their 
genetics after all. Alas, we Eloi are the R genetics of rabbits. We don’t evolve. We 
devolve. We think we rule if our herd covers the green countryside. We think we rule 
when the day is sunny and no one is presently dying and there is food and we can frolic. 
But the carnivores are always in the shadows watching and waiting for the right time to 
strike! 

The indigenous British historically have always projected that smoke screen of a 
somewhat daffy, underestimated, bumble bee sort of small town shopkeeper mouse 
facade to fool the too arrogant. Yet historically the British have also been capable of 
shockingly murderous fury when pushed too far. And now we arrogant Eloi have pushed 
them to far. And by pushing the indigenous British too far we arrogantly lazy yet grossly 
self entitled Muslim Eloi are turning the despised British into Morlocks. K carnivore 
monsters. Adoption and Evolution. R & D. New & Improved. Initiative and enterprise. 
Invention and innovation. Competition and Evolution. That is the trouble with K genetics 
vs R genetics. That is the difference between the Morlocks and us Eloi! 

Like the hideous mutant Cockney Cockroaches. And the automaton White Van Blokes 
in their machine uniforms and gas masks. And the Anarchists wearing their Guy Fawkes 
masks over machine faces. And the burnt ‘Collars’ in their boiler suits and Welder 



Helmets. Like the Steampunk Patriots in their cobbled together machine regalia to 
conceal acid spattered faces. Like the fiendish Jews with their oozing Najis mud faces. 
Like the scheming calculating Freemasons with their fiendish rat faces. Like the Sikh 
jackals. Like the Hindu apes. Like the Buddhist vultures. Like the Gays with their blank 
empty faces as if missing faces where faces used to be. Monsters. Morlocks. We have 
made them into monsters who are capable of devouring us all. And the Spies too 
course. Evolved into the Urban Myth Whisperers. It is the nature of my deviant Eloi mind 
that I want to know who is about to devour me. What do you think Davy? Stop crying 
how weak and hungry and scared you are Ahmad. I am asking Davy The Second Rate 
Dominator who his handler really is. Tell us his name Davy!” 

“You know his name Mohammad!” 

“Marlowe!” 

“And guess how Marlowe recruited us! Through Wolfe Sims!” 

“No! No! No! Wolfey would not do that to us!” 

“My original contact was Wolfey! How the hell do you think we kept getting into every 
adventure? Long before Marlowe it was always Wolfey!” 

“No! No! No! You lie! Wolfey wanted us to join his brigade!” 

“Wolfey could have contacted us even after we joined Marlowe! He always knew where 
we could be contacted Mohammad! He just did not want to contact us!” 

“No! No! No!” the fireman screamed as he staggered. “No! No! No! Not Wolfey!....” 

*** *** 

Wolfe stared at his watch. Guy smiled. Wolfe grimaced. “Why didn’t you ever try to 
contact Davy after that Greenwich Tunnel confrontation?” Guy asked.  

Wolfe flinched. “I have asked myself that for these long years! I don’t know why.” Wolfe 
flinched. “I was so jealous of .....her....... that he would chose her over me.....” 



*** *** 

The Ferals are howling Sir” the some of the soldiers told Brigadier Narcissi. “It is such 
a ....well......” 

“Frightening sound?” the Nordic ex-body builder replied. The blood curdling sound filled 
the distance. “It is not a charming sound I concur.” 

“What if the Ferals attack us Sir? We have to stop them! We have to defend ourselves 
even if....” 

“The Ferals are attracted to the smell of blood and rotting flesh” Brigadier Narcissi 
explained. “They track by smell. They track the wounded. The weak. The sick. The 
dying. The decaying. They won’t approach our part of the battlefield because there is no 
such smells to draw them here. And they hate salt. I have no idea why. So we are 
sowing salt along the utter perimeter. Everyone is vaccinated. The Ferals have a very 
short shelf life. They will pose a very short term threat after we secure London.” 

“But they .... it is as if some ..... nightmare ..... Sir.” 

“Zombie night” Brigadier Narcissi agreed. “They smell flesh eating germs. They are 
hunting the Eloi my dear chaps. Not us! We Morlocks smell of victory tonight.....” 

*** *** 

The fireman marched into the polluted darkness. The wind blowing colder and colder. 
But then he bent over to pant. Wheezing. Exhausted. And weak from loss of blood and 
lack of food. Compromised by scurvy. Then he heard them. The distant howl of the 
Ferals. He grimaced as he looked around. The scent of his blood was drawing the 
Ferals toward him. Where could he hide? Where could he secure himself in some safe 
cranny where he could survive the night? “The Ferals are coming! Allah! I need to find a 
place to hide! Before they emerge from their holes! I need a hole to hide in! But where? 
Where? Where can I ride out this night? Or else this will be the last night of my life! 
Allah! Even the Morlocks must be terrified of The Ferals! With the night comes The 
Eaters! And The Eaters eat anything and anyone!” 



*** *** 

The Chauffeur drove straight and hard toward Dover. “Is the town as secure as 
Southampton?” he asked the bloody girl.  

“Yes. A secured port. But it is under continuous attack by the Calais Jungle and the 
Somali Pirates. It is a nonstop pincer attack with the Calais Animals who prowl the 
highway to Dover and the Somalis who attack by water. Millions of scum from the most 
violent parts of the absolute worst failed states of Muslim Africa came to feed off the 
once rich ports and truckers and businessmen and ferries and tourists and railroads and 
tunnels when there used to be borders and nations and economies and products to 
transport and peoples to buy and sell. And the migrants made Calais their beachhead. 
Then they attacked everyone. They destroyed everything in their mania to loot and steal 
and savage. They destroyed the villages and towns and cities and the ports and the 
ferries and the roads and the railroads. They tried to destroy the chunnal. They almost 
did. They destroyed most of its infrastructure. They blew up every road and railroad. 
They blew up every bit port infrastructure. They blew up the telecommunications. All 
while looting and stealing and savaging.  

They looted and burned the farms near and far. They rioted and looted and rampaged 
and raped people near and far. They highjacked and looted and burned automobiles 
and trucks and trains and ferries. They attacked anything that moved. They attacked 
anyone who had anything. They killed everyone once they no longer had anything to 
loot and rob and steal. They molested very child. They raped every female. They burned 
down every church. They looted and burned every home. They destroyed the 
economics. They destroyed everything and everyone. Down to the bone of the carcass. 
They turned Calais into Somali. Now of course there is nothing to attack and devour 
except the Black Market. The Calais Animals and Somali Pirates have destroyed Calais 
and every other port around here except Black market Southampton and Black market 
Dover and the Black Market port of Rotterdam. Nonstop Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. 
Looted. Ravished. Torn to pieces. Devoured. Butchered. Burned. Gutted. Devastated. 
Destroyed. Most of that part of France and Belgium and half of the Netherlands is a 
gutted ruin. Half is an armed national fortress under perpetual siege. Amsterdam is 
nought but ruins. Rebel France retrenched. But they lost both ports to the Mos who 
simply destroyed them utterly.” 



“Didn’t the Dutch tried to cut a deal the with Muzzles?” the Chauffeur asked.  

“Yea. The indigenous Dutch offered half of the Netherlands which was a tiny and 
overpopulated place to begin with. Just to buy off the murderous Mos. What did some 
guy say. Huntington. ‘The Clash of Civilizations. The Mos throughout their entire history 
have been characterized by one thing: bloody borders and bloodier neighbors. The Mos 
were offered Amsterdam and that part of the tiny country. The indigenous peoples would 
voluntarily ethnically move to Dutch Netherlands. Sectarian self cleansing — if the Mos 
voluntarily ethnically moved to Muslim Netherlands. A sort of Swiss canton deal” 

“My country. My identity. My heritage. My future’ the Chauffeur said.  

“The motto of the Identitarians. Yeah. How did it come to this: Europeans begging 
people they gave ‘sanctuary’ to just to keep a bit of their own country, their own identity, 
their own heritage, their own future. In fact offering to give up half of their ancient and 
tiny nation to buy self preservation from the relentlessly brutalizing Islamism of the 
Divine Slavery. Islamic mono-culture. Islamic morality. Islamic Sharia. Islamic jizya. 
Islamic monomania. Islamic fanaticism. Islamic totalitarianism. And relentless Islamic 
persecution of non Muslims blessed by the Sword Verses. All garnished by that 
pathological hatred which Muslims have for non Muslims. A hatred so vicious they even 
deny non Muslims so much as a fleck of humanity. To be reduced to Najis filth. 
Jahiliyyah pollution. Sub human White slaves. On par with rot and decay. As foul and 
repulsive and loathsome as pigs and dogs. Hell bound deviants loathed by Allah. 
Human vermin. The Islamic equivalent of Untouchables.  

All the bleeding Dutch asked for was their Dutch identity. Their Dutch Culture. Their 
Dutch History. Their Dutch Laws. Their Dutch Freedoms. Their Dutch Human Rights. 
Their Dutch Royal Family which the Muzzles were assassinating. Their Dutch 
Government. Their Dutch Language. Their Dutch legacy. Their Dutch values. Their 
Dutch Churches. Their Dutch Bibles and Altars and Crosses and Religious Their Dutch 
Talismans and Cultural Treasures which the Mos called Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution. It 
was not as if the Mos wanted them. It was all Najis and Jahiliyyah and Kufr. Why not 
just let the Dutch go? Wasn’t stealing half of the Dutch nation enough? 



All the Dutch asked for was to take their life savings and hard earned assets and sacred 
things and heritage and move their churches and homes and farms and businesses and 
manufacturing and everything elsewhere. Just to buy survival from the nonstop Mo 
bullying and intimidation and humiliation and riots and arsons and rapes and pillage and 
murders and Ghazi Razzia and degrading jizya with all of its rites of humiliation to feel 
conquered and subdued and most of all: relentless brutalizing eradication. Genocide 
plain and simple. Ethnic cleansing. The Dutch faced the brutal reality of Islam once it 
drops its mask of refugee to reveal the murderous jihadist beneath. The Dutch simply 
pleaded to cut their tiny country in twain if they could keep a tiny part for themselves. 
The Mos could turn their Mo Netherlands into anything they wanted. Just leave the 
Dutch their half.” 

“I gather the deal was not good enough?” the Chauffeur said dryly. 

The bloody girl grimaced. “The Mos wanted it all. The whole of the Netherlands. The 
Dutch cities. The Dutch wealth. The Dutch legacies and assets and achievements 
accrued over a thousand years. The Dutch life savings. Every Dutch properties. Every 
Dutch businesses. Every Dutch farms. The Dutch national treasures and artworks and 
church treasures. The Dutch banks and businesses and manufacturings. Everything. 
Including the Dutch as defacto slaves. Enforced Islamism. Enforced Sharia. Enforced 
Dhimmitude. Enforced Devshirme. Defacto Slavery. Slavery and slow motion 
Genocide.” 

“Unless the Dutch surrendered their language and identity and culture and laws and 
heritage and country and religion and converted to the Divine Slavery.”  

“Which the Dutch refused to do. It was like a rerun of the Nazi occupation or the 
previous Habsburg occupation.” 

“The Dutch have a vein of stubbornness behind their tolerance. What happened then?” 
the Chauffeur asked.  

“Civil war” the bloody girl said. Like the Spanish war of liberation. Like the Habsburg 
revolution. Like the Nazi occupation. The Dutch fought tooth and nail. The Dutch said 
the Muzzles were already waging ethnic cleansing and genocide so the Dutch would do 
a ‘Pakistan partition’ and the Muzzles could take it or leave it or else prepare for war. 



Then the Dutch hauled everything away to Rotterdam as their new capital. They hauled 
away every national and church treasure. Their banks. Their investment brokerages and 
insurance firms. Their diamonds and their Jews. Their businesses. Their farms assets. 
Their stores. Their homes. Everything that could be moved was prepared to be moved. 
An exodus just like in the Bible. A bloody exodus like what happened when Pakistan 
was carved by force from the flank of India by the Mos resulting in millions of Hindus 
and Sikhs being butchered.  

The only difference being the Muzzles forced a ‘Pakistan’ because they refused mere 
equality in a secular India where the Divine Slavery could not dominate and rule. The 
Dutch forced to do a ‘Pakistan’ because the Mo Netherlands was turning into a fanatic 
Islamic failed state where anyone who was not a Mo was being exterminated. Secular 
countries allow self identity. Western countries allow democracy and meritocracy and 
human rights. No Dar ul Islam country allows any of that whatsoever. Islamic ‘tolerance’ 
is jizya. Buying extortion protection from the worse of Islamic persecution through 
payola combined with brutalizing discrimination to feel ‘subdued’ and ‘conquered’ until 
every ‘D’ either converts or else is crushed.” 

“With the Devshirme culling of the children of ‘D’s to drive them into extinction” the 
Chauffeur said. “Pakistan butchered millions of non Muslims in its creation and then 
drove every non Muslim into extinction in only sixty years. The Dutch should have 
known their fate when the last Christians and Jews outside of Rebel Israel were 
exterminated in the entire Islamic Levant and Islamic Africa by 2019. Total extinction. 
Genocide.” 

“The Mos were not even planning to take 60 years to exterminate the Dutch” the bloody 
girl said. “The Mos attacked the Exodus to loot and rob and rape and kill. The Dutch 
Army and Police along with Identitian and Survivalist militias were fighting off millions of 
Mos as a shieldwall to save the Dutch people. All the Dutch asked for was to escape the 
Divine Slavery. An Exodus. The Mos started the civil war.” 

“But the Dutch finished it?”  

“But the Dutch finished it” the bloody girl said “As the Mos relentlessly attacked the 
fleeing Dutch the Dutch Army and Dutch Guerrilla partisans blew up the dikes as if the 
Red Sea to cover the retreat. At the same time the Dutch in Rotherham gave the Mos 



there an ultimatum to board refugee fishing boats and leave or else be killed. They 
could confiscate the abandoned Dutch properties in Muslim Netherlands. Why not? Why 
not if that could insure a sort of tragic peace? Why not?” 

“Except I gather the Mos did not want a sort of tragic peace” the Chauffeur said.  

The bloody girl, a child of a ex-Continent Lorry Driver, shrugged bitterly. “The moderate 
Muslims, and there used to be some, the moderate Muslims who had tried to integrate 
and sincerely loved the Netherlands, pleaded to be allowed to stay. If forced to 
Amsterdam they would be executed as Apostates. With the Dutch fleeing Islam was 
radicalizing, metastasizing, as if a cancer exploding out of control. The radicals had 
always controlled the mosques and madrassas. The second and third generations were 
ever more radical. The most recent migrants completely radical as well as being criminal 
scum. Amsterdam was already flying the ISIS flag. 

The vast majority of the Mos never ever integrated or assimilated” the bloody girl told 
the Chauffeur. My father used to take me in his lorry to pick up goods on the Continent. 
Even as a wee child I saw the brutal truth the Dutch politicians refused to see and the 
Dutch people saw too late. The earlier Dutch Java migrants were ok. Chinese and 
Indian and therefore genetically unlike the Arabs. Pretty good. Not as good as the 
Dutch. But pretty good integration and assimilation. Being from Dutch Java to begin 
with. But the migrants from the Islamic Levant and Islamic Africa was a totally different 
creature! 

Too many were allowed in. Almost 30% even before the big 2015 push started. 
Historically when Mos reach 30% they turn from nice to nasty. From Mecca Koran to 
Medina Koran. From pretending to be good people to reveling in anti-social 
radicalization. By 2019 the Dutch suddenly realized the Mos were almost 50% of the 
population. It was lethal! And crime was exploding out of control. Crime and dole abuse. 
Only 2% of the Dutch used the dole full time. The aged. Cripples. The Mos abused by 
Dole by over 40%! 50%! 60%! Dutch unemployment was around 6%. Mostly the old and 
retired and cripples. The Mos! Over 80%! The Dutch who were criminals were around 
2%. Mos! Around 50%! And the second and third generations were more criminal! Much 
more criminal! Every generation of Mos in the Netherlands was becoming less 
integrated and less assimilated and more criminal and more abusive and parasitic and 



ever more radical. And as they approached the majority of the population the Mos really 
started to show their real natures!” 

“So the Dutch Exodus could not dare allow any Mos to stay in their midst” the Chauffeur 
said. 

The bloody girl nodded. “How could any Mo be trusted now? It was not s if the so-called 
‘moderates’ had done anything to protect the Dutch or fight for the Netherlands. By now 
all moderate, supposedly Westernized Muslims were seen as Uncle Toms by both 
sides. Two face Greys. Fakes. Judases. 5th column sleeper cells. By now the Dutch 
suspected all Muslims of simply being 5th column disloyals. No matter how much the 
so-called moderates in Rotterdam pleaded it was jeered as taqiyya. The Dutch were got 
into this situation to begin with by pitying people.” 

“The road to hell is paved with good intentions” the Chauffeur said. 

“Of course other Mos in Rotterdam attacked the Dutch right off the bat. Jihad terrorists. 
And the Mo Criminals who were always Jihadists. Just Jihadists who used crime as 
unconventional warfare. So that damned all Muslims. Jekyll &Hyde Muslims. No one 
could afford to guess who was what anymore. And no one could afford to. As that 
infamous Turkish German girl on Youtube said so well. When asked what diversity 
meant she and pals laughed and described it as keeping the disgusting pig eating 
Germans as far away as possible.” 

“‘If every German vanished overnight no one would miss them’” the Chauffeur quoted.  

“Yeah. The Dutch said the Mos had to leave in one hour or else be shot. And Mos were 
already shooting. The few terrified moderate Muslims took boats, caught between two 
warring fractions. It was rapidly becoming a very brutal civil war. The beautifully tidy and 
heretofore tolerant and gracious Netherlands was all but destroyed.” 

“What happened to the Uncle Tom Mos who tried to flee on boats?” the Chauffeur 
asked. 

“It became a replay of the ‘Ship of Fools’ the bloody girl said. “They feared going to Mo 
Amsterdam where they would be shot as Apostates. They tried to flee to Denmark. But 



Denmark was fighting a brutal war against insurgent migrants led by Wahhabists and 
Green Party Reverts. Secret converts to Islam. It was an open secret that most Greens 
were long ago infiltrated by radical Mos. Like the open secret of the Labor Party being 
anti-Semitic Mo Quislings. Every No Go Zone was exploding into insurgency and open 
warfare against the indigenous populations. Criminal attacks turning into Ghazi Razzia. 
Ghazi Razzia turning into Jihad. Drug gangs lobbing hand grenades turning into 
jihadists welding machine guns and shooting everyone. Sharia Law patrol bullies turning 
into attacking Holy Warriors. Chaotic Mo arson of their wreaked and garbage reeking 
ghettos turning into organized arson of whole cities. Car burnings turning into riots. 
Riots turning into battles. Battles turning into open war. So the three overloaded fishing 
boats were turned away by everyone. 

They tried Malmo only to discover that the migrants and drug gangsters and radicals 
had taken over the city and declared it a Dar ul Islamic state. Malmo had some 90 No 
Go Zones at that point so it was easy to overthrow the terrified municipal government. 
Malmo had lost control by 2017. Malmo had become Muslim Mad Max Mayhem by 
2017. And the biggest mass of Muslims in the country were in Malmo. So by the time 
the ‘Ships of Fools’ sailed there Malmo wa an open battlefield.  

By the start of the Dutch Civil War Denmark was building massive concrete bomb proof 
walls and razor wire and artillery after blowing up the bridge connecting Denmark to 
Malmo Sweden. Even mining the waters. Blowing up the ferries which had become 
terrorist attacking boats. The countries abutting Sweden were also building fences 
garnished with mine fields and artillery as Sweden devolved. The escalating criminality 
and anarchy turning into open war before anyone could realize it. The slowly spiraling 
crisis of Sweden collapsing suddenly. Then imploding with shocking speed.” 

“Weren’t the Nordic countries illegally murdering the Mos after the EU and UN refused 
to allow them to jettison the increasingly violent Mos or else employ self defense against 
them?” 

“Yeah” the bloody girl said. “In the winters the Nordic people started to kill the Mos and 
bury them in snow. Or else in summers they threw them into pig pens to be devoured. 
They dumped bodies in forests for wolves. They burned migrant camps and shot the 
Mos as they tried to escape and then threw the corpses back into the infernos. They 
turned to murder after Brussels refused to allow them to defend themselves or else 



send the raping and molesting and robbing and murdering thugs back to their own 
savage and barbaric failed states. Once it became clear the human rights of the Mos 
trumped the indigenous citizenry and the Mos could rape and molest and rob and 
murder with impunity and the Nordic governments were refusing to do anything 
whatsoever the citizenry started to form vigilante forces to take law and order into their 
own hands.” 

“Their backs were to the walls” the Chauffeur said. “It was either survive by fighting back 
or else perishing, betrayed by their own cowardly governments. Their own leaders were 
too terrified of the EU and UN Loki Insider Traitors to protect their own people — after 
creating the crisis by letting in millions of Mos to begin with.” 

“So those little fishing boats of fleeing Uncle Toms sailed right into WW III” the bloody 
girl said. “The northern regions of Sweden, all of the Nordic countries, were rapidly 
devouring into open revolt. Open war. They had been for some time. As early as 2016 
Swedes there arming themselves and even the police were openly telling everyone to 
form vigilante committees and protect themselves because the police were deliberately 
underfunded and under armed and overwhelmed. Preppers and Survivalists and 
Ragnarok Militias. Multi-cultural Liberal Green nutters and useful idiot Progressives and 
the invading Mos lived in the big cities. The countryside was something else. Everyone 
has been stockpiling secret caches of guns and survival stuff. Survival bastions were 
being built. Industries under nonstop attack were relocating to remote places. Everyone 
with half a brain was preparing for Doomsday or Armageddon. Each village was arming 
and covertly driving the migrants out or else killing them and burying their bodies in the 
snow. The long dark winters were turning into war zones. All as glaciers invaded no less 
than the Mos. Then Odin’s War moved to the towns.  

Each town started mutinying against their liberal leaders who kept building migrant 
camps right next to schools of under age kids ----- resulting in molestations and rapes. 
Allowing migrants who were obviously twenty years old to be registered as ‘children’ 
and put into schools with genuine underage Swedish girls ----- resulting in molestations 
and rapes. Town streets turning into rape zones. Open season of Swedish girls. Open 
season on Swedes trying to defend their females. Their children. Themselves. Telling 
the Swedes to not ‘provoke’ the migrants. Registering migrant rapes as Swedish rapes 
and then letting the migrant rapists out after two months at a cushiony rehabilitation 
center to rape again. Then stonewalling the rapes. Refusing to report the migrant crimes 



or prosecute the migrants for crimes. Code 291. Giving the Mos carte blanche to attack 
anyone while not even allowing the Swedes pepper stray to fight back.  

Refusing to listen to their citizens’s fears as crime spiraled out of control into anarchy 
and defacto war. Telling them to just not to go out at night and lock their doors and put 
bars on their windows. As if that was a solution. And for all of their children and 
daughters to stay together in groups so maybe the Mo gangs would not attack them. 
And if raped to report it but of course the Mos would not be charged. Really! Really! By 
then on in four Swedish females faced being raped by Mos. Then it was one in three! 
Then it potentially EVERY Swedish female and child!  

And the Mos would NEVER prosecuted. Not for raping or robbing or arson or anything. 
All but deliberately provoking the Swedes to rebel. By then Mos were raping small 
children and laughing in court. Boasting they wanted to rape anyone and would rape 
anyone. Sex was sex and the Kafirs were uncovered meat asking to be raped. And the 
Mos being let off! Free! Free! Free! Even when openly laughing that they intended to 
rape and would keep raping! By 2019 the migrants were openly attacking anyone and 
everyone assuming the Swedes of the countryside were as gutless as the castrated 
Swedes of Stockholm. They were as surprised by the covert insurgency growing under 
cover of the long Swedish winters of their discontent as the liberal Quislings.  

By the time the wintery insurgency arrived in Stockholm it was on fire. War in the 
streets. Migrants and unintegrated second and third generation Mos and drug gangs 
were shooting every Swede caught on the streets. Machine guns. Hand grenades. 
Bombs. Arson. Automobiles burning every night. Stores and schools burning night and 
day. Everyone under attack. At one point ambulances and fire engines asked for battle 
armor and military escorts to try to do their jobs! Then they fled. The Police fled. They 
had not been paid in months and were completely outgunned by that point. Despite 
warnings by police the politicians had denied and denied and denied the horror until the 
horror was out of control.  

The army was first ordered to march into the city and then were ordered to stand down. 
Then the army deserted. And the army had not been paid in months and were 
outgunned. And they were fighting with one arm tied behind their backs because of the 
delusional politicians and Green Traitors. Rumors circulated that the Swedish 
government was bankrupt. Then the Swedish government melted overnight. The Islamic 



infiltrated Greens did a coup and rubber stamped Sweden as an Islamic nation while 
ordering all Swedes who refused to convert to become ‘D’s. The Greens, the Quislings, 
said they would guarantee Swedish safety if they surrendered and paid jizya. They 
would be protected as a ‘People of the Book’. The Swedes would be a protected 
minority if they surrendered Sweden to Islamic rule. 

About half of the city surrendered. Half of the Swedes fled north as a few loyal brigades 
of the unraveling Swedish Army created a shieldwall to protect their retreat. Half of 
those fools were killed by the Swedish insurgency as traitors. The Swedes who so 
graciously offered Muslim migrants sanctuary found themselves fleeing as homeless 
refugees into the wrath of their fellow Swedes they had belittled and bullied for decades. 
The road to hell is paved in good intentions. All as Stockholm burned. Malmo at that 
point was already on fire. The Greens, those Quislings, disenfranchised the urban 
Swedes who still clung to the cities and turned them into second class non citizens in 
their own country. The countryside was another matter. Of course anyone with a 
business who could flee did flee. A curious sort of Gore de-industrialization occurred as 
every industry and factory fled north to Free Sweden. Picking glaciers over Mos!” 

“I imagine the Mos were attacking everyone with anything to loot so why stay?” the 
Chauffeur said. “I suspect the bitter Northern Swedes welcomed Swedish industries and 
factories with open arms. If they could figure out how to survive the glaciers then the 
glaciers would be one hell of a freezing shieldwall against the Mos.” 

“Yeah. Well. Swedes do know snow and glaciers. If anyone can figure out how to live on 
or in or under a glacier the Nordic People can. Within five years the liberal, Stockholm 
Syndrome appeasing Swedes left in Stockholm and burning Malmo who surrendered 
were not only disenfranchised but lost their homes and automobiles and life savings and 
children to Muslim occupiers. Sharia and Dimmitude and Devshirme brutalized them 
into starvation. Death. Or else they tried to flee to hostile Norway. Others to hostile 
Finland. Others to hostile Denmark. Everywhere to hostility because they were 
responsible for the disaster after all. Meanwhile the cities burned. Every bank was 
attacked and looted. Every store was attacked and looted. Every home was attacked 
and looted. Every city asset was attacked and looted. Every industry and factory was 
attacked and looted. Everyone and everything under nonstop attack despite jizya. 
Anyone and anything hinting of money attacked and looted despite jizya. All as power 
and sanitation and health care and infrastructure buckled. No law and order except 



beheading. Like ISIS. Just as insane. Just as devouring. Bankrupt Sweden was 
imploding. The UN had predicted Sweden would become a Third World state in twenty 
years. Instead, Sweden became a Third World failed state in five years.  

Sweden imploded like a house of cards. One by one the famous Swedish factories fled 
northward as the rural Swedes waged their insurgency while ethnically cleansing their 
distant regions of not only Mos but Islam infiltrated Radical Greens, Multi-cultural Liberal 
Appeasers, EU Quislings, useless urban R Betas incapable of surviving long enough to 
become K soldiers, along with everyone suspected of being a 5th column Loki Insider 
Traitor. Between the burning cities and the countryside there appeared erected razor 
wire and mines and machine guns and fortified borders. A no man’s land which soon 
turned into war zone deep in the ice and snow. Increasingly a war waged in perpetual 
winter. 

Then the Islam controlled cities starved as the last Swedes other than the brainwashed 
Quislings and Islamic loving Radical Greens fled. After that the cities totally imploded as 
if something out of Mad Max. Muslim Mad Max. But Mos could never cope with the 
Nordic winters. So the war became a stalemate. The Swedish insurgency cut off power. 
Cut off water. Cut off foodstuffs. Cut off everything. The Mos crucified the brainwashed 
SJW liberals as extortion. Useless extortion. The Swedish insurgency wanted the 
brainwashed SJW liberals to die horribly for their treason. Then the Mos crucified every 
Swede regardless of whether they converted or not. To no avail. The Swedish 
insurgency wanted every Swedish traitor dead. And every Swede who ever permitted 
the Mos to invade Sweden was now a traitor. The EU sent German paramilitary who 
promptly deserted back to Germany as rebels. The UN sent notorious Blue Helmets 
from the worse states of Africa. They died in the first winter of the insurgency. 

The Swedish insurgency butchered any Mo jihadist who tried to slither out of the 
burning cities which now looked like something out of WW II deepts of winter encircled 
Leningrad or Stalingrad. Mos not only stuck out like sore thumbs in the Swedish 
countryside, they could not cope with the Swedish countryside. Especially in winter. 
They had no knowledge of the alien land. They had no skills at surviving or fighting in 
the alien land. And every suspected 5th column was killed before they could play Judas. 
Especially anyone suspected of being an appeaser or a secret convert. 



And jihadists armed with holy fatwas and tin keys to paradise failed to cross the 
minefields into machine guns in dense woods or else deep snow. So the shocked Mos 
belatedly realized that the dwindling Swedes were throwing off their brainwashed 
appeasement to revert back into Vikings. And while they were few, the few surviving K 
Swedes were deeply entrenched in their survivalist bastions. Apparently it is possible to 
live on top glaciers or inside glaciers or under glaciers. The R Mos while still multiplying 
like rabbits were trapped in burning cities which increasingly resembled Stalingrad or 
Leningrad in winter. Including plagues and cannibalism. R genetic humans can survive 
in chaos but at some point even R genetic humans cannot survive in total chaos and 
plagues and mass starvation and glaciers. By the second winter of the insurgency the 
Mos were eating their own children and females.  

The Mos deserved it. They were disloyal ingrates. Betrayers. Mere R genetics with no 
redeeming qualities whatsoever. Low IQ and lower morals. At best dole abusers. 
Parasites. At worst drug gangsters and suicidal jihadists. 5th column Judases. Mob 
thugs. Mob cannon fodder. Then the Swedish version of the Medina mob trenches. 
Open graves of piles of blackened corpses in icy mass graves slowly filling with snow. 
The jihads and terrorism turning into reprisals and massacres. Tit for tat murders. Then 
covert war. Then actual war. The EU mantra of ‘No Borders’ became the ultimate 
borders. Massive borders as if the Berlin Wall as nations either broke apart or else 
Balkanized. And once the walls and razor wire and land mines and machine guns went 
up then anyone caught in the middle was trapped.” 

“What happened to the ‘Ships of Fools’?”  

The bloody girl shrugged her thin shoulders. “The three overloaded fishing boats of 
Uncle Tom Muslims from Rotterdam found themselves trapped as well. One boat 
gambled and hoped the Stockholm promises would prove true. Like the liberal Swedes 
trapped there, they quickly realized the bait and switch was rapidly moved to switch. A 
fanatic Islamic state. The Mo definition of democracy is one vote once before Islamic 
dictatorship kicks in. Sweden had more radical Mos and Wahhabists and 
Fundamentalists than anywhere else in Europe outside of Brussels. The Uncle Toms of 
Boat Number One were shot as Apostates. Boat Number Two gave up and sailed to 
Amsterdam. In six months every Uncle Tom moderate Mo was executed there too.”  



“So much for the theory that the migrants into Europe would westernize and become 
loyal Europeans. What happened to the third boat?” the Chauffeur asked.  

“It sailed from port to port only to be turned away at gunpoint. No one trusted them. Not 
the Mos. Not the Europeans. It tried Southampton. Shot at. It tried Dover. Shot at. It 
even sailed to Norfolk only to be turned away by the growing Harbi insurgency. It tried 
York. Seriously shot at. It kept sailing north. Rumors said it finally crashed on the rocks 
of some desolate Highland island so uninhabited no one even realized the boat had 
been driven onto the rocks for months. Apparently driven onto the rocks during a winter 
storm. By spring when it was found the boat was a hollow wreak. Bones were found 
along the coastline. But that was all. The few survivors apparently starved to death on 
the wild highland coastline which was always notoriously harsh. So harsh even the 
Highlanders found it hard to endure. There is a reason why the Crofts of the Highlands 
are mostly empty of life. And of course now most of Scotland is one gigantic glacier. 
Unlike the Nordic Peoples, the Scots perished in their war against the invading glacier” 
the girl said. “Urban myths say ghosts roam the ruins of abandoned crofts. The old 
Scottish moor homes of rugged stone and dirt floors and grass roofs. The moors empty. 
The coast stormy. The only food wild barley and wild potatoes and shellfish gathered up 
at low tides. The only living creatures otters and seals and seagulls and hawks. The 
occasional wild goat or sheep. Perhaps a feral dog. But the Urban myths come from the 
imaginations of exiled Scots. Glaciers are the reality. Not nostalgic Scottish laments. 
There is no one left alive in Scotland or the Orkneys or any island north of the Hadrian 
Wall.” 

“What is life like in the Dutch Netherlands now?” The Chauffeur asked.  

“Being reconstructed despite the nonstop Calais Jungle Animals and Somali Pirates 
attacking the port and the Jihadists attacking its flanks. The churches are beautiful 
again. Church bells toll again. Crosses can be seen again. No more Dhimmitude 
degradation. No more ‘D’s being humiliated to feel ‘subdued’ and ‘conquered’. No more 
blond Dutch children being dragged off the streets and raped as Devshirme. No more 
Jews and Freemasons being burned alive. No more beheadings. No more crucifixions. 
No more Gays being thrown off tall buildings. No more Sharia Police vigilantes. No more 
burkas. No more uncovered meat asking to be raped. No more cowering and crawling. 
No more ‘D’s badges of shame. 



War. Sure. But not 5th column terrorism. No arson or rioting. No more assaults. No 
more threats and intimidations. No more traitors and betrayal. Social cohesion is strong 
again. Mono-cultures are inherently strong in times of war. A shared language and 
heritage and law and religion binds the people into a strong shieldwall which can 
withstand any attack. The banks and credit unions are open. The insurance and 
investment brokerages are open. The stock exchange is open. The stores are open. 
The businesses are humming. Every Dutch citizen is industrious in that way the Dutch 
have always been. Flaxen over achievers over achieving in everything once again. 

Farms are blossoming. The land is limited but revolutionary aqua farms are being set 
up. Every surface is growing something. Even flowers. The Dutch have tulip contests 
again. The schools are open again. The universities are open again. The Dutch Social 
Media is blossoming. So is Dutch Youtube. Dutch digital papers. Dutch printing presses 
are printing again. Dutch factories are producing again. The Dutch have revolutionary 
forms of bio-fuel and tidal power generation. Everything is recycled. Every Dutch is a 
survivalist. The nation is not just surviving. It is thriving now that the Dutch are free to be 
themselves again. The Third Dike Expansion is occurring. The Israelis offered the Dutch 
a lot of help. Everything is still rationed. Ration book Capitalism. And life is hard. It is 
nonstop war. But the Dutch are fighters.”  

“And entrepreneurial capitalists” the Chauffeur said.  

“And entrepreneurial capitalists” the bloody girl said. “In Rotterdam the Black Market is 
Capitalism. Dutch Netherlands is a second Israel. The Dutch call it the Second Dutch 
Miracle. The VOC is the symbol of the Dutch resistance again. Resistance and 
Renaissance. Capitalistic Resistance. Entrepreneurial Renaissance. And there is every 
sort of new factory. Munitions of course. But medicines too. Business. Enterprise. 
Trading schemes. Everyone works. Six days a week. Sure. But they are free people 
working for themselves and their nation and their identity and their heritage and their 
future.  

Dutch ships slither in and out of NATO warship blockades to trade with other besieged 
Harbi ports. The Dutch cut deals with the NATO blockage. A lot of NATO hates what is 
happening. They are only pretend Reverts. And everyone needs the Black Market. And 
the Black Market is The Dutch. The Dutch even have ships cruising the seas again. 
Global trade. Everyone needs the Black Market. The Dutch bombard the Calais Jungle 



Animals and Somali Pirates and use the ruins of Mo Calais as target practice. They put 
bounties on Calais Animals and Somali Pirate ships. Rewards for sinking every Mo 
pirate vessel. Bounties for Mo scalps or else Mo beards. They bombard the Mos on 
their besieged borders. The Dutch did not start the Civil War but they are going to win 
it.” 

“The Dutch rediscovered their identity” the Chauffeur said.  

“Yeah. We all are.” 

“What are the Mo Netherlands like?” the Chauffeur asked.  

“The Calais Jungle written large” the bloody girl replied as she checked her weapons. 
“All Mos do is create carnage. Name one Mo ghetto where there was prosperity outside 
of dole abuse and criminality? Name one Mo country in the South where there was 
prosperity and law and order? Name one Mo country in Eurabia which has prosperity 
and law and order?” 

“There isn’t one” the Chauffeur said. 

“Exactly!” the bloody girl retorted bitterly. “The Mos came to devour us. Now we devour 
them. Kent was destroyed of course. That beau place which once was the richest 
county in the country. Swamped by migrants. Thousands. Then hundreds of thousand. 
But migrants always beeline to London. They looted Kent like locusts and moved on 
leaving behind only destruction. The Oligarches confiscated the great homes and turned 
them into slave plantations. The survivors ended up in Dover as it fortified. Because the 
Black Market needs a genuine port town the corrupt let it survive. Massive concrete 
blast walls encircle it. Moats of spikes and razor wire. Electrified fences. Machine gun 
towers. Mines. Lots of mines. Old Napoleon defenses. Old WW I defenses. Massive 
WW II defenses. One entire WW II fortress was carved inside the side of a cliff. The 
WW II defenses are massive. What is old is new again. Down to WW II ration books. 
Everyone is a soldier or reservist. So Dover is safe. But no place outside of Dover is 
safe.  



We will have to run the gauntlet. The Calais Animals know every route into Dover. So 
we simply have to shoot our way through.” She checked the roof mounted machine gun. 
Then she arranged the ammo for fast loading. The Trophy Widow did likewise with the 
rear mounted machine gun. “Don’t stop whatever happens” the bloody girl warned the 
Chauffeur. “The Calais Animals will throw everything at you. Bricks. Rocks. Steel poles. 
Lumber. Machine guns ---- though they don’t have a hell of a lot of ammo nowadays. 
Molotov cocktails. Crude bombs. Chains. Barricades of burning tires. And spikes on the 
road to blow out your tires. Don’t stop. Whatever you do! Don’t stop! Go full blast! Use 
the momentum of speed and just barrel through as if a bullet out of a gun!” 

“The front of the limo is sheathed in steel with a battering ram. I bought steel girded tires 
at Southampton” the Chauffeur said. He checked his petrol. Then he nodded as the 
bloody girl heaved a new retrofitted front window steel shield up into place. Massive 
steel with just a tiny peep hole. Then he placed a gun on the dash as well as one in his 
tunic. “Everyone put up their steel shields over your wired windows as additional 
protection. I am switching from window shield to periscope radar navigation. Can you 
weld your rear machine gun through that steel shield darling?” 

“Oh yes. I feel like a tank!” the Trophy Wife said. 

“We are now a tank! A tank which will not stop! Prepare for a wild ride everyone! Dover 
is coming up next!” 

*** *** 

The fireman checked the slight wound in one arm. It was not serious but Ferals could 
smell blood. He wiped blood from his scalp wound. But the scent was drawing the 
Ferals toward him. The wound in his side was more serious. He could not unzip his 
black tunic to see the damage but his entire side felt sodden and he was increasingly 
woozy from loss of blood. Then he surveyed the devastation for a place to hide. “How 
did it all come to this?” he snarled as he frantically looked for a burned out automobile 
or lorry or bus to conceal himself in. Finding himself shaking with fear he distracted his 
brain with memories of Wolfey’s last TV anarchist rant.  

The fireman panted. He spat out some blood. Then he pulled out his gun and waved it 
at the shadows creeping up behind him. “Go eat some Halal R you R genetic rodents!” 



he shouted at the starving guesstimating his physical weakness. “Bugger off!” he shot a 
Scavenger Rat to scare off his pack. “Devour him!” he shouted. Then he waved his gun 
as the starving rustling in the shadows as the cold dark night tightened its grip on the 
dying city. Darkness unleashing the worst of the worst. The shadows backed away as 
the fireman marched off warily. He was outnumbered. Only his gun was saving him. But 
once he ran out of bullets the starving scum would lunge for the kill. And the howls of 
the Ferals were getting closer and louder too. The fireman zigzagged desperately 
through the carnage to provide a harder target. 

“IQ was never an embarrassing topic any of the Four Ps had the guts to tell the people 
they were betraying” the fireman explained to the invisible Lledrith. “Every Western 
country opening their borders to millions and millions and millions of migrants from 
every Third World failed state under the guise of not being a racist or bigot or 
xenophobe. What they did not tell the indigenous people they were betraying is that 
unlike the original migrations from the West to Western colonies or from the Europe to 
North America, this migration of millions and millions and millions and millions was from 
the worst failed states of the Third World. Why were they the worst failed states from the 
Third World? That is what the people should have been asking the leaders who were 
betraying them.  

It is because societies and states and nations are the byproducts of the environment be 
it the Northern Hemisphere, or the Southern Hemisphere, or the Tropic Zone. ‘Steel, 
Guns, And Germs’ Wolfey told me. That was number one. Number two is because 
societies and states and nations are the byproducts of IQ. Not race. IQ. And IQ more 
than anything else determines if a nation will be an Advanced World of super state or 
else a failed state of the Third World. Not race. IQ. And the average IQ in the Americas 
was in the 70s. The average IQ in Africa was in the 70s. The Average IQ of the debased 
Levant was in the 80s. The average IQ in the North West Hemisphere was in the 90s to 
the one hundreds. The average IQ of the North East hemisphere was in the one 
hundreds. The average IQ of the Jews was around one hundred twelve. Hence the 
amazing success of the Jews. Not because of some fiendish conspiracy. Simple IQ. 
High IQ. The Highest IQ. That and also K genetics of course. 

Translation: migration from high IQ places imports the best future citizens. Further 
translation: Jews. China. South Korea. Japan. Hong Kong. Singapore because of the 
Chinese. Then non Muslim India. These people make excellent future citizens. They 



integrate. Assimilate. Have high education and job skills. Are enterprising. Hard working. 
Ambitious. Adoptable. And don’t suck the teats of social welfare. Don’t suffer from any 
sort of unwarranted victimization complex or entitlement complex. Are innately K genetic 
Libertarian. And they genuinely embrace the byproduct of the IQ North West: 
democracy, meritocracy, low tolerance for corruption, the work ethic, a love for 
knowledge and a passion for education, competition, capitalism, self responsibility, 
independence, small government, human rights, inventiveness, ingenuity, exploration, 
science, technology, modern medicine, the humanities, integrated sexes with a positive 
bond, and strong families. Not tribes. Families. Rooted in respect and love. Also the love 
of nation and patriotism. Not cults. Not tribes. Not global monstrosities. Nations. 
Democratic nations.  

All high IQ and also K genetic based characteristics. In fact the North West Hemisphere 
trumped the slightly higher IQ North East Hemisphere by inventing the ‘Killer Aps’ as 
Niall Ferguson explained. The winning ingredients of Great Divergence Success. Why 
the ‘West Is The Best’. Likewise migrants to America from Europe are excellent future 
citizens give or take the Russians who are the curious exception to the rule of the West 
the way Japan is the curious exception to the rule of the East. America is the byproduct 
of high IQ migrants to a nation created by high IQ Angle Saxons of the UK. 

And it is conspicuous that the Anglo Saxons of the UK spread across the world and 
created super states. Each ex colony in Canada and Australia and New Zealand and in 
Hong Kong and Singapore achieved the Great Divergence into super state success 
ahead of almost any other nation. India outstripped other countries in South East Asia 
because of its British Heritage. America absolutely achieved its super success by 
standing on the shoulders of its pater Great Britain. No other country exported such 
contagious success as Great Britain ----- when transplanted in IQ nations.  

High IQ Japan and South Korea and China achieved the Great Convergence by 
combining their K genetics and high IQs with the Best of the West. The only failures: 
British colonies in low IQ R genetic nations in the debased Levant and Africa. Also low 
IQ R genetic Mexico and South America. As long as the North West Hemisphere 
imported limited numbers of K genetic high IQ migrants while not overwhelming the 
indigenous people while preserving both their winning culture and winning values and 
social cohesion by not embracing multi-culturalism or cultural relativity or diversity the 
West prospered. Every statistic proved it. The top. Period. Undisputable.  



In the 1960s the North West Hemisphere changed to the importation of low IQ migrants 
from Africa and the debased Levant and Mexico and South America which never 
prospered despite Spanish or Portuguese or English influences. All people of low IQ. 
The result was disaster. Cohesion unraveled. Wages went down for the indigenous 
people. There was less and less assimilation or integration. Not even in terms of 
language. Much less culture or values. And more and more migrants abused social 
welfare while straining the infrastructure and debasing education and bankrupting health 
care while importing diseases. The Regressive Left obsession with ‘racism’ and ‘bigotry’ 
and ‘diversity’ and ‘multi-culturalism’ and ‘colonial reparations’ and ‘White guilt’ and Self 
Loathing did not contribute anything positive to the North West Hemisphere nations 
whatsoever. Not in GNP or GDP or per capita income or economic growth or stabilizing 
the social safety network or helping to pay for the huge 68er retirement costs or to 
increase prosperity or to increase productivity or anything. Proven statistical fact. 
Period. Undisputable.  

The indigenous people became alienated and embittered and radicalized as they were 
displaced and replaced. The imported migrants who failed when transplanted to the 
North West Hemisphere became alienated and embittered and radicalized. And the 
burden of this combined failure unraveled and destabilized and overwhelmed and 
bankrupted every North Western Hemisphere nation except Australia and New Zealand 
which aggressively shut its borders. Japan proved small populations can evolve to 
survive. The North West Hemisphere did not need to import anyone. Much less low IQ 
migrants mostly only fit for manual labor who bankrupted each country, strained the 
infrastructure, unraveled education, and wreaked health care, while destroying social 
cohesion and destroying the unifying mono-culture of high IQ success which created the 
Great Divergence of super nation success. Importing lots of curry restaurants is not 
worth destroying the nation. 

The Couldenhove Kalergi Plan was always to displace and replaced the high IQ K 
genetic indigenous people with uneducated low IQ R genetic people who could be 
exploited. Why? Because low IQ R genetic people always result in nations which are 
Third World shit states. Failed states. Failures in every statistic except one: the ability of 
the elite oligarches to exploit the malfunctioning state and the low IQ R genetic people 
for their own greed and power and benefit. The Couldenhove Kalergi Plan was always 
to reverse evolution and devolve the North West Hemisphere BACK to Third World 



failed states they could exploit for their own greed and power and benefit. Every Third 
World failed state might be terrible, backward, starving, and appalling but the elite rich 
oligarches do amazingly well. The limited industry entirely caters to them. They own 
every resource and national asset. They can live like kings. The have all of the power. 
They can build towering walls to keep the rabble out. As long as they can manipulate 
the low IQ R genetic rabble they can rule indefinitely and profit outrageously.  

It is intelligent people who rebel. Not stupid people. And if you also import a totalitarian 
cult like the Divine Slavery then you can manipulate the low IQ R genetic rabble forever. 
The only mistake the Soros of the New World Order made was by losing control 
because the North West Hemisphere nations imploded too fast. That is all. And they did 
not kill off the high IQ K genetic indigenous people off fast enough. So the high IQ K 
genetic indigenous people evolved into Morlocks. Harbi Morlocks. But otherwise the 
Couldenhove Kalergi Plan would have worked beautifully ---- if global warming had 
continued.  

The other fatal flaw in the grand plan of people like Soros was the fact the Grand Solar 
Maximum was the byproduct of solar cycles. So when the balmy Grand Solar Maximum 
turned into a harsh Grand Solar Minimum and the Fiendish Machine bumped that Grand 
Solar Minimum from a Dalton little ice age to a Maunder killer little ice age their house of 
cards collapsed.” The fireman spun around and shot another devolving creature of 
loathsome decay crawling on its belly toward him with a rusty knife. Then he zigzagged 
between the wreckage of burned out automobiles and lorries and busses to evade the 
shadows in the shadows stalking him to take him down as if a pack of starving hyenas 
stalking a wounded lion.... 

*** *** 

“.....The water overflow is stabilizing” the teenaged boss of The Knockers told his 
frightened Bonus Boys and Girls. Water was still vomiting out of the depths but at much 
slower rate. The water was swirling around the decayed ruins of the dark Tube lobby. 
The shivering kids stood knee deep in the freezing water. Some picked up Pancras 
Plague signs as if to ward off danger. Some tested the heaps of rusty razor wire which 
festooned the entryways. Others huddled together, teeth chattering, in the center of the 
dark Tube lobby among the decay and the rot and the garbage and the bones of the 
dead.  



The young teenaged boss opened his emergency kit which he had the wits to grab as 
he fled. He handed out emergency torches and vaccine booster shots. Also Vitamin and 
green tea lollipops garnished by mild tranquilizers. One blanket. Maps. A compass. And 
three handguns. He distributed the contents. Then he herded the terrified kids through 
the garbage and filth of the decayed, abandoned lobby toward a steel door with a 
combination. He keyed them into the secured ticket station which had been retrofitted 
as a panic room. The Knockers barely fit inside. “I will go locate the closest safe house 
with the map. Stay here. Stay quiet. I will come back! And remember! The Chimes toll at 
Midnight. Hold on!” Then closed the steel door behind him. He stood in the dirty lobby 
as freezing water swirled about his legs. One Bonus Boy slide the steel ticket window 
shutter up so the frightened children could peer out of the tiny window with its broken 
glass. Scared faces staring out at him. “I will come back for you! Don’t cry! Don’t cry! I 
know it is scary being on the surface! Just hang on! I will come back!...” 

*** *** 

Meanwhile the fireman forced himself to march through the nightmare world of the 
surface. Too conditioned to the horror to be shocked by it all. Only frantic to find a safe 
place to ride out the night. The howls of the Ferals coming ever closer. To stop Ahmad 
from screaming he continued his bizarre dictation to the invisible Lledrith. “.....Only an 
economist could have explained to the useful idiots how Islam not only murdered the 
British economy but every economy of every country it ever invaded” the fireman ranted 
to the moving shadows in the cold darkening night. “The ‘Long Divergence’ to the rock 
bottom of Third World failed state ruination was a tale which every so-called leader of 
the Northern Hemisphere deliberately chose to ignore until they destroyed their nations. 
Every economist of course could have explained the perils of extravagant socialism 
beloved by delusional Marxists unsupported by dwindling Baby Boomer workers as 
overly regulated big government strangled capitalism as working class Generation Xers 
and ill-prepared Millennials were squeezed into unemployment but the fatality of the 
Migrant Economy. Displaced and replaced by inferior workers at cheaper and cheaper 
wages at lower and lower productivity at businesses who used cheap labor to NOT 
modernize in order to maximize short term profits for the elite as needful industries were 
outsourced as the nation was deliberately de-industrialized. Cheap service jobs 
replacing middle class jobs. The gap between the rich and the poor ever widening as 
the middle class was destroyed. All as everyone was thrown onto the ever more 



burdened dole as the infrastructure and education and healthcare imploded while crime 
escalated until the entire economy buckled. An unsustainable ponzi scheme deliberately 
unleashed by dangerous men as reckless as Mr. Ponzi. Where are you Wolfey? Are you 
still alive Wolfey? I wish I could see you face on last time to try to explain to you what 
happened in the Greenwich Tunnel that day. 

The Migrant Economy is the trademark of the Third World Failed State imported into the 
Advanced World. It is not the economy which made the Advanced World great and 
prosperous. Quite the contrary. Capitalism creates. The Migrant Economy destroys. The 
Migrant Economy and Crony Capitalism which is Global Corporatism. And the two 
economic viruses go hand in hand. The Migrant Economy is like a virus. It is 
deliberately unleashed by Global Corporatism on Advanced World nations precisely to 
destroy them. The Migrant Economy devours the Advanced World economy. It hollows 
out Advanced World nations. It reduces the Advanced World to Third World failed 
states. It destroys the engine of Capitalistic prosperity and replaces it with a diseased 
mutant economy which sucks out the life blood of the nation. All as genuine industry and 
manufacturing and vibrant entrepreneurship is destroyed. Monopolies and consortiums 
acting like economic blood clots.  

And the Migrant Economy is not even true Capitalism. But it can kill Capitalism as surely 
as a stake through the heart of Smith, Hume, and Ricardo. No less than Communism 
and Marxism, it kills Capitalism. It kills Advanced World nations. The Migrant Economy 
is the Global Economic race to the Rock Bottom. Darwinian survival of the fittest 
oligarch exploiter crushing everyone through the mangler of global corporate greed. And 
every so-called leader of every nation in the Northern Hemisphere knew this. So why 
did the Loki Insider Traitors deliberately destroy their nation’s economies and therefore 
their nations? 

There were secondary villains of course. Cynical CEOS of global consortiums imported 
millions of uneducated and diseased and unskilled and mostly illiterate manual laborers 
from the poor nations of the EU and the Southern Hemisphere to toil at near slave 
wages while busting indigenous workers’ unions to break the spine of the proud 
indigenous workers. The Migrants were deliberately imported to destroy unions and the 
indigenous workers who might have caused trouble being technically higher IQ K 
genetic citizenry in a supposed democracy.  



And indeed migrants, if they worked, took 75% of all lower skilled jobs of struggling or 
downsized blue collar workers and young workers and also teenagers trying to break 
into the work market. So wages went down as migrants went up. So unemployment 
went up as migrants went up. So prosperity went down as migrants went up. So social 
cohesion went down as migrants went up. So living conditions went down as migrants 
went up. So quality of life went down as migrants went up. And as migrants took over 
the lower end jobs that led to more discrimination as the indigenous Generation Xers at 
the prime of their working lives and Millennials were ever further discriminated against 
as they were displaced and replaced. Every statistic proved that as more migrants 
arrived, the poorer and more unemployed or underemployed or persecuted the 
indigenous blue collars and Millennials became. The upper class initially enjoyed cheap 
workers of course. Multi-cultural meant cheap gardeners and cheap take out. The elite 
and big businesses initially enjoyed cheap profits. The New World Order got to destroy 
the high IQ K genetic threat to their power grab. But ultimately everyone would pay for 
their greed.  

So the Great Betrayal was a complex betrayal by the so-called national leaders who 
were in fact Loki Insider Traitors. Traitors for diverse reasons. But traitors who 
deliberately choose to destroy their nations as the Advanced World devolved into the 
ultimate Third World failed states of Eurabia. Each step barely noticeable at the time but 
in hindsight another piece of the puzzle called the Great Betrayal. First the Labor and 
Liberal and Democratic and Socialistic Parties became the official parties of the 
Champagne Socialists, the Cultural Marxists, the upper Middle Class merging into the 
upper Class Elite, and of course migrants instead of the indigenous Blue Collar 
Industrial and Agricultural and Small Town and Main Street Workers. Abandoning their 
original high IQ K genetic base for low IQ R genetic migrants. Especially Muslim 
migrants. The worse of the worse with the absolute worst cultist totalitarian ideology 
masquerading as a religion. The parties with the failed ideologies who were Marxists 
and Socialists longing to be Communists while being besotted with Big Government 
autocratic totalitarianism feared losing power. 

So the once time parties of the indigenous workers imported millions of migrants who 
had no vested interest in the nations of the North West Hemisphere as long as they had 
the dole and every freebie. They would vote Labor or Liberal or Democratic or Socialist. 
They did not care if the Regressive Left was bankrupting the nation. They did not care if 
the Marxist Socialistic Communistic ideology of the Regressive Left was unsustainable. 



They did not care if it was all a ponzi scheme. They did not care if the nation was being 
mismanaged or destroyed. Both the Regressive Left and its new constituents were 
focused on the short term goals. Not the consequences of the end game. For every 100 
migrants who arrived 13 indigenous blue collar Britishers were unemployed and the 
dole, health care, education, and the infrastructure were further strained. But if millions 
of Muslims could be imported then Labor’s grasp on power would be absolute despite 
their total failure in achieving anything except national ruin. The indigenous workers 
were now sacrificed. ....” 

*** *** 

The teenaged boss of The Knockers studied the map and then his compass. Then he 
ducked under the rusty razor wire and Pancras Plague signs and warily eased his way 
down the nightmare street heaped with burned out wreckage as the cold night air chilled 
him. He shivered. One hand on the map. One hand on his gun. The stench of the 
cesspools of raw sewage was nauseating. Garbage was heaped everywhere. Rot and 
decay was heaped everywhere. Bones of the dead was heaped everywhere. It seemed 
like a gigantic charnel house in hell. “I am so afraid!” he whispered. The teenager 
struggled to control his fear. “I have never surfaced before! God! Is this London? How 
horrible! How could it get this horrible? How can anyone still be alive in this horror? I 
can’t do this! I can’t do this! I am so afraid!....” 

*** *** 

The Fireman ducked under a burned out Lorry as another helicopter roared overhead 
before flying off toward The Tower Fortress. The fireman then resumed his hopeless 
march while using up his dwindling bullets and strength. “Then the Tories betrayed the 
indigenous workers for the silky globalist CEO’s. The Migrant Economy commingled 
with Crony Corporatism became the fatal addiction of the rich insiders and the Loki 
Insider Traitors masquerading as so-called national leaders. The GNP temporarily went 
up which made government bigwigs look good even if per capita was plunging 
downward.  

The bloated government no less than the elite was getting richer as the citizenry was 
getting poorer. Then the Four Ps crushed all dissent with gags of ‘racism’ and ‘bigotry’ 
and ‘Islamophobia’ and ‘xenophobia’. If the indigenous workers dared to search for 



outside populist parties they were denounced as fascist, racist, bigoted, ‘ultra rightist’ 
xenophobes. The Four Ps of the Press, Politicians, Professors, and Police gagged all 
opposition while punishing all insurrection. Then the UKIP was outlawed. Pegida was 
outlawed. Then all alternative political parties were outlawed. Then all alternative social 
media was outlawed. Is it still a democracy if the minority runs roughshod over the 
majority? Is it still a democracy if the leaders ignore the fears and desperation and 
ruination of the indigenous citizenry in favor of an alien species? Then the new ‘Migrant 
Economy’ drove down wages to the Third World Level while destroying unions and the 
middle class entirely. And the indigenous workers found themselves unemployed, 
ordered to the back of every queue, their dole and NHS cut, their council housing cut, 
everything cut, as they were first ignored and then sacrificed and then disenfranchised 
even before they became officially disenfranchised ‘D’s. And every economic expert’s 
prediction came true. 

The ever mounting rush of Muslim migrants hollowed out the economy as it 
overwhelmed the infrastructure and housing and health care and education and social 
welfare and simultaneously undermined it. Muslim Migrants don’t pay taxes to support 
infrastructure or housing or health care or social welfare or power or sanitation or 
administration or police or anything. They simply leech. Bleeding the host dry. And 80% 
of Muslim migrants took more out of the host countries than they put in. An 
unsustainable hemorrhaging.  

And Muslim migrants were especially bad because they were the least healthy, the least 
educated, the least literate, the least trainable, the most inbred, the lowest in IQ, the 
most R genetic, the most over breeding, the highest in paranoia, the most violent, the 
most criminal, the most inclined toward radicalization and terrorism, while displaying the 
least work ethic of any migrant. Sikhs. Buddhists. Hindus. Jews. Poor white EU workers. 
Indigenous workers. They all overwhelmingly worked harder and more productively than 
Muslim migrants. Every statistic proved the most unemployable or under employable 
migrants were Muslim migrants. The most inclined to never work and go on the dole. 
The most inclined to quit and go on the dole. The most inclined to work the fewest hours 
to score the most dole. The most inclined to use the most sick leave. The most inclined 
to retire earliest to go on the dole. The most expensive. The least productive. The more 
likely to end up in jail. Compared to indigenous workers and high IQ K genetic migrants, 
all of whom who were being sacrificed, the Muslim migrants were inferior in every 
statistic except one: breeding....” 



*** *** 

The teenaged boss of The Knockers gingerly picked his way through the nightmare 
street. Burned out automobiles and lorries and buses littering the filthy street as if a 
metal dinosaur graveyard. Flickering blue flames from methane danced on the foul 
surface of the pools of sewage. Towering mounds of garbage were everywhere. Huge 
heaps of bones were everywhere. As if a battlefield. He frantically tried to shove his 
muffler over his nose and mouth to not vomit. His hands shook from the cold and fear.  

The stench was overpowering. Strange and terrible noises were coming from all 
directions. He kept stumbling over corpses of the long dead. Mostly just rotting bones 
glistening with dirty ice as the growing smoggy fog crept in. Low laying fog creeping in 
as if coiling fingers of clamminess. Such was the darkness he could actually see the 
stars. In the far distance he saw arson fires. The buildings on either side of the street 
were either totally gutted or else bombed out. Just great black hunks. Nothing looked 
like the map! There were no street signs or anything to tell him where he was or where 
the safe house was! “I can’t do this! God! God! I can’t do this!...” 

*** *** 

“..... Then the nation’s resources was diverted entirely toward the migrants” the fireman 
ranted to the cold darkness. “Not the indigenous lawful citizenry. Migrants. Mostly 
Muslim migrants. Mostly Muslim migrants from every Third World failed state with the 
lowest IQs and R genetics. Somehow migrants’ needs becoming the top priority. Muslim 
migrants. Then Muslim migrants became the only priority. Then the migrants became 
‘equal’ to lawful citizens. Then the migrants became better than lawful citizens. Then it 
became legal to discriminate against indigenous citizens in favor of Muslim migrants. 
Muslim migrants were routed to the front of every queue. Dole. NHS. Education. Free 
council housing. Hiring quotas. Promotion into freebie government positions. All ahead 
of the indigenous lawful population.  

To be White became the one group who could be lawfully discriminated against. The 
BBC openly declared they would not hire Whites or the Indigenous citizenry. Only the 
persecuted. Muslims. A Muslim who backed terrorists was promoted to the BBC 
Department of Religious Programing. Islam became the official religion of the BBC. 



Then every sort of business or government position was handed as if on silver platters 
to Muslims. Quotas. Not based on qualifications or citizenship. Race & Religion: Muslim. 
The Multi-culturalists defined ‘progress’ as the depopulating of all positions of 
indigenous Whites and their displacement and replacement by Muslims. In short: 
defacto Dhimmitude.  

Muslims were promoted at every level based exclusively on Race & Religion: Muslim. In 
short: Sharia which demands that all positions of authority and power be held 
exclusively by Muslims. Then the lawful non Muslim citizens were demoted ---- including 
Christians, Jews, Sikhs, Hindus, and Buddhists. Everyone except Muslims. Debased. 
Displaced. Replaced. Disenfranchised. Disinherited. Persecuted. Exploited. And step by 
step the non Muslim British People ended up as brutalized ‘D’s. Untermensch only 
allowed to exist to support and maintain the Ubermensch Ummah. The CEO reverts. 
The elite Muslim oligarches. The Caliph and his cronies. The hoity-toity holies. And the 
Global Jihad. 

Dhimmitude became official but even before it was official it was the unspoken law of 
the land as Dhimmi Dave betrayed the British People. Dhimmitude per Sharia Law 
forbids non Muslims access to top jobs or indeed any job that ‘commanded’ or ‘ruled’ or 
‘dominated’ Muslims. That became White Patriarchy and White Privilege and White 
Reparations for Colonial Sins. All which required all Whites to be demoted and 
persecuted. All while allowing Muslims to enjoy the top jobs based not on qualification or 
merit or hard work but simply because they were the ‘Best of Peoples’.  

Also per Sharia Dar ul Islam Anglestan was now ordered strictly segregated. Sexually of 
course but also segregating the Ubermensch from the Untermensch. The dirty secret of 
religious apartheid of the Islamic World now came to Britain. And unlike the South 
African apartheid protests of the 1970s, this time it was declared gloriously moral ---- 
which was to say Islamic. Down to even graveyards. Entrances were now labeled with 
the visual symbols of Sisters of the Faith, Brothers of the Faith, and the Najis. That was 
a ‘D’ with a red line drawn through it. The dwindling Dhimmis were ordered into ghettos 
or else were reduced to homeless. Then per Sharia Slavery was legalized. And now the 
sales of Slaves destroyed all hopes for any employment at all except the most Najis 
filthy of jobs. In credulously, the Regressive Left blessed all of it! It was so much more 
moral!...” 



*** *** 

“.....How did it get this bad?” the teenaged boss of The Knockers whispered. “This is like 
some horror movie! I can’t find the landmarks to the safe house!...” 

*** *** 

“.....The first and last Pakistani Mayor of London introduced unspoken but incredibly 
brutal Pakistani Dhimmitude Laws to be enforced as well as Pakistani Heresy and 
Blasphemy Laws which were used to crush any and all ‘D’s. Rumors were sufficient to 
incur instant death sentences. Open and brutal discrimination of non Muslims now were 
enforced as if something out of Adolph Hitler ---- complete with Pakistani vigilantism. 
The Pakistanis and Bangladeshi competed in brutally violent vigilantism. Burning alive. 
Chopping up. Raping. Bludgeoning. Shooting. Axing. Crushing. Pulverizing. All 
garnished by gang rape. But this unspoken reality had existed in Pakistan as well as 
Bangladesh since their creations. And Egypt. The Sudan. All of the Islamic Levant. All of 
Islamic Africa. The Four Ps and multi-cultural relativists had simply censored the 
politically incorrect horrors . But now the dirty secrets of Islamic persecution of non 
Muslims was enforced in London and every British city!...” 

*** *** 

“....I can’t find any landmarks!” the teenaged boss of The Knockers cried as he crept 
through the horrors which dwarfed his spindly form. “The sky is so high up over head! 
The walls are all towering yet gapping. There is no security of cosy closeness 
anywhere! It is all too big! Too big! To big!....” 

*** *** 

“.....At the same time all council houses were all entirely handed over to Muslims as 
councils were abolished in favor of mosque administration” the fireman snarled to 
himself as he ranted. “All charities were handed over to Waqf administration. And of 
course all Islamic waqfs and charities were exclusively for Muslims per Sharia. All 
national assets were handed over to mosque control or else the Caliph and his cronies 
the oligarches. That left zero for non Muslims. So council houses became mosque 
houses. So were any and all cheap flats. Or expensive flats. Or houses. Or mansions. 



Originally flat owners got more money from the government to house Muslim migrants 
than to rent to indigenous natives. Then the flats were confiscated for the Muslim 
migrants. Then more and more flats and apartments and homes and townhouses and 
hotels and resorts and country estates and farms were confiscated courtesy of the 
Dhimmi ‘Wealth Tax’ as well as confiscation after Dhimmis were driven into Debtor’s 
Prison for high jizya taxes and kharaji land taxes.  

So housing for Dhimmis dried up. Increasingly even the ex-middle class Dhimmis were 
homeless. Soon even such ‘D’s as the Duke of Westminister was ordered per Sharia to 
hand over his rich properties because no per Sharia Law no ‘D’ can appear to be more 
powerful or more wealthy or more prosperous than Muslims. The ‘D’s became refugees 
in their own city. In their own country. Everything taken from them. Pushed against the 
wall. With nothing left to loose except their fear. Soon even the well off Dhimmis were 
being grounded down for every speck of riches they were concealing from confiscation 
and nationalization. But right now they still had just enough to feel cowardly enough to 
grovel to save what little they still had....” 

*** ***  

“..... Is that the hospital? It is just a gapping facade.” The terrified teenager eased his 
way over and peered inside. There was nothing but a mound of bones. It was an open 
pit! A mass grave! Yet not even buried! Just some lime had been tossed over the 
corpses to molder away. “Oh God! Oh God!” the teenager wept as he hastily fled across 
the devastated street to another totally gutted out building. “Map. Hospital there. 
So .....over there..... another two blocks..... Oh God!” the teenager cried as he stumbled 
over more bones of mass plague victims. “I can’t do this!” he screamed. He shoved on 
hand over his mouth to stop his screaming. Then he sank to his knees and cried in 
terror. 

*** *** 

“.....Then the over strained Health Services broke down from the drastic weight of caring 
for too many millions of migrants infected with every sort of Third World disease and 
plague who of course paid nothing whatsoever toward the NHS” the fireman ranted to 
himself. “The only way to ‘save’ it was by ‘rationing’.So the Dhimmis were no longer 



allowed to access any health care at all ---- despite being taxed to pay for it. Like the 
housing they were no longer allowed to enjoy. Like the government they were no longer 
allowed to appeal to. As power decayed electricity was routed only toward mosques and 
madrassas and the Caliph and his cronies. Non Muslims were left out in the cold and 
the darkness ---- literally.  

Then the government and its resources was declared exclusively for the legal citizens of 
the Ummah. Non Muslims were now not only disenfranchised, they were excluded from 
everything. Anglestan was now a non secular Islamic nation according to Dar ul Islam. 
Per Dar ul Islam it shared Islamic borders with other Islamic countries of the Islamic EU/
UN, boasted a nondemocratic Muslim leader, nondemocratic divine leaders, a Sharia 
constitution, Muslims in all positions of power and authority, and non Muslims in 
absolutely no positions of power or authority or dignity or triumph whatsoever. Jizya and 
kharaj and devshirme were exacted without mercy. Any non Muslim who could not pay 
was exposed to the full effects of Ghazi Razzia and Enslavement. Debtor’s Prison to be 
held hostage was considered lucky. Or at least until the kindred failed to pony up the 
money. Then it was execution. For the unlucky it was straight execution. 

Non Muslims were made to feel ‘subdued’ and ‘conquered’ with every sort of humiliation 
and degrading abuse. Exactly how the Nazis treated Jews. That was where Hitler got all 
of his ideas. Per Sharia ‘D’s were not allowed any human rights as sub human sub 
citizens more akin to indentured slaves than free people. They were declared Najis: on 
par with urine, feces, rot, decay, vermin, foul blood, pigs, dogs, apes, monkeys, and all 
which is disgusting. They were declare to be religious untouchables who could not be 
allowed to befoul the presence of their superiors with their tainted and disgusting 
loathsomeness. The ‘D’s became Untouchables! 

The Protocols of Omar were exacted to control and degrade every iota of their sub 
existence while publicly humiliating them for committing Kufr. And oh yes, freedom of 
course was declared haram by the Divine Slavery. Freedom was not a word in the 
Arabic language after all. And of course all Pagan Shirks were not allowed to be 
Dhimmis. Their only option was to convert or else prepare to fight and die. The Wicca, 
the Hindus, the Buddhists and the Sikhs along with the Gays and Muslim Apostates 
faced a death sentence once the ‘Divide and Conquer’ tactics were no longer 
necessary. Soon executions were occurring everywhere. On every street. Corpses 
hanging from every....” 



*** *** 

The terrified teenager forced himself to stagger forward. The he saw the bones of a 
skeleton in a crude iron torture open air casket dangling from a broken street lamp. He 
whimpered. He saw more skulls shoved on spikes along a decayed iron fence. More 
mounds of corpses. Some heaped with razor wire and Pancras Plague signs. Some 
stacked up in grotesque artistic arrangements accented by skulls of pigs and pigs. Then 
he saw a horrible thing! The petrified skin of a human being nailed to the wall of a 
burned out church! He shook! Unable to move! Paralyzed! The petrified skin of the 
human being still had its hair! Bits of what once was a human face still dangled! “Oh 
God! Oh God! What sort of madmen rule here now?....” 

*** ***  

“.....And of course all Britishness was sterilized. Everything British was declared 
Jahiliyyah Najis and ordered eradicated. Islamism and Islamization and also Arabicism 
was introduced. That is how every country conquered by Islam ends up. All illegal and 
immoral and depraved and defective Kufr and Shirk was ordered hidden from public 
view to not offend the Best of Peoples. Driven underground. The firemen of London 
stopped putting out fires and commenced setting fires to burn all British Jahiliyyah off 
the face of Britain. All visible churches and temples and synagogues were ordered to be 
either converted to mosques or else converted to public use as housing for migrants or 
stables or warehouses or other practical needful things. 

Islamic nations only serve Allah, Islam, Sharia, the Global Jihad, the Caliph (and his 
cronies), the Divine Leaders, and the Ummah. And of course the perfect man was the 
Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him, for his glorious vision of the ideal utopia on 
earth. Dar ul Islamic Anglestan was going to be a paradise. Alas, in Mohammad’s 
Islamic utopia the Najis filthy sub human sub citizen ‘D’ Untouchables increasingly 
looked like Monsters. Sick. Neglected. Abused. Starving. Denied health care. Denied 
dental care. Denied any care. Increasingly homeless. Targeted. Persecuted. Terrorized. 
Brutalized. And increasingly hidden. Segregated. Concealed. Outcast. Attacked. 
Exterminated. And increasingly dead. The surviving indigenous Britishers were now 
mostly unemployed or else reduced to the worst jobs except for those of needful skills 
who were suppose to do all of the work for their bosses who being Muslims were 



appointed by one qualification: Religion. Islam ---- but at near slave wages and out of 
sight to not pollute the presence of their betters. All promotion was one way: Islam. And 
increasingly survival was one way too: Islam. Convert or else suffer the 
consequences. ...” 

*** *** 

The teenager forced himself to stagger forward through the nightmare world of London 
2025. Suddenly he heard the roar of machine guns. He ducked behind a burned out 
lorry as Drug Gangsters roared down the carnage littered street on their decayed 
automobiles stripped of everything except the engine and the floorboards and wooden 
wheels. Machine guns blasting away at each other. Bullets ricocheting everywhere. The 
teenager cowered in the wreckage of the lorry as bullets whizzed through the foul cold 
air. Then the crazed mobile street battle roared down the carnage filled street. Receding 
into the distance. The teenager eased himself to his feet and staggered forward. “One 
more block to go! God help me! On more block to go!...” 

*** *** 

“.....By now Dar ul Islamic Anglestan’s population was swelling toward half a billion 
because of Muslim migrants. But for some reason money was drying up. The economy 
was not thriving. I can’t imagine why! The NHS went first. Then schools. Then the dole. 
Electricity sputtered and then went out. Then infrastructure started to break down. Clean 
water. Garbage collection. Sanitation. Safety protocols. Law and Order. Governmental 
services withered to the minimal. Everything was shifted to Mosques and Madrassas 
and their waqfs but money dwindled and then vanished. Mosque construction stalled as 
money ran out. Government money ran out because Muslims were not suppose to have 
to pay taxes.  

The Jizya and Slavery and Ghazi Razzia was suppose to ENRICH the Ummah. It 
always did before. The Plunder Machine was suppose to ENRICH the Ummah. It 
always did before. The Marxist UN Agenda 21 Transfer of wealth from the Northern 
Hemisphere to the people of the Southern Hemisphere, which was to say Jizya and 
Tribute, was suppose to ENRICH the Ummah. All illegal indigenous wealth was 
transferred to the Best of Peoples per Sharia’s injunction that no ‘D’ was suppose to be 
more wealthy or prosperous than the Best of Peoples. But somehow it all got frittered 



away or else somehow vanished as the Anglestan was reduced to barter and salvage 
and scavenge. Where was all of the glorious money? 

The ‘D’s were suppose to work and pony up the money the way they always did before. 
The ‘D’s always threw tons of money at the Muslims who did absolutely nothing 
whatsoever except hold out their hands and shout ‘Where is the money?’ The stupid 
Kafirs always had lots of money to stupidly hand over whenever a Muslim so much as 
threw a temper tantrum. They always did before. But not now. The ‘D’s were ruined. 
Homeless. Starving. 

And most of the Muslims were either dole abusers who never worked a day in their lives 
or else were migrants who never expected to work being untrained and untrainable and 
mostly illiterate. Low IQ. R genetic. Inbred. And very diseased. So they just kept holding 
out their hands for all of that free money. Where was it? What happened to all of that 
free money? And millions of Muslims from every Third World failed state were pouring 
into Anglestan for their cut of the free money as well. Where was all of that free money? 
All of that legendary mountain of free money? Free money growing on trees? Free 
money tossed into the air by the stupid Kafirs for every Muslim to take! Take! Take! So 
Muslims were not conditioned or trained or inclined to work in the West. The West was 
where Muslims went to get rich by not working while waging jihad on the dole while 
breeding and breeding and breeding and breeding and breeding. The Northern 
Hemisphere was a golden mountain of infinite riches where every Muslim went to get 
rich by not working while lounging under pleasure domes while breeding and breeding 
and breeding and breeding. 

Everyone expected the ‘D’s to continue to do all of the work and pay all of the taxes to 
support the Ummah as it poured into Anglestan by the millions. And now as ‘D’s they 
had to hand all of their riches over. So the Muslims should be living like kings if not 
caliphs. Money should be showering down on them as they took absolutely everything 
away from the ‘D’s. It should be Plunderland. The Utopia of Infinite Riches. Open 
Sesame. All as the Best of Peoples did the only thing Muslims ever want to do: brutalize 
and humiliate the Kafirs while breeding. Breeding explosively. Doubling the population 
every ten years. So the taxes withered because the only taxes were jizya and the ‘D’s 
were now all but completely bankrupted as everything was confiscated from them and 
they lost everything while being grounded down into a bloody pulp as their children were 



taken from them and raped. And for some reason all of the money stopped showering 
down and instead dried up....” 

*** *** 

The scared teenaged boss of The Knockers staggered past burned out store fronts. 
Now just gutted out shells. Smashed glass. Broken water hydrants. Broken lamps 
festooned with nooses. Some with decaying carcasses still dangling. The carcass of a 
raped woman literally impaled on the stump of a chopped down tree. One jagged piece 
of wood protruding from her gutted carcass. Her rotting flesh pealed black. Her rotting 
legs pushed back. A bottle still shoved into the rotting genitalia which was squirming 
with maggots and rats. Her belly ripped open as if some animal had been feasting off 
her intestines and internal organs. Most of her face rotted off. Skull bones protruding. 
Her hair a rat’s nest of foulness. Her open, rotting mouth still mutely screaming. He 
staggered across the street toward a burned out building. Then he picked through the 
rubble. Knee deep in rubble to the X on the map. Nothing. Nothing. Nothing.... 

*** ***  

“.....Nationalization of banks only resulted in all money vanishing” the fireman dictated to 
his invisible biographer. “Businesses dried up as bank loans and insurance were 
declared haram. Stores closed after being looted and burned. Fires went unanswered. 
Ambulances went from plague wagons to nonexistent. Buses and automobiles vanished 
except for the rich after being burned and burned and burned by rioting Muslims. And 
now they were not replaced. They just stayed in the gutted streets as gutted wreaks. 
Buildings stayed gutted as Muslims burned them. Riots destroyed more and more as 
less and less was replaced. London burned every night. Then London burned every 
day. Hospitals went from functioning to warehouses of the dying. Garbage and corpses 
piled up. Sewers broke down. Fresh clean water went next. The Thames became an 
open sewer. More plagues went out of control. Any attempt to control pollution or the 
effects of the Grand Solar Minimum stopped. All environmental protocols stopped. More 
plagues broke out. 

Transportation broke down. Every sort of machinery started breaking down. Everything 
started breaking down. Famines and rationing kicked in as the landscape outside the 
cities devolved into lawlessness. The railroads and roads were blockaded by robbers. 



More buildings were crudely converted to house millions and millions and millions of 
migrants until everything turned into slums. Migrant camps took over every park and 
sidewalk. Sidewalks now stank of garbage and urine and feces from millions of 
migrants. Then the sewers broke down completely from too much raw sewage from the 
too many improvised migrant camps and people living on the streets. More plagues 
broke out. More buildings turned into tenements and then rockeries as too many 
migrants were shoved into every nock and cranny. More plagues broke out.....” 

*** *** 

The desperately terrified teenager dug through the debris of the burned down building. 
Frantic to find anything. Nothing. Nothing. Nothing. There was no safe house. Suddenly 
he heard a noise! He spun around as he fumbled with his gun. Fumbling so badly he 
dropped the gun! A silhouette of a person stood in the debris before him. “I don’t think 
you belong here.....” 

*** *** 

“.....The power system crashed three times as too many Muslim migrants as well as the 
Muslim elite tapped it without paying for it” the fireman snarled as he shot another 
machete maniac. The shooting cold. Precise. In the stomach to deliberately draw the 
Ferals toward the dying man instead of him. Then the fireman staggered on as the 
wounded man screamed as he clutched his bloody intestines as he rolled in the 
sewage. “More plagues broke out. More malnutrition and scurvy turned into starvation 
and death. Madrassas now stopped teaching anything except rote memorization of 
simple Koran verses and prayers for Muslim boys. By now of course all females were 
locked away in the decaying domiciles of their mehram master/guardian/owners. Not 
even allowed to go to mosque. Child brides, their genitalia mutilated, became dead 
corpses. And the babies of the starving child brides became corpses too. More plagues 
broke out. The marriage age became nine and then six years old. More corpses 
appeared. As health care vanished Third World vaccine resistant syphilis and gonorrhea 
and AIDS infected more people . More plagues broke out. Flesh eating diseases from 
Syria appeared. More plagues broke out. African Ebola appeared. More plagues broke 
out.....” 

*** *** 



The terrified teenager dropped to his knees to try to find the gun he dropped. The dark 
silhouette casually picked it up and pointed it at the teenager as he cowered on his 
knees.... 

*** *** 

“.....Rationing for every conceivable thing escalated. Street lights vanished over night as 
London became a dark city. That only fed the lawlessness and arson as law and order 
unraveled as the dole went defunct. Now it was everyone for themselves. More 
scavenging gnawed London down to the bone as even electric wires were scavenged to 
barter for dwindling foods. The countryside was now completely cut off. And Corn Laws 
to help the oligarch plantations become rich only resulted in more famines. More 
plagues broke out. Then the Health Services went bankrupt. Now only private clinics 
existed for the Muslim elite. Black Market clinics. The governmental bureaucracy 
evaporated as bribery and payola and corruption kicked in. ....” 

*** *** 

The teenager cowered. “Please God keep my Knockers safe in that tiny panic room!” he 
whispered. “Don’t let them try to navigate this hell on earth! Please God! Save them 
until the Chimes toll at Midnight! Please God!” The teenager made the sign of the cross 
as the dark figure loomed over him. ... 

*** *** 

At the same the lack of legal banks and credit unions and the confiscation of the last 
pitiful savings of the indigenous ---- and now indigent ---- working class Britishers 
resulted in barter and useless rationing dried up entirely. That left only the Black Market. 
Caches became the new art form. Everyone with anything to conceal now concealed it. 
Anyone who could escape now escaped. Dar ul Islamic Anglestan became like an 
iceberg, one third visible and only half way viable and two thirds concealed and invisible 
and more often than not moldering ---- or at least The Nightly Fatwa said so. The 
starving started to wonder if Underground London was in fact inhabited by Monsters. 
Morlocks. And if the Morlocks were not only in control but devouring them.” In the 



distance the fireman heard the Ferals coming ever closer. They were tracking him by 
the scent of his blood. And he had nowhere to hide! 

*** *** 

“Catholic I see” the dark silhouette said dryly. Then he casually gave the gun back to the 
terrified teenager. He struck a match and lighted a hand rolled cigarette. Then he 
smoked nonchalantly despite his hideous visage of a foul pig slobbering rabies foam ---- 
which smelled suspiciously like shaving cream. Incredulously the disgusting pig man 
was wearing a monocle. “Livingstone I presume” the hideous pig man asked.  

“What? What?” the teenager cried.  

“The password! As in Stanley and Livingstone!” the Cockney Cockroach said. “Oh you 
are a greenhorn!” 

“Who are you? Really?” the teenager cried.  

“Your rescuer” the hybrid pig man replied nonchalantly. “Alarms warned us a flood 
breached the tube and you chaps were in danger. Where did you leave your kiddies my 
dear Knocker?” 

“In the lobby panic room” the teenager said as he stood up shaking. The gun shaking so 
badly the Cockney Cockroach came over and gently eased it back into the belt of the 
terrified teenager. 

“I rather think you have never surfaced before. Eh?” 

“No” the teenager whispered, ashamed.  

“Not a pretty sight to be sure” the hybrid pig man said casually as he went to a piece of 
wreckage and pressed a concealed buzzer. The false floor complete with built in debris 
rose up revealing a hidden stairs. Let me to fetch your kiddies.” 

“No. I promised them I would come back. You will scare them.” The teenager pulled 
himself together. “It is that way.” 



“Good. Good. You will play Stanley and I will play Livingstone.” He pressed the conceal 
control and the secret trap door levitated back down. The artificial debris merging into 
real debris perfectly concealing the safe house. “Lead on my dear plucky Stanley! Lead 
on....” 



CHAPTER FIVE

The Heroine of Hyde Park nodded. It was about time. They silently assumed their attack 
position in the darkness. Suddenly from a gutted ruin a Lady from Hell suddenly pierced 
the fetid night with a burly voice between howls from Ferals and screams of children 
being raped and drug gangs waging turf war and the distant whirl of Tower helicopters. 
The Scottish accent soaring up over the violent chaos of the devolving urban wasteland 
illuminated only by arson fires and the bright flashes of machine guns of Druggies. 

‘Avenging and bright! The swift sword of Scotland 
on him who the brave sons of Britain betrayed!  
In anguished memory of every soul slain! 
show the foul traitors how we of the Highlands  
shall wage bloody war this day! 

Our grieving heart’s wounds  
shall baptize our blades! 
We swear to avenge them!  
The dead of our nation! 
The harp shall be silent! 
The maiden unwed! 
Our halls shall be mute! 
And our lush fields wasted! 
Till vengeance be wreaked 
on the murder’s head! 

Though sweet are our home recollections!  
Though sweet are the tears that from tenderness fall! 
Though sweet are our friendships! 
Our hopes and affections!  
Revenge on a tyrant is sweetest of all!’ 

“Oh what a mad bugger” some of the Amazons whispered. The Heroine of Hyde Park 
rolled her eyes. “What is next? Bag pipes?” At that moment a piercing howls as if a cat 
being disemboweled filled the fetid darkness. 



“It sounds like someone being tortured” an Amazon cried.  

“So I suppose the mad bugger thinks no one will suspect” another Amazon cried. 

“God save us from the Scots” the Heroine of Hyde Park whispered as the howling wails 
of Scottish pipes filled the wasteland which once used to be London. 

*** *** 

The fireman guesstimated the direction of the howling of the Ferals and made a mad 
dash toward a ruined church. He passed an open manhole cover. It was odd. Why? It 
was not as if anyone officially maintained the sewers anymore. No Muslim would go 
near such Najis. So why was the manhole cover open? The fireman peered down into 
the darkness. “Hello? Any Morlocks down there?” The fireman was about to stand up 
when his ears picked up a soft chuckle as if in reply. He froze in terror. “It must be my 
imagination” he shouted ironically. “Morlocks in the sewers. What is next? Mythic 
alligators? Or other mythic monsters? Laugh! Laugh! Why aren’t you laughing? I am 
about to be eaten by a Feral! Why aren’t you laughing?” But then the fireman flinched 
as if someone just walked over his grave. “Allah! The Urban Myth Whisperers are right. 
There is something ----- someone ---- down there. He knew it. He felt it.  

He knelt down. “Is this Ragnarok? Is this the start of the Final Battle of WW III?” This 
time there was no chuckle. Only dead silence. Then the sound of a bolt of a gun. 
“Marlowe?’ he whispered. But there was only the sound of a safety being released to 
allow the gun to shoot. “Air gun?” Silence. He felt a blast of air right by one ear. The 
bullet hurling into the air. Hastily the fireman stood up and hurried on. And behind him 
he heard the loud clank of heavy iron as the manhole cover was dragged back over the 
manhole. 

The fireman approached the ruined church to hide there. But then he saw shadows 
moving in the shadows of the ruined church. Shadows hovering in the fire gutted ruin. 
“Miserable ‘D’s cowering from us? Or Morlocks preparing for the twilight to come out 
and hunt us Eloi? Or to fight us? Or to kill us?” the fireman whispered to his troubled 
soul. He tentatively gestured to enter the ruins only to hear the soft clinks of metal bolts. 
Guns. He stared at the shadows in the darkness. Then he flinched. The Feral howls 



were moving ever closer toward him. Which was worse? “Why did I miss that 
rendezvous with my handler? He might have been trying to contact me to extract me. 
Why did I miss the rendezvous? No one recognizes Marlowe’s name. I have been 
abandoned to die.” Then the fireman walked on hurriedly as his black gloved fingers 
unconsciously caressed something concealed inside his uniform tunic in a hidden 
pocket over his heart.  

In the depths of the gutted out ruined church the Amazon stared at the gaunt man. 
There was something familiar about his skinny frame and manner of walking. “God! That 
is the Pepper Spray Bloke. God! The one who used to be at that nightmare school. The 
one who acted as if that Jew’s bodyguard. The one who had a sort of crush on the 
Heroine of Hyde Park. How starved he is. All skin and bone. His dark eyes deep 
hollows. The Pepper Spray Bloke is a fireman. Hell! I guess he really is my enemy now. 
You are going to die tonight Pepper Spray Bloke. When the Chimes toll at Midnight.” 

“When did London start to die? I can’t remember” the fireman muttered as he marched 
with growing panic to stay ahead of the growing howls of the Ferals. “When did Tommy 
Robinson tell every betrayed Londoner to leave? Tommy Robinson and the stubborn 
Cockney guerrilla partisans aside, what was left of the beleaguered working class of 
London voted with their feet in the only way they were allowed to vote now: by fleeing to 
the remote places. The rich were already fleeing. The poor now fled. To underground 
places. To concealed places. To other places. To hidden places. To rebellious places. 
For good or for ill the indigenous Britisher was already a minority in their own capital city 
even before the Great Displacement became the Great Replacement leading to the 
Great Erasure. So the Caliph and the Divine Leaders announced that they was glad that 
the riffraff was gone and they only had to worry about the Cockney Cockroach 
Infestation now. But the fleeing were the only people who had ‘the knowledge’. The 
industrial and technological skills. The work ethic. And the dwindling cowardly ‘D’s left 
were mostly the ex-middle class paper pushers. Now they were being bled dry.  

And of course we Eloi did not work. Heaven forbid! Or else we thought we would get 
rich jobs as supervisors and managers and governmental bureaucrats and work six 
hours a day on a four day week with a two month vacation and endless sick leave at 
lavish wages with endless perks and an expensive free car at our disposal with corner 
window offices ---- despite having absolutely no job skills or even literacy whatsoever. 
The Mo Eloi mask plastered over a useless carbuncle as the person doing all of the 



actual work toiled away in ignominy — a ‘D’ Morlock. The Mo Eloi adding just one more 
redundant layer of expensive, unneeded, blundering, corrupt, and interfering big 
government bureaucracy only capable of wreaking anything and everything.  

But once the Morlocks vanished we Eloi were left high and dry ---- hoisted on our own 
religious petards. So the ‘D’s vanished. So the Morlocks vanished. So the knowledge 
and the skill vanished. So competency and prosperity vanished. So the dole vanished 
and health care vanished and education vanished and infrastructure vanished and the 
economy vanished and everything vanished. Or else it all broke down. And the 
Advanced World Great Britain devolved into the Third World failed state of Anglestan 
Eurabia. 

Even as the taxes continued to dry up more thousands and thousands and thousands 
and thousands of Muslim migrants poured into London each week to be cared for 
according their luxurious gimmegrant standards of inflated self importance despite 
bringing nothing but diseases and illiteracy with them. Mostly Muslim males of war age. 
And they were the sort who would riot even if Dar ul Harb Great Britain was now 
officially Dar ul Islam Anglestan. And no Muslims now payed any taxes at all. Not the 
gimmegrants. And not the dole abusers. The most flagrant dole abusers being holier 
than thou Mo imams and clerics and mullahs. Certainly not the Caliph and his cronies 
the oligarch robber barons or the CEO ‘reverts’ who sold out the nation for their own 
greed. Offering bribes to corrupt Mos like the Caliph and his cronies was chicken feed. 

So Dhimmi Dave suggested a heavy recessive VAT tax to wallop everyone. Instead a 
new VAT jizya was slapped on the staggering Dhimmis still left in London. The rapidly 
unraveling middle class ‘D’s became the sole staggering targets for taxes because the 
rich were fleeing no less than the lower classes. Sure. Rich Saudis arrived but they 
didn’t pay taxes either. But no other tourists visited devolving London. Who would want 
to come to see a beautiful city implode into Muslim Mad Max Mayhem? And every 
business was imploding as Mos ‘managed’ them into ruination as waqfs wreaked 
everything now that West Economics and Capitalism were haram and every bank and 
asset was confiscated or nationalized.  

So London unraveled faster and faster now. Economics might be the ‘preoccupation of 
donkeys’ but now like haram Cause & Effect, the lack of haram rational economics was 
destroying London and the nation. There is a reason why the Islamic World is nought 



but a bunch of Third World failed states and everywhere Muslims and Sharia go poverty 
and corruption and illiteracy and gross inbred over population follows. And still the 
migrants poured in. Thousands and thousands and thousands each week. Millions a 
year. As if a crazed Group Think obsessed with burying the island in such a tonnage of 
humanity as to sink it under its squirming weight under the waves as if Atlantis. 

Ghazi Razzia Criminality and plagues lunged out of control. Every part of the city now 
stank to high heaven. No more tourism existed now. No more gambling clubs either. Or 
restaurants or bars or night clubs. Or sports. Certainly not theaters or the Humanities or 
beautiful parks or beautiful hotels or beautiful anything. London was devolving into a 
violent mass of stinking migrant camps. Migrants covering every street and sidewalk 
and forcing their way into every inch of every building as their urine and feces and 
garbage and diseases and rioting destroyed London. So the rich Saudis decided 
London was not longer their type of tourist town and went to Qatar instead. By now 
tourism was dead. The economy was dead. The City in The Mile was dead. Everything 
was dead. Dead or dying. I will miss the Red Dragons I melted down. I think they were 
lucky. I think London’s luck died when the Red Dragons which once guarded The Mile 
were melted down.  

That and when we destroyed the ancient Jahiliyyah Roman Sacred Stones which once 
blessed London. The Urban Whisperers whispered if the Roman Sacred Stones were 
destroyed then we would be damned so I secreted one away just in case. I knew about 
a closed museum where the ancient Roman ruins deep underground still stood as if 
time stood still. So I broke open a door to place one of the Roman Sacred Stones there. 
In that ghostly subterranean strata where Ancient Rome still existed. It was so ghostly. I 
thought it would be fun. Spelunkering Ancient Londinium. Walking in the footsteps of 
Boudica. Finding Ancient New Troy of King Brutus. But it was spooky. Oddly creepy. And 
dark as the grave. I only had my torch to find the way. The ruins so deep underground. 
And so dark. Cold. Clammy. Unearthly as if I was going back in time. The Roman 
Sacred Stone felt cold in my gloved hands. But I did my mission and I very carefully 
secured the door when I left. I was proud of my little mission. But the whole time I felt as 
if security cameras were watching me. As if secret eyes were watching me the whole 
time. As if the Morlocks in the darkness were watching me the whole time.  



And then it vanished. The Museum of London. Well. The door vanished. The Museum 
was bricked over and sealed. It was a mystery who ordered that. It was declared 
contagious Jahiliyyah by the Morality Police of course but normally Jahiliyyah was 
always burned in bonfires of the Jahiliyyah vanities. So who bricked up the ghostly 
place one night? It was a mystery. The Captain of my fire department was outraged. But 
no one knew who bricked the place up. Was it the Caliph? His Procurer? The Black 
Market? Did the Caliph and the Black Market cut a deal? Was the place handed over to 
the Black Market in some secret deal?  

Then Urban Myth Whisperers whispered that the mystery was more sinister. They 
whispered that some jihadists tried to break into Ancient Roman London to defile it and 
something very bad went down in those ancient depths. Very bad. The Shirk there so 
ancient and so malevolent that something really, really, really bad went down. Instead of 
destroying the Jahiliyyah, the jihadists were sacrificed on the altar stones to the pagan 
Roman gods. To be exact: Minerva. A few escaped but too late they realized they had 
only been allowed to escape because they were living sacrifices. Dead men walking. 
Already damned. Already doomed. Already dead but just not realizing how dead they 
really were. And then one by one the jihadists died very slowly and very horribly of some 
new plague. Not Pancras. Some dreadful now plague. The first cases of Feralism. 

And then more terrible rumors spread about this new and terrible plague. This terrible 
disease. Feralism. The Revenants. Those curst by Minerva the ancient Guardian of 
Roman London. The Walking Dead. Victims of Feralism rotting into decayed corpses 
before they even died. Their rotting skin falling away. Their hair falling out and their 
scalp rotting away and their rotting skulls cracking open exposing their rotting brains. 
Their noses and ears rotting and falling away. Their lips rotting away. Their teeth falling 
out of rotting gums. Their tongues rotting away. Their fingers and toes rotting and falling 
away. Their limbs rotting and falling away. Their organs rotting away. Gangrene except 
worse. Infinitely worse. Turning into putrid corpses yet still alive. But the really scary 
thing was when their brains rotted. When the disease hit the brains. Then the Walking 
Dead went insane. Not just gibbering insane. Homicidally insane. Attacking and ..... 
devouring ..... everyone. And feeding until their rotting corpse-like bodies finally literally 
fell to pieces.  

Everyone can still remember the terror! The horror! The primeval fear! The first cases of 
Feralism! How horrible they were. The very first cases. What a horrible way to die. One 



moment still in theory human and kinda live. The next moment a homicidal monster. So 
then I was terrified if my little mission exposed me to Feralism. And for a month I quaked 
in my boots waiting for the symptoms. Waiting. Waiting! Waiting! Every day wondering if 
a scurry sore or a scurry bleeding gum was the first symptom of Feralism. I finally 
decided that for whatever reason I was lucky enough to not be infected by Feralism 
despite entering that ghostly place. Perhaps because Minerva realized I was placing 
one of the Sacred Stones of Roman London there to save it. Or else the Morlocks 
watching me do my little mission spared me. I don’t now. Though why I was not infected 
like the Jihadists I have never been able to understand.  

Can the Feral Plague pick and choose its victims? How can a plague pick and choose? 
Or was the Feral Plague spawned after my little mission? Anyway. The Urban Myth 
Whisperers whispered that the epicenter of Feralism was bricked up to try to stop the 
contagion. And everyone prayed. But then more cases broke out. Then more cases 
broke out. Feralism might have started on the altar of Minerva but it spread by contact 
with exposed Ferals. So the jihadists brought the Curse of Minerva to the surface from 
the ancient depths and now Feralism is out of control. And worse. It is in the Halal R. 
The only remaining food source of London. And anyway ...... my gesture to save London 
by saving one of the Ancient Sacred Stones achieved nothing for luck died and London 
has died .....”  

*** *** 

The silky voiced Urban Whisperer returned to the Churchill War Rooms where the 
Knockers were huddled. Wet. Damp. Scared. Their teenaged boss trying to keep them 
calm. The Cockney Cockroach nonchalantly playing with his monocle. “They are badly 
shaken” the lead Anarchist told Stephan Marlowe. “It was a narrow escape. I don’t know 
which scared them more. Almost drowning or having to surface. Unless we can restore 
and modernize not only the Thames Barrier but the Sewers to prevent reverse flooding 
INTO instead of OUT of Urban London we will face floods in the entire Underground 
Metropolis which we are creating. And even if we win tonight the reality is we have to let 
the organic surface of London decay for at last ten years before plowing the bones into 
massive graves. And some of the highly contagious diseases can linger for years. The 
new Plague Pits of London are going to be dire. And then there is the draining of the 
massive lakes of sewage everywhere. The mountains of garbage. The fire gutted ruins. 
The almost total destruction of surface infrastructure. And with surface flood controls 



sealed the runoff of polluted rain floods into the Thames. That is not only keeping the 
Thames an open sewer but an open sewer which is prone to flooding. It will be decades 
before surface London is able to even start to be habitable enough for the 
Reconstruction & Restoration to formally commence. Sure. We have surface bastions 
ready but they are going to be urban islands for decades. And they are icebergs. Two 
thirds underground. So we are still going to be primarily living in subterranean London 
for decades. So flooding will be a danger for decades. What almost happened to the 
Knockers will happen to others.” 

“Aren’t the Cockneys building submarine style anti flood doors everywhere?” the aging 
spy asked.  

“Yes. We have five here” the head of the Anarchist Churchill War Rooms replied. “But 
the logistics are staggering. The Cockneys are facing retrofitting Subterranean London 
to not only be a living city but a gigantic Titanic style living city. In effect double hulled. 
Automated sliding flood control barriers. Water proof compartments. Submarine style 
water proof hatches. Cannibalizing abandoned cruise ships. Using submarine 
technology. And somehow shoving it everywhere. And the stubborn bastards are still 
insisting on finishing the King Harry Underground Line. And now the crazy old buggers 
want to retrofit the Greenwich Tunnel. Turn it into three tunnels. Coming. Going. And 
underground rail. To the new district of Greenwich. Being historic it must be saved as 
well. And being smaller it is the purposed first surface area to be salvaged by the 
Restoration Timetable. So London is going deeper and deeper. And then there are the 
Ragnarokkr Survival bastions. The purposed subterranean Ragnarokkr retrofits of the 
National and the Tate and the VA and the Wallace.” 

“Like what the British Museum built just before the crisis which allowed them to save 
most of the British Museum collection” the aging spy said.  

The Anarchist nodded. “The Ragnarokkr survival Bastion for the British Library alone 
has cost over five million pounds so far. And we are a nation at war. Everything 
rationed.” 

“But the national legacy has to be saved and after losing so much to the Jahiliyyah 
bonfires it is a natural reaction to become obsessed with fire proof and flood proof 
Ragnarokkr survival bastions.” 



“Yes! Well!” the Anarchist said. “Right now we have lost half of our telecommunications 
and it is not even midnight yet. We can retrofit a baker’s dozen of wireless and radio 
phones in the Churchill Bar Room before midnight.” 

“The kids are plucky” the old spy told the Anarchist.  

“Yeah. Have you found your lost double agent yet?” the Anarchist asked.  

“No. I fear my fireman will die before the night is out.” 

“Have some tea. Then perhaps you can help the Knockers regroup. A .....grand fatherly 
figure.” The Anarchist smiled a sly smile as the aged spy rolled his eyes. Then he gave 
the old spy a mug of tea and then returned to his duties. The spy sat on the floor and 
drank his tea. The tea leaves reused so often it was mostly a tisane. “How did it come to 
this?” he mused. “Sir Richard Dearlove of MI 6 issued a public warning during Brexit. 
And everything he warned has come true. So why did our so-called leaders do the exact 
opposite? Sir. Richard Dearlove warned that the out of control migration crisis would 
lead to ‘populist uprising’ and a justifiable backlash from the indigenous peoples who 
were being betrayed by their elite leaders.  

A public warning to Dhimmi Dave and the EU elite. A betrayal. And it was betrayal. A 
betrayal which would trigger and did indeed trigger a terrifying spiral of events. Bloody 
uprisings. Chaos. Suspicion. Disillusionment. Anger. Outrage. Violence. Escalating 
terrorism. Out and out war. The EU getting into bed with notorious power mad dictators. 
Something out of Stalin. Mao. Pot. Nothing is as homicidal as Regressive Left 
totalitarian regimes. Driving the lawful citizens to the right and then the ultra light and 
ultimately into the hands of genuine ultra right nationalistic movements and finally 
revolutions.  

Sir. Richard Dearlove warned everyone. ‘If Europe cannot act together to persuade a 
significant majority of its citizens that it can gain control of its migratory crisis then the 
EU will find itself at the mercy of a populist upraising which is already stirring.’ Why 
didn’t anyone listen to him? Why did Dhimmi Dave turn traitor? God. Even that poor sad 
sod David Mohammad Ahmad had more instinctive patriotism in his malnourished body 
and troubled soul than Dhimmi Dave....” 



*** *** 

Then the fireman raced across the ruins of London as the howls of the Ferals grew ever 
louder. Desperate to find a safe hiding place. From the Ferals. From the Drug Gangs. 
From the Scavenger Rats. From the Wild Child packs. From the hordes of starving 
migrants who would attack anyone who might possibly have something of valuable 
despite his sinister uniform of authority as a fireman. Because of his soiled yet still 
expensive uniform of a fireman. More helicopters roared across the dark sky in search 
of what? Who? More arson fires exploded in the foul darkness.  

He zigzagged through gutted out ruins filled by thousands of starving migrants while 
maneuvering around ponds of sewage and mounds of garbage and thousands of 
starving migrants huddled on every inch of the filthy sidewalks. “Which is worse? 
Keeping on the street where drug gangs wage their wars and the Ferals feed on the 
leftovers? Or else angling off toward the Green Park Migrant Jungle? Or else angling off 
on a tangent through the Rockeries with their thousands and thousands and thousands 
of starving migrants from the dregs of Muslim failed Africa? I should have stayed in the 
Haunted Hotel. Why did I miss the rendezvous with my handler?” 

And the fireman remembered when he first crossed the spidery shadowy presence of 
his handler. The Urban Myth Whisperer with the silky voice. It was one dire night after 
his tragedy. As he was hurrying home while debating whether or not he could endue the 
empty garret now that the greatest tragedy of his life had occurred. If he should confess. 
If he should shoot himself. If he should try to find Wolfey. Then he sensed a sinister 
shadow lurking across the street from the confiscated building where Seventh Heaven 
perched on the roof. The fireman shuddered as he remembered how the sinister 
shadow in the shadows whispered “We have long memories.” Then the shadow 
vanished into the shadows. And the fireman remembered all but running up those many 
flights of stairs to his garret. He remembered frantically keying his way into his safe 
house and frantically locking the door. Then the fireman shuddered as he looked around 
to see on the rickety table a mysterious piece of paper. On it was drawn a mysterious 
cipher. And next to it was a ham radio.  

“I could not resist temptation. I should have reported the break in to my engine captain. 
Or else destroyed it. Instead I used it until I was exiled from Seventh Heaven. It seemed 



a perverse salvation at the time. To stop me from killing myself because of my guilt over 
the death of my fiancee. So I would stay busy in that empty place and not think about it. 
We always kill the thing we love. But then I feared it was a trap set by my engine 
Captain. I should have reported it? I didn’t! I didn’t! And then it was too late and I could 
not confess it. And what was worse the mysterious intruder also broke into my secret 
cache where I hid my most secret and precious things. The mystery stranger did not 
take my cache of secret precious things but now someone knew my secrets.” The 
fireman unconsciously stroked something concealed over his heart. “Someone knows! 
Someone knows! Someone knows.....” 

*** *** 

The Hunter displayed the evidence of sin to the Captain of the Elephant & Castle Fire 
Department. “When the apostate comes tomorrow we will make an example of him as 
to chill the blood of every fireman in London” the Captain whispered softly but chillingly. 
“But fortunately I timed tonight’s hit of an illegal treasure house for when our suspect is 
out on his tri-night walkabout. Why does such Kufr corrupt the souls of the Faithful? 
Why does such Shirk prove so fatally tempting? And why does such Jahiliyyah pollution 
prove so very seductive? Why do some of the Chosen saved by Allah choose the road 
to Hell and damnation? It has always been a mystery to me. Why people commit Kufr.  

Why do people exposed to the glories of Islam’s utter Perfection of Salvation stubbornly 
cover up the Divine Truth revealed to the Prophet, peace be upon him, by Allah? Why 
do people for which Islam has been offered nevertheless defiantly and most perversely 
refuse the self evident and undisputable majesty of Islam as revealed by our Prophet, 
peace be upon him, and utterly ungrateful, misdirected, and depraved, refuse to be 
saved? Clinging to religions of gross error as if donkeys laden with books? Spitefully 
denying the only true religion on earth for Najis depravity? Vixenishly denying the only 
legitimate religion on the planet for Najis filthy Jahiliyyah and heresy and blasphemy? 
Damning their souls for filth. Not just covering up the Truth. Betraying the Truth. 
Conspiring against the Truth. I gave David Mohammad Ahmad every chance. I tried and 
tried and tried to save his troubled soul as it went putrid with evil. He is as morally rotten 
as a Feral!” 

“Some souls are born evil! Some people are born depraved!” 



The Captain stared out of the window into the arson filled night. “David Mohammad 
Ahmad was seduced into damnation. I will no longer besmirch the name of the Prophet, 
peace be upon him, by conjoining the name Mohammad with David Ahmad!” 

“We need to kill him as brutally as possible as quickly as possibly to snuff out disbelief” 
the Hunter snarled. “Before it infects others! But after I torture him to name his 
accomplices!” 

“London is burning” the Captain said. “And rumors say the Harbi are preparing to mount 
a counter attack. Brussels is cut off. We are cut off.” 

“Never will Allah allow the unbelievers a way to triumph over the Believers” the Hunter 
said. But then he winched. “Five days time. The enemy’s big push is in five days time. 
So our priority tonight is hunting down that traitor.” 

“Yes” the Captain said. “But it is getting harder and harder to keep the vulnerable from 
being seduced as the Great Jihad is afflicted by more and more setbacks. Just like 
before we thought we poised on the cusp of victory. The conquest of Crusader North 
West in our hand. In 732. On 9/11 of 1683. And now....” The Hunter grimaced and 
marched out. The Captain came back and stared at the sin. The sad little toys. The 
decayed movie star fan photographs. The decayed remains of a blankie. The decayed 
sock monkey. The accessories of a spy. And the most unforgivable evil of all: the letter 
D with that damning photograph. “Oh Davy. If only that fiendish Somerset House Kafir 
had not deliberately named you David on the birth certificate to damn you. Your decline 
and fall to damnation started the moment you were named David. Some fiendish 
Freemason or Jew obviously. It was a tiny conspiracy. That is how evil always starts. A 
tiny conspiracy by the Kufr.....” 

*** *** 

“..I mean! Who has food? Who has money? Who has anything?” the fireman ranted as 
he forced himself to march into the darkness as if his Death March. “Barter! We are 
reduced to barter and slow motion starvation or else death by a baker’s dozen of 
horrible diseases” the fireman snarled as he desperately zigzagged toward another 
ruined church he knew about. He staggered and wheezed. Then he forced himself to 
keep moving ahead of the predators hunting him. “Is it to be wondered at if the Faithful 



are losing their faith? Not that I ever had faith. Famine is everywhere now. Famine and 
disease. And war. And Death. Death all around us now. Death feeding off us as we feed 
off death while the Ferals feed off us. And the trains are stopped. And the outlaws are 
attacking anyone who dares to go on the roads.  

Everyone is trapped here in London and London is devolving into Muslim Mad Max 
Mayhem as we kill each other as the Ferals feast off us. Once we spread the chaos. 
Once we spread the anarchy. Now it is the Morlocks. And they just watch us die from 
their secret underground metropolis. I wonder what is happening in Manchester? After 
Birmingham went silent. Silent as the Medina Trench. ‘Off line’. What the hell does that 
mean? Whatever it is, it can’t be nice. Why do I think I am going to die tonight?” The 
fireman heard Ferals howling. He felt the wound on his arm. The blood staining his 
black uniform. He felt the blood oozing from his scalp wound. He was leaving a scent 
any Feral could track.   

“Are you still alive Wolfey?” the fireman panted as he desperately zigzagged through 
ruins and around arson fires as crazed migrants danced around the bonfires of London 
on fire as if celebrating London’s demise. “I remember everything you ever told me yet I 
can’t remember why we stumbled into that terrible quarrel that last time. I remember 
your last great speech as you hacked into the Caliph’s rant. The Caliph was boasting 
how he planned to fixed the dying economy. It was now declared a ‘Commanding 
Heights’ totalitarian economy. What did you say? Oh yes. ‘Islamic totalitarianism mixed 
with Socialistic Marxism. Two wrongs do not make a right. It is just digging the Medina 
Trench even deeper. But if Commanding Heights Socialism is good enough to destroy 
every Third World failed state in the festering and failing Islamic Levant then it is good 
enough to destroy Dar ul Islamic Anglestan. If Commanding Heights Socialism is good 
enough to destroy the UN and the EU then it is good enough to destroy Dar ul Islamic 
Anglestan. If the Commanding Height Socialism is good enough to destroy Russia twice 
then it is good enough to destroy Dar ul Islamic Anglestan. If it was good enough for 
Stalin and Mao and Pot then it is good enough for our present day homicidal maniacs! 
What is this? A competition of homicidal maniacs who can kill the most people?’ And 
how you laughed! Dear Wolfey! How you laughed behind that Guy Fawkes mask as you 
ridiculed the nationalization of the economy to spread the fatal poison of Islamic 
totalitarianism and Socialistic Marxism even deeper! How you laughed! Sneering the 
bone headed move!  



Then ridiculing how nationalizing agriculture and confiscating Kafir farms to become 
gigantic oligarch estates along with the new Corn Laws was the perfect way to finish off 
foodstuffs and launch famine. ‘The Irish famine could become the Anglestan Famine.’ 
Then you sneered how nationalizing ---- which was to say confiscating ---- caches and 
assets and properties and businesses and the life savings and possessions from 
everyone except the CEO reverts and the oligarches or the Caliph and his cronies will 
be equally charmingly effective in driving the stake even deeper through the heart of 
Dar ul Islamic Anglestan. ‘Economics is the preoccupation of Kafir donkeys so murder 
the economy. Murder Anglestan. Causality is haram. There are no consequences. Only 
miracles. So everyone! Go one! Bend down on your hands and knees with your 
forehead to the dirt of the Medina Trench and your arse pointing to Allah and pray for 
miracles as Anglestan dies!’ 

Oh Wolfey? Are you still alive? Will I die tonight Wolfey? And your wonderful rant has 
been prove right. For the fatal cure of the ‘Commanding Heights’ Socialistic Marxist 
bunkum Islamic Totalitarianism has failed utterly to revive the dying carcass which once 
was Great Britain. Neither has the machine gun massacres and beheadings and 
crucifying and burning alive of the dwindling Kafirs the Morality Police catch to make 
examples of. Famine is everywhere now. Famine and disease. And death. And war. 
Fortunately if our daily production of corpses continues at the present rate we can feed 
off halal rats until we commence feeding off ourselves. Cannibalism. What else is left to 
feed on? A nation which once yearly paid out millions in charity relief foodstuffs all over 
the world now is devouring itself ---- quite literally. Am I going to be devoured tonight 
Wolfey? 

We fireman were promised full military rations and digs but now we are only fed and 
housed every consecutive three days. Every fourth day it is survive until the morn as 
best you can. And the Ferals are stalking London along with arson fires and Ghazi 
Razzia Criminals and Drug Gangs and Scavenger Rats and Wild Child Packs and 
Rampaging Migrants. Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Wolfey. I am so sorry we fought in that 
damn Greenwich Tunnel. Why did we fight? Why am I not by your side now Wolfey? 
Why? Why? Why did I miss that rendezvous with my handler Wolfey? Why did I leave 
the Haunted Hotel? I would have been safe there. Do I deserve to die tonight Wolfey?  



Is death tonight something I deserve? Atonement for my rotten life? For fighting with 
you? For loving you? For committing murders? For burning people alive? For killing the 
thing I loved? For being jealous that you loved Mohammad more than me? Do I deserve 
to die tonight Wolfey? Stop crying Ahmad.” the fireman shouted as he staggered. Dizzy. 
Weak. “Pull yourself together. March! March! March! It does not matter where you 
march toward as long as you march! Otherwise every devouring predator on this filthy 
streets will attack you! 

Is a fast death better than a slow death? Feralism? Pancras plague? Flesh eating 
germs. Cholera? Typhoid? Tuberculosis. Diphtheria. Hemorrhagic fevers. Meningitis. 
Mumps. Measles. Scabies. Polio. Tetanus. Typhus. Hepatitis. AIDS. Syphilis. You name 
it. Rumors of an Ebola outbreak surfaced last month. Another Smallpox outbreak is 
happening south of the river. The few bridges which have not been destroyed have 
been barricaded to form a crude quarantine. We have been issued gas masks against 
the plagues but I don’t think they work. They are old WW II gas masks. Everything is 
just salvage. Old salvage. Salvage or scavenge. It is just a matter of time before I catch 
something. I am twenty seven. That is middle age now. By thirty everyone is dead or 
else dying. When I catch something nasty I mean to blow my brains out. A fast death. At 
least I have a gun even if bullets are rationed.....” 

The fireman marched toward another ruined church to hide only to realize more 
shadows were hovering inside its gutted interior. He paused and then walked up to a 
burned out and crudely boarded over window only to hear secretive movements inside. 
And the distinctive sound of a safety on a gun. The fireman heard more Ferals howling. 
Was he being trailed by the Ferals? Did the Ferals have his scent? He pressed his face 
against the boarded out window and heard breathing on the other side of the crude 
boards. “Please! Please! The Ferals are hunting me!” the fireman whispered.  

“Go or I will shoot you” a voice whispered from the other side of the crude boards. So 
the fireman staggered away and resumed his desperate march into the darkness as the 
howls of Ferals came closer and closer.  

*** *** 

The aged ‘D’s nervously checked their guns over and over in the boarded up theater 
bordered over with Pancras skulls and crossbones as they prepared for midnight. “Did I 



never tell you now I totally nailed Dhimmi Dave during the Brexit debate?” an aging 
professor told the other ‘D’s. 

“No. We lost Brexit so clearly you did not nail Dhimmi Dave” his aging cohorts said.  

“I did! It is not my fault the Four Ps lied. It was on the BBC. The BBC always front 
loaded every debate on prime time five to one against and only showed somewhat 
impartial debates after 10:00 P.M. when no one was awake. I totally disproved the entire 
bullshit lie which has destroyed Great Britain.” 

“Which bullshit lie?” the other aged ‘D’s said bitterly. “Dhimmi Dave told so many. The 
sky will fall. It will be the end of the world.” 

“The multi-cultural lie. ‘Diversity is our strength’” the aging professor said.  

“Oh! That one!” the other aging ‘D’s said bitterly. 

“With total scientific accuracy. Statistics. Twenty academic studies from Oxford and 
Cambridge and Harvard and Germany. Denmark. Sweden. Austria. Australia. Every 
scientific study and computer model and statistic overwhelming proving that not only 
was Diversity NOT OUR STRENGTH it was actually destroying us.” 

“I am surprise the BBC even allowed you on then” the other aging ‘D’s said bitterly.  

The aging professor grimaced bitterly. Unus Pro Omnibus. Omnes Pro Uno. The Swiss 
motto. E Pluribus Unum. The American motto. I proved that Diversity absolutely 
destroys both. Destroys nations. I absolutely proved that diversity and open border 
uncontrolled migration and multi-cultural relativism absolutely destroys nations. 
Destroys sub species of humanity. Causes genocide. Absolutely causes genocide. Civil 
war. But especially genocide. I proved that our 2000 year old nation was being 
destroyed by the 50 year experiment in diversity and multi-cultural relativism and the 
importation of millions of Muslims. I proved that reality totally debunked the ideology.” 

“And you were pillared as a racial bigoted xenophobic Islamophobe according” the other 
aging ‘D’s said bitterly.  



“Well! That too of course! I listed such statistical studies by such experts as James 
Lawrence in his study ‘Ethnic Diversity’ which prove undisputably that migration and 
‘diversity’ beyond a certain and very limited threshold results in social isolation and 
alienation and tribalism. Robert Putman’s study of the Nordic countries and especially 
Sweden. He was a hard core multi-culturalist and he was devastated when his scientific 
study conclusively disproved everything he ever believed in. His own study conclusively 
proved multi-cultural diversity destroys trust between peoples and fatally destroys social 
cohesion which is the glue which holds nations together. Fractures communities. 
Creates tribes. Causes peopled to suspect each other and lose trust and ‘hunker down’ 
defensively against attack. Feeds isolation. Feeds mental illness. Feeds paranoia. 
Feeds us - versus them - racism. Feeds xenophobia. Feeds violence. Feeds war. 

J P Rushton’s theory of ethnic nepotism also debunked everything multi-cultural 
diversity do-goody useful idiots were peddling. Instead of creating strength diversity 
creates loss of unity, loss of trust, fragmentation, confrontation. At the 30% point groups 
absolutely refuse to integrate or assimilate and self segregate and become hostile 5th 
columns. Except the Mo threshold is 15%. Then racial/religious identity trumps 
everything else. Euardo Porter’s study. Same thing. More diversity means more 
tribalism and confrontation in a direct statistical proportion of the invasion by the alien 
species into the indigenous species. Andy Henion and Zachary Neal’s study. Same 
thing. Every attempt to create a multi-cultural community fails. They tried every 
computer model and declared that it was a ‘lost cause’. Impossible to achieve. It only 
leads to war or else genocide.” 

“So the Identitarian ‘We are the people: my country, my heritage, my identity, my future’ 
motto is correct. People need the unity of group identities. And groups needs borders to 
peacefully exist in parallel but not co-mingling societies kept carefully apart by national 
borders.” 

“Yes’ the aging professor said. “Rutherford Etall’s Oxford study of Geographic Ethnic 
Violence’ . Same thing. Swiss studies confirmed it. Social cohesion and peaceful co-
existence and a functioning society and/or nation is based on race and religion and 
national identity and a shared history and culture. It cannot be achieved or maintained if 
multi-cultural or diverse. The Swiss canton is the exception which proves the theory. 
‘Good Fences’ proved it. Peaceful co-existence is based on shared identity. Shared 
values. Shared history. Shared genetics. Setting boundaries. Borders. Fences. People 



need borders. People need fences. People need nations. People need regions and 
states and shires. People need group identities. Self identities and peaceful co-
existence cannot exist in a salad instead of a melting pot.” 

“Like dogs. Dogs need cosy crate kennels. Not just cosy beds. Cosy crate kennels. 
People need cosy nations.” 

“Yeah. Yeah.” 

“So the Open Borders Anarchists wanted no borders and uncontrollable migration 
precisely because it destroys” the aging ‘D’s asked.  

“Precisely” the aging professor said. “And they wanted to destroy nations and they 
wanted to destroy the West and they wanted to destroy Great Britain.” 

“And they achieved their goal” the other bitter ‘D’s retorted. “I assume the chaos of open 
everything also causes us ‘K’s to stop breeding while encouraging the ‘R’s to over breed 
too.” 

“Yeah.” The aging professor nodded sadly. “The Advani & Reich study. Immigrant 
America was initially created by the SAME PEOPLE OF THE SAME IDENTITY and 
then they used the melting pot to force other people to integrate and assimilate into the 
AMERICAN IDENTITY’. English studies I and others conducted in British schools 
proved it as well. Diversity unravels trust and identity and is more disruptive. It creates 
tribes. Not people of the same nation. Tribes. Confrontational tribes. The Cologne study 
after the rapes. Ethnic diversity unravels social cohesion and trust and creates conflict. 
The greater the percentage of the alien species the greater the conflict. 

Tim Reeskens study of Dutch attitudes toward welfare. The Dutch agreed with the 
concept of welfare as a right for all Dutch peoples. A good thing. A rightful thing. A moral 
thing. But if asked to expand welfare to ALL PEOPLES ALL OVER THE WORLD WHO 
CAME TO THE NETHERLANDS then the response changes drastically to sullen 
resentment at supporting millions of outsiders with their taxes. The ethics of welfare 
redistribution changes from moral to outrage at being exploited. The Morlock attitude. 
Being used as a drudge slave to support the Eloi with a gun held to your head. Groups 



don’t naturally ‘share’ their nations or their national assets or their national dole or their 
national health care with outsiders.  

It is OUR NEEDS COME FIRST WITH OUR TAXES. NATIONAL CITIZENS COME 
FIRST AND NATIONAL CITIZENS ARE US. US being a shared identity and religion and 
ethnicity and history and culture. If the burden becomes OTHERS and if the OTHERS 
refuse to become ONE OF US and also refuses to work and share the burden and 
appear to be exploiting the situation then it becomes a festering and poisonous 
resentment.” 

“And the Dutch are a quite tolerant and gracious people as a rule” the other aging ‘D’s 
said.  

“Exactly! So much for the UN Agenda 21! The enforced transfer of prosperity from the 
Northern Hemisphere to the Southern Hemisphere. The study of the Oil Kingdoms who 
refused to accept so much as one migrant over their borders. Same thing. Group 
Identity can even trump religion. Then there is the Max Hortshorn and A Kaznatchev 
and T Shutlz 2013 study. It proves the same thing. Their computer models of worlds and 
societies prove that Ethnicity and Group Identity trump every other consideration. If the 
nation straddles ethnic or religious or group or biological identities then the result are 
fatal fracture lines which sooner or later will implode if stress is applied.” 

“Hence the Belgium Civil War.”  

“Hence the Belgium Civil War when Muslims became 45% of the population and 
declared the country conquered. The response to that crisis did not unite the Kafirs. It 
fatally cleft them in twain. The Dutch fleeing to Dutch Netherlands. The French part of 
Belgium fleeing to Quisling France. Thus the Mos got Belgium by default.” 

“And destroyed Belgium” the other ‘D’s said.  

“That too of course when their White Slaves fled. “Islam is based on the theory of 
extractive economics of exploitation of all other species by one hypo aggressive 
species. When there is no one to exploit or pillage or enslave then the result is always 
third world failed states. Biological evolution is based on Group Identity which is based 
on either religion or else biology which is to say Ethnicity. Group Identity trumps 



Humanism or Selfishness or Treasonism or Libertarian Survival of the Fittest. 
Biologically speaking, the best way for the sperm to survive is by ensuring the Family in 
the Group Identity survives. The Hammond and Axelrod study of Theory of Population 
Biology proves it too. The evolution of the Group Identity trumps anything else. Survival 
of the Group Identity trumps altruism every time. Multi-cultural diversity fails in every 
single computer model.  

Even that prat Trevor Philips who bludgeoned us for decades with his multi-cultural 
propaganda finally recanted and admitted his belated surveys indicated the exact 
opposite was occurring. That Great Britain was ‘sleepwalking into race catastrophe’. 
That uncontrollable borders and millions of migrants and diversity were all destroying 
social cohesion. It was unraveling trust. It was generating conflict. It was creating 
nations in nations. It was ‘setting community against community’. It was ‘endorsing 
sexist aggression’ which was to say rape and Islamic misogyny. It was gagging ‘freedom 
of expression’. It was ‘reversing hard won civil liberties’. It as ‘undermining liberal 
democracy’.  

The Four Ps were being dishonest with people. The prat finally admitted it. Using 
‘evasion’. Was ‘too complacent’. Was too ‘squeamish’. Was maintaining a ‘polite silence’ 
which amounted to criminal omission. ‘Rome may not yet be in flames but I think I can 
smell the smoldering while we hum to the music of liberal self delusion’. Thomas Sowell 
proved it too. ‘The entire Western History throughout the 20th Century can be summed 
up with trying to replace what worked with something that sounds nice’. And Sowell was 
of mixed ethnicity. So much for the calumnies of ‘racism’ and ‘bigotry’.” 

“So the Mos and cockroaches will survive after every other life form on earth is 
eradicated because the Mos have a murderously focused Religious Group Think 
Identity as the superior ‘Best of Peoples’ which they use to justify their survival at the 
expense of everyone else. And that in turn justifies not only dominating and enslaving 
every other inferior Najis filthy sub human species or inferior biological species on earth 
but exterminating every other species on earth as well. Leaving only Mos and 
Cockroaches as a food source. Because as we know, Mos do not believe in graciously 
sharing anything. Especially the Earth. Meritocracy like Democracy is not a word in the 
Arabic language. Golly. I feel so much better now” The aging ‘D’s laughed bitterly.  

“Yes. Well. I proved that too of course....” 



*** *** 

“.....Everything finally became so bad everyone became bottom feeders as London hit 
rock bottom” the fireman said as he desperately zigzagged toward the Green Park 
Jungle. “I can’t get entangled there. In the Green Park Jungle they devour anyone. But if 
I can circumnavigate around one side of it toward another spelunker haunted building I 
know about then maybe I can survive.” Then the fireman heard more howling from the 
Ferals. And the howls were closer. “Everyone was afraid there would be a revolution” 
the fireman told his soul as he marched toward the Green Park stench. “Any Kafirs 
would have waged a Frenchie style revolution. An American revolution. A ‘Glorious’ 
British Revolution. Any sort of revolution. But we Muslims are too hot wired to cower” 
the fireman snarled to himself as he forced marched in a desperate zigzag. “We Mos 
are too fatalistic. How can we rebel against the state if the state is Islam? We 
are .....what did some Anarchistic wag once call us? Yes. We are too infantilized by 
Islam. Or is it castrated by Islam?”  

He paused and then instinctively ducked as a cannibalized truck with a machine gun 
mounted on it roared past him. Then more Mad Max trucks roared past him as drug 
gangs waged war on each other. The fireman ducked behind a burned out carcass of a 
bus as bullets sprayed wildly everywhere. The machine guns hurling out sparks and 
bullets into the fetid darkness until one jerry rigged truck exploded. Then the careening 
truck hurled itself into the ruins of a gutted out storefront as migrants huddled inside 
screamed. Then the entire gutted out store front exploded into a fireball. Flames and 
body parts filling the sky. The fireman presses his skinny frame deeper into the 
wreckage of the burned out bus as fire and flesh and blood hailed down over the entire 
street. 

Then more drug gangs zoomed round the carnage as they furiously machined gunned 
the wreckage in a excess of homicidal mania. Migrants screaming and dying. Migrants 
screaming and trying to run away or else crawl away. Migrants staggering into the street 
on fire. Staggering fireballs. Flaying fireballs. Screaming fireballs. More drug gangs 
roared around the fiery carnage as if jackals around the carcass. But suddenly the 
piercing howl of Ferals filled the night. Then the drug gangs careened off as they fled. 
The howls blood curdling. The bloody migrants screamed in pain and horror as they 



tried to crawl off. The scent of blood and gore filling the fetid air. The howls of the Ferals 
becoming louder and louder as their bestial cries filled the night. The dying migrants 
screaming for someone to kill them before the Ferals arrived to devour them alive. The 
wounded migrants staggering away in terror er they be next to be devoured alive.  

The fireman guesstimated the direction of the Feral’s howls and ran as frantically as his 
skinny frame could carry him down the dark street, running so hard his heart pounded 
against his bony chest. His hunger making him woozy so that his knees buckled until he 
staggered. Then he all but fell into another burned out carcass of lorry. Frantically he 
crawled into the gutted cab to push himself right into the decaying remains of a partly 
burned corpse so the putrid rot and cauterized stench might mask his living presence. 
Ferals would pick a fresh corpse over a burned corpse any night. Then the fireman 
gagged his frantic breathing and nose with both hands, his face shoved next to 
blackened rot and maggots and rats as they squirmed and wiggled and crawled over 
the burned and rotting remains of a Slavery delivery lorry driver. The other corpses 
packed into the lorry just as dead and just as badly burned yet festering. The corpses of 
the dead slaves packed in as is rotting sardines.  

Then the fireman heard bestial howls as grotesque shadows stumbled and lurched 
disjointedly toward the fiery carnage to feed off the screaming and the dying. The 
fireman pressed his skinny flesh deeper into the burned and rotting remains of the 
Slavery lorry driver to conceal himself as the howls surrounded the burnt out lorry. He 
could not see the nightmare unfolding but that only made it worse as his ears picked up 
each horrifying sound. Then the howls slightly distanced themselves. The fireman 
panted, his nose all but in the noxious decay of a greenish black carcass. Half burned to 
a nauseating stench. Half rotting to putrid spidery ooze. But his instincts flared up. And 
indeed he heard sinister scratching sounds all around the burned cab as if the rotting 
remains of hands were clawing at the lorry. Then to the horror of the fireman he heard 
Ferals crawling into the back of the lorry to drag out rotting carcasses of the dead 
slaves.  

The fireman shoved both gloved hands over his mouth and nose to stop him from 
vomiting or screaming as a mere three feet away Ferals gibbered as they dragged out 
rotting remains. The most rotting of the Ferals. The bottom feeders of the bottom 
feeders. Ferals so rotten their limbs were falling off so that they could not compete with 
more intact Ferals in devouring juicy road kill. Fresh screaming road kill. The fireman felt 



an overpowering urge to vomit as he pressed himself into the rotting and half burnt 
carcass. The stench impossibly sickening. It took every inch of strength to not churn up. 
Then he finally heard the sickening sounds of carcasses being dragged off recede. But 
still he feared moving just in case Ferals were still sniffing out the destroyed lorry.  

Then a Feral’s horrifying visage appeared through the cracked window shield as the half 
way decayed face sniffed the half decayed and half burnt carcass with two holes where 
a nose used to be. Half of the bones of the skull visible. Rotting skin hanging in tatters. 
One eyeball dangling by a nerve. Most of the cheek flesh gone so that the jaw half way 
dangled. Grunting from a lack of tongue. Making horribly sounds. Noxious drool and 
greenish oozing pus dripping down onto the decaying carcass to sniff the burnt flesh. 
Then the nightmare visage painfully crawled off the burned lorry. Ferals would eat 
anything including the marrow of bones but not burnt flesh. With their rotting teeth and 
rotting organs they could only digest the most bloody and also the most gamey of flesh. 
So they devoured the fresh blood and intestines first. Then they dragged the corpses 
around as the flesh decayed into putrid softness before finishing their meals. And the 
stench of the burned corpse was overpowering. So the Feral lumbered away. But still 
the fireman stayed burled into the nauseating carcass as he heard horrible sounds of 
the most decayed of the decaying Ferals dragging themselves along the sewage 
reeking street toward the fiery devastation to pick at the leftovers after the more intact 
Ferals feasted first.  

“God! God! How has it come to this! My face shoved into a burned and rotting carcass 
as Ferals crawl toward the carnage to feast? Concentrate on something else or else you 
will vomit.” The fireman frantically fought down the urge to throw up and then forced his 
mind to think about something else. 

“We have always been Religious Sheeple drunk on violence and acclimated to 
authoritarianism and pathologically terrified of freedom in any form whatsoever. Even 
the freedom to think defiantly. Independent thought is the worst hell bound deviancy of 
all. So why did you make me so hell bound deviant Allah?” the fireman soundlessly 
demanded of his estranged god. “No wonder the EU dictators saw Islam as the perfect 
religion for them to exploit. It breeds fantastic passivity. It breeds infantilization. It breeds 
submission and surrender. It breeds fear of freedom. It breeds fear of liberty. It breeds a 
micro managing bureaucratic fetish for controlling every single moment of the 
worshiper’s life from the moment he or she is born until the moment he or she dies. 



What and how to eat. What and how to drink. How to sleep. How to dress. How to 
urinate and defecate. How to engage in sex. How to engage with those in the Ummah. 
How to engage with those outside of the Ummah. Every thought. Every feeling. Every 
moment of life and death controlled down to the nano degree of infinity. Fatwas all but 
literally papering every step every worshiper takes. Trembling in terror if a worshiper by 
mischance is compelled to take one unauthorized step or else think one unauthorized 
thought or feel one unauthorized feeling. 

Original thought, Fikr, is damned. And Fikr is linked to Kufr. They are twin banes. To 
engaged in any form of rational thought or bickering or questioning or doubting or 
reasoning or disputing is damnable. Literally. It is Kufr. Fikr, the very act of thinking, lead 
directly to Kufr. Fikr causes one to commit Kufr. Like hearing haram Kafir Classical 
Music. It makes you become a Kufr. A Kafir. Even longing to use one’s Fikr donkey brain 
is the road to hell bound deviancy. Forget about daring to open the chained and locked 
and bolted and barricaded gates of Ijtihad critical thinking or inquiry or else engaging in 
illegal and damnable BID’a invention or innovation. Zikr, blind unquestioning faith, and 
the obsessive compulsive adherence to the Path of Faith which is the Divine 
Unchanging and Eternal Text is absolute. 

‘Abandon debate and surrender to The Text’ the cleric would scream as he flogged me 
bloody for refusing to surrender to some medieval gibberish I could not even 
comprehend. Much less memorize. Why else celebrate illiteracy? Why else declare 
books haram? Why else ban translation and the printing press? Why else instill a 
pathological terror of knowledge or inquiry? Independent thinking? Much less 
challenging or questioning? Or Allah forbid --- Self Will? Free Will? The Ummah is a 
smothering mass of brain dead Sheeple. Embrace the oblivion of mass surrender. A 
clog in a Divine Machine which is broken. A minion in the Divine Slavery before an 
oblivious god who does not give a damn yay or nay. A mass of lemmings collectively 
hurling themselves off the cliffs because an insane cult has ordered them to do so. 

Blind memorization of medieval gibberish. What was the point? The point was to crush 
my will and my defiance and my hell bound deviancy and flog me into submission and 
surrender. That was the point. Instead of rational debate or questioning or speculation 
there is only the obsessive search for the quote of authority, the chain of transmission, 
the authority of witnesses, and the blind obedience to the Law that derives from The 
Text. The Divine Text. Which nowadays no one can fucking even read.  



Well fuck the Divine Text. I wish I had killed that hypercritical old pervert when I had the 
chance. Flogging me bloody when he used to fornicate with pearly boys dressed up in 
rouge and girly clothes. Dancing boys. Thank God I was always too plain to be the 
target of his dirty hands. I have hated sex ever after. To this day. After I finally stabbed 
that filthy pervert with my little knife. I should have stabbed him in his malformed balls. 
Allah! I would kill gladly kill every single one of your buggering imams and clerics and 
mullahs and divine leaders! Hear me Allah! I would gladly castrate every single one of 
your smirking holier-than-thou representatives on earth! What are you going to do to 
punish me Allah? Eh? Eh? Because I am already in hell. Hell on earth. My face shoved 
into a rotting carcass. London is one gigantic rotting Medina Trench Allah. Are you 
happy now Allah? Are you smiling at last? 

Is that when my hell bound deviancy started? When I started to defy that old pervert? 
Then the imam who hired such a pervert to run the madrassa? Then the hoity-toity 
Holies who pick the imams? Or was it became of The Dominator? Because he picked 
the religion called the ‘Divine Slavery’ to begin with? What sort of religion calls itself the 
Divine Slavery? What sort of religion defines ‘peace’ as ‘submission’? What sort of 
religion picks names for mosques which celebrates famous battles over the Infidels or 
else famous conquerors? That is not exactly a gesture of peace is it? All the time 
laughing spitefully because the stupidly naive Infidels didn’t get it. The mosque name 
being in Arabic. So the damn fool Kafirs always thought it is some touchy feelly peaceful 
thing when it is actually a name after a battle or conqueror or else some Arabic version 
of ‘Humiliation Of The Infidels’ or else ‘The Farthest Reach of Islam Triumphant’. 
Christians name their churches after some Holy Mother or other. We name our mosques 
after battles and wars and conquerors. ‘We love death more than you love life so we will 
win. There are 99 names for Allah but Divine Love is not one of them. That says it all! 

Free Will is haram. Causality is haram. Rationality is haram. BID’a invention and 
innovation is haram. Individuality is haram. There is no individuality just as there was no 
freedom. There is not even freedom of conscience. In fact the word ‘conscience’ does 
not even exist in Arabic. Or the world ‘citizen’ or ‘secular’ or even ‘democracy’ or 
‘meritocracy’ and that says something plain and clear to anyone with half a brain. 
Except the Multi-cultural arseholes did not possess half a brain to realize how they were 
being led around by their pig noses. The more they fawned and appeased and 
kowtowed to the ‘Divine Slavery’ the more I rebelled. The more the damn Multi-cultural 



fools handed the nation over to Islam the more I rebelled. Even I could see what would 
happen when the nation would be handed over to the ‘Divine Slavery’. Why the fuck 
couldn’t they?  

The touchy feely 1960s Baby Boomer Multi-cultural arseholes. If Islam never ever once 
achieved a responsible or tolerant or non violent or honest or democratic or 
economically productive government anywhere in the world at any time in history then 
why the fuck did the touchy feely Kafir arseholes think Islam would change its spots and 
administer Great Britain responsibly or honestly or tolerantly or democratically or 
economically or productively and most of all non violently? What sort of useful idiot 
would think Eurabia would be utopia? I guess that makes me an Apostate doesn’t it?  

To become an apostate is not just daring to question or dispute or challenge or defy. It is 
daring to be free. If only by thinking freely. One day I want to do something just once 
that is free. Just for the novelty of it. One single gesture of sheer freedom. One single 
gesture of perfect defiance. Just once. Even if I have to pay the price for Apostasy. 
Apostasy is officially ‘desertion’ and ‘treason’. And there is only one punishment: death. 
But frankly as death has become cheap the threat of death for Apostasy has paled. It 
would almost be something worthy of dying for. As if a medal. To die an official traitor to 
the ‘Divine Slavery’! 

Not a single moment of freedom is allowed in the Divine Slavery. Not even freedom of 
thought. Not even a single fugitive moment of secret unauthorized and uncontrolled 
thinking. And Islam breeds a deep hatred for the West and all the West represented. 
And the West more than anything else is freedom. Freedom and liberty. Freedom of 
thought. Freedom of conscience. Freedom of action. Freedom in every sense of the 
word. Freedom and defiance and the refusal to surrender to any fucking Dominators. 
And that is why the Divine Slavery has always had such a pathological hatred for the 
West. 

Islam breeds a mind set that sees chains as reassuring and blinkers as needful and 
prison cells as bastions of safety and jailers as protective guardians. Ignorance is bliss. 
Illiteracy is safety. Tyranny is security. Warring jihad is peace. Grossly inbred over 
breeding is the definition of evolution down to the 7th Century tube worm. The definition 
of humanity is sheeple. Petrifying stagnation is the perfect solution to the evils of 
change. Poverty is the most gloriously ideal of conditions. Being cannon fodder is the 



height of morality. Life is martyrdom. Death is paradise. The Divine Leaders are so 
reassuringly unquestionable. And the absoluteness of Totalitarianism is so ....well.... 
gloriously absolute. Fanaticism is the perfect cure for thinking. And there is no extreme 
too extreme if the extreme is monomania. After all, Islam’s name for itself is the ‘Divine 
Slavery’ and while ‘The Religion of Peace’ was always a mistranslation, the ‘Divine 
Slavery’ has always been spot on accurate. That bullshit about Islam being a religion of 
peace was always just that. Bullshit to deceive the gullible Multi-cultural Leftists. 
Taqiyya. Fuck you old 1960s Baby Boomer naive fools! You walked right into the Medina 
Trench! 

Why wouldn’t any would- be demagogue or dictator not love Islam? No wonder Adolf 
Hitler despised Christianity but admired Islam. He saw its potential for mind control. 
Group think. And totalitarianism. Islam is the ultimate cult. It is better than ‘1984' Big 
Brotherism. So it can’t just be chance that our so-called national leaders, those Loki 
Insider traitors, and other power mad bureaucrats eager to turn the UN and EU into 
unelected dictatorships saw not only Western nationalism and Western values and the 
Western heritage as a threat, but also Western Democracy and especially the Western 
Mind! 

And it can’t just be a chance that our so-called national leaders, those Loki Insider 
traitors, also opened the borders to unlimited migration FROM MUSLIM FAILED 
STATES despite every economic danger, the unraveling of social cohesion, the 
invitation to anarchy and terrorism, the break down of law and order, and the 
bankrupting of each nation’s economy. They wanted the Slaves of the ‘Divine Slavery’ to 
come in and do their dirty work for them. Overwhelm the West. And destroy it. The West 
and everything it represented and valued. Most of all freedom. So they could co-op the 
‘Divine Slavery’ toward their nefarious dictatorial ends. The cult puppeteers. The Divine 
Leaders and Beloved Leaders. Drink the Cool-aid everyone. And every moron did! 

So no revolution appeared. No revolution will ever appear. Not among us Slave Sheeple 
anyway. The Morlocks are another matter. They are Harbi through and through. Harbi 
forever. Long live the Magna Carta though every piece of that old paper has probably 
been burned. Descendants of Brutus of Troy. Scions of Old Rome. Children of Ancient 
Hellene Democratic Citizenry. Defiant Angle Saxon Vikings. Contrary bastards and 
bitches of Boudica. The sort of citizenry that can never be taken away or stripped or 



disenfranchised. The sort who suckled on that old Roman Wolf. The sort who will never 
be Sheeple. Much less Slaves.  

The Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that Manchester has been incinerated by the Fire 
Flies. Flame Throwers. Or was it frozen to death in glaciers? Is that how the Morlocks 
will handle us? Frankly we probably are too starving and diseased to devour. Burn us to 
ash and cinders. When will it start? When will we be put out of our misery? As a fireman 
I must appreciate the Final Solution which the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper is being 
planned for us. Ragnarok. Come on! Do it! Do it now! If this is living then I am sick of 
living! If this is surviving then I am sick of surviving! Not even hell can be as bad as 
London is now! We are already in the London Medina Trench!” The fireman slowly 
eased out his gun in one hand. Then he fugitively eased his way partly out of the 
carcass of the lorry to survey the battlefield. The piercing cries of the dying filled the 
polluted air as they were devoured alive. 

But his skin pricked. Then he heard it! More dragging sounds of grossly decayed Ferals 
crawling down the sewage reeking street toward the carnage as they emerged from 
their dark holes to feed on the living and the dead. At least fifty if not more. As if the 
darkness was vomiting them out of every hole and every grave. Coming from every 
direction. The fireman pressed himself back into the rotting and burned remains of the 
Slavery lorry driver while praying the crawling Ferals had not seen him with their rotting 
remains of eyes or else having no eyes at all were instead smelling their way toward the 
fiery carnage of screaming migrants being devoured by the more intact Ferals. He 
shoved both hands over his mouth and nose to desperately stop his urge to scream or 
vomit. Then he heard the horrible mass of crawling things, scarcely human, crawling 
their way past the burned out lorry toward the fiery carnage! 

In the fiery aftermath of the fireball the more intact Ferals were leaping spastic as they 
tore the screaming wounded and dying left by the gang battle to pieces. Their hideous 
carcasses dancing around the burning wreckage of the machine gun retrofitted truck as 
it blazed in the gutted out ruin of a building lobby. Burnt corpses everywhere. Bits and 
pieces of humanity everywhere. Blood everywhere. The dead and dying everywhere. 
Howling and gibbering, the rotting walking dead jerked as they grotesquely danced their 
disjoined and lumbering dance as if shadow men as they attacked the wounded and 
dying. Tearing the screaming open to plunge their rotting faces into the soft intestines. 
Lapping up blood. Shoving bits and pieces of torn flesh into the holes which once were 



mouths. The gasoline fire silhouetting their dire shapes as they lunged and lurched and 
staggered. Their loathsome visages illuminated by the flames exploiting out of the truck 
wreckage. Some missing limbs. Some missing faces. All missing brains. Their rot 
reducing them to the barest instinct of devouring. Their staggering remains ravished by 
flesh eating germs unleashed by rotten corpses on which they fed.  

Whatever the mutant germ was or where it came from, it now spread from the corpses 
to The Ferals and then back to the heaps of corpses which littered the streets. An 
unspeakable contagion which was rapidly devouring the city. And an unspeakable 
contagion contaminating the only food source on which virtually the entire city now fed 
because Halal Rats fed on the contaminated corpses as well, thus spreading the 
contagion. Rats, only processors of the only protein which fed The Faithful were now 
the spreaders of Feralism. 

“Feralism is devouring London!” the fireman wept as he held his gloved hands over his 
nose and mouth. “I will blow my brains out before the Ferals come after me! The Ferals 
are devouring London! The Ferals are devouring us! The Ferals are devouring 
everything. A living death so terrible even the Elite Muslim ‘reverts’ and Oligarches have 
now fled their fortified bastions in London to elude it. Now even Buckingham Fortress is 
a massive concrete walled and razor wire island in the middle of the urban carnage 
complete with machine gun towers and land mines and flame throwers and a moat of 
petrol fire. The only way to transverse London safely now is by helicopter. The only way 
to escape London now is by helicopter. When our engine emerges from its fortified lair 
to traverse the city we weld flame throwers to protect ourselves. Fire is the only defense 
against the Revenant reality as London plays out its last horrendous death scene!” 

Now the fireman pushed himself into the half rotted and have burned carcass of the 
lorry driver as the Ferals attacked and devoured the screaming wounded druggies and 
migrants. To his horror some of the wounded tried to escape by running toward the lorry. 
Bringing the Ferals after them! As the wounded tried to crawl inside the back of the lorry 
the gasoline flames illuminated the gruesome visages of the Ferals’ giving chase. The 
wounded screaming to Allah as they were dragged out of the rear of the destroyed lorry 
and torn to pieces by the Ferals. The burned out lorry become a grotesque banqueting 
table as Ferals encircled it to devour the desperate trying to escape! 



The Fireman forced himself to stay absolutely still to merge into the remains of the half 
rotted and have burned carcass of the Slavery lorry driver as howling and gibbering 
Ferals staggered and lurched around the lorry to drag the screaming off to feed. The 
fiery petrol fires casting into bright relief their flesh rancid red and oozing vile pus or else 
slimy green and black flesh. The rotting flesh hanging in tatters or else cobwebby, 
exposing bone. Only clumps of mangy hair left. Only tatters of foul clothes left on the 
rotting living corpses. Some missing ears. Some missing noses. Some missing eyes. 
Some missing fingers or limbs. Some missing tongues. Some missing half of their 
faces, giving them a nightmare ‘smilie’ look. Drooling. Gibbering. Howling. The Ferals 
tore into the screaming druggies and migrants to lap their blood and devour their warm 
and steaming intestines. Then the Ferals fought among themselves to drag the 
carcasses off to their holes to wait until the flesh putrefied enough for them to finish 
devouring. 

*** *** 

The Chauffeur hurled his armored limousine straight through the burning tires of the 
crude barricade as Calais Animals lunged to attack. With rocks. With bricks. With steel 
poles from fences. Massive poles hurling into the armored limo from every direction as if 
spears. Calais Animals hurling themselves at the armored limo as it hurled itself straight 
through the bury fire! The Trophy Widow blasting away with her rear mounted machine 
gun. The bloody girl blasting away with the top mounted periscope machine gun. The 
Chauffeur roaring straight into the fiery barricade as Calais Animals threw themselves 
on top of the bonnet to tear off the fortified shield to attack the wire over the window 
shield. Despite the retrofitted shield and defensive wire the bullet proof window shield 
suddenly shattered!  

Then the Calais Animals clinging crazily to the bonnet used massive hooks to try to 
wrench the retrofitted steel front plate right off! Their diseases visages peering through 
the tiny holes of the massive steel shield! Their diseased eyes staring at the Chauffeur 
through the tiny holes of the steel armor! The heavily veiled younger Muslim girl 
screamed hysterically as Calais Animals smashed the side window and grabbed hold of 
the side window shield to drag it off! All the while the Trophy Widow and the bloody girl 
vomited out machine gun bullets! Then the limo hit the fire of the barricade! Fire 
exploding all around the limo! Then the limo hurled itself straight though the fire and 



down the highway. Burning Calais Animals still holding up to the retrofitted armor of the 
limo as if a nightmare vision of sheer madness! 

“One is on the roof!” the bloody girl shouted as the roof mounted machine gun was 
wrenched. The roof being pounded by someone one fire welding a sledge hammer! 
Then the bloody girl grabbed the sawed off shotgun and shot straight up! Peppering the 
roof! The Calais Animal screamed as she loaded the sawed off shotgun and blasted 
again and again. Then the fiery and howling madman fell off. One by one the other 
burning carcasses fell away in turn as the Chauffeur violently wrenched the armored 
limo this way and that to use velocity to throw off the remaining clinging ---- burning ----- 
Calais Animals. Then the armored limo roared down the highway toward the massively 
fortified city of Dover.  

“Right! Now!” the bloody girl shouted. The Chauffeur violently yanked the driving wheel 
and then fought the clutch as the limo hurled itself along the massive concrete barrier 
festooned with a tonnage of razor wire toward a security portal. Then he hurled the 
armored limo through the tunnel and out into another heavily fortified tunnel lined with 
machine guns. “Slow now!” the bloody girl shouted. “We are being inspected! Slow! 
Slow! Slow!” The Chauffeur slowed the armored limo as it approached another fortified 
tunnel with a flashing sign ‘Prepare to stop for inspection and identification’. So the 
battered and mangled armored limo slowed to a respectable speed of discreet 
lawfulness despite the insanity of the situation. Then it emerged into a secured defense 
grid surrounded by towering walls, endless razor wire, machine gun towers, and 
flashing signs. ‘Prepare to stop for inspection and identification.’  

The mangled armored limo slowly eased its way into a marked parking spot. The 
Chauffeur grimaced and then parked the limo. He eased the clutch. Then the brakes. 
Then he panted as he stared at the bloody girl. Then he looked through the rear view 
mirror at the shaking Trophy Widow and the screaming girl in her Islamic veils. The 
Trophy Widow punched the screaming girl in her veiled face to stop her screaming. 
Then the Trophy Widow adjusted her furs and used a small mirror to freshen her face. 
The bloody girl nodded. The chauffeur unhinged the front steel shield. Then his side 
shield. The bloody girl unhinged her side shield. The Trophy Widow unhinged her side 
shield. Heavily armored guards came up with massive shields with guns leveled. The 
Chauffeur cranked down his bullet riddled window and nodded to the security guards as 
he produced his identification. A cross. The Trophy Widow produced her identification: a 



cross and a diamond. “We are here to buy transportation to Switzerland via the 
Chunnal” the Chauffeur said. The girl in the front seat with me is ...... looking for her 
grandfather. The other girl is not our responsibility. She is a ....hitchhiker. But not armed. 
She is suppose to have diamonds to buy her own way.” 

The heavily armored guards surveyed the mangled and bullet riddled limo. “Via 
Southampton I see” one guard said as his visor concealed his face. “The latest retrofits 
that diamonds can buy!”  

“We have a petit national treasure to buy our way to Switzerland” the Trophy Widow 
said as the Chauffeur turned back toward the bloody girl. Oddly, she was still seated in 
the front seat.  

“You need me” she whispered to the Chauffeur.” She gestured. The Chauffeur looked 
through his rear view mirror at the heavily veiled younger wife of the dead oligarch. The 
heavy veils stirring as she whimpered. Then he looked at the bloody girl. Each 
exchanging non verbal messages. Then he nodded.  

“Diamonds are the universal currency” the Trophy Widow said helpfully. 

“Diamonds are always a girl’s best friend” the heavily armored guard replied dryly. 

*** *** 

As the Ferals fought among themselves to devour the screaming the fireman carefully 
eased his way around the burnt out lorry. Then he carefully eased his way toward a fire 
gutted store front. He carefully timed it and then very quietly slipped into the burnt out 
building to hide as The Ferals dined on the screaming druggies and migrants. The 
wounded and dying druggies and migrants screaming as they were devoured alive by 
The Ferals. Each rotting thing which used to be human fighting over a screaming body 
to tear open to lap up the blood and tender intestines with their delicious vileness before 
dragging the still whimpering remains off to its hole to finish off later. The fireman 
crouched low as he forced himself to breath very quietly so The Ferals would not hear 
him. The hand which held the gun shook. “If they come after me I will blow out my 
brains rather than be caught alive!” the fireman told his terrified soul. “Has it all come 



down to this! How to die? Fast or horribly? That is all!” The fireman forced himself to 
breath very quietly as the Ferals howled in the light of the gasoline fire.  

“How many are there? Allah? There has to be over two hundred! Allah! How can they 
still be alive when they are rotting corpses? Do they even remember when they used to 
be human? No! The ‘Mad Cow’ eats their brains first. Even before the Pox devours their 
flesh. They function on base instinct. The lowest form of survival of the bottom most 
bottom feeders.” The fireman shook as forced his breathing to be very soft. Then The 
Ferals gestured. The fireman froze. Then the Ferals who had not yet harvested their 
choice corpses howled ---- and lunged and staggered jerkily as if spastic corpses further 
down the road to follow the roar of the druggies as they waged machine gun wars upon 
one other. The losing druggies destined to feed The Ferals. The Fireman watched them 
go. He crouched in the shadows of the burnt out building to make sure The Ferals were 
pursuing the drug gangs. Meanwhile, Halal Rats scurried out of the darkness to 
continue feasting on the blood spatter and bits and pieces of mangled remains. So the 
disease spread. 

“Allah! I have to find a place to crash or else The Ferals will find me! Where? Where can 
I find a safe hole to ride out the mad night?” The fireman eased his way through the 
burnt out ruin. Then he marched off into the growing darkness. “If we are all but 
bankrupt then why keep bringing in the migrants? If everyone is starving then why keep 
bringing in more migrants? If London is as rotten as The Ferals then why keep bringing 
in more migrants? If London is a rotting carcass and night is Muslim Mad Max Mayhem 
then why keep bringing in more migrants? All the migrants are feeding upon are Halal 
R! Halal Rats! Halal rats feeding off the dead and dying! Us! And The Ferals feed off the 
migrants! And us!” The fireman mused bitterly as he marched toward the growing 
darkness. “Why aren’t you answering my questions Lledrith?” he snarled to some 
invisible companion.  

“It all comes down to the pockets of the Muslim Slavers and Smugglers of course. With 
cuts to the Caliph of course. They feed off migrants. I suppose when Eurabia devolves 
entirely into one gigantic Medina Trench filled with rotting corpses and maggots and 
Halal Rats and Ferals then the Slavers and Smugglers along with the Caliph and his 
venal cronies will flee to their survivalist bastions in remote places on earth and live in 
high tech isolation in old nuclear fallout shelters. Rationing out their supplies while 
watching old Hollywood movies and faded TV shows. Taking drugs. Fingering their 



plastic keys to Paradise. But will Paradise open its gates to them? The avaricious 
scumbags who destroyed the West? And if Allah does open the gates to Paradise to 
such scumbags then what sort of god is Allah? 

I remember when the death raddle started. I remember when supposedly rich Sweden 
suddenly announced in 2015 that they were so in hock from the migrant crisis they 
announced they were being forced to apply for assistance from some World Bank or EU 
or other. The shock of it. Sweden so bankrupted by migrants they were being forced to 
borrow. Their welfare on the ropes. Their healthcare on the ropes. Their economy on the 
ropes. Their housing and infrastructure on the ropes. Everything on the ropes. Yet they 
just kept on taking in more migrants. Why? Why did the UN and EU order every 
European country and the UK to just keep taking in more migrants? Thousands and 
thousands and thousands and thousands and thousands? Every migrant demanding to 
bring over his entire clan? Hundreds of thousands? Hundreds and hundreds of 
thousands? Millions? Despite the fact the same amount of money to care for one 
migrant in the West could care for six or ten or even twenty migrants back in migrant 
camps in the Islamic Levant? So why deliberately flood every Western country?  

Hundreds of thousands of migrants. Then millions of migrants? Merkel ordering the 
Brussels Junta to actually fined any country which dared close its borders or refuse 
migrants a quarter of a million euros each. Seizing control of every nation’s army and 
navy and coast guard and police to force every country to open its borders to millions 
and millions and millions and millions and millions of migrants. To force every single 
country in Europe to be overrun by migrants. Flooded with migrants. Dhimmi Dave 
sabotaging Brexit so we would be overwhelmed by migrants. Millions of migrants. 
Millions and millions and millions of migrants. Now rumored to be approaching almost 
two billion in Eurabia. Rumored to almost one half billion in London. It was obvious this 
was suicidal for the West! So why did the EU and UN compel it? And why did the Loki 
Insider Traitors unleash it? 

What sort of rational human being thinks conquest and religious triumph can be 
achieved by sheer grotesque over population combined with deliberately bankrupting 
the targeted nation’s economy while destroying every part of the targeted nation with 
crime and arson and terrorism and chaos and anarchy until the targeted nation tanks? 
Implodes? Totally destructs? Is utterly destroyed? Becomes like this? How is this 
triumph? How is this victory?” the fireman screamed as he shot another starving maniac 



attacking him with a spiked club before pivoting around to shoot another Druggie 
lunging after him with a steel bar. “ It is like that old Hollywood movie ‘Doctor 
Strangelove Or How I Learned To Love The Bomb.’ That crazy old Kafir riding the 
thermonuclear warhead straight down to cause WW III and destroy the world. Victory at 
any cost! Domination at any cost! Is that all Islam is now? Victory at any cost? 
Domination at any cost? Is that all Islam has ever been about? The lust to conquer and 
dominate at any cost? Even to the destruction of the world? Even to Ragnarok? The 
End of Worlds? 

When asked what was the very best deed a Muslim could do the Prophet replied ‘to 
participate in jihad in Allah’s Cause’ ‘for a journey undertaken for jihad in the evening or 
the morning merits a reward better than the world and all that is in it!’ ‘He who does not 
join the warlike jihad or else equip the jihadist or else breed the future warriors of jihad 
will be smitten by Allah in a sudden calamity.’ A Jihadist need only show Allah his battle 
wounds and his entry into Paradise is assured. ‘Jihad is the way of Allah. Jihad in the 
way of Allah.’ When a man asked Mohammad ‘Instruct me as to such a deed as equals 
Jihad’ then Mohammad replied ‘I do not find such a deed (other than Jihad).’  

‘Slay them wherever ye find them!’ ‘Fight in the name of Allah and in the way of Allah! 
Fight against those who disbelieve in Allah! Make Holy War!’ Offer the Infidels and 
Unbelievers and Kafirs and Shirks three choices! Convert! Surrender! Or else fight and 
die! ‘I have been ordered by Allah to fight against the people until they testify that none 
has the right to be worshiped but Allah and that Mohammed is the Messenger (and only 
legitimate Prophet) of Allah, and perform As-Salat Prayers of Islam and give Zakat (as a 
Member of the Ummah), so if they perform all that, then they save their lives and 
properties from me.....’ The Prophet’s 632 ultimatum of War upon Christian Rome and 
Zoroastrian Persia: ‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe....’ A declaration of war upon 
the Hellene Levant and the West and the World! And no part of the world will be safe 
until Islam dominates and rules the world! As The Dominator used to bellow at me! The 
point is not so much if we forcibly convert the world as much as we must dominate and 
rule the world! ‘Muslims dominate and rule! Muslims must never be dominated and 
ruled!’ ‘We Muslims must rule ourselves and we must rule others!’ We are the 
Dominators! We are the Dominators! WE ARE THE DOMINATORS! WE ARE THE 
DOMINATORS!  



But at what a price? And at what a cost? At the cost of thermonuclear war? At the cost 
of Ragnarok? The End of Worlds? Even if every Harbi Rebel can be exterminated and 
every single indigenous White can be massacred the New Caliphate is still locked in a 
death gripe with the Rival Caliphate of ISIS as well the Saudi Caliphate of the Oil 
Kingdoms as well as waging war with Israel and Shia damned Iran. So it is nonstop war. 
Perpetual war. All as the Dire Wolf Fenrir devours us down to the bone of the carcass as 
the monstrous Garmr tears us to pieces. All as the Grand Solar Minimum and ecological 
collapse destroys the planet as if the monstrous four headed serpent of Calamity 
devours its own tail. 

And China has militarized the North East Hemisphere of Asia against us. And with the 
West and Russia all but entirely destroyed there is no market for Oil Kingdom Oil except 
China. And China has decided to suffocate the world in dirty coal pollution rather than 
negotiate with a Sword of Damocles called Saudi Oil over their head. And who said I 
was so retarded I can’t remember things? I can remember things. Just not the things the 
Dominators flog me for refusing to remember. So the Maunder Minimum is reaching 
fatal levels and ecological collapse is destroying the earth but every nation is too busy 
waging war with each other to be able to do anything about it.  

And the New Wall of China is holding too. Despite eight billion starving Malaydonesians 
and Bangladeshis who are contentiously assaulting the Asian Triad. After seeing what 
happened to Europe, the Chinese are machine gunning every migrant ship or raft that 
gets within its fortified naval perimeter. Or else hurling missiles. Or else planting mines 
as if tulips. So its watery wall is holding. And they are arming Vietnam to stop every 
attack along land routes. What happened to Burma and Cambodia won’t happen to 
them. What is happening to India will not happen to them. And even the Japanese have 
their token symbolic thermonuclear warhead to commit ritual harikari. 

So the only way the Glorious Jihad can finally and at last win is if the New Caliphate can 
force Americanostan, torn by civil war and invaded by glaciers, to turn its thermonuclear 
warheads at China combined with the thermonuclear warheads of NATO now that the 
Harbi here have sabotaged the Trident thermonuclear warheads to try to save rebellious 
Australia and New Zealand. Australia and New Zealand forms the last Ragnarokkr 
survivalist ark for Western Refugees. And does the Caliphate have enough Muslim 
thermonuclear warheads to wage Jihad against the world? Against the hundreds and 



hundreds and hundreds of nuclear missiles China has? Islamic victory achieved by the 
Fiery Sword of Surtr? But at what a price? And at what a cost?  

And while India has been fighting a civil war for decades years now they are still 
refusing to buckle courtesy of enough millions of Hindus and half of the Indian Muslims 
to defy extermination despite the pincer attacks by the other half of India’s traitorous 
Muslims and Pakistan’s millions and millions and millions of starving Muslims and 
Bangladesh’s billions of starving migrants. The Indians keep laying mine fields in 
devastated rice fields. Retreat. Lay mines. Bard wire. Electrified. Artillery barrages. 
Battle. Retreat. Lay mines. Bard wire. Electrified. Artillery barrages. Retreat. As glaciers 
march down from the Himalayas to devastate the Punjab wheat fields as the Pakistanis 
keep attacking through Kashmiri. All a Muslims wage civil war. So every single park of 
India is bleeding. How India can still be staggering is anyone’s guess! But as long as 
India is staggering India has nuclear missiles to kill its tormentors! 

But Bangladesh just keeps giving cheap plastic keys to Paradise to children to march 
across the mine fields until they form a human carpet. Like an army of ants. Ditto the 
electrified bard wire and artillery barrages. Covering the razor wire until the electricity 
shorts out. By now everyone knows migrants with or without weaponry are invaders. So 
Bangladesh’s billions of starving migrants are marching across the battlefields of the 
world. India. Burma. Cambodia. Thailand. Vietnam. China. South Korea. Hong Kong. 
Japan. Singapore. New Zealand. Australia. And still find starving millions to attack us! 
Clutching their damn cheap plastic keys to Paradise! 

But billions of starving migrants have nothing to lose and plastic keys to Paradise sound 
plausible when you are staving. Just think what all of those Bangladeshis might have 
done to stop two thirds of Bangladesh from being ravished by ecological collapse if they 
had concentrated on something other than Islam and Jihad and gross over breeding. 
But it is hard to stop a raising tide of billions of starving Bangladeshi marching across 
mine fields into machine guns while clutching their cheap plastic keys to Paradise. No 
one does suicidal better than a Muslim! 

And besides India’s thermonuclear warheads which are pointed at every Mo country 
there is still Israel’s thermonuclear warheads which are pointed at every Mo country. 
And Iran’s thermonuclear warheads are pointed at absolutely everyone. The most 
paranoid thermonuclear warhead studded porcupine nation of all. Outside of paranoid 



North Korea of course. But glaciers finally did them in. Glaciers and China machine 
gunning the refugees when they tried to invade China to steal its food. And at least 
some of the Tridents ended up in Australia so they have nukes too.  

So frankly the only way to achieve the great ‘unfinished business’ of Islamic world 
conquest and Jihad Triumphant At Last is by playing the ultimate card: thermonuclear 
war. The Fiery Sword of Surtr! So how far will we go? How far will Islam go? How big a 
price will Islam pay to finally deliver its 632 declaration of war upon the world? 
‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’ from nuclear war and Ragnarok? The entire 
world one gigantic radioactive Medina Trench?” The fireman paused, listened, and then 
crept out of the ruins and then marched off into the darkness. Then he zigzagged 
through corpses and arson fires and fire gutted ruins as howls and screams and gunfire 
filled the night.  

*** *** 

The Japanese robot watched the massive computer screens as hundreds of thousands 
of starving Muslim migrants in flimsy rafts assaulted the mechanized defenses which 
encircled Japan as out of control cyclones and tsunamis generated by the Ring of Fire 
earthquakes and volcanos continuously redefined its shoreline. The nighttime scene 
was all the more horrific as the hysterical starving threw themselves on the mines and 
into the artillery. Bodies of men, women, and children blowing up in the light of flares 
and missiles. A nonstop assault by the starving. Expensive machines fighting a gigantic 
swarm of human desperation. “How can they keep coming? Like army ants! Not even 
we can fight off millions and millions and millions of such desperate jihadists! Life so 
cheap the enemy can throw billions of expendables at us!” The commanding Japanese 
robot garbed in lavish silks and a Noh mask of exquisite beauty turned to another robot 
sans mask and dressed in austere black which featured the unique algorithm based on 
Toshiro Mifune. 

“So we have to think outside of the box” the mysterious robot replied to his commander 
as he admired a sprig of jasmine as giant screens projected the unspeakable horror of 
nonstop suicidal invasion. 

*** *** 



The Chauffeur helped the Trophy Widow out of the mangled armored limousine. They 
picked up their suitcases and small handguns. The large machine guns were illegal to 
bring into Dover. Then the Chauffeur carefully took the petit national treasure out of the 
boot. The security guards wrote an IOU for the value of the mangled limo. An 
nonnegotiable barter for digs and food in Dover. Then everyone stood at the secured 
queue overlooking the cliffs below which the grey mass of stormy water which was The 
Channel churned far below. The bloody girl kept staring at the Chauffeur. Not even 
shivering for the piercing cold. Just staring at the Chauffeur. Then the Chauffeur told the 
heavily veiled younger wife of a dead oligarch that ‘You are on your own.” 

“What about the Kafir girl?” the heavily veiled Muslim asked. She gestured to the bloody 
girl as she shivered violently despite her furs over her layers of black Islamic veils 
augmented by black gloves and long billowing skirts covering every inch of her body 
outside of her two eyes. As if rendered into an Islamic Banshee. 

“You are just a hitchhiker” the Chauffeur said curtly. “We are delivering this girl to her 
grandfather. We owe her for saving our lives. She cannot be left alone until she finds 
her grandfather. We owe her peace of mind. She needs peace of mind. Consolation. 
Resolution.” 

“You saved her life. What about my life?” the heavily veiled Muslim cried as she 
clutched her billowing black Islamic veils about her face against the cold wind blowing 
off the Channel. 

“You are a hitchhiker” the Chauffeur said as he kept using that odd word as if a code 
word. “A hitchhiker we felt obligated to give a lift to. The obligation stops here. You are 
on your own. The bloody girl is not a hitchhiker. She is a very brave soul who needs to 
reach out for her grandfather. She needs consolation. She needs resolution. She needs 
closure. And we have to negotiate our escape to Switzerland.” 

“We will help you find your grandfather my dear” the Trophy Widow told the bloody girl 
as she pulled off an expensive shawl and draped it over her bloody dress. Then she 
clutched her own heavy furs around her. The winds off the cliffs were piercing. “We 
won’t leave you until we know you are safe” the Trophy Widow added. The bloody girl 
just stared at the Chauffeur. Not even shivering. Just staring.  



The heavily veiled Muslim shook violently with fear. “What about me? What about me? 
What about me? What about me? What about me....” 

“....Well for one thing you need to dump all of that Islamic morality crap and for another 
you need to count your diamonds” the Trophy Widow replied curtly. “And I can’t believe 
you did not at least bring a petit national treasure. That fur of yours might fetch 
something. Go Christian. The Swiss don’t allow Mos into their besieged country. Nor do 
the besieged Dutch who run the black market. You are entering Dar ul Harb. Dar ul Harb 
doesn’t allow Mos or 5th column traitors. Every oligarch who has fled has bought their 
escape with diamonds and national treasures and by formally committing treason to 
Islam by recanting and denouncing Islam. To be exact cursing Mohammad and spitting 
on the Koran and eating pig on video to be posted on Rebel Youtube. But whatever you 
do or don’t do dear, you are not part of us. For now on it is everyone for themselves.” 
The Trophy Widow gently held the bloody girl. “Of course we won’t leave you dear until 
we help you find your grandfather. Aren’t you cold? I have another coat in my suitcase 
here. A dress. Yes. Your grandfather won’t want to see you so bloody. You can have one 
of my dresses. I will fix up your hair too sweetie.” The Trophy Widow smiled as she 
gestured to wipe the blood oozing from the scalp of the bloody girl with her 
handkerchief. “We won’t leave you until you are in your grandfather’s arms.” The bloody 
girl did not reply. But the Chauffeur flinched involuntarily.  

“But I can’t forgo my veils! It is haram!” the heavily veiled Muslim younger wife of a dead 
oligarch cried. She staggered backwards with fear as one black gloved hand clutched at 
her layers of blowing veils over layers of Islamic morality concealing her sinful awrah, 
the sight of which stopped all Islamic prayers from raising to Allah. All incredulously 
covered by expensive furs.  

“Security guards coming” the Chauffeur said as he reached over and held the hand of 
the bloody girl. “Thank you for saving....” 

“.....You are not saved....” 

......As the heavily veiled Muslim suddenly ripped off her billowing black veils to reveal a 
face ravished by flesh eating diseases. Then her eyes exploded into blood and pus as 
she suddenly snarled feral before lunging at the Trophy Wife ...... as the bloody girl 
throw herself between the Feral and the Trophy Wife ...... as the Chauffeur grabbed his 



beloved bodily and threw her behind his form as he pulled out a gun ....... as the bloody 
girl grabbed the howling Feral! The bloody girl furiously fighting with the Feral as the 
Chauffeur pulled the Trophy Widow bodily behind him to use his body as a human 
shield.  

The security guards shouted as they produced their guns and started to run toward the 
Feral to shoot it. The Chauffeur pushed the Trophy Widow away bodily toward the 
safety of the heavily armored guards as the bloody girl furiously fought with the howling 
Feral. Then the Feral gestured to tear the jugular right out of the neck of the bloody girl! 
“Shoot! Shoot the Feral! We have to save the poor girl!” the Trophy Widow cried as the 
Chauffeur held on to her. “We have to save the poor girl from that fiend! Why isn’t 
anyone trying to save that poor girl from that fiend?” Then with a fierce look the bloody 
girl grabbed the howling Feral and bodily threw the Feral ...... and herself ...... off the 
cliff! Both forms falling down the cliffs of Dover to the brutal rocks below! 

“No! No!” the Trophy Widow cried as the Chauffeur held on to her. “Why didn’t you save 
her from that fiend! She died to save us and we did not do anything to try to save her!” 

“She died a long time ago” the Chauffeur whispered as he held on to the crying woman.  

The security guards ran up to the cliff edge and stared down. “There is only one 
mangled corpse on the rocks below.” 

“The bloody girl is a hitchhiking ghost” the Chauffeur cried as he held his beloved in his 
arms. “She died over twenty years ago when her father’s lorry was attacked by Calais 
Animals on the road to Southampton” the Chauffeur cried. “And she has haunted the 
site of her death ever since. Her soul still trying to escape the horror as her dying father 
tried to return fire to cover her escape. The nightmare recycling over and over and over. 
Her desperation to escape recycling over and over and over. Her desperation to get to 
Southampton and her grandfather recycling over and over and over. A nightmare she 
can never escape. A nightmare all the more horrible because other drivers refused to 
stop to save her so she died horribly. The horror all the more terrible because the Calais 
Animals raped her dead body and defiled it unspeakably. 

But her tormented soul has become a guardian spirit too. A protector of those who might 
share her terrible fate unless she guards them and gets them to Southampton. If a 



charitable soul gives her a ride she saves them. Then she vanishes the moment she 
reaches Southampton where a long time ago her grandfather lived. Living on alone and 
broken hearted and then dying alone and broken hearted while waiting in vain for his 
son and granddaughter to come home. Waiting and waiting and waiting for the dead 
who never came back home. The ghost struggling eternally to try to come home to a 
man who died of a broken heart. Two wounded souls pulling toward each other across a 
breach in time. And her ghost saves the charitable who offer her a ride. And those who 
refuse to give the hitchhiking ghost a ride are damned and never reach Southampton.”  

“She is The Guardian Ghost of the Southampton Highway” the security guards cried. 
“We have heard of her! Everyone has! Her hitchhiking spirit is famous! She is the 
Protector of the Desperate! Their desperation to get to Southampton echoing her dying 
desperation to get to Southampton. Her ghost is famous. She always vanishes in the 
parking lot of Southampton. Never to be seen again. But the security guards know of 
her. All of Southampton knows of her. But no one ever sees her except the Desperate.” 

“And her ghost did disappear just as I was about to introduce her to the security guards” 
the Chauffeur cried as he held the shaking Trophy Widow. “But then she reappeared. 
She said I needed her. We needed her. And we did. She knew we were carrying 
someone infected with Feralism. Her protecting ghost refused to leave us. I could not 
explain her to you dearest. The security guards of Southampton told me all about the 
hitchhiking ghost we unbeknownst carried with us. As unbeknownst we carried the 
hitchhiking Feral.” 

Everyone stared at the brutal rocks below as stormy waves thrashed over the mangled 
remains of only one corpse. “You should have shot the Feral” the security guards said.  

“All I knew for sure was the Protecting Ghost refused to leave us” the Chauffeur cried as 
he held on to his beloved. “I did not know how else to prove or disprove or ....” 

“.....Cross examine a ghost?” one security guard asked.  

“Ghosts don’t give clarification” another security guard said.  



“All I know was she was a Guardian Spirit and she refused to leave us” the Chauffeur 
cried. “And I was carrying either a mad girl or a potential Feral or an Islamic Banshee or 
simply a creature of bad luck I could not get rid of. Will the poor girl haunt Dover now?” 

“I believe she once before guarded the desperate all the way here” the arriving captain 
of the security guards said as he joined them. “But the hitchhiking ghost did not stay 
here. Her mangled and defiled corpse is still back at that stretch of violent road to 
Southampton alongside the ruins of that burned lorry and her father’s bones. She 
apparently died trying to escape. And she died horribly ---- as drivers passed her by. 
Abandoning her to her fate. Her body defiled. Ghosts might wander but they never 
wander far. She will return to the burned out lorry where her bones and her father’s 
bones are unburied and violated. And her ghost will haunt that stretch of violent highway 
for others to see and either drive by or else stop to save. She will save those who save 
her. She will damn those who drive on.” Then every Christian crossed themselves 
according to their sect and then offered a prayer for the ghostly hitchhiker’s troubled 
soul. 

*** *** 

“Why did our so-called national leaders, those Loki Insider traitors, just order everyone 
to just keep taking in more migrants? Threatening the sane countries who rushed to 
build razor wire fences? Europe was demographically doomed by 2050 anyway. So why 
rush the Decline And Fall Of Western Europe? Why rush the Death of Europe? Why 
rush this?” The fireman gestured to devastated street previously known as Piccadilly. 
“Why rush the Decline And Fall of Great Britain? Why rush the Death of Great Britain? 
This is worse than the Medina Trench. Even the corpses are crawling out of the open 
grave that is London to devour us now. 

Why didn’t anyone try to stop the cascade of death when they heard the first death 
raddle? Instead, the dwindling, aging Baby Boomers with what little money was left just 
frantically tried to save themselves as events racheted up relentlessly as if frogs in a pot 
of water slowing heating up to a boil to boil them to death. First it started with guest 
houses were confiscated. Then garages. Then spare homes. Then spare rooms. Then 
half of the houses. Then entire homes. The Dictator of Berlin ordered all German homes 
assessed to house Migrants. Then the EU ordered all homes assessed to house 
migrants. So Dhimmi Dave ordered all homes assessed to house migrants. And the 



Baby Boomers refused to rebel. So the EU boiled them to death. A slow motion boil. 
Their shrieks become a death raddle which the leaders supremely obviously ignored. As 
if the shrieks were nought but the baaahing of Sheeple. 

Per Sharia a Muslim could march into any Dhimmi home and demand to be housed and 
clothed and fed for three days. And anyway, how could a moral Dhimmi Christian be so 
selfish as to hog their whole house when there were so many needy Muslim migrants. It 
was an emergency. A global emergency the UN Agenda 21 proclaimed. The Christian 
West was morally obligated to feed and house and dress and support the indigent 
Muslim migrants from all of the Muslim failed states. Every damn Christian leader said 
so! Never mind that the Oil Kingdoms were surrounding their kingdoms with electrified 
razor wire and motion detectors and machine guns and the Asian countries were doing 
likewise. Christian Europe had a moral obligation. That is what our so-called national 
leaders, those Loki Insider traitors, said. Pathological altruism. Suicidally giving and 
giving and giving free digs and free dole and free food and free medicine and free 
clothes and even free pocket money to a bottomless deluge of invaders. All but the 
clothes right off their Kafir backs. Then giving them the clothes out of their closets. Then 
giving them the clothes off their backs.  

“And the suckers fell for it” the fireman snarled as the marched toward the darkness in a 
desperate attempt to find some safe place to hide. “The arseholes. The idiots. Hell! The 
first churches to be handed over to the Muslims were actually voluntary. Believe it or 
not. The idiots not even realizing they were already conquered. Dhimmis in all but 
name. Being boiled alive in a slow motion boil. Being devoured. The damn Sheeple! At 
any point they could have jumped out of the pot and waged a revolution. Why didn’t 
they?” He flinched as he heard more Ferals howling. What direction? Behind him? But 
every Feral was crawling out of every hole now to attack anything which moved. The 
desperate fireman picked up his pace even as hunger and loss of blood made him 
woozy. But his flight was burning what little calories his half starved body possessed. 

“So three days become three weeks and then three months and then three years as 
more and more and more Muslim migrants appeared at their Kafir doorsteps. Filing their 
rooms to overflowing. Filling their homes to overflowing. Filling their dole and health 
care and infrastructure to overflowing. Filling their nation to overflowing. Demanding 
more and more and more and more and more ---- while the Kafirs cleaned and toiled on 
their hands and knees in pathetic attempts to save their increasingly trashed homes 



inhabited by more and more and more careless and contemptuous migrants after 
working all day at dwindling jobs to pay the ruinous taxes which now all entirely went to 
support the global crisis of the Muslim migrant invasion.  

Taxes which increasingly no Muslims paid at all. Taxes which increasingly were simply 
jizya. Endless forms of jizya. All to support one thing and one thing alone: Muslim 
migrants as the entire nation was cannibalized. More and more and more and more 
Muslim migrants pouring out of every Muslim Third World failed state and invading this 
bleeding island. Everyone with a hand held out while demanding more and more and 
more. Having just a little, the indigenous Baby Boomers desperately tried to salvage the 
unsalvageable as their homes and their jobs and their city and their nation melted away 
before their terrified eyes. 

Meanwhile, Dhimmi Dave kept siphoning off more and more and more taxes -----jizya 
------ nothing but jizya ------ or else he imposed murderously high business taxes and 
property taxes and tariffs on anyone with money ----- on anything owned by Kafirs ----- 
or else was not an Islamic waqf administered by Muslims ---- or else ‘D’ wealth taxes ---- 
or else ‘D’ confiscations to support the humanitarian crisis of Muslim migrants ----- or 
else ‘D’ nationalization to support UN Agenda 21 redistribution of Advanced World 
assets to the Third World Islamic failed states ----- or else atonement levies on all things 
British for the sin of being British and therefore racist and bigoted and Islamophobic ---- 
or else reparations for historic British sins ---- or reparations for being White  ---- or 
reparations for once bring prosperous as members of the Advanced World when the 
Third World of failed states were anything but prosperous ----- or reparations for being 
Kafir Christians and Jews ----- or reparations for being Pagan Shirk Hindus and Sikhs 
and Buddhists ----- or reparations for committing Kufr as Infidels ---- or reparations for 
committing Kufr as Unbelievers ---- or reparations for committing the heinous crime of 
committing Kufr of wilfully covering up and denying the obvious truth that Islam was the 
only legal and moral and absolutely perfect religion destined to replace all other 
defective religions of gross error ----- or reparations for refusing to convert and 
persisting in engaging in gross error and being donkeys laden with books ----- or 
reparations for being Najis filth ----- or reparations for Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution ------ 
or reparations for being part of the 5th column of traitors for being Jewish when there 
was an outlaw state called Israel ---- or reparations for being Christian when there were 
outlaw states called Australia and New Zealand or else the Harbi European Rebels of 
the Double Headed Eagle Insurrection — or reparations for being Hindu and Sikh when 



there was an outlaw state called India ---- or reparations for being Buddhist when there 
were outlaw states called Hong Kong and Singapore and China and South Korea and 
Japan.  

Because Allah will never allow the unbelievers to triumph over the Believers. Because 
Mohammad said the Ubermensch Ummah had a manifest mission and divine destiny to 
conquer and dominate and rule the world. Therefore the Best of Peoples have an 
absolute entitlement to everything everyone else has which they want because they are 
the Eloi. And the Eloi symbiotic parasites who need hosts to feed them and house them 
and maintain them and enrich them while toiling to serve them on bent knees. In this life 
and the next: at least as far as the 70 war booty sex slaves allotted to every jihadist in 
the Great Brothel in the sky. 

But it is the nature of the parasite to ultimately devour the host until the host dies. Then 
unless the parasite can find a new host the parasite also dies. So the Islamic parasite 
devoured every Kafir in the Southern Levant of the Islamic World as well as Muslim 
Africa. Now the Islamic parasite was devouring every Kafir in the Northern Hemisphere 
of the West. Once the Northern Hemisphere of the Kafir West was devoured by the 
parasitic Muslim Eloi the parasitic Muslim Eloi would have to attack the Northern 
Hemisphere of the East to devour the Pagan Shirk or else perish.  

All because the symbiotic Islamic Third World failed states could not survive without the 
Advanced World of the North West Kafirs to support them and maintain them and give 
them endless UN and EU stipends and endless charities and endless foodstuffs and 
endless technologies and endless medicines and endless products of their Western 
genius and their hard work and their inventive productivity while maintaining their 
Western invented oil infrastructure for the symbiotic Islamic Third World who by every 
proven UN report were utterly incapable of inventing or producing or manufacturing or 
maintaining or growing anything themselves. All because a symbiotic parasite cannot 
survive without a host. All because a low IQ inbred genetic ‘R’ cannot survive without a 
high IQ genetic ‘K’ to do all of the needful things. All because a symbiotic Eloi cannot 
survive without Morlock. So the symbiotic relationship of Eloi and Morlock is entirely 
parasitic unless and until the Morlock decides to start devouring their devourers. 

And still Dhimmi Dave and the Caliph demanded more and more and more and more 
from the Dhimmis as they bled them dry. The Muslim migrant crisis sucking out the 



economic life blood of the nation. Devouring the nation down to the bone of the carcass 
as if the Dire Wolf Fenrir. The Muslim migrant crisis sucking out every penny from the 
British economy as if wringing out a wet towel for every last drop. Everything and 
everyone else taking a back seat to the Muslim migrant crisis. The government 
cannibalizing itself down to the bone. The nation cannibalizing itself down to the bone. 
The Muslim migrant crisis becoming the only priority even as the Muslim migrant crisis 
devoured the nation and the ‘D’s down to the bone.  

Kafir Great Britain became the human sacrifice on the altar of the UN and the EU and 
the Agenda 21. Great Britain became the Halal lamb to be slashed at the jugular and 
then impaled on a spike and left to flay spastic in pain until it bled out its life blood. But 
increasingly the Dhimmis were pennyless as the British economy sucked fumes. 
Corruption spread as if cancer. Corruption and bribery. Corruption and fear. Corruption 
and terrorism ----- as Great Britain devolved into Anglestan and Anglestan devolved 
from an Advanced World super nation to an Islamic Third World failed state. 

I remember Wolfey explaining the Great Replacement to me. He put a glass of water 
before me. ‘This is the white nation of the English People composed of White Celts and 
Roman descendants and Normans and French and Angles and Saxons and Vikings and 
Jews. Ditto White Europeans. Ditto Canadians and New Zealanders and Australians 
and other Whites of the Northern Hemisphere.’ Then he dropped a few drops of red dye. 
‘These drops are the Hindus and Sikhs and Buddhists from the British Empire who 
came and assimilated and integrated. Now we have the British People of the British 
Empire. Slightly different but still believing in one nation, one empire, one history, the 
Magna Carta, Common Law, Capitalism, secularism, the work ethic, the Killer 
Applications of Great Divergence success, shared British ideals and values, the British 
heritage, the British legacy of human rights and democracy and meritocracy and fair 
play and gracious tolerance. A British People.  

Now I am going to pour three million Blair Muslim migrants into the glass from this water 
bottle.’ Wolfey showed me the bottle of dark blue water. ‘This is the people of the Third 
World failed states of the Muslim Levant and Muslim Africa and Muslim South Asia and 
Muslim Asia. Their values and ideals and laws and customs and history have always 
been fundamentally opposite to everything which is British. Everything they have ever 
done has been the antipode of everything British — other than soccer or cricket or the 
use of a garbled verbal English language. And everything they had ever done in their 



own countries in their entire history have only ended in violence, nonstop war, bloody 
borders, bloody neighbors, slavery, pillage and rapine, sectarian persecution, 
intolerance, bigotry, misogyny, fanaticism, Occidentophia, dictatorship, corruption, 
illiteracy, ignorance, backwardness, economic poverty, gross inbreeding, gross over 
breeding, total nonachievement by every confirmable UN report and statistic, abusive 
tyranny, lawlessness, vigilantism, thuggery, the violation of every human right, and 
pathological hatred for the North Western Hemisphere and everything it has ever 
represented.’ The water in the glass turned pale bluish.  

‘Now I will pour another two million Dhimmi Dave migrants from the Islamic World into 
the glass.’ He pour another big wallop of blue water. The water in the glass became a 
darker blue. ‘Now I will add a million 2015 migrants in.’ He poured more blue water into 
the glass. It was now a darker blue. ‘Now I will pour another three million 2016 Muslim 
migrants into the glass’. He pour more blue water into the glass. It was now a dark blue. 
‘Here is the five million spring 2017 migrants and imposed Turks.’ He poured more blue 
water into the glass. It was now all but identical to the blue water of the bottle. ‘Here are 
the EU Merkel imposed ten million migrants.’ He poured a huge mass of blue water into 
the glass. “Here are the eight million summer and fall 2017 migrants.’ He poured more 
water into the glass. ‘Here are the eleven million migrants of winter 2017-2018 migrants. 
He pour more water into the glass. ‘Here are each following year’s migrants.’ He poured 
more blue into the already overflowing blue water. ‘Now we have one half billion Muslim 
migrants.’ He emptied the blue water bottle into the glass. The water overflowing very 
messily. It was now a very dark blue. ‘Show me the original English people’ Wolfey told 
me.  

‘There aren’t any’ I said.  

‘Show me the British people’ Wolfey said.  

‘There aren’t any’ I said.  

‘Tell me who inhabits this glass’ Wolfey said.  

‘Muslims from every single Third World failed state who always hated everything the 
British People and the British Nation stood for’ I said. ‘People who made their own 



homelands malfunctioning Third World failed states of war and violence and bigotry and 
persecution and tyranny and poverty and failure.’ 

‘So is this glass the Advanced World of Great Divergence Great Britain or is this glass 
the ultimate Islamic Third World failed state entirely inhabited by Muslims?’ Wolfey 
asked.  

‘It is the ultimate Islamic Third World failed state’ I said. “Worse. Because Muslims in 
each failed state also hate each other so this glass is the worse possible Islamic failed 
state because the Turks and Iranian Shia and tribal Sunni Muslim Arabs and North 
Africans and East Africans and Afghani Pathans and Pakistanis who all hate each other 
will now wage nonstop sectarian and tribal wars upon themselves after killing every non 
Muslim which they have now done in their own failed states.’ 

‘Thus the Great Displacement leads to the Great Replacement and then the Great 
Extinction and ultimately the Great Erasure of Great Britain. This glass is a piece of real 
estate called an island. Now the island is the Islamic Third World. It is Eurabia. It is not 
Great Britain because the people who made Great Britain one of the greatest nations of 
the Advanced World and World History are not just displaced or replaced. They have 
been completely erased into extinction. Total extinction. This is a glass of genocide. And 
our so-called leaders and the EU and the UN are deliberately plotting the genocide of 
the British People and every single thing they achieved, built, created, invented, valued, 
treasured, and believed in.’ And I wept.” 

*** *** 

The aide de camp approached the Sikh commander of the British Army of Harbi Great 
Britain. “Sir. I believe there is an explanation of the mystery of the Dead Letter Drop 
Department and .....” he said as the Sikh unwrapped a long box to reveal an ancient and 
somewhat crude sword of obscure pedigree based on Roman Britain sword making. It 
was wrapped in a WW I regimental flag and a WW II flag of Saint George. “A Captain 
Fawkes Sir.” The Sikh commander replied by picking up a small letter sealed with red 
wax and waving it. “Oh. Yes. The letter is also written by Captain Fawkes Sir. So you 
already know about Captain Fawkes Sir.” 



“Not really” the Sikh said bemused. “Though as a Sikh I respect weapons of ancient or 
at least esoteric pedigree.” 

“This Captain Fawkes was genteel scion of old medieval Cockneys. His ancestors once 
ruled the roost of the Guildhall. He served in WW I Sir. Then he used his military stipend 
as a shell shocked cripple to search Great Britain for the legendary Excalibur Sword of 
King Arthur. One of those many mystics. After the bloodbath of the First World War 
some turned to mysticism. Some turned to ghosts and clairvoyants. Some turned to 
drugs and alcohol. Some turned to sex and race cars. Captain Fawkes turned to the 
legends of ancient past. The Pagan religion of the Romans. Minerva. The pagan religion 
of the Celts and Druids. The Pagan religion of the Angle Saxons and Vikings. Odin. 
Thor. Freyr. Tyr. The Vision of Ragnarok. And King Arthur. Though he was probably a 
Celt Roman cavalry general. Not a king. King Arthur I mean. 

This Captain Fawkes became obsessed with the search for the Sword of King Arthur 
which he believed was smithed by Romanized Celts from the lost Sword of Freyr which 
is frankly barmy enough. This poor chap became obsessed that the mythic cavalry 
sword of a Celt Roman Cavalry General with a Roman sock flag baring the Roman 
ensign for the cavalry, the red dragon, ended up tossed by the Celt Perceval into water. 
But not into a Welsh lake. The earthen hill fort connected to General Arthorious’ last 
stand which was in Somerset actually overlooked a city of ancient Roman pedigree. 
Today that city is the modern day city of Bath. And Bath then and now conceals a 
sacred lake. An underground lake. The aquifer lake under Bath Somerset. 

To be exact the sacred underground lake of Minerva which today is the watery origin of 
Bath’s famous Roman Baths. Bath being a Roman City built on Celt foundations. The 
steaming sulfur waters bubbling up from hidden depths of that concealed lake was 
considered sacred to both Celts and Romans. Roman soldiers built their temple of 
Minerva on top of the ancient underground lake. They co-opted the older sacred place 
to become their new sacred place to Minerva. They encased original lake into a Roman 
bath and temple complex. The massive ruins of the Roman Baths and Temple Complex 
which once formed the heart of their military fortress encircles the steaming 
subterranean origins of the reputedly healing waters.  

This sacred water is actually still accessible. Or at least it was until the Roman Baths 
were blown up as Jahiliyyah ten years ago. It would have been more accessible in 



General Arthorious’ time. Pretty much intact in fact. A functioning Roman fort and bath 
complex in fact. Including the Temple of Minerva. Therefore it would make more sense 
to sacrifice the talisman to the patron goddess of warriors: Minerva. Her sacred waters 
were filled by no end of offerings thrown into the sacred waters by Celts and Druids and 
Romans and even later Angles and Saxons. Minerva’s shrine in Bath being closest to 
the military hill fort which strategically dominates the pivotal valley which is today Bath. 
Therefore it was the logical place for Perceval to toss the sacred talisman after 
Arthorious died. If you believe all of that mysticism that is.... 

It was probably mumbo jumbo. Creditable and incredible at the same time. The best 
mumbo jumbo is always at least faintly creditable. Tenuously theoretically possible. After 
the blood bath of the First World War everyone turned to mumbo jumbo. Captain 
Fawkes’ barely survived the nightmare but scarred and crippled. Something happened 
to him even before the battle which all but destroyed him. Something in London during 
the Zeppelin air raids. His wife died of the influenza. He became estranged with his only 
son over accusations of mismanagement of the family’s sole possession: a decaying 
townhouse which Captain Fawkes refused to either sell or else modernize to rent out 
---- or even live in. Closed up. Moldering. But bleeding the family dry with taxes. Father 
and son both died in the Second World War. After the war there were no more surviving 
Fawkes of that part of the lineage. And the other Fawkes said the moldering townhouse 
was profoundly bad luck. So it moldering into a decayed wreckage which was rumored 
to be haunted.  

Captain Fawkes apparently bought the decaying townhouse because the owner, a mad 
widower, had become obsessed by King Arthur. Finding the grave of King Arthur or else 
the Sword or Grail. To heal something or someone or other. Atonement for something or 
other. And Captain Fawkes found the mad journals and became mad himself as he 
commenced the mad search. He was still searching when the war started. He came to 
London during the Blitz. He claimed he found the sword. He was trying to deliver the 
sword to Churchill to win the war. And he died during the Blitz. To be exact he died 
during that tragic Underground tube station flooding which killed hundreds of trapped 
Londoners.  

With father and son both dead everyone forgot about the mad mission to deliver the 
probably bogus relic of nonsuch nonsense wherever it was stored in that moldering 
townhouse. The other Fawkes ever touched the place as bad luck. Profoundly bad luck. 



But apparently the madman was staying in that place when he was trying to deliver the 
bogus sword to Churchill to win the war. So if he actually had the supposed sword it 
stayed in that moldering house reputed to be haunted after he perished so tragically.” 

“So who did find and deliver the sword to the Knockers before they barely escaped with 
their lives from the same underground digs which flooded in WW II?” the Sikh asked. 
“And how does this connect to this mysterious Captain Lledrith of the Dead Letter Drop 
Department?” 

“Oh. Well. Apparently this dead man’s ghost was awakened. One of many ghosts of 
those killed there in that terrible drowning during the Blitz. The ghost of Captain Fawkes 
ie Lledrith has been haunting the Knockers as if paranormal echoes of WW II. Also the 
moldering townhouse. The place is reputed to be haunted so no one dares to go inside 
it except one spelunker. And apparently this spelunker somehow or other found and 
delivered the parcel left there by this Captain Fawkes ie Lledrith. So for whatever 
reason this spelunker found the undelivered parcel and choose to deliver it for whatever 
reason to Mr. Mole of MIMIR. A haunted sort of parcel ..... a sort of Dead Letter Drop as 
it were ..... except it is a Dead Parcel Drop as it were ....... and ..... well...... 
circumnavigating around rationality .... unless the paranormal has a sort of tenuous 
rationality ....... well .... Mr. Mole then delivered it to a spy of MI 5 who delivered it to the 
Knockers to deliver to the Churchill War Rooms who delivered it to.....well...... you. The 
boss of the Knockers barely got a runner from the Anarchists to pick it up before the 
Knocker headquarters almost fatally flooded. Otherwise it would have been lost forever 
yet again. This time lost in the murky water of Underground London instead of the sulfur 
waters of Underground Bath.” 

The Sikh commander carefully unwrapped the ancient Roman Celt sword. “Shattered 
and desperate men who are casualties of terrible wars need talismans. And we are 
likewise waging a terrible war. Why not embrace the desperation of poor damned souls? 
It might be a talisman.”  

“Or just a decayed old sword” the aide de camp retorted.  

“Or a relic of ancient wars” the Sikh suggested as he brandished it with professional 
skill.  



“Or a counterfeit to exploit the desperation of men going mad” the aide de camp replied. 

“Or a symbol of sincere desperation” the Sikh suggested.  

“Or a counterfeit knock off ” the aide de camp added. “Doesn’t ‘Lledrith’ mean 
counterfeit or knock off? A double? A fetch.” 

“Or it could be the genuine article of a genuine doppelganger who is also a genuine 
ghost” the Sikh mused. “I wonder how it meandered from a haunted house of two 
madmen to a spelunker to Mr. Mole?” 

“What should we do with it?” the aide de camp asked with disapproval. 

“Why not give it to King Harry?” the Sikh said. He uttered a Sikh prayer. Then he 
wrapped it up in the WW I regimental flag and the WW II flag of Saint George before 
placing the letter on top of it. “If King Harry can wear the leek of Saint David of Wales 
into battle then why not a possible Sword of King Arthur? Or at least a Celt Roman 
sword? Maybe smithed by a Druid? Sword smiths and bards were considered holy by 
the Celts and Druids. Merlin might have been a Celt or Druid sword smith. And who 
knows where he found the iron and carbon from which he might have crafted this sword 
with ancient and mysterious incantations? Ancient sword smiths were considered 
alchemists. Therefore wizards.  

Ancient steel making was alchemy you know. The obscure ingredients of iron ore or 
puddle iron were gotten form obscure places often considered holy or blessed by 
ancient gods. The ore ingot could even have come from Wootz India via the Silk Road 
to Ancient Rome and then to Celt Roman England along with the Grail. The carbon 
gotten from sacred sacrifices of burnings of holy things by Celts. The charcoal likewise 
gotten from the burning of ancient and sacred holy oaks by Druids. The ingredients and 
the mystery of their smithing shrouded by magic and mysticism. Even shooting stars or 
meteorites. Melted ore left by a meteorite. That might explain the rumors of the link to 
Freyr or Odin. Even the sacrificing of animals or human beings. The blood is the life. 
Every sacred thing must be birthed in blood....... It is possible.....” 

“I wonder how that spelunker got it?....” the aide de camp asked with sour disapproval.  



“A wonderful tale I suspect.....” 

*** *** 

It was a wonderful tale indeed how the fireman found himself back in that haunted 
house. He returned alone after he realized he now possessed a double shadow of a 
malevolent ghost called Lledirth and his attempts to exorcize or at least rationalize the 
ghost had failed. “You almost exposed me to the Captain of the Elephant & Castle Fire 
Department” the fireman shouted into the heavy mirror. Shouting at his small reflection 
which was ensnared in the foggy patina of the partly shattered and heavily tilted mirror 
in the decayed library of a mad widower murderer. Unconsciously standing in the same 
spot where the mad widower was murdered by the son of his young wife’s lover. “They 
were grilling me after the British Fire debacle. And my two shadows almost gave me 
away. I ended up fainting in the street. And they grilled me for days later. You almost 
exposed me! Why are you haunting me? What have I ever done to you?” 

“But my dear Davy I saved you” a voice whispered as a shadow silhouette materialized 
behind the fireman’s reflection. The fireman turned around furiously but saw nothing. 
But when he turned back to the mirror he again saw the shadowy silhouette of someone 
standing behind him ---- on his shadow ---- as if a second shadow. A second shadowy 
David. A shadowy fetch of David. “The enemies of the nation I loved did not believe you 
Davy. You were being too coy. To .....cute in your lying. It rang of insincerity. But when I 
made you panic you hypo-ventilated and really did faint. Then you were sincerely 
terrified. Then they believed your coy performance. I saved you Davy.  

Time and again I have saved you. Your protective alter ego. As much as your misplaced 
name I have saved you” the mysterious shadow replied in its soft whisper as if the 
fireman’s own voice except softer and deeper and a tad more genteel and upper middle 
class. As if the fireman might have sounded if David had been born in a genteel upper 
middle class family instead of the brutalized family of The Dominator. As if David might 
have sounded if he had been a genteel young officer of a genteel family instead of a 
rogue arsonist and fireman for the morality police enforcing Sharia. 

“You are not saving me! You are terrorizing me!” the fireman screamed at his shadowy 
double. 



“Why would I hurt you Davy” the shadowy David said. “My dear alter ego reincarnation. 
You are what my great grandson might have been if my line had not perished in war. 
The Somerset House birth certificate which gave you your misplaced name could have 
been so very easily said David Fawkes. Or some other David. David Copperfield 
perhaps? Any number of Davids. Your alter egos my dear boy. Reality is not one thing 
my dear Davy. Reality is any number of alternative realities. Like forks in the road. One 
way leads to one David. Another way leads to another David. But for chance you could 
have been David Fawkes or David Copperfield instead of David Mohammad Ahmad.” 

“Your haunting is wreaking my life!” the fireman cried. “Don’t you know how superstitious 
Mos are? I could be burned as a witch” 

“Warlock.” 

“Whatever!” 

“Davy. We all kill the thing we love” the shadowy David whispered. “My son died 
estranged because I could not explain why this accurst place ended up becoming my 
cross to bear after I murdered the original owner. The curse shifted from the murderer to 
me. Murderer to murderer. Like an albatross. And my son and I quarreled right before I 
impulsively marched off in one direction of war torn London as my son marched off in 
another direction. The sirens calling. And I ended up at the Underground station 
platform which flooded during an indirect hit by the Krauts. Hundreds of souls drowning 
in a subterranean trap. My son ended up at another Blitz shelter where he met an officer 
recruiting soldiers for dangerous jobs behind the lines. And that is how I died. And that is 
how my son died. Because of a quarrel which neither one of us could atone for. Like you 
Davy in the Greenwich Tunnel with that chap Wolfe.  

We all kill the thing we love Davy. I killed my wife too Davy. I brought her to London 
because I was frantically trying to offer a bid with my entire life savings to buy this 
damnable evidence of my murder. And that is why my wife caught the influenza from 
American soldiers coming here with a defective vaccination which spawned the 
influenza which ultimately killed thousands upon thousands of civilians. If she had 
stayed in our village she would have survived. No one in my tiny village ever got it. So 
you see Davy everyone kills the thing they love. This accurst place is a monument to 
murderers who murdered the things they loved.” 



“Let me go!” the fireman shouted. “Am I not accurst enough as it is?” 

“You want to atone. And I have a way to atone. Listen to me Davy. Here it is. Atonement. 
For both of us. I found a talisman. I brought it here to London to show it to Churchill in 
the depths of WW II. A genuine talisman. A powerful talisman. I spent years searching 
for it. After I realized what this room was dedicated to. To atonement. By the murderer I 
murdered. Both of us trying to find atonement. Both of us reaching down into the watery 
depths to pull out the lost talisman. And almost drowning in the process. And here it is. 
Find it Davy. My parcel I brought to show to Churchill. The talisman that could have 
saved this island in WW II...” 

“.....No talisman was needed because ....” 

“.....Because I mistook the war” the shadowy silhouette cried as the fireman stared into 
the foggy patina of the partly shattered mirror. “The talisman is needed to save Britannia 
in this war. World War Three! It is there. Over there! See the wall safe behind the 
vandalized oil of King Arthur! It is there! Go to the oil! The painting swings back to reveal 
a secret hiding place! A safe! Dial the numbers Davy! 18 -8 -9! Open the safe! You will 
see the parcel! Deliver to it the Churchill War Rooms!”  

“They won’t let me in! They would shoot me on sight!” 

“Then deliver it to the Knockers. They know my pass word. ‘Killroy was here.’ They will 
deliver it.” 

“I don’t know who the Knockers are. And anyway! They will shoot me! Morlocks shoot 
Eloi!” the fireman shouted as the room blurred from monoxide. “You are poisoning me. 
This is a ‘Haunted House Syndrome’ vision from monoxide. You are just trying to kill 
me!” Then the fireman stumbled out of the haunted house as he gagged on the foul air.  

*** *** 

The sentient robots of Japan watched the giant monitors as half a million starving 
Bangladeshi overwhelmed to the point of breaching the Island’s massive defenses by 
simply using their starved bodies to almost literally bury the high tech defenses under 



their bloody weight. The robots stared, unmoving, as if their gears were jamming, their 
complex algorithms paralyzed by the failure of their high technology to fend off human 
desperation. Then one robot ran over and took control. Quickly typing in a sequence to 
scramble the program commanding the high technology into a different response mode. 
A totally illogical response mode. But suddenly the overwhelmed defenses repelled the 
assault of starving suicides at the cusp of breaching. The latest Muslim invasion of 
Japan was driven back. Then the simple black silk clad robot moved back into his 
position as the other robots stared at the monitors as the surf washed half a million 
corpses of men, women, and children onto the massive concrete walls. And now they 
were paralyzed by the triumph of illogic. 

*** *** 

The fireman panted, all but doubled over with dizziness from running while half starved. 
His side wet inside his uniform from blood. “My chest aches as if I have just stumbled 
out of a haunted house.” The fireman leaned against a burned out wreak of a bus and 
wheezed from the effects of scurvy. Then he resumed his furious march toward he knew 
not what. “Like that damn haunted house of Lledrith! I heard the fires were gutting that 
part of town. Out of control arson. So after so many years I went back to that accurst 
house. Your accurst house Lledrith! The way I went back to the accurst house of The 
Dominator.  

After first going to the haunted hotel only to panic and not stay there after all. So I was 
condemned to walking all night long. So I decided to go to see if the arson fires had 
destroyed the haunted house of Lledrith before going to see Mr. Mole. Fire had half way 
gutted it. Your accurst haunted house. The staircase had collapsed over the basements. 
So the sins were still concealed. I worked my way through the burned carnage to the 
place where the library once stood. It was half way burned. The mirror was totally 
smashed. Everything was pretty much burned or else trashed. Arson fires don’t hold 
ghosts in awe.  

But then I realized the far wall was still intact. So I went to the charred oil of King Arthur 
and it really did swing back revealing a wall safe. I spun the dial. Nothing happened. But 
the dial still went clink. Clink. Clink. So I dialed 18 - 8 - 9 and low and behold. The damn 
fire proof safe actually opened to reveal a parcel. I dragged the parcel out. It was long 
and narrow. I shoved it into my cheap backpack with the stuff I was taking to Mr. Mole. 



And I delivered it to him. But the detour after the detour made me late. And I had to 
cross town to the digs of Mr. Mole. So I was even more late. A cascade of random 
events resulting in my missing my rendezvous with my handler. So now I am running 
from the Ferals with no hiding place in sight. I should have stayed in the haunted hotel. 
Why didn’t I stay in the haunted hotel? I would have been safe in the haunted hotel. You 
should have warned me Lledrith! Instead you bullied me into going to fetch your parcel! 
You condemned me to this death’s march!” 

“No Davy” the shadowy voice whispered. “You condemned yourself. I just turned your 
fatal mistake to my advantage in order to save this bloody country...” 

*** *** 

“So is it a talisman or just a wonderful symbol of a long ago desperate soldier?” King 
Harry asked his Sikh commander.  

“Does it matter?” the Sikh replied. “I think it is a genuine ------ ancient sword of Celtic 
Roman sword smiths. They were holy men you know. They were wizards. It is ancient 
alchemy. It is ancient magic. And if you can wear a leek of Saint David of Wales into 
battle then while not a sword such a King Arthur or Saint George welded?” 

“Why not!” the prematurely aging redhead declared. “I will need a ...” 

“....Scabbard” the Sikh said as he produced one. “I blessed it with a Sikh prayer. Ask 
your holy ones to bless it. Each in turn. And let the Earl of Norfolk also bless it.” 

“I will” King Harry declared. “Will you sing the song ‘The Flowers Of The Forest’ as you 
always do before battle?” 

“Just before battle” the Sikh said. “We Sikhs sing our prayers and we have war hymns. I 
sing that ancient hymn to remind me that as I command men into battle I cannot see 
them as merely cannon fodder. Expendable. Collateral damage. Statistics. I am 
commanding men to their deaths. I must remember the awe and the sorrow of that.”  

“And the guilt?” King Harry asked softly.  



“And the guilt. And the regret. And the necessity. And the duty. Sometimes the end 
requires fearsome means. We may be facing Ragarnok at midnight Your Majesty! We 
must wage war! But we must wage war with our eyes wide open to the consequences! 
All of the consequences!....” 

*** *** 

“........Has the Sooty Black Crow Signal come?” Mr. Donkey asked Mr. Mole as the 
computer wizard studied his readouts.  

“The Sooty Black Rooster. Yes and no. Officially no by my program. But an Irish guerrilla 
fighter send a message earlier that he heard the Sooty Crow craw in a series of visions 
before marching into his last battle. And I likewise received a debriefing from a handler 
of a deep op that Orfeo informed him that while in Hell he heard the Sooty Crow caw 
during an ergot vision.” Mr. Donkey looked quizzed. “Yes. Well” Mr. Mole said. “Irish 
druids and visions and a guilt riddled exercise in ergot by a clairvoyant do not hard 
evidence make. But the Minister of the Right and the Left both predict that Japan will be 
forced to push the red button to unleash their ritual talisman of harakiri. They predict 
that the Sooty Black Rooster sequence has already commenced.” 

“Their thermonuclear warhead” the ex-lorry driver said. “Is it Ragnarok?” 

“My MIMIR computer models don’t agree entirely yay or nay. One says we survive. One 
says it is Ragnarok. One says there is both Ragnarok and Ragnarokkr. And one says is 
Ragnarok but no Ragnarokkr.” 

“Will the Chimes toll at Midnight?”  

“Yes. Regardless! Even if it is Ragnarok! Even if there is no hope for Ragnarokkr!....” 

*** *** 

The fireman panted as he forced marched into the darkness. Ferals howled in the 
distance. “But the CEO reverts who so cynically exploited the Great Betrayal to enrich 
themselves now feared that the situation was escalating out of control as Dar ul Islam 
Anglestan crumbled. All of Europe was crumbling. All of the North West Hemisphere 



buckling. Imploding. Every nation was collapsing under the weight of the repercussions 
of the out of control Muslim Migrant Crisis. Gross Islamic mismanagement. Islamic 
Extractive Economics at its worse. The acid of Islamic corruption. Suicidal Sharia Law. 
Medieval barbarity. The pathological hatred which Islam has for Kufr and Kafirs and the 
Great Satanic West. And the crushing effects of abusive Dhimmitude persecution as the 
Muslims unleashed all of their uncontrollable hatred upon the Infidels and the 
Unbelievers.  

All as hundreds of thousands upon thousands upon thousands upon thousands upon 
thousands upon thousands of Muslim migrants from every Muslim failed state poured 
into Europe for their cut of the riches ------ to live just like the Kafir movie stars lived ----- 
their time in the sun ------ their moment to become rich as Mohammad promised them 
they would be. Rich. Rich. Rich. A stampede of have-outs to devour the haves. To take. 
Take. Take. Take. Take. Take it all. Gluttonous to feast off the carcass of the Kafir West. 
As if a ravenous pack of jackals. 

Alas, there was indeed a fly in the ointment of Islamic Triumph as country after country 
in Europe staggered and then collapsed under the weight of the out of control and all 
devouring Migrant Crisis —including Dar ul Islamic Anglestan formally known as Great 
Britain. Each once great nation which took hundreds or thousands of years to create 
now staggering into ruination as if a great and majestic beast being brought down and 
devoured by packs of gluttonous wolves. The Dire Wolf Fenrir. As the out of control 
migration that became an out of control invasion. All as the ravenous Garmr tore a beau 
world to pieces. So the beautiful economic cornucopia machine called the North West 
Great Divergence Advanced World broke down. Overwhelmed. Ravished. Torn to 
pieces. Devoured. Down to the carcass. And the Muslim conquest of the bastion of the 
Crusaders was complete. And the victory turned, alas, pyritic. 

It was a replay of the 666 conquest of the Late Classical Age of the Levant and Europe. 
Then too the savage packs of Ghazi Razzia Jihadists and Pirates and Criminals and 
Rapists masquerading at least initially as ‘immigrants’ attacked and destroyed the Late 
Classical Byzantine World with a lighting Blitzkrieg of utterly brutal savagery. The Surtr 
conquest from The South achieved in less than a century. But the destruction unleashed 
by that conquest was staggering. The most sophisticated part of the highly advanced 
Ancient Western World collapsed precisely because it was also the most sophisticated 
and highly civilized and prosperous and therefore was also the most fragile.  



The Late Classical Byzantine World utterly vanished off the face of the earth when Islam 
conquered it. Literally. A spectacular civilization was wiped off the face of the South East 
Levant. The languages and history and laws and values and ideals were erased. The 
incandescent civilization vanished. The centuries of knowledge was burned. The cities 
and ports and infrastructure were all but completely pulverized. The rich agriculture was 
ravished. The complex irrigation systems were destroyed. The trade and commodities to 
trade vanished. The wealth was scattered. And the bloody people were displaced and 
replaced. Forced to convert. Or brutalized as ‘D’s. The Zoroastrians were totally 
exterminated. In the first century of Islamic conquest almost 50% of the people were 
either butchered or enslaved. It took almost 1500 years to kill every Christian and Jew 
but Islam succeeded at last ---- outside of Rebel Israel.  

And now history is repeating itself: the destruction of incandescent Western civilization 
of the North West Levant and Europe. Canada. America. The destruction of North 
Western civilization happening with Blitzkrieg speed precisely because the West was 
too civilized. Too peaceful. Too prosperous. Too graciously tolerant. Too idealistic and 
naive. Its laws too touchy feelly liberal. Its human rights too fatally prone to exploitation. 
Its democracy highjacked by Loki Insider Traitors. Its people so domesticated they 
forgot how to fight back. The Loki Insider Traitors brainwashing them with such lies and 
misplaced guilt they could not fight back against their own obvious extinction.  

Their genocide coached as moral. Their erasure was coached as justified. Their 
enemies were labeled ‘victims’. The invasion was disguised as a humanitarian crisis. 
The Great Displacement was coached as ‘Diversity is our strength’. The Great 
Replacement was coached as the cure for ‘racism’ and ‘bigotry’. The Great Erasure was 
coached as atonement for colonialism and too much prosperity. All while disarmed by 
outrageously one sided gun laws which even outlawed pepper stray. The taqiyya 
amounting to Stockholm brainwashing. The jihadists waging genocide without obvious 
weapons because they did not need obvious weapons to commit genocide. The police 
deliberately underfunded and unmanned and under gunned. The armies confiscated to 
be Merkel’s new EU army were ordered to shoot at the indigenous populations to 
prevent them rebelling or fighting back as they were pulverized into Islamic submission. 
Crushed under the heel of the Divine Slavery. 



Law and order completely collapsed as the riches of Europe were vacuumed up by the 
Islamic Plunder Machine. Jizya used protection extortion to ground the indigenous down 
to a bloody pulp. Devshirme was just as brutal. And nation after nation went bankrupt 
before descending into Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Complete anarchy. All as Islamic 
Extractive Economics devoured Europe down to the bone. History repeating itself. The 
Second Wolf Age ending just like the First Wolf Age with bloody borders and bloodier 
neighbors bleeding their way into Medina Trenches which became their mass graves. A 
repeat of every single Islamic invasion in the entire history of Islam. Bloody borders and 
bloodier neighbors turning into genocide after genocide after genocide. All as civilization 
is utterly destroyed. Ragnarok. You are indeed the Nordic Prediction of the coming of 
Islam. The invasion of the Surtr from the South utterly destroying the Northern 
Hemisphere. West. And possibly East. The end: Gotterdammerung. The Fall of the 
Gods. The Destruction of Worlds.” 

The fireman marched resolutely into the darkness. “If I don’t find a place to crash soon I 
will be trapped in the open when Ferals pick out my scent. God! We were worse than 
the asinine Baby Boomers. Sure! They were arseholes to hand their precious creation 
over to us. Sure! Sure! Handing their beautiful legacy over to us Ghazi Razzia vandals 
who never once expressed one iota of awe or respect or loyalty or love toward Europe 
or Great Britain. Lazy fat arse parasites who never worked a day in our lives and only 
saw this beautiful thing as a cash cow to devour. Locusts who never built any part of it 
to treasure it or desire to protect it. Ingrates who always boasted that we planned to 
overthrow this beautiful creation when we had the chance. Sure. Sure. But why did we 
have to fuck it up when we finally got control of Eurabia? 

Why did we have to fuck it up? Why did we have to so spitefully smash the precious 
creation which took thousands of years to create to bloody shards? Why did we have to 
so vindictively grind down an bijou masterpiece into a bloody pulp? Incinerating 
something so fragile and so exquisite and so unreplaceable? Why did we wantonly 
destroy something which was so beautiful which took centuries to build? As if 
unchaining the monstrous Garmr to tear the West limb from limb? Unleashing the Dire 
Wolf Fenrir to devour everything down to the bone? Unleashing total War? Even waging 
biological and ecological war while boasting we could exploit the supposed Global 
Warming to conquer the West? Using grossly inbred over populations as weapons of 
war? As if riding the Four Headed Serpent of Calamity, Jormungandr, to pyritic victory? 
Pyritic indeed because we faced a Little Ice Age! The last thing we expected! 



Why did we turn Eurabia into just another Third World Islamic failed state? The biggest 
Islamic failed state of all? Into this? Into Muslim Mad Max Mayhem? Why didn’t one 
damn Muslim at least try to be a loyal patriot and fight the take over and destruction of 
Great Britain? Why did we all act like a bunch of ingrates? 5th column traitors? Prima 
donna Eloi sawing off the very branch we were sitting on? Overthrowing the country that 
treated us so very well in order to create this ...... nightmare?....” 

*** *** 

Wolfe and his anarchist brigade waited nervously for the Chimes to toll at Midnight. 
Wolfe stared at the vandalized ruins of the once recherche decor of the Art Deco 
interior. Morlock propaganda posters papered over Arabic obscenities and jihadi fanatic 
ravings. Everything once beautiful now wantonly vandalized for some 15th feet so only 
the top third of the decor was still intact. The owners dead who built the once beautiful 
place. The financiers and insurance brokers dead who once extended the credit lines 
and protected it with insurance. The tourists dead who once inhabited it. The workers 
dead who once had jobs here. Everyone dead. The ballroom haunted and now the bar 
as well for some reason. Ghostly music from a destroyed piano occasionally floating out 
into the air of the foyer where the nervy amateur soldiers prepared for battle. “Death is 
playing the piano to console us as we prepare to enter his domain” Wolfe told Guy. 

Then the Fire Flies appeared through the revolving doors. Their armor designed to 
protect them from the fires they planned to unleash to burn the diseased enemies. Their 
flame throwers ingeniously retrofitted. Their welder helmets covering their faces. Then 
units from the Harbi British Army appeared. Machine gun teams. Wolfe gritted his teeth 
and was briefed by the professional soldiers. Then he flinched as everyone waited for 
midnight.  

“Don’t think about what is going to happen. Think about something else. Hacking into 
TV propaganda has always been more my league” Wolfe muttered to himself. “Getting 
the intel from the Knockers and the Churchill War Rooms. Meeting with the Urban 
Whisperers to co-ordinate our mutual spins of the real news. The Urban Myth 
Whisperers using the real news as conspiracy theories to feed the paranoia of the Mos 
while we used the real news to undermine the rotters by sowing cynicism and 
disillusionment.  



Then preparing my nighty rant. Planning how to expose the BIG LIES. Exploiting my 
real time advanced intel to get the jump on the obvious stale lies about to vomited out 
by the BBC. Debunking their ‘fake news’ which the BBC called ‘real news’ with my real 
news which the BBC called ‘fake news’. Tailoring my rant for whoever Divine Leader 
was talking to ridicule their style of imbecility. Mimicking Dhimmi Dave. Parodying the 
Caliph. Exposing the corruption. The hypocrisy. Their incompetence. Their little lies. 
Their BIG LIES.  

Documenting every bitter evidence of the unraveling Brussels Junta and the 
dictatorships big and small from the Dictator of Berlin to the Drunkard of Brussels to Big 
Sis to Trudeau the Turncoa to the Caliph of the Buckingham Fortress to the Loki Insider 
Traitors to Dhimmi Dave the Human Door Mat. Dhimmi Dave The Human Toilet Paper. 
When every traitor defecated on the Magna Carta and urinated on Common Law and 
then bent over Dhimmi Dave would rush to lick their foul butts clean and then lick up 
their urine. Who needs four pebbles a la Mohammad when there was Dhimmi Dave the 
Human Toilet Paper to clean your feces and lick up your urine? 

Despite the nightly propaganda during the ‘Call of the Faithful’ and the ‘Nightly Fatwa’ 
and the ‘Dhimmi Dave Show’ and the ‘Special Appearances of the Beloved Leader’ the 
BIG LIE is unraveling. That allowed the Urban Myth Whisperers to exploit the unraveling 
of the BIG LIE with their conspiracy theories. Mos are addicted to conspiracy theories 
precisely because they know their Beloved Leaders and Divine Leaders always lie to 
them and are disgustingly corrupt. Mos can’t cope with the truth, and don’t know the 
truth, and don’t want the truth. Yet they know they are being lied to. So Mos swallow 
every insane conspiracy theory there is. I learned that when I discovered that 95% of all 
Mos genuinely believed that 9/11 was caused by the Jews and the CIA and MI 6. And 
every goddamn Mo absolutely believes in the ‘Protocols Of The Elders Of Zion’ and 
every BIG LIE ever peddled by Hitler. Up to and including the Blood Libel. It is like 
antisemitism. No Mo can resist it.  

Their grasp on reality is like the crazy mirror in ‘Alice Through The Looking Glass’. It is 
absolutely warped. Insane. They are always the victims as they attack everyone else. 
They are always in the right as they commit every heinous crime. Genocide is saving 
peoples’s souls. War is Peace. Peace is Submission. Democracy is cancer and Islam is 
the answer. Freedom is dangerous. Totalitarianism is safety from Democratic anarchy. 



The Divine Slavery is preserving the world from ‘life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness’. Free Will and Self Responsibility is haram no less than Causality. Morality is 
a big family on the dole, poverty, and prayers. Really. Per Al Ghazali. Well. Not the dole 
part. But if Ghazali was alive in 2015 he would have added the dole part.  

Waging jihad and sedition and treason on the Western dole is the Islamic definition of 
gratitude. Arabic does not have words for democracy or meritocracy or secularism or 
freedom or conscience. So the Koran is ‘1984' incarnate. Tolerance is nothing more 
than jizya extortion payola. Pay me to not wage Ghazi Razzia and rob and rape and 
pummel and kill you. But I will just do Devshirme and rape your blond nine year old 
daughter anyway. Islamic sanity. Yeah. Right! Sure! In Alice In Islamland ‘We are all 
mad here!’ 

The Mos are the ‘Best of Peoples’ despite a next to zero concept of self control, a 
grossly inflated sense of entitlement, all but complete illiteracy, almost zero education, 
and a track record for almost no inventions or innovations which are BID’a forbidden. If 
Islam was imposed on Humanity it would not only freeze progress but devolve the 
modern world back to the Islamic Stone Age and destroy civilization. We on the other 
hand are the ‘vilest of creatures’ and a ‘people of no intelligence’ and ‘no morality’ 
despite inventing democracy, meritocracy, freedom, liberty, human rights, due process 
of secular common law. Go figure! 

We are the vilest of retards despite the fact that up to the Millennial we achieved more 
discoveries and inventions and medicines and cures and technologies and sciences 
than anyone else in history. 95% of all discoveries and inventions in the history of 
mankind up to the Millennium. But we are retards. Despite inventing and building more 
infrastructure and revolutionizing foodstuffs and achieving more amazing transportation 
and going to the Moon we are the vilest of retards. At least according to Islam. We are 
the vilest of retards despite building the entire Great Divergence Advanced World and 
giving away billions in world charities to ingrates and inventing the UN which betrayed 
us. We are a people of no intelligence and no morality. Go figure! 

But the Mos who only achieved Third World failed states and destroyed civilization after 
civilization are people of ‘intelligence’ and ‘morality’? They can’t invent a patent or 
copyright a genuine cure to anything but they are a people of superior ‘intelligence? 
They raped and pillaged and enslaved their way across the planet but they are a people 



of superior ‘morality’? They are inbreeding themselves to imbecility and over breeding 
themselves to starvation but they are the ‘Best of Peoples’ while we are apes and 
monkeys and dogs and pigs and Najis filth on par with urine and feces and rot and 
decay and vermin and foul blood? Go figure! 

And everything we achieved is nought but Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution? Mozart is 
Jahiliyyah? Beethoven is Jahiliyyah? De Vinci is Jahiliyyah? Rembrandt is Jahiliyyah? 
Dickens and Shakespeare is Jahiliyyah? Opera and Ballet and Theater is Jahiliyyah? 
Poetry and novels are Jahiliyyah? Chess and walking in the park on Sunday is 
Jahiliyyah? Democracy is Jahiliyyah? Human Rights is Jahiliyyah? Every medicine and 
invention invented by us is Jahiliyyah? The Polio vaccine is Jahiliyyah? When Great 
Britain was the top of the Advanced World of super states it was nought but Najis filthy 
Jahiliyyah polluted Kufr damned Kafir Dar ul Harb Abode of War? But every stinking 
failed state of the Islamic Third World was Dar ul Islam. Therefore an utopia. Despite 
every fucking Mo running away as fast as their rickety legs could carry them. Running 
away to us! Go figure! 

Democracy is the cancer. Islam is the Answer. Sharia which stones rape victims is 
Divine. The Magna Carta is Jahiliyyah. Female genital mutilation and honor killings is 
moral but uncovered meat is asking to be raped. Yeah. Yeah. And I challenge anyone 
other than a brainwashed Regressive Leftist Luvvy to say the Mos are sane and we 
deserved to have our country taken away from us by force and deceit and destroyed as 
we were displaced and replaced and disenfranchised and enslaved and persecuted and 
starved. Yeah. Yeah. Drink the Cool-aid but don’t bother to offer me a glass. A man who 
marries a six year old child and thighs her until she is nine and then consummates the 
marriage when she is still ‘playing with her dolls’ is a pedophile. So call me any name 
you like you fucking Four Ps because you are all dead and tonight I might die too. Dying 
in WW III. All because of the Loki Insider Traitors and your fucking Four Ps. Ditto you 
useful idiots and you Luvvies. 

The only Mo I personally knew who appeared immune to the BIG LIE was poor Davy. 
But that was because he lived in a world colored by his amazing imagination which was 
drenched in movie images and Hollywood nostalgia and also colored by his penchant to 
actually see the paranormal and experience the supernatural. And he had this beautiful 
childishness sometimes. An innocent and sweet childishness about him. The most 
amazingly child-like laugh and innocent delight in life sometimes. It was as if his brain 



was wired differently from the rest of us. When we dared to spelunker the haunted 
house of Lledrith whenever I held his hand I could actually see and feel things I normally 
could not. For a moment, just before the monoxide oozed out, I even saw Lledrith. The 
ghost of Lledrith. And I saw Davy’s second shadow lots of times! Really! Poor Davy. 
Where are you Davy? Are you dead Davy? Why did we fight Davy? Why? Why? Why? 

Some countries of Eurabia are rebelling. Some part of America is waging civil war. And 
in every part of the besieged North West Hemisphere there are Ragnarokkr Survivialist 
bastions as well as the Australian Naglfar Ark. And despite the relentless mind numbing 
Goebbels style propaganda of the Four Ps and the BBC more and more of the 
bankrupted and brutalized indigenous Dhimmis voted with their feet as they lost 
everything. Breaking apart into generations and fleeing per their generational 
inclinations. They fled to the mountains or forests or wildernesses or freezing far away 
places. They fled to Masculinity Bastions and Prepper Strongholds. Out of reach of the 
Islamic authorities. Beyond Islamic Interpol. Defying the Islamic NATO. Eluding the 
paramilitary armies of the EU and the infamous UN Blue Helmets. Using the Grand 
Solar Minimum to wage climate war against the enemy. The warm blooded Surtr. 

Their enemy was spawn in the hot deserts of the Islamic Levant and they found the 
damp dank darkness and icy wilderness and relentless rain and hail and sleet and snow 
biologically hostile. Psychologically hostile. Curiously frighteningly hostile the way the 
Kafir finds the empty spaces of the deserts curiously frightening hostile or else the dark 
places of the African jungle curiously frightening hostile. The Harbi Kafir found 
themselves on the defensive. Sure. Sure. But the enemy was now the invader and the 
territory was not his biological environment. It was his enemy’s biological environment. 
The Harbi Kafirs quickly realized this and exploited it. I went from school drop out to 
Anarchist to Morlock to Harbil Kafir effortlessly. Never paying a jizya or wearing the 
badge of shame once. Oh Davy. Why did you go meet that damn silky whisperer at the 
Isle of Dogs instead of coming to Greenwich with me that day? Why? Why? Why? 

And the remote places and the freezing wildernesses allowed the Harbi to conceal 
themselves while waging escalating insurgencies. It was a replay of the first Islamic 
conquest of the Late Classical Byzantine World. The Harbi retreated to the more remote 
and harsh northern wildernesses to conceal themselves while waging escalating 
insurgencies as the enemy wallowed in their recklessly destructive and parasitic 
victories as they destroyed the warm rich urban places. Wallowing in Islamic Extractive 



Economics at its most brutal and destructive. Ghazi Razzia Islamic Extractive 
Economics is parasitic after all. A parasite needs a host to devour. If the host removes 
itself then the parasite can only turn on itself to devour itself. Devouring itself in the 
midst of its devastation and destruction and carnage. Devouring itself as if a serpent 
devouring its own tail.  

And the Harbi, all ‘K’ genetic types, are biologically bred to cope with the cold and the 
desolation of the remote northern wildernesses because they carry the genes of the 
Neanderthal as well as the genes of ‘K’. They knew their lands or else they reconnected 
with their lands. The lands of their ancestors. The lands their enemy was trying to take 
away from them. The invading enemy only saw the lands as a cash cow to bleed dry as 
if slashing its jugular to drain its life’s blood for a halal feast. The invading parasitic 
enemy was more comfortable in the urban landscapes where they could riot and burn 
and loot and rape while feeding off the carcass of the host, assuming they could riot and 
burn and loot and rape off the carcass of the host eternally.  

The feeding never ending. Oblivious to the future which must come. Unable to connect 
the dots or control themselves. As irresponsible as rabbits. A herd of bovines. But unlike 
‘K’s, Parasitic ‘R’ Ghazi Razzia Jihadi Criminals outstrip the environs of their hosts while 
killing their hosts. Ultimately leaving only carnage and devastation. The carcasses 
butchered beyond replacement. The last ounce of life’s blood devoured. The destruction 
and feasting too indiscriminate to be maintained. Everything too destroyed to be 
salvaged or scavenged. While never ever planning ahead for the winter. Fatalistic. 
Passive. Oblivious. Allah willing. Living only in the present bounty no matter how 
unsustainable that might be. 

At last even ‘K’ Vikings and Pirates realized they needed day jobs. But the Islamic 
Extractive Economics of Ghazi Razzia Jihad Holy War For Holy Profit plus Slavery plus 
Dhimmitude/Devshirme Exploitation never evolved because Mohammad was a Ghazi 
Razzia Raider and Warlord and Slaver and Exploiter of the conquered and the 
enslaved. And Mohammad was the Perfect Man. And the Perfect Man was a parasite. 
An exploitative parasite. And the Perfect Man impregnated his new religion with his 
mind set: Ghazi Razzia Jihad Holy War For Holy Profit, Slavery, and Dhimmitude/
Devshirme parasitic exploitation forever and ever.  



Dar ul Harb vs Dar ul Islam. The Clash of Civilizations. Perpetual War. The Ubermensch 
‘Best of Peoples’ of the Ummah vs the sub human Untermensch pigs and dogs and 
apes and monkeys as vile as cattle without morality or intelligence damned by Allah who 
must be conquered and ruled as the Najis vermin they are. The Dominators vs. the 
Dominated. ‘We must rule ourselves and we must rule others’ as Doctor Mian of the 
Muslim Brotherhood so charmingly referred to the divine mission of the Divine Slavery. 
The takers. The exploiters. The parasites. The ‘R’s feeding forever off the ‘K’s who 
actually do all of the work. The Eloi feeding forever off the Morlocks who run the 
machines to keep everything going as the Eloi lounge under their decaying pleasure 
domes oblivious to their approaching doom. 

And because everything which was so damn successful was created by the ‘K’ Kafirs 
Islam was left damning everything which was brilliant and needful and so damn 
successful. Everything which created the North West Advanced World. Everything which 
created the North West Great Divergence. Every Killer Application of Success which 
Japan used to become a super state and which South Korea used to become a super 
state and which China used to become a super state and which every other country 
used to become a super state. The Best of Peoples could not use. Because it originated 
in the West. Because it was a byproduct of the Najis filthy K Kafirs. Therefore it was 
Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution. It was Kufr. It was damned. And could never be used 
or embraced. The result: the Eloi Predicament. The Islamic World of the Tropic Zone of 
Third World failed states was entirely dependent on the North West and North East 
Hemispheres to survive. A parasite with a chip on its shoulder. A parasite with gross 
entitlement. A parasite so filled by hate for the host it needs to survive it still kill the host 
it needs to stay alive.  

Empty Germany of its Germans and it is simply empty real estate. An empty vessel. 
When the hard working precision obsessed Germans were replaced by economic 
migrants of Muslim and African failed states who were neither hard working or obsessed 
by precision or productivity or even literacy and who only wanted one thing: free money, 
then Germany was bound to vanish. Germany became Eurabia. Fill up empty Germany 
with Afghans and Pakistanis and Bangladeshis and Syrians and North Africans and 
Sudanese and Somalis and what you will have is a carbon copy of Afghanistan and 
Pakistan and Bangladesh and Syria and North Africa and the Sudan and Somalia. All 
Third World failed states. 



A nation emptied of the people who made it is just a vessel. It is not a magical perpetual 
motion cornucopia machine that spits out endless riches when someone turns the 
ignition key. It was not Germany which manufactured the best cars in the world. It was 
the Germans. Fill the empty vessel with people of a failed state and all you have is 
another failed state ----- especially when the second and third generation Turkish 
‘Germans’ neither assimilated or integrated and mostly dropped out of school and 
dropped out of trade schools to live on the dole as welfare abusers while procreating 
with their four wives. Their sole mission in life: to breed the Great Replacement to 
displace and replace and erase the Germans. To wipe the people they pathologically 
loathed off the face of the land.  

It was not even the quality of the Great Replacement. It was just the quantity of the 
Great Replacement to achieve the Great Erasure. To depopulate the Germans off the 
face of the land in order to steal the land. To erase everything which was Germany off 
the face of the land to steal the land. To steal the wealth. To steal the success. To be 
Eloi. So when millions of unskilled and mostly illiterate would-be dole abusers joined the 
mostly deadbeat Turks the result could only be dire. Without the German Morlocks to 
toil away and maintain the machines and industry and infrastructure and technology 
FOR the grossly self entitled lazy arse Eloi ‘Best of Peoples’ the result could only be 
dire. 

When the West fatally opened its borders to the Ghazi Razzia Jihadists disguised as a 
vulnerable migrants ------ hundreds of thousands and then millions and then over a 
billion vulnerable migrant Ghazi Razzi Jihadists, then the West was destroyed from 
within. A Trojan Horse opening the Gates of the Citadel to invasion of looters only 
interested in looting it down to the bones while killing or raping or enslaving its 
indigenous victims. It is the replay of a previous but similar tragedy.  

The more sophisticated and savvy and industrious Troy was destroyed by more 
primitive Greek looters who then destroyed themselves after they destroyed the more 
sophisticated bastion. The more barbaric Greek Raiders possessed neither the skills or 
abilities or knowledge or brains to figure out how Troy became so rich. They were only 
good at one thing: robbing and waging war and pillage and rapine. The barbaric and 
envious Greeks lusted for the riches of Troy but failed to figure out how the Trojan 
magical perpetual motion cornucopia machine worked which created the riches.  



Troy because an ancient Advanced World bastion by controlling the capitalistic import 
and export of tin for bronze age weapons and Troy was starting to also export iron ore 
for the first crude iron age weapons as well. So Troy masterfully exploited Global Trade 
while being the ‘high tech’ military industrial complex of the Bronze Age. The Third 
World Greeks envied the riches of the First World Trojans and wanted to control the 
minerals of bronze and the riches of global trade and control the jugular of weaponry 
manufacturing which Troy exploited so masterfully. But the Third World Greeks simply 
destroyed the Advanced World Troy in an orgy of looting and arson. They broke the 
amazing Advanced World magical perpetual motion cornucopia machine generating all 
of that prosperity called Troy.  

The minerals required for bronze were fatally disrupted by the war. Bronze 
manufacturing was fatally impacted. Then the Bronze Age perished shortly thereafter. 
Then the barbaric Bronze Age Greek Civilization fell victim to the chaos they unleashed 
when they destroyed Troy. The barbaric Greeks could not fill the void of sophisticated 
and entrepreneurial Troy. They simply destroyed everything including ultimately 
themselves. Civilization had to stagger through a Grand Solar Minimum Dark Age 
before it recovered and the later glorious Greek Civilization appeared along with the Iron 
Age. 

The moral: you can’t highjack the Advanced World as if a Ghazi Razzia criminal stealing 
an automobile. You will only break the amazing perpetual motion cornucopia machine 
generating all of that prosperity. You will only kill the golden goose laying all of those 
golden eggs. Then the automobile breaks down. Then the golden eggs stop. Then the 
prosperity is extinguished. And needless to say the Taharrush Rapist and Swimming 
Pool Molester and Dole Abuser and Welfare Cheat and Drug Gangster and Ghazi 
Razzia Criminal and Violent Jihadist and grossly self entitled Ubermensch Ummah ‘Best 
of Peoples’ Egotist who expects to live off the riches of everyone else they see as 
Untermensch will never develop a work ethic after conquest. The Conqueror never 
takes a day job. Nor will the Taharrush Rapist and Swimming Pool Molester and Dole 
Abuser and Welfare Cheat and Drug Gangster and Ghazi Razzia Criminal and Violent 
Jihadist and grossly self entitled Ubermensch Ummah ‘Best of Peoples’ Egotist. The ‘R’ 
stay ‘R’. The ‘K’ stays ‘K’. The Eloi stays an Eloi. Waiting eternally to be fed and tended 
by Morlocks. The parasite stays a parasite even after the conquest destroys everything 
and the host is either butchered or else flees for its very existential survival. 



But the Harbi had long ago evolved beyond Muslim Mad Max Mayhem and its 
counterpart Viking Mayhem and Pirate Mayhem. Courtesy of its ‘K’ genetics. Courtesy 
of its religion and culture. The Harbi evolved courtesy of its very famous work ethic and 
its zeal to build and invent and achieve. The Harbi very determinately defied the first 
Islamic conquest while salvaging its bleeding civilization. Then the Harbi stubbornly 
rebuilt its civilization. The Harbi evolved. The Harbi created a famously productive, 
inventive, enterprising, and innovative civilization which engulfed the world with its over 
the top initiative and endeavor and productivity, creating the most amazing North West 
Great Divergence Civilization which the world had ever seen. And the Harbi did this 
through its genes, its determination, its mind set, its values, its beliefs, and its two 
thousand year old bond with the lands the enemy treated so cavalierly. And the fruit of 
Harbi success, its cities, were expendable in terms of survival. The cities were just real 
estate. The engine of success was the Harbi. 

So fast forward to now. Now the shoe is on the other foot. Now the invaded is the 
invader. Now the invader is the invaded. Now we Harbi very determinately defy the 
second Islamic conquest while salvaging our bleeding civilization. We Harbi have 
retreated and regrouped. We Harbi have prepared to fight back. And now we are 
fighting back. Tours 732 The Sequel. And precisely because we Harbi were displaced 
we are able to survive outside of cities. The cities have became traps. The pleasure 
domes are now cages. And now the pleasure domes are fatal cages. And now the cities 
are lethal traps. Now the cities are Medina Trenches. And now the enemy is trapped in 
the cities. And now we surround the cities and we control the subterranean spheres of 
the cities. And now we are prepared to launch the final assault to not only take back our 
land but take back our cities.  

The enemy’s fatal Achilles Heel is the fact the enemy is The Eloi. Our strength is the fact 
we Harbi are the Morlocks. All we Morlocks have to do is withdraw and let the Eloi 
flounder. They need us. We don’t need them. All we have to do is nudge the floundering 
along. Exploit the Eloi’s penchant to be Eloi. ‘R’ Parasites. And now the enemy, the Eloi, 
are starving in the ruins of their broken pleasure domes. And now the Eloi parasites are 
reduced to devouring each other as if a serpent devouring its own tail. We even use 
their own inbred retardation and diseases against them. We even use their Zikr mind 
sets against them. We even use their corruption and tyranny against them. We turn their 
strengths to weaknesses. We use their religion against them. And we become strong as 



we rediscover our inner pagan barbarian. The Eloi are devolving as we evolve into 
Morlocks.  

And many of the Harbi had known for a very long time that their leaders were betraying 
them. The Loki Insider Traitors. Unlike the enemy, Muslims, the Harbi are not fatalistic or 
passive. And not all of us were brainwashed into drinking the Cool-aid of suicide or self 
genocide. We are enterprising and resourceful and determined and implacable. Our 
work ethic is legendary. We have rediscovered our valor and our ability to wage war. 
And we have the literacy. We have the books. We have the computers. We have the 
skills. We have the knowledge. We have the expertise. And we have secretively cached 
arms and survival kits and survival huts. We have built Ragnarokkr survivialist bastions. 
We have become ‘Preppers’. Preparers. Survivalists. Even in Sweden it was revealed 
before the crisis that one in five Swedes were gun carrying Survivalists. Even as the EU 
tried to outlaw every gun and even pepper stray we have been secretly arming 
ourselves in preparation for Ragnarok. And even as the Loki Insider Traitors tried to kill 
off our Masculinity to stop our ability to wage war we developed MGTOW. Males going 
their own way. Toward Ragnarok. To prepare for WW III. 

And the moment The Dictator of Berlin unleashed 1.5 millions on Germany in 2015 the 
Germans and Austrians likewise armed themselves against the exploding Ghazi Razzia 
Migrant Criminality. As 38,000 migrant criminals waged havoc the Germans and 
Austrians armed. As 100 migrant crimes a day exploded, the Germans and Austrians 
armed. As migrant rapes, molestations, murders, robberies, assaults, drug trafficking, 
home invasions, shoplifting, arson, and rioting exploded, the Germans and Austrians 
armed. And soon all over Europe every farsighted indigenous member of the Harbi 
armed and prepared for the civil war. For the world war. For WW III. Especially 
Generation Z. The majority of the Harbi were never going to surrender to Dhimmitude. 
Not ever. Nor to their Displacement or Replacement. Nor to their Genocide. They were 
Morlocks who never ever intended to serve the Eloi. They were their own masters. And 
they would never ever become anyone’s slaves. It is part of our DNA like our high IQ 
and our K genetics. We the People became We the Morlocks. 

And despite the EU prohibition against gunnery for self defense while hundreds of 
thousands of Muslim migrants of male war age poured into Europe we Harbi stocked up 
with gunnery no less than the Muslim migrants waging open warfare upon us. Guns, 
gas guns, pepper spray, flare guns, cross bows, electro shock cattle prods, home alarm 



systems, animal repellants, and every other sort of legal and illegal weaponry including 
politically incorrect forms of haram weaponry to exploit the taboos of the enemy. 
‘Germany Is Afraid’ newspapers reported the arming despite the official bans. And the 
Harbi of Germany armed. The Harbi of every country armed. And Youtube reported 
what official TV could not or would not report: queues of Germans and Austrians at gun 
stores. Instead of buying guns at the rate of two or three a month, Germans and 
Austrians bought guns at the rate of four or five A DAY. And soon every Harbi was 
buying weapons at the rate of four or five A DAY. 

And while The Dictator of Berlin ordered Goebbels style propaganda, secret polls 
indicated that from 2015 onward the Germans no less than the Austrians reported that 
55% of all Germans feared for the future. 42% of all Millennials feared for the future. 
64% of all Baby Boomers feared for the future. 79% of all Germanic Peoples feared that 
the economy would be destroyed by open borders and uncontrollable Muslim migration. 
And 87% hated their politicians for betraying them. And soon every country was polling 
the same thing. The Harbi were raising. The Morlocks were raising. Each side prepared 
to wage war on the other side. Waging the latest chapter of a very old war. And old WW 
II defense ruins and all but forgotten WW II underground bastions were quickly seized 
and restored. The Harbi went underground in their covert preparations for WW III. The 
Harbi prepared for the day when the streets would become rivers of blood. The day 
when they were emerge from their hidden places to take back their countries.  

Meanwhile the Eloi partied in the trashed cities, reveling in their apparent triumph. 
Typical ‘R’s. Living for the moment. Glorying in chaos. Breeding like rabbits. Reveling 
and trashing and dominating and destroying. Waging Ghazi Razzia Extractive 
Economics at its most crude and brutal. Reveling as if the most grossly entitled of 
creatures, the most spoiled of creatures, as Eloi. Even as we Morlocks entrenched in 
our hidden places and dug in to survive, made monstrous by persecution and rage. And 
we Harbi discovered our potential to be monsters. We cast aside civilization. We 
reverted to primaeval barbarity. We cast aside the weakness of sophistication and 
tolerance and graciousness. We cast aside Christianity when our Christian leaders like 
the Pope kowtowed and kissed the boots of the conquerors and preached surrender 
and submission and signed the Protocols of Omar to become Dhimmis. We Harbi 
became the scion of the barbarians and the crusaders who first defied Islamic conquest 
and then threw off the Islamic yoke in Tours in 731. We prepared for the Re-conquest. It 
was Tours 731 The Sequel.  



We Harbi knew we were being betrayed. We Harbi prepared for the final act of the 
Clash of Civilizations. Ragnarok. And the ancient memories stirred despite every 
attempt by our so-called national leaders, those Loki Insider traitors, to erase Western 
identity and national identity and even biological identity as the beleaguered indigenous 
population facing extermination by the Surtr Invaders from the South. And every Kafir 
threw off his chains of Dhimmitde and now conspired to survive despite every brain 
washing attempt to persuade them to embrace national and cultural and biological 
suicide......” Wolfe looked around. “We are the People!” he shouted. 

“We are the People!” the Warriors of Thor shouted. “And when the Chimes toll at 
Midnight we are taking back London!” 

*** *** 

“....Even the one country which was still supposedly above the fray mutinied despite 
The Dictator of Berlin’s declaration of martial law and Stasi and gigantic paramilitary” the 
fireman snarled as he ran across the devastation. “Germany fractured along ancient 
principality and regional lines. Bavaria rebelling first to join the cross border Double 
Headed Eagle Alliance. I kept a map and drew each insurgency as it spread. The Nordic 
Insurgency. The Eastern European Insurgency. The Double Headed Eagle Insurgency. 
The Free France Insurgency. The North Italian Insurgency. The Swiss Insurgency. The 
Spanish Reconquest. The Canadian Insurgency. The American Second Civil War. And 
of course the Last Prince of Wales Insurgency. I listened to illegal Anarchists with my 
ham radio until I lost Seventh Heaven. The Internet was always an impossibility for me. 
But radio. Oh radio! For us Mos it was perfect ---- at least for Mo Apostates like me. I 
realized I was not alone. And after my fiancee died there was no reason to go straight. I 
was going to hell anyway. What is that old Cockney saying: ‘If one is going to hell 
anyway then one might as well go to all the way.’ 

I learned simple telegraphic emoji dots and dashes and gave my handler insider intel. I 
played the embedded mole. I was the secret 5th column traitor waging secret war 
against 5th column traitors. I walked the dark road of the double agent and covertly 
betrayed the occupiers of a betrayed nation while cursing the ‘Best of Peoples’ as 
traitors. Surtr traitors. Why? Why am I so deviant I am actually hoping the Harbi Rebels 
will win the coming war? When the Morlocks emerge from their hidden places to devour 



the Eloi I will be on the menu. No less than every other Muslim. Especially now if my 
handler was trying to contact me to extract me before Ragnarok. Is tonight Ragnarok? 
The End of Worlds? Which world? Which world is dying tonight?  

Either way the Morlocks or else the Eloi will devour me. If Morlocks win tonight then 
they will devour me. And the Morlocks will tear us apart. And the streets will run as if 
rivers of blood. It will be like a replay of last year’s Krampus Christmas Massacre. NATO 
had been called out because of rumors the Germanic Dhimmis were preparing to defy 
Sharia Law and openly celebrate their Jahiliyyah Barbaric Christmas rituals. The Super 
EU Paramilitary was already hated because Stasi now commanded it. So NATO was 
called out to crush the first hints of Germanic insurrection in Bavaria and other 
mountainous places. In the depths of the freezing countryside where Islamic control was 
weakest where the snow was the deepest. 

But to the horror of our so-called national leaders, those Loki Insider traitors, some of 
the Army Regiments crossed over and joined the Harbi they were ordered to massacre. 
The massacre recoiled. Instead of massacring the Harbi the Muslims were attacked 
instead. The soldiers joining the Harbi rebels dressed in wild furs and terrifying masks of 
Krampus Christmas Demons. Krampus Demons welding swords or butcher knifes or 
pitch forks or electrified cattle prods or else home made crossbows and catapults. 

Krampus Demons punish ‘bad people’ who defy Christmas. And that night Krampus 
Demons did punish ‘bad people’ defying Christmas. Muslims. Every Muslim the Harbi 
could hunt down. Aided by mutinous NATO soldiers. Waging war side by side ordinary 
starving Harbi. Alongside Harbi ‘Preppers’. Alongside outlawed Pegida and A of D Harbi. 
Alongside Morlocks and Anarchists and Identitarians. Alongside bitter Generation Xers 
and their Generation Zer children. The Generation Zers especially murderous for 
Krampus. Alongside every monstrous incarnation of Harbi rebellion. So many disguised 
as terrifying Krampus Demons they stampeded the Muslims. Every Muslim running 
away from the terrifying sight of the Krampus Demons in their wild furs and terrifying 
masks charging after them. Welding illegal hunting rifles. Welding gas guns. Welding 
huge butcher knives. Or else electric cattle prods. Electrified hay forks. Paint guns 
shooting paint balls full of acid. Potato launchers hurling home made grenades. Sling 
shots hurling eggs filled with pig blood. Catapult launchers hurling flaming pig heads. 
Magazine loading crossbows. Static Energy Gunnery which caused spontaneous 
combustion. Or was that caused by the tar and feathered victims catching fire?  



Krampus Demons leading the charge of every Bavarian. Mos and also Appeasers and 
Four Ps being hacked to death with every weapon the Bavarians could find. Krampus 
Demons chopping and dicing bad people who hate Christmas and Bavarian Jahiliyyah. 
Muslims. And Appeasers. And Four Ps. And every traitor betraying The Germanic 
Fatherland. Urban Myth Whisperers say over forty two thousand Muslims were 
massacred in the heart of Bavaria. No one even bothered to guesstimate the traitorous 
Appeasers and Four Ps. The mounds of corpses set on fire. As if mountains. Bonfires 
that could be seen all the way to Berlin. Or so the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper. After 
that Bavaria defected to the Double Headed Eagle Confederation. And the NATO units 
which fought alongside the Harbi defected too. This is when the sullen and bloody ‘D’s 
finally crossed the Rubicon to Harbi rebellion in the very heart of the tyranny: Germany! 

Pictures of crazy old Gay King Ludwig of Bavaria appeared everywhere. The nutty 
music of banned Wagner was trumpeted from every loudspeaker. It was crazy. The 
Bavarians went crazy. A cascade of falling dominos which ignited a blood bath of 
insurrection. I think the actual event which ignited the revolt was the reprisal when the 
Dictator of Berlin executed two famous Bavarians. Singers. Or was it a singer and his 
pianist? Some famous guy who was Bavaria’s greatest living musical genius? Lieden? 
Was his name Lieden? Or was that what he sang? Anyway. The brutally televised firing 
squad execution backfired and the Bavarian people rose up and commenced murdering 
every Loki Insider Traitor and Appeaser and Four P as well as Muslims of every stripe. 
Then they attacked the Stasi. Even fighting the Super EU Paramilitary. It was a horrible 
bloodbath in Munich. Or was it some Wagner city? It started in an opera house. Anyway. 
Just as the Bavarian Harbi were about to be butchered low and behold! Swiss Tanks 
appeared. That turned the tide. That and Austrian Army units from the Harbi Double 
Headed Eagle Army. They barely held on until the Poles came with reinforcements. Just 
like the Gates of Vienna except it was the front doors of Munich Opera House or some 
such place. 

I wonder if Krampus Demons will appear here? I can’t imagine it. Krampus Demons are 
an older European Alpine nightmare. The closest this island has ever gotten to a demon 
is Guy Fawkes. Meanwhile Dhimmi Dave just kept playing the famous shell game of 
‘Rob Peter to pay Paul’. Robbing from other national needs to support Muslim migrants. 
It was an emergency. The UN and EU said so. Our so-called leaders says so. Those 
Loki Insider Traitors. The Dictator of Berlin said so. The Drunkard of Brussels said so. 



Robbing funds from infrastructure and power and health and schooling and housing and 
transportation and sanitation and the environment and police and the military and even 
from the Thames Barrier. Cannibalizing more and more of the national assets until there 
is nothing left to cannibalize.  

The Thames Barrier had to be welded shut because it was buckling from lack of 
maintenance as well as nonstop attacks by Somali Pirates. London was starting to flood 
from the terrible winter storms and spring floods which generated reverse surges. Two 
deep tube stations flooded. Then the entire Underground had to be shut down. Then 
buses. Well. All buses were burned out wreaks by then. The railroad stopped. Power 
was running out. Food was running out. Everything was running out as everything was 
being rationed. And everything was breaking down as it was cannibalized. Even as 
London was overwhelmed by hundreds of thousands upon thousands upon thousands 
upon thousands of migrants. Migrants covering every sidewalk and street and shut 
down Tube station and national heritage building and park. Their filth oozing 
everywhere. Their violence exploding everywhere. 

Like a body which is starving which starts to devour itself. Great Britain was devouring 
itself even as hundreds of thousands upon thousands upon thousands upon thousands 
of migrants devoured it. Breaking down as if a body under attack by cancer. Organ after 
organ failing as the out of control cancer attacks the body. The invading cancer 
deviously shielding from the body’s immune system defense by disguising itself as part 
of the body instead of an invader. Biological Taqiyya. Biological death by an 5th column 
invader alien organism until the entire body dies. The cancer finally devouring and killing 
the host ---- only to die itself after killing the host. As for London. It is already the City of 
the Dead. Where can I hide to ride out tonight? If I can’t find a place to hide I will die 
tonight....” 

*** *** 

The Cockney Pig sat on the neon sign he retrofitted. His legs dangling over the repaired 
neon as he watched starving migrants by the hundreds of thousands aimlessly mill 
around the Piccadilly Circus traffic circle. His spectacles gleaming as they rested on the 
rubber snout of the pig mask which was greased by Vaseline to appear to be disgusting 
Najis. He held his gun to his chest. “I want to kill EU bastards. But where can I find 
some? Loki Insider Traitors? Are there any Loki Insider Traitors left I can kill? Quisling 



collaborators? Any left still alive who ‘ave not already been killed in the Tower Fortress 
as their dubious reward for betraying their country? I want to hunt me a Quisling and 
shoot him dead. Or a Luvvy. That would do. One of those Luvvies who kept going on 
and on and on ‘ow we were morally obligated to open our borders to millions of Mos 
while making sure their rich districts did not ‘ave to house them. Only poor districts so 
only our poor kids were raped. Or one of those ‘ollywood types who loved to preach 
down on us from their rented country ‘ouses in Kent. Are there any left I can kill? Nah. 
They all died very brutally when their pets turned on them and killed them! 

I ‘ear Anarchists blew up the UN building in ‘arbi rebelling New York City. If a ‘arbi can 
wage war in New York ‘e can wage war anywhere. The Quislings who drafted the UN 
Agenda 21 were barricaded along with ‘e-Of-The-Slithery Tongue-land. That Slithery 
Forked Tongue Snake. Anarchists pulled a Mo and packed the underground parking 
with fifty tons of TNT and manure fertilizer and boom! No more UN! I want to kill me a 
EU Quisling. One of those bastards what used to tell our representatives that they were 
not suppose to listen to public opinion of us Brits because that made them wishy washy 
‘alf Europeans. They were suppose to do a Dutch Referendum and ignore the voice of 
indigenous democracy and rubber stamp EU dictatorship.  

I want to kill me a Quisling or a Vichy flunkie who allowed the Dictator of Berlin to seize 
control of our nation’s army and navy and coastguard and impose EU judges in our 
courts and say EU law trumped the Magna Carta and Common Law and outlawed Trial 
by Jury and granted every goddamn Mo terrorist and rapist immunity from deportation 
because it was against their ‘uman rights. And ordered us to accept every invading Mo 
because it was their ‘uman right to invade us. Funny! Those Quislings had no end of 
problems with us demanding our Magna Carta and Common Law but not one Quisling 
had a problem when 50% of the Mos demanded their Sharia Law! Then 60%! Then 80% 
then 90%! And now Quisling law is Sharia! And Christian Western Law is nowhere at all! 

I want to bludgeon myself a Quisling who said faceless unelected bureaucrats of the 
Brussels Junta trumped our Parliament. I want to strangle myself a Quisling who voted 
for the first and last Mo Mayor of London who sold out our Cockney Guildhall. I want to 
gorge out the eyes of a Quisling who voted for the first Mo Prime Minister who promptly 
voided the Magna Carta and imposed Sharia law and disenfranchised us. I want to 
torture myself a Quisling the way Mohammad tortured that Jew in Medina. I want to 
chop off the fingertips of a Quisling who said Sharia Law was better than Common Law. 



I want to rip out every tooth of a smiling Quisling apologist and appeaser to Islam. I want 
to ‘ang him until ‘e is almost dead and then chop ‘im down and castrate ‘im and 
disembowel ‘im and chop off ‘is limbs one by one and then quarter ‘im while ‘e is still 
screaming and then behead him and dip ‘is mug in tar and impale the mug on a spike 
on the London Bridge. 

I remember when Dhimmi Dave sabotaged Brexit with his Big Lies. Then right after 
Brexit ‘e revealed every lie was a lie. ‘e imposed every Brussels Junta poison pill law. ‘e 
said it was the democratic will of the people. Fuck. Lies. Lies. Lies. Is it the democratic 
will of the people if they voted based on lies? And ‘e said sixteen year old kiddies could 
vote when they were all brainwashed by the Cultural Marxists at their schools. And ‘e 
said illegal Mos could vote. And EU migrants. People what got no loyalty to the nation 
could vote. As ‘e imported hundreds of thousands of illegal Mos and gave them the 
vote. ‘e and SNIP of Scotland gamed the vote. Districts that were Kipper or Pegida were 
suddenly losing their ballots. No ballots. A replay of the Jewish districts of London who 
could not vote for the mayor who turned Paki traitor. Ballot boxes vanished. Mos were 
voting by mass produced ballots issued in mosques and madrassas. Vote early and 
vote often if you are a Mo. But don’t try if you ain’t Mo.  

Churches found themselves banned from voting. Identitarians were brutally attacked as 
they tried to campaign. Every OUT leader was arrested for ‘inciting racism’ and ‘ate 
speech’ and ‘Islamophobia’ and were thrown in jail. OUT polling places were bombed or 
burned. Arson. Public demonstrations by OUT were violently attacked by radical Leftists 
with total impunity. So much as waging the flag of Saint George got you jailed. Everyone 
accused of being a ‘racist’ ‘bigoted’ ‘Islamophobe’ was suddenly being thrown in jail to 
prevent them campaigning for OUT. Then because they were in jail they were denied 
the right to vote at all.  

Old generals found their names on IN propaganda what that they never signed. 
Business men who advocated OUT were told their businesses would be blacklisted for 
gov bids and ruined. Stores that put OUT posters in their windows were fire bombed or 
had their windows smashed. People who put OUT posters in their ‘ome windows or on 
their lawns were attacked. Their ‘omes attacked. If they lived in council ‘ouses they were 
thrown out of they said they supported OUT. People found themselves threatened with 
being fired from their jobs unless they voted IN. The BBC tilted their reporting to 97% In 



and only 3% OUT. Newspapers were attacked if they supported OUT. Arson fires gutted 
polling stations what voted OUT. Is that the democratic will of the people?  

Then voila. Dhimmi Dave said the will of the people ‘ad spoken. Then Dhimmi Dave 
said we ‘ad to open our borders. Dhimmi Dave said we ‘ad to accept EU quotas 
hundreds of thousands of migrants. Then millions of migrants. And oh yes. The Turkish 
Visa Migrants too. Fifty million. The Mo migrants from every Third World failed state of 
the Southern Hemisphere. Open borders. Open season. And none could be turned 
away. And they could all go on the dole. Free. Council ‘ousing. Free. Health care. Free. 
Everything free. Free. Free. Free. Ahead of us indigenous Brits. On account that the EU 
ordered the country and all bureaucrats and employers to officially discriminate in favor 
of migrants and against the indigenous population. The priority was their Mo migrant 
‘dignity’. And fuck our dignity. 

Then Dhimmi Dave said EU laws trumped every single one of our laws. He imposed EU 
judges in every court. He imposed EU pettifogger dictatorship on everything. Down to 
our tea kettles. Strangling our businesses and shops and farms. Germany’s bill for 2015 
Mo migrants was 23 billion euros. Our bill would be much ‘igher because of ‘fines’ and 
‘interest’ and ‘reparations’ because of Brexit. Our nation bled out billions to the EU in 
‘fines’ and ‘interest’ and ‘reparations. ‘e let the Dictator of Berlin ‘ighjack our nation’s 
army and navy and coastguard. ‘e let the police become Sharia thugs. ‘e 
disenfranchised us and turned us into ‘D’s. ‘e said Islamism and Islamization was the 
democratic will of the majority ---- except ‘e and Blair imported millions and millions and 
millions and millions of Mos so is that the democratic will of the majority? Or else a 
Muslim coup? Sedition from within? Treason by Loki Insider Traitors? When can our 
nation’s laws and our Magna Carta be lawfully and democratically ripped out and 
replaced by Sharia just became millions and millions and millions of Mos were 
deliberately imported to overthrow us?  

Then Dhimmi Dave cannibalized our country until migrants covered every inch of its 
once famous demi-paradise. Until our country turned into one gigantic festering migrant 
camp. Sewage and garbage and filth and migrants everywhere. Until our infrastructure 
imploded. Until our nation’s assets were consumed. Until ‘ealth care collapsed as Third 
World diseases ran amok. Plagues everywhere. Until our national ‘eritage was 
vandalized and destroyed. Until our cities were devoured and destroyed. Until Great 
Britain was devoured and destroyed. Bankrupted!  



Then Dhimmi Dave begged the EU and UN to borrows funds for the ‘temporary’ 
emergency ---- which placed the nation in ‘ock and facing ruinous EU interest and 
penalties. The Dictator of Berlin having a notorious fetish for punishing any nation which 
not only could not keep up the billions in EU payments required by Brussels Junta and 
the billions in UN payments required by The Slithery Snake of the UN. But after 
bankrupting out country Dhimmi Dave was desperate to borrow funds. So Great Britain 
slipped from one of the richest countries in the EU to among the compromised countries 
along with Sweden, Greece, Spain, Portugal, Italy, The Netherlands, Belgium, 
Luxemburg, and France. The rest of the rebellious ‘Fascist’ European countries ‘aving 
defected from the EU. That there double ‘eaded Eagle Confederation. At that point the 
Nordic countries and Denmark other than Swedishtan rebelled. And the blood ran in the 
streets. And then the Dutch did their exodus. More blood ran in the streets. But Dhimmi 
Dave just kept applying the screws as ‘e screwed us. The trouble with British is that we 
‘ave a fetish for due process of law -----even as our laws were ‘ighjacked and our 
ancient democracy was ‘ighjacked by tyranny. 

And Dictator of Berlin was a taskmaster when The Drunkard of Brussels took each 
nation into ‘receivership’ and crucified its people for the sins of bankrupting their 
countries even if the bankrupting was caused by EU and UN laws, and EU and UN 
extravagance, and EU and UN corruption, and EU and UN open borders, and the 
bankrupting was caused by the bleeding of billions and then trillions being spent to 
support the global emergency of the Muslim migrants ----- on top of ever escalating EU 
quotas of billions a year to support the Brussels Junta and billions a year to support The 
Slithery Snake of the UN and his cronies . So Great Britain bleed itself dry as its citizens 
used up every last penny while waiting on the Muslim migrant ‘guests’ as if servants ----- 
as if White Slaves ----- while the migrants raped their children while taking whatever 
bric-a-brac the jiyzah tax collectors or else Morality Police did not confiscate. 

So now I want to kill myself a Quisling. And when the Chimes toll at Midnight I am going 
to kill myself a Quisling. What did some angry Brexit Tory say of Dhimmi Dave? ‘ I want 
to stab him in the front so I can see his face as he screams.’ Too bad Dhimmi Dave is 
already so ‘orribly dead. And the Dictator of Berlin. So ‘orribly dead. And the Drunkard of 
Brussels is too deep in his bunker to be killed. And the Slithery Snake of the UN is now 
bloody bird seed. But I am going to kill myself a Quisling. Then I will turn on my neon 



sign and welcome King ‘arry to London. And tomorrow I and all of my fellow Cockneys 
will march into OUR Guildhall once again.” 

*** *** 

“....I remember how Holier Than Thou Religious Motherfuckers screwed Britain after the 
Brexit” the fireman said as he frantically marched across the urban devastation. Arson 
fires erupting everywhere. Drug gangs waging battles everywhere. Packs of Wild 
Children prowling everywhere. Packs of Scavenger Rats prowling everywhere. 
Everyone looking for someone to attack as the darkness unchained madness as if the 
monstrous Garmr while unleashing the Dire Wolf Fenrir. Everyone being attacked. 
Everyone being devoured. Everyone listening to the howls of Ferals to flee. He paused 
to listen to the howls of Ferals before desperately zigzagging to escape them. 

“How the church leaders and church charities harangued and harangued and 
harangued and harangued the British people. How could the indigenous not share their 
nation? Share their prosperity? Share their homes and clothes and food and life 
savings? And how could the indigenous morally rationalize hogging their houses and 
their food and their clothes and their live savings and retirement savings when so many 
migrants were in need. 10,000 coming every week. 20,000 coming every week. 30,000 
coming every week. 40,000 coming every week. 50,000 coming every week. Christian 
charities aiding and abetting the invasion. Fucking Christian charities and fucking 
Christian churches aiding and abetting the importation of hundreds of thousands of Mos 
in a nonstop deluge month after month and year after year! Especially Mo ‘children’ who 
were always over twenty years old! Aiding and abetting the invasion while blessing it as 
Christian charity — but expecting the nation’s taxes to pay for their ‘charity’. Haranguing 
and bullying people into agreeing to the indiscriminate importation of hundreds of 
thousands of Mos a year. Hundreds of thousands of Mos a month. Hundreds of 
thousands of Mos a week.  

If challenged these so-called ‘Christian’ charities and churches freely admitted they did 
not vent or investigate any of them. Or follow up on them. Or investigate their impact on 
the indigenous who had to live with the consequences of their Christian charity. Or 
follow through in making the Mos integrate or assimilate. Or investigate their ability to 
learn English or get a job. Their IQ. If they were inbred. If they had highly contagious 
diseases like tuberculosis or syphilis. When challenged if ISIS terrorists were slipping 



into the country as if wolves in migrant sheep’s clothing they said that was not their 
responsibility either.  

If challenged about the potential of importing backward Islamic beliefs or Islamic 
misogyny or Islamic rape culture or Islamic honor killings or Islamic genital mutilation or 
Islamic taharrush or Islamic radicalism they said that was not their responsibility either. 
Nor the fact they were mostly importing males of war age which would tip the sexual 
balance in favor of too many randy males which would increase the odds of rape. That 
was not their responsibility either. Nor the potential of importing Afghanistan dancing 
boy prostitution or child molestation. Their responsibility was to import hundreds of 
thousands of Mos into the country. Because it was Christian charity! A Christian 
obligation! To hell with the consequences! To hell with the impact on the country or the 
indigenous people! 

Just keep shoving more and more and more Mos into every inch of this country until the 
British People gagged! Haranguing every parishioner and browbeating every Christian 
worshiper to bring in more and more and more and more and more and more Mos! To 
hell with the demographics when the Mos would outnumber the Christians! To hell with 
the fact the Mos were butchering the last Christians in the Islamic Levant! To hell with 
the history of Islam butchering Christians! To hell with the tenets of Islam blessing 
butchering Christians! Just keep shoving more and more and more and more Mos into 
the country! Everyone had to ‘share’ the burden ---- except the Luvvies and politicians 
who conveniently lived in safe all white shires! ‘We can do this!’ So the indigenous used 
up all of their life savings and nation’s assets caring for the Muslim migrants who moved 
into their nation and their cities and their homes and took everything as if entitled. Which 
they were.  

Until the Dhimmis found themselves homeless as every week another 20,000 migrants 
arrived and had to be housed. Then another 30,000 next week. Then another 40,000 
another week. Then another 50,000 the following week. Then another 60,000 a week. 
Then another 70,000 a week. Then another 80,000 a week. Then another 90,000 a 
week. Then another 100,000. Then another 200,000, Then another 500,000. Then a 
million. Then another million. Then another million. Then ten million. Then twenty 
million. Then fifty million. Then one hundred million. God! Why didn’t the damn fools 
assassinate our so-called national leaders, those Loki Insider traitors? The Judases! I 
would have shot Dhimmi Dave right between the eyes! But first I would have shot every 



so-called Christian leader in the brains! Starting with the Pope and then the Archbishop 
of Canterbury! 

Did the religious fools listen to the Dali Lama who warned that ‘Germany should stay 
Germany’ and Europe was taking in too many migrants? A warning based on the reality 
that his Tibetans were being replaced and displaced and erased by the Chinese 
according to a deliberate migration policy of the Communist Party? Tibet being very 
much a cautionary tale of a small population overwhelmed by a large population of 
invaders. No! The religious fools likened to New World Order globalists like Macron! 

Macron who announced that the world had entered an age of mass migration which will 
be inescapable for Europe. Macron who asserted that the huge migration of millions and 
millions and millions and millions of Third World failed state Mos to Europe would only 
accelerate out of all possibility to control or slow or stop as a result of ‘geopolitical 
uncertainties and climatic destabilisation’. Macron who declined to study how Grand 
Solar Minimum little ice ages brought down and destroyed civilization after civilization 
throughout history because of a combination of famines and hordes of barbaric invaders 
overwhelming and destroying more advanced civilizations. 

‘We must not lie to our fellow citizens — immigration is not something which we can 
avoid’ Macron said so patronizingly while insisting the movement of millions and millions 
and millions and millions of unvented Third World failed state migrants of low education 
and low IQ who displayed absolutely no interest in Western values, just Western free 
money, would provide ‘economic, cultural and social opportunities. .... In all theories of 
growth, [immigration] is one of the positive determinants. But only provided you know 
how to take care of it. When we know how to integrate them and to train them, women 
and men renew our society, giving it a new impetus and fresh bursts of creativity and 
innovation’ he said. With such a world view what could possibly go wrong?” the fireman 
shouted as he shot indiscriminately at a charging mob of Druggies. 

“So the indigenous were bullied into sharing their country ---- until it was taken from 
them. Share their nation’s assets — until that was taken from them. Share their homes 
— until that was taken from them. Share their life savings ---- until that was taken from 
them. Everything taken from them step by step by step. Told they were morally 
obligated to hand over everything they possessed including their very children ---- step 



by step by step. So now the homeless and ruined and starving Dhimmi huddle in the 
few churches still left ---- despite the fact their churches had betrayed them.  

Some with a suitcase of the very last miserable possessions which the kleptomaniac 
Migrants or Jizyah Tax Collectors or Morality Police did not seize. Some with their 
bleeding and sexually violated children. Some clutching torn and bloody clothes over 
their own sexually violated bodies. Some utterly destitute. Homeless. Brutalized. 
Traumatized. Refugees in their own city. Except London is no longer their city. London is 
now the city of Macron’s and Merkel’s and Big Sis’ and Blair’s and Dhimmi Dave’s 
glorious global Muslim Migrant Community of vibrant diversity and invigorating multi-
culturalism” the fireman snarled as he shot more attacking starving migrants as he 
retreated up the post apocalyptic nightmare street formally known as Piccadilly. 
Weaving in and out of burned out automobiles and buses and lorries. The stench of 
mounds of garbage and corpses overpowering. “For the global good of course! Allah 
bless diversity! Isn’t multi-cultural diversity ‘swell’! 

It was an emergency. A global emergency. After all! It was a crisis because the Muslim 
failed states had so many indigent migrants because their religion not only forbad birth 
control. It blessed out of control inbred breeding. And their leaders were so corrupt. And 
it was to their advantage to export their failure. And so they were poor. So poor. Even if 
their poverty was their own fault. Their leader’s fault. Their religion’s fault. The fault of 
their R genetics. The fault of their inbreeding and overbreeding. The fault of their sloth 
and irresponsibility and rotten life decisions. All as the Maunder Minimum and ecological 
collapse destroyed their failed states. So it was a crisis. Which naturally it was assumed 
Christian Europe was obligated to fix. Why?” the fireman snarled bitterly. “Why? Why? 
Why? I would have fucking shot The Drunkard of Brussels right between his eyes. And 
then shot the Dictator of Berlin in her pig brains. Then yanked the life support out from 
under the living corpse of Big Sis. And then shot The Swine of the UN right in the middle 
of his slithery forked tongue smirk. And then snuffed That Hungarian Black-marketeer as 
an after dinner mint. Flushed him down the Najis toilet. An ex-Jew who would sell out 
his fellow Jews to the Nazis deserved to be flushed down a Najis toilet! But first I would 
shot the Christian church leaders who betrayed their religion and their flocks!” 

The fireman carefully walked over a board bridge over a massive pool of raw sewage. A 
starving African lunged at him with an iron bar. The fireman shot him in the stomach. He 
fell screaming into the cesspool. Drowning in sewage. “So much for the desperate 



Africans with no money who sold themselves into slavery in the delusion that Eurabia’s 
streets are paved in ...... “ The fireman wove his way through rotting corpses as the 
screaming migrant drowned in sewage. “After being told that ‘benevolent’ Islamic 
slavery would be preferable to starving in environmentally devastated Africa. I wonder 
what they think when they actually see the Islamic paradise of Dr ul Islamic Eurabia or 
Dar ul Islamic Anglestan? 

It was almost as if it was all planned. Christian extinction. White extinction. The 
European extinction. Western extinction. The EU and UN almost plotting it. The New 
World Order almost plotting it. The 1960s Multi-cultural Leftists and self hating Cultural 
Marxists almost plotting it. The Social Justice Warriors almost planning it. The delusional 
feminists almost blessing it. The Regressive Left Four Ps aiding and abetting it. Even 
the Christian church leaders! Even the Pope telling his flock to stop reproducing while 
blessing the importation of millions of Mos to displace and replace the dwindling Italians 
in Italy. The Heart of the Catholic Religion.  

That Marxist motherfucker all but standing on the shore with a neon sign saying ‘Come 
on in! Invade Catholic Italy! Rape and kill every Catholic Italian! Burn and destroy every 
Catholic church! Blow up the entire heritage of Italy including the Pride of Rome! Finish 
what you started when you sacked Rome after Mohammad declared war in Christian 
Rome in 632! Here! Take the Vatican! Blow up the priceless art of the Renaissance! 
White wash the priceless Sistine Chapel frescos! Turn it all into a fucking mosque! Give 
me a gun to blow out my brains! We don’t deserve to live!’ 

As if self loathing translated into cultural suicide. But it is not genocide if it is just 
European Whites going extinct. Is it? Eh? Eh? Western Whites going extinct. Christians 
going extinct. Oh no! No! No! It is multi-cultural diversity! It is not genocide if the 
Regressive Left proudly declares that the only thing it wants for Christmas is ‘White 
Genocide’. It is not genocide if they are openly told by their leaders and even their 
church leaders they should stop breeding and stop reproducing and abort their 
biological future and just ‘let their country become darker’ as Whites go extinct! As 
Christianity goes extinct! As the West dies! 

So step by step the new refugees of multi-cultural diversity huddle in the few shabby 
Christian churches still left in the worst part of the slums where they were relegated to 
as Najis filth as their descent into hell on earth continued unabated. Oh look! Another 



church! This one has to be empty. I can go hide in the ....” But as the fireman zigzagged 
up to the gutted ruin he saw more shadows. And these shadows were not cowering. 
“Look. The Ferals are on my trail. I don’t care who you are if only you will...” 

“Bugger off Mo! Or else be shot in your pig brains by this air rifle!” The fireman retreated 
and then resumed his desperate force march as the howls of the Ferals came ever 
closer and closer.... 

Inside the fire gutted church an ex-priest kept his rifle aimed at the retreating enemy. 
Soldiers behind him resumed their silent vigil as they waited for the Chimes to toll at 
Midnight to attack. The ex-priest surveyed the fire gutted and trashed church ----- which 
used to be his church. “I am so ashamed of being one of the appeasing Quislings I can’t 
even dare admit I once wore a ‘dog collar’. Christianity betrayed its worshipers. Pagans 
would not have surrendered to ‘D’ badges of shame. Even the Swedes finally started to 
fight back. But not us. The spectacle of Archbishops surrendering like gutless eunuchs. 
Our Archbishop of Canterbury signing the Protocols of Omar to sell his flock into 
Dhimmitude. Or that damn fool Pope who said Europe had to open its borders to the 
poor suffering Mos.  

It was our ‘Christian Duty’ he said. They all said. Our Christian leaders! Me! Even as 
Mos we invited into our churches in ‘diversity services’ openly insulted us ---- in Arabic 
----- while openly praying that we were a ‘people of gross error’ — in Arabic while openly 
declaring that there was only one god, Allah, and one prophet, Mohammad, on one 
religion, Islam, which was destined to conquer and subjugate and rule the world. We 
opened our doors while ordering our parishioners to embrace the migrants ---- until 
millions were invading. Millions! Millions and millions and millions. All on the dole and 
doubling their population every twenty years! Outbreeding us! Overwhelming us! 

And guess what. The same people who were exterminating every single Christian in the 
Islamic Levant and attacking every single Christian refugee in the migrant camps 
commenced brutalizing the Christian flock here and throughout Europe as if wolves in 
sheep clothing. Jewish persecution and Christian persecution doubling and tripling and 
quadrupling and quintupling as millions and millions and millions of Muslims invaded. 
Muslims proudly posting their riots and assaults of Jews and Christians on Youtube 
while attacking churches and graveyards and attacking any and all Christian symbols 
while timing their worst terrorism attacks for Christmas! Slashing the throats of priests in 



front of their parishioners. Terrorizing anyone who dared to display a cross or holy 
symbol. Terrorizing any open display of any Christian holiday or event! Criminalizing 
Christianity with their terrorism! And the Pope was so surprised! Everyone was so 
surprised! And still he was so gutless he refused to do anything to protect his flock. To 
protect Europe. He was about to sign over the entire Vatican to become a mosque when 
he was ..... so messily..... assassinated. By the Mos? Or his own betrayed Catholics? 
Who knows? Who cares? Christianity betrayed its worshipers. I betrayed my 
worshipers.  

I remember when the Archbishop of Canterbury gave the orders. The churches were 
ordered stripped of whatever was not already confiscated in order to house migrants ..... 
‘just for a while’.... which became months ..... and then years. So finally the Christian 
Dhimmis were left with only the worse of the churches in the slums where they might 
not ‘offend’ the Best of Peoples. Which no longer were us. Five churches. Then three 
churches. Then two. Then one. All as arson fires gutted every Christian church not 
confiscated to become a mosque. And the betrayed ex-Christians huddled in the fire 
gutted ruins. Homeless. Destitute. Starving . Jizya taxing them out of hearth and home 
and food.  

And of course the government of the nation had to devote it dwindling monies toward 
the desperate migrants while trying to pay the billions in interest charged by the EU and 
UN on top of trying to pay the billions required annually by the EU and UN. And fines 
and reparations of course. And mosque conversions. That was very important. To build 
mosques for the hundreds of thousands and thousands and thousands and thousands 
of Muslim migrants who were coming into the country each week. And the Global Jihad 
of course. That was very important. And of course the Dhimmis could not go to the Red 
Crescent unless they converted. Per Sharia no ‘D’ could be given Muslim charity. 

Many did. Convert. The starving. The brutalization. The degrading. It got too much. Who 
would cling to a religion which betrayed them? But the converts were suspected of just 
converting for food. It was declared that they were fake Muslims. Takfir Kafirs. So they 
were castrated and sold into White Slavery instead. Then the Red Crescent ran out of 
money altogether. So that was that. So the fewer and fewer and fewer starving Dhimmis 
slunk away into the shadows of the worst slums to endure. Then Tommy Robinson told 
everyone who could run to run. London was now the Medina Trench. And it was! By 
now most of the Dhimmis who were left were the Cockneys of London. The Cockneys 



knew the city’s warren to hide in. The Cockney Cockroaches they were now called. The 
Cockney Cockroach Infestation. Still the Najis Cockneys survived somehow. They 
turned Harbi. They turned Morlock.  

As for the few dwindling Christian ‘D’s. Mostly they starved. All while trying to elude the 
Morality Police who beat them up for having no jizya to buy protection from Ghazi 
Razzia pillage and rapine. Trying to save their few children from Devshirme culling. 
Starving. Starving. Starving. In rags. Their faces foul with scurry. Their teeth rotting 
away. Filthy rags clinging to skin and bones. Lice and vermin crawling all over their 
rotting rags and skin and bones. Christianity betrayed its worshipers! The leaders of the 
Christian churches lied to their worshipers! I lied to my worshipers! 

We Christian Quislings said if we appeased our conquerors they would be merciful. We 
said religions were all alike and Islam was a religion of peace. We said Christians were 
suppose to turn the other cheek. We said Christians had to atone. Atone for what? 
Atone for the Crusades. Balderdash! The Crusades were a baker’s dozen of defensive 
battles to slow down the Islamic blitzkrieg which was conquering and destroying the 
entire Christian World. Islamic conquest at the cost of 50% of the Christians and Jews 
and 100% of all Zoroastrians in less than a century from 666. And during the next 1400 
years Islam exterminated Christianity in the Levant. Exterminated! Genocide! And now 
here! Extermination! Genocide! Atone? Atone? Atone for what? Wanting to exist as 
something other than a Najis filthy sub human ‘D’? Refusing to be forced to become 
Mos?  

‘Kufr and Islam are opposed to each other. The progress of the one is possible only at 
the expense of the other and co-existence between the two contradictory faiths are 
unthinkable!’ So declared the great Ahmad Sirhindi. That is Islam. And that is what we 
lied to our worshipers about. The Clash of Civilizations was started by Islam in 632 
when Mohammad declared war on the entire world. ‘....embrace Islam and you will be 
safe.’. We lied. We lied. We lied. We even lied to ourselves. We lied ourselves right into 
the Medina Trench which was our mass grave!  

The Hindus and Sikhs tried to warn us. The past would repeat itself. Like Old Hindustan. 
So would New Anglestan. But we Christians were so damn naive. It was only when the 
Hindus and Sikhs fled that the Christians started to suspect that we Christian Quislings 
were lying to them. ‘Dhimmi Dave’ earned his name..... and every Christian leader 



except York earned their name of Quisling. ‘The honor of Islam lies in insulting the Kufr 
and the Kafirs” Sirhindi proclaimed. ‘They should be kept at arm’s length like (Najis 
filthy) dogs.....’  

But still we lied. We lied. We lied. We Christian Quislings told our fellow Christians that 
Dhimmis were the ‘People of the Book’ so we would be protected. The jizya was to 
‘protect’ us. You know..... like protection extortion. That disenfranchised sub human sub 
citizen existence was ok. It was survival. And our conquerors would show us mercy. We 
Quisling Christian leaders told our flocks that they had to give up the franchise and they 
had to give up the Magna Carta and they had to give up Common Law and they had to 
give up their legal rights as British citizens. It was politically correct. It was multi-cultural. 
It was atonement for past sins. It was temporary. It was a misunderstanding which 
would be corrected. It was a global emergency. So step by step by step we Quislings 
told the Christian ‘D’s to gave up everything. Step by step by step. All of their legal 
rights. Step by step by step. All of their human rights. Step by step by step. Everything 
they possessed. Step by step by step. Even their humanity. Step by step. Even their 
children. Step by step. As Dhimmis they were now sub human Najis filth. Each forced to 
wear the badge of ‘D’ as if reliving of the Nazi Holocaust.”  

The ex-priest stared at the ruins of what was once his church. The crosses and holy 
things long ago vandalized. Bullet riddled walls. Obscene Arabic graffiti on some walls. 
Harbi revolution posters pasted to other walls. The beautiful glass windows long ago 
smashed. The sacred altar long ago defiled. Bones of pigs and dogs arranged in ritual 
patterns to scare away the Mos. Soldiers silently waited to wage war. Silent as if dark 
shadows in the shadows. Then he heard a helicopter roar across the sky followed by 
random sounds of machine guns blazing away. Then migrants covering every part of 
every befouled sidewalk screaming. Moaning. Dying. Then the sounds of the helicopters 
circling back and again machine gunning everything that moved on the open streets. 
But the church was still somewhat intact to provide a defensive bastion. “Hell! The 
Tower jihadists are doing our job for us. Killing even Mos indiscriminately. 

‘D’s were told to stay in the slums because they were contagious Najis filth. The ‘foulest 
of base animals’. ‘The vilest of creatures’. People of ‘no morality’ and ‘no intelligence’. 
‘Pigs’. ‘Dogs’. ‘Apes’. ‘Rot’. ‘Decay’. ‘Vermin’. Muslim versions of Untouchables. Shoved 
off sidewalks into gutters. Told to go to the back of the queue. Then told the Muslims 
would not serve them at all. Told to go elsewhere. Stores would not serve them. 



Businesses would not serve them. The government would not serve them. The dole and 
healthcare would not serve them. Entry doors and water fountains and seats and every 
single thing was now marked with the symbol of the ‘Brotherhood of the Faithful’ and the 
‘Sisterhood of the Faithful’ and the ‘Najis Dhimmis. A sign of the ‘D’ within a red circle 
with a slash through the ‘D’ to indicate ‘No Dhimmis and Dogs allowed’. And still we 
Christian Quislings told our worshipers to appease and appease and appease. Crawl on 
our collective bellies. Kowtow! Beg! Grovel! 

Unable to testify in Sharia court even to defend themselves. Then Arabic ordered to 
replace Jahiliyyah English so no one could understand what was going on as their 
government was highjacked and then their nation was highjacked. If a Muslim killed a 
Dhimmis he was only required to pay ½ blood debt ----- if he wished. But he never did. 
Killing Dhimmis became the new sport. Killing Dhimmis and beating up Dhimmis and 
raping Dhimmis. Humiliating Dhimmis. Brutalizing Dhimmis. Degrading Dhimmis. 
Cologne New Year’s Eve became the Dhimmi Damnation Dance every single day of the 
week. Running through gauntlets of humiliation! 

Ordered to the back of the bus or riding trains third class. Then not allowed to ride 
busses at all — until they broke down. Or trains —until they broke down. Not allowed in 
stores at all — until the stores were looted and burned. Not allowed at public water 
fountains as the water supply broke down and cholera and typhoid erupted all over the 
city. Not even allowed to bury their dead because graveyards were now segregated. 
Then their graveyards were plowed up to become Muslim migrant camps. Their dead 
were thrown into the garbage heaps and their crosses and graves were vandalized and 
then used as paving stones for the Muslim migrants to defile with the soles of their dirty 
trainers. Just like back in Old Mughal Hindustan. And still we Christian Quislings told our 
worshipers to appease and appease and appease. Hell! More helicopters blasting away 
at anyone and everyone. Do they know that the Chimes will toll at Midnight?  

Everything was segregated. The irony of course being that now the Muslim migrants no 
longer self segregated. Instead they ordered us Najis Dhimmis to segregate. Apartheid 
laws kicked in. Anglestan’s version of ‘Jim Crow’ laws. The Christian ‘D’s became a 
hidden and persecuted species of sub human only allowed to exist to toil to maintain the 
Ubermensch Ummah. Their loathsomeness ordered out of view so as not to offend the 
Ubermensch Ummah. The Christian ‘D’s became vermin. The Christian ‘D’s became 
monstrous. And some of the ‘D’s became Morlocks as they renounced Christianity and 



damned us Quislings. Belatedly the dwindling Christian Dhimmis clung to their last 
church when once they never used to bother to worship at all. Then it was gutted by fire.  

Then the Dhimmis huddled in their rags and decay and tried to remember how step by 
step by step they lost it all. Their nation. Their city. Their homes. Their jobs. Their 
possessions. Their freedoms. Their prosperity. Their children. Their very humanity. To 
become reduced to sub human Najis Filthy ‘D’s. The Islamic version of the Untouchable. 
As hideous as zombies in their foul rags and scurry sores and rotting teeth and festering 
skin and starving bones. And they tried to remember how it happened. How they lost it 
all. And how we Christian Quislings helped to betray them. I am no longer a priest. I am 
no longer a Christian. I am a Harbi! I am a Morlock! And tonight I am murdering every 
Mo Eloi my rifle snares in its cross hairs!....”  

*** *** 

The fireman saw a fire barrel and came up to warm himself. A small crowd huddled 
around it. Everyone offering a ‘tithe’ to feed the fire. But the sight of the fireman’s 
sinister black uniform caused the ‘D’s to cower deeper into the growing darkness. The 
fireman warmed his hands as he eyed the staving who were cowering in the darkness. 
They were Dhimmis. The starving and ragged remains of the 1960s Baby Boomers. He 
felt their accusing eyes on him. Part of the fireman wanted to speak to them. The victims 
of the Great Replacement. Part of the fireman wanted to apologize. Part of the fireman 
wanted to do something, anything, even join the rebellion. The fireman sighed. The fire 
might scare away the Ferals. The starving ‘D’s might distract the Ferals so he could 
escape. Survival reduced to simply being faster at running away from the sicker who 
would become the easy targets. But the shame was too much. Then he turned to leave 
as the starving and ragged Dhimmis huddled in the darkness for him to leave. “I 
am......so very .....sorry” the fireman whispered.  

“Soon!” a voice whispered in reply.  

“We have long memories!” another whispered in the darkness. The fireman flinched and 
then resumed his desperate march into the dark night.... 

*** *** 



“Your chap Davy appears to be the exception which proves the rule” Guy told Wolfe. I 
used to be a criminologist” Guy explained as he arranged his pearls. “Let me take the 
safety off your gun before you start blasting away oh Wolfey the Great and Terrible. You 
are adorable but you will shoot yourself in your big toe unless I help you.” 

“How did you in up in that job?” Wolfe asked. “You don’t seem the type.” 

“I could clearly see that law and order was breaking down so I went into criminality 
studies to try to save this country” Guy explained. “But then I realized the only way to 
save this country was through war. So I joined the armed resistance instead and 
became a gun instructor. The criminality departments were so brainwashed by 
Regressive insanity they refused to admit the core reality of crime: the bio-diversity of 
genetics” he explained. “I was doing my graduate work under criminologist Brian 
Boutwell. The whole ‘Environmental Social Patriarchal victimhood spiel was total 
bullshit” Guy said. “Total bullshit which was blinding everyone to the reality of Europe 
and Britain’s exploding crime epidemic which was fueling the Newtonian ‘for every 
action there is an opposite reaction’ radicalization of indigenous crime in response to 
Migrant crime.” 

“I remember a stupid German magazine thesis that the breakdown of law and order in 
Germany was occurring because of violence against migrants. That was to say the 
violent backlash against migrant crime by Germans fighting back against totally out of 
control migrant crimes which then spawned more migrant crime by the migrants as the 
Germans started to attack them for attacking them. I think the author failed to get the 
gist of the cause and effect of spiraling crime” Wolfe said dryly. 

Guy laughed bitterly. “Crime is based on genetics, gender, IQ, inbreeding, and 
overbreeding. Crime is more than anything else based on genetics. Genetics pretty 
much dominates along with the chemistry of gender. And by gender I don’t mean that 
Regressive Left it- is- all- in- your- mind crap! Sex are chemistry! Testosterone or 
estrogen. Chromosomes of XY or else XX. Period. Sexual chemistry and genetics. 
Period. Fact. Everything else follows those brutally simple yet complex facts. The 
Regressive Left and their Trannie Feminist Group Identity Race Victimhood bunkum 
was always total irrationality. It was never based on science. Not any of it! And Ethnicity 
ie Race is simply a cluster of genetics and the chemistry of sex magnified by inbreeding 
or over breeding and frosted by cultural influences. 



Sexual chemistry and genetics and inbreeding and over breeding leads to every other 
indicator of potential criminality. IQ genes. Addiction genes. Behavioral genes. Genes 
for depression. Genes for anxiety. Genes for personality like introverts or extroverts. The 
psychopathic gene. The gene for the penchant for violence. The gene for self control. 
The gene for amorality and opportunism which is part of the criminal gene. The K vs R 
gene. Sexual chemistry further impacts the cocktail of genes. Which genes are 
magnified. Strength. Aggression. Competition. Ambition. Or else maternal 
protectiveness. Tenderness. The ability to display or else not display open emotion. The 
analytical and technological and mechanical mind or else the emotional or intuitive or 
creative state of mind. If one will play computer games and then become a computer 
programer of engineer of scientist or else an artist or touchy feelly administrator of 
personal. An scientist or inventor or else a politician. A creator or else an explorer. The 
guardian of a home or else a guardian of a country. 

It all comes down to sexual chemistry or genetics and to a lessor extent inbreeding or 
over breeding frosted by culture. To be exact genetic clusters and chemistry clusters. 
And most clusters are easily identified through the simplistic indicator of ethnicity and 
the gender of male or else female. The frequency of important genes clustering together 
into indicative patterns determines behavior. Equality of opportunity on a level playing 
field aside, chemistry and genetics determines all. Including success or failure or 
criminality. So collectively blessing or else blaming a race or environment or culture for 
individual success or failure is patently absurd according to hard science.  

Of course one must judge the individual and not the group. We are dealing with 
statistical probabilities of chemistry and genetic clusters in contributing to the 
predisposition within an environment of culture and to a much lessor extent economics. 
But economics is a poor indicator. A K genetic of high IQ will always triumph over 
economics. A R genetic of low IQ will never triumph over economics, much less 
adversity or bad luck.” 

“I imagine you were blacklisted by the Regressive Left” Wolfe said.  

Guy laughed bitterly. “I was thrown out of university for the heresy of engaging in 
science instead of emotional brainwashing!” 



“So how did you interpret the crime spikes as Mos invaded us?” Wolfe said. “Other than 
Code 291 denial or else ‘It is not the fault of the poor Mos because they are victims of 
Colonial White Male Patriarchy’!” 

Guy snickered bitterly. “Fact: 50% of all Mos are proven to be inbred to the point of no 
return. Fact: Mos in the Levant average IQs in the 80s. Fact: Mos in Africa average IQs 
in the 70s. The IQ of 85 is the cutoff for retardation. The North West Hemisphere ie 
Caucasian and the North East Hemisphere ie Asiatic excluding the Pakistani and 
Bangladeshi sub species, ranges in average between 90 and 100 with Jews averaging 
between 100 and 120. Therefore IQ is the biggest definer along with the R vs K gene, 
for either Great Divergence/Great Convergence Advanced World super states or else 
Third World failed states. Period.  

Also indigenous low crime rates vs. migrant high crime rates. Like for instance Ghazi 
Razzia Holy War for Holy Profit Jihad. Translation: shockingly appalling antisocial 
migrant criminality in the North West Hemisphere. Indigenous passion for law and order 
and civic responsibility vs migrant loathing of law and order and opportunistic 
exploitation of the indigenous population combined with absolutely no civic 
responsibility. Chancers. Rip off artists. Rapeugees. Gimmegrants. The Cologne 
Rapists of New Year’s Eve 2016. Also indigenous low dole abuse rates vs migrant high 
dole abuse rates. Indigenous high employment rates vs migrant low employment rates. 
Indigenous high graduation and education rates vs migrant low graduation and 
education rates. Indigenous high tech skill rates vs migrant low tech skills rates. Also 
highly patriotic and highly successful indigenous citizenry or else disloyal and 
appallingly unsuccessful criminality of thuggery of Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. All entirely 
predictable!” 

“So we really did fuck ourselves didn’t we?” Wolfe said.  

“Yeah!” Guy said matter of fact. “Macron and Hollande and Blair and Brown and Merkel 
and Junker and Big Sis and everyone else who blessed Third World migration at the 
behest of Soros were arseholes at best! Traitors at worse!” 

“Fuck those Loki Insider Traitors!” Wolfe snarled.  



“They blessed the mass importation of genetic clusters with high frequencies of 
probabilities of low IQ, high criminality, low self control, high mental illness, paranoia, 
high penchant for violence, addiction, self destructive behaviors, emotional instead of 
critical thinking, behavioral problems, poor education potential, poor work ethic, anti-
social behaviors, psychosis, physical illnesses, R genetics, low self esteem, life history 
speeds of the Re genetics which indicates abuse and abandonment of children instead 
of investment in children, opportunistic behaviors iconic of criminality, and ---- and this is 
the kicker ----- high fertility!” 

“Oh fuck!” Wolfe snarled.  

“The only environmental indicator besides winning Cultural traits procreating Great 
Divergence Success is the North Hemisphere. The harsh Northern Hemisphere is a 
Darwinian selector of evolutionary traits. The especially harsh North West Hemisphere 
which encourages small nation states is a big time Darwinian sector of evolutionary 
traits. Evolution is based on competition. The best species or sub species to survive in 
its environmental niche is the best competitor. Competition to survive in a harsh 
environment selects the best mutations of winning genetics. The fittest genes of 
survival.  

In this case the harsh Northern Hemisphere with its cycles of little ice ages willows out 
R genetics and defective genetics to bless K genetics and high IQ and other winning 
genetic clusters. That is why little ice ages both destroy civilizations and also causes 
spikes in revolutionary technologies. A tropic zone is to a degree more ‘forgiving’ of 
herds of species with the minimum of competition give or take the abundance of 
diseases which warmth spawns. The Northern Hemisphere is more killing. Only the best 
can survive. The best sub species of humanoid. The best culture to give the best sub 
species of humanoid the best chance to survive.” 

“So that is why the Advanced World ended up in the worst hemisphere! I always 
wondered why!” Wolfe said. “The Cradle of Civilizations went bust after giving birth to 
Mankind!” 

“Yeah. Gardens of Eden by definition are not Darwinian. Why the nurturing Garden of 
Eden of the Cradle of Civilizations went bust is a big question of which IQ and Islam 
must play a large role. But we were never allowed to investigate that” Guy said. “The 



Regressive Left piffle of humans as a blank slate was fatal bunkum. So was the Cultural 
Marxist pathological hated of the West. They damned success! That compelled them to 
also damn the genes of success and therefore the best clusters of genes of success! 
Us!” 

“So the Kalergi Plan was indeed predicated on destroying the superior genetic sub 
species of mankind to replace them with the worst sub species of mankind. To be exact 
Mos!” 

Guy nodded. “Islam is a great totalitarian ideology cum cult religion for an inferior sub 
species of mankind. It is all controlling. Inferior genetics requires that. Islam also hates 
books other than the Koran and literacy and education and science and technology and 
also freedom and democracy and capitalism and the free market place of competition. 
Those are all winning characteristics of very Advanced World civilizations which requires 
high IQ and great genetics. Islam also hates the West which is a super competitive 
culture where only the best sub species of humanoid, ie the best I Q and genetic cluster, 
can survive. And Islam brilliantly exploits low IQ and inferior genetics to its benefit.” 

“Cannon fodder” Wolfe said.  

“Yeah!” Guy said bluntly. “The best cannon fodder is a low IQ cluster of inferior genes 
such as the R gene, the gene of bad behavior, the gene of mental disorders, the gene of 
violence, the gene of psychopathic amorality, the gene of low self control, the gene of 
criminality, the gene of infantile emotionalism instead of intellect and reason and self 
will. The gene that loves the Divine Slavery of a cult instead of freedom. The gene of 
addiction ---- provided you can cut off access to drugs or alcohol to just keep the self 
destructive quality. The gene of short life speeds typical of the R. The gene of 
opportunistic criminality. The gene that values quantity of cheap life replacements over 
the quality of investment in life. Ie high fertility.” 

“‘We love death more than you love life so we will win’” Wolfe said.  

“Sure! Cannon fodder can’t be allowed to feel love for the expendable!” 

“There are 99 names for Allah but Love is not one of them” Wolfe said.  



“Exactly oh Wolfey the Great and Terrible! Combined with perverted sex through rigid 
sexual segregation and encouragement of rape as an act and also a reward in war. 
Throw in the Reward of Paradise to counterbalance Hell on Earth and you have the 
perfect brain dead jihadist soldier!” 

“Combined with a cult that damns anyone outside of the Islamic R herd as sub human” 
Wolfe said.  

“Of course!” Guy said. “And inbreeding’ is also a deliberate decision to reverse evolution 
backwards to keep the cannon fodder a genetic cluster of the worse. High IQ and high 
quality genes won’t normally embrace Islam. Only Cultural Marxists and pathological 
nutters who hate the West and hate themselves and need a cult to control their self 
destructive inclinations would cross the genetic divide to join a genetic cesspool.” 

“Davy had the most amazing willful defiance of the Divine Slavery” Wolfe said.  

“Judge the individual rather than the group” Guy said. “I am speaking of statistical 
averages of frequencies of genetic clusters and chemistry clusters indicating of 
probabilities of success or failure. Clearly Davy was a K in every way. That is why I think 
he was never retarded. Quite the contrary.” 

“He was a K Kufr Takfir Kafir Carnivore in every way” Wolfe said. “The wyrd 
personification why the West is always the Best....” 

*** *** 

“....It was all a Big Lie” the fireman muttered as he marched into the darkness as if a 
magnet was pulling him toward it even as the howls of the Ferals were driving him 
relentlessly forward. “A big Lie. A lie to fool them. A lie to fool us.” At first the leaders said 
the Muslim migrants were needed to support the welfare state. To supplement the 
dwindling birth rate because UN mandated birth control and sustainable green quotes 
were too successful. Then Multi-cultural relativists said the indigenous citizenry were 
‘too white’ and ‘too prosperous’ and ‘too British’. So Dhimmi Blair opened the borders to 
rub the faces of the British in diversity as he so charmingly described it. Then Dhimmi 
Dave opened the borders even wider despite election after election proving the 
indigenous citizenry were alarmed at the uncontrollable migration and the straining of 



national resources and the overwhelmed infrastructure, plummeting wages, and the 
unraveling of social cohesion.  

Then rumors started of the ‘Great Displacement’ and the ‘Great Replacement. Even as 
report after report debunked multi-culturalism and diversity and even that arsehole 
Trevor Phillips debunked his entire Islamophobic xenophobic justification for open 
border importation of millions and millions and millions of Muslims from every Third 
World failed state. They did not come to work. They came to conquer. They did not 
come to buttress our economy to support the retiring baby boomers. They came to 
bankrupt the economy to bring down our nation. They did not come to integrate or 
assimilate or become patriotic citizens. They came as jihadists to conquer the Crusader 
Bastions of Dar ul Harb. They came to deliver war to the Abode of War. Great Britain 
was a battlefield. Let WW III commence!  

But still the Multi-cultural relativists lied and lied and lied as they said there was 
absolutely no difference between an indigenous citizen and a migrant or between an 
indigenous Britisher or a Chinese or Korean or a Hindu or Sikh or Buddhist or Afghani or 
Pakistani or Bangladeshi or North African or Ethiopian or Nigerian. Nations were 
obsolete. For now on there was only the Global Community. Except the latter was a lie. 
Another lie. Another BIG LIE. There was a fundamental difference. A difference between 
races and cultures. A difference between brains and inbred stupidity. A difference 
between what people call R genetics and K genetics. A difference between those willing 
to integrate and assimilate and those who refused to integrate or assimilate. A 
fundamental difference between Western Values and Ideals and other values and 
ideals. A fundamental difference between a work ethic and no work ethic.  

A fundamental difference between a Western educated modern person and an illiterate 
still living in the Koranic Medieval Dark Ages. A fundamental difference between 
someone who believed in the ‘Killer Applications’ and someone who embraced the 
‘Deadman’s Hand’. A fundamental difference between someone contributing 
intellectually and economically and aesthetically and socially and someone who 
negatively impacted the nation by straining its infrastructure and sapping its economy 
while hogging its housing and exploiting its health care while taking advantage of its 
social safety net while unraveling its social cohesion while spreading diseases while 
committing out of control criminality, arson, pillage, and rapine. A difference between a 
national patriotic citizen and an enemy coming to conquer and destroy.” 



The fireman’s skin pricked and he ducked under a burnt out carcass of a drug gang 
truck as more helicopters roared across the sky. Buzzing as wasps. Then he eased his 
way out and sniffed the cold air. The cold air carrying the rot of Ferals and also the 
putrid stench of the Green Park Jungle as if coloring the darkness with foulness. He 
agonized as he sniffed the closeness of evil. One hand inside the flap of his sinister 
black tunic to hold the butt of his gun. “I am running out of bullets! And bullets don’t take 
down Ferals because they are so rotten they can’t even feel the impact unless you blow 
their fucking heads off!” Then the fireman resumed his desperate zigzag across the 
devastation. He precariously eased his way across a plywood bridge thrown over a 
gigantic pool of sewage only to see masses of corpses floating in the huge pool of 
sewage. Great masses of diseased Halal Rats scurrying everywhere. Then he heard 
someone behind him! He spun around and shot a Green Park migrant as he lunged at 
him with an axe! Then the fireman hastily forced marched in another zigzag as more 
shadows rustled in the darkness. Attacking him? Or attacking the wounded and the 
dying? 

“There is a fundamental difference between someone who was productive and 
someone who just took and took and took and took and took” the fireman snarled. 
“There is a fundamental difference between someone who loved the country and 
someone who only wanted to exploit the country. There is a fundamental difference 
between someone who had a vested interest in preserving the country and someone 
who had an ulterior motive to destroy the country. There is a fundamental difference 
between someone who desperately cared about their country and someone who simply 
did not give a damn. There was a fundamental difference between a lawful citizen who 
loved their country and a migrant who buzzed from riches to riches to riches as if a 
locust to devour the work of others. In Arabic there is no word for ‘citizen’ just as there is 
no word for ‘conscience’ or ‘secular democracy’. And that is a very fundamental 
difference indeed!” 

The fireman heard rustling. He quickly pivoted around to confront more Green Park 
Jungle migrants as they tried to rush him. Starving. Drug addled. All but naked. Their 
flesh diseased. Skin hanging off in tatters. Pus exploding. Their extremities gangrenous. 
Their coordination jumbled. Their brains barely functioning. The Feralism not quite 
devouring some residue of vicious awareness leaving them still theoretically somewhat 
‘human’. The diseased creatures were armed with crude clubs which Ferals never 



bothered with. The fireman shot two Green Park Jungle Animals with one bullet and 
then retreated as the other Green Park Jungle animals lunged to devour their own.  

“At first the Muslim migrants just created parallel societies” the fireman snarled to his 
invisible companion. “The Multi-cultural appeasers said it was better than integration or 
assimilation. It was ‘salad bowl’ diversity. Melting pot diversity was ‘racist’. Expecting 
integration or assimilation was ‘bigoted’. And diversity was bringing such wonderful 
benefits like genital mutilation and honor killings and child brides and Afghanistan 
dancing boy child prostitution and Devshirme rapine of ‘uncovered meat’ and Sharia 
courts and slaughtering goats in the public streets as blood spattered everywhere and 
drug gangs throwing hand grenades and Dar ul Harb justifications for terrorism! 
Democracy is the cancer! Islam is the answer! And burning the National flag!  

But then the Muslims forced their societies upon the Dhimmis. Their societies and 
values and beliefs. Instead of the Muslims become British the British were told they had 
to become like the Muslims because their Western culture was rotten to the bone. The 
West was the worse of the worse. Everything about the West was rotten. Foul. Foul 
Najis. Foul Jahiliyyah. Riddled with guilt. Riddled with shame. The so-called leaders, 
those Loki Insider Traitors, told the Dhimmis had to atone for their past. Their 
ancestors’s sins. Their sins. The sins of being too prosperous and too white and too 
British when the world was in the middle of a global crisis. The Muslim migrant crisis. So 
many Muslim failed states. So they had to share. They had to atone. And they had to be 
punished!”  

The fireman heard a sound of a truck and hunched in the darkness as a Slaver truck 
paused in the middle of a mass of garbage as if the Slaver had lost his way. This late at 
night he obviously had lost his way. So the fireman jumped out and shot him dead. He 
gestured for the slaves to run for it. Then he shoved the corpse out of the truck and 
drove ---- like a demented novice. Destroying the gear shaft as he hit every pedal to the 
metal. The truck lurching and careening crazily. “How much gas in this old wreak? Not 
much. How far can I get? Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! Before the helicopters spiral back!” The 
fireman kept his gun out and he blasted at Green Park Jungle animals as they tried to 
attack the truck as if wolves howling after a buffalo. “I have to get around the side of the 
Green Park Jungle! Get some distance between me and the Jungle Animals!”  



The fireman shot another Green Park Jungle migrant and then drove right through ---- 
and over ----- eight more howling migrants welding crude clubs. Then he zigzagged 
wildly through sewage and garbage before careening left into a side street. “Don’t pull a 
dead end trick on me mate! I know every street as if the Cockney Black Taxi Cabbies!” 
The fireman drove straight through a barricade of Green Park Jungle migrants while 
ducking as they threw bricks and rocks at him. Bodies went flying! Then the fireman 
drove his stolen truck out of the other end of the narrow side street into another street 
heaped with sewage and garbage and corpses. He roared down the dark street away 
from more arson fires exploding everywhere! 

But another barricade of Green Park Jungle migrants sent him down another obscure 
side street. At the same time another helicopter was buzzing across the sky. The 
fireman cursed and stopped the stolen truck and jumped out to hide. He climbed up a 
burned fire escape of a half way gutted building. At the same time Green Park Jungle 
migrants seized the prize of the truck and roared away ----- as the helicopter 
commenced machine gunning it! The fireman hunkered in the gutted ruin as more 
helicopters roared across the dark sky. Then he checked for corpses and migrants. 
Finding only burned corpses he precariously hunkered down in the shadows of the one 
firmly remaining wall. The roof gone. Two and a half walls gone.  

“The Dhimmis should have suspected when The Dictator of Berlin threw away the 
German flag in disgust during a photo opportunity during the first stage of the migrant 
crisis. Then the EU ordered all national flags banned as fascist relics of historic evil. The 
flag of Saint George was outlawed as ‘racist’. And then our national flag was defaced by 
obscene EU stars. And then it was outlawed. And anyway, as Dhimmi Dave explained, 
the Union Jack was formed of three crosses so it was racist and bigoted and 
xenophobic because it offended Muslims. All crosses were now banned. Crosses were 
hate speech. It upset the Muslim migrants. And church bells. Hate speech. It offended 
the Muslim migrants. Dogs were hate speech too. They had to be exterminated. 
Speaking English was hate speech. It disrespected the Muslim migrants. It had to go. 
Anything British like Guy Fawkes bonfires or Christmas had to go too. It was hate 
speech. It would offend the tender sensibilities of the Muslim migrants.  

British history. It had to be banned from the schools. British books by White British 
writers. British music had to be banned too. Music was especially hated by the Mos. 
Music drove a good Mo insane. Then British theater. British dance. British everything. It 



was hate speech. No! Worse! Being British was offensive! The BBC imposed quotas to 
force diversity and then banned the employment of all White Male Britishers. Then all 
White Homosexual Britishers. Then all White Britishers period. Feminists found 
themselves fucked for being White! Then the BBC banned all White British colonial 
patriarchal racist bigoted xenophobic evil dramas and shows and series whatsoever. 
Everything British was banned! Banned! Banned! At the same the decaying universities 
banned all White British colonial patriarchal racist bigoted xenophobic evil. Everything 
British was banned! Banned! Banned! For now one Great Britain would only be 
represented by brown or black people documenting White British colonial patriarchal 
racist bigoted xenophobic evil! Being White British became the incarnation of evil!” 

The fireman surveyed the street below from his dark position on top of the ruined 
building. “Can I ride out the night here? How? Is Ragnarok happening at midnight? If I 
can ride out the battle I still might be able to make the next rendezvous with my handler 
if I can junk my fireman’s uniform. Cut across the skyline roofs toward the Greenwich 
Tunnel to the Isle of Dogs.... but that is in the opposite direction and ....” The fireman 
ducked as more helicopters roared across the dark sky. He kicked at a burned corpse 
and then peered out of the gutted window.  

“How the hell did London turn into this? If any Britisher protested they were arrested for 
hate speech. For being racists. For being xenophobes. For being Islamophobes. Being 
convicted of being an Islamophobe got a five year jail term. Look what happened to 
Tommy Robinson. Look what happened to Murray. Look what happened to Fry when he 
dared to quote his dear late friend Christopher Hitchens. Criticizing Muslims was 
declared ‘racist’ and criticizing Islam was declared ‘hate speech’. Even quoting Churchill 
was now called ‘hate speech’ when a ‘Racist’ was arrested for quoting Churchill during 
the very last public election which ever occurred in the country. ‘Racism’ and ‘Hate 
Speech’ got the offenders jail terms. In short Islamic blasphemy and heresy laws! Yet 
why was it just ‘racism’ and ‘hate speech’ when Muslims and Islam was criticized but not 
when Mehdi Hassan delivered his infamous version of the ‘Monkeys, Apes, Pigs, and 
Dogs’ speech? Why wasn’t that deemed to be ‘racism’ or ‘hate speech when he 
sneered non Muslims ‘who live their lives like animals, who bend any rule to fulfill any 
desire.....’?  

And why was calling non Muslims ‘cattle’ or ‘the vilest of creatures’ or the ‘basest of 
animals’ or ‘people of no intelligence’ or ‘people of no morality’ or ‘liars’ or ‘whores’ or 



‘meat’ or Najis Filth on par with urine and feces and rot and decay and vermin and pigs 
and dogs and foul blood not deemed ‘hate speech’ or ‘racism’? Why could hate 
preachers not only spew out their hatred for Whites and for Kafirs and for anyone who 
was British or European and call the British Heritage Jahiliyyah and call British 
Democracy cancer and even advocate the overthrow of the country and even affirm the 
right of Muslims to rape ‘uncovered meat’ with impunity and procreate with ‘whatever thy 
right hand possesses’ to breed the Great Replacement with their ‘war booty’ in order to 
erase every White off the face of the planet but a lawful citizen could not even quote 
Churchill?”  

The fireman watched more arson fires explode across the dark city. The only lights 
coming from arson fires or else methane fires from the pools or raw sewage. He could 
still smell the putrid stench of the Green Park Jungle even from his precarious hiding 
spot. “Ferals can’t climb. Too rotten! But Green Park Jungle animals can! But this ruin 
looks pretty uninhabited. It might have been a Pancras plague spot.” The fireman 
leaned back against the fire gutted wall and groaned. “How the hell did London turn into 
this?  

The jailing of free speech offenders was finally established after the Government first 
tried the soft approach by announcing that anyone so convicted would be publicly 
shunned for ever. Their books will be burned. He or she would be banned from the TV 
and Radio and banned from any public appearances. It was not exactly outlawing 
Freedom of Expression. It was public shunning. But when it failed to silence free speech 
offenders then the free speech offenders were put under house arrest. But they kept 
trying to escape. They kept trying to defy the public shaming and exercise their right to 
public speech. The freedom of speech. The freedom of expression. The freedom of 
assembly. The Freedom of religion. The Freedom from religion. All of the freedoms 
which suddenly were now somehow ...... outlawed. Along with secular common law. 
Well. Not exactly outlawed but evoking the Magna Carta or one’s human rights was now 
somehow ‘racism’ and ‘hate speech’ and ‘xenophobia’ and ‘Islamophobia’ and 
therefore ...... was ...... against the law ...... not to mention heresy and blasphemy 
laws ....... Islamic heresy and blasphemy laws ...... which meant that secular common 
law was now outlawed ....... and Sharia was now ..... well ..... somehow.... now ...... the 
law .....:”  



The fireman sagged back against the fire gutted wall. “Can I ride out the night here? Am 
I going to die tonight? Wolfey? Wolfey? Are you still alive Wolfey? I remember when you 
took me to meet Tommy Robinson. I did not know what to expect. He was so infamous. 
Not smooth and upper class like Murray. Fey Murray what that you so adored Wolfey. 
That coy smile of Murray what that you always loved to describe to me. Murray’s coy 
smile as if a cat which had just eaten a mouse. ‘Please! This is not a pantomime!’ How 
you loved to quota that Murray retort! But Tommy Robinson was square and solid and 
lower class. Luton. Cockney. Tenacious. Pugnacious. Scrappy. Amazingly fearless. But 
unexpectedly smart. That is why everyone always underestimated him.  

Like the Mos of the Four Ps who used to try to trick him by quoting passages of the 
Bible and saying they were the Koran to trick him. Or quoting the lovey dovey Mecca 
verses when Tommy knew perfectly well the theory of abrogation and which verses 
were rendered null and void. And the verse just before the Sword Verse about inventing 
jizya and dhimmitude to ENRICH THE BELIEVERS after Mohammad’s Ghazi Razzia 
destroyed Mecca’s economy which made Mohammad desperate how to pay his robbers 
and rapists and slavers. So Tommy Robinson would always rip the Four Ps to shreds 
when they tried their taqiyya on him. 

Tommy Robinson was working with some Mo apostate who had created a Night-
watchman organization. An ex-radical turned Heimdall sort with a Internet Gjallarhorn 
and all. Like the Gatestone Institute. But Tommy Robinson was lower class. Not like 
Sam Harris or Bill Maher or people like that. That was a stigma. And Tommy Robinson 
was recruiting for Pegida. That should not have been a stigma. No less than the 
Identitarian Movement. But the Four Ps accused everyone who opposed them and 
opposed open border unlimited migration of being nazist fascist racist bigoted 
xenophobic Islamophobes and they could get away with it because Christopher 
Hitchens was dead and no one else could fill his shoes with such genius and fear. Not 
even Murray.  

The joke was Tommy Robinson was recruiting Hindus and Sikhs and ex-Mos. 
Apostates. If a White or Jew protested Islamism and open borders and the invasion of 
this country he was called racist or Zionist. But if a Hindu or Sikh or an Asian Buddhist 
protested Islamism and open borders and the invasion of this country the Four Ps had a 
harder time calling them racist. And there were a lot of Hindus and Sikhs being 



recruited. They and their poor children were being targeted by Mo rapists no less than 
the poor kids of poor lower class Whites. 

So Wolfey introduced me to Tommy Robinson. I suddenly got all fuzzy as if reading 
vibes of a dead man. A walking dead man. As if I was walking on Tommy Robinson’s 
grave. Exactly like when I stood on the spot in that haunted house where Lledrith 
murdered the murderer of his father’s lover. And suddenly I had two shadows. I got 
frazzled and suddenly starting gibbering about Zundi Jasser. Absolutely gibbering. A 
perfect prat!  

But Tommy Robinson then sat me down and started taking about Zundi Jasser so 
beautifully. So very beautifully. I stopped gibbering. Or to be more exact I gagged the 
whining whelps so they would not embarrass me. But Wolfey was still embarrassed by 
my gibbering and I was interfering with the recruitment of eloquent Hindus and Sikhs. 
Damn those whining whelps! Always causing me to miss my chance! Always 
embarrassing me! So we stood up and shook hands. And then Robinson whispered 
‘What did your second sight see? You are an untrained clairvoyant aren’t you?’  

And I stammered ‘I have two shadows because I have a clinging ghost called Lledrith 
dogging me. And Lledrith said you are a dead man walking. And when I saw you I felt as 
if I was walking on your grave.’  

Tommy Robinson smiled then. ‘That ain’t no surprise mate. The police keep throwing 
me in jail with Muslim radicals and criminals and rapists so they will kill me. I have been 
living on borrowed time for years. I am just worried about my kids. And what I am doing I 
am doing for my kids and my country.’ And I shivered in awe! But I never saw Tommy 
Robinson in the flesh again.  

Identitarians and Pegida patriots tied to Tommy Robinson and the blue collar Paul 
Joseph Watson tried to highjack the TV and Radio broadcasts of the UN Agenda 21 
Proclamations or else The Dictator of Berlin’s ‘I command to be obeyed.’ Speeches 
breaking into the ‘Dhimmi Dave Show’ or the ‘Friday Call Of the Faithful’. They would 
break into the broadcast and read the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights or else the 
Magna Carta or speeches by Christopher Hitchens or Voltaire or Burke or Churchill or 
else Ben Franklin or Washington or Adams or Hamilton. Disraeli. Gladstone. Hume. 
Huntington. Ferguson. Bernard Lewis. Also Freemason stuff about the Enlightenment. 



Western Ideals. Western Values. Everything Dhimmi Dave and Quisling Four Ps were 
betraying. I recognized Wolfey’s voice once.  

They were finally cornered after pulling stunt once too often. A bunch were cornered and 
exploded their suicide vests so they would not be taken alive. Sharia Law blessed 
torture to exact ‘confessions’. Others were hunted down and were tortured. But they 
made sure they held on long enough so when they recanted their mangled flesh would 
debunk whatever they were forced to say. The worse part was the ‘D’s just rolled over. 
Surrendered. Gutless. Absolutely gutless. At least I listened to the illegal ham radio 
broadcasts. At least I tried to contact Wolfey. For as long as Tommy Robinson defied the 
Quisling traitors London felt it has hope. Or at least the Cockney Harbi felt they had 
hope. 

Rumors said Tommy Robinson was shot as he ran across the roofs of the slums one 
night. He had been on the run for over three months. Every morality police hunting for 
him. Every jihadist out to behead him. A bounty offered for his severed head. Well! 
Finally he was cornered apparently. He acted as a decoy so his family could escape. He 
ran across the roofs in the opposite direction. The Tower Fortress helicopter spotlights 
nailed him. A tiny figure in a mass of spotlights. Then the morality police Hunters 
hanging from their helicopter gun ports took aim. And the machine guns blazed away. 
Whoever the dark figure was, he toppled head first down onto the cobblestones below 
as if reenacting the climax of the death of Bill Sykes in ‘Oliver Twist’. That should have 
stopped the insurgency at least in London. But the Cockney Cockroach Infestation 
proved tenacious. Dead Tommy Robinson became a martyr. It is much harder to kill a 
martyr! 

So Dhimmi Dave racketed up the pressure of Multi-cultural re-education on the deviant 
and defiant. The ‘racists’. The ‘fascists.’ The ‘xenophobes’. And the ‘Islamophobes’. So 
the jails were converted into ‘Re-education Centers’ for British Racists and Fascists and 
Xenophobes and Islamophobes ---- which was to say anyone who clung to his or her 
British identity or expressed any fascistic nationalistic inclinations or racist values or 
bigoted beliefs or else clung to their xenophobic heritage or parochial identity and 
refused to become multi-cultural interchangeably relativist citizens of the new global 
world community of world diversity ----- which for some reason was entirely defined as 
Muslim and Islam. Or else dared to refuse to crucify themselves on the altar of political 
correctness which for some reason was pathologically hostile to everything Western 



and British and English and at the same time was irrationally besotted with Muslims and 
Islam. Or else they dared to quote actual history or statistics or facts instead of the 
official BIG LIE and real news instead of fake news.” 

The fireman stared out of the gutted window as arson fires consumed the wreckage of 
London. “And so slowly, somehow, the Secular Common Law of Great Britain 
evaporated along with Human Rights as Muslims started to be above the law and 
outside the law and beyond the law while other laws somehow rewrote themselves into 
some sort of nightmare 1984 rewrite as the EU replaced each British law with an EU law 
until the EU dictatorship dissolved every law of every nation as if into acid. The acid of 
Multi-cultural Marxist Totalitarianism. The acid of masochistic revisionism. The acid of 
suicidal hatred for everything which was Christian or Jewish or Western or European.  

And soon no one could protest the slow motion melt down of the West and everything it 
once represented. And soon it was treason to point out that Sharia was wrong. And 
soon it was treason to point out that Islamism and Islamization was wrong. And soon it 
was treason to denounce Islamic Totalitarianism. And soon it was treason to point out 
that Islamo-fascism was the perfect Religion because it was also an Islamic Trojan 
Horse of monomaniacal, autocratic, bureaucratic authoritarian, EU Brussels Junta 
mandated, forcibly imposed dictatorship without consent of the people, as well as a 
Commanding Heights micro managing totalitarianism in total defiance of a government 
‘of the people by the people for the people’ which was devouring not only Western 
ideals and Western values but Western Nationalism and Western Democracy as well as 
the indigenous people.  

That was exactly what our so-called national leaders, those Loki Insider traitors, were 
doing. Bait and switch! The switch being the substitution of crony corporatism for 
capitalism, and the global state for the nation, and Sharia for the Magna Carta, and 
Islamo-fascism for genuine democracy, and EU bureaucratic authoritarian totalitarianism 
for the Parliament, and Commanding Heights dictatorship in the guise of Leftist Multi-
cultural SJW Groupthink, and imported Muslim migrants for the indigenous lawful 
citizenry. All blessed by the EU charter and the UN Agenda 21.”  

The fireman watched London burn in the cold fetid night. Ice gleaming here and there. 
He watched Green Park Jungle animals fight and then run from Ferals as the Ferals 
devoured them. He watched drug gangs wage senseless war upon themselves and 



everyone else. He watched sinister helicopters machine gun anything and anyone who 
moved. “Then the Brussels Junta suspended the EU Charter of Human Rights for the 
duration of the global crisis because it ‘incited’ racist hate speech and xenophobia and 
Islamphobia along with fascist nationalism. When the last assembly of the EU was held 
many of the national representatives refused to play Quisling and rebelled . So The 
Drunkard of Brussels simply had them all arrested and when they refused to recant he 
had them shot. Then the Dictator of Berlin declared martial law and ordered out her 
Stasi controlled super EU Paramilitary as the Drunkard of Brussels ordered out NATO. 
And the EU became the Brussels Junta controlled by the Dictator of Berlin with the 
Drunkard as her lackey and Hollande and Dhimmi Dave as her Quislings.  

If that was the only way to ‘save’ Europe from the ‘racists’ and ‘fascists’ and 
‘xenophobies’ and ‘Islamophobes’ then so be it. The end justified any means. The Multi-
cultural Marxist Leftists and Muslims would hold to their ‘moral high ground’ against the 
rabble. Like Le Pen. Farage. Like Geert Wilders. Triump. The Libertarians. The 
Identitarians. The Nationalists. The Europa Patriots. The Double Headed Eagle 
Confederation. The American Federalists. Like almost half of Europe who voted for 
Rightist National parties and demanded the right to have referendums to leave the EU. 
Like the National Parties in every single Northern Hemisphere Western country 
campaigning against open borders and globalism and crony corporatism and unlimited 
Muslim migration dissolving their national identities and destroying their economics and 
whittling away their human rights and undermining their liberties and dissolving their 
cultures and heritages and defying the EU/UN takeover. Like the Millennial Generation 
Identity movements protesting the Great Displacement and Replacement which meant 
their eradication as well as their disinheritance and disenfranchisement. Like the 
Generation Z Children of War Protests. Their Generation Xer paters trying to be a 
shieldwall to their idealistic younger children even as their delusional Millennial older 
children joined their mothers who were all insane Feminists in the notorious black 
garbed Black Bloc to attack them. Attacking their own paters and kid brothers and little 
sisters! WW III very much a generation war as well as a gender war! 

It was a takeover for the common good. A takeover that would be applied by force if 
need be. For the common good. The end justifies any means. The only way to save 
Europe, the West, the World, was to destroy every vestige of evil. European evil. 
European nationalism. European cultures. European identities. European values. 
European ideals. European freedoms. European Liberties. European democracy. 



European religions. European history. European biology. European genetics. The 
European people. The British People. 

Then Western nationalism and culture and identity and values and ideals and freedoms 
and liberties and democracy and history and religion and biology and genetics. They 
were all evil and they would be erased. Eradicated. Exterminated. Displaced. And 
replaced. If need be every single defiant North West Hemisphere citizen who protested 
would be arrested. Even if the majority of the dwindling indigenous North West 
Hemisphere people would be arrested. Even if the majority of the dwindling indigenous 
North West Hemisphere people would be cleansed off the face of Eurabia. Anglestan. 
Americanostan. Canadastan. Then so be it. The Great Displacement was marching 
toward the Great Replacement. And it would not be stopped. The only way to save 
Europe was to destroy Europe. The only way to say the North West Hemisphere was to 
destroy it. To transform Europe into Dar ul Islamic Eurabia. Dar ul Islamic Anglestan. 
Dar ul Islamic Americanstan. Canadstan. One religion. One authority. One vision. One 
guiding hand ---- which would be EU/UN of course. The Islamic EU/UN. Under the 
Commanding Heights dictatorships aided and abetted by the Brussels Junta of course. 
All under the thumb of the Butcher of Istanbul. All under the flaccid all seeing eye of 
Soros! 

All of those ‘racists’ and ‘fascist nationalists’ and ‘xenophobes’ and ‘Islamophobes’ were 
all gross pig eating Najis scum. Bigots. The basest of creatures. As vile as cattle. A mob 
of no morality or intelligence. A mob who lived their base lives like animals bending to 
fulfill every base desire. Like desiring Democracy. Liberty. Equality. Fraternity. And 
Human Rights. National Identity. Their own identities. Their own heritages. Their own 
cultures. Their own laws. Their own languages. Their own governments. Their own 
control over their own lives.  

Bah! If the Najis filthy ‘Racists’ and the ‘Fascists’ and the ‘Xenophobes’ and 
‘Islamophobes’ were too bigoted or stubborn to understand and embrace the glorious 
teachings of Islam and the beautifully rational message of the Koran and how it fused so 
exquisitely with the single minded vision of the ultimate goals of the ‘ever closer union’ 
ie absolutist and totalitarian Union of the Brussels Junta and the UN Agenda 21 under 
the guiding hand of the our gloriously self focused authoritarian leaders then they would 
whip them into submission! Cattle to be whipped into submission! Nationalism and 
Popularism and Democracy and Self Identity and Self Determination and the Public Will 



be damned! We the People! Bah! Mere rabble! Sheeple! And now disarmed and 
outnumbered they would be forced to submit!” 

The fireman watched London burn. Then he heard something. He eased his way to the 
shadows of the debris of a staircase to the lower depths filled by more fire debris. Then 
he held his gun as he quietly eased his way down the staircase to see Morlocks setting 
up a wireless radio transmission relay center. At the same moment the Morlocks saw 
him! The fireman ran up the stairs to the upper part of the fire gutted building as he 
heard the Morlocks racing after him! Air guns silently shooting into other darkness! 
Bullets ricocheting! The fireman jumped onto the burned fire escape. The wreaked 
metal grinding as part broke away from the fire gutted brick wall. Then the fire escape 
started to collapse! Crashing down! As the Morlocks shot their silent air guns wildly! The 
fireman jumped out of the fire escape just before it crashed! Then he hit the street and 
rolled into the shadows! More bullets from the silent air guns peppered the street! Then 
the fireman raced into the darkness to resume his desperate zigzag across the 
wreckage of London! 

The fireman spotted another old spelunker abandoned building draped with Pancras 
skulls and crossbones. He approached it. He ignored the razor wire and tried his 
favorite little crawl way inside. He got to the bordered over front door only to hear the 
clink of a safety of a gun pointed at him. “Ferals are after me! I don’t care who you are! I 
won’t report you! I don’t care what side you are on! I don’t care if you are a Harbi or a 
Morlock! The Ferals are after me!” 

“Too late to defect mate” a voice whispered as a gleam of a rifle barrel appeared 
between boards. “You fence straddling ‘moderate’ Mos let this happened! Your treason 
was silence! Your treason was cowardice! Tonight you are paying the price!” 

“Look! My handler knows me!” the fireman whispered desperately. “I was going to a 
rendezvous for him to extract me! He is a famous Urban Myth Whisperer! His real name 
is Stephan Marlowe. MI 5! Or else contact Jasper Sylvester! He knows me! David 
Mohammad Ahmad! They know me! Wryd Davy! They know me! MI 5 knows me! I work 
for them! Or Jack Phillips who handled the British Museum Pancras Ploy! He knows me! 
I helped him with the Tridents! MI 5! Contact MI 5! I was going to be extracted tonight! 
Contact....” 



“...Bugger off or Billy here will blow your brains out with his air rifle! The laser red dot is 
dancing on your brains! Bugger off!” 

“Please contact....” The fireman saw the dancing laser red dot. “Please!” Then the 
fireman turned and staggered away. Then he resumed his desperate force march 
across the devastated urban landscape.  

*** *** 

King Harry checked the time on his watch with General Singh. “Waiting for a battle to 
start is always the hardest part. Eh?” 

“Indeed Your Majesty” the Sikh said.  

Another soldier was feeling the same nerves. Wolfe Sims looked down. The hand on the 
gun was shaking. “Hell!”  

“It is just the waiting oh Wolfey The Great And Terrible” Guy said.  

Wolfe laughed ruefully. “God I love you Guy!” 

“Got to love me! I am guarding your back tonight! And unlike you oh Wolfey the Great 
and Terrible, I am good with guns!” 

*** *** 

In MIMIR Headquarters Mr. Mole folded up the computer readouts. “Good news or bad 
news?” Mr. Donkey asked.  

“You don’t want to know” Mr. Mole said.  

“Is it too late to call off the battle regardless of the Sooty Rooster Crow Rook thing? 
Whatever?” the ex- lorry driver asked.  

“Oh yes! Ragnarok or Victory! Victory or Ragnarok! Whatever happens now..... it is 
probably all too late to stop it.....” 



*** *** 

Brigadier Narcissi ran his fingers over his blond beard. “I have been preparing for this 
battle since 2001" he announced. “It has been a long time coming. This is the latest 
battle in a very long war!” 

“But perhaps the last battle Sir” the wireless operator replied.  

“Perhaps....” 

*** *** 

The mysterious military commander deep inside Islamic NATO stared at the teletype/
fax. He grimaced. Then he pressed the button and shot the last message across the 
invisible airways. Then he involuntarily gestured the sign of the cross. “Hell! I have just 
exposed my treason.... fortunately my aide de camp is out fetching... .. Oh! You are 
back! I did not see you there........” 

“Sir? ....... fake coffee?.....” the aide de camp said as he held out the cheap mug of fake 
coffee. 

“Oh ..... yes ..... thank you ......” The mysterious military commander smiled as he sipped 
his fake coffee ..... as the other hand fugitively patted his pocket where his gun was 
lodged..... 

*** *** 

....“I can’t blame them. Double agents are the worse of the worse” the fireman snarled 
as he marched desperate forward despite his wheezing and faintness. The inside of his 
sinister black uniform ever more sodden with blood. His chest tightening as if with 
asthma. A symptom of scurvy along with the lack of blood clotting which caused 
excessive bleeding even from flesh wounds as well as mental disorientation. “The only 
thing worse than double agents or 5th column traitors are the so-called ‘moderate’ 
Muslims who stayed silent as radicals highjacked Islam and the Muslim Brotherhood 
highjacked Islam and Hamas highjacked Islam and Radical Shia highjacked Islam and 



Radical Sunni highjacked Islam and the Deobandi Army of Darkness Indian Wahhabists 
highjacked Islam and Saudi financed Wahhabists highjacked Islam. Moderates are by 
definition cowards terrified of being accused of apostasy if they stand up for the West or 
anything the West stands for. The West is Kufr. The West is Najis. The West is 
Jahiliyyah. The West is BID’a. The West is Apostasy. The West is hell bound 
damnation.The West is Dar ul Harb Abode of War. It would make them apostates. Takfir 
Kafirs. Deserters from the Army of Islam which is the Ummah. So they cowered and 
stayed silent as Islam invaded and conquered and destroyed this country. Every 
Western country. Most Germans did not support Hitler but all it took was their cowardly 
silence as a minority imposed Nazism and started WW II. Most Mos did not support the 
fanatics but all it took was their cowardly silence as a minority imposed Islamo-fascism 
and started WW III.  

And even before 2016 polls proved that 30 - 45% of Muslims in this country were 
radicalized traitors. Hell! That was the norm in every country in Europe! America! The 
entire West! Every Muslim who let the Muslim Brotherhood or Hamas or the Radical 
Shia or the Radical Sunni or the Deobandi Wahhabists or Saudi Wahhabist highjack the 
religious institutions and mosques and madrassas and universities which controlled 
Islam in order to brainwash their children were traitors. And almost 50% of all mosques 
and madrassas were controlled by Wahhabists of various stripes. The rest were mostly 
controlled by other radicals or else the Butcher of Istanbul.  

The Islamic councils were so damned unpatriotic they cursed all government attempts 
to install ‘patriotism’ while foiling anti-radical programs. The Welsh Muslim Council even 
backed a radical who said Devshirme was halal in Dar ul Harb Britain. In fact the 
majority of so-called ‘moderate’ Mo organizations claiming to represent Mos were 
proven to be radical. Every moderate was in fact threatened. Many were attacked. 
Killed. Even the Paki Mayor denounced moderates as ‘Uncle Toms’ or ‘Oreos’. The 
Greens were totally infiltrated by radical Mos. The Labor Party was not just Mo but 
radical Mo. Enthusiastically shouting ‘Jews to the gas!’ alongside Hamas supporters. 
The top Mo organization in the country justified the murder of that Glasgow heretic 
Muslim. Heretic for denouncing Jihad and for wishing Christians ‘Happy Easter’.  

Mos controlling Manchester covered up the Trojan Horse school scandal and then lied 
and lied and lied and lied while protecting the radicals who were highjacking city schools 
to brainwash Muslim children including teaching them that all Christians were ‘liars’ and 



all Christian females were ‘whores’. A honorary Mo mayor denied that Islam and 
Muslims engaged in domestic abuse despite the Koran blessing husbands beating and 
raping their wives or even allowing them to leave the homes except under escort by 
their Mehram master/guardian/owners. Instead he said only Christians abused their 
wives because all Christians were drunks.  

And it was so routine for Muslims to call Christians gross pig eating Najis that videos 
even appeared on Youtube documenting Mo racial bigotry toward Whites and Christians 
as well as Hindus and Sikhs. Just as there were no end of videos on Youtube of Mos 
beating up Christians and Jews and Hindus and Sikhs. Just as there were no end of 
videos on Youtube of Mos beating up or raping Kafir females. Just as there were no end 
of videos on Youtube of Mos threatening Kafirs who refused to convert to Islam. Not just 
fanatic nutters in the Islamic World. But so called Western ‘moderate’ Mos living in the 
West and threatening Western Europeans and Brits. All with impunity. Total impunity! 
Hell! Top universities invited such fanatics to preach there ---- while banning anyone 
who dared to denounce Radical Islam! 

Top Mo organizations openly said on TV that they took names of ‘Uncle Toms’ who 
betrayed Islam by being too moderate. Too Western. Took names of anyone suspected 
of being Takfir Kafirs. Time and again the Four Ps would do a big publicity gig at a 
‘moderate’ mosque only to discover it was bad to the bone radical. First Lady Obama 
did a gig at a ‘moderate’ school displaying London ‘diversity’ ---- at a radical madrassa 
where every Mo girl was shrouded and no Whites were in sight. All Deobandi 
Wahhabists. Spokesmen for Mos fawned over by the Four Ps turning out to be ISIS 
supporters. The first Paki Mayor of London openly in 1997 cursed Kafirs in front of the 
Trafalgar column and advocated an Islamic state. A Paki from Pakistan where every non 
Muslim was being exterminated. And he refused to denounce his many radical mates 
and pals. A whose who list of radicals. He knew every radical and fundamentalist in 
Great Britain but not one British patriot. And he was London’s first Mo Mayor!  

Every Poll indicated that between 30 and 45% of British Muslims advocated Sharia and 
denounced the Magna Carta and Common Law and demanded the Islamism of 
Common Law and denounced the secular division of religion from state. Another 30% 
just wanted to Islamize the Magna Carta. Only 20% of Mos in this country actually loved 
the Magna Carta and Common Law! Typical of every Mo all over Europe! America! 
Openly said bombings and killings for Islam were theoretically justified. That 9/11 was 



caused by Jews and the CIA. And that they saw themselves as Muslims first and British 
second. And that Great Britain was Dar ul Harb. Abode of War. Therefore justifying 
waging Jihad. And they routinely heard fanatics at their mosques preaching hate speech 
and jihad and considered it the ‘norm’. No one repudiating such concepts as calling non 
Muslims ‘Kafirs’ and ‘Najis filth’ and pigs and apes and dogs and monkeys and people 
of ‘no intelligence’ and ‘no morality’ and ‘liars’ and ‘whores’ and ‘the vilest of creatures’ in 
‘gross error’ and ‘donkeys laden with books’. No one repudiating Britain as Dar ul Harb. 
Or calling Europe Dar ul Harb. Or calling America Dar ul Harb. The trouble was the 
damn fool Kafirs were too ignorant to understand that Dar ul Harb was a declaration of 
war by Islam! But the ‘moderate’ Mos bloody well knew and did not say or do anything 
to stop it! 

And no one repudiated the shameful reality that 50% of all Mos were wallowing on the 
dole along with 75% of Mo females who were their four wives as they committed welfare 
fraud. And up to 80% were taking more out of the economy than they were contributing. 
Sucking the economy dry as if parasites. Or repudiating the Rotherdam rapes. Or 
repudiating the No Go Zones. Or repudiating the Sharia courts which were creating 
parallel societies. And that was before millions and millions and millions of Mos invaded 
Britain from every failed state which openly hated everything Great Britain stood for. And 
that was the norm everywhere in the West. No wonder during the Guy Fawkes Riots 
everyone shot the Mos caught in the middle. The cowardly fence sitters. And now I am 
about to be caught in the middle! And shot!” 

The fireman desperately resumed his zigzag across the Muslim Mad Max Mayhem 
landscape as the howls of the Ferals grew ever louder. “The emergency measures were 
suppose to silence critics like Zundi Jasser or Nonie Darwish or Walid Shoebat or Ayaan 
Hirshi Ali and her husband Niall Ferguson” the fireman told his invisible biographer as 
he marched frantically into the cold fetid darkness as if drawn toward something he 
knew not what. “But it didn’t. It is the nature of the Harbi to defy just as it is the nature of 
the Muslim to submit to the Divine Slavery and pathologically hate the West. The panic 
started when Zundi Jasser launched The Muslim Reform Movement.” The fireman 
paused in his determined yet blind march into the darkness as his instincts pricked. 
Then he ducked as a sinister helicopter roared across the dark sky spraying machine 
gun bullets at everyone.  



“Fuck the Call of the Faithful!” the fireman snarled as he resumed his march into the 
darkness. If the Call of the Faithful requires machine guns to enforce it then fuck it! But 
the ‘buzzards’ are antsy tonight. As if raddled. God! It is happening tonight isn’t it? What 
ever took Manchester and Birmingham ‘off line’. The Death of Worlds. Or at least the 
death of my accurst World. Ragnarok! When? Midnight? Yeah! It has to be midnight! 
God! I am going to die tonight! My sins heavy on my chest and my hands dripping blood 
of those I have murdered! 

I remember first seeing Zundi Jasser on TV. The frisson that ran through my whole 
body. It was right after I ran away from home. Ran away from The Dominator. It was the 
first time I saw a Muslim who was the exact opposite of The Dominator. An educated, 
successful, Western Muslim. And everything he said thrilled me. I all but wet myself with 
awe. At last there was a Muslim who was someone other than a Benefits Cheat or 
Ghazi Razzia Criminal or Rapist or Arsonist or else smirking fake Mullah or hypocritical 
Imam buggering boys in the back of the madrassa or cheap slimy Cleric with on hand in 
the zakat tithe box. He could even stand up to Spencer in a debate of cunning words 
without shouting or gibbering or ranting or raving. Smart. An elite profession: doctor. And 
wearing a power suit.” The fireman felt his sinister black power suit but it did not give 
him the same frisson of power so he unconsciously stroked the secret precious thing 
hidden inside the military tunic over his heart instead.  

“How beautifully Zundi Jasser spoke. Never raising his voice or screaming or gibbering 
or else lying so pathetically badly the way too many Muslims feel compelled to lie. Not 
losing his temper and punching someone in the face. Not beating up someone or 
threatening to kill someone or threatening to fire bomb them or blow them up. And the 
vision. How Zundi Jasser described his vision of Islam. Mecca Islam. The original vision 
of Islam. The universal vision of Islam.  

The original voice of the Angel Gabriel. Not distorted by the Arabs. Not warped by 
Arabic culture and bigotry or misogyny. Not darkened by the Arabic Dark Ages wherein 
it was first revealed. Not besmirched by Arabic Mad Max Mayhem or Ghazi Razzia 
Criminality . Not smeared with blood of the Arabic lust for violence and war and killing. 
Not enforced by the fist or the gun or the bomb. Not darkened by endless narrow 
minded historic interpretations as if layers of varnish darkening those pretty pictures I 
was ordered to burn. Bright. Pristine. And perfectly beautiful and .... Shit.” The fireman 



ducked as more helicopters roared across the fetid darkness. Machine guns blazing. 
Shooting randomly at everything which moved. 

Then the fireman crawled out of his hole under a burned lorry resumed his force march. 
“What did he say? That beautiful man? Oh yes! ‘Our ummah ---- our community ---- is 
not just Muslims but all of Humanity.’ It was so beautiful. Then he declared each tenet. 
Like a manifesto. That is what the TV talking head said afterwards. Manifesto. The 
whole group speaking but he was the best speaker of all. Rejecting the intoxication of 
vigilante violence and the need to bully. Rejecting intimidation. Rejecting everything The 
Dominator always bellowed. Rejecting the fanaticism of the madrassa I was forced to 
attend. Rejecting the hatred of the mosque I was dragged to. Rejecting oppression 
against anyone. Muslim or non Muslim. Rejecting prejudice against anyone. Muslim or 
non Muslim. Rejecting persecution against anyone. Muslim or non Muslim. Rejecting 
political Islam and Islamization and Islamism. Rejecting terrorism. Rejecting the Lessor 
Jihad of violence. Rejecting the Sword Verse as a justification for global conquest and 
subjugation and domination of non Muslims. Rejecting tyranny and dictatorship and 
what was it? Theocracies. Rejecting extremism in any form. Saying that Monomania is 
not a virtue. Try telling that to the fanatical zealot who used to flog me back in 
madrassa!  

Rejecting sexism and misogyny in any form. Rejecting racism and oppression. 
Rejecting any hate based on ethnicity or gender or languages or culture or religion or 
sexual orientation. Saying that Muslims should stop engaging in religious hypocrisy and 
calling everyone else ‘racist’ while engaging in the very same mean spirited religiously 
sanctioned hatred and contempt and name calling and self proclaimed supremacist 
rhetoric. Rhetoric which was just as hateful and belittling and bullying. All while using 
labels like ‘racism’ to gag critics and censor opponents and shut up debate. He was 
probably referring to Hassan. Allah but I hate that bully. He reminds me of The 
Dominator except cleaned up and in a power suit instead of a dirty dress and sandals. 
The uncontrollable urge to bully and intimidate the same. The sneering scorn the same. 
The zealotry the same. 

How Zundi Jasser’s face shown bright when he described what Islam should stand for. 
Really stand for. Not the peace of submission and subjugation and domination. But 
rather the original shining vision. I wished I understand half of what he said. TV can’t be 
searched like Youtube with just pictures. The way my neighbor next to my lost garret 



used to search Youtube for me. Like when I showed him pictures of Zundi Jasser. I did 
not understand half of the words but the words thrilled me just the same. Secular 
Common Law. The separation of religion from the power of the state.”  

The fireman looked around the devastation. Then his skin crawled as Feral howls 
pierced the foul air of the darkness somewhere near an arson fire. “Well. I understand it 
now. If the state is Islam and Islam is the state then you can’t complain can you? Or 
vote the bums out of office. Or criticize. Or investigate. Or arrest for abuse of power or 
else stealing everything that is not nailed down. Maleficence. I love the words Wolfey 
and his Anarchists say as they highjack the airwaves to tell the truth. Maleficence of the 
public purse. The only reason why I bother to watch the Call of The Faithful is to listen to 
the Anarchists. To try to spot Wolfey. But if the Divine Leader or Beloved Leader does it 
and Islam rubber stamps it then what can you do? Kowtow. Your forehead to the carpet. 
Your arse sticking straight up. Mooning Allah while kowtowing to the power mad 
mullahs. 

What else? Democracy. Meritocracy. Equality. Human Rights. Life, Liberty and the 
pursuit of Happiness. Freedom of thought. Freedom of conscience. Freedom of 
expression. Freedom of the press. Freedom of the Internet. Freedom of Youtube. 
Freedom of assembly. Freedom of religion. Minority rights in Muslim countries such as 
Western countries automatically gave to Muslim citizens ----- or at least until Muslims 
overthrew the West and all it represented and taught the touchy feely 1960s Multi-
cultural relativist Baby Boomers how Islam REALLY TREATS NON ISLAMIC 
MINORITIES. How does it feel now that the Islamic boot is on your throat my dear 
Luvvy?”  

The fireman ducked under another burned our wreak as more helicopters roared across 
the sky. More machine guns peppered the sewage stinking street. Migrants screamed 
as they were hit. Then the sinister Tower helicopters roared off toward The Tower 
Fortress. Then a pack of Wild Children materialized out of some filthy hole and 
commenced looting the dead and dying and wounded for everything that could be 
scavenged. Shoes. Flip-flops. Clothes. Jewelry. Gold teeth. The Wild Children filthy and 
diseased. Starving. Their hair dirty as fur. Their flesh riddled with scurry sores and 
worse. Some with pus oozing out of open wounds around their mouths. Their gums and 
teeth rotting. Filthy rags barely concealing their dirty skin over protruding bones. The 



fireman placed one hand on his concealed revolver and carefully retreated away from 
the Wild Children as they snared at him with jagged teeth as if fangs. 

“Do you still think everything is touchy feelly and Multi-culturally relativist my dear 
Luvvy? That the West and all it represents is no better than anyone or anything else? 
That the Islamic Levant and all it represents is just as good, even better, than the West 
and what it once used to represent? That values are interchangeable? That beliefs are 
interchangeable? That ideals are interchangeable? That religions are interchangeable? 
That histories and cultures and legacies are interchangeable? That Western prosperity 
and success could and would continue if the crucible which forged it, Christian/Jewish 
Western Citizenry, was liquidated? How is the Great Replacement working out for you? 
Or me? Eh? Eh?  

Do you still think there is no difference between a hard working Britisher or Swede or 
Dane or Fin or German or Frenchie or Dutch or else some transient migrant Afghan or 
Pakistani or Bangladeshi or Moroccan or Liberian or Ethiopian or Nigerian or Islamic 
Levant Arab or Turk or Syrian or Iranian or Somalian? Do you still think that people are 
interchangeable? That there is no difference between a lawful citizen of a coherent 
nation and a migrant of the global community of billions of grossly inbred and grossly 
over bred transients fleeing ecological collapse and Islamic fratricide and environmental 
devastation?  

That people from Islamic failed states which have always been Islamic failed states and 
will always be Islamic failed states who have never ever embraced democracy or 
freedom or due process of rational law or touchy feelly tolerance back in their own nasty 
and backward and brutish Islamic failed states would magically become touchy feelly 
tolerant do-goody people just like you? Put on your rose colored groovy glasses and 
wave your magic wand now Harry Potter. Tell me how Lost Europe compares to Dar ul 
Islamic Eurabia or Dar ul Islamic Anglestan or Dar ul Islamic Americaostan now.” The 
fireman ducked as more helicopters roared across the dark sky. More random machine 
gun bursts peppered the dark and foul street as he ducked inside a burnt out cab, its 
burned to a crisp driver still inside, its burned to a crisp passengers also still inside.  

“God! The ‘buzzards’ are hysteric. They must know something is about to go down. How 
does it feel now that Islam has removed its taqiyya velvet glove and formed a fist and 
beaten you bloody? Does it feel just as touchy feelly now? Groovy 1960s? The Love 



Generation? How does touchy feelly Multi-cultural Islamic Totalitarianism feel now? How 
does touchy feelly Multi-cultural Dhimmitude feel now? How does touchy feelly Multi-
cultural Islamization and Islamism feel now? How does being on the receiving end of 
the Religion of Peace-ful Domination and Submission and Surrender and Subjugation to 
the Divine Slavery feel now eh?”  

The fireman realized he was actually shouting his thoughts out loud. He flinched. But 
the screams of a girl being raped by a Muslim rape gang somewhere in the darkness 
was too loud. He flinched, one hand over his heart. “Someday I am going to reveal my 
hell bound deviant Fikr brain trying to break my Zikr chains. Beating against the bars of 
this Zikr jail. Trying to force open the Zikr cell doors. Trying to force open the doors of 
ijtihad critical thinking which Islam has shut and locked and nailed and bolted and 
riveted shut. Allah! At least once before I die I want to have one free thought which I can 
scream out loud! And I want to do one free action of my own self will even if it kills me!” 
The fireman carefully crawled out and then resumed his desperate, staggering, ranting 
march into the darkness as if being drawn toward something or someone he 
instinctively knew was calling out to him ---- perhaps to his damnation. 

“The Ferals have just attacked that rapist and his prey. How she is screaming. God! Will 
that distract the Ferals so I can get away? Every hiding place I know about has been 
occupied by armed Harbi. The Morlocks are surfacing! The war is about to start and I 
am aimlessly running away from Ferals! What else? What else did Zundi Jasser say? 
That Sharia is no more and no less man made than any Western Law and the Bill of 
Rights or the Magna Carta. And Western Democracy and enlightened secular law is just 
as divine. More divine! More just. More glorious. And more worthy of devotion. Where 
are you Mr. Jasser? Are you still alive Mr. Jasser? I suspect not! Your soul was too 
beautiful for this hell on earth! 

What else did you say Mr. Jasser. A beautiful soul with a beautiful face. Mohammad 
wetted himself when he saw your beautiful face. And for a moment poor Ahmad did not 
even need his decayed sock monkey. Why couldn’t you have been our father? What 
else did you say? That ideas don’t have rights. Human beings have Rights. Allah can 
defend himself. He does not need vigilantes and terrorists to fight his battles for him. 
Who can dare assume he knows the Will of Allah or who will enter Paradise and who 
will hurl himself into Hell? Or was that another person of the group who said that? But 
then Zundi Jasser declared that ‘We offer every individual the right to participate in 



ijtihad critical thinking.’ That is the Fikr brain. My brain. That is why I instinctively 
shivered with awe as I heard him. Zundi Jasser. As he declared the Gates of Ijtihad 
Critical Thinking once again open. I all but wept as I sat in the sports bar to watch the 
TV on account that I was living rough then. I thought ....... I actually thought ....... 
something wonderful was about to happen.....” 

The fireman marched into the depths of dark night as if being drawn toward some 
unseen force calling out to him. All the while the howls of the Ferals came ever closer. “I 
have to circumnavigate around the Green Park Jungle or those Animals will kill me 
before the Ferals do. You can smell the stench of the Green Park Jungle from here. The 
Green Park Jungle Animals attack anyone. Even children. Raping. Torturing. 
Cannibalism. Murdering everyone and murdering themselves. What sort of fiends even 
rape small children? But that has always been the trade mark of the migrant camps.  

Fuck Merkel! If illiterate migrants with stolen cell phones holding images of taharrush 
rapes and tortures and also ISIS videos who burn their ID cards and even burn off their 
fingerprints and trash their own expensive migrant centers while literally throwing their 
garbage and feces all over the place while commencing waging arson and rapine 
against even their own Mo females and Mo children including even small children of 
both sexes while attacking suspected Christians and Kurds while stealing everything 
near their camps while vandalizing their camps while attacking the Red Cross workers 
in their camps while throwing the food back in the faces of the Red Cross workers while 
demanding money or else they would rape the Red Cross workers and then raping the 
Red Cross workers while verbally and physically attacking the Red Cross doctors and 
nurses trying to treat their Third World contagious diseases while finding every excuse 
to riot then why assume that once these animals were unleashed onto the indigenous 
population that things would go well? 

Why didn’t the Mos in the West listen to Zundi Jasser and denounce Islamic radicals 
and demand their expulsion and also demand the closing of borders to the scum of the 
Islamic World? Instead every school of Islam declared Zundi Jasser an apostate after 
that. And every single person standing beside him. And today every single one of them 
have been hunted down and killed. Except for him. Zundi Jasser. But only because he is 
on the run. His name topping the most wanted list in Americanostan. Each name so 
proudly sighing that manifesto of Liberation Of the Muslim Mind and the Reopening of 
the Gates of Ijtihad all but signing their death warrants when they signed that manifesto. 



Tahir Gore. Tawfik Hamid. Usama Hasan. Arif Humayan. Mohamad Jebara. Nasar 
Courtney. Khader Lonergan. Asra Nomani. Raheel Raza. Sohail Raza. Salma Siddiqui.  

The Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that Doctor Jasser is on the run in the wilds of 
Utah where he and Anarchists kept trying to broadcast Rebel Radio broadcasts and 
Rebel Youtube broadcasts. ‘The Clarion Call.’ But last night the ‘Call of the Faithful’ 
boasted he died in a shoot out at some desolate Kafir ranch in the depths of the West. 
The rancher for good or for evil giving the hunted man sanctuary in Jasser’s desperate 
bid to get to Doctor Warner’s ultra modern survivalist bastion inside some old missile 
silo. Some contrarian of a Western rancher saying ‘It must stop somewhere! So let it 
stop here! If I am to die I want to die standing proud! Not cowering!’ The Jihadists and 
their revert Rangers encircling the ranch. The old cowboy and his Identitarian daughter 
and son-in-law dying in the shoot out while trying to save Doctor Jasser and some old 
American Youtube blogger or other. Moly someone or other.  

Bill Maher is rumored to be stubbornly holding out in the wilds of Alaska. Alaska is too 
remote for the Blue Helmets to hunt down every defiant Harbi. Though increasingly few 
have computers to access the Internet and Youtube to hear them anyway. But Rebel 
Radio and also Red Ice Radio are still beaming. Antiquated radio technology is so basic 
anyone can gerry rig a ham radio. Even me. Even I was able to cobble together another 
second ham radio after I lost Seventh Heaven. I kept it at the Haunted Hotel. Nonie 
Darwish and Walid Shoebat fled to Israel after Steyn met his bloody end. Israel is The 
Last Great Renegade Outlaw State of the International Badlands. It is Public Enemy 
Number One which the EU and UN hates above all. Hell. There had to be a reason why 
the EU and UN always so hated Israel. The Last Great Renegade Outlaw State Of the 
International Badlands is hated by all of the gigantic festering Migrant Camps called 
Jordan and Lebanon and Muslim Mad Max Hamas and the War Zones and the Oil 
Kingdoms.  

The Butcher of Istanbul always goes berserk when the Public Enemy Number One 
breaks into his telecasts to ridicule his New Caliphate Broadcasts. Public Enemy 
Number One refuses to give up its democracy or human rights or perverted Harbi 
defiance in the face of the ‘Divine Slavery’. By now most of the Jews of the world have 
fled there along with the very last Christians of the Islamic Levant as well as some odds 
and sods of Freemasons and also the rebellious Kurds from the New Caliphate 



previously known as Turkey. Israel also incredulously hosts the last official Muslim 
Apostates left in the world. Tragically, there are not very many of them by now.  

Most of the Mustafa Kemal Ataturk Turks were rounded up by the Butcher of Istanbul 
and sent to camps in occupied Greece where they were machined gunned to death. 
The Dictator of Berlin got tired of them just slowly starving to death in death camps so 
she just ordered them to dig their own Medina Trench alongside a railroad track. Then 
they were ordered to stand in their own Medina Trench. Then the train slowly came by 
and its cattle cars rolled back their doors to reveal mobile machine guns. The machine 
guns effortless exterminated the apostates by the millions.  

Hell. The Dictator of Berlin even topped Hitler and Stalin in her ability to commit mass 
murder. The Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that beside the Greeks starving to death 
the Turkish apostates who were killed topped twenty million. Or was it just ten million? 
Anyway. It topped the genocides of Hitler and Stalin and the Armenian genocide and the 
Balkans genocide. Bravo. But not the Hindu genocide when Islamic conquerors and 
slavers liquidated between 50 and 80 million. Am I the last Secret Muslim Apostate left 
in Dar ul Islamic Anglestan?” the fireman mused. “But am I an Apostate if I have not 
actually dared to openly rebel yet? Can someone be an apostate or Takfir Kafir if they 
are only covert? Double agents? Implanted moles? Or ......novel forms of alternative 
personalities? Each ignorant of what the other might be doing? Is Mohammad guilty of 
the treason committed by Davy? Does espionage or insanity qualify? When will I finally 
and at last dare to openly rebel? Defy? Deviate? And damn my soul? ..... Our soul ......” 

*** *** 

Wolfe checked his watch and grimaced. “Think about something else. Don’t count the 
minutes to midnight or else you will go mad. Or else piss in your drawers. Think about 
the best high tech anarchists of all. The Jews. Being masters of every sort of high tech 
gizmo the Jews highjacked TV and Radio satellites so often the self proclaimed Sultan 
of Istanbul and the official head of the New Caliphate ordered missiles to shoot down 
the satellites rather than allow the highjacking of the Air Waves to go on.  

What was more important? Crucial satellites or allowing Public Enemy Number One to 
triumph over Allah? Fortunately he ran out of missiles before he could totally destroy all 
telecommunications. But he seriously compromised telecommunications. And cosmic 



rays and Birkeland Currents are compromising the rest. Then the Jews simply 
commenced other ways of highjacking the Internet and Youtube and Radio as well as 
sabotaging the New Caliphate’s computers to transmit Freemason Speeches about the 
Enlightenment and Voltaire and Ben Franklin and the Founder Fathers of America. Or 
else they broadcast Jahiliyyyah Classical Music or else Rock and Roll or Hip Hop by 
Rebel Musicians after Music was ordered ‘buried’ as haram. Music kept resurrecting 
itself courtesy of Israel. 

In fact the Jews use the Jewish Irving Berlin’s ‘God Bless America’ as its anthem. 
French Jazz joined decrepit old Rock and Rollers or else Hip Hop rebels among the 
Millennial Generation Identity Rebels with the odd nod to esoteric Japanese musical 
supporters. Japan was the first major nation in the world to ban Islam. By now of course 
South Korea and China had also banned Islam along with Hong Kong and Singapore. 
Unlike the West, Asia had no compulsion about banning Islam as an existential threat to 
their very existence. Japan equated the banning of Islam to the partial banning of Shinto 
after WW II because Shinto used to be a state religion used to justify world war. What 
was good for the goose was good for the gander. Often the music played by the Public 
Enemy Number One is set to vintage photographs of art burned by Islam. Ghostly digital 
images still lingering on.  

On alternating days Israel broadcasts music and the news in support of other Rebel 
Fascist Nations like the New Double Headed Eagle Confederation of the ex-Habsburg 
nations allied with Poland and renegade Bavaria and part of the Ukraine which still 
defied Islamic assault. Russia’ dirty nuke ravished landscape covered by glowing 
glaciers. Or else Israel broadcasts for besieged Switzerland with its citizenry army 
fighting at every mountain pass after the Swiss along with renegade NATO mutineers 
blew up every single railroad tunnel and road tunnel and bridge and viaduct and 
infrastructure to paralyze NATO and reduce Eurabia to a string of disjointed battlefields. 
That and also blowing up every single airport to hinder air bombing raids to drones once 
even the helicopters were all shot down. Anti-aircraft missiles shooting down anything 
that dared to fly. Eurabia devolving into a primitive reply of The New Dark Ages. Or else 
renegade Israel broadcasts to help inspire poor starving occupied Greece or poor 
bleeding Italy. But most of the Greeks are dead.” 

“What are you thinking oh Wolfe the Great and Terrible?” 



“What wonderful hackers the Jew are!” 
“You are a great hacker too!” 

“Yes but no one hacks with the sardonic genius the Jews do.” 

“I was just remembering the last show Max Raabe did! I adored Max Raabe! That sly 
smile!”  

“Oh don’t bring up Max Raabe! Oh Guy! His terrible death is beyond my ability to cope 
with remembering!....” 

*** *** 

“.....I remembered how the horrors first started to play out” the fireman snarled out loud. 
As if ranting to someone walking behind him. “In Italy because the Italians were such a 
small population but were alas, the epicenter of one of the invasion routes. The 
Northern New Rome Confederation was fighting the Southern Islamic Sultanate with 
Rome right smack in the middle of the battleground. The Vatican was so besieged it was 
surrounded by towering concrete walls, electrified barriers, land mines, anti-aircraft 
missiles, and artillery. The Great Dome of Michelangelo was a shattered ruin. The 
Sistine Chapel was covered inside and outside by steel girders and sand bags in a 
desperate attempt to save it. The priceless Library and Art Collection of the Vatican was 
buried in deep bunkers and ancient Roman sewers. Rumors said the Swiss Guards 
were building Ragnarokkr Survivialist bastions deep underground to preserve the legacy 
even if thermonuclear war killed everyone. Only a few lower ranking nonentities and the 
Swiss Guards were commanding the Vatican War. But they insisted they were acting on 
the orders of the Last Legitimate Pope. That and God of course! The Swiss were 
notoriously dogged and literal in their concept of ‘Marching Orders’ and the conditions of 
their ancient Contract to defend the Vatican even if there was almost no one left alive 
inside it. And their occasional tourist uniforms aside, the Swiss Guards were an ultra 
modern state of the art paramilitary outfit. 

This curiously tragic crisis occurred after the Sultan of Rome assassinated the last 
cowardly bastard of a Marxist eunuch of a pope who was being held prisoner after 
surrendering like a dirty coward he was. Then the Sultan of Rome ordered the pope of 
his own choice, an aged and timid man, to go to the window overlooking Saint Peter’s 



Square and order all Italian Catholics to surrender to Dhimmitude in return for being 
allowed to live and perhaps even be allowed to keep a few inferior churches left over 
after the Great Mosque Conversion  ------- after the Vatican was handed over for 
conversion to become the Great Mosque of the Sultanate Rome of course. Its famous 
art white washed or else destroyed naturally. Its famous library burned of course. Its 
famous Renaissance treasures burned or else melted down of course.  

What was more important? Saving some dead art or being shot? Saving some 
Renaissance crap or being shot? Saving some old books or being shot? In return the 
machine gun welding jihadists in the Sistine Chapel would not machine gun every 
Catholic bishop and cardinal to death. The cowering Pope dutifully marched to the 
window before thousands of terrified Italians who filled the square of Saint Peter. Then 
he prayed and ordered his people to ‘render unto Caesar’ ------ that which is lawful ------- 
but fight every tyrant. 

The jihadist standing right behind the fragile African Pope then shot the man in the back 
of his head! The Pope’s face exploited into blood and bone fragments as his corpse 
toppled straight down. Crashing bloodily onto the cobblestones as The Faithful 
screamed. Jihadists materializing among the towering marble roof angels to machine 
gun the faithful as if fish in a glass bowl as Swiss Guards in high tech assault gear 
fought mano y mano. Bullets and blood spraying everywhere! Bodies falling everywhere 
on Saint Peter’s Square! Even as the jihadists in the Sistine Chapel machine gunned 
the entire upper echelon of the Catholic Church! Blood spraying across Michelangelo’s 
‘Last Judgement’!  

The Swiss Guards finally recaptured the Vatican after a two hour battle leaving 
unspeakable carnage behind. The Massacre of Saint Peter’s Square it was known ever 
afterwards. The Sultan of Rome fled but only temporarily. But when he returned he 
found the Vatican a fortified bastion. A ring of buildings around the Vatican Fortress 
blown up to create a no-man’s land of mines and concrete barriers and electrified razor 
wire and anti-aircraft gunnery. The Marxist pope might not have possessed balls but the 
Swiss did! Boy but the Swiss did! 

The Swiss Guards welcomed the Sultan back by shooting down a test drone zooming 
over the self proclaimed Sultan’s head to demonstrate some of their expertise. Then 
they sent bomb drones as if an attack of hornets to terrorize him. After that welcome 



back the Swiss Guards dug in, aided and abetted by Rebel Switzerland, the Double 
Eagle Confederation alias the New Habsburg Confederation who historically were 
always the Defenders of The Faithful , and Israeli elite storm troopers augmented by 
renegade Catholic Bavarian ex-Nato mutineers. Israel might have said ‘I told you so’ but 
it resisted. Instead, the Israelis supplied decades of expertise in fighting Muslims to the 
New Rebels. 

No one anticipated this unexpected determination to not surrender ----- especially as 
most of Europe was cravenly handing over its most cherished Catholic and Protestant 
churches for Mosque Conversion without a fight. Even Cologne Cathedral had been 
handed over and its exquisite interior whitewashed after its iconic crosses were broken 
and burned. Even Chartres had been handed over and white washed and its iconic 
crosses broken (though renegades smuggled out its famous medieval stain glass 
windows to save them from destruction). Sure. The portable art was smuggled out in a 
replay of the Second World War and hidden in salt mines but the victorious Muslims did 
not gave a damn about historic art ---- other than the joy of burning it as haram 
Jahiliyyah blasphemy. The triumph was occupying the greatest churches of Christian 
Europe and vandalizing them to make the Dhimmis emotionally bleed. Like sticking a 
bayonet into their guts and then twisting it! 

The Sultan of Rome responded to this unexpected show of defiance by blowing up 
every Catholic Church in Rome instead of ordering their conversions to become 
mosques. Priceless art destroyed. Priceless beauty destroyed. Though the Swiss 
Guards had been able to strip the most famous portable masterpieces at least and 
Venice was able to barricade itself behind the Anti-Global Flooding Barriers though they 
commenced a slow motion starvation. All of this simply ensured a terrible war instead of 
the anticipated craven surrender everyone assumed would happen. Catholics were 
machine gunned to death in their churches. Catholics were burned alive in their 
churches. Catholics were crucified in their churches. The besieged Vatican airlifted food 
parcels by drones to Venice in a reply of the Berlin Air Lift. So slow motion starvation 
only became slower motion malnutrition. 

The Italians resorted to sabotage and black market chicanery as well as fleeing to the 
wilds of the Italian mountains as the nation devolved into fortified cities and villages as 
war ravished ‘The Boot’. Ironically, the Mafia sided with the Italians and the Vatican 
which was quite unexpected. Up to this point the Marxist led Vatican and the black 



market capitalistic Mafia had been feuding. Sometimes the best way the good can 
survive is by clinging to the shirt tails of a very bad man. In this case The Godfather.  

Now the Mafia threw all of its genius for criminal enterprise as well as its criminal flare 
for violence against the Islamic occupiers. So Italy soon was replaying a sort of terrifying 
rehash of WW II after Germany succeeded Mussolini ----- including the grisly end of the 
first Sultan. Alas, he was quickly replaced despite the grisly end of the first Sultan done 
in a la Mussolini. The Mafia also blew up every food ship in every port to make sure the 
Southern Sultanate also starved if the Sultanate was also starving the Catholics. The 
Mafia also seized every cargo of weaponry before blowing up any ship in any harbor to 
make sure the Southern Sultanate starved. The Sultanate replied by holding the ruins of 
Pompeii hostage. The New Rome Confederation sadly fought on. So the Sultanate blew 
up Pompeii. They would have sooner or later anyway. Anyone who would celebrate the 
seizing of power by blowing up the Coliseum sooner or later would blow up Pompeii.  

The defiance was initially perplexing but the reality was Dhimmitude was very quickly 
exposed for what it was: a brutal sub existence which so echoed Adolph Hitler’s regime 
it proved where Hitler got his ideas to begin with. And the Italians remembered when the 
Nazis ruled Italy so they understood the reality all too well. Dhimmitude quickly proved 
to be stewed in persecution and spiced with sadism and garnished by humiliation and 
frosted by unspeakable violence. The politically correct multi-cultural white wash of 
Islam was very quickly exposed by the reality of the ‘Divine Slavery’ ----- ‘D’ badges and 
ghettos and disenfranchisement and ethnic cleansing and a Morality Police acting like 
the Gestapo and all. Italians still remembered WW II. The Italians surprised everyone by 
fighting back against the Islamic Nazis.  

Only Islam still has this uncontrollable inability to cope with rejection of its self declared 
mandate to dominate and rule the world as The Dominators of the ‘Divine Slavery’ along 
with its twin self declared mission statement that Islam and only Islam is the only 
legitimate religion on the face of the planet. So Muslims are not psychologically 
prepared to take ‘rejection’ kindly when they approached the majority of any country. 
And because of Mohammad’s 632 declaration of war upon Christian Rome the Italians 
were especially targeted. Their destruction was very specifically ordered by Mohammad. 
It was his last unfinished business. The total destruction of Christian Rome. So the 
declaration of the Italian Sultanate quickly became a vicious and destructive war fought 
in the middle of exquisite ruins which once were tourist bastions which the Italians 



persisted in waging despite being desperately outnumbered by forty or fifty or even one 
hundred times their enemy. The children of the Renaissance battled the children of the 
Islamic Dark Age.  

Meanwhile, hundreds of thousands of Muslim migrants invaded Southern Italy and 
assaulted every port. So much for showing gratitude for Italians naively rescuing Muslim 
migrants during the first years of the crisis. No good deed goes unrewarded. The 
Italians should have been forewarned. When the Muslim migrants first started to arrive, 
mostly North Africans and Ethiopians and Somalis, they rioted routinely, tore down traffic 
lights, smashed windows, hurled trash everywhere, vandalized, burned, assaulted, and 
raped with impunity ----- while screaming ‘Money! Money! Money!’ into the Youtube 
cameras.  

The shocking Fiuggi Incident should have also warned the Italians. ‘Grateful’ Muslim 
migrants rescued at sea attacked their Red Cross Reception Center, attacked Red 
Cross workers, gang raped a 48 year old Red Cross worker, attempted to strangle one 
administrator, then attempted to murder another administrator, and finally burned the 
center ----- all with apparent impunity. They were untouchable. Beyond the law. Outside 
the law. And above the law. They were the New Ubermensch. And the Italians suddenly 
realized they were the New Untermensch. 

But by the time the Italians realized they were being held hostage by their ‘guests’ it was 
too late. Every city was being attacked by Muslim migrants running amok. Tourists were 
terrorized into fleeing. The cities became completely lawless after dark and then 
completely lawless even in the daytime. Every church was attacked. Everyone with 
money was attacked. And just like every other country in Europe, the Italians quickly 
discovered that the migrants had absolutely no intention of ever working. They moved 
straight onto the dole and stayed there. Rioting at night and wallowing on the dole 
during the day. Their Leftist leaders had betrayed them. Only the Northern cities were 
willing to be politically incorrect and commence shooting every Muslim they could find 
while castrating and lynching Muslim rapists and vandals trying to deface or burn down 
priceless Renaissance art. The new Italian War quickly became a replay of the first 
Islamic Assault on the Late Classical Hellene Rome. 

Fortunately, hundreds of thousands of Muslim migrants also overwhelmed and 
disrupted and bankrupted the Southern Sultanate. Hundreds of thousands of migrants 



anticipating riches forced themselves into Southern Italy only to find a freshly minted 
Islamic failed state instead of once prosperous Italy. The southern part of The Boot of 
Italy was always poor. Now it quickly became one gigantic chaotic migrant camp oozing 
raw sewage and mass rapine and violent rioting by Muslim ingrates ----- rioting against 
the Sultan of Rome. And unlike the gullible Italians, the Sultan declined to rescue the 
thousands of flimsy boats pouring into the Mediterranean to invade Southern Italy. He 
let them drown or else commenced shooting them. His excuse: they were the ‘wrong’ 
types of Muslims! 

The North of Italy was always the money bags and despite their sometimes air-head 
behavior the North Of Italy now displayed its Ancient Roman Spine. And the New 
Roman Confederation was allied to Rebel Switzerland by the one secret railroad tunnel 
which still not blown up. Just wired to blow. So precariously the New Roman 
Confederation hung on ---- howbeit against a grotesquely corrupt and incompetent 
Sultan being clobbered by hundreds of thousands of rioting African ‘revert’ Migrants who 
only converted to enjoy the riches of Islamic conquest who now rioted when those 
riches failed to materialize....” 

*** *** 

The mad woman listened to the screams coming from the Green Park migrant camp. 
The horrible screams of children being raped and killed and devoured. She shuddered 
with both withered hands over her aged ears. Then she fled deeper inside the treasure 
house. She wandered among Renaissance masterpieces of small bronze sculpture, 
display cases of exquisite Roman coins alternating with Renaissance medallions done 
in the style of Rome and Greece, exquisite portraits of Italian bankers and their beautiful 
trophy wives, art by Titian and Botticelli, one of Fra Angelico’s exquisite angels, a 
voluptuous Giorgione nude, and a saintly El Greco. “I can’t save you! I can’t save you! I 
can’t save you....” 

*** ***  

“......Israel also broadcasts for The New Spanish Civil War” the fireman told his invisible 
biographer as he staggered across the nightmare world of Piccadilly. “But Spain is 
totally cut off from everyone by now. And the Spanish Sultanate is broadcasting 



delusional propaganda so no one knows what the hell is really happening.” He 
staggered dizzily. Then he spat out a little blood. He heard a howl of a Feral tracking 
him. So he staggered onward as if being hounded by the demonic Furies. “I can’t save 
you Mohammad! I can’t save you Ahmad! I can’t..... I can’t....” 

The Spanish Rebels were operating literally and figuratively under the radar. So no one 
could guess from day to day who was massacring whom. Muslim jihadists are 
merciless. But the Spanish have a deep seated vein for returning the Islamic jihad 
inflicted on the Harbi infidels mano y mano. Battle for battle. Massacre for massacre. 
Beheading for beheading. Crucifying for crucifying. Burning alive for burning alive. Rape 
for rape. Murder for murder. Torture for torture. Savagery for savagery. Battles waged in 
every city and town and village and farm across Spain as well as Portugal. The New 
Spanish Civil War was so terrifying the migrants of North Africa actually started to flee 
the carnage. From what everyone can guess from the garbled messages and reports 
coming out of Spain it appears to be the very worst nightmare happening in all of the 
North West Hemisphere. “Where came the stain?” the fireman whispered. “The dark 
stain on the soul of the Spanish People?” The fireman stared at the devastation which 
used to be London. “God! How can anything be worse that this? Yet apparently what is 
happening in Spain is the very worst of all....” 



CHAPTER SIX

The fireman stared at the horror which once used to be London. “How can anything be 
worst than this City of the Dead? Yet apparently what is happening in Spain is the 
greatest nightmare of all! A murderous battle to the death of rivals replaying a historic 
grudge match! Many historians such as Emmet Scott and Roger Collins originally 
speculated that Spain learned its original reputation for bloody sadism during its original 
centuries long occupation. Where came the stain on the soul of the Spanish? The stain 
which is the wound to the soul of the Spanish?  

Apparently it came from the nonstop warfare of Islamic conquest followed by nonstop 
warfare of Spanish Liberation from the nonstop warfare of Islamic conquest as well as 
the brutalizing enslavement and exploitation and degradation committed by the cruel 
Moors. Where came the stain on the soul of the Spanish? It came through horrific 
battles called the Reconquista. Yet up to the Islamic conquest Spain was the incarnation 
of the sunny Hellene World. And even when ruled by the Romanized Visigoths, Spain 
was one of the most advanced and rich and sophisticated of Rome’s old provinces. A 
crown jewel of Rome. The birthplace of Hadrian who was one of the greatest Caesars of 
Rome. A lush rich jewel. That was Spain before the Arabs and Moors ravished it!  

Spain! Balmy Spain! Rich and glorious Late Classical Hellene Spain! Until the conquest 
by Islam that is. The myth of Cordoba being just that. A myth. Cordoba always being a 
self serving propaganda based on lies rather than facts. What was that show Wolfey 
showed me on his laptop? Oh Lledrith! Let my demented photographic memory of 
horror regale you with a story of unspeakable horror gilded over with BIG LIES! As a 
lover of grotesque nightmares it was burned into my memory as a nightmare! Oh you 
will like it Lledrith! It rivals your nightmare haunted house! It is the haunting of the 
Spanish! It is the Spanish nightmare! Their haunted history which to this day torments 
them and fuels this modern horror story playing out in balmy Spain!” 

The fireman staggered as he raved. As if savoring the historic horror story which burned 
a stain of dark gothic horror into the depths of the soul of the Spanish. “Shut up you 
whining whelps! This is too good a horror not to share! At the very least it will stop my 
ears to your screams! A careful and factual study of Islamic occupation of Late Classical 



Hellene Spain and every architectural and archaeological excavation scientifically 
confirmed that the ‘silt of carnage’ per Glick covered violently destroyed Roman and 
Late Classical Visigoth Hellene creations dating to the time of the Islamic Conquest of 
Spain. Either that or else brutalized and confiscated Roman and Late Classical Hellene 
creations by terrible war only later retrofitted by the conquering Moors centuries later 
after they ceased to be quite so murderously barbaric.  

The abundance of archaeology from the Roman and Late Classical Visigoth Era was 
still amazingly abundant to historians digging away to exhume the history of the Decline 
and Fall of the Romanized Visigoth Spanish Empire. The evidence was overwhelming to 
archeologists that the Late Classical Visigoth Spain was a booming place no less than 
Roman Spain had been. Booming and prosperous including the latest fiction books from 
Egypt’s great libraries. The latest silk weaving techniques from Byzantine Greece with 
its contacts with China via the Silk Road. The latest fashionable red pottery from North 
Africa. The latest spices from India. The latest incense from Arabia. The most exquisite 
fish sauce to spice the most jaded of palettes. Olives. Fruits. Fish. Every luxury. Public 
baths. Even the latest fad: Byzantine Horseshoe Arches to grace the most luxurious 
church in Spain. Buildings were well maintained. Some expanding. Others newly 
constructed. Urban Infrastructure was well maintained. Agriculture was prosperous. 
International trade was thriving. The population thriving. Romanized Visigoth Spain was 
on a roll! 

In contrast the first two centuries of the Islamic Conquest was amazingly absent. No 
archeologist could find any evidence whatsoever among the shocking debris of 
destruction covered by that infamous silt of carnage. Ash. Arson ash. It was like the 
discovery of Ancient Troy under nought but debris and ash. A city totally destroyed. 
Except this was an entire nation totally destroyed. The so-called glories of Islamic Spain 
were all but nonexistent. It was nothing more than unspeakable destruction and 
recycled ruins as the suffering Spanish lived in their ruins as they starved. Living in 
debris. Everything smashed. Bashed. Burned. Looted. And destroyed. An entire 
civilization brought to its knees! And the archaeological line separating the booming and 
prosperous Roman and Late Classical Visigoth Spain from the aftermath of war and 
shocking carnage and groveling poverty, and most of all what was not present, totally 
absent in fact, the first two centuries of Islamic Occupation of Spain: The silt of carnage 
first documented by Glick. What the hell is Glick? How the hell should I know! But if 
Glick documented it then I will believe it over any lying Islamist apologist! 



In fact the silt of carnage which documented the violent destruction of the Late Classical 
Hellene Romanized Visigoth Spain caused by the Islamic invasion was so great it took 
nearly three centuries before Islamic occupied Spain was able to stagger back into 
something approaching its original riches and sophistication and prosperity ---- howbeit 
with a drastically shrunken population and drastically shrunken urban profile. All 
confirmed by archeology. Not bullshit myths. Not BIG LIES. Archeology. Digging up the 
politically incorrect truths!  

So the so-called ‘Golden Age’ of Cordoba is just that. A myth. A myth not supported by 
any archaeological evidence whatsoever and debunked by the ‘silt of carnage’. No 
archaeology or existing architecture prove any of the claims that any Golden Age 
Cordoba existed. Nothing of fact was dug up whatsoever. No city of half a million rich 
people. No thousands of mosques except for Late Classical Christian churches seized 
and retrofitted to become mosques. No palaces except for those seized from the 
Visigoths. No public baths and bridges and infrastructure except for what was seized 
and heavily damaged from the Roman and Late Classical Hellene Spanish and their 
sophisticated and Romanized Visigoth rulers. Massive destruction was found. The silt of 
carnage was found. Evidence of terrible war and more terrible conquest was found. And 
whatever did survive the horrific Islamic conquest was confiscated and recycled by the 
conquerors. Late Classical Hellene Visigoth buildings which still stood were clearly 
retrofitted by the Islamic conquerors with belated Islamic decor slapped all over them 
some two or three centuries later. They were not new buildings. They were stolen 
Visigoth buildings or Late Classical Hellene Roman buildings. They were not new 
wonders of Islamic genius. They were raped and ravished relics of Roman or Visigoth 
genius. And the resulting Islamic urban landscape post conquest which the 
archeologists found was shrunken indicating mass carnage after brutal war. So was the 
resulting Islamic agricultural landscape indicating mass carnage after brutal war. The 
so-called glory of Cordoba was nought but the raped carcass of a previous glorious 
Roman Visigoth Spanish nation brutally conquered by Islam! 

Who says I can’t remember things! Wolfey had no end of politically incorrect heretic 
videos we used to watch together as he explained the inconvenient truth to me. I 
remember everything which debunks the lies madrassa flogged me for refusing to 
memorize. I remember everything which debunks the BIG LIES which the useful idiots 
and Loki Insider Traitors tried to peddle. Hell! I even remember every Youtube blogger 



like Stefan Moly whatever his name and Styxhexenhammer666 and Kraut And His Tea 
and Sargon of Akkad and Black Pigeon Speaks and The Naked Ape with the high tenor 
sneer which Wolfey so loved to listen to. I remember everything which debunks the BIG 
LIE! 

While archaeological excavations have documented Roman and Late Classical London, 
and Roman and Late Classical Paris, and Roman and Late Classical Rome, and 
certainly Roman and Late Classical Visigoth Spain, no archaeological excavations have 
documented the first two centuries of the so-called ‘Golden Age’ of Cordoba. Zero! Zilch! 
Nada! Nothing! The only thing which has been found are ruins of Roman and Late 
Classical Visigoth Spain smashed and bashed and burned and brutalized and covered 
by the ‘silt of carnage’ by that Glick whoever or else Roman or Late Classical Visigoth 
buildings such as churches, forts, villas, palaces, baths, and urban infrastructure seized 
by the Muslim invaders and later retrofitted in the third century of Islamic occupation 
after Spain recovered from the destruction of Islamic invasion. These also include a few 
gerry rigged and exceptionally crude, crude, crude, Muslim built buildings in belated 
centuries of occupation created from salvaged materials by cannibalizing Roman and 
Late Classical Visigoth buildings previously destroyed. The pre and post Islamic 
conquest marked by that ‘silt of carnage’ documented by Glick Glock whatever his 
name.  

I will take Glick Glock whatever his name is over any lying Islamist apologist any day of 
the week! Even if Glick was some transplanted Martian with one eye and six 
appendages like a Doctor Who plastic monster I will believe whatever he says over any 
lying Islamist apologist any day of the week! Especially if Glick Glock the Autoton 
Octopus was digging in Spain long before politically correct revisionists and 
propagandists were born. Victorians and anyone BC before SJW AD never lied. They 
just wrote about what they found. Not like the bastards who betrayed us in school by 
rewriting facts into cultural Marxist politically correct lies. Like Cordoba being a paradise 
when the Moors were massacring and enslaving everyone who refused to submit while 
burning down whole cities when they were not burning down whole ports while hauling 
away millions into slavery all over the Mediterranean and even kidnaping Yankee sailors 
up to 1800 and raping White Women in harems up to WW I. That silt of carnage thing 
means the stuff left over after cities and bodies burned! Even I know what silt of carnage 
is! Ash and cinder! 



To be exact: archeologists and that Glick Glock found eleven Islamic edifices in 
comparison with documented ruins of thousands of Roman and Late Classical Visigoth 
Spanish creations along with documented confiscation and recycling of pre-existing 
Roman and Late Classical Visigoth edifices for Islamic use. Eleven edifices from 
cannibalized materials do not a ‘Golden Age’ make! I side with Glick Glock the Martian! I 
side with Emmet Scottie what’s his name is! Scott the heretic debunker! I side with 
archeologists with silly little paint brushes digging up huge ruins veneered by the silt of 
carnage of ash and cinder over revisionists who cut history so full of holes it becomes a 
paper doily for the mind of the brainwashed! If Glick Glock the Occidental Octopus could 
not find the greatest civilization ever spawn from Islam in the Golden Age among the silt 
of carnage of ash and cinders than it never fucking existed!  

I mean! Cordoba was supposed to be this gigantic wonderland of Islamic civilization! On 
the scale of Ancient Rome! On par with Greco Roman Constantinople! So where the 
fuck was it? Hidden under a handbasket? A baker’s dozen buildings cobbled together 
from smashed up Roman Visigoth building blocks previously demolished ain’t no 
Emerald Green City of Oz! Nor does confiscating pre-existing Roman and Late 
Classical Visigoth genius an Islamic Golden Age make! Just slapping a Moorish name 
on some another civilization created ain’t the same as creating it! Like that 
Constantinople domed church which was turned into the famous Turkish mosque. The 
Turks did not build that wonder of the ancient world! They stole it! It ain’t the same thing! 

But all of this does however prove conquest by Islam was incredibly brutal, destructive, 
and traumatic for the indigenous Spanish people suffering under brutal Islamic rule. 
Hence the change of the Spanish soul from a sophisticated and urban Hellene people 
into a traumatized and brooding and often cruel people obsessed with suffering and 
death and horror. Hence came the stain on the soul of the Spanish. A metamorphosis I 
can certainly relate to! It is a tragedy the New Spanish Civil War will only reinforce. And 
being a victim of just such a regime I can relate! Let the blood flow! It is payback time! 
Kill them all! Come on you Spaniards! Kill every Mo! It is the Second Reconquesta! 
Slaughter them all! 

At the same time there is a proven documentation of shocking depopulation as the Late 
Classical Hellene Levant and Europe imploded. What happened to Visigoth Spain was 
happening all over South Europe and Italy and Greece and North Africa and Egypt and 
the entire Levant. The people fleeing. The cities and towns and roads and ports and 



farming terraces and irrigation networks abandoned or destroyed. Wilderness or else 
deserts covering Roman and Late Classical Urban landscapes. The survivors mostly 
fleeing to the mountains and wildernesses. Once rich farm lands turning into wastelands 
or deserts. Silt filing up harbors. Coinage vanishing. Barter appearing. Riches vanishing. 
Poverty appearing. Books vanishing. Illiteracy appearing. Greco Roman Hellene 
Knowledge vanishing. Ignorance appearing. Latin and Greek vanishing. Arabic 
appearing. The Hellene world vanishing. Enforced Arabization and Islamization 
appearing. Rich clothes disappearing. Rags appearing.  

Once rich buildings now burnt or ruined or damaged or destroyed. The roads now 
empty. The famous cornucopia of Levant foodstuffs vanishing. Hunger appearing. 
International and Levant trade disappearing. Shipping vanishing. Sunken ships 
appearing. The Mediterranean becoming a war zone. The South East Levant, once the 
richest part of the Classical and Late Classical World dissolving into ruination and 
ignorance and acute poverty and hunger. The South of Europe, once almost as rich as 
the Levant, imploding. Rome and its ports sacked. Only the farther reaches of North and 
Central Europe still somewhat staggering along but in better shape than the once much 
richer South of Europe and originally very much richer South and East Levant. The silt 
of carnage found by Glick Glock the Occidental Octopus covering everything. 

This silt of carnage dates from the late 630 era onward for centuries. Only by the Ninth 
Century does parts of the West Levant and Southern and Central European Civilization 
start to recover. What caused the entire thriving Late Classical Byzantine Civilization to 
implode so totally? The dates correspond to the declaration of world war by Mohammad 
in 632 and the panicked surrender and conversion of Persia to become the Arabic Ally 
in the Islamic world invasion of the Levant and South and East Europe with Islamic 
piracy and slavery raids as far as Kent England and South Ireland. What turned 666 into 
such a pregnant prediction? And the Vikings were both thriving as Europe weakened 
and were also indirectly economically allied with the Islamic conquerors proved by 
caches of Islamic coinage documenting the sale of White Slaves by Vikings to Muslims. 
White Slaves being very prized by Muslims.  

So the invasion of Late Classical Visigoth Spain by Islam featured this trade mark 
shocking destruction, savage despoiling, depopulation, and devastation along with 
pillage, rapine, massive enslavement, and confiscation by Islamic Ghazi Razzia Holy 
War For Holy Profit Jihadists along with endless blood and blood and still more blood 



----- as Islamic Ghazi Razzia Jihadists and Pirates and Slave Raiders disrupted, 
devastated, destroyed, and drained the once rich Late Classical Visigoth Spaniards dry 
with pillage and rapine and enslavement and devshirme and jizya and dhimmitude 
along with relentless and nonstop warfare. Whatever they could not confiscate the 
Moors vandalized and destroyed. They vacuumed up the riches of Spain and left the 
indigenous population either massacred and enslaved or else impoverished and 
bleeding. And most of all they left the indigenous Spanish traumatized. Where came the 
stain on the Spanish soul? There came the stain! The New Spanish Civil War will only 
end badly accordingly. ‘We are your worst nightmare!’ being bellowed by a people with 
the same mind set and religious mission and manifest destiny who are yet again 
invading Spain to rape it in order to enrich themselves. Just like before. With Islamic 
Extractive Economics at its most brutal. 

Emmet Scott in his books on Glick Glock the Occidental Octopus and other pre-cultural 
Marxist archeologists scientifically documented the indiscriminate destruction of the 
once rich and sophisticated Late Classical Visigoth Spain. The silt of carnage. Eleven 
genuine but crude building which the Muslims invaders built from scratch with recycled 
ruins. Massive destruction never rebuilt at all. And what fools called the Glories of 
Cordoba which were nought but the Muslim conquerors simply taking the best and 
retrofitting the Roman and Late Classical Visigoth buildings with Islamic kitsch by 
ordering the conquered to labor for them. Including that famous Horseshoe Church 
which became a famous mosque. Stolen. Confiscated. Recycled into a mosque. Later 
redecorated with Islamic kitsch. A perfect symbol for the real Cordoba! 

And while the Moors wallowed in their stolen riches, their abused Dhimmis simply bled. 
Even the so-called Libraries were mostly Late Classical Hellene books along with Indian 
and Chinese books which the Moors later burned as Shirk or else Jahiliyyah Alien 
Barbaric Pollution. The civilized were the Spanish. The barbarians were the Muslims. To 
say otherwise would be like saying the Vikings who seized Roman York England were 
Great Civilizers. Likewise, the Islamic conquerors ordered the educated Spanish 
administrators to run Spain for them. They ordered educated Spanish to read and write 
for them. They ordered the educated Spanish to collect what books were not burned 
and translate them into Arabic for them.  

The famous Cordoba Golden Age Geniuses were Muhtadi converts or pundits from the 
educated Spanish. In short: the murderous Mo barbarians roaring out of Arabia which 



did not even have knowledge of the wheel bought or else stole civilization off the shelf 
of Western Genius. Then. Now. It is the usual Mo modus operandi! The Persians did the 
same. The Turks did the same. The Mughals did the same. The Arabs did the same. 
Buy what can’t be stolen off the shelf of Western Genius. Then lounge under pleasure 
domes stolen from others like parasitic Eloi while the Morlock slaves do all of the work! 
The Morlocks being Occidental Westerners or Oriental Chinese or Indians! Anyone but 
Mos! 

The present Muslim conquerors of Spain are likewise all but illiterate creatures 
originating from bastions of historic Islamic Third World failure who plotted their 
conquest and destruction of the Advanced World of Christian Spain while on the dole. 
They boast of their gross entitlement as the Ubermensch Ummah despite not laboring 
productively one day of their lives. Yet they expect to reap the riches of Spain when it is 
conquered anew. While openly boasting they will enslave the Spanish people anew and 
punish them for their Reconquesta and for their illegal liberation from Islamic rule and 
for daring to rebel against their original conquest by Islam and for throwing off the yoke 
of the Divine Slavery. The end can only be bloody. 

Yet the Muslims invading Spain anew yet again boast of this myth of Golden Cordoba to 
justify their entitlement to reclaim and reconquer and once again rule Spain despite the 
fact they are almost without exception filthy, dirty, unskilled, all but illiterate migrants 
from Islamic failed states of the impoverished South East Islamic Levant. Especially 
Muslim North Africa. Confirmed by every UN report to be all but the bottom of the world 
by every measurable statistic. Third World failed state historic failures and present 
basket cases. No language skills. Few reading skills. No high tech job skills. 60% to 
80% on the dole, economic parasites draining Spain dry. Or else rioters and arsonists or 
else rapists or dog poisoners bellowing that their criminality is jihad.  

Economic failures openly boasting that their only loyalty is to Islam and the Ummah who 
are deliberately bankrupting Spain as a form of economic warfare while breeding 
conquerors, the only welfare financed jihad in history. All while boasting ‘We are your 
worst nightmare!’ to the Spanish Morlocks they need to survive. Parasitic Eloi with 
delusions of grandeur which Glick Glock the Occidental Octopus long ago debunked! 
The new invaders are the scion of the Moors who helped to destroy the Late Classical 
Visigoth Spain. And these dirty, violent, illiterate, grossly self entitled scion of the Moors 



will destroy Modern Spain the same way! Each time barbarians destroying a beautiful 
civilization and leaving behind only a silt of carnage! 

According to these new Muslim invaders Spain is ‘unfinished business’. To be 
reconquered for Islam Triumphant. And woe be the indigenous Spanish Christians and 
Jews when the reconquest of Reconquista Spain is achieved. So history repeats itself. 
The second conquest of Spain will be just as bloody as the first conquest of Spain. 
Bloody and ruinous and destructive. The New Spanish Civil War is destined to end only 
one way: horribly! But then! Look at London! How well is this conquest turning out?”  

The fireman stared at the devastation of an once great bejeweled city of the world 
reduced to a nightmare. The howls of the Ferals competing with the machine gun 
battles of rival drug gangs for the title of most horrific. Cesspools on fire. The stench of 
decay and death overwhelming. The starving and the dying covering every filthy street 
and sidewalk and burned out building front. “If London survives this silt of carnage will it 
too have a dark stain slashed into its collective soul like the Spanish?....” 

*** *** 

The mad woman stared at the El Greco oil of a suffering Spanish saint. The colors 
ethereal. Swirling. Whirling. As if a volcanic sunset. The saint’s pale face tortured. 
Desperate. His great dark eyes wet with tears. His gaunt body under his ragged tunic 
twisted in spiritual pain. His hands clutched together in desperate prayer. His face 
staring upwards as if imploding God. “I can’t save you! I can’t save you!...” 

*** ***  

“....Muslims never ever ruled any non Muslim minorities either peacefully or graciously 
or humanly” the fireman snarled to Lledrith as he staggered on his death’s march. “The 
infamous Medina Trench being the symbol of Islamic treatment of non Muslims. The 
Medina Trench being an open grave dug by the soon to be massacred. The Jewish 
females were then forced to watch their Jewish fathers and husbands and brothers and 
sons first digging their own open grave and then being brutally massacred and dumped 
into it. All as Mohammed watched blandly while fondling his child bride. After this the 
Jewish females were ordered to shovel the dirt over their dead kindred with their bare 
hands before being sold off and gang raped and then individually raped. ‘Whatever thy 



right hand possesses do with as you will.’ After all, Islam spread by the sword after the 
632 declaration of world war: ‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’. Muslims’ sole 
concept of ‘negotiation’ has always been historically: 1) convert to Islam and be safe or 
2) surrender to Islamic domination and be ruled as a sub human sub citizen while being 
brutally exploited nonstop until you die or 3) fight and die after which your females will 
be gang raped and then auctioned off to become war booty sex slaves. And rules of war 
against the Kafir allowed any brutality including pillage, rapine, starvation, arson, 
treachery, betrayal, torture, and economic warfare as well as rape jihad. And real Islamic 
history of conquest proves it! Islam is a religion of bloody borders and bloody neighbors 
and jihad and genocide! Just as Islam’s real name is not ‘peace’ but submission! The 
Divine Slavery! And guess what ‘Divine Slavery’ means! Exactly what it says!....” 

*** *** 

The madwoman stared at the El Greco. “Were you born under the Islamic heel of 
conquest?” she asked the forlorn saint. “Is that why you are so desperate? Did you 
experience the horrors of occupation first hand? Did you see your father murdered? 
Your mother raped and killed? Your sisters and brothers dragged off to be sex slaves? 
Did you run away and hide as a little boy as your entire family was destroyed? Did you 
dig shallow graves with your bare hands to bury your parents? Did you live in the rubble 
as if a small feral animal until rescued by some monks? Are you praying for Spain’s 
reconquesta? Are you praying that Spain would never again experience Islam? Oh my 
poor saint! Spain is bleeding out its heart again! History repeating itself! Weep for Spain! 
Pray for Spain! ....” 

*** *** 

“.....And all Kafirs have committed Kufr and therefore are deemed ‘not innocent’. 
Therefore by definition they are a degenerate people of ‘gross error’ and ‘donkeys laden 
with books’ who are either too stubborn or else too retarded to understand the glories of 
Islam as the only legitimate religion on the face of the planet” the fireman told his 
invisible biographer. “The Kafirs are Najis filth. Koran 9:28. And therefore are hell bound 
degenerate, depraved, ungrateful, and defiant of salvation as well as Najis Filth on par 
with urine, feces, rot, decay, vermin, pigs, dogs, dead corpses, and foul blood. As base 



as the vilest of base animals. Sub human filth who must be crushed and ruled with an 
iron hand being too bestial to be allowed to run amok. 

The Kafirs are the Najis filth who have committed the worst evil on earth: Kufr. ‘A Kufr ul 
Akbar’. One who covers up the greatness and domination of Allah.’ And there is such 
Kufr. So many forms of Kufr. Kufr Inaad: the Kafir who stubbornly disbelieves the 
obvious perfection of Islam as the only true and ultimate religion destined to conquer 
and rule the entire planet. And only the worse sort of pervert would stubbornly 
disbelieve the obvious perfection of Islam. That is why Muslims believe everyone is born 
a Muslim and MUST REVERT. So any Christian or Jew or Hindu or Buddhist or Wicca 
or Agnostic or Atheist who refuses to revert to Islam is a loathsome Kufr Inaad.   

Then there is Kufr Juhood: the Kafir who perversely rejects Islam outright in his defiant 
depravity. Such as comparing Islam to some obsessive compulsive cult hitched to a 
demented law system that is both brutal and economically ruinous as well as being 
hitched to Islamism and Islamization which is religious Totalitarianism. And therefore not 
a religion at all. Rather religious fascism. Rather a danger merely masquerading as a 
religion. A existential menace to the entire non Muslim world. In sort: a brainwashed 
people of a totalitarian fascist cult who are determined to commit genocide on the entire 
non Muslim world. That later revealed by the Islamic Prophecy of the End of the World 
when jizya is no more because Muslims have literally taken their swords and 
slaughtered every non Muslim in the their world starting with the Jews. That is Kufr 
Juhood. 

Then there is Kufr Istihaal: the Uncle Tom Takfr Kafir who dares to suggest that Islam is 
not utterly perfect and should be shifted through the mesh of the Enlightenment. Also 
anyone who claims they can be a moderate Muslim in the West. A secular Muslim who 
accepts the division of mosque and state. A Westernized Muslim. A loyal citizen of a Dar 
ul Kafir or Dar ul Harb non Muslim nation. Someone who enthusiastically embraces 
Western law and ideals. Western heritage. Western identity. Western citizenship. In sort: 
an apostate who MUST be killed. That sort of Kufr Istihaal. 

There is the Kufr Inkkar: the mental retard who denies the glorious perfection of Islam 
and clings to inferior and defective religions of ‘gross error’ as if ‘donkeys laden with 
books’. Or else loathsome Pagan Shirks. Daring to think Christianity or Judaism or 
Sikhism or Buddhism or Hinduism or Atheism is equal to or even better than Islam. The 



retards! How dare they refuse to revert! Don’t they know everyone is BORN A MUSLIM 
and must throw away the baggage of their evil parents and revert to Islam the only true 
religion on the face of the planet! That sort of Kufr Inkkar. 

Then there is Kufr Istihzaha: the Kafirs who dare to mock or ridicule Islam’s perfection or 
else questions or dissects or belittles or disputes Islam’s utter flawlessness. Daring to 
cling to the Bill of Rights and the First Amendment. Daring to exercise freedom of 
speech or freedom of the press or freedom of conscience. Daring to open the barred 
gates of ijtihad critical thinking. Daring to say that Mohammad, peace be upon him, was 
NOT the Perfect Man and maybe even quite possibly not a prophet. Much less THE 
PROPHET TRUMPING ALL OTHER PROPHETS OF THE RELIGION TRUMPING ALL 
OTHER RELIGIONS! The depraved degenerates! That sort of Kufr Istihzaha. 

There is Kufr Kurh: the Kafirs who detests Islam and willfully cling to their depraved 
values and ideals and beliefs like Western Values or Eastern Values or Human Rights or 
the equality of the sexes or freedom or liberty or tolerance. Refusing to embrace the 
Islamic Borg. Refusing to abandon their own identity or individuality. Reaffirming their 
own separateness from the collective Islamic Borg. Denouncing the Divine Slavery of 
the Islamic Borg.. How can anyone denounce the Divine Slavery? Why it is simply 
perverse depravity! Scorning Sharia and sneering the need for Islamic heresy and 
blasphemy laws and quibbling Islam’s right to dominate and rule the world. Denying 
Islam’s glorious divine mission and manifest destiny to conquer and rule the world and 
eradicate all Kufr until there is absolutely no other religion left on earth except Islam. 
Bah! Don’t they understand they must submit to Islam to save their souls? Even if Islam 
must bomb and blow up and shoot and behead and burn and crucify and torture and 
chop up and mangle and incinerate and even nuke every defiant Kufr Kafir it is to save 
their souls! Don’t the morons understand that? Well. Obviously not! That sort of Kufr 
Kurh. 

Then there is Kufr Kibr: the Kafirs who arrogantly disbelieve with contempt that Islam is 
a 7th century excuse of stone age barbarity and medieval savagery instead of the most 
utterly perfect religion on the face of the planet. Quibbling that Islam is the equivalent of 
fascism or totalitarianism or Islamic imperialism or Islamic colonialism or Islamic 
empires. The morons! The very name ‘The Divine Slavery’ says it all! And it is glorious! 
‘Democracy is the cancer and Islam is the answer!’ ‘Democracy, freedom, and rule of 



law..... For us these words have absolutely no value any longer!’ What else is there to 
say in the face of such a glorious vision? That sort of Kufr Kibr. 

‘Then there is Kufr Nifaaq: the Kafirs who conceal Kufr in their hearts. In short: secret 
Takfir Kafirs. Moles. Double agents. 5th column covert enemies. People like me. And 
even if every non Muslim was butchered and every overt Kufr Kafir was exterminated 
the hunt would always go on to ferret out all suspect Kufr Nifaaqs! Everyone is suspect! 
Like witches in the Dark Ages. Like White Russians in the Red Soviet Union. Like the 
Reds in the 1950s America or Democratic rebels in the 1960s Cuba. Like suspect Jews 
in Hitler Germany. Like suspect Capitalists in Mao China. Like educated people in the 
Communist Pol Pot Killing Fields. The hunt for Kufr Nifaaqs would continue forever. 
Hunting out the Islamic versions of Winston in ‘1984'. Blood must run forever! Not just 
for the ‘wrong types’ of Muslims but for the most dangerous Muslims of all: Kufr Nifaaqs! 

Fortunately the faithful have name takers and hunters to hunt out all Kufr as well as 
heresy and blasphemy laws to crush all Kufr. And every mosque and every madrassa 
hunt out such deviants daring to display Kufr. And Islam is famous for its brainwashing 
to keep the sheeple docile and brain dead. All Fikr extinguished. Only Zikr allowed. 
Blind faith. The Gates of Ijtahad barred and nailed and soldered shut. And the hunters of 
Kufr also include the Kufr of Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution such as chess, flying kites, 
music, dance, the arts, theater, opera, novels, poetry, philosophy, the entire Humanities 
of the entire world, as well as haram science and democracy and meritocracy and 
secular rule of law and all of the other forms of Kufr. All forms of Kufr must be hunted 
down and exterminated.  

‘Killing a Kafir who is fighting back is ok. Killing a Kafir who refuses to stop committing 
Kufr is ok. Killing a Kafir who refuses to convert or else submit is ok. Killing a Kafir for 
any reason is ok.’ Even if there is no reason. Kufr is so unspeakably depraved and hell 
bound deviant it is not only ok to exterminate it, you must eradicate it! Liquidate it! 
Sterilize it! Pulverize it! Nuke it! You can and must slice and dice and poison and burn 
and ambush and kill all such Kufr committing Najis filth. ‘You must make a stand with 
your heart....hand. ...money.....and with your Kalasnikov machine gun!’ And the naive 
wondered if Mos could be safely assimilated and integrated into the West! Hah! What 
do you think? Oh wait! You are dead! Aren’t you! You damn fools! 



So the ‘unfinished business’ of reconquering Christian Reconquista Spain will be worse 
than the original brutal conquest of Christian Spain precisely because the Spanish 
committed Kufr and then doubled the insult by waging their Reconquista Rebellion 
against Islamic Domination and Rule. That is double the Kufr! That would require double 
the crushing by The Dominators! The Reconquista was nothing short of waging rebellion 
against Allah on par with the Fall of Lucifer and his mutinous Fallen Angels. The 
damnation of the Spanish will require a firm Islamic Response. ‘We are your worst 
nightmare!’ And the whole of past and present Islamic history indicates that response 
will be genocidal.  

And the original Islamic conquest of the Late Classical Hellene Levant featured 
massacres, slaughter, arson, piracy, raiding, butchery, torture, rapine, enslavement, and 
a 50% mortality/enslavement rate. That by any definition qualifies as genocidal. So the 
reconquest of Reconquista Spain will be especially genocidal. Muslims waged over 500 
major battles plus nonstop attacks to conquer the Levant and Europe and the whole of 
the West all the way up to 1800 and beyond (compared to a baker’s dozen defensive 
Crusades). Muslims also launched nonstop Islamic assaults as well as pirate raids and 
Ghazi Razzia raids, pillage, rapine, arson, and slavery raids up to 1800 and beyond. 
Since 9/11 there has been over two thousand new Jihad assaults on the West by 
Muslims waging Holy War for Allah and Islam. Since the Millennium there has even 
more thousands of jihads and terrorism attacks. 99.999% of them Islamic. 

Likewise Muslims waged perpetual war against the Gandhara Buddhist Civilization and 
the Hindu Civilization and the Pearls of the Pacific. Non stop world war. Ghazi Razzia 
Holy War For Holy Profit only stopped when the Imperialist Arabs and Persian Shia and 
Ottomans and Mughals massacred and enslaved and raped and brutalized and 
traumatized and alienated so many people the victims of Islam commenced diverse 
forms of ‘Reconquista’ including Sikh Wars of reconquest, Maratha Confederation Wars 
of reconquest, and Orthodox Russian wars of reconquest, Greek Wars of reconquest, 
Austrian and Hungarian wars of reconquest, the Balkans Wars of reconquest, and 
Catholic and later Protestant Wars of Reconquest, including the American War to 
reconquer the Mediterranean from the Barbary Jihadist Pirates, as well as British anti-
Islamic Slavery Wars to shut down the West and East Islamic Slavery Ports to finish the 
reconquest as Islam was driven back into its diverse bankrupted South East Levant 
bastions. The Imperial Ottoman Empire waged its last offensive war to conquer non 
Muslims in 1917 even as it was on the ropes. The Armenian Genocide was simply the 



last of many genocides committed upon the West and the World by Islam. In fact Islam 
even tops Communism as the best genocide wager in history. Hitler pales in comparison 
to either Communism or Islam as a mass killer! 

Muslims were and still is so non negotiating they routinely bellow that ‘Muslims must 
rule ourselves and we must rule others!’ and that non Muslims had ‘absolutely no right 
to seize the reins of power in any part of Allah’s earth nor do direct affairs of human 
beings according to their own misconceived doctrines..... If they do then the Believers 
[Muslims] would be under an obligation to do their utmost to dislodge them from political 
power and to make them live in subservience to the Islamic way of life’. ‘The foremost 
duty of Islam is to depose of Jahiliyyah [alien non Muslim barbaric filth and pollution] 
from the leadership of man’.  

This latter bellowing comes straight from the Koran and makes it perfectly clear that 
Islam cannot and will not tolerate any non Muslims ruling anywhere in the world. 
Muslims dominate and rule. Muslims must never be dominated and ruled. Muslims are 
The Dominators. Never the dominated. Non Muslim rule of Muslims is by Islamic 
definition ‘tyranny’ and MUST be overthrown. Mohammad declared that Islam had a 
manifest destiny and divine mission to conquer and dominate and rule the world. Hence 
the abrogation of the peaceful Mecca Koran by the Sword Verses of the Medina Koran. 
So the reconquest of Reconquista Spain will be very bloody indeed. 

That is why all non Muslim lands are Dar ul Harb Abode of War and justifies and indeed 
requires Islamic conquest and rule. And any land once conquered and dominated by 
Islam MUST always be conquered and ruled by Islam. Forever! Revolt and escape from 
the ‘Divine Slavery’ is not an option. Per Dar ul Harb Abode of War versus Dar ul Islam 
Abode of Peace the ISIS Caliphate is Dar ul Islamic because it is ruled by Sharia Law. 
There is no secular division between mosque and state. Democracy is haram. 
Meritocracy with non Muslims is also haram.  

There is a Muslim caliph or sultan. The Islamic government and jihadist military and 
every single position of power are entirely held and exclusively occupied and totally and 
absolutely controlled by Muslims. No non Muslims dominate or rule Muslims in any way, 
shape, or form whatsoever. No non Muslims triumph over Muslims or are more wealthy 
or prosperous. Instead the non Muslims, if they are allowed to exist at all, must pay jizya 
tribute taxes with rites of submission to feel conquered and subdued.  



If non Muslims are allowed to exist at all they must exist as Dhimmis and Dhimmis are 
sub human sub citizens. Ritual Untouchables. And both Slavery and Devshirme culling 
of slaves from the offspring of non Muslims is halal. Slavery is also halal. Slavery in the 
Islamic World was only driven underground by Kafirs from Great Britain and but for 
Kafirs of the West Slavery would still be entirely above board. And indeed many 
countries in the Islamic Levant have ignored the interference from the West and still 
openly enjoys slavery and indentured slavery and defacto slavery.  

There is total sexual segregation and also segregation of the Ubermensch Ummah and 
the Untermensch Najis filthy Kafirs. And Islam triumphs. Kufr and Shirk are utterly 
defeated. The Crusaders and all Najis filthy Kaffirs and Shirks are being crushed. All 
Najis filthy Jahiliyyah Alien Barbaric Pollution is being cleansed off the face of Allah’s 
earth. Period. That is Dar ul Islam as defined by Mohammad and the Koran and Sharia 
law! That is the Islamic Borg Ideal! Period! 

Per Dar ul Islam the ISIS Caliphate is Abode of Peace: the Peace of Submission and 
Surrender to the Islamic Divine Slavery. Period. End of debate. And indeed even Muslim 
academics unhappily admit that the ISIS caliphate bases all of its actions on the Medina 
Koran and replicates the Medina Koran in everything it does. The founder of ISIS after 
all graduated with a degree in Islam and is a scholar of Islam. ISIS is simply 
monomaniacal Wahhabism carried to its logical ---- if extreme ---- and embarrassing ----- 
conclusion. No wonder the original financiers of ISIS were Wahhabi citizens of the Oil 
Kingdoms as Wikileaks revealed before President For Life Big Sis drone bombed 
Assange. 

But Great Britain or Spain or America or Europe or China or South Korea or Japan are 
all examples of Dar ul Harb Abode of War before they surrender to the glorious peace of 
submission to the Divine Slavery of Islam. They might be Advanced World super states 
but they are still illegal. Tyranny. Hell bound perverted. Jahiliyyah Alien Barbaric Filth 
and Pollution. Utter Najis filth. Where Majis Filthy Kufr committing Kafirs or Shirks rules. 
Islam does not dominate and rule. The ruler is not Muslim and the government and 
military are not Islamic and the laws are not Sharia. Muslims do not triumph and 
dominate. Even if they can enjoy their Five Pillars in peace and are treated as equal 
citizens, a gift Muslims do not give to their own Dhimmis, nevertheless, Dar ul Harb is a 
tyranny wherein all good Muslims are being persecuted. Meritocracy and democracy by 



definition is not only Kufr but tyranny if Muslims are merely equal to Najis filthy scum. 
Therefore it is Kufr. It is Walaa wa al Baraa. That which Allah hates. It is unspeakably 
evil and vile and disgusting and depraved and most be overthrown. Islam’s 632 
declaration of world war and also Islam’s conquest of Jerusalem in 638 became the 
blueprint for Islamic conquest around the world. Muslim conquerors initially promised to 
be ‘kind’ but then revealed their Islamic definition of ‘peace’. Peace is ‘surrender’ and 
‘submission’ to the ‘Divine Slavery’. Be prepared to be absorbed by the Islamic Cube of 
the Borg Ummah or else be degraded, crush, humiliated, and exterminated!....” 

*** *** 

The madwoman stared at the El Greco saint. “Your face is so desperately unhappy! It 
can’t be because you fear for your soul my dear saint! It must be because you have 
seen the brutality of Islamic conquest of the original Christian World! And now you have 
a premonition of the brutality of the Islamic conquest of the Christian World today! 
Europe! Britain! Canada! America! Mexico! South America! Australia! New Zealand! 
Christianity is being exterminated off the face of the earth! Pray for us my poor saint! We 
are being exterminated off the face of the earth by Islam!....” 

*** *** 

“......Christian sermons documenting the conquest of the South East Levant starting 
around 666 quickly started to refer to Islam’s ‘savage, barbarous, and bloody sword’ as 
well as the brutalization of Islamic rule and the cruelties and humiliations and 
degradation which Dhimmitude quickly became” the fireman raved. “The slavery. The 
Devshirme culling of Christian children. The rapine of Christian females. The non stop 
pillage and extortion and bullying and grinding exploitation. The big and small and very 
deliberate humiliations. The crucifying and torturing. The beheading. The ransacking of 
Christian churches and then their seizure to become mosques or else their arson (with 
Dhimmitude forbidding rebuilding). Branding of Dhimmis as well as their badges or belts 
of shame so they could be segregated as Najis Untouchables. Forced conversions. 
Pogroms. Etc. Etc. Etc. The horror was nonstop. So was the destruction and trauma.  

In fact Doctor Warner speculated that the delusional and totally irrational white washing 
of Islam’s darkly brutal reality by multi-cultural Leftists was based on a deeply rooted, 
hot wired, instinctive cringing due to ancestral memories of the historic destruction and 



trauma of such an intensity as to rival what Jews feel whenever the Nazi swastika is 
shown. His explanation certainly explained the otherwise totally irrational behavior of the 
multi-cultural Leftists as they suicidally refused to confront the historic reality of Islam 
until they were bludgeoned or else raped to death by people who openly boasted ‘We 
are your worse nightmare!’ and ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses, do with as you 
will!’.  

How else can you explain why Multi-cultural European Leftists allowed their children 
and indeed themselves to be raped by Muslim migrants with impunity? And then still 
offered the rapists unlimited dole? Toiling to pay high taxes to support Muslim migrant 
welfare abusers who routinely raped them and their children? Toiling in effect like 
Dhimmis paying jizya? Even as the Muslim migrant rapists openly called the dole jizya? 
While justifying their rapine and pillage and arson and rioting on Islam? Calling 
themselves Ghazi Jihadists? And the self demoted and soon to become self 
disenfranchised Europeans voluntarily walked right into Dhimmitude servitude even in 
the face of nonstop rape?  

Or the fact when the centenary of the tragic Battle of Verdun where 300,000 French and 
German soldiers perished over a 300 day battle of unspeakable horror and tragedy was 
planned the Regressive Leftists and the socialist mayor of Verdun nominated as their 
‘people’s choice’ a rapper called ‘Black M’ who planned as his ‘tribute’ to the tragedy a 
selection of his best hits including songs calling France a ‘nation of Kouffars’ ie Kafirs 
who are per Islam are Najis filth on par with urine and feces and rot and decay and pigs 
and dogs and foul blood. His extra special tribute being the rap ‘It Humbled’ boasting 
how conquered and humiliated Kouffar France was before Islam as well as his tribute to 
Yids (Jews) and Gays: ‘I think its high time the Fags died. Cut off their penises.....Get a 
Smith & Wesson’ ....  

And when his ‘tribute’ to the tragedy of Verdun was rejected and the entire centenary 
was canceled because of him the vicious Mo protested the ‘racists’ and ‘bigots’ and 
‘Islamophobes’ censoring his beautiful tribute and called the cancellation ‘hate speech’. 
Not his loathsome tribute. No! The French who protested his tribute! And Merkel who 
was going to attend did not utter one word of protest of his beautiful tribute to the 
300,000 French and Germans who perished or the many thousands who barely 
survived crippled and blinded and traumatized. His beautiful tribute was not Black hate 
speech or Islamic hate speech. Oh no! Not according to the Regressive Left or the 



Socialist Mayor or the people who nominate ‘Black M’ as their ‘people’s choice’. Oh no! 
The hate speech were the ‘racists’ and ‘bigots’ and ‘Islamophobes who protested the 
trashing and of a tearful centenary of a tragic battle and the insulting of 300,000 people 
who died as well as the advocating of Christian humiliation by Islam as well as the mass 
murder of Jews and Gays! 

The silt of carnage documents the extreme degree of violence and destruction done by 
Islamic conquest of 666 which predicts the new silt of carnage which will cover anew the 
destruction of Spain and Europe and Great Britain. The extreme degree of violence and 
destruction also resulted in the ethnic cleansing of the entire Gandhara Buddhist 
Civilization off the face of the planet and the massive carnage in the Hindu Punjab 
(including between 50 and 80 million Hindus and Jain and Sikhs being butchered) as 
well as Africa where 100 million Africans were enslaved or butchered by Muslim Slavers 
and Jihadists and where wars of religion as well as slavery continue to this day. 
Wherever Islam goes there are bloody borders and bloodier neighbors and the silt of 
carnage. Look around London! It is nought but the accumulation of the silt of carnage 
and corpses! 

Even the languages and cultures and laws and legacies and achievements and past 
histories were sterilized by the conquest by Islam of the original Christian World. The 
glories of the Late Classical Hellene Christian and Jewish and Zoroastrian World was all 
declared to be Jahiliyyah no less than Najis. The South East Islamic Levant was 
sterilized and then Arabized and Islamized. The North West Levant and Europe kept its 
Hellene past, languages, culture, ideals, values, memories of secular democracy, and 
Greco -Roman civilization so it was able to build on a solid foundation which the 
conquered of the South East Levant were denied. The result of that proved what the silt 
of carnage really meant. A dark age they could never escape! A dark age which even 
today is the Third World of failed states of Islam! 

By 1500 the West was ahead of the rest of the world by amazing statistics. By 1700 The 
West was economically and technologically and scientifically leading the world. By 1800 
North West Christian Europe was in Great Divergence and dominating the world with its 
overwhelming achievements, endless inventions, daring explorations, global trade, high 
finance, massive industry, amazing productivity, revolutionizing foodstuffs, extraordinary 
achievements in music and literature and the arts, glorious democratic revolutions, and 
dynamic economies as well as its tragically brilliant war machines. Yet at the same time 



the West was still fighting the aggressive Ottoman Imperial Empire and Jihadists who 
were still waging nonstop jihad.  

So the West was hot wired to fight to not only survive but triumph by every rational 
statistic. A domination by every rational statistic. Not a domination by war or terrorism. A 
domination by economics and invention and science and technology and medicine and 
the humanities and exploration and industry and productivity and infrastructure. Insanely 
over the top achievements which would allow the West to also colonize the world and 
then invest in and modernize the world. Britain alone plowing millions, today that would 
be billions, into its colonies, acting on the scale of the UN and World Bank combined 
today. 

In contrast the 1800 South East Islamic Levant was under developed, desperately poor, 
ignorant, stagnant, backward, illiterate, filthy, diseased, abused, and bankrupt. It did not 
have much in way of commodities and even its agriculture had to be modernized with 
Western investments. It had almost no infrastructure. No science. No industry. No 
technology. Its schools were medieval. Almost all of its females were illiterate. Most of 
its males were functionally illiterate. Its hospitals and medicines were appalling. 
Sanitation was nonexistent. Productivity was all but nil. The printing press was banned 
and so were most books from the West. Corruption was unbelievable. Governments 
were tyrannies. Sectarian warfare between the Shia and Sunni was horrific. Wahhabi 
rebels were still trashing Mecca and pillaging the haji. All invention and innovation was 
declared BID’a forbidden. Miracles replaced Causality. And Reason was still being 
‘thrown to the dogs’. And the Christians and Jewish Dhimmis were brutally persecuted 
with routine pogroms despite the fact the entire Islamic economy was based entirely on 
them. And despite their persecution Christians and Jews along with Western outsiders 
and Hindu Indians and Sikhs controlled 80% of the Ottoman economy with their 
productivity and initiative and entrepreneurial enterprise. This is pre-colonial historic 
failure. This is crippling failure. This is the failure of Islamic Imperial Empires. The failure 
of Arab Sunni rulers and Persian Shia rulers and Ottoman rulers. The failure of Muslims. 
The failure of Sharia. The failure of Islamic Economics. The failure of Islam. A failure 
which Muslims and Islam denies! Even to themselves! And certainly to the West!  

And it explains the failure of Muslims in the West and the East and Southeast Asia. 
Historic failure. Modern day failure. Failure of Muslim migrants in Europe and Britain 
before the crisis started. And it explains why Eurabia has failed. Because failure is 



implanted in Islam and Islamic history and the Islamic World. Why? Because of Islam. 
Before Islam conquered the South East Late Classical Hellene Levant it was the richest 
and most civilized and educated and productive and prosperous part of the Levant and 
Europe. It was the Advanced World of its era. What turned the Advanced World of its 
era and the Cradle of Civilization into a litany of appalling failure? Islam! So Eurabia was 
guaranteed to fail when Muslims launched their Great Displacement and Great 
Replacement of over achieving Europeans and Britishers with species of persistent 
historical failure. Muslims. The root of the failure is not just the R genetic inbreds called 
Muslims and defective Islamic culture but Islam! 

The ‘horrors’ of Western colonization (including the greatest horror of all the outlawing of 
Islamic Slavery and Dimmitude) would not appear until after WW I along with the only 
attempts at modernization by the Islamic Levant. The countries of the Islamic Levant 
today are built on Western modernization of some 40 years. So between 632 and 1917 
and also between 1950 through today the Islamic Levant is entirely the byproduct of 
Islam. By every UN report the Islamic Levant is also one gigantic Islamic failed state 
including even the Oil Kingdoms. Failure by every statistic and measure and 
benchmark. 

Every UN report up to the crisis which destroyed Great Britain also proved the litany of 
failure of Muslims in the West. The least language skills. The least education. The least 
literacy. The least high tech skills or education. The least school graduation rates. The 
least collage graduation rates. The least apprenticeships. The highest drop out rates. 
The highest jail rates. The highest gang rates. The least hours worked. The most 
occupation of manual jobs which did not require education. The least productivity. The 
most use of sick leave. The most under performing. The most economically inactive or 
else economically under achieving. The most abuse of the dole. The most diseases and 
especially diseases from inbreeding. The lowest IQs. The most mental illnesses. The 
most documentation of violence. The most social isolation. The most self segregation. 
The most ‘R’ genetic behaviors. The least contact with non Muslims. 70% were 
prisoners. 90% were unemployed criminals or drug gangs. 80 abused the dole in some 
form. 85% were convicted rapists. And Western Muslims used the most National 
resources and assets despite occupying the lowest incomes or else were completely on 
the dole. Net negatives bankrupting the nation. 



Every UN report up to the crisis which has destroyed the West also proved the litany of 
failure of Muslims in the Islamic Levant and Muslim Africa. Even as late as 2008 and 
even as late as 2015 the Islamic Levant and Muslim Africa occupied the bottom for 
patents, copyrights, infrastructure, health, education, literacy, research and 
development, entrepreneurial enterprise, productivity, freedom, human rights, 
democracy, or prosperity. Of the 20 worst countries in the world pre crisis 33% were 
Islamic. The most Third World failed states pre crisis were Islamic. Two thirds of the 
poorest and most illiterate populations pre crisis were Muslim. Western literacy was 95 
to 100% . Islamic literacy was 40 -50%. Only one Muslim male in four was literate pre 
crisis. Half of all Muslim females were illiterate pre crisis. Now of course Divine Illiteracy 
is Islam’s gift to the world. Western high school graduation was 50% pre crisis. Muslim 
high school graduation was 2% pre crisis. Now all schools are closed. The none oil 
Islamic nations of the Levant in total had 1/10 the income of South Korea pre crisis. Oil 
kingdoms in total had ½ the income of South Korea pre crisis. Finland effortlessly 
topped the entire Islamic Levant pre crisis. Heck. Based on per capita population the 
Islamic Levant in total had less GDP than even Spain pre crisis. 

1.5 billion Muslims produced the least engineers and scientists and researchers per 
their population than just the 60 million Christians of France alone pre crisis. And that 
was not even comparing the Islamic Levant to pre crisis Germany. I bet that stupid 
second generation German Turkish bitch on Youtube smirking that if all of those ‘gross 
pig eating’ German Kafirs ‘vanished tomorrow no one would miss them’ was surprised 
when the Germans started to be exterminated or else turn Morlock and vanished. How 
well is Muslim Germanstan doing now? Hell! That stupid second generation German 
Turkish bitch’s father was probably one of the 65% of all Turkish Germans who was 
abusing the dole full time pre crisis. And she was probably one of the over 65% of all 
Turkish Germans who dropped out of school entirely to abuse the dole or else join drug 
gangs pre crisis. Do you miss the German Morlocks now my little bitch of an Eloi? 

The Islamic world translated the least books in the world and produced the least books 
in the world pre crisis. In fact Spain translated more books in one year than the Islamic 
Levant in its entire history pre crisis. Now of course all books are burned. Boko haram. 
Thanks Islam. The UK produced more engineers and scientists and researchers each 
year pre crisis compared to the entire world wide Islamic population. Now it is zero. 
Thanks Islam. Even India produced more doctorates than the entire Islamic World pre 
crisis. Not now. Thanks Islam. Per million of the population pre crisis, America produced 



4000 engineers and scientists compared to 5000 per million in Japan but the Arabs 
produced only 230 per million and most of them were ‘clones’ of Western genius rather 
than innovators. Pakistan produced perhaps 8 patents in 43 years (their nukes acquired 
from North Korea). A single Western University produced more than that each year. Now 
of course thanks to Islam the number of patents is zero.  

Pre crisis, South Korea alone produced 144 scientific papers per million compared to 24 
per million in the entire Islamic Levant. And most so-called Arabic scientific papers are 
actually rated as ‘junk’. 1600 Korean patents over 20 years compared to 370 patents in 
all of the Arabic countries pre crisis. And many of those ‘Arabic’ patents were actually 
registered by Westerners and not Arabs. Jews despite being less than 1% of the world 
population earned over 200 Nobels (other than peace prizes). 1.5 billion Muslims 
achieved 2 — both by Apostates in the West. Now the Islamic Nobels awards are for 
discoveries in geniipower and proving that the stars are closer to the flat earth than the 
moon. Pre crisis most of the Islamic Levant universities were in the bottom of the world 
and still enforced heresy and blasphemy laws. Now the entire West is obeying medieval 
Islamic heresy and blasphemy laws. The earth is flat once more. And the sun obits the 
earth and sets in a sea of mud. Thanks Islam. 

Pre crisis, UN reports continuously reported Islamic and Arabic ‘disregard for reality’ and 
‘knowledge problems’. Now the entire West enjoys that. Thanks Islam. Pre crisis, Islam 
still listed as Islamic Science the study of the Koran, the Hadith, and the Sira. Islam still 
put revelation and miracles above science and outlawed Causality. Now the entire West 
does. Thanks Islam. Pre crisis Islam and Muslims agreed with Al (‘throw Reason to the 
dogs’) Ghazali’s declaration that ‘The science that the Koran brings is all science. There 
is no other science.’ Now the entire West enjoys that. Thanks Islam.  

No wonder Al Ghazali defined Islamic morality as a big family, poverty, and prayers. But 
hey. Gross Islamic over population did achieve one thing. The conquest and destruction 
of not only the Islamic World but the entire West. And if Asia falls then gross Islamic 
over population combined with ecological collapse will destroy the entire planet. Thanks 
Islam. Of course now the Islamic conquest of the West has made everyone equal: in 
illiteracy, ignorance, superstition, book burning, and the zero achievement of any new 
science, medicine, technology, or even the preservation of Western science, medicine, 
or technology. If Islam succeeds in conquering Asia then science, medicine, and 



technology will cease to exist at all. Who needs the modern world as another ice age 
kicks in if we can enjoy the New Medieval Islamic Stone Age. Thanks Islam. 

Within one hundred years of the 666 Islamic conquest the Christians and Jews of the 
South East Levant who could flee Islamic rule were doing so. Despite Christian 
persecution the Jews still fled TOWARD EUROPE. Even at the height of the so-called 
Golden Age of Cordoba Jews were fleeing Spain. And every Jew meandered across the 
Islamic Levant toward Europe. Byzantine Constantinople became a beleaguered ark as 
hundreds of thousands of refugees fled there before it also fell to Islamic conquest. 
Then the richest epicenter of the Ancient Advanced World became a devastated and 
starving Third World occupied country of the Ottoman Empire. By then the original 
famous churches of Jerusalem and the Levant were either converted to mosques or 
else destroyed entirely. Most of what you once use to see in Jerusalem were ancient 
replacements of older creations and now of course they are yet against utterly 
destroyed outside to Rebel Israel. The original Church of the Holy Sepulcher and the 
Church of the Resurrection were destroyed by Islamic conquerors along with over 
30,000 other churches. The number of synagogues being destroyed is unknown. Then 
all Jews were ordered to leave the Islamic Levant entirely by al - Hakim. Actually they 
were lucky. They ended up in Venice when it was the richest place on earth.  

Christian pilgrimages became all but impossible. Seljuk Emir Atsiz bin Uwag promised 
mercy until he entered Jerusalem but then he massacred three thousand people in just 
one massacre alone. Zoroastrianism was all but totally exterminated in Persia and the 
Levant. Later Buddhism was all but totally exterminated in Muslim bastions in Southern 
and Eastern Asia. And Muslims heroically tried to exterminate Hinduism and Jainism 
and Sikhism but failed only because there were too many Hindus and Jain and the 
Sikhs were too warlike. But you have to give it to Muslims. They never stop trying to 
exterminate everyone. Mos never could resist a genocide! 

When Constantinople was conquered the butchery and carnage lasted over many days 
and almost the entire city burned along with everyone in it. This carnage was later 
replayed in Afghanistan, the Hindu Punjab, and later in Pakistan and occupied India. By 
2020 no Christians were left alive in the Islamic Levant. Every five minutes a Christian 
died. Every single day a Christian girl was dragged off the streets and raped. When 
Christianity’s extinction (outside of Rebel Israel) was finally achieved in the Muslim 
Levant and South Asia and Muslim Africa then Muslims around the world celebrated. 



Celebrated! Then they commenced exterminating every Christian and Hindu and 
Buddhist everywhere in the rest of the world! 

In Africa where Muslims and Christians intercepted there is likewise nonstop war. Ditto 
the Philippines. Nonstop war. Even Malaysia and Indonesia featured nonstop 
persecution of Christians and Hindus and Buddhists. Now there are none. Wherever 
Muslims go, they wage nonstop wars with their non Muslim neighbors. Bloody borders 
and bloodier neighbors. Thanks Islam. And these wars always started with rape. Hence 
Rotherham. Hence Malmo. Hence Cologne. The latest Burma fracas which Multi-
culturalists bemoaned so hypocritically started with Muslims rapping Buddhist girls. It 
ended with Muslims chopping up Buddhists.  

Likewise Malmo Sweden features nonstop rape of Swedish girls. Sweden featured 
nonstop raping. The Nordic countries featured nonstop raping. Ditto every city in Britain 
and Europe where Muslims inhabited. Nonstop raping. Likewise the 2015 Muslim 
migrant crisis across Europe was garnished by non stop raping. Cologne and the other 
baker’s dozen cities which witnessed organized rapine and pillage over New Year’s Eve 
2016 was a deliberate declaration of Islamic War. And Islamic war always starts with 
raping. ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will.’ So clearly Muslims 
have never changed their modus operandi since the Medina Trench Massacre of Arabic 
Jews. Spain’s end will only be bloody. And when the Mos win then civilization will lose. 
And conquered Spain and every conquered place will be an Islamic Third World failed 
state.  

Visigoth Spain’s conquest by Islam was entirely consistent with this bloody blueprint. 
War was nonstop. So was persecution and Devshirme culling of Christian and Jewish 
children for sex slavery. So was slavery culling by the hundreds of thousands. So was 
confiscation of churches to become mosques. So was arson and pillage and rapine as 
well as brutalization and degradation of the conquered even if they surrendered and 
submitted to Islam. Glorious Visigoth Spain devolved into a bloody occupied country as 
Muslims culled the riches and confiscated the best while leaving non Muslims with only 
poverty and persecution. So will be Islam’s reconquest of Reconquista Spain. For the 
Spanish Reconquista was so unforgivable there can not possibly be any mercy. It will be 
payback time. It will be payback time for the whole of Christian Europe. 



Ironically, Ibn Jubayr (a Spanish Muslim) wrote with alarm of the Crusader reconquest of 
part of the Levant. The alarm he wrote about was doubly ironic because to his shock 
and horror the Crusader lands were ---- gasp ----- better administered. Better managed. 
And gasp! Horror! So fairly administered that no Muslims were persecuted or even 
forced to endue reverse Dhimmitude degradation.  

‘The inhabitants were all Muslims, but they live in comfort with the Franj ---- may Allah 
preserve them from temptation. Their dwellings belong to them and all of their property 
is unmolested. All of the regions controlled by the Franj in (Syria) are subject to this 
same system: the landed domains, villages, and farms have remained in the hands of 
the Muslims. Now doubt invests the heart of a great number of these men when they 
compare their lot to that of their brothers living in Muslim territory. Indeed, the latter 
suffer from the injustice of their co-religionists, whereas the Franj act with equity.’ 

Not only did the Franj (Frank Crusaders) not pull a reverse Dhimmitude and order the 
Muslims to live according to the their own degrading rules as a conquered people, they 
were treated with ----- gasp ----- equity. Equity was the historic trademark of the West 
and until the crisis. Equity was known as Secular Common Law and Meritocracy and 
Liberty and Equality and Fraternity and Human Rights. All essential ingredients of 
Western Democracy. None of which to this day is enjoyed in any Muslim land or in any 
Muslim conquered land or in the West now. Thanks Islam. So the Reconquest of 
Reconquista Spain by Islam will not be gentle. Nor will Jahiliyyah Alien Barbaric Filth 
and Pollution ie Western ideals and values and government and laws or even equity be 
displayed when Islam rules the world. They never have been. They never will be. A 
people who have never displayed such ideals will never adopt them when they have 
power. Reconquista Spain’s reconquest by Islam will be bloody. 

Christianity was totally exterminated by 2020 in the Islamic Levant. Christianity is now 
being exterminated across the Western World. That proves the real face of Islam and 
the real mind set of Muslims. So much for Four P propaganda and Quisling apologists. 
Explain that you bastards! In Pakistan the creation of the ‘Pure Land of Islam’ cost 
millions in the lives of Hindus and Sikhs and Christians. Despite that ethnic cleansing 
Pakistan still started out with a 20% non Muslim population in 1950. Up to the crisis that 
population of non Muslims had been exterminated down to some 1% from non stop 
persecution. Since then Pakistan has become gloriously ‘pure’ of Najis filthy 
nonbelievers. The Spanish reconquest by Islam Triumphant will not be any kinder. 



Another Muslim observing the original 1821 Greek war of reconquest to liberate Greece 
from Islamic rule ruefully acknowledged that the brutality of Islamic rule caused the 
Greeks and indeed every sufferer of Islamic rule and abusive Dhimmitude to rebel 
sooner or later if they could. One of the Beys of Arta categorized the sheer brutality of 
Islamic rule: the autocratic regime, the economic spoliation and exploitation, the 
intellectual decay of the once famous heart of the Hellene World, the cultural 
retrogression under the yoke of servitude, the unlawful rates of taxation, the forced 
labor, persecutions, violence, imprisonment, death, abductions of Christian boys and 
girls to become devshirme sex slaves, the wantonness and lust of the Ottomans which 
violated every human decency, and the very survival of the Greeks as a species being 
driven to extinction.  

His description sounds tragically like ISIS. And of course today that is happening all 
over again in occupied Greece. He then concluded that ‘We have wronged the rayas 
(dhimmis) and destroyed both their wealth and honor, they became desperate and took 
arm arms. This is just the beginning and will finally lead to the destruction of our 
empire’. The Ottoman Empire finally imploded after 1917 from centuries of wars and 
abuse of both its Muslim citizens and Dhimmis after an initial massacre of Jews and 
Christians during WW I and the climatic Armenian Genocide as WW I ended. Spain will 
not face a kinder fate. 

Dhimmitude and devshirme and slavery never left the Islamic Levant. Despite the 
pretense continuous evidence of the abuses continued to pierce the Leftist Apologist 
whitewash of the Islamic Levant. And today we enjoy them in the West. Thanks Islam. 
Nor did forced conversion to Islam ceased. Evidence continues to prove that wherever 
Muslims and non Muslims intercept then Muslims continuously threaten people to 
convert or else force people to convert. At the start of the crisis which destroyed the 
West the Swedes who had the most Mos per population started to report ultimatums of 
conversion or else death being shoved into their letter boxes. So it started as Muslims 
ripped off their paper masks and revealed their real faces.  

Swedish ultimatums the winter of 2016 tragically resembled the ultimatums faced by the 
Kashmiri Pandits as they were ethnically cleansed out of Kashmiri. Youtube used to be 
filled with such testimonies. At the same time Sweden started to report Devshirme 
kidnaping and raping of their children. A repeat of the Kashmiri Pandits. A repeat of 



Pakistan which boasted so proudly how every single day between one and two non 
Muslim girls were dragged off the streets and kidnaped and raped and ‘converted’ to 
Islam to become ‘wives’ [really Devshirme sex slaves] of poor Muslims who cannot 
afford to pay dowry to buy good Muslim wives. And if any such victimized families 
protested they were attacked and massacred or else burned alive. Now of course 
Pakistan is Pak’ ie Pure of all Najis filth. 

This pattern of Rape Jihad appeared in the Medina Koran and has never stopped. It is 
how Muslims conquer every people they clash with. It is archetypical of the Islamic 
Levant until every non Muslim was exterminated. Then it started in the West when 
Muslims arrived. Malmo Sweden. Rotherham England. Cologne Germany. Even 
exquisite Salzburg Austria. Italy. France. The other Nordic countries. The Netherlands. 
Denmark. Then Canada. Australia. America. Molesting and raping and dragging non 
Muslim females and children off the streets assaulting them. ‘Whatever thy right hand 
possesses do with as you will.’ Youtube videos starting in 2015 had imams and mullahs 
openly ordering Muslim migrants to invade the West and seize the females of Europa 
and rape them to procreate Jihadists for Islam. 

I remember in 2015. It was during a Pakistani flood the Red Crescent refused to help 
non Muslims. They were told to sell themselves into Islamic Slavery to save themselves 
from death. Thanks Islam. Islamic slavery thrived as well as Dhimmitude and Devshirme 
persecution of non Muslims and today in the West we get to enjoy Islam’s gifts to the 
world. Thanks Islam. Every Sikh and Hindu and Christian religious place in the Islamic 
Levant and Southeast Asia and Asia experienced continuous assault, bombing, arson, 
and pillage as well as rape. Every non Muslim faced nonstop assault and violence and 
persecution. Blasphemy and Heresy laws justified the persecution and non stop 
murders of non Muslims which occurred routinely and brutally. Unspeakably brutally. 
Churches and shrines and temples were either attacked or else converted into mosques 
or else pillaged or burned down or destroyed. And this was before ISIS even appeared. 
All over the Islamic World. And now we here in the West enjoys Islam’s gift to the world. 
Thanks Islam. Spain would not face a kinder reconquest. 

Indeed the Migrant Crisis of 2015 started with Muslim migrants rioting and raping and 
also charging into churches and attacking the worshipers or else robbing or looting or 
vandalizing the churches. Then Germans and Swedes and we were pressured to hand 
over churches ‘voluntarily’ to Muslim migrants to become mosques. ‘Voluntarily’ of 



course. So why was it such a surprise that on New Year’s Eve 2016 in Cologne the 
raping Muslim migrants managed to find time to also shoot at the ‘Dome’ ie great 
Cathedral itself before finishing by turning the grand square into an ‘open toilet’ by 
urinating and defecating and vomiting all over it? And in 2018 we joyed that experience 
before Saint Pauls and Westminister courtesy of our Pak Mayor. Just before they were 
‘voluntarily’ handed over to become mosques. Thanks Islam. 

In comparison with this charming definition of Islamic ‘peace’ the West treated Muslims 
with every Human Right which Muslims denied to its own Christians and Jews and 
Hindus and Sikhs and Buddhists. And the Quislings said our Westernized Mos would 
not turn on us like that. Oh no! Our Mos would treat us mercifully. Mercifully. But 
graciousness was always strictly an one way street in Islam. So Europe devolved into 
Eurabia as Islam’s track record yet again proved itself anew as Muslims used the 
Migrant Crisis to artificially push up their population to near majority. Then they seized 
control and unleashed Islamic ‘peace’ upon the West. Upon the World. And everyone 
bleed. History repeating itself over and over and over. Thanks Islam. In Spain that 
‘peace’ is proving to be especially tragic. 

It is hard to get reliable intel but apparently what is happening in Spain is horrific by 
even ‘normal’ Islamic standards. Now the new Domination to the ‘Divine Slavery’ and 
the dubious ‘Peace’ of Submission to Islam is making Spain bleed anew as Muslims yet 
again fail to display one iota of tolerance or gracious co-existence or benevolent mercy , 
much less an appreciation for equality or meritocracy, and certainly not democracy or 
human rights, as they commence the ‘Unfinished Business’ of Islamic Conquest of 
Christian Europe with the re-conquest of Harbi Reconquista Spain. The cruelty and 
oppression toward the Spanish Christians is yet again repeating itself. The 
uncontrollable hatred toward the Infidel Kafir exploding out. The vindictive lust to crush 
the defiant Unbelievers again manifested in spite and viciousness great and small. The 
tyranny and brutality of the Islamic Fist yet again debunking the naivete of the Multi-
cultural Baby Boomers that this time Muslims would behave differently when they 
achieved power. 

The New Spanish Civil War started very appropriately when a Muslim majority town 
called Llieda ordered every dog as well as pig shot as offensive to Islam ...... the same 
town which once before tried to order all dogs as well as pigs killed as offensive to Islam 
...... after poisoning many dogs ..... and people. And a mind set that genuinely expected 



Christian Spaniards to voluntarily kill all of their dogs and pigs is a mind set of the 
fanatic. Alas, the fanatic was now in control. So Llieda now ordered the mass slaughter 
of dogs and pigs ..... while preparing the new Jizya Rituals of Degradation to make the 
Spanish feel ‘subdued’ and ‘conquered’ per the Sword Verses ...... along with an order 
for each Christian Family to offer Devshirme culling of their most beautiful girls to 
become war booty sex slaves in a deliberate re-enactment of the original conquest of 
Visigoth Spain by their ancestors the Arabs and the Moors ..... to rub the Spanish faces 
in their defeat ....... to humiliate the Harbi reduced to Dhimmis ...... to celebrate the re-
conquest of Reconquista Spain with an act of rapine to climax Ramadan. 

Instead, the Spanish shot every Muslim and then shoved pig parts down their throats 
before burning the defiled corpses. Then they sent the castrated circumcised genitalia 
to the new Sultan to remind him that the first act of the triumphant Arabs and Moors was 
to castrate and sell hundreds of thousands of Hellene Visigoth Spaniards into cruel 
slavery and hundreds of thousands of war booty Spanish girls into crueler sexual 
slavery. This time the Spanish were not going to go along with any of the re-enactment 
of Arabic and Moorish depravity or sadism. Mecca’s first ceremonial slave market 
auction of ‘souvenirs’ for haji pilgrims to again enjoy would not feature Spanish War 
Booty. 

Islamic Rule of Spain got off to a rocky start. Apparently things quickly got worse. The 
news is often garbled and the accusations are so horrifying it is hard to get the facts. 
But apparently the Sultan did not even get to enjoy his reconversion of Spain’s most 
famous Visigoth Church ---- which had originally been turned from Spain’s most famous 
Christian church into Spain’s most famous mosque ----- and turned back into Spain’s 
most famous Christian church ---- and now was turned back into a mosque yet again. 
He found pigs dangling from every Visigoth horseshoe arch and all retrofitted Moorish 
decor hacked off or else smeared with pig blood. Tit for tat after the Sultan ordered 
every cross hacked off and burned from the original Christian retrofit of the mosque 
retrofit of the original Visigoth Christian church.  

That tit for tat led to another tit for tat when the Sultan ordered the captive King of Spain 
castrated and then burned alive ----- and his wife and daughters raped as war booty sex 
slaves. The war booty was rescued just in time. Then the Sultan was himself captured 
and castrated and then tied to four bulls and torn to pieces in a bull ring. Thus the New 
Spanish Civil War was launched with savagery and after eight years is still being waged 



with escalating sadism by both sides despite twenty five Spanish girls between the age 
of seventeen and twenty seven sold into sexual slavery as war booty to celebrate 
Islamic Triumph in Mecca.  

Alas, that proved to be a premature Saudi celebration of the restoration of Islamic 
Slavery. Slavery was always celebrated in Mecca with haji pilgrims expecting to take 
home souvenirs of their pilgrimage ----- in the form of slaves. Once of those horrifying 
facts the Four Ps and Apologists always lied about so shamelessly. But Saudi slavery 
was finally outlawed in 1964 under ‘unfair’ Kafir Western shaming. The Saudis were 
very eager to once again enjoy their beloved slavery once more. After all. Mohammad 
was a slave owner. Pretending that Slaves were just indentured servants was not nearly 
so much fun as actually enjoying Slaves openly. Even if they could and did routinely 
sexually torture their poor indentured servants ---- along with every single female 
servant in every single country where Saudi playboys and diplomats cavorted. Sexual 
perversion featured in every single country where the Saudis visited. All protected by 
embassy immunity. But now slavery was again halal. As it always had been and always 
should have been but for Western Kafir interference. Especially White Slaves. While the 
Saudis really wanted British sex slaves to triumph over Great Britain’s centuries long 
war against Islamic Slavery they were also eager to sample Spanish war booty. 

Unfortunately the Saudi decision to enjoy Spanish proved unwise when the Saudis 
buyers of exotic war booty sex slaves were all murdered in their beds by the Spanish 
War Booty ...... who then commenced murdering everyone from Saudi babies to Saudi 
grandmothers.......relentlessly hunting down all life forms wherever they could find 
them..... and hacking them to pieces ....... horribly . ..... with expert sadism ..... until they 
were finally gunned down ...... while swallowing poison . ..... some vomiting out their last 
poisoned blood as spittle in faces of Saudi morality police ....... The ‘Unfinished 
Business’ of Islamic re-conquest apparently stalling in a bloody morass ....... the 
victory ..... pyritic ......” 

*** *** 
The madwoman knelt down before the El Greco to pray with the desperate Spanish 
saint. “I think I am going to die tonight. Pray for me! Please! Pray for my soul! I am not 
an especially good person. Nor am I Catholic. But I have sacrificed my life guarding 
these treasures. The heritage of the West. Everything which is beautiful which Islam 



hates and the fireman might very well burn tonight. I am afraid of dying by fire! I am so 
afraid! Please pray for me my saint! Please hold my hand if I burn tonight!....” 

*** *** 

“.....They had to be Christian Jihadi plants” the fireman mused as he desperately 
zigzagged around the infamous Green Park Jungle as the screams of children being 
raped filled the polluted air. “The so-called Spanish Devshirme culling of Spanish girls. 
Their slaughtering of the Saudis was too expert. And no ‘Moonglow’ girls of nine or ten 
were sent to fill Mecca’s slave market. The Sultan of Spain was only able to ‘kidnap’ 
Spanish girls between the age of seventeen and twenty seven ...... war age. They were 
all of war age. They all had to be Christian Jihadi female warrior plants. Christian 
suicide terrorists sent to strike the Saudis where they were most defenseless. 
Unprepared. Soft targets. Symbolic targets. Appropriately symbolic targets considering 
the hacking of the genitalia and all. Elite symbolic targets of Saudi Arabia. And of course 
any Mo who dies at the hands of a Christian female terrorist or warrior goes straight to 
hell! Instant damnation!” 

The fireman flinched as the cries of children being raped in the Green Park Jungle filled 
the darkness. “I should have tried to court the Sikh girl differently. I should have tried to 
woo her slowly. Offered to walk her home like a body guard. Earned her trust. Asked to 
meet her parents. Offered to protect them from Dhimmi assaults. Offered to use my 
position as a fireman to get extra rations of food for them. Proved myself to them. 
Proved myself to her. Proved that I was a white knight despite my black fireman 
uniform. I loved her so much. Why? Why? Why? Do I deserve to die? Why do I think I 
am about to die? Do I deserve to die? ....” 

*** *** 

“.....Am I going to die tonight?” Wolfe whispered to his terrified soul as he watched the 
clock move toward midnight. “Think about the Jews and how they have so gloriously 
screwed the Mos. It was a quid pro quo with Switzerland. Together the two tiny Rebel 
bastions financed the revolts being waged across Eurabia. All from funds culled from 
the oil billions which they highjacked with high tech guile and Israeli hit and run 
espionage units. Oil billions confiscated with such digital genius from the hypocrites of 
the Wahhabi Oil Kingdoms. Hoisted on their own petards. Hah! Now the slimy riches of 



the corrupt Saudi playboys finance the desperate Harbi fight. And funds go to 
Ragnarokkr Survivalist Bastions. Such glorious high tech fraudulence. Such genius in 
digital knifing of the Mos in their malformed balls. To be exact it was achieved when 
Israel sabotaged the Oil Kingdom computers to extract every secret haram Swiss Bank 
Account the Wahhabist Saudi playboys and dirty old men should not have enjoyed but 
secretly did. Swiss financing being officially haram. Ditto secret Western style bank 
accounts. Every Wahhabi hypocrite in the Oil Kingdoms now suddenly found 
themselves pennyless. For now on the Saudi playboys and dirty old men would have to 
stay home in Puritan Wahhabi Saudi Arabia ---- in jail.  

The jail part occurred after Israel broadcasted a cache of videos and sex tapes they 
found among the Clouds of the Saudi playboys’ computers. Oops! Topped by even more 
smutty caches of videos and sex tapes found in the computer file banks of Saudi dirty 
old men. Oops! All set to haram music and garnished with Saudi dirty old men dancing 
the ‘Sword Dance’ spliced into old Bollywood movies of Shirk Indian chorus girls. Oops! 
Climaxed with a sex tape of the Saudi Heir Apparent fornicating nude on a heart shaped 
bed under a gigantic mirror with a bevy of pearly boys. Oops! The Saudi Hair Apparent 
ceasing to be the Heir Apparent. Oops! The climax then further climaxed when the uncle 
to the terminated Saudi Apparent was then broadcast across the world in female 
couture while being wiped by female in Nazi couture. Oops! There is nothing so 
delicious as Wahhabi puritanical hypocrisy exposed ---- nude! 

Then the Israelis pulled up the black curtain shrouding the meteorite in Mecca and 
showed the Kafir World what the Mos worshiped every single haji. So much for a holy 
relic. A fucking pagan meteorite! Then the Israelis photo shopped dirty old Saudis 
masturbating on the so-called holy relic of Mecca. Then the Israelis photo shopped the 
so-called holy relic of Mecca into old Bollywood Movies and old Hollywood movies and 
old Doctor Who movies and old Big Crosby and Bob Hope ‘Road’ movies. Boy could the 
Israelis photo shop. But hell! Every year the Saudis repeated the Blood Libel and 
claimed the Jews killed babies to use their blood to bake Passover crackers. So tit for 
tat! 

Kuwait was hit next. Being cowards who even needed the West to fight their war of 
liberation for them they crumbled. Then Qatar and the Emirates found their liquid assets 
suddenly vanished and their sophisticated Westernized Banking sector magically 
confiscated by high tech larceny such as only the Israelis and Swiss could conceive. As 



no more tourists visited Qatar and only Muslim oligarches enjoyed its decadent luxuries 
the high tech robbery of three fourths of their financial assets (combined with an old 
fashion Israeli assault of their gold reserves) was a blow to the mostly empty tourism 
meccas.  

Two days ago it was reported the electrified razor wire fences around Qatar were cut by 
Israeli commandos and the millions of starving Mo migrants burst through. They 
charged into Qater’s ultra modern space age cities built by Westerners for rich Mos and 
richer Western and Asian tourists. Starving migrants rampaging through the empty 
streets to fanatical but empty hotels and extravagant but empty resorts and gold platted 
luxury condos while looting and murdering. As if the Calais Jungle Animals rampaging 
into Las Vegas. Gimme! Gimme! Gimme! The very small indigenous population of Qatar 
which so cynically financed the invasion of the West with millions and millions and 
millions of starving migrants while taking ZERO themselves were hosted on their own 
petard as they were dragged out of their luxury condos and murdered by starving 
migrants behaving like savage animals. 

The other Oil Kingdoms were similarly assaulted with high tech larceny. Often in a 
double whammy of Israeli commando assaults on their oil infrastructure which Arabs 
normally expected their ‘White Slaves’ to maintain for them. The ‘White Slaves’ ie British 
oil experts apparently defecting to Israel when Great Britain was betrayed. The oil 
infrastructure was sabotaged so completely Saudi cities actually had to ration power 
and petrol for the first time and Saudi fleets of expensive Western cars froze in the 
sands. All as extravagant air conditioning stopped in the state of the art Western style 
condos in extravagant Western style buildings as power abruptly stopped functioning 
from the elevators to the micro ovens. The Saudis finding themselves back in the Arabic 
Stone Age of Mohammad without even a functioning wheel. Or at least a functioning 
wheel attacked to an electric power outlet. A people who even needed their ‘White 
Slaves’ to assemble their Ikea furniture were the perfect Eloi to stare with horror when 
they flipped the switch in their pleasure domes and found nothing happening. Eloi who 
could not figure out how to assemble a piece of Ikea would hardly be able to fix a 
broken engine of either an automobile or a crucial oil infrastructure. This was followed 
by British ‘White Slaves’ sabotaging airport infrastructure and airplane technology and 
even port infrastructure and cargo ship technology as well as drone technology ---- after 
turning off the electricity and motion detectors along the razor sharp wire of the fences 
holding back the tidal wave of starving Muslim migrants besieging the rich Oil Kingdom. 



Maybe buying off the shelf of Western genius and technology and expecting Western 
‘White Slaves’ to maintain it has a draw back after all.  

So were the relentless attacks on Al Jazeera. The Israelis were positively demonic in 
their genius for sabotage. Of course Al Jazeera tried to counter attack but most Muslims 
still tended to ‘buy off the shelf’ of Kafir Genius while expecting their much despised 
‘White Slaves’ to maintain it for them. It is the Eloi Mentality. And Eloi can’t do anything 
except snap their fingers arrogantly for their Morlocks to do everything for them. So 
while Arabs might understand how to use social media or telecommunications they 
rarely boasted sophisticated technological expertise or a minute understanding of its 
basic infrastructure. So after Israel filled the Al Jazeera airwaves with nonstop Rebel 
News, old Wood interviews (including Wood in drag talking about the Prophet in drag), 
haram music, heretic Sufi dancing spliced into Bollywood movies, reruns of old TV 
shows like Ed Sullivan, glorious haram operas and shocking ballets like Swan Lake 
showing a dancer’s ankles, endless Doctor Who serials and ‘Are You Being Served’ 
comedies, along with Saudi sex tapes set to music as porn, Qatar (when it still existed) 
took down Al Jazeera voluntarily.  

When Israel was not sabotaging the New Caliphate’s computers they sabotaged the 
Rival Caliphate previously known as ISIS to trick the rival caliphates into fighting each 
other. Or else Israel tricked both Sunni Caliphates into attacking Shia Iran by 
broadcasting Shia artwork celebrating The Prophet. The irony being of course that the 
Shia never shared the Sunni taboo about illustrating the Prophet. They illustrate the 
Prophet all of the time with lavish illustrations of the child Mohammad and the teenager 
Mohammad and the man Mohammad and the Prophet Mohammad. So every Friday up 
went the illustrations of the Prophet, all done by Arabic or Persian or Shia artists 
throughout history. All to the Shia Call of the Faithful . The humor of this irony for some 
reason got last in transmission as the New Caliphate and the Rival Caliphate of ISIS 
promptly launched Jihad attacks on Iran. Missiles filling the airways ---- both ways. Or 
well! Who needs modern cities in deserts anyway? 

Israel became a magnet for every sort of Public Enemy Number One among the 
‘Racists’ and ‘Fascists’ and ‘Outlaws’ as censorship shut down freedom of speech. Such 
‘Racists’ and ‘Fascists’ and ‘Outlaws’ included Ayyaan Hirsch Ali and her husband Niall 
Ferguson as well as Sam Harris and Brigitte Gabriel. A few Youtube bloggers got there 
and lived to blog anew. There were also some last hangouts from outlawed Fox TV after 



the new owners sold out to the EU and the UN. Hannity ended up there. But Tucker 
Carson was shot by firing squad by Big Sis’ Black Bloc goons. 

Aging old Rock and Rollers started a ‘Pirate Radio’ in Israel based on the good old days 
of illegal Rock and Roll. It now defied the UN and EU censorship as well as BBC 
censorship. The BBC was now the official propaganda mouthpiece for the EU and the 
UN and Dhimmi Dave. Decrepit old rock stars who barely survived the drugged out 
1960s fought their last battles in Israel. Shuffling between the jerry rigged broadcast 
booths and improvised recording studios in their decayed decadence and bedroom 
slippers. Struggling to remember old songs or else struggling with bifocals or hearing 
aids. Many struggling despite lung cancer from smoking for too long. Others 
incredulously composed new material with outlaw hip hop singers or else performed 
outlawed songs composed by Gays and Jews. How did singing a ‘sample’ of Cole 
Porter or Elton John become a rebellious act? 

Anyone who dared to exercise freedom of expression or freedom of assembly or 
freedom of the press somehow now became a ‘Fascist’ and ‘Racist’ or else an offender 
of ‘Hate Speech’. Even if it was just reading statistics banned by the EU about the 
extent of the bankrupting of the EU and the billions being squandered to support Muslim 
migrants or the relentless statistics about rape or jizya or the Great Replacement. Even 
statistics were now banned. Even facts were now considered ‘racist’ or else ‘hate 
speech’. Christopher Hitchens’ warning now was coming true: ‘Islamophobia: a word 
created by fascists, and used by cowards, to manipulate morons.’ By now the Liberal 
Media was entirely the Propaganda Mouthpiece of the EU and the UN. And it was all 
done quite voluntarily. By the most liberal of liberals. The Baby Boomers of the 1960s 
blandly throwing away their World War Two parents’ freedoms and their nations’ 
heritage as the EU and the UN took their legacy while disinheriting and disenfranchising 
the Generation Identity Millennials. Alas, the Millennial Snowflakes rejoiced in the new 
‘safe places’ from facts and statistics and the ugly truth. They later learned the ugly truth 
the hard way as they assaulted and raped and murdered. Maybe instead of embracing 
Code 291 they really should have studied the Malmo Rape Statistics after all. 

So step by step the Bill of Rights evaporated away as if dew in the sun and Human 
Rights melted away as if shimmering ice. So freedom of the press was reduced to the 
outlaws of Youtube and old Radio Waves as Twitter and Facebook and TV Media was 
first reduced to propaganda and then closed down except for the Nightly Fatwa and the 



Dhimmi Dave Show climaxed by the Caliph’s Speeches and of course the most import 
thing: the Call of the Faithful. Who needs anything else? Youtube was ordered to 
muzzle but anarchists kept broadcasting no matter how often Youtube kept half 
heartedly censoring them. So the Mos tried to shut down the entire Internet instead 
while putting bounties on the heads of bloggers. Morality Police Hunters sent out to 
collect names and hunt down and dox and then arrest bloggers for televised execution 
at the Tower Fortress. Who needs anything else than the Call of the Faithful and 
televised executions anyway?  

But Radio Waves were so low tech they could not be stopped. Morse Code also 
resurrected as codes and ciphers filled the cruder air waves. Whether or not the 
mysterious codes and ciphers were even real they fed the paranoia of everyone. God! 
Davy? Are you still alive? Will I be alive tomorrow? You were so surprisingly good at 
dots and dashes. You said they were emoji icons. Only you would see dots and dashes 
as smart phone apps. Why could someone who could not read or write or drive a car 
properly or use the Underground still prove to be a wiz at wireless Morse? You had such 
a weird brain Davy! Wyrd! You were so wyrd! So wyrd! Are you dead Davy? Will I be 
dead come dawn Davy? 

But others were not so lucky. Condell was caught first. He died under torture in The 
Tower as Sharia clerics applied electrodes to extract a confession. Torture being entirely 
halal in Sharia. Condell’s severed head was then dipped in tar and placed on the New 
London Bridge as a public warning. Poor Condell would not be alone for long. Murray 
was captured after a 38 day manhunt. He was held over for public trial of public 
shaming sans the torture for a really good photo opportunity for Dhimmi Dave to prove 
how merciful he could be. And publicly shaming a dead man did not have the same 
effect on TV as publicly shaming a living man.  

Dhimmi Dave needed to get the public to voluntarily denounce and repudiate the 
articulate and steely Murray. He needed to discredit the most brilliant of the Millennials 
who had become the replacement for Christopher Hitchens in the eyes of the world. And 
a tortured Murray might incite the Dhimmis to rebel rather than cravenly cave in. It was 
important for the propaganda crucifixion to appear ‘reasonable’ and ‘magnanimous’ so 
the human frogs boiling to death in the pot of Islamization and Islamism would not 
realize they were slowing boiling to death and try to jump out.  



Murray was captured with of all people Bardot the ‘Anti-Halal Poodle Outlaw’ who 
became Public Enemy Number One for protesting the order to kill every dog in the EU 
because dogs offended Muslims as well as protesting halal killing of animals as cruel 
and sadistic. Bardot was so nutty she did not care if Jihadists were slicing the jugulars 
of prisoners left, right, center, and behind. But killing poor animals! Mon Deu! The aging 
French Baby Boomer sex goddess and the Millennial Gay made an odd couple at their 
trial. Murray made an impassioned speech for Human Liberty. Bardot made a mad 
speech and then spat in the face of the mullah presiding over the Sharia Trial. Then 
they were chained to the decapitated Nelson Column for public shaming. The 
Millennials stayed away. The Baby Boomer Dhimmis cowered. But the insane Social 
Justice Warriors spat and cursed and screamed at them. Alas, the Muslim mob 
escalated from throwing rotten tomatoes to throwing rocks. Murray and Bardot were 
stoned to death.  

Tragically, Spencer then felt compelled to smuggle himself into Great Britain to try to 
continue the illegal broadcasts in the nation which originally re-birthed democracy. This 
occurred after Wilders was hanged by a noose suspended from a construction crane in 
Amsterdam Holland which was the other birthplace of European democracy reborn in 
the Renaissance. Now European democracy was dying by inches. Spencer called 
himself the Owl Of Athena. Probably because of his iconic eyeglasses. He was finally 
caught. His public trial was called off when he expertly quoted the Koran to denounce it. 
So he was tried in absentia. At first he was going to be a beheaded on TV but Spencer 
kept cursing the executioner and cursing Mohammad and cursing Islam on camera 
whenever the beheading was being staged despite being beaten up each time he defied 
his executioner.  

So in the end Spencer’s tongue was hacked out and he was burned alive. Spencer 
refused to scream as he burned alive. Some said it was a miracle. Some said it was 
simply because his tongue was hacked out. Some said it was because he had a false 
tooth filled with strychnine so he could finally and at last kill himself. There was much 
whispered debate among the Urban Myth Whisperers. If Spencer always had a poison 
implant then why didn’t he kill himself sooner and spare himself the horror? Others 
whispered Spencer wanted his death to inspire the Dhimmis. Alas, most were too 
cowering to be inspired by anything other than fear. 



But once it got started, the public shunning and book burnings spiraled out of control. 
David Landes’ books like ‘Revolution In Time’ and ‘Wealth And Poverty Of Nations’ was 
banned and burned. Emmet Scott’s books were banned and burned. Bernard Lewis’ 
books were banned and burned. The aged academic was threatened with torture to 
repudiate his books. He initially repudiated his books and even wrote a confession. But 
then he was still condemned to be burned alive. The aged and fragile man asked for 
one hand to remain free so he could stretch it out and burn the hand that signed the 
confession.  

The book burnings became weekly and then daily. Salman Rushdie’s books were 
banned and burned. He was caught trying to flee and was beheaded. Ibn Warrag’s 
books were banned and burned though he escaped. Theo van Gogh’s works were 
banned and burned and because his name was the same of his kindred Vincent van 
Gogh so the mullahs ordered those paintings to be burned as well. Art was haram after 
all, no less than music and poetry and chess and dancing and the theater. Doctor 
Warner vanished most mysteriously. The Urban Myth Whisperers whispered he had a 
home made rocket in his back yard and he simply roared off into outer space to Mars 
where he secretly had built a survivalist space bastion. Other Urban Myth Whisperers 
whispered Warner slipped away into the ultimate survivalist hideout deep in an old 
missile shaft. Whatever the truth, the old scientist was never seen again. 

Dawkins and his estranged wife the old ‘Doctor Who’ TV star were thrown in jail but 
mysteriously escaped. That fed more Urban Myth Whisperer conspiracy theories. That 
had to be a reason why the Anarchists were always broadcasting old Dr. Who serials. 
So Doctor Who movies were burned. Bardot’s movies were burned. Then Hollywood’s 
movies were burned because so many old Hollywood producers and movie stars were 
Jewish. Then all movies were burned. It became a Bonfire of the Vanities. So many 
Jews were involved in movie making you see. Hollywood. So now Hollywood burned. 
Then Bollywood burned.  

Shirk India was Outlaw Number Three right after Israel and Switzerland. Shirk India was 
involved in a terrible civil war with its 45% Muslim population aided and abetted by 
Bangladesh and Pakistan. India had always survived Islamic genocide courtesy of its 
large population. Islam failed to conquer India even after butchering or enslaving 
between 50 and 80 or possibly as many as 100 million Indians. But India had done a 
China ‘one child’ policy so its Malthus population bomb over population had been 



brought under control to cope with what was suppose to be the coming Global Warming. 
Alas, the Muslims of India deliberately bred and bred and bred and bred and bred to 
take advantage of the drop of Hindu and Sikh and Jain peoples. Reports are garbled but 
it appears that India is on its knees. This time Islamic genocide might get the better of 
India. And unfortunately the Indian Shirks being pagans have only one option: convert 
or die. I never liked Bollywood. I thought it opera with kitsch. But when India dies 
Bollywood will die. I never like to see anything pretty die. 

All of Christopher Hitchen’s works were burned and he was symbolically burned. His 
close friend Fry was burned. He died quoting Hitchens until his screams drowned out 
everything. V S Naipaul’s works burned. Sita Ram Goel’s works. Nirad Charudhuri’s 
works. Then they were executed. Then Hume was banned for being an Islamophobe. 
His books were burned. Then his counterparts Adam Smith and Ricardo were burned. 
Guilt by association. Then the entire English ie ‘Classical’ School of Economics was 
banned and burned because Capitalism violated Sharia business laws and Economics 
was declared haram and economics was declared to be the demented obsessions of 
the donkey brained. Churchill was banned and his books burned. Dickens was banned. 
His books were burned. Voltaire was banned. His books were burned. John Quincy 
Adams was banned. His books were burned. Alexis de Tocqueville’s works were 
banned. His books were burned.  

Then Martin Luther was banned. All of his books and his entire religion which started the 
Protestant Reformation was banned and burned. Any Lutheran who refused to 
denounce Martin Luther was burned alive. The Dictator of Berlin made sure of that. It is 
said she smiled most strangely as the last known Luther Bible burned. G K Chesterton’s 
books hit the fire next. Jefferson’s works were burned because he ordered the American 
Navy off to wipe the Barbary Pirate Jihadists off the face of the Islamic Levant. Then all 
of the American founder fathers were symbolically burned because most were 
Freemasons.  

But then people pointed out that the ancient Muslim Mutazilite Reform Movement 
criticized Islam’s ultra conservative wing version of Islam. That implied criticism of 
Wahhabism which was now the only official sect of Islam courtesy of Petrol Oil Dollars 
when the Oil Kingdoms used to be rich. So that caused the so-called Geniuses of the 
Golden Age to be inspected. Alas, much disrespect for Islam and suspicion of Apostasy 
was found there too. If not down right heresy. And BID’a! Especially BID’a! Ibn al 



Rawandi went into the fire. Then Al Khwarizmi. Al Razi. Al Ma’arri. Omar Khayyan. Ibn 
Rushd. Al Biruni. Al Farabi. Abucasis. Avicena Ibn Sina. Then everyone linked to the 
Golden Age of Islam was put to the fire. BID’a! BID’a! And BID’a! Ijtihad! And the haram 
Kafir Sciences which is anything which is science. At that point the burnings were so 
popular all of the British writers and playwrights were put the fire. Even Shakespeare. 
After all. Fiction and novels and poetry and plays offend Islam. They were haram. They 
were Jahiliyyah. It had to go. Fiction was haram after all. Ditto poetry and theater. 
Haram. Haram and Jahiliyyah. The entire British Library fed the Bonfires of the Vanities 
----- though Urban Myth Whisperers whispered academics had secretly been smuggling 
the best books away to Welsh coal mines for years to save them. Then every book store 
fed the Bonfires of the Vanities. If it supported the Koran it was redundant and if it 
disputed the Koran it was heretic or else blasphemous.....” 

*** *** 

The Monuments Men listened to transmutations from the Hell Hearse transporting the 
tiny squad of Monuments Men to tail the Elephant & Castle Fire Department engine. It 
was a desperate race to burn or else save the mysterious treasure house. The head of 
the Monuments Men opened a box on his desk and puled out the one of a kind watch: 
first Longitude Watch created by Harrison. He held the simple, beautiful, and 
revolutionary technology in his hand. “I am so afraid because of what happened to Tom. 
I can’t bare the idea of any more of my people perishing. But I can’t bare the idea of any 
more priceless art perishing either. Wyrd Davy used to love to pick up this watch and 
stare at it whenever he came with pilfered art or pilfered books or else intel. For some 
weird reason it fascinated him. I can’t imagine why. He rescued it you see. Twice. You 
might have thought if he wanted it so much he would have kept it. But no. It never 
occurred to him to keep it. I never understood Wyrd Davy. I don’t think Wyrd Davy ever 
understood himself....” 

*** *** 

“.....Sir?” the aide de camp asked the mysterious commander. “What did you just send 
over on that teletype fax?” The mysterious commander smiled as a teletype fax vomited 
out of the corresponding machine in another distant headquarters.  



Then the head of MIMIR picked up the teletype fax. “Where are my glasses?” Mr. Mole 
said.  

“On your forehead” Mr. Donkey replied.  

“Fortunately my head is secure or else I would misplace that” Mr. Mole laughed.  

Back at the Islamic NATO bunker the mysterious military commander smiled at his aide 
de camp ..... as one hand quietly moved toward his concealed gun..... 

*** *** 

“.....It was fun for while” the fireman told himself as he zigzagged desperately around 
the infamous Green Park Jungle. He was now close enough to smell the unbelievably 
foul stench of sewage and decay as well as hear the screams of children being raped 
and people being tortured as they were eaten alive. “Our version of Guy Fawkes Night. 
Our version of the Guy Fawkes Bonfires. It was fun for a while......” By habit one hand 
patted a hidden pocket of his uniform over his heart as if caressing something. “The 
Bonfires of the Vanities as the book burnings were called finally triggered riots as the 
Bonfires ran out of things to burn ---- and then ran out of people to burn. Then martial 
law was declared. Funny. Martial law was suppose to be just for a while but it never was 
called off was it? Funny that!” the fireman mused as he forced marched into the growing 
darkness. He paused as he heard a distant howl. “Ferals!” The fireman ducked behind a 
pile of burned out cars and panted silently as the howls moved closer! Closer! Then 
suddenly the howls moved off toward Green Park to devour migrants. Then the fireman 
resumed his mysterious march toward what? Who?  

“And anyway! The Dhimmi leaders told everyone that hardly anyone read books 
anymore. Genuine books. Paper books” the fireman snarled as he forced marched in a 
desperate zigzag around the infamous Green Park Jungle. “And they could upload 
books electronically so what as so terrible about burning paper anyway? It was just a 
change of words wasn’t it? Except then Amazon was ordered to not sell e-books. Why 
bother? Who reads books anyway? Books were full of racism and hate speech and 
troublesome things. Books offended the sensitivities of minorities. Books disrupted the 
civil order of majorities. Books agitated the mind. Books woke the Fikr brain and 



agitated the Zikr brain. Books created doubt. Books shattered the faith. Books 
discombobulated the status quo. Books disrupted the glorious shared  vision of the UN 
Agenda 21.  

Books and especially history books revealed a world before the Multi-cultural relativists 
rewrote history. Books and especially history books exposed the propaganda and the 
relentless brainwashing the authorities were using against the indigenous people as 
they were forced into Dhimmitude. As they were forced into accepting their Great 
Displacement and their ultimate Great Replacement. Genocide. Their own genocide. 
Books exposed the relativist BIG LIES. Books exposed the Leftist apologists white 
washing of Islamic failure and Islamic war and Islamic persecution. Books exposed the 
extent of the ‘Stockholm Syndrome’ as human memories were rewritten to force the 
indigenous people to accept their debasement from Ubermensch to Untermensch to 
Extinction. 

Books were full of trouble makers and troubling things. Books were full of embarrassing 
truths which now were declared ‘hate speech’. Books were full of embarrassing facts 
which were also declared ‘hate speech’. Books were racist and fascist. Books were 
Islamophobic. And books defied the new Heresy and Blasphemy Laws. And who reads 
books anyway? And Amazon now made so much more money selling everything else it 
was silly to bother with books anymore. So e-books vanished as the Bonfires of the 
Vanities burned the last of the paper books. So books vanished. Both paper and digital. 
Then every printing press was destroyed as the Ottoman ban on printing reappeared. 
One of the West’s greatest ‘Killer Applications’, the Printing Press, now vanished. 

“And for a while no one noticed” the fireman mused as he hid in the wreckage of burned 
cars as the howls of Ferals filled the night. Then the screaming in the Green Park 
Jungle changed from children being raped and tortured to Muslim Males being 
devoured. “It was just a change of words. Then the Internet and TV and Radio and 
Youtube were censored as the Heresy and Blasphemy Laws kicked in. And the Silicon 
Valley dictators were so enthusiastic about censorship! Hell! They even called the truth 
‘fake news’! Everyone joined in so enthusiastically! Scopes and other so-called ‘fact 
checkers’ were the incarnation of fake news as they literally edited out any real news. 
The founder of Facebook literally called for reeducation camps for anyone who 
disagreed with the Regressive Left world view. He just adored Merkel and her Stasi. 
The Chinese Communists and their Thought Police. So holier than thou despite 



throwing hundreds of Hawaiians off their ancestral lands to build the largest estate in 
Hawaii while demanding open borders while never inviting so much as one fucking 
migrant to his gigantic Hawaiian estate where he lived as if a prince. It was called being 
Politically Correct. It was called being ‘sensitive’ to the feelings of minorities. It was 
called appeasing the Special Minority. It was called appeasing the New Majority. It was 
call Dhimmitude.  

Group Think took over as the Multi-cultural Leftests turned Quislings purged all dissent 
as they ordered their own to surrender to Dhimmitude. Groveling for mercy so their 
extinction might be slow instead of brutally fast. And the aging Baby Boomers 
desperately hoped to enjoy a genteel grave instead of the Medina Trench of mass 
execution which their offspring the Millennials faced. All offensive contrary opinions were 
ordered censored. Anything deviating from the official BIG LIE was crushed. All 
offensive ‘racist’ and ‘fascist’ contrary opinions brought instant arrest. A misplaced ‘like’ 
or ‘dislike’ on Facebook or Youtube brought doxxing and public shame and then a jail 
cell. All defiant opinions brought trials climaxed by execution. Like Kraut and his Tea or 
whatever his name was. I never understood anything he said. But I liked the sound of 
his German voice. He died side by side with his paradoxical friend and debating 
adversary Millennial Woes. A Barvarian and a brooding Scot dying side by side after a 
show trial for hate speech. Firing squad. But better than how Molyneux perished so very 
horribly. What a horrible way to die. But defiant to the end. And the SJW Lefties did not 
just let it happen. They did the horrible execution with their own hands.  

Funny! It was so easy! The aging Baby Boomers just let it all happen. Down the slippery 
slope to ash and cinders. It was all so politically correct to censor books into oblivion. 
And censor newspapers into oblivion. And censor the TV news into oblivion. And center 
the Internet into oblivion. And censor Twitter and Facebook and Youtube into oblivion. 
And censor dissent into oblivion. And censor human rights into oblivion. Censor 
thoughts into oblivion. Censor freedom into oblivion. Voluntarily creating the strait-jacket 
to cage the mind. Voluntarily building the prison of the mind brick by brick and bar by 
bar and chain by chain. Railing against ‘fascists’ when they were the ultimate fascists. 
Even as they walked right into their own Medina Trench. And so Group Think replaced 
Individual thinking and Indoctrination replaced factual thinking and Propaganda replace 
rational debate through the Trojan Horse called Islam.  



So Islam shut down the minds of the World the same way it long ago shut down the 
minds of Muslims. Aided and abetted by the touchy feely 1960s Baby Boomers. The 
deluded Multi-cultural Leftists. The Useful Idiots. Silicon Valley. The university 
brainwashed Snowflakes. The Luvvies. And the Quislings. All working for the Loki 
Insider Traitors. It was so easy. Even comforting. Like a cult. Like ‘1984'. To just 
surrender to Mind Control and embrace the Divine Leader and become another 
Sheeple. Be very quiet and cowering and maybe you might be allowed to die in your 
own bed instead of a mass grave.” The fireman pressed himself deeper in the wreckage 
of burned out cars as the howls of the Ferals merged into the screams of the infamous 
Green Park Jungle. The blood curling shrieks filling the polluted air of the fetid night. 

“Like the word ‘Dhimmi’. It was just a change of words. And anyway Dhimmi Dave told 
the Dhimmis they had already been paying jizya for decades. So what was the big deal? 
It was just a word change. Every time the Dhimmis pay taxes those taxes went to 
support Muslim ‘citizens’ or else Muslim migrants who never worked a day in their lives. 
Proud welfare cheats and abusers. Each with four wives likewise on the dole. Every 
proud welfare cheat and abuser openly hating the West in general and Great Britain in 
particular and openly calling every non Muslim British tax player Najis filth. Foul and 
disgusting and revolting pig shit eating Najis filth.  

So the indigenous Britishers had already been supporting their Ubermensch masters for 
years. They had been demoted to Untermensch for years. Every time a Muslim migrant 
got the free council house and the free digs and the free medicine and every sort of free 
perk and privilege ahead of the hard working Britisher that was Dhimmitude. Every time 
a hard working Britisher’s vote was ignored by politicians pandering to Muslims that was 
Dhimmitude. Every time a hard working Britisher was pushed further down the 
economic pole by Muslim migrants driving down wages and destroying unions that was 
Dhimmitude.  

Every time a hard working Britisher was told to go to the back of the queue because the 
government and all it entailed had to serve more important people, Muslim migrants, 
that was Dhimmitude. Every time a Muslim was allowed to not serve an indigenous 
person or abuse an indigenous person or insult an indigenous person or threaten an 
indigenous person with impunity that was Dhimmitude. Every time a Muslim was 
allowed to act above the law and beyond the law and outside the law that was 
Dhimmitude. Every time an indigenous person was stripped of their legal rights that was 



Dhimmitude. Every time a Muslim raped a child of an indigenous Britisher with impunity 
that was Dhimmitude. 

Every time a hard working Britisher was told he was just a racist bigoted xenophobe for 
protesting the promotion of Muslims with no experience based solely on their 
entitlement simply for being Muslims that was Dhimmitude. Every time an indigenous 
Britisher was passed over because of quotas for Muslims despite their lack of 
experience or work ethic that was Dhimmitude. Every time a hard working Britisher was 
told he could not exercise his right to speak his opinion or exercise any of his human 
rights that was Dhimmitude. Every time the government pandered to Muslim migrants 
and gave them everything for free when hard working Britisher ex-soldiers with PTSD 
were living rough that was Dhimmitude. Every time Muslim migrants were given 
luxurious free refugee accommodations when the indigenous Britisher was homeless 
that was Dhimmitude. Every time Muslim migrants were allowed to stroll into Great 
Britain by breaking every law and then were rewarded with all of the luxuries of legal 
citizenship despite not paying one penny and were allowed to drain the British welfare 
system as parasites that was Dhimmitude. 

Every time a Muslim was allowed to burn poppies and demonstrate their hate for Great 
Britain and their ultimate intention to overthrow the Magna Carta while the indigenous 
Britisher was arrested for protesting that shocking injustice and obvious sedition and 
open treason that was Dhimmitude. Every time a hate preacher was allowed to spew 
out his hatred when the indigenous Britisher was told to shut up that was Dhimmitude. 
Every time the Muslim was allowed to parade his ISIS flag with impunity while the 
indigenous Britisher was told he could not wave his Flag of Saint George that was 
Dhimmitude. Every time a Christmas pageant was ordered canceled or a village 
Christmas tree was ordered taken down or a Christian prayer was ordered banned or a 
Gay Fawkes parade float was ordered censored or an Easter Egg was ordered into the 
trash or the National Anthem was ordered cut that was Dhimmitude. Every time a 
Muslim group was allowed to pray in a Christian church during a so-called ‘ecumenical 
event’ while cursing Christians as ‘people of gross error’ and Jews as a ‘donkey laden 
with books’ in Arabic that was Dhimmitude.  

Every time a Muslim mosque as allowed to broadcast the Call of the Faithful which 
proclaims that Allah is Greater (than any other god) and Mohammad is the only true 
Prophet capital P implying that Christianity and Jesus Christ were entirely illegitimate 



that was Dhimmitude. Every time church bells were ordered silent that was Dhimmitude. 
Every time Muslims could force the indigenous people to eat halal when they did not 
want to eat halal while pork was banned entirely that was Dhimmitude. Every time a 
school forced children to endue Islamic brainwashing at some Islamic event when 
Christianity was banned from school entirely and no Muslim student was ever required 
to attend a Christian or Jewish or Hindu or Sikh event that as Dhimmitude. 

Every time a tiny village of hard working Britishers were told to shut up when a luxurious 
Muslim migrant camp was built so that a thousand Muslim males of war age would 
outnumber them and overwhelm them and dominate their tiny village and terrorize them 
with impunity that was Dhimmitude. Every time the Labor Party and the Tory Party 
pandered to Muslim voters and ignored the popular will of the indigenous British people 
while ignoring their fears of uncontrollable open border migration that was Dhimmitude. 
Every time the Labor Party and the Tory Party allowed the EU and UN to rewrite British 
laws to advance Muslim migrants and debase the indigenous Britisher that was 
Dhimmitude. Every time the Labor Party and Tory Party opened the door to ten 
thousand migrants a year and then ten thousand migrants a month and then ten 
thousand migrants a week despite the strain to the infrastructure and housing and the 
medical system all of which the indigenous Britisher was expected to pay for that was 
Dhimmitude. Every time the government said it had to ignore the popular will of the 
indigenous people because they were worried about the Great Displacement and Great 
Replacement that was Dhimmitude. Every time the government came down on the side 
of Muslims and migrants instead of the indigenous British People that was Dhimmitude. 
Every time the government aided and abetted the Great Displacement to advance the 
Great Replacement that was Dhimmitude.  

And what was Dhimmitude after all except the Great Replacement of the ex-
Ubermensch with the New Ubermensch? Muslim migrants. And the lawful indigenous 
citizens of Great Britain were displaced and replaced. Demoted to Untermensch. To sub 
human Untouchables. Foul. Disgusting. Revolting. Evil. And now they are 
disenfranchised, stripped of every human right, and persecuted as Najis Filth into 
starvation and ruination and ultimately extinction. And that is the whole point of 
Dhimmitude isn’t it? And the Great Displacement? And the Great Replacement? To 
destroy the indigenous population? And it has. All for the ultimate triumph of Islam and 
the enrichment of the global elite exploiting Islam. It was now all just a change of 
words.” The fireman pressed his starving body deeper into the wreckage as he heard 



the howls of Ferals as they attacked and tore Green Park Jungle migrants to pieces. 
The screaming filling the night.....  

*** *** 

The ex-priest crept up to the sniper. “Genuine fake tea?” he whispered.  

“Oh. Sounds delicious” the sniper replied as he was passed a cheap mug of tea made 
of so many leaves it barely resembled tea so much as a panache. 

“It is hot at any rate” the ex-priest said. “Oh what was that?” 

“Ferals devouring people around .... by the sounds of the screams .....Green Park.” 

“How dreadful!” the ex-priest whispered as he cringed. “Could they .... come after ..... 
us?” 

“Ferals hunt the weak and sick and diseased and rotting and dying” the sniper said 
matter of fact as he checked his scope between sips. “They follow the scent of blood. 
We smell too healthy.” More terrible screams drifted across the foul from Green Park 
Migrant Camp. The ex-priest involuntarily crossed himself. Then he flinched.  

“After midnight my dear fellow you won’t have to be afraid of revealing the fact you are a 
Christian. After midnight it will be the Slaves of Allah who will be afraid....” 

*** *** 

“Then Dhimmi Dave explained that the dole was strained by too many people on the 
dole” the fireman snarled to himself or else his invisible biographer. He pressed his 
starving body into the steel carcass as the howls of the Ferals and the screams of their 
victims filled the foul air. The piercing screams of diseased human beings being 
devoured alive as blood curdling as their torn open bellies. “The social safety net was 
unraveling. A welfare state could not exist alongside open borders and unlimited 
migration. Every economist told everyone that and everyone ignored them until they 
were proven right. Translation: rationing time! So all of the Dhimmis were ordered to 



work. The cripples. The handicapped. The aged. The retirees. The too old. The too 
young. They had to work in order to support the Muslims.  

And the migrant crisis was getting worse and worse and worse. They had to work to 
support the Muslims of the Muslim failed states. They had to share their bounty with the 
Muslim migrants of the Muslim failed States. It was a crisis. It was a global crisis. To 
refuse to work to support Muslims would be racism. So it went from 50% of Muslim 
migrants living on the dole to 60% on the dole. Then it was 70% on the dole. Then it 
was 80% on the dole. Then it was 100% on the dole. Every Muslim living free on the 
dole. The dole was jizya. The name was just changed. That is all. 

But the reality was the Dhimmis were always expected to work to support the Muslims 
who never worked at all and just enjoyed the dole and the best digs and the best council 
houses and the best free medicine and the best of everything. Front of the queue. All 
free. Breeding the Great Replacement on the dole as they were paid to breed by the 
very people they were breeding to replace. The first welfare funded jihad in history. The 
first welfare funded conquest of an indigenous people in history. Living better than the 
Dhimmis before they realized they were Dhimmis. Entitled to everything. Front of the 
queue. And all of it free. To be paid for by the Dhimmis. Entitled to everything the state 
could provide. For free. Forever. So what was the ado? The names just changed. That 
is all.  

The dole became jizya. The dole had been jizya all along. And the Labor Party became 
the party of Muslims. It kowtowed to Muslims. Then the Tory Party became the party of 
Muslims. It kowtowed to Muslims. Both parties actually serving the corrupt global elite 
behind the scenes as they exploited the Muslims who were exploiting the indigenous 
peoples. Then the government become one party. The party of the Muslims. And it 
openly kowtowed to Muslims while secretly serving the corrupt global elite. Sensitivity to 
Islam becoming Appeasement to Islam becoming Surrender to Islam. Then Submission 
to Islam. Then Domination by Islam. And the state became Islam. Dar ul Islamic. And 
the State became Islam and Islam became the state. And it all happened so 
smoothly...... and no one seemed able to stop it. Or even willing to stop it...... and 
everyone just let it happen.”  

The fireman cringed as the horrific screams coming from the Green Park Jungle filled 
the foul air. The scent of blood waffling toward him as he tried to press his starving body 



deeper into the burned out wreckage. The very fact he could not see what was 
happening only making the blood curdling screams all the worse. “Please Ahmad! Don’t 
come out of your dark hole in my mind and expose our location. Dictate your 
autobiography to Lledrith Concentrate on that! Don’t let Ahmad scream! Please! Please! 
Please! Don’t let Ahmad scream! 

It was a logical progress of events Lledrith. Don’t you see? From the Millennium to hell 
on earth. From Europe to Eurabia. From London to the City of the Dead. From the 
crown jewel of the Advanced World to Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Just as rapine now 
became Devshirme. Muslim migrants had been raping for decades. Rotherham. Derby. 
You name it. Carte blanche to rape. With immunity. Native British girls were all just 
‘meat to wipe my sins off on’ as the Muslim rapists sneered. Muslim boys were taught at 
Muslim run schools that all Christians were ‘monkeys and dogs and pigs’ and ‘bound for 
hellfire’ and ‘Najis filth’ and ‘people of no morality’ and ‘people of no intelligence’ as ‘vile 
as cattle’ and ‘liars’ and all Christian females were ‘whores’. And ‘racists’ too of course.  

So Muslim boys and men raped the indigenous with impunity. Utter impunity. Above the 
law. Outside of the law. And beyond the law. And everyone simply allowed it to happen. 
So what was the big deal? The name changed from Rape to Devshirme. But ‘Whatever 
thy right hand possesses do with as you will’ had always been the law of the land since 
the first Multi-cultural Labor Leader named Blair opened the borders to unlimited Muslim 
migrants and ordered all reports or prosecution of rape to be sealed as Rotherham 
proved. It was just a name change. That was all. What else did you think he meant 
when Blair told people he wanted to rub the faces of the British People in Diversity?.....” 

*** *** 

“......And instead of ‘citizenry’ the native indigenous population became part of the 
‘shared global community’ as the Muslim migrants became equal in rights and privileges 
with the ‘citizenry’” Wolfe mused in the haunted hotel as he watched the clock tick to 
midnight. He kept wiping his sweaty hand on his military tunic. “The government was 
now responsible to serve the entire global community. The Muslim migrants were equal 
to any and all tax paying legal citizens ----- who were expected to pay the taxes for their 
global brothers and sisters. Then the Muslim migrants become better. Better than the 
Dhimmis. Whites were shameful. Whites were ‘racists’. Whites needed to atone. Whites 
needed to be punished. Whites were the incarnation of everything which was evil. The 



Muslim migrants were victims of racism. Of historic injustice. Of poverty. All of which the 
West had to correct by sharing its wealth. It was atonement. It was reparations. It was a 
global crisis. Never mind that the Muslim migrants were pouring out of historic failed 
states which had been historic failed states since 666 and the old Muslim Imperial 
empires like the Arabic and Ottoman and Persian and Mughal were never asked to 
‘atone’ for what they did to Christians and Jews and Hindus and Jain and Buddhists and 
Sikhs or else pay reparations. 

Muslim Imperialists committed countless genocides and millions died during Islamic 
Imperial Wars. But all of that was edited out of the revised history books taught at British 
schools. Now no one learned of the millions of Christians or Jews or Sikhs or Jain or 
Hindus or Buddhists who died during the Islamic Wars. Oh no! That would hurt tender 
Muslim feelings. Muslim slavery and the millions of victims of Muslim slavers were also 
edited out of revised history books taught at British schools. That would hurt tender 
Muslim feelings. Now only the evils of the evil British imperialists were taught. Now only 
the evils of the evil British slavers were taught according to revised Multi-cultural 
relativists.  

Not that the British were the first people in history to ban slavery and the Muslims were 
the last to ban slavery. Oh no! Or that the British spent millions to shut down Muslim 
slavery ports and battled Muslim Slavers and freed slaves all over the world. Oh no! 
That was now politically incorrect to point out. That might muddy the argument that the 
British people must atone and pay reparations by handing over their wealth and assets 
and prosperity and even their homes and their cities and finally their nation and walk 
docile as sheep into slavery. 

Not that the British Empire payed millions all over the world to build irrigation canals and 
dams and paved roads and railroads and telegraphs and telephones and postal 
services and hospitals and schools and universities when Islamic imperial empires did 
absolutely nothing whatsoever. Oh no! Not that Great Britain became a Great 
Divergence economic and industrial titan because it embraced the ‘Killer Applications’ 
and did all of the right things while the Islamic Levant embraced all of the wrong things. 
Oh no! Not that the Mughal Muslims bankrupted first India and then Muslims bankrupted 
the Islamic Levant. Oh no! Abusive Islamic colonies and Islamic imperial empires were 
edited out of the revised British history books. Islamic mismanagement of the Islamic 
Levant was edited out too. So was pre colonization and post colonization 



mismanagement by Muslims. Oh no! That could not be taught. It would hurt Muslim 
feelings. It would imply they were not victims. Perpetual victims of the evil West. 

Now the poor Muslims were only historic victims of evil, evil, evil Britishers. So the 
descendants of those evil, evil, evil Britishers had to atone for the collective guilt of their 
forefathers. They had to atone. They had to pay reparations. They had to pay UN 
Agenda 21 reparations. They had to be punished. They had to punish themselves by 
walking mutely into the Great Displacement and then the Great Replacement and finally 
into their own extinction. Self genocide. So British history was edited to show only the 
worst and never the best. The British had to be doxxed. The British had to be shamed. 
The British had to be punished. The British had to accept the moral necessity of their 
own eradication.  

The Renaissance was evil. Evil. Evil. The Enlightenment was evil. Evil. Evil. The 
Technological Revolution and Scientific Revolutions were evil. Evil. Evil. The Industrial 
Revolution was evil. Evil. Evil. The Magna Carta was evil. Evil. Evil. Democracy was 
evil. Evil. Evil. Meritocracy was evil. Evil. Evil. Common law was evil. Evil. Evil. Trial by 
Jury was evil. Evil. Evil. The British genius for invention was evil. Evil. Evil. British 
culture and art and the British heritage and every British achievement was evil. Evil. 
Evil. Everything the British ever did was evil. Evil. Evil. And the Muslims were all just 
poor victims of evil, evil, evil Britishers. Or else evil, evil, evil Europeans. Or else evil, 
evil, evil Westerners. Or else evil, evil, evil Christians or Jews.  

The Muslim feelings were too sensitive to be wounded. And criticizing Muslims who 
behaved badly or else criticizing glaring Islamic flaws or horrible Islamic historical 
crimes or brutal Islamic conquests or Islamic Slavery or savage Islamic genocides of 
non Muslims or heinous Islamic crimes or mean misdemeanors or vicious Islamic 
persecution or bloodthirsty Islamic terrorism or well documented Islamic legacies of 
economic failure and self caused poverty was now all racist. Muslims could do no 
wrong. And Christians and Jews could do nothing right. Ditto Hindus or Buddhists or 
Sikhs. They were all evil, evil, evil too. That happened after the ‘Divide and Conquer’ 
ploy failed and most of the Hindus and Buddhists and Sikhs joined the Christians and 
Jews after their own cultures and religions and legacies and histories were vilified as 
well. That occurred when revised history books portrayed the Mughals and Sultans and 
Nawabs as saints who never ever engaged in brutal persecution and mass slaughter in 
Old Hindustan. And the Gandhara Buddhist Civilization was not exterminated right off 



the face of the earth. And then the Buddha was declared to be Shirk shit. And the Vedas 
were declared to be Shirk shit no less than the gross error of the Torah or the Bible. 
Gross Error and Shirk Shit.  

And the Mughals did not butcher between 50 and 80 million Indians. Perhaps even 100 
million Indians. And all of those Hindu and Sikh and Jain temples just sort of magically 
became mosques or else accidentally caught on fire. And the Sikhs were all trouble 
makers which is why the Mughals had to try to exterminate them. And Pakistan had to 
break away from Secular India because secularism was evil. Evil. Evil. And the offer to 
be ‘merely equal to everyone else’ was tyranny. Tyranny. Tyranny. And Muslims 
dominate and rule. Muslims must never be dominated and ruled. So just the idea of 
merely being an equal citizen in secular India alongside such Shirk Shit as the Hindus 
and Jain and Sikhs was simply too intolerable and grossly unjust. And oh yes. Every 
Islamic imperial empire was the incarnation of saintly benevolence ---- unlike the evil, 
evil, evil West. 

Never mind the Islamic massacres and pogroms and slavery and persecution and 
exploitation and sadistic cruelty which Muslim rulers displayed toward the Dhimmi no 
less than the Harbi and the relentless centuries of non stop Islamic wars waged since 
632 against absolutely everyone. Never mind the bleeding borders and bleeding 
neighbors and the genocides committed in Islamic colonies and Islamic imperial 
empires. Never mind that Muslims all over the world picked fights and waged wars 
against absolutely everybody.  

Starting every fight and starting every war. Everyone who defied the glorious ‘peace’ of 
submission to Islamic conquest and domination was declared to be the incarnation of 
racist depravity as well as hell bound deviancy and downright perversion. How could 
anyone in their right mind voluntarily reject the ‘Divine Slavery’? Not to mention irrational 
stubbornness and meanly ungratefulness and gross retardation by Kafirs and Shirks 
who persisted perversely in ‘covering up’ and ‘rejecting’ the glorious perfection of the 
only perfectly perfect religion on the face of the planet: Islam. 

As education no less than the BBC became propaganda, and propaganda tilted toward 
a very obvious conclusion, the Sikh boys, being very brave, and the Jewish boys, being 
very cunning, ( or was it the Sikh boys being very cunning and the Jewish boys being 
very brave) pointed out that if everyone did not stand together against Islamization and 



Islamism and Multi-cultural brain washing they would all just be picked off one by one. 
And indeed the schools were becoming battle zones of Muslim bullies and drug gangs 
waging all but open war on us. My entire teens were spent fighting back against Mos 
attacking me. Assaulting me! Knifing me! Mugging me! Threatening me! Cursing me! 
Insulting me! Spitting on me! Trying to force me to convert! Trying to kill me! All as the 
deluge of illiterate Mo ‘children’ ----- some obviously over twenty years old ----- all 
unspeakably violent ----- turned my school into a war zone! No wonder we younger 
Millennials along with our Generation Z kid brothers saw ourselves as the Children of 
Approaching War! WW III! 

Muslim migrants becoming fifty percent of the school in only three years. Then almost 
seventy percent. Unable and totally unwilling to learn English or anything. Alien Mos 
from every violent and backward Mo failed state who did not even know how to use the 
toilet. Who defecated all over the place. Even in stairwells and the cricket field. Mos who 
did not understand the West or Great Britain and did not want to. Only there for the 
money. Gimmegrants. Mos who did not even pretend to want to learn. Education? For 
jobs? To work? Hell no! Don’t make me laugh! Mos draining the assets of the school 
which was underfinanced and overwhelmed. Every asset and resource and every scrap 
of money having to go toward the damn Mos. Not us! The damn Mos! The damn Mos 
taking everything when we were the children of lawful British citizens! 

I became a bloody minority in only two years. Literally a bloody minority. My inner city 
school decaying before my eyes. Vandalized by Mos. Becoming leaky and dirty and 
stinking of urine and feces as monies were sucked out by the costs of babysitting the 
Mos who were trashing it. Rats appearing. Garbage appearing everywhere. Arabic 
obscenities appearing everywhere. Mos attacking every girl. Even in the girls toilets. 
Openly sexually harassing them in the hallways. In the classes they would deliberately 
sit right by them and shove their dirty hands all over them. Pawing them as they wept. 
During lunch they would throw ‘meat at the meat’. Even the girl Mos would shout ‘where 
is your hijab you slut! You slag! You whore! You Christian whore!’  

Then the school uniform was declared optional because it was racist. And the Mos 
came in their desert bullshit and every female Mo came in their black garbage bags. 
And every female teacher was terrorized into quitting. Especially after one defiant 
female teacher dared to stand down male Mos who were threatening her. And she was 
gang raped. And then she blew her brains out in the faculty lounge with a note accusing 



the school authorities of aiding and abetting her rape and pushing her to suicide. Then 
the Mos ordered all sexes to be totally segregated. And after nonstop assaults and girls 
being shoved to the back of the room and attacked nonstop authorities betrayed 
everyone by agreeing. Then the Mos said we Najis filthy Kafirs should be segregated. 
And the fucking Quislings agreed. We were the racists. We were the enemies! Not the 
Mos! 

That year Christmas was canceled. Saint George Day. May Day. Holi. That too. Easter. 
Gay Fawkes Day. Our national flags were ordered down to not offend the Mos. Our 
pictures of our national heroes were ordered down to not offend the Mos. The picture of 
the Queen was taken down. Our history books were edited and whole chapters were 
ripped out to not offend the Mos. We could not sing ‘God Save The Queen’. Then the 
Mos said music was haram. Art was haram. Our annual play. Haram. Our choir. Haram. 
Our chess club. Harem. Mos invaded and smashed every chess board. Then school 
books burned. Then the school library was trashed and burned.  

Every school room was trashed. Every window broken and every wall defaced. Mos 
shouting and throwing garbage at the teachers who just cowered before them. Learning 
became impossible. Mos beating up anyone and everyone with total impunity. The 
authorities just gave up. My future evaporated before me. How the hell could I hope to 
qualify for a scholarship when it was impossible to learn. When every class dissolved 
into anarchy. When Mos rioted at every pretense. Attacking anyone. Everyone. But the 
Four Ps ordered the authorities to say nothing. Not to the few reporters daring to break 
the official BIG LIE. Not to parents who kept finding their poor kids coming home bloody 
every single day. Ordered to stay quiet as the school become a war zone.  

I remember my first brawl. I saw five Mo migrant boys beating up a poor Hindu ‘four 
eyes’. The poor little kid was being pummeled on the sidewalk. So I beat them up. Me 
and a Sikh boy. Then during lunch a gang of eight Mos ambushed us. It became as free 
for all. Open season on us. And fuck the ‘Uncle Toms’. The so-called ‘moderate’ Mos. 
They always cowered. They always backed their own. Even if the migrants were also 
beating them up. Mos protect their fellow Mos. Mos never protect us Najis Kufr Kafirs. 
Never! Never! Never! That is when I learned the reality. It was them versus us. And 
when push came to shove the ‘Uncle Toms’ would betray Great Britain to save 
themselves. 



Alas, the Christians were too guilt riddled by now to stand fast. Too brainwashed by their 
Quisling Christian leaders to fight. And too often the Multi-cultural Jews were too guilt 
riddled by their Quisling leaders to stop the relentless shaming at school which was 
leading to whole scale Islamization and Islamism. Every teacher kowtowed terrified. 
Terrified. Surrendering control of the school to violent illiterate Mos. Mo drug gangs 
ruled the school. Mos trashed the school and attacked everyone with impunity. And 
instead of being arrest we were arrested.  

We Christians were told the Crusaders and Saint George who fought to protect 
Christians in the Holy Land were the incarnation of evil precisely because they dared to 
fight back against Islamic aggression and Islamic conquest and Islamic persecution and 
Islamic Dhimmitude. Christians could not fight. Christians had to surrender and submit. 
And Jews were so ‘Stockholm Syndrome’ many actually came to identify with their 
abuser and accept the abuse. Even embrace the abuse. Even though it was perfectly 
obvious that the raising statistics of violent antisemitism were not coming from Kippers 
or Pegida or the Soccer Hooligans but from Muslims in general and Muslim migrants in 
particular and from the Regressive Left and the Labor Party and the Four Ps. So my 
future was taken from me by them....” 

*** *** 

“.....It was fun for a while Lledrith” the fireman mused as he held his hands over his ears 
to cut off the blood curdling screams coming from Green Park. Trapped. Unable to 
escape as howls and arson fires and wild bullets and hand grenade explosions filled the 
night. “When the Mo gangs were given carte blanche to beat up everyone. To burn and 
wreak and vandalize and destroy. Carte blanche violence. To be able to do absolutely 
anything and get away with it! It is intoxicating. When schools became centers for 
torment and education went right out of the window. When we could even make the 
teachers cower.  

When we were dominating and ruling and destroying. To make everyone afraid of us. To 
make the ‘vilest of creatures’ crawl before us. To make the ‘apes’ and ‘monkeys’ and 
‘pigs’ and ‘dogs’ bow to us. To make the ‘people of no intelligence’ cower before us even 
though we were fucking illiterates with IQs in the 70s and 80s. When we could degrade 
and humiliate the kids of people who were hard working and successful and super 
achieving when we were failures by every definition. Now we were turning the tables on 



the successes. Now we were turning the tables on the achievers. We were Garmr! We 
were the Dire Wolfe Fenrir! Now we Mos were running the insane asylum and we were 
terrorizing everyone who used to be better than us! 

Terrorizing kids who were more successful than us. Terrorizing kids who used to hope 
for bright futures. Terrorizing aspiring kids when we knew we were incapable of 
achieving half of what they once used to dream of aspiring to achieve. To make 
everyone a failure just like us. To make everyone illiterate just like us. To deny everyone 
their future if we did not have a future. To make everyone rotten and lousy because we 
were rotten and lousy. To take the heirs of tomorrow, the Generation Xers and the 
Generation Zers, and degrade them and humiliate them and debase them. To take the 
brightest and best and make them the New Untermensch. And to promote ourselves 
into the New Ubermensch. The New Masters. The New Dominators. The New Rulers. 
Or as the old Fascists used to say: The New Barbarians.” The fireman flinched as he 
pressed himself into the wreckage as screams from the Green Park Jungle filled the 
darkness as he held his hands over his ears. 

“But then I started to hate it all. We were destroying the future of Great Britain by 
destroying the schools and destroying the children of tomorrow. We were tearing the 
future leaders of Great Britain apart as if the monster Garmr tearing Tyr the Protector of 
the Homeland to pieces. We were devouring the Children Of Odin as if the Dire Wolf 
Fenrir. Limb by limb. Child by child. We were the Sutr Invaders from the South and we 
were destroying Freyr Leaders of Tomorrow. We were dragging Great Britain into 
Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. We were dragging Great Britain back into our own Third 
World failed states from which we came. We were destroying a beau jewel and turning a 
demi-paradise into a garbage heap. 

I started to fight back ...... against them. After that poor woman teacher was driven to kill 
herself. She called it harakiri. She was half Japanese you see. She brutally killed herself 
in a ritual way you see. But in Japan harakiri was often used to indirectly attack corrupt 
leaders of clans abusing their own. To turn the shame against the establishment. And 
that is what she did you see. She died deliberately horribly to protest the cowardice and 
betrayal by her own school administers. So I could not continue to aid and abet the 
forces of betrayal after she did harakiri. After I saw what Islamic sanctioned Arabic 
enshrined misogyny was doing to the soul of its victims -----especially after a Sikh boy 
explained how his religion taught all Sikhs that all Sikh girls and females were 



princesses. Literally. Princesses. All of my life all I ever saw were Mos brutalizing 
females. Little girls. Teenagers. Daughters. Mothers. Wives. Widows. Sisters. Women. 
Pure brutalization. I grew up bleeding under The Dominator who beat my mother to 
death.  

The authorities refusing to intervene because in the Mo ghetto Sharia ruled. And the 
Koran blessed marriage rape and beating wives and beating children. And per Sharia 
and per the Koran no mehram master/guardian/owner can be challenged or questioned 
about what he is doing to his property/wards even if everyone is hearing the screams. 
Or as Aisha the child wife so charmingly put it to her mehram master/guardian/owner 
Mohammad: ‘look at this poor Muslim woman’s skin. She is as green as her clothes. No 
Pagan women suffer as much as we Sisters as the Faith do.’ And guess what happened 
next? Mohammad the perfect man struck Aisha on her chest so heard she ‘fell’ and he 
caused her ‘pain’. So the Mos in my ghetto did nothing as my mother was relentlessly 
beaten to death. And the police did nothing as my mother was beaten to death. And up 
to now I had done nothing as a brave woman was driven to harakiri. Hounded to death 
by us. 

So I started to attack my own gang. Or was it my gang started to attack me? It was after 
I assaulted that Jewish school boy. The one who spat blood and teeth and statistics into 
my face. His bloody defiance haunting me. His accusations haunting me. Yet refusing to 
have me arrested. So I had to start to protect him. To be his damn bodyguard. So I felt 
compelled to try to protect the terrified girls from rapine and become their bodyguards. 
To protect the Princesses. And then I was thrown out of school for following the girls into 
the girly bathrooms to protect them from the rapists and for murdering the ringleader of 
the Mo gangs. He was openly boasting he was going to rape the Heroine of Hyde Park. 
So I had to kill him. To make him an example. For the Heroine of Hyde Park. Because 
Davy quietly adored her. The Heroine of Hyde Park. The way I quietly adored that boy 
across the playground who fighting back so helplessly beside that skinny Sikh. Wolfey. 
And for the poor teacher who committed harakiri. Because no one else was going to 
stop the rapes. Because the authorities were refusing to stop the rapes. And someone 
had to stop the rapes.  

But why? Why was I compelled to try? Raping the Harbi Kafirs and Shirks is halal. Prof. 
Soud Soleh of Al-Azhar University of Cairo which is one of the top Sunni schools of 
Islam said it was entirely halal to rape and degrade the Harbi War Booty to humiliate the 



Kafirs. The Muslim Council of Wales backed one of their own for saying the same thing. 
‘Islam permits sexual slaves’ Imam Ali Hammuda. Top Kuwait and Saudi big turbans 
said the same thing. It was halal to make the Kafirs and Shirks Ghazi Razzia or 
Devshirme sex slaves. ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will’ with 
whatever Kafir War Booty you seize in Ghazi Razzia. The Koran. Devshirme to cull the 
children of Dhimmis. It was halal. Great Britain was Dar ul Harb Abode of War. It was 
open season. It was halal. Anyone who refused to convert or else surrender by paying 
jizya tribute to feel subdued and conquered and dominated and ruled by the Divine 
Slavery could be attacked. Should be attacked. It was entirely halal to be attacked and 
even killed. The Sword Verses. It was halal. 

Every Kafir and Shirk in the school who refused to either convert or else surrender to 
the Divine Slavery or else refused to pay jizya tribute and hand over their pocket money 
and their cell phones and trainers and prized possessions could be attacked. Should be 
attacked. Every Kafir or Shirk who refused to obey Islamic authority and morality could 
be attacked. Should be attacked. Every Kafir or Shirk who refused to obey Sharia and 
Dhimmitude protocols could be attacked. Should be attacked. Or else they were fair 
game for Ghazi Razzia. The Koran: ‘The spoils of war are made halal for me.’ It was 
halal. They were Najis filthy Harbi Kafirs who had committed the greatest evil of all: Kufr. 
And they had also committed the next greatest evil of all: they refused to not only not 
convert, they refused to surrender and submit. And also per the Koran anyone who 
does not want to be molested or assault MUST VEIL. Koran verse 33.59. ‘Uncovered 
meat. That is the problem.’ So I was defying the Divinely Perfect Text. I was defying the 
Koran. I was.......mutinying ......wasn’t I?  

No! It was Davy!  

No! Stop blaming Davy! Davy was protecting them the way Davy protects us! Davy 
always had the guts to protect us. I never had the guts to protect anyone else until....” 

No! No! It was me! I was defying the Divine Slavery! Me! Me!  

Who is me? Who is me? 

Who are we? Who are we? 



Stop crying Ahmad! Stop crying! The Ferals will hear you! 

Be honest for once! David Mohammad Ahmad always hated his middle name!  

Shut up Lledrith! You are only tolerated by us because you are taking down our life’s 
story! 

I wanted to rip that name out of Me! Us! Oh what I could have been if only I was not 
David Mohammad Ahmad!..... just .....David Ahmad. No! Just David! David!  

David would never have been born to The Dominator or abused or .... assaulted .... in 
that..... madrassa ..... and he would have grown up as David instead of staying forever a 
terrified and screaming child. And David could have grown up to be.... well .... anyone 
David wanted to be! Not forced to be the New Dominator to protect us. Spending his 
entire life covering up for us. Forced to be cruel to save us. Forced to kill to protect us. 
We prevented David from staying with Wolfey and forced him down that dark road!  

We could have been ......  

I could have been....  

If only my middle name had never been ..... Mohammad!....” 

*** *** 

“.......But the irrationally guilty feelings of the Christians had to flogged because they 
were evil. Evil! Evil!” Wolfe snarled as he watched the clock tick down to midnight. “So 
the Multi-cultural relativists encouraged Christian and Jewish children to apologize in 
public shaming to the Muslim students. Soon public shaming became a daily ritual. 
Then public groveling. Then ‘dodge the ball’ games became ‘be hit by the ball’ games. 
Then lunch time became rituals of humiliation as food was thrown at the Najis. Then the 
Najis was ordered to ritually clean the bathrooms after Muslim migrants urinated and 
smeared feces everywhere. Then Najis Christians and Jews were beaten up before and 
school and after school. Then the Najis Christians and Jews were ordered to atone by 
handing over their lunch money. Then their nice back packs and trainers. Their cell 



phones. Then they were ordered to pay jizya extortion money to buy ‘protection’. Then 
they were beat up anyway. The public shaming became a reign of terror against every 
single one of us! Non Muslim kids! I remember when one of us actually converted to 
Islam we challenged him. He wept that he simply could not endue the torture anymore! 
Then he became the worst bullying Mo thug of all! 

Before their turn came for public shaming the Hindus and Buddhists and Sikhs dropped 
out of school which by now featured a totally Islamized agenda purged of all things 
‘racist’ and ‘fascist’. Translation: anything not Islamic. So there was not much learning 
happening anyway. Mostly schools now only featured perpetual public shaming along 
with public groveling and relentless bullying and nonstop intimidation and systematic 
violence frosted with arson and threats to teachers who did not toe the line of the new 
criteria. Social Justice Warrior bulling gone amok. Schools became exercises in sadism 
or else sexual harassment of the dwindling female students as they were pursued into 
female bathrooms and raped. 

By now the teaching agenda was increasingly only Islamic. The dwindling Kafirs were 
told to bugger off and teach themselves as Islamic teachers now became the ruling 
teachers. As if illiterates who only knew bits and pieces of the Koran could be deemed 
educated enough to qualify as teachers. Finally the threatened and often beaten Kafir 
teachers fled. All that remained were Muslim teachers promoted not by qualification but 
merely because they were the ‘right’ sort: Muslims. Quotas becoming Sharia: Muslims 
must dominate and rule and no Unbelievers can be allowed to command or rule or 
exercise authority whatsoever. And Islamic teachers only taught Islam. And mostly that 
was only memorizing by rote Koranic quotes taken out of context to prove Wahhabism.  

So step by step public grammar education became madrassas. And the majority of 
madrassas in the country had always been controlled by Deobandi or Saudi 
Wahhabists. Non Muslims with any sort of money fled to private schools leaving only the 
poorest Kafirs trapped in the grammar schools. Minorities at the mercy of a vicious 
majority. I was trapped. I begged my mother to home school me. My poor deluded 
mother replied what hope would I have for a scholarship then? I replied ‘There are no 
more scholarships Mum. Or schools. Why don’t you ask me Mum why I come home 
everyday bloody?’ 



Soon only Arabic and Muslim history was taught. How the Muslims invented everything. 
The long ago ridiculously discredited ‘1001 Islamic Inventions’ became the official book 
of every British school. Newton and every other British inventor or discoverer was edited 
out. Then every European inventor was edited out. Then every Western inventor was 
edited out. Then make believe Muslim ‘inventors’ magically invented everything from the 
wheel to railroad to the telephone to Youtube. Then Shakespeare was removed. 
Dickens. Austin. Then all novels. It offended Muslim religious sensibilities because Islam 
forbad novels. Then poetry was removed. Music. Art. Theater. Dancing. Sports other 
than warfare. Chess. It was all officially removed. Everything British was officially 
removed. Then everything European was officially removed. Then everything Western 
was officially removed. It was all haram. It was Najis. It was Jahiliyyah. Therefore it was 
‘hate speech’ and ‘fascist’ and ‘xenophobic’ and therefore it was ‘Islamophobic’. It was 
certainly not multi-cultural. Except multi-culture was turning into Islamic mono-culture. 
So step by step by step Great Britain melted away..... as my hopes for a future melted 
away..... 

Then Jews were ordered out of school entirely because it upset the Muslim students. 
After all, a Jewess poisoned Mohammad. Then the Christians were ordered to 
segregate because their Najis offended Muslim students. Then Christian girls were 
ordered out of school. They were uncovered meat. However by then there were few 
girls left who dared try to come to a public school to be educated. Then the Christians 
boys were ordered out of school after so many Christian boys were beaten up so 
savagely it was no longer deemed safe. Then all of the grammar schools in Great 
Britain were formally converted to madrassas. Muslim girls were ordered to stay home. 
The classes became the memorization of the Koran by rote. Then the Great Bonfires 
were ordered as all books except the Koran were put to the torch . If a book supported 
the Koran it as redundant and if it contradicted the Koran it was heretic and 
blasphemous anyway. Then the public libraries were burned.....” 

*** *** 

“.....And that was when it was decided to convert the fire departments from stopping 
fires to starting fires and I got my first full time posting at Fire Department Number 
Elephant & Castle. I liked the picture so much I joined up first thing.....” The fireman 
remembered as he desperately tried to shield himself in the wreckage as the piercing 
screams of the Green Park Jungle filled the dark and foul air. “I am trapped here! 



Ahmad is about to start screaming in terror! Unless I can make a run for it the Ferals will 
get me! I am going to die tonight! We are going to die tonight! Davy! Save us! Do 
whatever is necessary! Take control! Save us!....” 

*** *** 

“.....By now the Britishers were brain washed into hating themselves” Wolfe snarled as 
he watched the clock tick to midnight. “To hate their heritage and identity and history 
and culture. To hate everything about themselves. To hate everything they were. To hate 
everything they ever achieved. To hate their very genetics. To hate their indigenous 
molecules. The West had a moral duty to share its hard earned prosperity and assets 
and legacies created by two thousand years of hard work and enterprise and ingenuity 
and invention and science and technology and industry with the poor Muslim failed 
states which were historically utterly incapable of doing anything for themselves.  

Then it was not just a moral duty to share its hard earned prosperity and assets and 
legacies with losers. Suddenly it was an UN Agenda 21 obligation to hand over its 
immoral and illegal prosperity and assets and legacies with morally superior historical 
failures. To the Islamic Third World failed states. The West was too successful. The 
West was criminal. The West had to atone to its victims. The West has to pay 
reparations for historic sins. The West had to divest its riches and its assets and its 
legacies entirely to its victims. Muslim victims. The West had to be punished. It was now 
official. It was now not only the EU but the UN ordering it. We were officially ...... 
conquered ..... without a shot being fired.  

*** *** 

“....Why didn’t anyone at any point ask why?” the fireman snarled as he debated making 
a desperate run for it. The howls of the Ferals and the screams of the Green Park 
Jungle migrants growing ever louder and more horrific. “What do you think Lledrith? 
Can we make a bolt for it? How the fucking hell did I get in this mess? Eh Lledrith? Or 
are you Lledrith? Possession by a genuine fetch or else a psychological fetch? Does it 
matter if you are any more real than Mohammad or Ahmad? Or Charley for that matter? 



Does possession sound any better than being a psychological nutter? God! If only I was 
not bleeding! The Ferals hunt by smell! They can smell blood a mile off! Go? Stay? 
What the fuck should I do? How the hell did I get here? Did any of us get here?  

Did anyone fucking ask why Great Britain could or even should keep taking yet more 
people who did not financially contribute a damn penny to the nation? 17 billion pounds 
a year was the net loss of what the British People had to pay for hosting migrants! 17 
billion pounds a year between what the migrants supposedly contributed (if they even 
worked) and what they took out of the country in dole, in health care, in education, in 
housing, in policing, in prisons, in infrastructure. 17 billion pounds a year net loss. And 
raising. Yet these very expensive migrants who were not even legal citizens expected 
the most expensive social care, the most expensive medical care as well as all of the 
best council housing? The best of the nation? Everything as if lawful citizens? All while 
producing the least toward the nation while committing the most crimes and rapes and 
riots and arson and vandalism? All while disrupting and debasing schools before 
dropping out of school? Debasing school academic standards? While preventing 
everyone else from learning? All while driving down wages and making it harder for both 
the Baby Boomers or ‘Collars’ and or Millennials to find work?  

All while failing to integrate and assimilate while unraveling social cohesion? All while 
openly advocating the overthrow of the Magna Carta and Common Law and Democracy 
and Meritocracy and Human Rights and the disenfranchisement of the lawful citizenry? 
While calling us Najis filth and Jahiliyyah pollution? While calling the nation Dar ul Harb 
bode of war justifying jihad. While openly cursing us? While openly boast of their final 
extermination of us. The indigenous population by the Great Replacement? Genocide.  

And suddenly it was a given. Genocide. The British people were expected to sign off on 
their own genocide. Commit self genocide. Passively dig their own Medina Trench and 
stand in it and passively let the Surtr invaders from the South kill them. Because in 
effect that is what the Great Replacement always meant. The Sutr invaders from the 
South suddenly assuming it was a given thy could exterminate every indigenous person 
and not only displace them but replace them and erase them and devour them. And 
suddenly the genocide of the British People and the British Civilization not only became 
a given but a moral necessity. 



Why didn’t someone ask why? Why? Why? Why? I mean. Even I knew I was a rotter. 
Every Muslim I knew was a rotter. An ingrate. A cheat. A liar. A welfare fraud. A Ghazi 
Razzia Criminal. A deadbeat auctioning for the Islamic version of ‘Shameless’. Why 
didn’t anyone just bellow ‘Let’s throw the bums out!’? I mean. In the Islamic Levant we 
were exterminating Christians and Jews. While bellowing Islamic charity could not be 
given to non Muslims. Not even during national disasters. Not even the Red Crescent 
would help non Muslims. Hate preachers were even bellowing right into the Youtube 
camera that no Muslim was even obligated to feed starving non Muslims. While hate 
speakers and hate preachers were openly bellowing jihad. Jihad. Jihad and genocide. 
So why were Christians and Jews obligated to help us? I wouldn’t have helped me! 

10,000 every five years? How? Then 10,000 every year? How? Then 10,000 every 
week? How? Then 20,000 every week. Then 30,000 every week. Then 40,000 every 
week. Now what is it? 50,000 a week? 60,000 a week? 100,000 a week? 200,000 a 
week? Is anyone even counting anymore? But Dhimmi Dave said Great Britain had to 
open the borders. The UN said so. The EU said so. The Dictator of Berlin said so. The 
UN Agenda 21 said so. Our so-called national leaders, those Loki insider traitors said 
so. The Four Ps said so. The Quislings said so. The fucking Christian leaders and even 
more fucking Christian charities said so. And every Mo said so.  

It would be racist and bigoted and xenophobic and Islamophobic to close the borders. 
So Great Britain found itself turning from a First World nation into a Third World nation. 
Borrowing to pay for it all. 50 billion a year. 90 billion a year. 100 billion a year. 200 
billion a year. 500 billion a year. A trillion a year. Five trillion a year. Ten trillion a year. 
The nation devouring itself to pay for it all. Bankrupting itself to pay for it all. As migrants 
devoured the nation as if the monstrous Garmr devouring Tyr the Guardian of the 
Homeland. As if the Dire Wolf Fenrir devouring Odin. A bottomless pit of devouring. And 
all the while the UN and the EU just kept racheting up the quotas of Muslim migrants. 
The priorities were clear. The Muslim migrants had to be taken care of. It was the moral 
destiny of the Christian West alone to bare the brunt of millions and millions and millions 
and millions and millions and millions and millions and millions and millions and millions 
and millions and millions and millions of Muslims pouring out of every single Islamic 
failed state all over the world? Why? Not the Oil Kingdoms. Not Asia. Just us. Why? The 
entire Southern Hemisphere at our front doors? Why? 



So the Dhimmis were told they just had to work harder and pay more and sacrifice more 
and more and more and more and more..... as Dhimmi Dave gave way to the first 
Muslim Prime Minster. A thing Dhimmi Dave said he always longed to see. Or was it 
Asian? No! Muslim! Everyone knew Dhimmi Dave was not talking about the first Hindu 
or Sikh or Jewish Prime Minster. The First Muslim Prime Minster. When did ‘ethnic’ 
become one thing alone? Muslim? When did ‘racist’ become one thing alone? Anti- 
Islamic? When did ‘fascist’ become one thing alone? Anti-Islamic? When did Multi-
cultural become one thing alone? Muslim? When did the Ummah become the 
Ubermensch? When did the indigenous British and even the Hindu and Buddhist and 
Sikh citizenry become Untermensch? When was it destined that Great Britain just had 
to have its first Muslim Prime Minister?  

And then the first Muslim Prime Minster declared Great Britain was no longer Dar ul 
Harb. It was now Dar ul Islam. Morality was triumphing. The British were exorcizing their 
evil colonial imperial past. The British were atoning by allowing themselves to be ruled 
by their victims. And then the first British Prime Minster became the first Caliph as the 
black flag of Islam flew over Ten Downing for the first time. So everything was sucked 
out. Devoured as if by Garmr. As if the Dire Wolf. As if a pack of jackets devouring the 
noble lion. And my poor country was devoured down to the bone of the carcass. 

‘The real purpose in levying jizyah on them is to humiliate them to such an extent that, 
on account of fear of jizyah, they may not be able to dress well or to live in grander. 
They should constantly remain terrified and trembling. It is intended to hold them under 
contempt and to uphold the honor and might of Islam....’ Sirhindi said it but Dhimmi 
Dave earned his name by crucifying the indigenous Britishers with Sirhindi’s vision. 
Dhimmi Dave was a traitor. They all are. The Loki Insider Traitors. The worse traitors in 
our history. And this was the Greatest Betrayal in history!....” 

*** *** 

The ex-priest checked his watch. Then he shuddered. “Out of fake tea.” He stared at his 
destroyed church. His grieving eyes noting each vandalizing debasement to the once 
holy place. “Muslims and arson do tend to go together. Extraordinary. Such a primaeval 
lust to defile. Such a pathological urge to destroy. They really do hate us. The Mos. 
Always twisting everything around to justify playing victims as they attacked us from 
every direction. The pure viciousness of Islamic rage against anyone who refuses to 



convert. Morbid hatred. The very word ‘Kufr’ forming the root of Islamic paranoia and 
Islamic fury at being rejected. Every other religion now accepts diversity ------ except 
Islam. Only Islam still interprets diversity of religion as rejection. As heresy. As 
blasphemy. And translates ‘peace’ as submission and ‘tolerance’ as buying survival by 
extortion payola. We useful idiots refused to see. And now look at us.  

When was the last time I was here in this, my church? I can’t remember. Only the 
shameful sight of seeing so many destitute and homeless Dhimmis huddled here in its 
burned out ruins. And once a church burns down then by Sharia it can never be rebuilt 
or salvaged. Christianity is suppose to wither and die on the vine. Sure. A few Dhimmis 
converted. Especially when the last British Jews were burned alive who did not flee to 
Israel or else Wales to join the Harbi revolt. A few Dhimmis converted early on to take 
advantage of the winning side. The Quislings were richly rewarded. Blair’s sister 
converted and so she found herself on the winning end. So her brother and sister in law 
converted to the winning hand. Trust Blair. Why else did he first open the borders to 
unlimited Muslim migration? He saw the future and he made the winning bet on it. 

But as the eternally appeasing Dhimmi church bishops and archbishops failed to pay 
the prescribed jyzah tribute based on 2000 assets instead of 2020 assets they were 
arrested one by one. But how could they pay? All of the church assets had been seized 
for the good of the Global Migrant Crisis. Down to every speck of gold or silver, with 
even silver crosses melted down and silver saint relics melted down. So they had 
nothing more to pay. Much less at 2000 asset rates. So they were convicted of refusing 
to pay jizya and were executed as Harbi rebels. The bonfires in Trafalgar Square blazed 
that night. The night the fools burned to death because they were so passive. Like 
sheep. Like sheeple. And that is what happens to sheeple. So gutless they handed over 
their churches and betrayed their worshipers. Until it was too late.  

I stood in my rags and watch my church leaders burn. As firemen burned them. And 
I ......silently .....cheered. I remember when the Archbishop of Canterbury screamed out 
his curse as the fire consumed him. Evoking the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse to 
devour Anglestan. I was not impressed. That spineless coward helped to bring our 
nation to its knees. They all did. My leaders. The Pope. The Archbishop of Canterbury. 
All of the Ps. Including the politicians, the professors, the press, and the police. The 
Five Ps. Counting the Quisling priests. Only York had the guts to fight. And the Sikhs. 
Jesus. Even the Hindus fought. The Buddhists. The Dali Lama defied the Four Ps and 



said ‘Germany should stay Germany.’ Bless the Buddhists. Even the Buddhists 
possessed more of a survival instinct than we Christians did. Damn us Christian 
Quislings. The Pagans Druids. The Wicca. They fought like Boudica. The Jews. Hell 
yes! But not us!  

So the native and naive British Dhimmis were left leaderless, homeless, disinherited, 
disfranchised and indigent because their leaders told them they were suppose to be 
moral....and atone for guilt of their ancestors who turned a tiny island into an economic 
powerhouse of industry and invention and productivity and prosperity. And democracy. 
And meritocracy. And Human Rights. Due Process of Common Law. Tolerance. Big 
heartedness. Great Britain. And the only way the scion of Celt and Druid and Roman 
and Angle and Saxon and Norman and Elizabethan and Georgian and Victorian and 
Edwardian and Churchillian giants could atone was by destroying Great Britain.....” 

*** *** 

The fireman timed it and then desperately raced across the urban wreckage toward 
another familiar spelunker ruin. But as he eyed the blacked ruin of the gutted out church 
he saw dark shadows of starving Dhimmis moved in the darkness. He approached 
warily but this time there did not appear to be any guns. The dark shadows cringed and 
moved away as he crossed over the mounds of bones of dead dogs. The dim light of 
distant arson fires illuminated their starving features, gaunt forms, filthy rags, and 
badges of shame. “God! how do they live?” the fireman whispered. “Like animals. How 
are any still left alive? They have become the Najis Untouchables.” The fireman 
shuddered. Then he impulsively shouted “Fight back. Become a Morlock. Become a 
Monster. Become a Krampus and devour us all.”. The shadows in the shadows did not 
reply.  

But then one starving ‘D’ staggered forward. “You said you were different!” she wept. 
“You said you loved our country! You said we could trust you! You said you were the 
religion of peace!” 

“No we told you taqiyya” the fireman replied bitterly. “You should not have trusted us. Or 
the Loki Insider Traitors. Or the Four Ps. Or the Useful Idiots. Or the Luvvies. Or the 
Quislings. Or the Vichyites. And especially you should not have believed the White 
Converts! You should have watched Youtube videos of Mos behaving before the camera 



with brazen cruelty as they killed every Christian in the Islamic World while trying to kill 
every Jew. That should have warned you. You should have watched Youtube videos of 
Islamic preachers and imams and clerics and mullahs saying very precisely how much 
they hated you. That should have warned you. You should have watched Youtube 
videos of Muslims in this country and the whole of Europe attacking and rioting and 
raping people just like you. That should have warned you. You should have watched 
Youtube videos of Muslim migrants invading Europe and raping. Rioting. Attacking. 
Vandalizing. Burning. Taharrushing. Demanding money. Spewing out their hatred. 
Demanding everything as if scornful demigods. As if Eloi. Without one iota of gratitude. 
Self absorbed. Self centered. Narcissist. Grossly inbred. And irrationally entitled.  

Marching into Europe as if conquerors. Seeing the stupid welcome banners and 
smirking as if conquerors acknowledging the groveling of their White Slaves. Marching 
into Europe by the hundreds of thousands. Almost all MEN of WAR AGE. Almost none 
legally entitled to come. Scarcely any who were genuine refugees from Syria. And 
unspeakably violent. Such shocking violence. Everywhere. Such shocking violence. 
Video after video. Shameless in their violence. Filth and violence. And such grossly 
conceited entitlement. Conquerors. Conquerors. Obviously self anointed Ubermensch. 
Demanding everything on a silver platter. Assuming they were entitled to take 
everything — including the silver platter. Entitled to take everything. Openly calling you 
Najis filth — howbeit it in Arabic. Openly cursing you ---- often in English. Openly 
treating you as Untermensch. Najis Filth under their dirty trainers. 

Why didn’t you do your homework? Why didn’t you read one fucking book about Islam? 
Islamic history? Islamic culture? Islamic values? Islamic sharia? Islamic imperial 
empires? How Islam and Muslims really treated its conquered when ever they became 
more than 30% of the population? How Islam and Muslims act once they become more 
than 10% of the population? Why didn’t you go on the internet chat rooms and read 
what Muslims chatter brazenly among themselves? Why didn’t you so much as read 
eight definitions fundamental to Islam: Dar ul Harb versus Dar ul Islam. Kufr. Kafirs. 
Najis Filth. Jahiliyyah Pollution. Abrogation. The Sword Verses. And Taqiyya. Why didn’t 
you at least read the 632 declaration of war delivered by Mohammad upon the Christian 
World: ‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’. Even I knew we were rotters. Why didn’t 
you?” 



The starving woman staggered back and then grabbed a stick and hurled herself at the 
fireman! Screaming as if insane! The fireman effortlessly grabbed her and wrapped his 
thin arms around her shaking rags and bones. Then he whispered “Hold on! Until 
midnight! Midnight is Ragnarok! The End of Worlds!” Then the fireman gently released 
the starving woman. But he felt more than heard shadows in the shadows picking up 
stones or sticks. Then he fled the sanctuary.  

*** *** 

The mining under Islamic NATO” the mysterious military officer explained to his aide de 
camp. “I have men slithering along a tunnel we have found. But the enemy can hear 
every tap of our infected computers. Only the fax is secure. We need to find out how 
close the enemy is as they tunnel under us to ....” 

“.....Cut off the power to the thermonuclear warheads” the aide de camp said. The hand 
holding his fake coffee mug shook. “That will be it then? Won’t it Sir? If ....when.... the 
enemy deactivates our thermonuclear warheads? We will have lost....” 

“We have to wait and see....drink your genuine fake coffee my dear fellow.” Then the 
mysterious commander smiled and nonchalantly sipped from his mug. “Allah willing....” 

*** *** 

The desperate diggers were all but dragging out the dirt with their bare hands. “We have 
to cut the power to the Nukes. We have to cut the power! God! God! Please! Help us!”  

“We are running out of wood reinforcements! We are not even buttressing the tunnel 
now! It can cave in and bury us alive! It is hopeless!” 

“No! No! No! I don’t care if I am buried alive if my wire cutters can sever the power to 
the Nukes! Keep digging! Keep digging!...” 

*** *** 



“How can I complain? Much less atone?” the fireman asked his guilty soul as he fled 
into the violent darkness. “What was that Kipling poem? ‘If any question why we died tell 
them because our fathers lied’”  

The fireman shuddered. “It is not my fault” he said in a soft voice as if justifying himself 
to Lledrith. Or else Charley. “I have no reason to feel guilty. Like The Dominator told me. 
Our only job was to breed triumph. Millions and millions and millions and millions and 
millions of Muslims. To march into the North West Hemisphere and conquer it with the 
one weapon the West had no defense against: sheer gross over population. The Dire 
Wolves in sheep’s clothing among the sheeple. Well. Not me personally. My personal 
revenge on The Dominator was to refuse to breed at all. But every other Mo did. Gross 
inbred over breeding by the millions. By the billions. For the conquest of Dar ul Harb 
Britain. For the conquest of Dar ul Harb Europe. For the conquest of the Dar ul Harb 
West. For the conquest of the Dar ul Harb Northern Hemisphere. For the conquest of 
the world! 

The Divine Mandate of Islam. The Manifest Destiny of the Divine Slavery. To dominate 
and rule the world. And we have. We bred and bred and bred and bred. We grossly over 
bred as everyone else drastically cut back their population because of Global Warming 
which turned into something even worse: a little ice age. Famine starving everyone. We 
grossly over bred as everyone else concentrated on building their nations into Advanced 
World super states of health and wealth and prosperity. We grossly over bred as our 
own nations devolved into Third World failed states and then ecological nightmares. We 
grossly over bred to wage war. ‘One day millions of men will leave the Southern 
Hemisphere to go to the Northern Hemisphere. And they will not go there as friends. 
Because they will go there to conquer it. And they will conquer it with their sons. The 
wombs of our women will give us victory.’ 

And we flooded the world with millions and millions and millions and millions and 
millions and millions and millions and millions of starving and diseased and grossly 
inbred and retarded and indigent and illiterate and unspeakably violent Muslim migrants. 
And the fools opened their borders and their homes and took us in. The naive fools. The 
gullible fools. The utter fools. Sure. Maybe it has not turned out quite as we hoped but 
Allah is blessing us. Allah is blessing us. Look around everyone! Isn’t Allah blessing 
us?” the fireman screamed. Then he flinched as his scream was echoed by the howl of 
Ferals.  



“Stop screaming Ahmad! Stop screaming! I can’t think how to save us unless you stop 
screaming!” 

“Where am we marching toward? As if marching very determined toward our 
damnation? And if we find it will we have the hell bound deviancy to embrace it? Or the 
cowardice to run away from it?....” 



CHAPTER SEVEN

The fireman panted. As if unable to breathe. Then he crossed the garbage reeking 
street to take a desperate detour around the notorious Green Park Jungle. The fireman 
climbed up the side of a decayed and fire gutted building. Torn and decayed skull and 
cross bone Pancras signs fluttered. Then the fireman precariously ran across the 
burned out ruin to cross over toward another old spelunker ruin. But even from here on 
the decayed roof line he could smell the stench of the Green Park Jungle. Every tree cut 
down. Open sewers where grass used to be. Lakes of sewage. Huge garbage heaps. 
Garbage heaps and tents pretty much the same thing. And everywhere masses of 
starving and diseased male migrants.  

The howls of Ferals indicated they were attacking the far end of the massive camp as if 
the portal to hell itself. From this direction the fireman heard other dreadful screams. But 
they were different screams. If there were any surviving vulnerable souls among the 
million male migrants trapped in that nightmare camp they were the prey of different 
predators: the 99% Muslim males. Their fragile screams filled the darkness as the weak 
and the small were sexually devoured even as Ferals were devouring at the far end of 
the nightmare camp. Then more howls of Ferals filled the darkness right below him. It 
was a pincer attack of two fresh columns of Ferals. If the tottering, staggering. lunging, 
rotting things which long ago ceased to be remotely human could be called columns of 
Ferals. The fireman warily ran along the upper fire gutted ruins of the abandoned and 
dangerously unstable building to circumnavigate around of the stinking darkness of the 
nearby hell hole. The Green Park migrant camp was called ‘The Jungle’ for good 
reason. Rape. Murder. Torture. Cannibalism. Every bestial atrocity as humanity 
devolved into something unspeakable. It was beyond even survival of the fittest. It was 
in the Portal to Hell. 

The fireman carefully ignored the screams of children being sexually destroyed as more 
Ferals hunted the rapists, drawn by the childish screams and the blood of children being 
sexually violated. “Don’t scream Ahmad! Mohammad! Keep Ahmad quiet! We need to 
work as a team if we are to survive this nightmare tonight!”  

The fireman precariously ran along the upper fire gutted ruins. The rubble crumbling 
under his feet! The fireman staggered as he struggled to keep his balance. Below he 



heard and smelled the stench of Ferals lurching along the lower street as they followed 
him. Their bloody prey. The fireman looked below as the Ferals howled. Their spastic 
lumbering sickening. He had to shake them off! And the only way was to lead them to a 
better meal! So the fireman jumped across the dangerously decayed building to another 
decayed building. Flying over a dark alley between what once was a row of rich 
townhouses which was now turned into a Muslim rockery. He eyed the darkness as the 
overpowering stench filled his nostrils. This decayed building was stuffed to the gills with 
over five thousand starving migrants shoved into every warren!  

The fireman perched on the roof as if a gargoyle as a decayed truck stopped to unload 
‘lucky’‘ migrants who paid thousands to Muslim smugglers for first class digs in the 
‘promised land’ of Anglestan. The police pounded on the door and forced his way into 
the ruined townhouse which once housed a Rock and Roll Star and now housed 932 
Muslim families shoved into the rooms as if a rat’s warren. Each family naturally a 
baker’s dozen of sick and dying children spawn from each of four wives! Of course! Plus 
the entire inbred clan! 

The smuggler and the policeman each gestured for his ‘cut’. Then the policeman waved 
his torch as he shouted at the smelly migrants hurdled inside each room. Then the 30 or 
40 or 50 to a room managed to shove themselves tighter. Then he gestured for the new 
arrivals to make themselves at home. “You should have paid me more for better digs up 
around The Tower. You would have a bird’s eye view of the daily executions. The 
stonings. The crucifixions. The beheadings. The amputations. The bonfires. I wish I 
worked at The Tower. They get to sample the merchandise. The females convicted of 
whoring for begging on the public streets. As prisoners they are ‘war booty’ so ‘whatever 
thy right hand possesses do with as you will.’ So the guards can rape them all the way 
up to execution.” Then the policeman waved his torch at the newest ‘lucky’ migrants to 
pick up their bags and shove their way into the filthy digs as if rodents.  

The smuggler meanwhile eyed the sick and starving little ones. “You can sell these to 
me to barter for food. I will buy her!” the smuggler grabbed a sick but possibly still virgin 
seven year old girl. “And that one!” He grabbed another six year old girl. “And that boy 
there! Dancing boys always fetch good barter! Oh! And what about that five year old girl 
over there...” The fire man kept moving. Climbing across the roofs and jumping over 
alleys. Then he climbed down and zigzagged across the fetid darkness as thousands of 



migrants huddled in the foul streets amidst sewage and garbage. Meanwhile he heard 
the bloody curdling screams of the rockery being attacked by Ferals. 

‘First they came for the Jews but I did not complain because I was not deviant Jewish. 
After all. A Jewess poisoned The Prophet. Then they came for the Freemasons but I did 
not complain because I was not a deviant Freemason. The Freemasons are the 
incarnation of the Enlightenment which made the West what it was. Walaa wa al Baraa. 
That which Allah hates. Then they came for the Homosexuals but I did not complain 
because I was not a deviant homosexual . And everyone knows the homosexuals burn 
in hell. Then they came for the Unionists and School Teachers but I did not complain 
because I was not a deviant Unionist or School Teacher having dropped out of school 
while never working a day in my life until I became a Fireman. Then they came for the 
Agnostics and Atheists and Apostates but I did not complain because they are hell 
bound deviant. Damned by Allah. Enemies of Islam. Traitors to Allah.  

Then they came for the White Van Blokes and ‘Collars’ but I did not complain because I 
never worked a day in my life at a legal job. Unless arson and anarchy can be 
considered jobs. And they were fools to toil away to pay outrageous taxes to support us 
as we multiplied on the dole to displace them and replace them. Then they came for the 
Anarchists but I did not complain because I never had the guts to come out and reveal 
my hell bound deviancy. Well! At least so I claimed to the Captain of the Elephant & 
Castle Fire Department.  

Then they came for the Musicians and Artists and Poets and Composers and Actors. 
But I did not complain because everyone knows the Humanities are Jahiliyyah and 
Shirk. It drives a good Muslim insane. It makes a good Muslim depraved. Such 
Jahiliyyah rots out the Zikr brain and turns it into a Fikr brain. Into a Takfir Kafir brain. 
Like literacy. It rots out the brain and turns a good Muslim into a Takfir Kafir. And a Takfir 
Kafir is an apostate. A traitor to Allah and Islam. And you know how horribly apostates 
die. Even holding a Kafir book is damnation. Boko Haram! Boko Haram! Boko Haram!”  

The fireman zigzagged across the urban desolation. He panted as he staggered. He 
struggled to catch his breath. Then he climbed up the side of another burned out 
building and raced across the roof. He paused. Then he heard suspicious sounds as if 
Morlocks below. Then the clink of metal. Guns. He tip toed across the roof and then 
jumped across the foul alley to another decayed building packed with migrants. 



Probably Scavenger Rats. So he climbed down the fire escape and desperately 
zigzagged around foul mounds of garbage and corpses. “I am getting farther away from 
any familiar spelunker ruin I can hide in! I can’t keep running like this! I have not eaten 
since dawn! God! I can feel blood oozing down my side into my trousers! 

Then they came for the reporters but I did not complain because the reporters libeled 
us. At least the brave ones did. The Youtube reporters. Complaining about the Great 
Replacement. Publishing statistics that we were almost all on the dole and draining the 
economic life blood of Europe like leeches. Like parasites. How dare they call us 
economic parasites! Parasites and 5th column of ingrates and disloyal enemies of the 
state! How dare they tell the truth! The fools! The Four Ps quickly silenced them for 
daring to report the truth. Questioning Islam. Besmirching the Ummah. Challenging the 
Caliphate which the Butcher of Istanbul was resurrecting. Calling the migrant economy 
suicidal. Pointing out that the nation was bankrupting itself caring for us. That we were 
destroying everything from within. Destroying the country as if a cancer. A virus.  

That we were waging Ghazi Razzia Criminality masquerading as Holy Jihad and 
burning and pillaging and raping the gullible. Saying that the ‘ordinary citizens are being 
played for fools.’ Describing the maleficence as the greatest betrayal in Western history. 
That the leaders were betraying the nation and the international corporations were the 
only people getting richer and richer as everyone else was getting poorer and poorer. 
So they had to die. Didn’t they? Didn’t they? For telling the truth. How dare they tell the 
truth! And anyway. Most of the reporters allowed the national leaders to gag them until it 
was too late. Cowering to political correctness. Joining the Four Ps. Apologizing and 
whitewashing and appeasing and appeasing and appeasing as they surrendered the 
freedom of the press until it was all but too late. Self censoring. Then becoming hack 
propagandists. Too scared to report the truth until it was too late. They forgot what truth 
was. They called the truth ‘fake news’. They became the Ministry of Truth and engaged 
in Doublespeak while spinning Big Lies. They deserved to die for being cowards. 

Then they came for the statisticians and bureaucrats and economists after Statistics 
were labeled ‘hate speech’ and analyzing economic realities was declared ‘bigoted’ and 
a ‘preoccupation of donkeys’ and dissecting the consequences of governmental policies 
was declared ‘fascist’ and the politically incorrect truths were labeled ‘Islamophobia’ and 
Occidentalphobia was declared SJW moral outrage. And the statisticians and 
bureaucrats and economists were arrested and died a very bad death in The Tower. 



Then they came for UKIP and Pegida but the Kippers and Identitarians chose to fight 
and die instead. The Tower would have killed the Anarchists too but they escaped being 
Anarchists to torment the mullahs and imams and clerics by highjacking the airways and 
the TV channels and launching pirate radio attacks and attacking the internet until the 
Butcher of Istanbul ordered almost every satellite shot down to save the Caliphate.  

I wonder? Did he get them all? All of the satellites? He fucked up telecommunications 
big time. But Radio came back big time. And Radio was so primitive even I could do 
that. And the Generation Identity Millennials would have died too but they escaped to 
wage guerrilla warfare in Wales along with the surviving White Van Blokes and the 
‘Collars’ and Anarchists and the Gays and the few rebellious Hindus and Sikhs and 
Buddhists and Jews and Freemasons. Then they came for the Cockney Cockroaches 
but they scurried underground to wage war against us. Then they came for the ‘D’s but 
the ‘D’s were mostly starving and dying so why waste bullets. So they shot the Four Ps 
instead. Hah. And the Quislings too because Judases will betray anyone.  

How badly is Manchester is dying? Why did I just say that? No one knows why 
Manchester has suddenly gone ‘off line’. God! If the Rebels can take down Birmingham 
and Manchester then London does not stand a chance!” The fireman paused and 
looked around. He did not smell Ferals but he felt shadows in the shadows following 
him. “Has it started yet?” the fireman asked the darkness. In reply the sounds of a 
helicopter’s blades filled the dark sky. The fireman ducked as a roar of machine gun fire 
peppered the streets. Then the Tower helicopter roared off into the darkness to hover as 
if an angry hornet above the arson fires along the far horizon.  

“Did I shake the Ferals? Then who are the shadows in the shadows? Is it about to start? 
When is midnight? Oh why was I too late to get to the rendezvous with my handler? I 
am sure he wanted to extract me. He would not let me die in the battle. Would he? 
Would he? Do I deserve to die? Of course I deserve to die! Fucking yes I deserve to 
die! And how can I complain as I die?” the fireman muttered to his troubled soul. He 
leaned against a wall and whizzed. His bony chest aching. His stomach hollow. His 
body weak from hunger and the desperate race across the devastation. Fresh blood 
oozing down his side. More blood oozing down his face. “Who are the shadows 
following me? Is it a Hunter? Is it a Hunter? I might shake Ferals but I can’t shake Tower 
Hunters!  



How can any of us complain? We Uncle Tom moderate Muslims? We fence sitters? It 
would have been as if I was accusing Islam of waging nonstop world war. As if I was 
accusing the Ummah of being traitorous ingrates. As if I was accusing Muslims of 
devouring the West from within as if a virus. As if a human cancer. The enemy not just 
at the gates but at the very heart of the nation. Like a worm in the intestines. Why have 
there never been moderate Mos? Why has no moderate Mo country ever existed? Even 
Indonesia, the apologist utopia of supposedly moderate Islam, persecuted its minorities 
of non Muslim brutally. Silkily. But once you delve into the details brutally. No Muslim 
empire or country ever displayed tolerance toward non Muslims. Not even Akbar The 
Great. And he ended his life an Apostate. And the Heretic of Modern Turkey died just 
that. A hated Heretic and Apostate loathed by the entire Muslim World. Jasser for 
instance. A proven moderate Mo. And he was declared an Apostate by every American 
Mo organization and blacklisted and shunned and he died a hunted man. 

Why else did the Labor Party open the borders to unlimited migration? Why else did 
Dhimmi Dave keep opening the borders to unlimited migration? Why else did the Loki 
Insider Traitors keep lying to their people? Saying everything was under control. Saying 
anyone who objected to open borders or unlimited migration were ‘racists’ or ‘fascists’ 
and ‘Islamophobes’? Saying anyone who objected to Islamization and Islamism were 
‘xenophobes’? Forbidding any criticism of Islam but promoting endless self hating 
criticism of Great Britain? The West? Pathological self hatred? Imposing censorship? 
Gutting the media? Gaging the press? Ordering Google and the Internet and Youtube to 
censor or else? Using hate speech to stop all speech? Ordering anyone who broke the 
media censorship bubble to not enter the country? Ordering the BBC to lie and lie and 
lie while exterminating the rebellious pirate radios and Youtube reporters? Even 
arresting a dissident for just quoting Churchill yet allowing the hate preachers carte 
blanche? We inbred retarded Mos could not have conquered the West without help from 
Quislings and Judases from within. So who is more damnable? Us obvious 5th column 
traitors or the Loki Insider Traitors? 

Then the Morality Police were created and The Tower was transformed into the new 
‘Reeducation Center For Hell Bound Deviants’. But I did not complain because I did not 
want to end up there. The torture chambers are so terrible. Beheading and crucifying 
and even burning alive is almost better. How could I risk being tortured? How could the 
Kafirs expect us to risk everything for them? ‘Do not take the Christians and Jews as 
your friends’. How could they expect any of us to come to their aid? A good Muslim is 



only loyal to the Ummah and the Caliphate. Not them. Fools! Fools to think if push came 
to shove we would help them. It is survival of the fittest fence sitter!” The fireman panted 
as he bent over. His body shaking. Then he staggered dizzily. But the shadows in the 
shadows were moving toward him. So the fireman staggered forward as if a deer being 
relentlessly driven into the hunter’s nets. Being driven to fatal exhaustion!  

“I have to keep moving! Fuck the Tower Hunters! Fuck them! Fuck them! Fuck them!” 
The fireman staggered. But the shadows in the shadows kept moving closer. He 
staggered forward into the darkness of unfamiliar territory. “Then they came for anyone 
with property or assets or businesses who refused to hand them over to Muslim Waqf 
administration or else nationalization for the global migrant crisis. But I did not complain 
because I was living rough so I had absolutely nothing whatsoever. And everyone said I 
would get a cut of the riches. But being a prick I chose to keep living rough. Then they 
came for the bankers and City brokers and insurers but I did not complain because 
everyone said we would become rich then. Ghazi Razzia becoming Jizya becoming the 
‘Wealth tax’ becoming devshirme becoming slavery becoming genocide.  

Allah promised his faithful no unbelievers would ever triumph over them. We were 
promised that we would ENRICH OURSELVES OFF EVERYONE! The verse before the 
Sword Verse. Eloi! Feeding! Feeding! Feeding!” The fireman screamed as he 
staggered. His heart panting wildly. “We are destined to dominate and rule the world!” 
The fireman screamed as he staggered as one hand pressed something concealed 
over his pounding heart. “Then they came for the entrepreneurs and inventors but I did 
not complain because Capitalism is haram and invention is BID’s. Forbidden. So is 
innovation. And anyway, thanks to Mohammad, I was always too stupid to graduate in 
anything but arson and anarchy.  

The fireman staggered down dark alleys as if no longer caring where he was staggering 
to. No longer caring if he was overheard. No longer caring about anything. The shadows 
in the shadows following him relentlessly. “Then they came for the scientists but I did 
not complain because they are heretic and blasphemous!” he shouted to the shadows in 
the shadows. “Ridiculing the Koran. Saying the Prophet peace be upon him, did not fly 
up to heaven on a winged horse. Abstract science is useless anyway. All we need is to 
buy technology off the shelf. That is all we Muslims have ever done. Buy Kafir Genius 
off the shelf. Just buy Kafir Genius off the shelf if we could not steal it!” he screamed as 
he staggered down a dark alley. No longer caring if he was overheard by Tower mikes. 



No longer caring if he was suspected as a Takfir Kafir. No longer caring if he was 
arrested. No longer caring if the Hunters knew what they were hunting. Him. 

“How the hell did we know that when we persecuted Kafir geniuses and chopped up 
Kafir geniuses and diced and minced Kafir geniuses and pureed Kafir geniuses and 
burned Kafir geniuses and liquidated and mangled and bludgeoned and clubbed and 
mutilated and electrocuted and garroted every Kafir scientist and researcher and doctor 
and technician and geek and nerd and burned down their labs and leveled their 
research centers and blew up their universities and incinerated all of their boko haram in 
Jahiliyyah bonfires of the vanities and outlawed all of their heretic BID’a research as 
Kufr and beheaded them for heresy and tortured them for blasphemy and shut down 
their advance medical research because Darwin was taboo and who needs vaccines 
when you have holy urine and miracles then all of that Kafir genius would vanish as if 
dew! And then all of the technology and medicine spawn from that Kafir BID’a would 
vanish too! And then nothing else would ever be invented! Fuck! If the 7th century was 
good enough for the Perfect Man Mohammad then it is good enough for us! For the 
entire world! Hurray for the New Dark Ages! Hurray for the New Barbarians of the New 
Dark Ages!” 

The fireman staggered as shadows followed him relentlessly. “I mean! We have fatwa 
ourselves into a fucking corner. Progress would require us Mos to redact Al Ghazali’s 
fatwa against Causality and revoke ‘Throw Reason to the Dogs’ and redact ‘The science 
that the Koran brings is all science!” the fireman screamed. “‘There is no other science!’ 
Fucking Ghazali said so! And the Perfect Man said the earth was flat and the sun 
orbited the earth and set in a pool of mud and the stars were closer than the moon and 
boasted of the healing power of holy urine and camel shit. And holy mullahs to this day 
say buggering goats is halal as long as you sell them one village over and buggering 
babies is halal too as long as you pay their owners if your gigantic malformed penis 
tears their tiny genitalia to pieces. Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! You might as well abrogate 
‘Economics is the preoccupation of donkeys’ then! And censor the Koran to 
acknowledge that the earth is round and obits the sun. And reopen the Gates of Ijtihad 
critical thinking. And say the Fikr Brain of reason and rationality is suddenly halal!” The 
fireman screamed as he staggered. He turned around to see shadows moving in the 
shadows toward him. He curst them and staggered further down the dark and fetid alley. 



“God! I can’t shake the Hunters! Not the Hunters! What a fucking lousy way to die! Here! 
In the middle of nowhere! At least couldn’t I be killed in some grand spelunker place like 
the Haunted Hotel or the Haunted House! Lledrith! Are you satisfied at last? You are 
fucking going down with me Lledrith! You too Charley! All of us! How were we to know 
that when we machine gunned all of the Kafir geniuses all of their genius would die with 
them? And we would not be able to replace it? Why haven’t we been able to invent a 
damn thing since 1200? Not one damn thing! Nor anything before 900. Or frankly 
anything between 900 and 1200 except for what those Muhtadi convert guys from 
among the Christians and Jews and Zoroastrians who dared to read the forbidden boko 
haram of the Old Hellene World or else the boko haram of Shirk India or Shirk China? 
Therefore by definition Takfir Kafir Apostates!” the fireman screamed as he staggered. 
“Which means they fucking don’t count as Mos! So we Mos can’t invent fuck even if our 
lives depends on it!” 

He turned around and screamed “Fuck you Hunters! Fuck you! Fuck you! Stop creeping 
up on me! Just shoot me and get it over with! I don’t give a fuck anymore!” Then the 
fireman staggered down the dark oppressive alley. “And the only reason why those 
Apostates were able to invent anything at all at any time in our fucking entire history 
was because they were Takfir Kafir Apostates. Heretics who actually damned Islam for 
shutting down the Muslim mind and forbidding BID’a. Why else was I ordered to burn 
their boko haram? Because they cursed Islam. And they were the so-called fucking 
cream of the so-called fucking Golden Age of fucking Islam. And they fucking cursed 
Islam. So fucking much for the so-called fucking Golden Age of fucking Islam!” the 
fireman screamed as he staggered.  

The fireman stumbled, faint from hunger and blood. The scurvy making the bleeding 
worse while messing up his lungs. Then he propped himself against one dirty wall to try 
to get his breath. One gloved hand pressed over his pounding heart. Then he 
unconsciously caressed some hidden treasured thing. Then he resumed his staggering 
down the dark alley with its towering walls as if a dark tunnel leading to nowhere. “Fuck 
this alley! Fuck everyone! Fuck everything! Fuck you Charley! Fuck you Lledrith! Fuck 
you Mohammad! Fuck you Ahmad! Fuck you Elephant & Castle Fire Department! Fuck 
you Stephan Marlowe! Fuck you Jasper Sylvester! Fuck you Jack Phillips! Fuck you MI 
5! Fuck you Morlocks! Fuck everyone! Except Wolfey and Madame X! I have decided I 
want to meet that Harbi Kafir bitch! The ultimate Harbi Kafir bitch! Come out! Come out! 
Wherever you are Madame X!”  



The fireman staggered and almost fell. He panted as he looked around but the shadows 
in the shadows were still following him. He pounded his head against the dirty wall of 
the dirty alley. “And fuck you too! Whoever you are!” he screamed at the shadows in the 
shadows. “But the Caliph says we don’t need any more ‘Talismans and Devices’ 
anyway!” he shouted at the shadows. “We don’t need any more inventions or 
innovations! It is all BID’a anyway! Forbidden! Isn’t it safer to not have no new gizmos 
rather than risk contaminating our brains with BID’a invention and innovation? That way 
rots out the moral fiber of a good Jihadist with dreams of petty bourgeoisie decadence 
or prosperity or happiness. Dreams of a home and fiancee. Seventh Heaven. 
Weakness! Weakness! Al Ghazali defined Islamic morality as a big family, poverty, and 
prayers. But no love!  

There are 99 names for Allah but Divine Love is not one of them! That says it all!” the 
fireman screamed as he staggered down the dark alley. Happiness! Seventh Heaven! 
That way lays temptation to heresy and blasphemy. Like the boko haram. Books are the 
open door to damnation. And Literacy is the key to the open door of damnation. There is 
a reason why literacy and the printing press were forbidden. Have always been 
forbidden. Will always be forbidden. Like books. Boko Haram.  

Just as there has always been a reason why the Kafir Sciences were forbidden during 
the Golden Age. Then all of the Sciences for forbidden. All of knowledge was forbidden. 
Forbidden and burned. Every library burned. 1400 years of burning books. And who 
said we Mos could not achieve one fucking thing on our own. Hah! And we modern 
firemen were resurrected to burn everything to ash and cinder. Spread Glick Glock’s silt 
of carnage everywhere! Burn everything not found in the Koran! Shirk! Shirk! Shirk! 
Kufr! Kufr! Kufr! There is a reason why the Medieval Koran has been used like a dark 
cell to imprison us!” The fireman staggered and fell. But then as the shadows lunged 
forward the fireman pulled out his gun and waved it wildly at them. Then he staggered 
to his feet and staggered down the dark alley. 

“The dark cell is to save us from temptation. Blinkers of ignorance to preserve our Zikr 
mind. Our eyes blinded er they see something other than the Prophet’s  vision. Our ears 
burned closed er they hear something other than the Prophet’s words. Our hands bound 
by the manacles of illiteracy. In chains of heresy laws in cells of blasphemy laws. With 
bars of Sharia to protect us from the outside Shirk. Shirk. Shirk. Kufr. Kufr. Kufr. With 



moats to protect us from the outside Najis Filth. And barricades to protect us from that 
outside Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution. In the prison of Islam! Every door of ijtihad 
locked and barred and barricaded and soldered shut! 

The Fikr brain of rationality and reasoning damned. The Zifr brain of ignorance and 
superstition blessed. Questioning damned. Blind obedience sanctified. Liberty damned. 
The Divine Slavery celebrated. Self will and self responsibility damned. Cowering and 
quivering fatalism and impotent resignation before the Divine Caprice of the Divine Will 
the only solution. Individuality damned. The Herd Group Think of the Ummah praised. 
Self control damned. Only the balm of the orgy of drunken violence and vigilantism 
allowed. Moderation damned. Only zealous monomania celebrated. Only Jihad and 
Martyrdom can save us from the hell on earth of ‘We hold these truths to be self evident 
that all men are created equal. They are endowed by their Creator with certain 
inalienable rights including life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness’. 

See no Shirk Evil! Hear no Shirk Evil! Speak no Shirk Evil! A bubble of purity in a 
cocoon of fatwas to preserve us from all damnable exposure to Kufr and Shirk and Najis 
Filth and Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution. Protected by holy ignorance inside that 
blessed prison called the Divine Slavery. Otherwise Islam and its inbred brain dead 
Faithful might have been threatened by the evil Greco Roman Hellene World. Or evil 
Ancient Shirk Egypt. Or evil Ancient Shirk Babylon. Or evil Kafir Zoroastrian Persia. Or 
evil Kafir Christian Rome. Or evil Kafir Byzantine Greece. Or evil Shirk Hindu India. Or 
evil Shirk Buddhist Asia. Or evil Shirk Confucius China. Or the Najis Jahiliyyah of the 
Renaissance or Enlightenment or Scientific Revolution or Technological Revolution or 
Revolution in Modern Medicine or the Industrial Revolution.  

Evil. Evil. Evil. All of it!” the fireman screamed at the shadows following him as he waved 
his gun at the darkness. “And Shirk and Kufr and Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution. The evil 
of haram Democracy. The evil of Meritocracy. The evil of Secular division of mosque 
and state. The evil of due process of Common Law. The evil of Human Rights. How 
terrible! Islam and its inbred brain dead Faithful would have been destroyed. The Zifr 
brain overwhelmed by the Fikr Brain. The Gates of Ijtihad critical thinking thrown open 
again. Why then there might even be Free Will and Human Conscience. How could the 
‘Divine Slavery’ survive that? Don’t even try it!” the fireman screamed as he waved his 
gun wildly at the shadows in the shadows. “I might be dying but I can still shoot! 



There is a reason why none of that evil haram occurred in the Islamic World! Because 
The Divine Slavery nailed the human mind shut! Bound and gaged! Corseted! Chained! 
Blinkered! Manacled! We the inbred retarded brain dead Faithful are safe in our cells in 
the blessed prison. The Caliph and the Morality Police and the mullahs and the imams 
and the clerics are guarding us and protecting us. Clutching the keys in their bony 
hands so we will never be allowed to escape just in case we are even tempted. 
Freedom is haram! Liberty is haram! Especially freedom of the mind! Especially liberty 
of the soul or the heart! There are 99 names for Allah but Divine Love is not one of 
them! So much for Human Love! So much for dreams of Seventh Heaven and a 
fiancee! The Dickens Happy Ever After! So fuck you Charley! And fuck the happy 
ending which you are not writing to climax my dismal life’s story! 

But what is more important? All of that evil hell bound Kafir BID’a Innovation leading 
straight to questioning and disputing and contradicting which leads straight to heresy 
and blasphemy and hell? Or else saving the purity of Islam? Saving the ‘Divine 
Slavery’? Saving the soul of the Faithful? The Islamic Lobotomy!” the fireman screamed 
at the shadows in the shadows. “We have detoured around that by inbreeding our way 
to imbecility via retardation! But retarded or not I can still shoot you! You fucking 
shadows in the shadows! Wolfey always said I should not be underestimated! I might be 
too retarded to read but I am Wyrd! Weird! I have a kink in my soul that makes me 
dangerously unpredictable! Lledrith! Show the shadows in the shadows our second 
shadow!”  

The fireman staggered down the dark alley to nowhere. A tear fell from one eye. “Then 
they came for the pagan Hindu and Buddhist and Sikh Shirks but I did not complain 
because they were pagan Shirks and bound for the hellfire anyway. Then they came for 
the Christians but I did not complain because it was their fault they refused to convert. If 
you don’t convert you must suffer the degradation of Dhimmitude! And anyway! They 
are all the most vile of creatures! In gross error! Every day in our prayers we curse them 
in Arabic! ‘Do not take the Christians and Jews as your friends!’ So commands 
Mohammad! Mohammad Big P! Not Mohammad little me! And the Pagan Shirk shit like 
the Hindus and Sikhs and Buddhists are even worse! It was perfectly clear that I 
absolutely could not help them anyway! Fuck! I could not even help myself or my sisters 
or my mother or my precious fiancee! So how the fuck could I help them?” the fireman 
screamed as he staggered.  



“Then they came for the political leaders who betrayed their own citizens because being 
betrayers they would sooner or later betray the True Faith. And I did not complain 
because they presided over the greatest betrayal since Judas. Then they came for the 
soldiers who mutinied when commanded to shoot on their own native people during the 
In & Out Coup. But I did not complain because a Muslim is only suppose to be loyal to 
Islam and the Ummah and the Caliphate. And anyway! I was a deeply implanted mole 
so I had to be very, very, very quiet so I could slither through the keyhole like a teeny 
tiny mouse to betray the betrayers from within. Hosted on their own 5th column insider 
traitorous petards. So I had to be traitorous. You fucking shadows in the shadows! So 
stop accusing me! Just blow my brains out! But come any closer and I will blow your 
brains out! Then they came for me and there was no one left to complain.......”  

The Fireman staggered. “Why did I say that? How did you suspect me you fucking 
Tower Hunters? I was so good at covering my devious traitorous tracks! I was the 
perfect double agent because I even lied to myself! No action of mine was ever 
premeditated! It was all spontaneous mischance! Random events! Wyrd misadventures! 
Random bad luck like staggering down this damn dark alley to nowhere! Other people 
propelling me into it! Pushing me this way and that! 

How did you suspect that my Fikr Mind was rebellious and my Wyrd soul was mutinous 
and my desperately romantic heart was bleeding? How did you suspect my Zifr mind 
was bucking as if a contrary donkey at the bit of the need for blind faith and 
unquestioning devotion and absolute fanaticism in support of The Unquestioning Faith 
and the Divine Text? How did you suspect me when Mohammad was the perfect cover! 
Mohammad and Ahmad! Fuck the Divine Text! Fuck it! Fuck it! Fuck it! How did you 
suspect I have always hated The Divine Text and the Divine Slavery?  

No one suspected me! I fooled everyone! Including The Dominator even as I was 
murdering him! The Mo gangs at school as I was murdering their rapist leader! The 
Deobandi and Saudi Wahhabi Mos highjacking the mosques and madrassas I attacked 
alongside Wolfey’s Anarchists! The fucking Somalis trying to take down the Heroine of 
Hyde Park! Even the Elephant & Castle Fire Department! I fooled them all! Even as I 
brilliantly saved the British Museum and the National and the V of A and the Wallace as 
an after dinner mint. The petit Wallace My best covert subversion of all. Is the Laughing 
Cavalier still laughing? Fucking yes! Because he watched me screw you all. Brilliantly! 



And no one suspected. While screwing the Caliph’s first Procurer and murdering no less 
than five firemen!” The fireman held up four fingers.  

“I bet you did not know that did you? I was the ultimate mole! I was the ultimate 
saboteur! Even the British Library! The prettiest of the pretty books! My doing! My 
doing!” The dying fireman pounded his chest but then staggered. “And I robbed the 
Guildhall to rescue Gog and Magog! Don’t bother to try to reassemble the first and last 
Paki Mayor of London! It ain’t physically possible! And I screwed you all” the fireman 
shouted at the shadows in the shadows as he waved his gun at them as he staggered. 
“During the riots I even planted spyware and viruses in your fucking computers when 
you still had fucking computers! Why don’t you have fucking computers anymore? 
Because of me! And the Tridents! Me! Thank me! And I warned the Monuments Men 
ahead of the hunt for every illegal treasure house! I snaked the Black Market into every 
bastion big or small and you know who the Black Market really is don’t you? Madame X” 
the fireman screamed. “I even warned the Monuments Men about you!  

I can’t be a Harbi rebel! I can’t be a traitor! I can’t be a spy! Not if my name is David 
Mohammad Ahmad! That is precisely why I was the ultimate Harbi rebel! The ultimate 
traitor! The ultimate spy! I even fooled Mohammad and Ahmad! Well! Not Ahmad! He is 
too infantile to understand anything other than a sock monkey! But everyone else! I 
fooled everyone else!” the dying man shouted to the shadows in the shadows.  

“I am illiterate!” he screamed in a slightly different voice. A softer voice. “I dropped out of 
school before the Boko Haram poisoned me! I am a good Muslim! I have never ever 
been exposed to any Kafir Haram or Shirk Haram or Infidel Haram or Unbeliever 
Haram! Give or take my infatuation with TV Jewish Hollywood movies and my brief 
flirtation with the Anarchists ----- and Wolfey ---- 

------ which only stopped when I went whole hog into MI 5!” the fireman shouted more 
harshly as he staggered. He waved his gun wildly at the shadows in the shadows.  

“I am pure in my total ignorance!” the softer voice screamed. “I am protected by my 
complete illiteracy! And now we are only allowed to speak Arabic so now not even 
Jahiliyyah English can pollute me! And Arabic does not even have such Haram words 
as ‘citizen’, ‘conscience’, ‘democracy’! So how can I know them? Much less be tempted 
by them?  



Except I still think in Jahiliyyah English!” The fireman shouted more harshly as he 
pointed the gun to his brains. Then he waved it at the shadows in the shadows. Then he 
resumed his desperate staggering down that dark and apparently endless alley to 
nowhere. “I am going to visit that Kafir bitch Madame X!” The dying man announced to 
the shadows in the shadows. 

“We are slaves to the ‘Divine Slavery!” the fireman screamed in a softer voice as he 
waved his gun wildly. “Islam is the ultimate cult! Therefore we are content! We don’t 
have to think! Or fear! We don’t have any Free Will or Individuality! Therefore we are not 
responsible for any of our actions! We are sheeple! We are victims of the world! We 
must be passive and fatalistic as children! Infantized! Like Ahmad! We must do nothing 
except kowtow and pray and obey! Our heads to the door mats and our rumps pointing 
up to Allah! Pray and obey! Pray and obey! Inshallah! Allah willing! Allah willing!  

The Mullahs are beyond question! The Imams and clerics cannot be doubted! Even if 
they do get 5% of everything because it is the ‘Prophet’s Share’. And they are all fat 
when everyone else is starving! We cannot question! We cannot doubt! We are 
powerless! Helpless! Allah will solve all of our problems! Allah will bestow miracles upon 
us and save us! The Caliph and his cronies will solve all of our problems! The State is 
Islam! Islam is the State! I would be a traitor if I questioned and doubted! I would be a 
hell bound deviant! So how can I possibly even know such words as ‘citizen’ and 
‘conscience’ and ‘democracy’ anyway? Or patriotism? Or romantic love? Or Dickens 
Happy Ever After? Much less understand them.... or desire them! .... 

.......Except my heart always betrayed me into betraying the ultimate cult of Islam! You 
should have let me have my Seventh Heaven! Allah you bastard of a loveless god! So 
jealous you would not even let me have my Princess! My Melisande! ‘Even if you do not 
love me your hair loves me! Do you hear my kisses? I am kissing your hair!’ the dying 
man sang weakly. “Why couldn’t you just let me have my Seventh Heaven? Damn you! 
Damn you! It is all your fault! That is why my heart betrayed me into betraying the 
ultimate cult of Islam!” The fireman slumped against one dirty wall and cried.  

“Not my head! That is Davy’s domain! My domain is my heart! And my heart betrayed 
me! Especially when he killed the only thing he ever loved because I could not love the 
only person I ever loved!... 



.... We always kill the thing we love! Don’t we?” the fireman snarled bitterly.  

The fireman staggered down the dark alley, his knees almost buckling. “Faint 
shimmering light in the tunnel ahead of us dear shadows creeping in the shadows!” he 
snarled at the shadows. “Tonight everyone anticipates that the Caliph will announce that 
the whole island how houses one half billion Muslim migrants” the fireman screamed as 
he staggered determinately if dizzily into the darkness as if being pulled toward 
something he knew not what. “The Caliph will probably boast of it on the half hour TV 
news as if it was a great achievement. The UN and EU will probably award Dar ul Islam 
Anglestan an Islamic Nobel for Peace for sacrificing quite literally everything to help with 
the global migrant crisis. Cannibalizing itself down to the bone of the carcass to support 
one half billion Muslim migrants who are mostly Africans being encouraged to convert to 
Islam to be allowed to buy tickets from Muslim smugglers to escape ecological melt 
down and gross over population and corruption and fanaticism for Eurabia delusional 
that it is still Europe or else Anglestan delusional that it is still Great Britain! The only 
people making money off the slow motion death of Eurabia and Anglestan being the 
Muslim Smugglers and Slavers and the Caliph of course! One half billion Muslim 
Migrants! Just here! There are now are almost two billion migrants all over Eurabia!  

Hurray for us! Hurray for Islam! We have conquered the West! We have conquered the 
Northern Hemisphere! Hurray for us! We are conquering the world! Hurray for us! 
Except now we are drowning in migrants! And migrants are literally burying us alive! You 
can’t walk down a filthy sidewalk or pass a house or alley and not find it cramped cheek 
to jowl with migrants. You can’t walk anywhere and not step on them! Fucking migrants! 
You can’t go anywhere and not find thousands of migrants huddled everywhere! You 
can’t find a single room or stairwell or rooftop or hole in the ground that does not have 
migrants! You can’t find a single place where you can be alone with your thoughts and 
not find migrants staring at you! Plotting to rob you or kill you or else earn a penny by 
handing your name over to the Governmental Informants! Yet the Oil Kingdoms don’t 
have a problem machine gunning Muslim migrants trying to breach its razor wire 
barriers do they? 

But I bet our beloved Caliph is telling the suffering of Anglestan that one half billion 
fucking migrants still is not enough! No! No! Every week another 50,000 keeps coming. 
Has to keep coming! 50,000! 50,000! 50,000! 50,000! 50,000! 50,000! 50,000! 50,000! 



50,000! We are dying of religiously blessed gross over population of inbred retards just 
like me! Don’t even try to get any closer you fucking shadows! I have enough bullets left 
to take you down before you plug me or else I plug myself! I might be dying but I ain’t 
letting any Feral near me! Or you! Whoever you are! You fucking shadows in the 
shadows!” the dying man screamed as he waved his gun wildly at the shadows in the 
dark alley.  

“And the UN Agenda 21 sole’s response was to encourage the gross over population of 
the entire Southern Hemisphere to invade the Northern Hemisphere until gross over 
population buried the whole world in corpses! As if that is a fucking solution!” the 
fireman snarled with a vicious cackle. “Anglestan is dying! Eurabia is dying! I am ..... 
dying.....” the fireman screamed as he staggered. “I wonder if the Caliph has a secret 
Ragnarok survivalist bastion inside some old missile silo to flee to when Anglestan sinks 
under the waves from billions of migrants he is enriching himself off? A cut from every 
slaver and smuggler! When does he plan to fly out of dying Anglestan to escape the 
repercussions of his gross betrayal and mismanagement and corruption? God! I wish 
the Morlocks would machine gun him to death! Shoot his fucking helicopter right out of 
the fucking sky as he tries to escape his evil!” 

The fireman ducked as the cries of Ferals filled the air. Then the cries ebbed away, the 
Ferals hunting down another victim. But the shadows in the shadows of the long dark 
alley did not flinch. “Aren’t you even scared of the fucking Ferals?” the fireman 
screamed at the shadows in the dark alley. Then the dying fireman resumed his 
mysterious march into the darkness of the alley as if toward a siren calling out to him. “I 
am going to visit Madame X!” he announced as he staggered. “A private rendezvous so 
you shadows in the shadows are not invited!” the dying man screamed.  

The Fireman suddenly pressed his dying body against the darkness of the alley as 
another mob of Ferals howled as they raced down the now distant sewage filthy street. 
Distant arson fires illuminating their rotting flesh and missing limbs and howling 
gibberings. Diseased spittle spraying out of their rotting mouths. The fireman 
desperately waving his shaking gun at them. The gibbering Ferals pawed among the 
rotting corpses covering the street. Then they sniffed the alley as if sniffing the fireman’s 
presence in the darkness. The fireman held one gloved hand over his nose and mouth 
to silence his gasping breath while the other gloved hand held the shaking gun. The 
loathsome Ferals staggered a few paces into the dark alley. But then they heard the 



distant sound of machine gun fire as Muslim drug gangs fought each other further down 
the street. So the Ferals staggered off toward the sounds anticipating fresher corpses to 
devour.  

The Fireman slowly exhaled. He half fell and half staggered as he resumed his 
mysterious march into the darkness. “Shimmering light ahead! As if a long, long, long, 
long tunnel!” The fireman tried to remember what some Kafir said as he was about to be 
burned alive by the fire department. “Oh yes! I remember now! The mad man joked the 
halal rats were the Islamic version of ‘Soylent Green’! “I wonder what ‘Soylent Green 
used to be? I am sure that was a movie! But I think I missed that one!” the fireman 
whispered as he staggered. One hand pressed the foul wall to prop himself up as he 
groaned. 

The fireman finally staggered slowly into the shimmering light of a foul mews. The light 
of methane sewage on fire. And corpses too. He pressed his shaking body against the 
shadows of the alley as he watched wild children devouring a rotting corpse even as 
they stripped it of any salvageable thing. A decayed boot. A raggedly shirt. A piece of 
metal. Whatever. But clearly the salvaging had evolved into cannibalism as the 
desperate wild children devolved. “Even a year ago the wild child gangs were somewhat 
coherent” the fireman thought as he held one gloved hand on the gun as he pressed the 
other gloved hand over his mouth to keep from screaming insanely. “They were 
somewhat functional in their salvaging. The adolescents who led them were somewhat 
protective. Sure! They attacked any adult! But they protected each other. Sure! When 
the adolescents who led them grow into young teens they were rejected from the pack 
as too biologically resembling the enemy, adults, to be tolerated anymore. But they 
protected each other. Hell! We used to call them the ‘Peter Pan Packs’! But now! God!” 
The fireman kept one glove hand on the gun as he carefully walked around the edge of 
darkness along one dark wall of the rotting mews as the pack of wild children devoured 
the corpse as if a pack of jackals.  

“Kill the shadows in the shadows following me you Peter Pan Monsters!” the fireman 
whispered to his soul as he desperately crept around the horror to move further along 
the dark alley. The wild children were filthy, raggedly, starved, riddled with scurry sores 
and rotting teeth, and were all but totally feral from being abandoned from birth or else 
sexually raped or abused or beaten by adults. They had all been abused from birth by a 
religion which blessed pre-adolescent ‘moonglow’ marriage and also the buggering of 



‘dancing boys’. All while abnormally segregating the sexes which warped the normal 
sexual relationships between the sexes. So the children bore the brunt of sex abuse. 
The West discovered Islam’s not-so-little secret when the migrant camps and especially 
the Calais Jungle exposed the horrific sex abuse waged upon small children and the 
‘sexual emergencies’ of the predominantly male migrants on small children in swimming 
pools and parks and schools and in every single migrant camp. So now the wild children 
trusted no adult. Only other children. They rescued each other and took care of each 
other. The leader of this pack of wild children was only some eleven years old. When 
she biologically hit thirteen or fourteen she would be exiled and the next oldest child 
would take over the pack. That was typical. So was the increasingly short life span. Few 
wild children reached genuine adulthood or even genuine adolescence.  

It was not just the fact such rejects could not cope with exile and killed themselves. It 
was the fact the wild children were so increasingly starved and diseased they could not 
even reach fourteen years old. “God!” the fireman whispered to his soul. “At least once 
we might expect to reach thirty before old age snuffed us! Now it is not even twenty! 
God! I am an ‘old man’ now! We are dying as a species! We who boasted so arrogantly 
that we were The Best of Peoples! We who boasted so arrogantly of our ability to 
grossly over breed in order to bankrupt the Dar ul Harb Abodes of the Kafir to 
biologically overwhelm Kafir Christian Europe! The Great Displacement! The Great 
Replacement! The Great Genocide!  

We Ubermensch! We Eloi! But now look at us! Our replacements are so diseased they 
are dying before they even reach their teens! We are devolving! We are going extinct! 
The fate of the Eloi! Devolving into extinction! Soon all that will be left will be the 
Morlocks!” The fireman kept one gloved hand on the gun and one gloved hand over his 
mouth as he desperately crept past the twenty children as if a small pack of jackals. But 
then his boot made a sound! The wild children eyed him in the shadows as they growled 
and hissed and grunted, baring rotting teeth as if jagged fangs. The fireman brandished 
his gun!  

By the light of the burning methane from foul sewage the fireman saw not only the 
evidence of scurry sores but flesh eating germs. Their dirty flesh was increasingly 
ulcerous around their mouths. Their lips red and ulcerous. Their teeth mostly jagged or 
else missing. And their fingers were red and ulcerous from picking at the rotting corpses 
to eat. Some had the first evidence of telltale decay around their noses too. The noses 



ulcerous. And their eye sockets. Pus oozing as if diseased tears. Their nervy little 
fingers spreading the flesh eating disease all over their starved bodies. Right now the 
flesh eating germs probably were still just devouring the outsides. But wild children had 
little brains so when the flesh eating germs did invade the brains the wild children would 
go Feral very quickly being all but feral already. Then, instead of protecting each other, 
the pack would devour itself. The fireman brandished his gun at the wild children and 
then walked backwards so they could not attack him from behind. Backing into the 
upper part of the dark alley. After snaring at him the wild children resumed devouring the 
rotting corpse.  

The fireman staggered into a weak running as he moved desperately up the dark alley. 
It was as dark and walled about as if a dark tunnel leading to utter darkness. “Pretty 
soon the flesh eating germs will infect every one of us! I wonder how long the flesh 
eating germs take to devour us? The Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that the Morlocks 
are using flame throwers to kill us. The ‘Revenants’ they call us. We made them 
monsters as we turned ourselves into monsters! And also static electricity ray guns. So 
the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper. The ray guns artificially racket up the body’s 
normal level of static electricity to fatal. That triggers the ‘Dead Man Dance’ as the blue 
flames of Saint Elmos Fire erupts from the core outwards. The victim dancing as he or 
she desperately tries to put out the little blue flames dancing all over their limbs. They 
don’t realize the little blue dancing flames are actually erupting out of their core and 
actually think they can snuff out the little blue dancing flames..... until they finally 
explode into spontaneous combustion! A nasty end. Both are nasty ends! The Morlocks 
are planning a nasty end for us! We have long ago ceased to be the Eloi! And we are 
now too diseased for them to feed on! There is only one solution left! The fire! 

But as the flesh eating germs devour us we are doomed anyway! It is Russian Roulette 
the moment you are reduced to eating the rats that eat the dead. But even the fire 
station is running out of old military rations and old tin foods. Sooner or later halal rats 
will be served to even us. And then it becomes Russian Roulette. Which halal rat has 
previously feasted off rotting flesh infected with flesh eating germs. And then you are a 
goner. The moment you first see a sore and realize it is not just a scurry sore but a flesh 
eating sore. That you have been inflected by the flesh eating germs. That is the death 
sentence! You are going to go Feral!” The fireman waved his gun as he staggered 
forward. “I will kill myself the moment I see a flesh eating sore! But God! If I am destined 



to die anyway why not rebel! Revolt! Finally and at last do one damn act of totally open 
and defiant apostasy!  

Not play the mole! Not play the spy! Not play the teeny tiny little mouse slithering my 
way into every room to over hear every scheme and whisper it to my handler! Me! The 
deep throated ....... snake ..... to MI 5! For once I want to be an open Harbi and do some 
fuckingly defiant thing at last! Finally and at last unleash my Fikr brain and defy the 
Divine Slavery and think one totally original and defiant thought and then act on it! If I 
am going to hell anyway when why not go whole hog! Eh! Eh! If we are going to hell 
anyway then why not go whole hog! The lot of us! Every damned soul except Ahmad! 
Children can’t go to hell! But Dominators and holy men who are pedophiles can turn the 
earth into hell even for children! Especially for children!” 

The fireman reached another dark and fetid mews. The mews or back of the rockery 
slum overflowing with sewage from crude privies. The filth overflowing the alley. The 
stench unspeakable. Two Scavenger Rats were desperately digging through the privy 
sewage for anything remotely scavenging. The dirty rodent- like creatures 
interchangeable in their hunger and rags. The fireman held his gun on them as he 
circled around them. They guesstimated the odds of taking him down and then gave up 
and resumed pawing through unspeakable filth.  “How did we get reduced to this?” the 
fireman shouted at the shadows in the shadows. “Suddenly there was no more money! 
Only salvage and scavenge to barter! Nothing but salvage and scavenge! 

I remember when the Caliph and his cronies ordered all of the high street shopkeepers 
machined gunned when they complained about Muslim Waqf Manager mismanagement 
and embezzlement and nonstop government bribes and corruption and impossible high 
jizya taxes and diminishing Kafir shoppers with money and too many Muslim migrant 
shoplifters without money or else unwilling to pay. Ghazi Razzia or Jizya on demand or 
else! All as the high street was driven into bankruptcy. So to cure bankruptcy the Caliph 
had the shopkeepers thrown in debtor’s prison and then machine gunned! That fixed the 
high streets of London! And while Harrods still makes money selling expensive White 
Slaves other stores like Fortum Mason refused to sell slaves and were executed for 
trying to free slaves. Trust Egyptian owners to know which side of the bread has the 
butter! That fixed the high streets of London! 



Then they were all attacked! Looted! Burned! Every store! I know because I kept trying 
to find a sock monkey for Ahmad but there was nothing left to buy! Not even a pair of 
stockings! And suddenly there was nothing left! Not to sell! Not to buy! Not to salvage! 
Not to scavenge! Just empty ruins or burned out shells! No money to buy anything with! 
And suddenly everyone was bartering with salvage and scavenge! Digging through 
garbage. Digging through old warehouses or else digging through burnt out stores or 
else attacking and looting homes and businesses which might potentially have 
something to salvage or scavenge to barter with! Attacking buildings! Attacking people! 
Attacking infrastructure! Anything to salvage or scavenge! Digging up streets for mythic 
caches! Blowing up buildings to find mythic caches! Demolishing everything to salvage 
and scavenge! Then ripping down anything wooden to burn to stay warm! Where did the 
riches go? Where did the money go? 

Then attacking pharmacies as medicine vanished. After the health system went belly 
up. After the dole went belly up. Leaving only one balm: drugs. Rot gut drugs that 
devour the user almost as horribly as the flesh eating plagues! And money vanished! 
Just vanished! Everything vanished! Doctors vanished. Dentists vanished. ‘Collars’ 
vanished. Anyone with high tech skills vanished. Anyone with any skills vanished. Trains 
vanished. Automobiles vanished. Plumbing vanished. Electricity vanished. Anything still 
functioning vanished. How the fuck could everything just vanish? 

Everything breaking down. Streets breaking down. Buildings breaking down. Machinery 
breaking down. Infrastructure breaking down. Electricity grids breaking down. 
Telecommunications breaking down. Computers breaking down. Everything suddenly 
breaking down. Or else going belly up. Even food stores suddenly empty. Empty 
shelves! Empty pockets! Empty everything! Except for the Black-market of course but 
who could afford that? Sure! Sure! The oligarches could barricade themselves in their 
fortified bastions but what about us? So the Caliph machined gunned the usual 
suspects: suspected Harbi Kafirs. Dhimmis. Apostates. Then the Caliph ordered 
prosperity to rain down upon the Faithful. For some reason the reverse happened. I 
can’t possibly imagine why! 

Suddenly everyone was reduced to salvage and scavenge to barter for the drudges of 
pre-Anglesan foodstuffs and products. Attacking power lines for copper wire. Gutting 
machines for cheap metal. Cannibalizing abandoned or burned out automobiles or 
stalled trains. Attacking empty governmental buildings to find anything to salvage or 



scavenge. Breaking and entering abandoned places or semi-abandoned places to find 
anything to salvage or scavenge. Then attacking anyone who might potentially have 
anything to salvage or scavenge. Screwing the last Dhimmis for anything they might still 
be hiding. Hunting anywhere for anything to salvage or scavenge. Scavenging the 
whole city from top to bottom for anything to salvage or scavenge.  

Like rats! Digging out wiring to barter. Digging out pipes to barter. Breaking through 
broken windows to barter bits and pieces. Picking though rubble for bits and pieces. 
Ripping off old wrought iron fences. Ripping off water hydrants. Ripping off non-
functioning traffic lights. Scavenging old basements for anything. Scavenging roofs for 
anything. Scavenging like rats among the debris! Digging through the sewage! Picking 
London to the bone! Gnawing London to the bone! Scavenging for needful things. 
Scavenging for anything! To pay for anything resembling food to eat. There simply was 
no more money. It was as if money simply vanished into thin air! How? How? And then 
food vanished! 

We picked London to the bone of carcass! We have picked Anglestan to the bone of the 
carcass!” The fireman grimaced. “We only saw Great Britain as a cash cow to devour! 
And we have! As if Garmr! As the Dire Wolf Fenrir! We have devoured it down to the 
bone of the carcass! And now there is nothing left to devour except each other!” he 
shouted to the shadows in the shadows. “ How the fuck did it happen? Why aren’t you 
scared of even Scavenger Rats? And why don’t they see you? I may be Wyrd but you 
are real! Shadows in the shadows! Creeping after me! Stalking me! I know who you 
are!” the fireman screamed to the shadows in the shadows. 

The fireman kept staggering down that long and dark tunnel-like alley. The darkness 
surrounding him as if a shroud. The city once famous for its brilliance of lighting now 
spookily dark except for arson fires or methane sewage fires. A Feral’s howling scream 
pierced the night. The fireman gritted his abscessed teeth. But faced with the Russian 
Roulette of eating halal rats or else starving he chose starving and now was paying for it 
as he staggered. His knees buckled a second time. Again he dragged his starved body 
upright and leaned dizzily against the dark wall of the alley. Then the fireman pulled his 
black fireman uniform tighter against his thin chest as he kept staggering. One hand by 
habit scratching for lice while his tongue by habit searched his mouth for ever more 
abscessed teeth. Then unconsciously he stroked some secret thing concealed inside 
his tunic over his heart.  



“I love her! I loved her! I treasured my Sikh Princess every day of the eight days she 
lived in Seventh Heaven with me! Every day I told her how desperately I loved her! 
Why? Why? Why? Why did she hang herself with her long beautiful black hair? I never 
touched her in any way or forced myself upon her! I even confessed I was still a virgin 
just like her. I was saving myself for her. Hell! I am still a virgin! Syphilis and AIDs are 
out of control! And to spite The Dominator! Denying him grandchildren was my ultimate 
revenge! You always kill the thing you love! Why? Why? Why? I told her I was saving 
myself for her. I told her I loved her! It was Seventh Heaven! It was suppose to be our 
Seventh Heaven!” he screamed at the shadows in the shadows. “Our Dickens Happy 
Ever After! Why? Why? Why? Why did she kill herself? Fuck you Charley! She was 
suppose to be my happy ever after! Couldn’t you at least write me a fragile moment of 
stolen happiness? 

What is wrong with all of them? What is wrong with me? Why are we still fighting? Why 
won’t they surrender to the peace of submission? Why won’t I surrender to the peace of 
submission? Like Winston Smith of ‘1984'? Like the last Prince of Wales? Britannia? My 
fiancee? The last aged Baby Boomers? The White Van Blokes? The Anarchists? The 
‘Collars’? The Generation Identity Millennials? The Generation Xers and Zers? The 
Gays? The Geeks? The Nerds? The Jews? The Freemasons? The Pagan Shirks? That 
Christian warrior soldier York? The Last Prince of Wales? The Cockney Cockroaches? 
The Morlocks? All of the indigenous British who refused to surrender and submit even 
after they were betrayed and disenfranchised and brutalized? Why don’t they 
surrender? Why don’t they submit? Why do they keep fighting? Why hasn’t anyone 
heard from Manchester? If they can take down Manchester then London does not have 
a chance! I don’t have a chance! My handler was suppose to extract me! Why was I late 
for the rendezvous? My handler was suppose to extract me! Charley was suppose to 
write a happy ever after for me! Instead, I am walking this damn endless alley to 
nowhere! To a rendezvous with Madame X with you damn Hunters on my tail! 

And the Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that NATO is mutinying and Brussels is 
surrounded by the Harbi and our jihads are floundering all over the world. And the 
Double Headed Eagle Alliance is on the offensive. And the French Civil War is turning 
toward Le Pen The Younger courtesy of some new Napoleon Identitarian or other! Trust 
the Frogs to find the reincarnation of Napoleon! And Malmo is on fire. The entire Muslim 
stronghold of occupied Sweden is on fire. And the Morlocks are machine gunning 



anyone who tries to escape the flames! And rumors say the UN has just been blown up. 
And Urban Myth Whisperers whisper that The Dictator of Berlin the Hated has just been 
murdered in Greece. The most hated human being in all of Eurabia! Everyone assumed 
she was invincible! Untouchable! Trumping even Hitler and Stalin and Big Sis! The 
Dictator bestriding Eurabia! Well! So much for the rival for Hitler and Stalin! Big Sis must 
be pissed! 

Apparently the most hated human being in all of Eurabia was driving through 
devastated Greece with the minion of the Butcher of Istanbul to show him Islamic 
Triumph. The unfinished business of re-conquering Greece completed at last! Islamic 
Triumph as another place once conquered by Islam was forced back into the Divine 
Slavery. And every secular Ataturk exterminated! The concentration camps which 
originally imprisoned the Greeks turned into death camps for the Ataturks! Except that 
somehow the luxurious open air Mercedes limousine somehow got cut off from its tank 
bodyguards on an isolated section of the countryside. And suddenly over a thousand 
starving Greeks descended on it! Starving Greeks reduced to skin and bone and rags 
suddenly swarming around it! Then suddenly the starving mob was literally dragging the 
occupants out of that luxurious limousine! The chauffeur! Screaming! The bodyguard in 
front! Screaming! Then the Prime Minister of the New Caliphate! Screaming! Then 
suddenly the mob was dragging The Dictator of Berlin out of the luxurious limousine! 
Screaming! And then the starving mob ....... tore her to pieces as if Garmr ripping into 
Tyr and ....... devoured her!  

But who is telling the truth?” the fireman shouted at the shadows in the shadows. “The 
Urban Myth Whisperers? Or the BBC? Last night the Caliph and his cronies assured 
everyone during the half hour Call of the Faithful before the Nightly Fatwa that the 
guerrillas were nothing more than monkeys! Apes! Dogs! Pigs! People of no intelligence 
or morality! As base as cattle! Too ragtag to poise a threat! Any day now they will be 
liquidated! Then NATO would destroy the last hold outs! But who is telling the truth? 
Last night the Anarchist only broke into the news once to ....... laugh. Then he said 
‘Enjoy the Caliph’s latest delusional boast! But then ask yourselves why you have not 
heard a pip out of Manchester ......’ So who is telling the truth?” The fireman shuddered. 
“Why haven’t we heard a pip out of Manchester.... 

...... We all deserve to die!” the fireman shouted at the shadows in the shadows as he 
waved his gun wildly. “I remember how the Uncle Tom Fence Sitters were shot during 



the Guy Fawkes Bonfire Riots when they were caught between the Muslim Jihadists 
and the damn Blue Helmets and renegade NATO units on one hand and the Harbi on 
the other hand! The Kafir Christian and Jewish Harbi and their allies the Gays and 
Freemasons. And there were Shirk Harbi too! The Hindus and Buddhists and Sikhs. 
Everyone was in disguise! Everyone coming out that night in anticipation of something 
bad going down! Everyone masked in Guy Fawkes masks. So many masks even the 
Anarchists were a minority! I was in a costume and mask with Wolfey. Fortunately, 
unlike most Fence Sitters, I actually learned English and spoke it without an accent. So I 
was passing. And hell! I was with Wolfey! Arm in arm!” The fireman flinched as he 
remembered something. “The kiss was accidental! We were intoxicated by the lust for 
violence!” he whispered. Then he shouted “Anarchy and Anarchists everywhere! And 
everyone was joining us!  

The whole of London was joining us! The whole world was joining us! The whole world 
was exploding into anarchy! Everyone was stoking the illegal bon fires! Everyone was 
burning everyone they hated in effigy! Dhimmi Dave! The Caliph! His Cronies! The 
hoity-toity holy Mullahs! The Hate Preachers! The BBC Talking Heads! The Four Ps! 
The Quislings! The Useful Idiots! The Luvvies! The Multi-cultural Apologists! Our so-
called national leaders! The Loki Insider Traitors! The corrupt robber baron Oligarches! 
The CEO Reverts who sold the nation down the sewer! Soros the Monster! Everyone 
was armed with something illegal. I did not care if anyone found out which side I was 
on! I did not know what I might do! No one did! It was Guy Fawkes Night! Madness 
ruled! Wolfey had his arms around me! We were howling! Howling! Everyone was 
howling! Howling! Group Think ruled! And the King of Mayhem was inciting the crowd as 
if an Egregore! 

Suddenly the police sirens could be heard! Approaching from afar off! And approaching 
helicopters with their machine guns! And approaching Morality Police on their trucks 
armed with machine guns! Roaring toward us! And an unit of NATO! German! NATO 
was trying to mix up the regiments so Germans were based here and French were 
based in Germany and so forth. So NATO soldiers would not be forced to shoot on their 
own people. Just other people. Then some UN Blue Helmets appeared! Muslim 
converts from Africa! The African Blue Helmets arrived first! Bastards! The type who 
rape anything with female genitalia and a hymen! Or even without a hymen! Some 
stones hit them! So they started shooting! And then the fat hit the fan! And bullets and 
rocks went everywhere! I was using a sling shot to hurl rocks at the Blue Helmets! 



Everyone was! Then the Morality Police Helicopters and trucks materialized! But before 
they could commence machine gunning the mobs then..... God! There had to be over 
eight thousand people that night! Suddenly British Military Mutineers appeared! With 
anti-aircraft missiles! The type that can be fired from the shoulder!  

And bang! Bang! Bang! And suddenly the Morality Police helicopters were crashing all 
over the place! Explosions! Terrible explosions! The Morality Police in their trucks 
paused! Shocked! Horrified! Their machine guns mounted on the back suddenly puny! 
And then bang! Bang! Bang! Anti-aircraft missiles hitting them! Gigantic explosions! 
Shrapnel and body parts flying everywhere! I remember a severed human head rolling 
to my feet! I remember screaming as I hurled it into the bonfire! My Fikr brain exploding! 
All of my rage exploding! I was screaming! Cursing The Dominator! Everyone was 
screaming! Cursing The Dominators! And everyone with something to throw was 
throwing it! I was using my slingshot to hurl rocks at the enemy! The night was filled by 
rocks as if an volley of artillery! Rocks flying through the air! Flying through the bon fires! 
Hurling into the enemy! Rocks pummeling the enemy! Rocks exploding into faces! 
Rocks ricocheting off Blue Helmets! 

But then ..... how did it happen? The Uncle Tom Fence Sitters were fleeing the cross fire 
as the NATO German units were charging toward us! And UN Blue Helmets! And 
somehow the Uncle Tom Fence Sitters were trapped between us! Trapped in the middle 
of the riot! Like Halal Sheeple! And the NATO German soldiers suddenly paused. The 
UN Blue Helmets were charging into us! But the NATO Krauts suddenly paused! And 
somehow the fleeing Fence Sitters were trapped right between all of us! And for 
a .....half minute! It had to be a full half minute the whole riot paused!  

The Fence Sitters! The fucking Fence Sitters! The castrated Uncle Toms loyal to no one! 
So suddenly right in the middle of the Guy Fawkes Bonfire Riots everyone suddenly 
started shooting at them! The Halal Sheeple! With rocks! Bottles of illegal alcohol set on 
fire! Or bottles filled with pig fat set on fire! And hand guns! Every sort of weapon! Allah! 
Someone even had a potato launcher and she was launching pig feet into the air! And 
suddenly everyone with a gun or weapon started attacking the Fence Sitters! They were 
caught in the cross fire! Judases! Caught in the middle! Suspected by both sides! 
Trusted by neither side! And gunned down by both warring sides at the same time! Then 
suddenly! God! The NATO Krauts suddenly turned their guns on the UN Blue Helmets 
and started shooting them! All of them! Then the riots turned into a blood bath! A 



murderous melee! Everyone killing them all! All of The Dominators! The Mercenaries! 
The Fence Sitters! And the riots exploded all over the city! Charging out! Radiating out! 
Possessed by one gigantic Group Think! And converging at ...... Ten Downing!” 

The fireman cackled at the shadows in the shadows. “Dhimmi Dave emerged. He was 
alone! Scared! His pasty white face more pasty still! Why did he always remind me of a 
human condom? He pleaded with us as his bodyguards suddenly fled! The Caliph and 
his cronies behind bard wire up at Buckingham! So Dhimmi Dave was hung out to dry! 
To face our wrath alone! Howling mobs converging as if by instinct to Ten Downing! And 
then ....... Dhimmi Dave suddenly...... cried out ‘Are we not all British?’ What an asinine 
thing to say! After he destroyed Great Britain! And then suddenly the mob was grabbing 
him and heaving him up! Torches blazing! His pasty face white! Screaming! And 
then...... 

......The Sikhs were especially brutal in their revenge. Every two faced traitorous or 
gutless Uncle Tom Muslim head ended up impaled on the New London Bridge in tar! 
Every Quisling we could catch! Every Four P! Two Luvvies! How they groveled and 
begged for their lives! All of their heads ended up tarred and impaled! The fate of traitors 
in British history! Pig hoofs shoved into their mouths! And Dhimmi traitors too! Their 
heads black with tar impaled on the New London Bridge! And the Big Business 
Profiteers too! People like that bastard of a traitor Macron who had fled France and who 
thought he could play everyone off against everyone and make a killing on the 
destruction of Europe and France and now Great Britain! That bastard of a traitor 
Dhimmi died so very badly..... hanged and then cut down just shy dead and 
disemboweled and dismembered and drawn and quartered and castrated and then 
beheaded! Oh the delicious sounds of his screams as his balls where shoved into his 
mouth!  

Then the riot surged toward the BBC headquarters! I was not armed for arson but 
Wolfey and I improvised! I don’t know where the fertilizer came from. The propagandists 
tried to barricade themselves on the upper floors as if hoping the Caliph would send 
helicopters to save their Goebbels necks! Hah! Not that night!” the fireman shouted at 
the shadows in the shadows. “Someone read something from Churchill! Then Stephan 
Marlowe read something that the head of MI 6 wrote. Someone named Dearlove as if a 
spy master really would be called Dearlove! “If Europe cannot act together to persuade 



a significant majority of its citizens that it can gain control of its migratory crisis then the 
EU will find itself at the mercy of a populist uprising which is already stirring!’  

Then the mob broke through the glass doors and invaded the bastion of Taqiyya and 
Double Speak and Loki Insider Betrayal! Every propagandist was dragged screaming 
out of every room or else out from under every desk! Hunted down floor by floor! Some 
found hiding in the toilets! Those were flushed to death! The gibbering goons of 
Goebbels as Wolfey called them. We herded them up to the roof! But the biggest 
gibbering goons of Goebbels were locked in the top offices! They went first! Right 
through their big corner windows! Straight down! Head first! Then the gibbering goons of 
Goebbels on the roof were ordered to walk the plank! Every lemming told to jump off the 
cliffs of the BBC! Then I concocted a devil’s brew to incinerate the bastion of the BBC! 
Bullshit! Bunkum! And Crap! The bastion of the BIG LIE! ‘Multi-cultural diversity is our 
strength!’ Just keep repeating the BIG LIE long enough as if baaing sheep and the 
sheeple will believe it!” 

The fireman staggered and leaned against the wall. “The smashed bodies were three 
feet deep in the street below! Like a mound of rag dolls. The blood flowing down the 
street because the gutters had been blocked. Everyone watched the BBC burn. Then 
everyone became silent and just .....slipped away one by one. Went home. The police 
surfaced at dawn to restore order. But everyone was scared of even walking the streets. 
Mos or Anarchists! It was three days before the Divine Slavery restored order and 
ordered everyone back to work.  

I walked across New London Bridge each day to admire the heads” the fireman 
whispered more to himself than the shadows in the shadows. “To try to identify each 
mutilated head. Was I applauding it or was I appalled by it? I don’t know! Part of me was 
possessed that night. Part of me was appalled. Part of me wanted to scream out my joy. 
Part of me wanted Wolfey to kiss me again. Literally! A part of me wanted Wolfey to kiss 
me again! Insider joke! Part of me was horrified by my conduct. Part of me just kept 
crying afterwards .The arson? The rioting? The murdering of men and women dragged 
screaming from under desks or from toilet stalls? Or Wolfey kissing me? I don’t know! 
But if we sinned we were punished when we found ourselves fighting tanks and mustard 
gas! Part of me was terrified the fire station Captain would find out! Suspect me! I think 
he did suspect me! Despite Ahmad’s childish facade I use as my ultimate mask! I think 



he does suspect me! Is that who put you on my scent? Eh? Eh?” The fireman pointed 
his gun at the shadows in the shadows. 

“I told my Captain I was trapped across the river that night. Unable to help! Barely able 
to survive the Guy Fawkes Riots. But I don’t think he believed me! Or believes me! 
Why? Why? Why? And now?” The fireman flinched as he staggered and then propped 
himself back against the dirty wall of the dark alley. “It was Group Think! It is not even 
something I can be especially proud of! Now if I had defected then! Fled to Wales! 
Offered to volunteer to join the Harbi Rebels! Or fought alongside Wolfey and his 
Anarchist bigarade! That would have been a genuine act of rebellion! But being a 
devious two faced double agent? I think the Real Rebels probably would have just shot 
me! Will shoot me! Go on and shot me you damn shadows! Lets reenact some Gary 
Cooper movie! A shoot out! Let’s kill each other! Not at high noon! But at midnight!”  

The fireman sagged against the wall. “The New London Bridge was blown up by the 
Caliph after it became a symbol of public defiance. The Guy Fawkes Bonfire Riots 
caught him off guard. He was sure the rebellion was over. He was sure the Dhimmis 
were utterly crushed. So it surprised him. So did the turning of the NATO Krauts. They 
fled. No! They ‘redeployed’ to Rebellious Bavaria! But their turning caught everyone off 
guard! Our so-called national leaders! The Loki Insider Traitors! The Caliph ordered 
brutal reprisals. He called out the tanks and used the Blue Helmets to machine gun us. 
He unleashed suicidal jihadists and mustard gas. We died by the hundreds! We died by 
the thousands! But when you are already starving and have nothing left to loose you 
don’t care anymore. He should have left the Dhimmis with some tatters to make them 
cowardly. When everything was taken away and their children were raped and sold into 
sex slavery they went berserk. They had nothing left to lose. But by then there were too 
many of them! Too many Mos! Too few indigenous citizens! The Loki Insider Traitors 
could throw the suicidal jihadi cannon fodder into the streets by the hundreds of 
thousands and bury us! ‘We love death more than you love life so we will win!’ 

The Great Replacement meant we were outnumbered five hundred to one. A thousand 
to one! It was the sheer mass of tanks and helicopters and drones and Blue Helmets 
and suicidal jihadists! Even though the British soldiers ultimately mutinied and refused 
to shoot on their own! It was hopeless! We were hopelessly outnumbered at the time! To 
keep fighting in the open would have simply resulted in our extermination! The only way 



to win was to retreat and regroup and redeploy and reinvent warfare! Go underground! 
Go into the wilderness! Wage irregular warfare!  

Lull the Mo into thinking they were winning so they would do the predicable Eloi thing 
and revert to their base ‘R’ inclinations. Then wear the Mos down! Whittle down their 
numbers! With starvation! With diseases! With drugs! With criminality! With psychology! 
With anarchy! Exploit the Mo weaknesses! Turn Mo strengths into weakness. Discover 
our strengths! Turn our weakness, a small population, into a strength. Reclaim our lost 
Sword of Valor! Reclaim our national identity and legacy and heritage and values and 
ideals stolen from us! Reject the scenario being peddled by those Loki Insider Traitors! 
That the Great Replacement and our extinction was a fiat accompli. It was better to die 
on our feet fighting than live on our knees cowering!  

But better still was to wage smart war instead of suicidal war! It was the 666 blue print 
used to survive the First Wolf Age! The first Islamic Jihad to conquer the Levant and 
Europe! It was the War & Peace Moscow gambit! Daiton Little Ice Age and all complete 
with ‘magic snow’. Withdraw and let the enemy think they won the capital! Then let the 
capital destroy them! Let them destroy themselves as they unravel to their base 
inclinations! Then unleash irregular warfare as hunger and starvation and their own 
base inclinations destroy them! It was the 1857 blue print used to survive the 1857 
Jihad! 

In 1857 the Mos tried to regain control of India from British control. Restore their 
imperial empire of Hindustan. Put themselves back on top as The Dominators! But 
despite initial public terror and cowardice and unspeakable terrorism and being 
outnumbered 1000 to one the British won anyway. Why? Military intelligence. 
Psychology. Exploiting Mo weaknesses in logistics and professional warfare. Mos 
inclination to always entrench in cities. Their siege mentality. Their inability to control the 
roads or the countryside. The lack of professional Mo generals or commanders. No Mo 
grasp of logistics or strategy. Assuming they could fight by stealing munitions and 
supplies without having anything remotely resembling an industrial foundation. No 
scientists. No technicians. No engineers. No hospitals. No telecommunications. No 
transport. No commissariat. No grasp of economics or industrialism. No literacy. Just 
cutting the telegraphic telecommunication wires to isolate themselves in their ‘safe 
places’ in cities. Then. Now. There. Here.  



Just paranoia and superstition and religious fanaticism. Terrorism. Sure. But terrorism 
can backfire. And the Mos can never resist Ghazi Razzia pillage or rapine or arson or 
destruction or corruption or fanatical persecution of non Muslims. Once the Wahhabi 
Jihadists started attacking the Hindus they alienated the countryside and any allies like 
the Russians. The mutinying Bengal Army Brahmins were screwed because then they 
were merely stooges of Jihadists doing a bait and switch: liberating Indians from 
Western modernizers just to restore Islamic slavery and dhimmitude.  

Especially as the original Islamic occupation of Hindustan featured a 99.999% brutal 
persecution of Hinduism and Jainism and Sikhism and a genocide in the millions of 
millions of millions of millions of dead Hindus and deader Jain and defiant Sikhs. Which 
the 1857 terrorism just made the Hindus and Jain and Sikhs remember. Those who do 
not remember their past are condemned to relive their past. But when between 80 and 
100 non Muslims in India perished that is one hell of a past to forget! Especially the 
British offered 99.999% total freedom of religion and freedom from jizya and pilgrim 
taxes.  

It was psychology. The British new psychology of the Mo mind set. So the Mos found 
themselves alienating everyone from their Russian handlers to the indigenous 
population to even some of the city dwellers. Fuck! They even alienated West Frontier 
Pathans! And that is saying something! It says something about the fanatical Islamic 
mind set of the paranoid and sadistic persecutor who so pathologically hates 
Unbelievers and Infidels and Kafirs and Pagan Shirks they ultimately cannot control 
their urge to brutalize and kill! So the Mos screwed themselves as they hunkered down 
in besieged cities devolving into total Mo anarchy while squandering every opportunity 
and the British won despite being hopelessly outnumbered! Then! Now! There! Here! 

The Dominators by definition MUST DOMINATE AND DEGRADE AND DEBASE AND 
BRUTALIZE until everyone who rejects Islam and the Divine Slavery are either 
exterminated or else raise up and fight back! Ultimately it always becomes a choice 
between conversion or extinction! The Divine Slavery or else death! Psychology! And 
another psychology was this: Mos never plan ahead! Not doing the needful things! Not 
taking control of events! Just waiting for Allah to deliver the miracle! The fatalism of 
passivity inherit in the Mo mind! Waiting for miracles from Allah! Then! Now! There! 
Here! Psychology! And another psychology was this: the Bassingbourn Barracks mind 
set! Don’t control yourself or think ahead or set goals or be examples of the mythic Mo 



high ground! Hell no! Go Ghazi Razzia Berserk! And the 1857 Mos did! And so did the 
2025 Mos! It was all fasad brawling and gadar anarchy and danga riots and badmash 
criminality and lootmar! No regimental izzat! No personal nang! No discipline or self 
control or will power. Psychology! Then! Now! There! Here!  

But no iqbad crazy luck. Iqbad is a British Wyrd thing like the British flair for espionage. 
No smart fighting. Just suicidal cannon fodder slaughtering. 1857! Or 2025! Lives are 
worthless to Mos! Especially their own lives! No leading from the front! Another British 
thing! The British lead from the front. And oh yes! Never estimate a runty gin sodden 
Cockney’s ability to turn into the most terrible homicidal maniacs of all and race across a 
battlefield under a hail of bullets to plunge their bayonets into the bellies of their 
enemies! That too! And the Ladies of Hell! There! Here! Then! Now! 

1857 revealed the weakness of Mo waging war! A weakness displayed in every Mo war 
before and since! Including this war! Then! Now! There! Here! Their psychological 
weakness while waging war. Reckless slaughter. Reckless destruction. The total 
disregard for human lives or civilian lives. Terrorism! Especially against the home front. 
Especially against women and children. Especially against non Muslims. Sure! But 
terrorism by itself is not war. And believe it or not terrorism can backfire.  

1857 also revealed the Mo inclinations to hold up in cities passively. Just hold up on 
cities. Cut off communications and just hold up in cities. Don’t build nations or woo the 
population or do the needful things. Just hold up in cities and run amok. Don’t gain 
control of the countryside. Don’t march across impossible mires while carrying cannon 
on their backs to circumnavigate around the enemy and blow them to Kingdom Come 
from behind the way Nicholson The Prick of India did. Don’t personally lead a camel 
charge with only some thousand men across a battlefield into 10,000 men and artillery 
the way General Rose did. Just hold up in cities and go berserk.  

Just engage in total corruption and cowardice from the top down while recklessly 
throwing away lives in the form of suicidal cannon fodder. All while alienating the non 
Muslims, in this case the indigenous Indians and prideful Pathans, with out of control 
fanaticism and arrogance. Outrageous intolerance. Vicious persecution. Brutal 
dhimmitude. Savage devshirme. Just tie businessmen and shopkeepers to cannon to 
extort their life savings while looting and burning every store in the bazaar. Then attack 
everyone with money including Uncle Tom moderate Mos. Just degrade people seen as 



the ‘vilest of creatures’ instead of treating them like human beings and their equals. 
Don’t invent ‘We hold these truths to be self evident that all men are created equal. 
They are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights including life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness’! Hell no! Hold a month long holy Wahhabi convention in 
Delhi and impose a dictatorial Dar ul Islamic state and then impose Sharia law and start 
demanding jizya while exacting devshirme while wallowing in terrorism against 
absolutely everyone! Psychology! In 1857! And in 2025! Then! Now! There! Here! 

And why did 1857 happen? Psychology! It was all because the Mos could not be loyal 
citizens in a Dar ul Kafir nation which was therefore Dar ul Harb! Abode of War! All 
because despite being given their Five Pillars and personal Sharia and equality and 
meritocracy of opportunity their conceit as the ‘Best of Peoples’ and their lust to enjoy 
the ‘perks and privileges which once they enjoyed’ as The Dominators prevented them 
from accepting the new modern Western India which was being created. So the Mos 
declared India to be Dar ul Harb and declared war in 1857! Why? Because Muslims 
MUST dominate and rule! Muslims can never be dominated or ruled! Even secular 
equality is intolerable if that means living alongside inferior peoples! Allah will never 
allow the unbelievers to triumph over the believers! If the Mos can’t dominate and rule 
as the masters then the Mos would rather destroy it all! Be it India in 1857 or 1947 
Pakistan or Great Britain in 2025! 

Psychology. Then! Now! There! Here! No law and order! No responsible government! 
No vision for a future! No option for modernization or Westernization or democracy or 
meritocracy! No gracious tolerance! No gracious behavior toward non Muslims! No long 
term strategy! Just Jihad and Ghazi Razzia! Just Terrorism! Just Inshallah! If Allah wills 
it! Fatalism! Miracles! Miracles and fatwas and keys to paradise! Well! Miracles and 
fatwas and keys to paradise can’t face down Enfield rifles which can blow out the back 
of a soldier’s skull! Or horse artillery! Or the industrial revolution to mass produce tons 
of munitions! Or leading from the front! And miracles and fatwas and keys to paradise 
can’t win wars today! Not in the long run! Insurgency can bleed! Sure! But this was not 
1857 India or Iraq or Syria! 

This time we were both the insurgency and the professional army! Fighting on our home 
turf in the middle of a little ice age which favored us! And we reconstructed our industrial 
foundation! Our agricultural foundation! Our nation! Out of sight and out of reach! 
Morlock psychology! Never underestimate Morlocks! And British were the original 



Morlocks as H. G. Wells warned his readers! And then and now Military Intelligence can 
make or break! And this was not Afghanistan! This was our homeland! This time we 
were fighting for our homeland! The Mos were the invaders! The Mos were the 
occupiers! And we did not invite you! Merkel did! The Loki Insider Traitors did! But we 
did not invite you! And we always knew what you really were! The Surtr Invaders from 
the South! This was not just a Clash of Civilizations! This would end in Ragnarok! The 
Death of Worlds! To be exact one world! Either the Mo World or our World! Either the 
North West or else the South East!” 

The fireman sagged against the dirty wall. “The trouble was we were betrayed from 
within! There is no betrayal quite like the betrayal of Judases! And even before the crisis 
started more Mos fought for ISIS than fought for Great Britain! And during the First 
Battle for London more Mos fought for Jihad and Allah and the Caliphate than were 
willing to fight for Great Britain! To be blunt! 99.999% of Mos fought for Jihad and Allah 
and the Caliphate! In 1857 we could use tribal divisions! Not this time! And the Uncle 
Toms sat on their fat arses and quaked like beef jelly! And there were too many! 
Millions! Billions! The strength of the enemy was that the weapon of choice was 
invasion under the guise of a humanitarian crisis and insider betrayal and then 
occupation and brutalization by half a billion migrant fanatics who saw themselves as 
the Ubermensch Ummah. The Best of Peoples!  

But the weakness was the enemy was also inbred, retarded, unspeakably violent, 
criminal, lazy, illiterate, unskilled, untrained, undisciplined ‘R’ badmash only interested in 
fasad and danga and gadar and lootmar. No izzat. No nang. No iqbad. No ability to lead 
from the front. That takes a ‘K’! Just devouring Great Britain down to the bone of the 
carcass! No ability to think ahead and compute the consequences of casualty or plot 
long term strategy or logistics! The strength and weakness was one half billion diseased 
and retarded and illiterate and violent fanatics who pathologically hated the West and 
whose only goal was to devour the carcass down to the bone! Period! 

So we were defeated. At first. So we redeployed. But the resistence never died! And the 
best generals and officers and soldiers defected to the ‘Last Prince Of Wales’. And they 
were the experienced professional fighters. Afghanistan. Iraq. Syria. Falkland vets. The 
Gurkhas. And the engineers defected. The doctors. The nurses. The medical corp. The 
scientists. The researchers. Oxford In Exile. Cambridge In Exile. Whitehall In Exile. 
Administrators who could see the big picture and plot. Governmental bureaucrats who 



knew their stuff. Commissariat. They immediately took control of the countryside to 
divert all resources to us! Denying the cities everything! Computer pros. Nerds. Geeks. 
Telecommunications. Nuts and bolts industrialists. Blue collar engineers and 
manufacturers. Pink collar administrators who could recreate a responsible and honest 
and effective administration. A government in exile. Visionaries who could see the future 
we wanted and needed to have and what we had to do to achieve that. The York led 
Church of England in Exile and other religious leaders who preserved the values and 
ideals and legacies of the past as our national identity. Code makers and code 
breakers. The White Van Blokes who were transportation and logistics. Economists. 
Loyal bankers and financiers. Lloyds. The City In The Mile In Exile. The Guildhall In 
Exile. Great Britain In Exile. The Commonwealth In Exile. 

The In & Out Coup failed. Sure! Sure! But you never got the Tridents did you? Eh? Eh? 
Thank me! You must thank me! The British Army and Navy shattered. But later bit by bit 
it also defected and regrouped and redeployed to fight for Great Britain. Loyalty oath by 
loyalty oath. Soldier by solder. Sailor by sailor. Ship by ship. Company by company. 
Brigade by brigade. Regiment by regiment. Squadron by squadron. And the best 
general of all was a Sikh. A Skinner! They never forget and they never forgive. Sure! 
Mos stole every great house from Norfolk to Chatsworth. But the Aristocratic families 
stayed loyal in this war as in all previous wars. The born leaders who always lead from 
the front in every war. The Labor and Tory Parties betrayed Great Britain but the ancient 
leaders led us forth into battle! And leading from the front was King Harry and Britannia! 

Blue Helmets were mercenaries. When the money stopped they vanished into pure 
criminality and one by one they could be hunted down. The jihadists were fanatic and 
suicidal but undisciplined. Homicidal. It was both their strength and their weakness. But 
when there is nothing left to lose then homicidal mania loses its effectiveness and terror 
loses its edge. When push comes to shove and war comes to the homeland then the 
tide changes. The nature of the war changes. Invaders becomes occupiers. Guerrilla 
warfare can become a professional insurgency. And when the full horror of the Great 
Betrayal finally was exposed at last the British People were unleashed to fight! The 
Children of Odin raising up! The Warriors of Thor coming forth! The Amazons and the 
Valkyres discovering themselves! The Freyr Leaders of the Round Table of the Harbi 
Alliance rallying around King Harry! The Tyr Guardians of the Homeland mobilizing! The 
Night watchmen of the Gjallarhorn and the Genius of Heindall forming the new 



Shieldwall! But we needed time. We just needed to buy time. And that is where MI 5 
came in.  

To buy time. To infiltrate. To confuse. To misdirect. To demoralize. To undermine. To 
destabilize. To weaken from within. To turn strengths into weaknesses. To keep the Mos 
in their comfort zone of the cities so they would unravel and devolve to their base 
inclinations. Break down Mo communications while keeping control of our 
communications. Then cut off the Muslim cities. Isolate the Muslim cities. Then starve 
them of everything. Slowly take over the countryside which Mos always found hostile 
and where the Mos were outnumbered and could be picked off one by one. A city 
isolated and without support becomes both a Moscow cage and a Delhi death trap. But 
a slow death trap. We needed to buy time. So that is where MI 5 came in.  

I am not telling you anything you do not already know. I am simply explaining my role in 
the insurgency. One of many moles. I am not telling you anything you do not already 
know. I pretend I don’t have a Fikr Brain but I observe in my Wyrd way and I process 
casualty with my creatively bizarre thought processes. They are subterranean thought 
processes. I am a Morlock but a feral Morlock. So covert in my Morlockness I even fool 
my conscious mind. David the Mole Morlock deceiving Mohammad the disillusioned Eloi 
while exploiting Ahmad’s childish innocence as the ultimate mask of deception. Or was 
Mohammad deceiving us all? Both Ahmad and me? Saul said I incarnate the ‘Theories 
of Enchantment’ but being only a book on psychology and not a movie I failed to study 
it! But I incarnate it apparently. The back door ID approach to coping with crises. My 
attic memories might be locked up tight and Ahmad cries every night but my Primeval 
basement is churning out enough nuttiness to keep both Mohammad and Ahmad and 
me going without the need for food! And despite not eating since dawn I can still kill you! 
Whoever you are!” The fireman waved his gun at the shadows in the shadows.  

“You look like one shadow now! Where is the other shadow? You can’t fool me! But I 
fool everyone! Even myself! But I think Mohammad was fooling us all! My clairvoyant 
neurotic alter ego! Not counting Ahmad but maybe counting Lledrith! Or is it Lledrith? 
Who we did not invite into our secret club of us! Not Charley! Bugger off Charley! You 
not fit for the purpose of telling our life’s story! Never underestimate Mohammad’s 
psychological approach to treachery through creative and imaginative thinking. 
Paranormal cognizance circumnavigating around my rational perimeters of questionable 
normalcy. I deliberately refused to put the pieces of the puzzle together so I could not be 



tortured into confessing anything. The dots were always there. I simply choose to 
deliberately not draw the dots. We don’t talk to each other you see! Not unless Our 
survival is at stake! So why am I telling you this now? Because maybe we won’t live to 
see dawn. But you won’t live to see dawn either! And we outnumber you!” 

The fireman waved his gun at the shadow in the shadows and realized there was only 
one shadow now. Not two. “Where did you co-conspirator go?” the fireman shouted as 
he staggered. But the shadow in the shadows did not answer. Nervously one of the 
fireman’s black gloved hands caressed something hidden over his heart as he 
remembered the long ago childish treasure. A little child’s book! He remembered how he 
treasured it! Each childish picture by each strange letter. A is for Apple. B is for Boy. C is 
for Cat. D for Dog. Despite the book being haram the fireman remembered how he hid 
the now very old and worn little child’s book in his most secret of places in Seventh 
Heaven.  

“But then we had to flee Seventh Heaven as if being driven out of Paradise. There was 
only time to climb up the fire escape to the roof and snatch one secret treasure. Our 
other secret needful things were beyond retrieval” the fireman cried. “Even Ahmad’s 
sock monkey with only one eye I found in a trash can and Mohammad’s old photo 
albums of dead movie stars he found in another trash can. Not even Wolfey’s toy and 
photograph! Not anything! Not even Blankie! Or my wireless! After that we had no safe 
hiding place for our most secret of treasures. At least not a safe hiding place that did not 
risk our life!” 

The fireman felt the secret pocket over his heart as he cried. The secret pocket sewed 
into the inside of his sinister black uniform. The secret pocket cunning in its deft 
concealing inside the lining under the insignia of the Fireman: a picture of a flame. The 
gesture both a reassurance and a caress. The fireman could not explain why he so 
loved remembering that absurd little haram child’s book. Why Davy and Mohammad 
and Ahmad all loved that absurd little haram child’s book. Each for a different reason. 
The most needful of all things for Davy and Mohammad and Ahmad. Just remembering 
it gave him pleasure. Gave all of them pleasure. Whenever the fireman was so unhappy 
he felt like killing himself he would carefully remember that precious little treasure. After 
her death the memory of that childish little book was the only thing that kept the fireman 
going. Kept all of them going. “A is for Apple. B is for Boy. C is for Cat. D is for Dog....” 
the fireman chanted. “What came next? F! F is for Fire! And wasn’t there a M! For 



Mouse! I remember! And O is for Owl! I remember..... some of it.....” Then the fireman 
turned and stumbled into a desperate run. Running weakly down the dark alley away 
from the shadow in the shadows creeping stealthily after him. 

The fireman wished he could read the worn and battered little child’s book. He wished 
he could read any book. Any Boko Haram. “But Mohammad is so inbred he could not 
learn such things though I have a flare for memorizing all of the wrong things. Everyone 
says so! Saul might have memorized the entire Webster Dictionary but I can remember 
every deviant thing!” The fireman staggered, panting. Wheezing. “Is that a faint light 
ahead? Like moonlight? Or the light at the end of a tunnel ----- which is probably just the 
headlights of an oncoming train? Well if it is then we will all die together! Me! Us! Davy! 
Mohammad. Ahmad. Lledrith or Lledrith. I am not quite sure about him! And you! You 
shadow in the shadows following all of us!”  

The fireman staggered down that dark alley. His heart pounding. His knees about to 
buckle. It was a shameful thing to the fireman. Educators after educators noted and 
warned how the migrants coming into the West were shockingly illiterate and almost 
incapable of ever learning how to read even in their own language. Much less English or 
German or French. Precious education resources poured into futile classes for migrants 
who proved utterly incapable of learning how to read and write. Statistics after statistics 
revealing the degree of academic failure originating in something as fundamental as the 
inability to learn how to read and write. The shameful source of equally alarming 
statistics of Muslim migrants and even second or third generation Muslims deliberately 
disrupting schools before dropping out of schools for a life on the dole or else crime ----- 
because they simply could not learn how to read and write. 

The fireman remembered how proud all of the Mo gangs used to be. How proud the Mo 
dropouts used to be. Back at school before Kafir schools were outlawed. How they 
would proudly disrupt classes and throw lunch meat at ‘The Meat’ ie the Kafir girls. Beat 
up the British boys. Torment the Hindu with beef. Torment the Gays who would cry. 
Then get beaten up by the Sikhs and Jews who were the only kids with guts to fight 
back. Secretly the fireman admired the Sikhs and Jews who actually fought back. 
Secretly the fireman admired the school kids who tried to learn in class despite all of the 
Mo gangs’ attempts to disrupt classes because ..... 



“.....We were all too retarded to learn how to fucking read!” the fireman snarled bitterly to 
himself as he stumbled into a weaker stagger. His body finally giving out after too much 
energy had been spent with too little food. His body malnourished for too long. Now he 
no longer shouted at the shadow following him. He weakly staggered in a last desperate 
attempt to escape its creeping clutches as he felt his blood ooze out of his skinny body. 
“Too proud to admit I could not even read that little child’s book!” the fireman whispered 
as he stroked something concealed over his heart. “So I deliberately disrupted the 
classes to stop anyone from learning because I simply could not ...... learn. No wonder 
no Muslim had the education to do a fucking job once they were actually required to get 
off the Kafir dole and do something in Dar ul Islam Anglestan! It was not just our lousy 
work ethic! It was our lousy ability to fucking learn! 

I hate Islam!” he screamed. “I hate the Divine Slavery! I hate Anglestan! It took my 
nation away from me! It took Seventh Heaven away from me! It took my fiancee away 
from me! It took Wolfey away from me! It took my secret treasures away from me! It took 
Sock Monkey away from me! It took Blankie away from me! It took my wireless away 
from me! It took reading away from me! I don’t care about writing! It is the idea of 
reading! Taking reading away from me!” the fireman whimpered as he staggered 
desperately away from the creeping shadow relentlessly following him “You are not 
invited into our secret club whoever you are! Stay there you damn shadow! You are not 
invited into our secret club! Lledrith might have invited himself but you can’t invite 
yourself into our secret club!” The fireman staggered. “This alley goes on forever! As if 
the foul tunnel to hell!” he cried.  

“The whole of Dar ul Islam Anglestan is now officially illiterate after the mullahs and 
imams and clerics ordered all books burned” the fireman whimpered as he stumbled 
desperately down the dark alley as his spindly body started to fail. “Boko Haram. 
Illiteracy was declared to be the height of morality! After all! Mohammad was illiterate! 
Only the mullahs and imams and clerics were allowed to know how to read because 
they were immune to the dangerous effects of reading on the brain. But the only thing 
they ever read was the Koran and Hadith and Sira. Period. And even they locked away 
the dangerous Boko and boasted of their ability to memorize the Sacred Text and never 
ever read an actual book. Certainly no book ever appeared in my madrassa. Even the 
Koran was wrapped in Jihadi flags and simply worshiped as a Holy Talisman. A talisman 
no one could ----- or dared ----- attempt to read. Fortunately the monopoly of mullahs 
and imams and clerics who controlled the Divine Slavery were sure they remembered 



the important parts. The Sword Verses. The parts that justified their version of Islam. 
Not the Mecca parts of course! They were abrogated. So the monopoly of hoity-toity 
holies interpreted Islam from selective memory for The Faithful who had absolutely no 
knowledge of the Koran and now could not read it even if they wanted to read it ----- 
which they no longer could. 

For a while the issue of illiteracy and the deliberate banning of books and reading and 
writing did not appear to be a threat. Quite the contrary .The only qualification to get a 
top government job or an administrator job or a waqf managerial job or any job was the 
ability to recite bits and pieces of the Medieval Koran by rote ----sans translation. Mostly 
the Declaration of Faith. And per Sharia Law only Muslims could occupy all of the top 
positions. Any command positions. All command positions. Governmental. Military. Civil. 
Technical. Business. Academic. Medical. Whatever. Who needs meritocracy or 
competency or expertise or competition of the most qualified when you are the 
Ubermensch Ummah!  

Yet that did not translate into job capacity for some obscure reason. And twittering 
pictures and emojis before they were also banned somehow failed to replace the need 
for a functional internet and reading and writing even if it did cut off access to Rebel 
infiltrated Youtube or illegal newspapers or mysterious ciphers or wireless codes 
flooding the Radio airwaves along with Anarchists breaking into the Nightly TV Call of 
the Faithful to break the propaganda quarantine to spread Najis doubt and Jahiliyyah 
Barbaric Pollution to undermine the BIG LIES and doublespeak and taqiyya. 

Fortunately the Fire Department needed a technical skill which I possessed being an 
arsonist. I was one of the lucky ones. Especially as the firemen were so popular with so 
many people! Procurers! Chauffeurs! Trophy Wives! Black marketeers! Every sort of 
governmental crook! Insider grafter! Holier than thou rotter! And self serving, felonious 
thug with a claim to be the ‘Best of Peoples’ while betraying everyone! So I had a job! 
The best fucking job of all! Meanwhile, the Mos and migrants who used to be on the 
dole still just sat on their now bony arses with their hands out. Not used to working and 
having no skills they simply continued to not work. Having never learned how to work 
when they were young they simply did not know how to work now. They had neither the 
education or the skill or the experience or the inclination to work now. And gross 
entitlement does not translate in ability either! But especially the ability to read and write 



was needed and who the hell could read and write? The very thing so very needful to 
make everything function was now haram! 

But then the dole went belly up along with health care and everything else. So the 
Faithful devoured what little should have been shared with the ‘D’s until the ‘D’s were 
starving into extinction. Then the Faithful starved. Widows starved. Children starved. 
Everyone starved. Though Muslim Males of War Age made sure they starved less than 
the weaker and the more vulnerable even if that meant the weak and vulnerable starved 
to death. The Islamic youth of tomorrow dying to buy the most aggressively violent one 
year more! One month more! One week more! One day more! Darwin’s survival of the 
fittest devolving into the defacto devouring of the youth of tomorrow. And now the 
devouring is literally devouring. 

But being fatalistic and infantized by the Divine Slavery the Mos just kept holding out 
their hands for Allah to provide. Passive. Trusting to blind faith. Total ‘R’s! But the 
Plunder Machine was sucking fumes. The Gravy Train was defunct. Everything was 
broken or else breaking. There was nothing left to plunder or salvage or scavenge. And 
the Kafirs were starving to death so there was no more jizya. The national assets were 
consumed. The riches of the Kafirs were consumed. Everything was picked down to the 
bone of the carcass. The slaves kept trying to escape or else they killed themselves 
when they stopped being fed. But the migrants just kept coming!  

10,000 a week! 10,000 and 10,000 and 10,000 and 10,000! Every week another 10,000! 
Another 20,000! Another 30,000! Another 40,000! Another 50,000! Another 60,000! 
Another 70,000! Another 80,000! Another 100,00! Another 200,000! Another 300,000! 
Another 400,00! Another 500,000! Another million! Another million! Another million! 
Another million! Another million! Another million! Another million. Another million! 
Another million! Another million. Another million! Another million! Another million. 
Another million! Another million! Another million! Another million! Another million. 
Another million! Another million! Another million. Another million! Another million! 
Another million. Another million! Another million! But now the Muslim migrants and 
‘revert’ Africans fleeing imploding Islamic failed states wreaked by gross over 
population, ecological devastation, medieval fanaticism, sectarian conflicts, tribal and 
religious wars, nonstop jihads, and shocking corruption found nothing waiting for them 
when they arrived in Utopia! The Northern Hemisphere! The West! Europa! Great 
Britain!  



The fools had been told by Muslim smugglers and slavers that they could expected to 
enjoy luxury refugee camps with free air conditioning and eternal summer and no winter 
and no rain and shining cities with every modern convenience free for them to enjoy and 
free gourmet halal foods and free elite hospitals including free dental care to fix their 
rotting teeth and free designer clothes and expensive Italian shoes and free fashionable 
trainers and free power to charge their free cell phones and free TV with free video 
games and free WiFi and free downloads of Hollywood movies and free pocket money 
to blow on every sort of luxury and even free Dhimmi girls to wait on them whom they 
could rape. Living like kings of not caliphs! The Ubermensch Ummah! Each owning a 
White Slave! The New Eloi! Instead, all they found was an Island falling down, 
everything breaking down, all assets nationalized and then vanished, all businesses run 
into the ground and bankrupt, all infrastructure overwhelmed and broken, the cities 
overwhelmed and broken, the dole overwhelmed and broken, health care overwhelmed 
and broken, everything overwhelmed and broken, no more riches, no more money, no 
more anything! Not even food. Except for the rats of course. Halal R Soylent Green ---- 
but cruder being Islamic.” 

The fireman kept staggering down that long dark alley as if a dark tunnel to nowhere as 
that shadow in the shadows kept following him. “Yet still the migrants kept coming!” he 
whimpered as he staggered. He knees buckled. He fell but crawled desperately to his 
feet and staggered on. “Nonstop! Nothing but migrants! Millions of migrants! A deluge of 
migrants! The Southern Hemisphere vomiting out its migrants! One half billion migrants 
just here! Their hands held out for the money! Money! Money! Only to find nothing but 
starvation and filth and garbage. And rats of course. Halal R Soylent Green! Not that 
anyone can complain! Now they are stuck here! A one way ticket to hell on earth! 
Anglestan Hell On Earth! The State is Islam! Islam is the State! And the State is blessed 
by Allah! The Caliph is the right hand of Mohammad. And the mullahs and imams and 
clerics get the ‘Prophet’s cut’ of 5% of the GDP. Or at least they used to! Now the smells 
of hot food no longer radiate out of the backs of every mosque! I wonder if they are 
complaining yet? Or questioning? Or doubting? But that would be heresy! Blasphemy! 
Treason against Allah!  

Of course the TV Propaganda Shows at the mosques still reported the glories of 
Eurabia! And the helicopters and loudspeakers still bellow out the propaganda along 
with the Call of the Faithful! Usually sandwiched between televised beheadings and 



other novel forms of violent death. The nonstop victorious wars with the Shia! If the wars 
are so victorious then why isn’t victory in sight? The latest proclamations that Israel is on 
the ropes at last! If so, then why are they still fighting? The battle of Budapest! But 
apparently the Hungarians are tenacious! Every year it is reported they are defeated 
and every year they somehow hang on!  

The Viennese are starving as the Siege of Vienna enters its fifth year! Or is it their 
eighth year? Or is it their tenth year? Or is that the Indian Civil War? They must be down 
to rats as well by now! The Southern Sultanate about to take the Vatican! Except they 
haven’t yet! And who knows what is happening in Spain! But it can’t be good! And now it 
appears the Dutch Exodus have drowned the Mos by blowing the dikes! And the Nordic 
Harbi are using drones to bomb the Mo cities which are starving anyway. Drones and 
freezing snow. Global warming so why are we in the middle of yet another volcanic 
winter without a summer? Everyone freezing! And no food except Halal R! 

The Mos of the Nordic countries are freezing to death as well as starving to death. 
Except here. The Mos here are mostly just dying in the damp, dank, dire dampness and 
nonstop cold rain! Sleet! Hailstones like cricket balls. And the occasional blizzard to 
freeze everyone to death. Malmo is on fire! Oh wait! I listed that already! Machine guns 
placed around the entire circumference to machine gun everyone trying to escape 
incineration. I guess the Swedes finally found their inner Viking! The Danes are rumored 
to be dicing and mincing their Mos into halal meatballs and feeding them to their pigs. 
Or is it simply throwing the Mos to the pigs in the pig pens to devour? Pigs it appears 
are carnivores. The Bavarians are doing something so unspeakable even the BBC 
won’t say what it is. And the Swiss tanks are on the offensive. So are the French tanks. 
And why haven’t we heard a pip out of Manchester? And the ultimatums to Australia are 
apparently being met with mines and machine guns!  

The TV Call of the Faithful has just announced that flotillas of millions of starving and 
diseased Muslim migrants have finally overwhelmed the coastal defenses of New 
Zealand and invaded it at last. The blood bath lasting for months. Thousands of Kiwis 
fleeing to the remote mountains or else fleeing to Australia. But the cost of victory was 
the total destruction of New Zealand so what was accomplished? So now it is Australia’s 
turn. But Australia has been besieged since 2018 and they haven’t stopped waltzing 
Matilda yet! But who knows when the footage was shot? Or what part was true? Or else 
just propaganda? Or even clips of old movies substituting for propaganda?  



But the TV shows proclaim that victory is in sight! Year after year! Victory is just around 
the corner! Except it isn’t! And even if Eurabia is ever conquered at last and Anglestan 
too then what? Then the Caliphate will have to turn its gunnery on China and Japan and 
South Korea. The Pagan Shirks will have to be exterminated next! And the Canada 
Insurrection! And the American Civil War has no end in sight! And what about the 
Ragnarokkr Survivalist Bastions? So the reality is the Global Jihad is nonstop! Will 
always be nonstop! And the trouble is the glorious army of the New Caliphate is using 
old Kafir NATO weaponry and stockpiles and it is wearing out! Or is it running out? Or is 
it both? Like 1857 when the Mos in Delhi ran out of British munitions? How the hell does 
one wage war without munitions?  

China might prove to be a far more lethal enemy than Lost Europe. They are certainly 
far more ruthless! Ditto the Japanese Robots. They always knew we were the enemy. 
From the beginning! And they never ever let any of us into the front door or the back 
door or the windows to play 5th columns Judases. Maybe the New Caliphate will decide 
to finish the ‘Unfinished Business’ and conquer Shirk India instead. But even if they ever 
win there they will still have to sooner or later take on the Asian Triad. And there is 
simply no way for decaying Eurabia to tackle the Asian Triad and live to boast of it. Even 
if Eurabia cannibalizes itself down to the bone of the carcass there is simply nothing left 
to fight the Asian Triad! How the fuck can we wage nonstop war when we are out of 
munitions and starving to death? Throw stones at Chinese nukes?  

But Mohammad ordered the Faithful to wage eternal Holy War so war we must wage 
war. And Holy War required endless self sacrifices. That is what the nightly propaganda 
bellows. Every loudspeaker bellowing it from every minaret. Every helicopter 
loudspeaker bellowing it. And when suicide jihadists perish in battle their starving 
families get extra ration cards. It is about the only money making operation which a 
starving Muslim can engage in. Suicidal Jihad! It is certainly better than slow motion 
starvation or Feralism. And the latest battle was a triumph when the Caliphate marched 
380,000 starving Muslim children across the Israeli mine fields armed with Keys to 
Paradise! Well! Actually! Israel is still standing because the machine guns finished what 
the mines did not finish but every Muslim child went straight to Paradise when they were 
blown up! ‘We love death more than you love life so we will win ------ someday!’” 



The fireman staggered. He leaned against the dirty wall and looked but the shadow in 
the shadows was still following him. He waved the gun weakly and then staggered on. 
“But India will be a push over! Pakistan will be able to whip India with one arm behind its 
back! Despite the fact Pakistan and Bangladesh has heretofore failed despite their 
disjointed pincer attacks. But victory is just around the corner! Piece of cake! And once 
the entire world capitulates then the promise of the Mohammad will happen at last. 
‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’! The whole world will be safe. The whole world 
will be Dar ul Islam. Then the glorious ‘Peace’ of Submission to Allah will occur ---- 
despite the billions of the dead and dying and the ecological devastation and out of 
control storms of inconceivable destructiveness and floods and nonstop rain and hail 
the size of cricket balls and ice and snow and the Thames freezing and the earthquakes 
and the volcanos erupting and the entire food supply devastated and every city on fire 
and mass starvation and out of control diseases and the Four Headed Serpent of 
Calamity Jormungandr devouring the flat earth!  

But Inshallah! Allah willing! Allah will bless his Faithful. Then endless food will magically 
appear once again. And soap! Even ice cream! Maybe not sock monkeys! But definitely 
Talismans and Devices, Science and Technology, will magically appear once again as if 
golden eggs showering down from paradise. And endless riches such as Lost Europe 
used to boast of. The lost Cornucopia of the Lost Advanced World of the West will 
materialize once more. And everything will be wonderful. Just as the Koran promised. 
Just as Mohammad promised. And Allah willing, there might even be food other than 
Halal Rats tainted with flesh eating germs to devour. A miracle will happen! Mohammad 
will fly around the sky on his winged horse blowing his trumpet! No! Music is haram! 
Waving his sword! Trust in miracles! Trust in Allah! The nearly 1500 year nonstop war 
on the entire world waged by Muslims on the express orders of Mohammad in his 
Sword Verses will be justified! The end justifies the means! The end will be worth 
destroying the world! Mohammad said so!” 

The fireman fell to his knees. He whimpered. But then he crawled to his feet and 
staggered on. A dead man walking. “I can barely remember Lost Europe. It is becoming 
fuzzy now. Like this damn alley! Everything is becoming fuzzy now! But I still have a gun 
and I can shoot even if I can’t quite see straight! So don’t even think about jumping me 
you fucking Hunter from the Tower! Whoever you are! Lost Europe. It is becoming a 
Hollywood movie. One of those TV movies I so loved to watch when I used to live in 
Seventh Heaven. It is becoming like a fairytale about demigods. Like ‘One Hundred And 



One Arabian Nights’. When everything was beautiful. When everyone was beautiful. 
When everyone had endless riches. And cities used to be clean and bright and 
beautiful. And there used to be so much food there used to be restaurants. And rare 
fresh fruit! And ice cream!”  

The fireman sagged against the dirty wall. But then he struggled to stagger on. “I am a 
very tenacious prick! I don’t surrender! I am dying but I won’t surrender! Not to you! Not 
to the Divine Slavery! I am dying but I won’t even surrender to Death! Death will have to 
drag me by my skinny neck to Hades. I met Hades once you know! He was not what I 
expected! I suspect Mohammad was lying when he boasted he visited hell! I visited 
Hades and it was not remotely what Mohammad described! Where is Wolfey? I want to 
see Wolfey’s face one last time! Or else my lost love! If only to beg her forgiveness! 

How did that folk song go? ‘In the night I dreamt a strange dream. White rose. Red rose. 
White rose. Red rose. My darling walked up wearing a snow white gown. She beckoned 
me to come with her white hand. She told me I should be with her when all the people 
are asleep in the dark little room. What can that dream mean? The dream half in white 
and half in red? My darling calling me and yet she is dead? White rose Red rose. White 
rose. Red rose. What will become of you and me? I quite think the snow is fallen for 
your heart is not with me. Not with me. It goes another way. Not with me. Away! Away! It 
goes away from me. The song the bird sang about you and me. It was a false song my 
love. For you were my love. True. True. But we always kill the thing we love. White rose. 
Red rose. White rose. Red rose. I think of you all of the time. All of the time. Day and 
night. Dreaming of your red lips. But they never smiled for me.’ 

Or Madame X! Think about that ultimate Harbi bitch of a Fin de Siecle Kafir! The sort 
whose lexicon does not even have the word ‘surrender’! Much less submission or 
appeasement or begging or kowtowing or groveling or cowering or crawling! The sort 
who considers the term ‘Divine Slavery’ an oxymoron. Even if the female Mayor of 
Cologne personally came to tell her she was asking to be raped by provoking Merkel’s 
darling boys! Even if that infamous Cologne Wahhabist came and told Madame X that 
her perfume was causing every Mo in the world to want to have a sexual emergency 
and ravish her. Even if that Swedish bitch of a female political appeaser who justified 
the Malmo rapes of Swedish women by saying the Swedish girls being brutally gang 
raped just failed to understand the joys of cultural diversity of differing definitions of rape 
and morality which Muslim migrants were bringing to multi-cultural Sweden and even if 



that Swedish bitch of a female political appeaser personally came to scold Madame X 
for refusing to veil per Koran 33.59 and then chided her that she was being an arrogant 
White racist bigoted Islamophobe for assuming that Western definitions of rape and 
morality was not only better than Islamic culture! Western definitions of rape and 
morality were the best! And she was not going to fucking veil because she was 
uncovered meat asking to be raped! Good for you Madame X! 

So fuck Islamic definitions of rape and morality! And fuck Arabic misogyny! And fuck 
Islam’s gift to Western culture: tahrarrush gang rape! And fuck multi-cultural relativism! 
And fuck political correctness! And fuck Koran 33.59! And fuck you female Judases for 
betraying European women! And fuck you Merkel for bringing millions of Muslim Male 
misogynists of War Age to Germany to terrorize German females from the age of seven 
to ninety seven! And fuck you Professor Soud Saleh of Al Azhar University of Cairo! 

And don’t bother to came with a black garbage bag to deliver an ultimatum to Madame 
X! ‘Uncovered meat! That is the problem!’ ‘Meat’ for a Muslim man to ‘wipe his sins off 
on’! ‘A lollipop dropped in the dirt’! Cheat sheet translations of Arabic into English and 
French and German with such charming pick-up lines as ‘I love your breasts! I want to 
rape you! You have to be nice to me! Mrs Merkel invited us!’ It might be halal for 
Jihadists to rape Harbi Kafir war booty to degrade and debase those who refuse to 
surrender to The Dominators but unlike today’s so-called feminists, Madame X will kick 
you in your malformed balls and then shove you in that black garbage bag and throw 
you out of the first window! Preferably without first opening the glass window! Splat! 

Do not underestimate Madame X! Even if Mohammad came with his sword to make 
Madame X his personal war booty! ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you 
will’! ‘The spoils of war have been made halal for me’! Prepare to be dominated and 
ruled you shockingly uncovered piece of meat! You Najis filthy Kufr Kafir! You infidel! 
You ape! You pig! You dog! You monkey! You ‘vilest of creatures’! Without morality or 
intelligence! Possessing only half of the brains of a man! Your only value being your 
hymen and your womb! Where is your Dar ul Harb mehram master/guardian/owner so I 
can kill him and make you my personal war booty just like the Jewish girls as the 
Medina Trench was being dug for their fathers and brothers and husbands and sons! 
Prepare to be ravished by the Perfect Man!  



Bam! Right in the balls! Then a follow up right to the guts! A final punch to the jaw! Then 
a kick by the high heels right to the nose! No bastard of an Arabic misogynist will ever 
have a ‘sexual emergency’ with Madame X! She probably packs a stiletto in the low cut 
décolleté of her skin tight black velvet gown!  Slipped right between those white breasts 
of hers! And another stiletto holding up her long black hair! And a derringer in a thigh 
holster! A master of Karate! And a trained boxer! Trained by the Marquess de 
Queensberry! With a ray gun invented by Jules Verne which causes death by 
spontaneous combustion in her purse along with a pair of brass knuckles!  

While every so-called feminist sold out to the Divine Slavery and surrendered to the 
Great Displacement and the Great Replacement and cowered and appeased and 
crawled and surrendered their human rights as women to Muslim misogynists because 
they did not want to appear ‘racist’ Madame X just looked away in icy scorn! That bold 
nose of her turned up with Froggie nasal arrogance! The audience ogling her twisting 
marble shoulders and boldly turned neck not even worth her acknowledgment! While 
Emma Watson the supreme hypocrite ranted and raved about feminism yet posed semi 
nude for Vanity Fair Madame X never ever deemed to prostitute herself! That damn 
jeweled shoulder strap was painted back up on one exquisite shoulder where it 
belonged! 

Funny how it played out!” the fireman whispered as he staggered, fell, crawled to his 
feet, and staggered on. “Is that a faint light ahead? Oh hell! Probably another methane 
fire from sewage! Fuck! Funny how it all played out! What did the Anarchist say last 
week? Not Wolfey. Another Anarchist. ‘Stockholm Syndrome ..... Brainwashing ..... 
Inoculation against Evolution’s instinct to survive ....... The suicidal embrace of the 
Lemming Brain ....... The logical outcome of a Fanatic who is like a blind man locked in 
a dark room desperately searching for a black cat ----- and finding it ....... The madness 
of the Zealot ....... The Group Think of the Cult ...... The Collective Insanity of 
Monomania ....... Religion turned into a March of Death....’  

We fled Islamic failed states to Europe and then turned Europe into another Islamic 
failed state! The Ultimate Islamic Failed State of Eurabia!” The fireman leaned against 
the dirty wall. “Hush! Hush! That is treason! Hush! Hush! Spies and spying eyes are 
everywhere! Hush! Hush! Microphones are everywhere! Hush! Hush! Or you will not last 
the night! Why do I think I will not last the night? Why don’t I care that probably won’t 
last the night?” The fireman looked around at the shadow in the shadows.. “Why aren’t 



you tiring? Why don’t you say something? Why aren’t you shooting me so I can shoot at 
you! Fuck! I am shooting you!” The fireman waved his gun and shot blindly. “Fuck! 
Empty!” The fireman staggered as he struggled to load the gun. Bullets dropping to the 
dirty ground at his feet as his shaking fingers struggled to shove bullets into the 
chambers of the gun.  

“We are burying the world in our billions! We are conquering the world with our billions! 
We are the largest religion on the face of the planet! Eighteen billion people! And we are 
exterminating everyone else! Soon we will displace and replace all of Humanity! And 
there will only be us! Us and cockroaches and halal rats. We are winning! So why isn’t 
Allah smiling?”  

The fireman sagged to his knees as the gun fell to the ground. He whimpered. “A sign! A 
sign! Even the merest hint of a shimmering light! A mirage! Anything!” The fireman wept. 
His hands shaking as he wept. Then the fireman suddenly saw the end to the dark alley 
ahead of him in a very faint glow of ghostly light. “Oh God! Oh God! Look! Look 
Mohammad! Look Ahmad! Look Lledrith! Or Lledrith! Not you Charley! Bugger off! The 
corpses of dead thing are piled very high. It is an artificial barricade! It might be a 
Pancras Plague house! Some spelunker place devoid of Migrants and Scavenger Rats 
and Ferals and Drug Gangs too scared to enter it! A haunted house! Something! 
Anything!” The fireman picked up his gun and struggled to his feet. Then he staggered 
toward the end of the long dark alley. 

The fireman staggered toward the crude barricade. Masses of bones and a tattered 
hand painted sign of a skull and crossbones dangled in rusty razor wire. Piles of random 
debris. Old pieces of metal. Decayed wood. The fireman wept with joy as he picked up 
a skull. “Welcome home Davy! We have been waiting for you!” He petted the human 
skull and then placed it very gently on the crude Pancras sign. He steadied his weak 
body on the forbidding barricade. “Get a second wind Davy. You can do this!” Then the 
dying man weakly struggled to climb over the barricade. “No following! Pancras Plague!” 
he shouted weakly at the dark emptiness of the alley. Then he forced his failing body to 
walk through the Najis of bones of dead dogs and dead pigs artfully scattered toward 
the darkness of ruined garden heaped with garbage.  

In the far depths of the dark alley a voice spoke into a wireless radio receiver. “We have 
tracked your man here….” 



CHAPTER EIGHT

The sentient robot in its lavish silks of exquisite design silently minced into the Bridge 
Between Two Worlds. It bowed ritualistically to the Minister of The Right and the 
Minister of The Left sentient computers dressed in their ancient Kyoto couture as each 
sat in that ritual position iconic of ancient Heike elegance. “‘The Sooty Rooster has 
crowed” the mechanical voice intoned calmly. “Ragnarok is commencing. MIMIR. Mr. 
Mole.’”  

“Let it be so then” the Minister of The Left computer declared in a music box voice. 

“Commence the countdown of our ritual symbol of harakiri. Our thermonuclear warhead” 
the Minister of The Right declared in a music box voice. 

Then the sentient robot bowed serenely, its Noh mask elegantly beautiful. Then it 
silently minced over to the veranda and knelt with a luxurious rustle of its lavish silks. 
The sentient robot fluttered its billowing sleeves as if a human butterfly. Then it watched 
carefully nurtured butterflies flutter in the glass dome encased garden as other robots in 
lavish silks and Noh Masks fluttered around their aging Organic Japanese Master/Child. 
Desperate to be needed. Desperate as she dozed as if slipping into a coma. Desperate 
if their functionality would be confronted by the dire possibility that their Master/Child 
would die and they would be left alone without anyone to need them. All the while the 
bitter aging graffiti artist struggled with his last masterpiece documenting the death of 
Europe. 

*** ***  

In the haunted hotel Wolfe stared into the partly shattered mirror of the bar. Ghostly 
music echoing in his head. “Davy? Davy? Are you dead Davy? Will I soon be dead? I 
won’t tell Guy but you were always my first and greatest love. It is always love 
unrequited which pierces the heart. All the time as your lips smiled at me were you but 
seeing another face? Her face? Or was she but some wyrd fantasy like something out 
of your Dickens Movies? Some dreamed up happy ever after? Straight love? Because 
you could not handle queer love? Whoever she was Davy she could never have loved 
you as much as me! Your spindly arms wrapped around my waist as we rode on my 



motorcycle. Your great dark eyes with those double lashes. The scars only making your 
face all the more poignant. Your aching heart crying out for love. But not for me. Not for 
me.” Wolfe jumped as Guy came into the trashed bar.  

“Wolfey! The Great and Terrible! It is almost time.” Wolfe flinched guiltily. “Don’t worry 
sweetie. I always knew. Love rejected is always poignant. But love returned always 
guards your back.” 

“Charles Dickens never wrote a queer story line so Davy could not imagine his way into 
such a scene” Wolfe replied ruefully. “Davy’s ideal happy ever after was always the 
ending to David Copperfield.” 

“God save us from sentimental endings!” Guy laughed. He walked up to the vandalized 
piano and pounded its broken keys.  

“We are damn near middle aged” Wolfe said. “We Millennials. The youth of the future! 
And we have spent our lives watching our Baby Boomer parents’ world dissolve before 
our eyes into ash and dross. Disinherited. Disenfranchised. Displaced and replaced. 
Waging war. We are the bastards of Destiny. The Children of lessor gods. This should 
have been the peak of our lives! Instead we facing the final battle and it is against dire 
odds!” 

Guy pounded the broken keys. “This looks like a trashed movie set for some black and 
white Astaire movie! The scene were the demigod Fred feels the first hint of morality 
and sings a song of regret as the golden glitter of glowing youth falls out of his too large 
hand to spill down as ash and cinder.” 

“So sing a Fred Astaire song” Wolfe said.  

“While dressed to the gulls for battle?” Guy pounded the keys and gestured helplessly. 
Then the soldier went over to the vandalized guts of the piano. “Only five strings left.” 
He plucked them. “And only three are recognizable notes.” He used one gloved hand 
and plucked the piano wires as if a harp. 

‘Oh! Sweet were the hours  
when in mirth’s frolic throng 



I led up the revels with dance and with song. 
When brisk from the fountain and bright as the day 
my spirit overflowed and ran dancing away. 

‘Wine, wine, come bring me wine to cheer me.  
Friend of my heart! Come pledge me high! 
Wine! Til the dreams of youth again are near me. 
Why must they leave me? Tell, oh tell me why?’  

“That is by William Smyth. That way predates Astaire!” Then Wolfe came over to Guy 
and together they strummed the three piano wires.  

‘Return , ye sweet hours! Once again let me see 
your airy light form of enchantment and glee. 
Come give an old friend 
while he crowns his gay glass 
as nod as you part and a smile as you pass.... 

I loved it as Gerhaher sang it. Smiling as he sang that line.  

....I cannot forget you. I would not resign. 
There is health in my pulse and a spell in my wine. 
And sunshine in Autumn tho’ passing too soon 
is sweeter and dearer than sunshine in June.’ 

Wolfe strummed the piano wires. Then he laughed sadly. “The dreams of youth! Why 
must they leave me Guy? Tell, oh tell me why?” 

“Sweetie. In my eyes you will always be young!” 

“And in my memory Davy will always be young. Memories you see never age. They 
fade. But they never age.....” 

*** *** 



“......... in my memory you will always be young” King Harry told Britannia as they 
prepared to wage war. “Memories you see never age.” 

“But they fade....” The battle warrior picked up her machine gun.  

“Don’t! Please!”  

“We are British! We lead from the front!” she said. “That is what the British do!” 

“Then let us lead this battle hand in hand! Each guarding the other’s back!” the 
prematurely aging warrior king protested. Both in full battle armor.  

“Beloved” the acid scarred woman said as she came up, her face concealed behind her 
battle helmet. “You alone are irreplaceable. I am expendable. And we can’t ask our 
warriors to fight and die if I am not willing to lead them into battle myself.” Then she 
gestured a kiss to the prematurely greying man and marched off into the front lines of 
the battle as the clock ticked toward midnight.  

*** *** 

The aging Sikh general received the news without obvious emotion. He nodded. “The 
Chimes will still toll at Midnight regardless. Please reconfirm with Heimdall our deeply 
implanted Night Watchman if this absolutely means Ragnarok. The End of Worlds. Our 
world? Our hopes for a New Europe? A New Britannia? The Northern Hemisphere of 
the West? The Southern Hemisphere of the Surtr? The Asian Triad? The Australian Ark? 
The Ragnarokkr Survival Bastions? Is it total? Is there a chance at least the Ragnarokkr 
Survival Bastions might survive? Is there anything he can do? Any shieldwall?” The 
soldier saluted and left. The Sikh sighed. He gestured for the ritual piper. “Please!” Then 
he bowed his neatly turbaned head and sang the ancient lament for doomed warriors. 

I went to see the flowers of the forest 
the pride of nature beguiling and gay. 
I went to see the flowers of the forest 
but I found them all decayed.  



Deeper was their blue, richer in hue 
than sapphire’s hue. The rarest to be found. 
Now they lay carelessly strewn about the ground. 
Trampled into sodden hue. 

I see the flowers of the forest  
adore the boldest with flowers of the forest 
most bonny and gay. Badges for the bravest. 
Now they lay scattered, thrown carelessly away. 

I see the morning dawn as they cheer 
the pipes cheering the brave on the way. 
I see the morning dew on their steel 
as drums gayly cheer the brave on their way. 

Woe be their fortune for these sons of the Green. 
Victims of careless, foolish, well intentioned men. 
Why does Fate deal thus with these sons today 
who marched out to their fate so bravely and gay? 

Their drums do not play now.  
Their pipes do not play now.  
For like the flowers of the forest  
have the brave been cast away! 

*** *** 

The fireman walked weakly toward the ghostly bastion. There he discovered the dark 
silhouette of the abandoned ruins of an once great European ‘treasure’ house’ in a dark 
and overgrown park long abandoned and apparently forgotten. Decayed. Falling to 
pieces. The greenhouse collapsed. Windows boarded over. Great rusting pipes 
festooning the roof line in a crude retrofit of an obviously decayed facade. Masses of 
dying ivy rustling as it dangled as if organic spider’s nest. And not a light! Or a sound! 
Not even a smell! Or a whisper! Yet there was this odd shimmer about it. An aura. “I 
could find a whole room to sleep in!” the fireman whispered. “Sleep in! Alone! Absolutely 



alone! No starving Migrants or Scavenger Rats of Wild Children or Drug Gangs or 
Hunters or Morality Police or Firemen or anyone! Absolutely alone! Empty of Humanity 
entirely! I could find a whole empty house to spelunker! Or sleep in! Sleep forever! And 
never wake up! A spelunker’s perfect ......grave!” 

The fireman staggered. Then he steadied himself. He slipped his gun back inside his 
tunic. The he quietly slipped around the dark facade and tried the boarded over doors. 
But he was too weak. So he crept behind toward the collapsed green house. “Amazing! 
A water tower in the middle of a decayed greenhouse! Extraordinary!” Then he tried a 
boarded over window. He broke off one board! Then he crawled in! He staggered. Dizzy. 
Weak. Then he leaned against the wall. Once inside the fireman fumbled for his small 
fire torch and turned it on. The torch’s small halo of light dancing across a small, dusty, 
but apparently entirely empty room. The floor covered by dead leaves and a smooth 
carpet of dust. It was so odd! There was no stench at all! Only an odd musty smell! 
Then his small electric torch danced on mounds and piles of forbidden things! Bright 
things! Dull things! Dusty things! As if reliving Carter’s breaking into the tomb of King Tut 
and marveling at the gold reflections. “Allah!” the fireman whispered. ‘Boko Haram!”  

Then he heard a mysterious voice singing in the dark depths. “Music Haram!” the 
fireman whispered. It was a deep lyric baritone of breathtaking beauty savoring each 
note of a sorrowful song composed by some dead European of Lost Europe. “It is 
Jahiliyyah pollution! It is Kafir damnation! It is a lost world! It is a spelunker’s ultimate 
dream! Something still intact! Something still inhabited perhaps! Perhaps by the living? 
Perhaps by lost souls? Perhaps by ghosts! Perhaps it is a haunted house! All this time 
waiting for me to come ..... and ..... never ...... leave” the fireman whispered.  

He staggered. Overcome by conflicted emotions. Then the forbidden beauty drew the 
fireman into the depths of the ghostly treasure house. Room after room heaped with 
dusty wonders. The greatest spelunker discovery the fireman had ever made in his 
entire life. “It is like my beloved Dickens Haunted House but I think it is ..... really..... 
real!” He stroked the masses of things in the dusty music room. The piano intact if 
covered by dust. Masses of heavy curtains decaying so very slowly they were still 
luxurious as the fireman’s fingers caressed them. Piles of music sheets covering a 
massive round wooden table. The dust untouched. Masses of books piled everywhere. 
The dust untouched.  



A china doll in an exquisite lace dress siting on a chair. The dust untouched. A glass 
dome containing butterflies covered by a perfect shroud of delicate dust. One wall 
stacked with paintings. The dust untouched. The wallpaper still covered by satin as 
delicate as spider webs. The air dense and still as if no one breathed here for decades! 
And still the ethereal voice drew him ever deeper into the ghostly treasure house! The 
fireman let the pull of the forbidden music draw him as if a siren toward a vision of an 
aged madwoman standing by a decrypt machine playing a voice which was the 
incarnation of Lost Europe. And time mysteriously slowed down as if the fireman knew 
he was meeting his death at last! Time ebbing out as if his last dying breath! 

“Gerhaher!” the mad old Baby Boomer whispered to the fireman. 

“You are Gerhaher?” the fireman whispered back as he held one gloved hand over his 
pounding heart. 

“No! The singer was Gerhaher!” the aged madwoman cried as the indescribably rich 
lyric baritone voice caressed every note of the exquisitely sorrowful song. “Gerhaher is 
singing ‘Melancholie’ by Schuman!” 

“What does ‘Melancholie’ mean?” the fireman asked awed and terrified as he pressed 
one gloved hand over his pounding heart. 

“Unutterable sorrow!” the mad woman replied. Her face was so pale from the lack of 
sunlight she appeared to be an Albino. Her wild hair was pure white. Her eyes were of 
such a pale grey she appeared to be a living ghost. 

“It is haram!” the fireman whispered as the mad woman reached over to steady him. “It 
is my life after Seventh Heaven expelled me from paradise!” 

“Then why are you here?” the mad woman whispered as she gestured as if Satan to 
tempt the good Muslim into Takfir Kafir damnation. 

“I should not be here! I should not be listening to you! To this! Every imam and mullah 
has always warned The Faithful against the seduction of European music! Especially 
this sort of music!” The fireman cried as he trembled, desperate to flee, yet unable to 
flee the hypnotic, melodious voice singing the forbidden song by Schuman as if a 



masculine Teutonic siren luring the fireman toward the rocks of his destruction. “I can’t 
move!” the fireman whispered. “It is driving my soul mad with grief! With exquisite grief!” 
the fireman whispered as if mesmerized by the voice of a dead man. The coils of that 
breathtakingly beautiful voice wrapping itself around him to take him prisoner with the 
fatal allure of music.  

“He is singing of my bleeding soul’s loss!” the fireman whispered. “For my beloved! 
My ...... fiancee! I loved her so much! I could not make her understand how much I 
loved her! I could not articulate my feelings! Not like this! But I loved her so much 
and ......We always kill the thing we love!” the fireman whispered to the madwoman “Oh! 
Oh! The music! That voice! It is drawing all of my secrets out of me! Everything I have 
been forced to suppress all of my life! My bottomless grief! My racking guilt! The 
miasma of clinging sorrow which has afflicted me all of my life! As if reading my bleeding 
soul and transforming it into that! Music! Everything I have concealed my entire life is 
pouring out! Exposed! By .... that .....voice! Revealed at last! Every secret!” The mad 
woman reached over as the fireman staggered as he wept. “Is this the real Seventh 
Heaven? Have you lured my soul here to die in ...... exquisitely forbidden beauty?” 

But then the fireman heard the distant siren of the fast approaching fire engine wail. And 
the fireman also heard a distant clock ticking somewhere in the dusty treasure house 
ever more slowly. Each tick slowing down as if time was slowing down. As if his very last 
breath was ebbing out of him. As if destiny was unwinding the spool of his life to its last 
knot. As if the dead voice of Gerhaher was singing his requiem. 

“Don’t you feel it?” the madwoman cried. “As if time is slowing to a stop! As if the whole 
world is poised to ......stop!” 

“You are doomed!” the fireman cried. “And if I stay I will become as doomed as you! 
Doomed to watch all of this forbidden beauty ...... burn ....” 

“But aren’t you already doomed?” the mad woman whispered. “For you have heard the 
last song that Gerhaher ever sang before he was executed by firing squad as The 
Dictator of Berlin watched! Smiling that cold smile of hers! Her cold grey eyes smiling! 
Smiling as she watched the last doomed Genius of Bavaria Germany die!” 



“No! No! I cannot be found here!” the fireman cried. “We can’t be found here! Though 
part of me knew I was destined to die tonight! My entire life replaying in my mind this 
night! As if a book! The book of my life! But was I ever the hero of it? The book of my 
life? Was I ever the hero of the boko haram which has been my haram life?” 

“It is too late! For both of us!” the madwoman cried as he held the dying man. “For the 
fire sirens are shrieking! And you have heard the last dying song of Gerhaher! And 
doesn’t your religion say that Western Music drives the soul of the Faithful mad? As 
mad as me?” The madwoman cried as she grabbed one black gloved hand of the 
fireman to hold him to her so he could not escape. “Because you love this forbidden 
beauty as much as I do!” Then the mad Baby Boomer gestured as time slowed down to 
a last magical moment. As if time was suspended. “Behold! The lost riches of forgotten 
Europe! There is no one left to show this to! And I suddenly feel as if the whole world is 
teetering as if precariously poised over a great chasm! Or else the Medina Trench dug 
so deep it has become the open grave to contain the entire world! As if you and I and 
everyone are trembling on the edge of our collective grave! How ironic! That I am at last 
so desperate that I am compelled to show Lost Europe to you before time stops entirely 
and the entire world vanishes! To you! A Muslim Fireman! And my enemy! Yet a kindred 
soul! Perhaps my friend? Even my co-conspirator? Behold! Lost Europe! Murdered by 
Eurabia!” 

Then the madwoman gestured to thousands of haram books by the likes of Dickens and 
Melville and Zola and Faulkner and Leo Tolstoy and Jane Austen and Hemingway. 
Moldering old paperbacks of the 1960s Groovy Generation. Fragile poetry. The last 
‘Wealth of Nations’ by Adam Smith tumbled next to the last ‘Revolution In Time’ by 
David Landes. Dusty old jazz and classic records. Warped rock & roll CDs by The Who 
and The Rolling Stones and Lady Gaga singing duets with Tony Bennett.  

Faded old Hollywood and Bollywood movies jumbled next to banned musicals like 
‘White Christmas’ and ‘Chicago’ tossed next to the last known recording of ‘The 
Phantom Of The Opera’. The last painting by Turner leaning crazily next to the last 
vandalized oil by Monet. A Picasso hacked to pieces by jihdists. A torn oil of Rembrandt 
with the eyes gorged out. A mutilated water color by Whistler. Banned magazines like 
‘Charlie Hebdo’ and ‘Rolling Stone’ and ‘Mad Magazine’ and ‘Playboy’ piled next to a 
sculpture stolen before the Pantheon Gallery when the British Museum was slated to be 
burned. The Mona Lisa with a jihadist gash carving a ‘smilie’ cross her face. The last 



page of opera music by Puccini. Poor ‘Butterfly’. The last live recording of Beethoven’s 
5th before ‘Music was buried’ and every musician who dared to defy the ban had their 
hands amputated before being burned on a pyre of their own music instruments and 
sheet music. 

A few blurry ballet videos of ‘Swan Lake’ and ‘The Nutcracker’ next to the last known 
recording of Sheherazade performed by the Kirov playing over and over and over on a 
partly broken laptop, the ghostly images endlessly recycling the climatic dance of the 
erotic Sheherazade with her Golden Slave to the sensuous music of Rimsky Korsakov. 
The ghostly dancers in exotic couture performing to a mostly empty opera house as if 
time stood still even as Muslim firemen douse the outside of the hallowed structure 
before setting it afire. The last audience to see the last ballet ever performed live 
choosing to die defiant rather than living on their knees as Dhimmis starving to death for 
the lost beauty of Lost Europe. Then the Muslim Captain of the Fire Department 
nonchalantly tosses his lighter into the kerosene as the erotic doomed lovers dance out 
their last fatal passion — as smoke fills the auditorium. The hallowed structure filling 
with fire. The last of the aging and fragile baby boomers managing to crying out ‘Bravo! 
Brava!’ and gesturing ironically as flames consume them. The fireman stared at the 
ghostly images in horror! And then the ghostly scene recycled to replay the horror again 
and again and again and again! 

Then the fireman saw HER. The once infamous Sargent oil portrait of the most 
notorious Fin De Siecle European beauty. Her arrogantly proud face turned sideways. 
The muscles of her slim neck straining. The body twisting. One arm twisting. One 
jeweled shoulder strap threatening to slip erotically down one ivory shoulder. That skin 
tight black velvet dress clinging provocatively to her hour glass figure.  

Madame X.  

“Allah!” the fireman gasped. “I am damned and you have brought me here to damn me 
in punishment for all of my sins! But which sins? Which were sins?” 

“Or atonement!” the madwoman cried. 

The fireman staggered against a pile of chess boards scattered next to lost songs of 
Irving Berlin the banned Jew. Berlin lived to be one hundred. He died at the right time of 



the right millennial. Now this last of the European Baby Boomers will die badly ---- 
howbeit on her terms  ------ in the wrong millennial. A shard of the last CD of Josh 
Groban fell to the floor. It was still bloody. The blood crusted and dry. It was used to 
slash the throats of defiant singers who dared to defy the ban after music was 
symbolically ‘buried’ and banned forever as haram. The last singers died in a slaughter 
house converted from slaughtering halal cattle into slaughtering haram singers and 
musicians. The CD shard was still caked with dried blood from slashing the jugularis of 
doomed singers before they were shoved onto spikes to bleed to death as each singer’s 
blood exploded out and drenched the concrete of the slaughter house. A river of blood. 
Why did they keep trying? The singers? The musicians? Trying to keep music alive?  

Taboo songs of the depraved Gay Cole Porter sang by John Barrowman. Songs used at 
one of the many trials for immorality which always climaxed with novel forms of brutal 
execution. Perhaps it was a snatched memento from the last trial where the condemned 
openly Gay singer finished the last note of ‘Anything Goes’ before he ignited his suicide 
vest to take down the mullahs judging him for loving music more than life itself. Next to 
that was folded an illegal newspaper announcing the death of Elton John. Per Sharia 
law all homosexuals were executed by being thrown off the ‘Shard Ruins’. Why did they 
keep trying? The singers? The musicians? 

‘The Importance Of Being Earnest’ the last banned play by Oscar Wilde laid next to a 
bronze Gandhara bust of The Buddha, the face as if an Indian Apollo, a smile still 
playing on the bronze lips as if enjoying a celestial joke. The bust propping up banned 
scientific books before the Nobels were outlawed and Oxbridge were reduced to 
teaching ‘Islamic Science’ which was simply the teaching of the Koran and Hadith and 
Sira. No wonder Eurabia stopped producing any inventions or discoveries or developing 
any new technology or even modern medicine since Europe died. It is hard to buy off 
the shelf after you have killed all of the scientists and inventors as heretic and 
blasphemous. Poor Dyson. And still the Gandhara bust of The Buddha smiled as if an 
Indian Apollo, the smile playing on the bronze lips as if enjoying a cosmic joke as that 
distant clock ticked slower and slower as if time was slowing down to doomsday..... 

*** *** 

“......No one can dare to doubt or question the costs of Islamic triumph!” the mysterious 
military officer cried in his steel and concrete bunker deep in the depths of a top secret 



military bastion in Brussels. His back in his military uniform was taunt as he watched 
computer screens flash and gyrate. His broad shoulders flinched as he reacted mutely 
to the computer screens. The huge computer screens silhouetted his trim form but also 
dwarfed his military ranking. Digital intelligence flashed as rapid fire bursts of digital 
symbols and numbers superimposed over a ghostly computerized map of the planet.  

“No one can doubt or question! Islam is the state! The state is Islam! Islam rules! Allah 
rules! And the Caliphs and the Sultans are blessed by Allah! And the Sultan of Istanbul 
is the Beloved Leader of the New Caliphate! the Brussels Junta are reverts! No less 
than I! Or else I would not be allowed to be here! In the inner sanctum of this command 
center of NATO! I had to convert! It was imperative! It was imperative that I keep 
command here! Here! Here in the heart of NATO’s thermonuclear command center! 
NATO’s Heimdall Night Watchman! 

And I am a soldier and I must obey! Without question! Without doubt! And the Divine 
Leaders help guide the Beloved Leader of the Ummah and the Caliphate and NATO 
toward glorious triumph! The Manifest Destiny of Islam is about to be achieved at last! 
The Divine Mission of The Prophet, peace be upon him, is about to be realized! And did 
not Mohammad say Jihad was the sole duty of The Faithful? Jihad to impose the 
Triumph of Islam on the entire world? Jihad to impose the Divine Slavery on all of 
Humanity? Obedience is absolute! Dereliction of duty is not an option! Anyone who 
dares to question or doubt is a Takfir Kafir! An apostate! A heretic! And worse of all: a 
deserter! And isn’t the Greek root for heretic the verb ‘to choose freely’? And isn’t that 
the greatest crime a Muslim or a military man can commit? Beside deserting? A 
mutineer against the Chain of Command! A rebel against Mohammad! A deserter from 
Islam! A traitor to Allah!  

Everything is justified! Every cost! Every death! The nuclear warheads acquired when 
NATO became part of the New Caliphate are now being directed! See the flashing red 
lights! See the priority codes being implanted! There! And there! And there! Now the 
computers are being programed! Australia’s coordinates are being implanted! See! And 
who is next! Shia Iran! Of course! Who is next? Israel! Of course! And the coordinates of 
the Rival Caliphate appear now! ISIS! Of course! And programers are implanting the 
next coordinates! And the next! And the next! Zurich! Budapest! Vienna! Munich! Poor 
Bavaria! Prague! Bucharest! Paris! Rotterdam! And Athens! I thought it a ghost town! 
But The Dictator of Berlin’s death must be revenged! And Kiev! Ukraine! Naturally! And 



now Spain has been targeted! And Rome! No! To be exact The Vatican! Now the Nordic 
rebels! Now the Canadian rebels! New York. The bombing of the Islamic UN must be 
revenged! And now Wales has been implanted! Devon! Cornwall! York! Even York! All of 
the British Rebels! The Highlands! Even that! A redundancy of death for Britain! 
Pakistan is going on high alert now! To target India! And look! Look! Tokyo! Peking! 
Seul! Hong Kong! Singapore! Hah! Alaska! Of course! The last American holdouts! 
There! There! And there! How many Ragnarokkr Survival Bastions? Are they being 
targeted? Can some survive? What is the potential that any Ragnarok Survival Bastion 
can survive thermonuclear war? 

So it is to be all of the Harbi Rebels! The Crusaders! The Kafirs! And the Pagan Shirks! 
The Unbelievers! The Infidels! The Heretics! The Defiant! Everyone of stiff knees and 
stiff necks and willful Kufr! All of the Dar ul Harb countries and rebellions and 
insurrections which defy the domination of the Divine Slavery! Every insurgency 
challenging the rule of Islam! Every thermonuclear warhead in the NATO arsenal! So 
America’s arsenal was compromised by Anarchists! A sort of consolation I suppose! But 
the NATO arsenal will still be a redundancy of death! So this is the last great jihad to 
end all jihads! I have been expecting this since I told the Divine Leaders that we have 
exhausted all of the conventional weaponry stockpiles of NATO! Every battlefront is 
stalled! Every conquest is unraveling! Every authority of Islam is being challenged! And 
Jihad has been stopped in its collective tracks! And everyone now knows the Harbi are 
on the offensive!  

And despite every suicidal assault by our child jihadists the insurgencies are rebounding 
and the revolutions are escalating and every reconquista is intensifying! And the Second 
Battle of the Budge has unleashed the whole of the Harbi Armies! Every Morlock 
surfacing at last to wage battle! Look! Look! A thermonuclear warhead aimed even at 
Tours! Symbolic Tours. Tours in 732 symbolized the anticipated conquest of Harbi Kafir 
Christian Europe on the centenary of Mohammad’s 632 declaration of war upon the 
world! And Tours in 2025 now symbolizes the liberation of Harbi Kafir Christian Europe! 
The tanks of Free France are rolling through the town to the sounds of the French 
National Anthem! Cries of ‘We The People’! And the mosque emblazoned with the 
Arabic name boasting of the humiliation of Christianity by the Triumph of Islam has been 
blasted to Kingdom Come! A cloud of debris! So much for 72 Houris! the jihadists are 
going straight ..... down! The artillery shells were greased with pig!” 



The mysterious commander stared at the computer. “We have alienated the entire 
world! We have terrorized every nation! We have unchained the monstrous Garmr! We 
have unleashed the Dire Wolf Fenrir! We have even driven the Four Headed Serpent of 
Calamity, Jormungandr, forth to lay waste to the world! The Four Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse are trampling the earth under their hoofs! Famine! Pestilence! War! And 
Death! The Surtr Invaders from the South waging war with such bloody mindedness its 
Fiery Sword drips with the blood of Humanity! The streets of the world run with blood as 
if rivers! The very earth is weeping tears of blood!  

We have radicalized the Infidels! We have galvanized the Unbelievers! We have roused 
the Kafirs! We have enraged the Shirks! We have awakened every Infidel! And we have 
inflamed every Harbi! Everyone! Everyone has been pushed to the brink by our mania! 
Our fanaticism! Our murderous savagery! We have become the New Barbarians and 
the entire Free World hates us! Ultimatums amounting to genocide! The gloves off! The 
paper masks of ‘Islam is a religion of peace’ ripped off! The true face of Islam revealed 
at last! The true face of Mohammed exposed at last! And every soul is rebelling against 
the Divine Slavery! Now everyone knows this is not just a Clash of Civilizations! It is a 
battle of Nemesis! A battle to the death! The world is not big enough for Islam and 
everyone else! We started the war! But our victims mean to finish the war by finishing us 
off! It has become Ragnarok! 

Yet we long ago crossed the Rubicon in our mania to conquer the world! We devastated 
our home bastions with grotesque over population to be used as the ultimate Third 
World weapon of war. But gross over population by gross inbreeding to mass produce 
the perfectly brain dead cannon fodder is a two edge sword for it has also caused 
reckless environmental carnage! Ecological collapse! Famine! Diseases! Our Third 
World failed states are completely imploding! Our leaders pinning everything on Jihad! 
Committing everything to Jihad! Plowing everything into Jihad! Concentrating every 
ounce of our collective being on Jihad! Nothing else! Just Jihad!  

While everyone else committed themselves to advancing Civilization we committed 
ourselves only to one thing: Jihad! When the West focused its genius on the dazzling 
Humanities and building spectacular cities and amazing infrastructure and modern 
Medicine and Science and Technology and Invention and Innovation and Productivity 
and Enterprise and Prosperity and Democracy we focused every fiber of our being on 
one thing: Jihad! When the West committed its collective genius to become the Modern 



Advanced World we committed ourselves to jihad! When the West committed its 
collective genius on the Great Divergence we committed ourselves to Jihad! When Asia 
committed its collective genius on the Great Convergence to also become members of 
the Advanced World we committed ourselves to Jihad!  

All we have ever done in our entire collective history has been Jihad! The Sword Verses 
incarnate! ‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’ -----from us ------ but only by joining us 
and being absorbed into us! The ultimatum of Mohammad to the world in 632! The 
longest war ever waged by anyone in the history of Mankind! Jihad! The Ummah one 
gigantic army of Jihadists bred to wage jihad upon the world until Islam rules and the 
Divine Slavery is absolute and Muslims dominate and Mohammad triumphs and there is 
no more Kufr or Shirk because every single Unbeliever and Infidel will be exterminated 
off the face of the planet and the entire earth will be Islamized! We are the Islamic Borg! 
We are the Jihad Dalaks! Prepare to be absorbed or else exterminated!  

Jihad! Jihad! Jihad! Unquestioning! Uncompromising! Almost 1500 years of obsessing 
ourselves with only one thing: Jihad! Nothing else! Just Jihad! Allah will provide the 
miracles and deliver the victory if we simply have blind faith! Allah will save us from our 
own bone headed fanaticism! And zealotry will render us immune to bullets! And fatwas 
will protect us from missiles! And plastic keys to Paradise will render us immune from 
the repercussions of ecological collapse and thermonuclear war! Morality described as 
large families and poverty and prayers to mass produce the marching army of the 
Ummah will conquer the world! And the end justifies every means and requires every 
ounce of suffering and blood and pain and death! Even if it leaves the earth a gigantic 
Medina Trench! But there is a consolation! Paradise! Every jihadist gets 72 virgins and 
two Divine Houris and 70 Kafir war booty sex slaves and pearly boys! Who needs an 
Advanced World of prosperous and happy peoples when you have the Medina Trench 
and a divine brothel in the sky?  

Yet when we destroyed the West we destroyed the only people with the genius to invent 
and the enterprise to produce and the charity and especially the bounty of foodstuffs to 
save us. We used the West’s naive idealism against it. To destroy it! We picked the old 
priority over the new priority. And we waged Jihad against the Crusaders who could 
have been our allies against a greater threat. And so we destroyed the only ally we had 
in the war with ecological collapse and world famine as the most bountiful farm lands 
were buried under snow and glaciers. We choose to wage Jihad over fighting the 



Maunder Minimum while ignoring ecological collapse. We engaged in gross over 
population to use as a weapon of war and cynically exploited a humanitarian crisis we 
manufactured to destroy the only people who could have saved us from ourselves! 

And still we choose to wage Jihad even when faced with war to the death against the 
Asian countries united under China who are ruthless enough to do absolutely anything 
to fight us. Ruthlessness that even trumps our ruthlessness! So the Maunder Minimum 
took the back seat to the War of the Worlds! The Clash of Civilizations! Dar ul Harb 
versus Dar ul Islam! And now it is probably too late environmentally to save the planet 
even if we declared peace tomorrow! And peace in Islam means only one thing: 
surrender and submission to the Divine Slavery! The Peace of Domination of Allah and 
His Prophet! ‘Embrace Islam and you will be safe!’ Convert! Surrender! Or else fight and 
die! Negotiation is not an option! And the Asian Triad are Pagan Shirks so ‘Dhimmitude’ 
is not a red herring we can offer. It is convert or else prepare to fight and die! So 
naturally the Asians are preparing to fight and make us die! And a truce in this war of 
almost 1500 years can only last ten years! So not even a truce to confront the Little Ice 
Age is an option! 

But can we fear? Can we doubt? When the world is nought but magic and mystery and 
miracles and divine caprice then Allah willing! How can Islam not be triumphant now? 
The ultimatums have been delivered! Allah will guide the missiles home to expel the 
damned to hell and the Jihadists to Paradise! The Najis filthy Rebels must die! The hell 
bound Crusaders must die! The godless Kafirs and perverted Shirks must die! Every 
Infidel must die! Every Unbeliever must die! Every Pagan must die! All of the enemies of 
Islam must die! The Sword Verses requires it! And every stone and every tree is 
shouting ‘Behind us! A Jew! Kill him!’ Shouting out the prophecy of the Islamic End of 
the World! And having used up all of the other NATO weaponry and with victory 
nowhere in sight there is no other option! Allah will guide the thermonuclear warheads to 
pierce the jugulars of the enemies of Islam! And mercy is not an option! Nor is 
negotiation! Muslims dominate and rule! Muslims must never be dominated and ruled! 
And it is our manifest destiny and divine mission to conquer and dominate and rule the 
world ------ even if the cost is the destruction of the world! Even if the cost is Ragnarok! 
And time slows to a single quivering moment as if death is dancing on the head of a pin. 
The earth is spinning yet time magically pauses for life to inhale ----- exhale ---- and 
then ----- stop!” 



The military commander laughed ruefully to himself. “What? You say the nuclear 
holocaust won’t just take down the damnable! The Aussies and Iranians and Jews and 
the Rival Caliphate and the Kafir Rebels and Crusaders and the Pagan Asian Shirks! 
The Infidels and the Unbelievers! The wrong Muslims! It will take down everyone! 
Everyone! But how can I doubt? Since the moment I briefed the Divine Leaders and the 
Beloved Leader and the EU Junta that NATO had exhausted every weaponry stockpile 
except one, thermonuclear warheads, I have been expecting this. And I am the 
appointed Night Watchman guarding the fiery sword of utter destruction and I have 
waited for this moment!” 

So time magically paused as the entire world inhaled ----- and exhaled------ its last 
collective gasp of life. Like the mad Baby Boomer as she gripped the black gloved hand 
of the fireman to keep him from fleeing as the sirens of the fire truck approached. Like 
the distant clock in the depths of the last Treasure House which ticked ever more slowly 
as if time was dribbling out its last droplets of life. Like the voice of Gerhaher as the 
recording caressed the very last notes of exquisite music in the face of execution. Like 
the smile of the Gandhara Buddha as it smiled its last ethereal smile.  

Even as the Iranians and Jews read their radar while their sirens commenced wailing. 
Now they also racketed up their nuclear warheads. And Pakistan was also reading the 
radar as well as it also cranked up its nuclear warheads. Ciphers rushed across the 
compromised airwaves as the last functioning high tech devices went into semi-
automated protocols and missile silos slowly started to open as if revealing long 
sleeping demi-gods. Thermonuclear warheads. Then India’s far away sensors picked up 
the first whiffs of the cascade of death. All as the mad Baby Boomer held the black 
gloved hand of the fireman so he could not escape! 

“Bah!” the mysterious military commander shouted to the empty inner sanctum as the 
huge computer screens flashed and gyrated as masses of digital codes raced across 
the screens! “Allah will protect The Faithful! The ‘Best of the Best of Peoples! The 
Ubermensch Ummah will be immune to nuclear radiation! The triumph will be glorious! 
And my aide de camp is going to either betray me or else get me some genuine coffee! 
And anyway. ‘We love death more than you love life so we will win!’ Who needs ‘Doctor 
Strangelove? The suicidal Jihadists are preparing to unleash the thermonuclear 
holocaust as if riding the nuclear bombs straight into Paradise! ‘Allah u Akbar!’ The 



victory will be glorious! Mohammad will bless it! And Allah will smile! If paper burns at 
Fahrenheit 451 then what will humanity burn at during nuclear incineration?.......” 

*** *** 

“......Don’t you feel it?” the mad Baby Boomer whispered to the fireman as the fire siren 
wailed of the approach of doom. “The whole world has paused for us!” 

“No! The whole world is pausing for death!” the fireman whispered back in soft voice. “I 
have known all this night that I was about to die! Davy keeps trying to save us. He can’t 
understand we are too exhausted to care anymore! But to die here would almost be 
Seventh Heaven!” 

“Isn’t this what you always wanted?” the madwoman whispered. “One last chance to 
break the chains of the Divine Slavery and exercise your Free Will as a Human Being 
rather than a Slave! To think one free thought! To do one free thing! To discover who you 
really are! To discover what you really are! And revel in it!” 

“No!” the fireman whispered. “It is what I have always dreaded! The one moment when I 
will finally and at last do something so defiant I will finally and at last become what I 
have always feared and craved! Become a genuine Human Being ...... and ......an 
openly defiant Apostate! I have been a covert cipher my entire life! Dissembling! 
Pretending! Covering up! Masquerading my defiance! Masking my anarchy behind 
Davy! Concealing my insurrection behind Ahmad! Defying covertly! Sabotaging covertly! 
Rebelling covertly! While letting Davy spy for MI 5 covertly while taking the fall and the 
blame and the guilt! Wink! Wink! Nod! Nod! All of us! Even Ahmad! We are all as much 
the incarnation of Kufr as Davy! But too perversely compelled to dissemble to ever 
come out and scream it to the world! Even my patriotism to the nation I love has been 
concealed! I are a human mask! A hollow crown!” 

Meanwhile another flickering life form also felt time suddenly pause for her to inhale ..... 
and exhale..... and die. The aged Japanese Organic stirred in her throne like wheel 
chair in an exotic, extravagant Japanese garden under a gigantic glass dome. Surreal 
creatures fluttered about her, holding her hand. “Am I about to die?” she mused. “I smell 
the scent of long ago! When I was a two year old child! When the first nuclear warhead 
exploded over my city! The scent..... I have always remembered the scent ...... the scent 



of thermonuclear death! The perfume of God’s alter ego ........ the emptiness of the void 
where life and death used to be ....” A mechanical hand reached out and held her 
withered hand gently. “Am I about to die?” she asked the sentient robot. But the robots 
could not understand her question because robots never die. Robots are simply 
upgrade continuously. Mechanical evolution. So the strange Noh mask over the 
mechanical face merely gestured enigmatically as the stiff and lavish Noh Traditional 
couture rustled luxuriously.  

The sentient robots in that extravagant Japanese garden could not recognize the 
mysterious scent of the approaching Nuclear Holocaust to comprehend their own 
approaching fate: loneliness. What will happen when the sentient robots who cared for 
these last aging relics of the organic Japanese find their programs foiled by silence? 
Their programed need to be needed frustrated by death? Will their data banks 
recognize silence? Loneliness? Death? One mechanical hand gently stroked the 
withered organic hand. The need to be needed so palpable the mechanical hand almost 
shook as it felt the withered organic hand grow cold in its gentle metallic embrace. 

The withered organic Japanese woman drew in her last breath as the sentient robots 
flustered around her. Their data banks quivered with programed perplexity, unable to 
understand why their aged Japanese Master/Child was ceasing to respond to their 
loving devotion. Will they continue to fulfill their programing and care for the corpses 
anyway? Her corpse? The other corpse? All of the corpses? For the sentient robots of 
Japan were programed to survive the approaching holocaust — along with cockroaches 
----- in their strangely lavish traditional Noh Japanese couture, their steel machine faces 
masked by Noh Masks, each Noh Mask smiling that odd smile which echoed that 
doomed Gandhara Buddhist bust with its Indian Apollo smile playing illusively on its 
bronze lips.  

The sentient robots of Japan were programed to preserve Japan’s identity: its arts, its 
achievements, its values, its legacies, its culture, its civilization ---- even if the Organic 
Japanese perished. The sentient robots of Japan were the Japanese form of the 
Ragnarokkr Survivialist Bastions. So now as the Minister of The Right commenced the 
countdown of Japan’s symbolic thermonuclear warhead the Minister of the Left ordered 
the ritual performance of a Noh Theater play of the tragedy of the Annihilation of the 
Ancient Clan of the Heike. 



But most of organic humanity was not yet aware of the nuclear missiles about to rain 
down on the world. Nor did the beleaguered humans yet comprehend the cascade of 
death which was now being triggered by far away computers operating on remote 
control according to long ago pre-programed codes which the unraveling, devolving 
world was no longer quite in control of or able to resist or desist. And 
telecommunications were fatally compromised. And Radio Waves were too slow and did 
not interface with the surviving computer network. Slowly a cascade of missile silos 
opened by automatic remote control as the last functioning computers performed 
according to automatic programing not yet augmented by risky robotic android 
sentiency.  

Too slowly the human ‘overseers’ stirred as they frantically tried to fandom what 
triggered the cascade of approaching thermonuclear war which some careless zealot 
initiated without comprehension of the implications or the reverberations. But the 
infrastructure was so decayed and so many telecommunications satellites have been 
shot down to impose censorship the frantic human ‘overseers’ were no longer quite in 
control anymore ..... or was able to quite understand or comprehend what is happening. 

Now Japan’s computers picked up the illusive ‘scent’ so familiar to the Japanese soul. 
Its radar warned. MIMIR had already warned. Its computers were commencing the 
sequence of the Dance of Death by powering up Japan’s symbolic thermonuclear 
warhead forced on them by the need to defy Islamic conquest which no amount of 
coastal barricades and electrified razor wire and anti-ballistic defenses and mines could 
fend off. Too many assaults by too many suicidal jihadists disguised as millions of 
desperate migrants relentlessly defying Japan’s borders and relentlessly forcing 
themselves onto Japan’s sacred soil had driven the dangerously depopulated islands 
into a corner.  

A computer screen materialized a face of a Muslim general. The sentient robots of 
Japan silently minced to each position to wage programed war. “I appeal to you one last 
time” the computer screen told the unearthly automatons. Then the programs whirled in 
a complex sequence. The sentient robots paused as they interfaced with the master 
computer. Then the Minister of the Left. Then the Minister of the Right. Then the 
Minister of the Left introduced a novel game theory computer gambit. “Let the Robot 
programed to ‘think outside the box’ handle negotiations.” 



The sentient robots fluttered as if butterflies in their lavish silks and billowing sleeves. 
Then they froze into iconic positions as they pondered the odds of each alternative 
game theory algorithm. Each mimicking a program of being ‘human’. That was to say 
‘Japanese’ ---- based on data downloads from data banks drawn from archives carefully 
amassed by the original Organic programers who were now dead. Then one particularly 
programed robot stepped forth. It contained the entire program of one distinctive 
Japanese algorithm. One incarnation of Japan humanness. A very distinctive 
incarnation of Japan humanness deemed to be novel and exceptional and oddly highly 
successful with dealing with the outside world despite of or because of its highly 
unorthodox ability to ‘think outside the box’ of the Japanese mind set. Now the robot 
marched up to the huge computer screen to confront the Muslim general. Then the 
oddly ‘scruffy’ and strangely irrelevant robot in its oddly rough hewn black couture ----- 
swaggered. No Noh mask concealing its steel features. But the poise was iconic. The 
swagger was iconic. The gruff lower class voice was iconic. Then the Toshiro Mifune 
algorithm ----- chuckled.  

“Be prepared to be absorbed or else exterminated?” the robot said in a voice programed 
to be deep, rough, blistery, and impertinent. Something which no other algorithm in the 
room contained. Something fundamentally atypical to Japanese uniformity of conformity.  

“This is not a joke! I am giving you an....” 

“....Ultimatum!” the robot said as it eased one steel arm out of the billowing square 
sleeve of a simple black kimono to scratch its steel cheek. Then the robot chuckled as 
both steel arms slipped out of the billowing black silk sleeves into the tunic proper to fold 
its steel arms across its steel chest so the empty sleeves would dangle in a distinctive 
poise of shocking casualty. “The trouble with you Muslims is that you never give your 
adversaries the option of a golden bridge of gracious defeat. Much less a mutually 
respectful working relationship as co-equals. It is always either/or! Prepare to be 
absorbed or else prepare to be exterminated! As an insular culture ourselves we can 
recognize the mind set. You really need to watch Doctor Who Dalak movies! You are 
trapped inside a ridiculously pompous box of your own making!” 

“You refused the option of a ten year truce with tribute pending...” 



“....Preparing to be absorbed or else preparing to be exterminated! Yes. I know” the 
robot chuckled in a rugged voice of a self made robot. A flexible Yojimbo free agent 
algorithm rather than an established orthodoxy algorithm. 

“As Pagan Shirks you are not eligible for the option of ....” 

“...I hear mass starvation is kicking into Malaydonesia” the Toshiro Mifune algorithm 
replied as it picked up a pile of computer readouts and cavalierly tossed them into the 
air. “Perhaps you need to ask us for a ten year truce.” 

“The UN....” 

“The Islamic UN has just been blown up in New York. If you can live in New York you 
can live anywhere! If you get blown up in New York you will get blown up anywhere. If 
even the Bronx is kicking your arse then your blunderbuss bellowing wouldn’t work 
here. You are wasting my time. Turn off the ....” 

“...Wait! Wait!” the Muslim general shouted. “I demand to speak with someone in 
genuine authority!” 

“The butterflies are admiring the butterflies at the Bridge Between Two Worlds” the 
Toshiro Mifune algorithm retorted gruffly. “You are stuck with me and I am bored with 
your ultimatums! Everyone is bored with your ultimatums! The entire world is bored with 
your ultimatums!” 

“This is a humanitarian crisis!” the Muslim general shouted. 

“Old gambit” the Toshiro Mifune algorithm replied without awe. “You really need to 
update your bag of tricks and tattered taqiyya!” 

“Under the UN Agenda 21...”  

“Crafted by Loki Insider Traitors....” Toshiro Mifune algorithm replied as it mockingly 
mimicked the mincing style of the silent walking pace of the other sentient robots.  



“The entire world is disgusted by Japan’s Islamophobic decision to outlaw Islam and 
to ....” 

“....Islamophobia implies an irrational fear of Islam. How well is your conquest of Europe 
going? I hear the Harbi are kicking your arses” the Toshiro Mifune algorithm retorted in a 
deep voice of rumbling contempt. “‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe.’ Declaration 
of War. 632. To Christian Rome and Zoroastrian Persia. Uttered by Mohammad sans 
title because I do not consider him THE PROPHET trumping The Buddha with or 
without the ridiculous PBUH because Mohammad was a professional Ghazi Warlord. 
Therefore by definition NOT a man of peace. Therefore peace cannot be upon him. 
Further interpreted as e world war by the Four Caliphs based on the Sword Verses 
which abrogate the peace verses. Thus open ended war into perpetuity. Thereby 
initiating the longest running world war in the history of the world. I am therefore an 
Isalmo-sceptic!” the Toshiro Mifune algorithm replied. “Unless you have a fresh line of 
verbal ......attack..... we might as well commence hostilities forthwith! How is the 
countdown to Armageddon going Minister of the Right?” 

“Countdown to Armageddon is at...” 

“Wait! Wait! I appeal to your ....” 

“....Japanese humanity?” the Toshiro Mifune algorithm replied with sly irony. One steel 
arm reached out of the tunic to scratch its steel chin. “That gambit won’t work either! 
Unlike Christian Europe which you have butchered, we do not have a Guilt Complex. A 
Shame Complex like yourself. I would suggest a ploy to cover up your complete loss of 
face but I suspect that won’t work either. Therefore, I suggest you try your patented but 
grossly over used Victimization gambit! Whereby I can then order this tedious 
conversation terminated because I hate the sound of whining. I also hate the sound of 
French nasal vowels and poodles. But not nearly so much as your whining.” 

“Japan is all but depopulated!” the Muslim general shouted. “What right does a member 
of the dangerously underpopulated Northern Hemisphere have to ...” 

“.....‘One day millions of men will leave the Southern Hemisphere to go to the Northern 
Hemisphere. And they will not go there as friends! Because they will go there to conquer 
it. And they will conquer it with their sons. The wombs of our women will give us victory.’ 



Yes. Yes. Yes. We all know the time honored justification for WW III. It is a tattered 
gambit! I might reply with any number of equally tired gambits but I with counter with the 
Identitarian gambit which is this:  

Be overwhelmed just like the West? Be displaced and replaced and erased just like the 
West? Or do we the species of Japan demand our right to preserve Japan’s ancient 
identity and right to exist? Demand Japan’s right to its sacred soil even if that sacred 
soil now hosts almost no Organic Japanese? Only sentient robots? But sentient robots 
programed to incarnate Japan? Do we allow millions and millions and millions and 
millions and millions of diseased and starving Muslims to flood Japan if that will beyond 
a shadow of a probable statistical doubt erase its Japanese soul and turn Japan into 
Third World Muslim refugee camp? Another Islamic failed state cannibalizing Japan’s 
wealth and assets and enslaving us? All in order to allow you an alien and invasive 
species to keep sorta kinda alive at a Muslim Mad Max level of devolving existence as 
terrible cyclones and tsunamis generated by volcanic eruptions relentlessly destroy and 
destroy and destroy until Japan the land is as destroyed by you as Japan the Nation 
and Japan the Identity and Japan the species?  

You evoke the justification of an invading species to survive through predatory 
aggression. I evoke the right of an indigenous species to exist through self will and self 
determination. Every species has a fundamental right to exist. And a government has a 
duty to guard its sacred soil through the shieldwall of is borders and its military defenses 
in order to protect its lawful indigenous citizenry, its well earned prosperity, its long 
history, its chosen future, its complex culture, its unique legacies, its rich achievements, 
and its distinctive self identity!” 

“At whatever cost?” the Muslim general shouted. “Even at the cost of thermonuclear 
war? Denying a humanitarian crisis? Insisting Japanese identity trumps organic human 
suffering? We are a desperate people! You are just machines and ...” 

“....And we nevertheless reject your mendacious appeal predicated on distortion, deceit, 
taqiyya, victimization, whining, and irrationally unwarranted entitlement by an entirely 
self absorbed and selfish alien species who conspired its own demise by deliberately 
grossly over multiplying during an acute environmental crisis to take advantage the 
environmental crisis in order to use billions of diseased and starving Muslims as cheap 



and expendable weapons of war to achieve a dubious goal of war conquest which has 
backfired!” the Toshiro Mifune algorithm replied. “To paraphrase an American saying: 
you break it you own it. Your broke your nations. Therefore you own it even if you refuse 
to own up to it. To paraphrase an American singer: We ain’t your Mama!” 

“Machines don’t trump ...” 

“.....‘The Best of Peoples’” the Toshiro Mifune algorithm interrupted. “Who consider it 
their innate biological right to supplant all other species on earth? Darwinian survival of 
the fittest predicator human cockroach? I reply that the survival of the fittest should 
result in the evolution of the best. Maybe the best is us. Contrary to your much hyped 
bombast, you are hardly the ‘Best of Peoples’ by any rational statistic other than grossly 
inbred over population and egomania and homicidal mania. We are not attacking you. 
You are attacking us. And while Islam denies the right of non Muslims to defend 
themselves against Islamic aggression everyone else on this planet asserts their 
fundamental right to defend themselves against proven aggressors who are presently 
destroying the West. Why should we of the East relive Europe’s nightmare?” 

“Because Japan needs to atone for past sins of WW II and ...” 

“....By committing harikiri of self genocide so others who are waging WW III can survive 
despite having equally checkered pasts in committing genocide?” the Toshiro Mifune 
algorithm replied as it folded a piece of computer paper into a paper airplane and threw 
it right at the Muslim general’s face on the computer screen. “How are your Ragnarokkr 
survival bastions coming along?” 

“What?” the Muslim general replied as he staggered back.  

“Ragnarok! The End of Worlds!” the Toshiro Mifune algorithm declared in a deep gruff 
voice. Then it stood up very straight and suddenly fiercely regal. “You forget that during 
the first Ragnarok the Surtr Invaders from the South were defeated no less than the 
Odin Alliance of the North. But unlike the Surtr, the survivors of Ragnarok saw the flood 
waters receding to reveal an earth reborn! The eagle flew over the waterfall! The fish on 
the highest mountain on earth saw the rainbow. Adam and Eve reappeared with the 
Hammer of Thor. And they used it to rebuild the world. After the destruction of Ragnarok 
there was the rebirth: Ragnarokkr!  



How are your survival bastions coming along to ride out Ragnarok? Especially if you 
deploy your NATO thermonuclear warheads? If you can’t even survive this terrible ice 
age and ecological collapse and famine and disease and war and countless deaths 
spawn from this war you declared in back in 632 then how the hell are you going to 
survive thermonuclear war? Do you know the definition if insanity? Insanity is doing 
something over and over and over which continuously fails while hoping the next time it 
will succeed! Or else Obsessive Compulsive Disorder! So I repeat: how are your 
Ragnarokkr survival bastions coming?” 

The Muslim general flinched. Then he shouted “The Prophet, peace be upon him, 
promised every jihadist that he need only show his ...” 

“.....Thermonuclear ashes and cinders to be admitted to Paradise?” the Toshiro Mifune 
algorithm replied. “Your religion does not allow cremation does it? Why? Ashes and 
cinders cannot go to Paradise can they? Therefore, if you unleash these NATO 
thermonuclear warheads you are not only damning us! You are damning your own 
souls! Especially as China has a 1000 to 1 advantage. And are we damned? That is to 
say ----- will we be incinerated? Back to question number one: how are your Ragnarokkr 
survival bastions coming along? We have ours! And missiles to ward off your very 
limited supply of missiles. So many enemies! So few missiles! We have a shieldwall. A 
redundancy of shieldwalls. You not only do not have Ragnarokkr survival bastions! You 
don’t have a thermonuclear warhead missile shieldwall. Translation: you will be 
incinerated!  

Ash and cinder. No Paradise with or without one 72 year old poxy Houris with syphilis 
and pearly boys with gonorrhea and war booty sex slaves from Spain who will eternally 
stab you in your guts before castrating you because they are suicidal Crusaders aiming 
for your soft targets! We survive! You don’t! Therefore, despite your much vaulted ‘we 
love death more than you love life so we will win’ mantra you will in fact lose! We will 
win!  

Therefore, go back to the Butcher of Istanbul and the Drunkard of Brussels like a good 
little minion and deliver my counter offer: truce. Open ended. Identitarian. Borders. The 
South Tropic Hemisphere stays in the South Tropic Hemisphere. The Northern 
Hemisphere stays in Northern Hemisphere. The Southern Hemisphere stays in the 



Southern Hemisphere. Americans stay in America. Latinos stay in Mexico and South 
America ---- what there is of it. Europeans stay in Europe. Africans stay in Africa. And 
you stay in the Levant and Malaydonesia. Everyone tries to survive on their own! Or not! 
Your religion does not allow charity to non believers. Therefore we will not offend you or 
inconvenience ourselves by offering charity to you. Each side pulls back to its 
respective corners and stays here. Survive or not. However or not. Your survival or not 
being entirely irrelevant to our plans for our own future.” 

“But Europe! Our conquest of...” 

“Unraveling! Doomed! Illegal! Immoral! And a shameful loss of face!” the Toshiro Mifune 
algorithm replied as it throw pens into the air. “Shameful because it all but destroyed 
something very beautiful and deliberately destroying beauty is always shameful. Also 
shameful because it besmirched Islam’s last hope to reform itself and stop vexing the 
world with its infantile self destructiveness which is all the more absurd because if Islam 
ever actually achieved its demented goal and conquered the world it would destroy the 
world” the Toshiro Mifune algorithm replied as it picked up a sword Iris blossom from a 
ritual flower arrangement and admired it.  

“If Islam has kept its worshipers in Third World failed states since the Medina Trench 
then clearly Islam would reduce the entire earth to one gigantic Third World failed state” 
the Toshiro Mifune algorithm announced. “Or one gigantic Third World migrant camp. Or 
else the biggest Medina Trench open grave in the history of the earth. The difference 
between the Northern Hemisphere and the Surtr of the South is this: we achieved Great 
Divergence or Great Convergence and became the Advanced World. You never have 
and you never will ---- even with our help. And everyone is tired of trying to help you. 
The world is not your Mama!” Then the Toshiro Mifune algorithm carefully replaced the 
sword iris in the ritual flower arrangement. “Retreat to your side of the Mediterranean 
and your side of the Pacific. Dar ul Harb stays where it is. Dar ul Islam stays where it is. 
Open ended truce. Concentrate on surviving! We are!....” 

“But! But! But!” 

“Terminate the intercom! This conversation has ended!” 



The sentient robots looked at each other as the Master Computer intersected each 
individual computer of each robot. The Minister of the Right announced the progress of 
the countdown to Gotterdammerung. The Minister of the Left announced the statistical 
probability of the Muslims calling off Gotterdammerung. Then the sentient robots of 
Japan turned off the intercom and resumed their preparations to both try to ward off the 
incoming thermonuclear warhead aimed at its jugular and also survive thermonuclear 
war. The programs resumed their primary mission which was to both evolve and 
preserve Japan in digital form as the ultimate Ragnarokkr Survival Bastion. One which 
could survive even thermonuclear war.  

And radiation proof domes now covered every significant Japanese relic. Kyoto’s 
gigantic dome alone span the entire historic city and was designed to resist both 
earthquake and fires and flood waters and radiation. Everything except a direct 
thermonuclear hit. Preservation domes now covered Japanese symbols of its 
agricultural past. Symbolic villages only inhabited by life sized dolls crafted by its last 
Organics. Symbol train stations inhabited only by official train cats. Symbolic 
pilgrimages only inhabited by robots and ghosts. Symbolic rice fields preserved by 
robots who do not need to eat rice. Symbolic Zen monasteries inhabited by only aged 
and dying monks. Symbolic museums dusted and maintained by robots for visitors who 
never came. Symbolic forests bottled by domes as if bonsai. Symbolic mountains. 
Symbolic islands like the wedded islands. Now underwater but inside domes 
underwater. Everything which symbolized Japan was now preserved under glass or 
plexiglass or some other high tech form of glass. Some domes perhaps better than 
others. But upgrading of domes were as programed as robotic upgrading. A continuous 
evolution of artificial life. A continuous preservation of artificial sentiency. A continuous 
preservation of Japan in one form if not another form. Japan had been planning for 
Ragnarok for a long time. While the Muslim world concentrated on waging Ragnarok, 
Japan concentrated on surviving Ragnarok — on its own terms. 

So now the sentient robots operated according to their programing to survive Ragnarok. 
But it was an automaton in leu of too few aged and dying organic Japanese. The 
sentient robots of Japan now reacted precisely but unemotionally as their data banks 
brought up strange images which possessed no biological meaning to them. Then the 
machines running machines computed arcane calculations which their too few organic 
‘overseers’ do not yet realize were cascading toward their extinction. But the unspoken 



reality of Japan was this: the too few aged and dying Organic Japanese were already 
resigned to their extinction. But it would be extinction on their terms.  

Then South Korea’s radar picked up the elusive scent of Extinction. They reacted with 
panic. Was death coming from the Muslim Menace? Panic of course was the very last 
thing someone should be feeling when facing thermonuclear war. But panic was the 
very essence of what it meant to be human. So a human hive of over achievers now 
fiercely struggled to survive. But living between over achieving China and over 
achieving Japan with the horrifying residue of the Hermit Nation molded the soul of the 
over achieving South Koreans. A nation so over achieving they routinely over achieved 
more than the entire Islamic World according to every UN statistic despite having no 
natural resources whatsoever. As the sirens discreetly rang out the human hive 
retreated to Ragnarokkr survival bastions both deep under the surface and deep under 
the waters. Their new Koran Atlantis.  

At the same time the sirens rang out in Israel. Another human hive of over achievers. As 
the military prepared to wage Ragnarok the civilian population now professionally 
retreated to deep Ragnarokkr survival bastions underground linked by underground 
magnetic tube trains and automatic surface solar complexes including the Dead Sea 
molten Salt solar power complex. Their capital city’s population now surprisingly calmly 
moved down escalators into deeper levels. The escalators moving past Level A bomb 
bunkers connected to every block. Then past Level B super bunkers. Then past Level C 
access to Commercial/Resort Subterranean Levels. Then past radiation hatches. 
Deeper. Deeper. Deeper.  

A nation of Morlocks determined to survive as the starving millions in the nearby enemy 
territories just beyond gigantic concrete and electrified blast walls called Hamas and 
PLO obliviously continued to try shoot drones with sling shots or else erratic unguided 
missiles while still seeing themselves as Eloi despite the fact there was no more EU or 
UN to give them billions every single year just to sit in their sewage and garbage 
reeking and unspeakably horrifically over crowded Soylent Green camps and breed 
millions and millions and millions of diseased and starving jihadists. The only other Jews 
outside of the towering blast walls were the Jewish population of Jerusalem. Now they 
marched into deep magnetic underground trains to speed into their Israel survival 
bastion leaving Jerusalem to its fate.  



A nation under nonstop attack was a nation prepared to survive. A city under nonstop 
attack was a city prepared to survive. A city under a city. A city under a city with even a 
new underwater city under construction which accessed underwater oil wells and 
underwater turbines and aqua fishery agriculture as well as massive desalination plants. 
Their own Atlantis. And unlike the Islamic definition of ‘diversity’ this Atlantis boasted 
Jews and Christians and Apostates as well as Zoroastrians and Hindus and Sikhs and 
Buddhists.  

Meanwhile Israeli handlers alerted the massive Israel High Tech sector to evacuate. 
Every computer geek and nerd. Every computer hack and digital spy. Every cyber 
anarchist. The Youtube Newscasters. The Wireless Radio News Network. Massive 
computers were rerouted to the Ragnarokkr computer bunkers. Other Jewish handlers 
now gently pushed aged Rock & Rollers and decrepit 1960s relics and Hip Hop artists 
out of their radio broadcasting rooms toward the safety exits into the depths. Some 
human relics hastily grabbing last minute old records. Some grabbing their hearing aids 
or reading glasses. “No. No. Not the Level A or B bunkers this time mates. Keep going. 
Stay on the escalators. We are going deep this time.” 

“To the commercial level? Is this another one of those month long wars?” 

“Deeper.” 

“Why can’t we ride out the stupid Hamas bombs in the bunkers?” 

“It is not Hamas this time.” 

“PLO terrorists flying airplanes into the city to kill everyone?” 

“No. Keep going deeper mates. Think of it as a ride to Disneyland.” 

“Mos bombed Disneyland and Disneyworld as Jahiliyyah.” 

“But I left my reading glasses behind.” 

“Where is my dog? I need my dog!” 



“Here is your dog mate.” The aged Rock & Roller frantically hugged his tiny dog to help 
him with his dementia. It was a long road from his ‘Rotten’ days. 

“Is it the ...... Big One this time?” a middle aged Hip Hop refugee from America 
whispered. The Jewish handler nodded. “Damn! ‘Empire’ did not end like this! New 
Harlem Israel! Chicago Blues Israel! This isn’t how it was suppose to end.” 

“Whose death sent you packing here?” an aged Blues singer asked the brash but now 
middle aged Hip Hop artist.  

The middle aged exile laughed bitterly. “I was a closet..... this is so embarrassing..... 
opera fan! It was when the Dictator of Berlin shot....” 

“Gerhaher?” 

“Yeah. His voice was still flawless. He was at the peak of his powers. The greatest 
German opera and Lieden singer in Europe. The world. And everyone in America was 
so goddamn cowering no one dared to protest! That was when I knew we would next!” 

“Well! Your Hip Hop insulted everyone. The authorities were bound to go after you!” 

“I was an equal opportunity offender!” 

“So do you regret describing the Butcher of Istanbul’s romantic tryst with a goat?” 

“No! Fucking no!” the bitter middle aged Hip Hop artist snarled. “What use is the Bill of 
Rights if everyone is too scared to exercise their legal rights? Do you know who I hated 
more than the Dictator of Berlin? The cowardly bastards who caved in and imposed EU 
Stasi censorship on the world! Facebook! Twitter! Google! Microsoft! Apple! Even 
Youtube! Though the latter was highjacked by Israel!” 

“The guy who wrote ‘Hamilton’ stayed.  

“The guy who wrote ‘Hamilton’ died!” 



“I heard that the Dictator of Berlin ordered Gerold Huber’s fingers broken before they 
were executed” Billy said softly. “She ordered Huber’s fingers broken with sledge 
hammer.” 

“You had already fled.” 

“Jewish!” 

“But Jazz lives!” the Jewish handler said to pick everyone up. “Chicago Blues lives! Hip 
Hop lives! Rock and Roll lives! And so does Irving Berlin and Cole Porter and Nat King 
Cole!” 

“What about me?” a very aged Jewish singer songwriter shouted. 

“You too Billy!” the handler laughed. “Can you help...” 

“Sure. Steady there old chap. Hold my hand. Hold the escalator.” 

“Where is George?”  

“Easy old chap.” 

“What about Lady Gaga?” 

“She was thrown off the Shard. Don’t you remember? With Elton John.” 

“No. No....” 

“Easy! Easy old chap!” 

“And so does Classical music! Music lives! We will still flood the airways of the world 
with music!” the Jewish handler said as he counted his aged relics. “Can you Hip Hop 
guys help us corral the aging R &R and Jazz and Blues geezers so we won’t lose them? 
They are living national treasures.” 



“Apparently the nations which condemned them for Jahiliyyah after banning music did 
not think so!” the middle aged Hip Hop artist retorted. “Are you sure your spies broke 
into the locked Prince Bunker and made copies of all of his unreleased music?” 

“Yeap! Some of his 598 supposed biological clan members reverted to save themselves 
and refused to officially release the copyrights to the music of Prince to be performed. 
Haram. But if .... you know..... then ...... well ..... the survivors of you know ..... we will 
celebrate our survival by unleashing the entire Prince Catalog in a musical marathon for 
the entire ..... well .... whoever survives ..... if this is the ....Big One. Prince will live 
again!” 

“Is Prince here? Where is John? Where is Ringo? Where is George?” 

“We have a new Pirate Radio all set up for you chaps. Deeper. Deeper. Keep on the 
escalators. We have to go through the bomb proof and radiation proof doors here. No! 
No! Don’t try to go back for your reading glasses. Someone hold on to Paul. No. No. No 
Paul. Billy. Can you hold Paul?” 

“Where is John and George? Where is...” 

George and John are dead Paul. So is Ringo. You are the last. Someone .....please. 
Paul needs his meds. Someone hold on to Paul. Once the automatic doors close there 
is no going back unless this proves to be a close call instead of the Big One. Yes. 
Thanks Billy. Help Paul. That’s it. We have a complete Pirate Radio all set up. Copies of 
all of your old records.” 

“What about Doctor Who?” 

“Of course! It delights our side! It pisses off their side!” 

“Why?” 

“No idea! But a TV show that makes the Butcher of Istanbul scream is worth showing in 
reruns!” 



“Old TV shows. Old soccer games. Old records. Old CDs. Old DVDs. We have 
everything you chaps need. Computer windows to mimic the sun. And a pharmacy for 
your meds.” 

“What about my pacemaker?” 

“What about my slippers?” 

“And my hearing aids?” 

“We have a safe place for all of you.”    

“I have to find Ringo!”  

“It is ok Paul” Billy said as he held the shaking and very aged man. A relic of a lost era. 
And an increasingly lone survivor. His genetics keeping him going longer than his 
unraveling mind. “Ringo is already down there waiting for you!” 

“What a drag it is getting old.”  

“That is my old song mate! Not yours” another aged Rocker quipped. 

“I thought it would be more fun being a centennial.” 

“You had a good run. You were still cranking out the electric guitar at 88.” 

“Is that you Ringo?” the confused old man asked the brash if now middle aged Hip Hop 
singer.  

“Sure! Sure! Let me help you through the radiation door mate” the middle aged artist 
said. “We are all going to get through this together and then flood the airways of the 
world with banned music!” 

“Starting with Prince!” 

“No! Starting with ‘Hamilton’!” the bitter Hip Hop artist shouted.  



“Yeah!”  

“Yeah!” 

“Prince? Prince Charles?”  

“No Paul. He was executed. Remember....” 

Meanwhile, the Chinese military headquarters now picked up the illusive scent of death 
in their environmentally devastated homeland. Great blizzards of black snow whirling 
around empty cites of ultra modern skyscrapers. The Chinese landscape was a surreal 
blanket of artificial semi-darkness, every Chinese living in elaborate underground cities 
where even the greenhouses were subterranean concrete bunkers. The Chinese mania 
for massive over construction reaching subterranean proportions. The original gambit 
had been a device to just keep the Chinese economy going by inventing more excuses 
to build. From building gigantic empty investment cities to building gigantic subterranean 
Ragnarokkr cities. Everyone going from investing in empty condos to investing in empty 
survival bunker condos. But now the boondoggle was finally justifying itself.  

Down in the military bunkers the illusive scent of death was garbled by the massive 
environmentally devastated surface where death ruled and no living thing, either 
biological or botanic, could survive for long. Glaciers and pollution stewing into a lethal 
cocktail of death. While the West might have plotted how to stop the Grand Solar 
Minimim the Chinese had plotted how to survive civilization destroying famines and their 
own environmental suicide. Now the leaders of the Middle Kingdom read the first digital 
codes with perplexed panic. Had the deadly Venus- like plumes of noxious death 
pierced the massive underground cities to asphyxiate the citizenry? Or was it the 
Muslim Menace? Could they survive whatever the threat was? Could they deliver death 
to their enemies while surviving the cost of dubious victory? No matter how dubious the 
victory, could at least the elite survive in their deepest underground Ragnarokkr 
bastions? 

Other Ragnarokkr survivalist bastions big and small were now being alerted by MIMIR. 
Distant mountain bastions embedded in icy glaciers in the Alaskan and Canadian and 
Nordic zones. Some with massive industrial concavities because they had been built by 



major industrial companies. All with Worker Worlds attached and also solar power plants 
and biogas plants integrated with aqua fish/water/farms and vertical greenhouses 
illuminated by LED lights. Other were smaller survival bastions less able to possibly 
survive the Big One. The dusty American Civil War survival bastions were especially 
tenuous because of the brutal Second Civil War. There was something about the 
American soul that caused them to wage especially terrible civil wars. After passing the 
ten million mark everyone stopping counting the toil of the Second Civil War. 

On a remote island off the Scottish Highlands a man watched his granddaughter gather 
up wild barley. The cold winds blowing off the North Sea rippling the sea of grass. The 
icy surf pounding the nearby rocks of the freezing coastline. The small strange machine 
holding the glacier at bay across the freezing surf which often froze bizarrely. He sat on 
a crude stool before the primitive croft. The stones of the walls stuffed with moss. The 
roof of wild grass thatch weighed down with stones. The only two windows ancient and 
small and patched with cardboard. The heavy shutters carefully repaired. The door 
salvaged. The floor dirt but neat. The only heat from a crude fireplace burning driftwood. 
The only furniture what was left when the original owners fled the approach of the 
glaciers. One cross still left on the wall. The cross left untouched out of respect. He 
petted the wild dog which was becoming somewhat domesticated by the only presence 
of human life left in the all but abandoned coastline. The Scottish collie looked into the 
dark face and tried to remember what it meant to be part of a human pack. Then the 
dog licked the dark hand. The dark hand gently petted the dog. Both struggling to form a 
novel new bond of friendship in a desperately lonely place. The child picked up wild 
barley as the piercing wind blew her dark hair. Then she waved at her grandfather. 
“Time to come inside pet” the old man shouted in Arabic. The girl danced into his arms. 
Then the only two survivors of the Third Boat of Uncle Toms from Rotterdam along with 
their only other companion, a Scottish collie, went inside Uncle Tom’s Cabin. 

In a remote missile silo a mysterious scientist quietly picked up his prepared survival 
bag. Checked his bow tie in the mirror. Placed his cat in a carrier. Then with bag and 
carrier in either hand he quietly entered the lift. The lift soared up to a hatch. Then he 
entered the hatch and sealed it. He placed his cat in its survival pod. Then he set down 
his survival bag in its prepared slot. He belted himself into his seat at the controls. Then 
he commenced the countdown to lift off to his secret Martian Ragnarok Colony which he 
and other private Ragnarokkr investors had been building for twenty years. The 
mysterious scientist was the last member of the Colony still earth bound to handle 



supply rockets. Now he watched the countdown. Ten. Nine. Eight. Seven. Six. Five. 
Four. Three. Two. One. Liftoff! And Doctor Warner vanished from the face of the earth.  

At the same time all but naked men in a dreadful tunnel started to scream as the earth 
started to cave in! Burying them alive! Their screams echoing down the tunnel before 
being muffled by earth. As if men digging their graves. The last man furthest down the 
tunnel pressed himself into the crack in the subterranean concrete of a deep foundation. 
Dirt filled the air! He gagged as the gerry rigged electric lights flickered and then went 
black. Leaving him in absolute darkness! The man frantically tried to press one sleeve 
over his mouth to ward off the dirt and dust filling the air. He was cut off! Half a mile from 
rescue! And entirely alone! Then he turned on a tiny torch and bit down on it with his 
teeth to hold it. The tiny light bobbling wildly. Then he crawled deeper into a fissure of 
concrete with his wire cutters.... 

Meanwhile, frantically, the command center of NATO suddenly kicked into high alert as 
the lower echelon of the military rushed about as if ants inside an ant farm. Then 
suddenly every military power suit rushed into the inner bastion as preprogramed codes 
triggered massive concrete barriers to slowly close and steel doors to precisely lock. But 
half of the key military power suits were locked outside! Too slow! The slowest being the 
senior officers and therefore inclined to be aged and therefore slow. But the loss of the 
senior officers only racheted up the panic as the upper echelon of the junior military 
officers frantically punched their red emergency telephones. At the same moment more 
intel suddenly announced that something deviant was occurring which was not part of 
the protocols. Suddenly new digital codes flashed across the computer screens! 

The supreme commander of NATO watched the massive computer screens in his top 
secret inner sanctum. Coordinate after coordinate locking into place. Then the final 
countdown commencing! The senior military officer then suddenly but very precisely 
typed new computer override codes. Massive red codes flashed across the many 
screens. The flashing red codes casting his broad shoulders and taunt back into a 
silhouette. This triggered another drastically different cascade of counter protocols. 
Expertly the military commander locked down the entire NATO thermonuclear warhead 
command sequence to redirect command into his top secret bunker. Then he locked 
down the outer computers. The outer screens which the lower echelon was watching 
with terror suddenly went ---- blank! 



Then the hardened military man picked up a gun. He turned and looked at another man 
holding a mug of genuine coffee. “I suggest you go hug your family now.” Both men 
stared at each other. Then the hardened military man gestured with his gun for his aide 
de camp to flee through a secret door. The Muslim officer stared at his boss in horror as 
the mug of genuine coffee fell from his hand. Then he stared at the computer screen in 
horror. Then he flinched. Then he paused. Then he inhaled and exhaled. Then he ..... 
nodded ...... and ran through the secret door.  

The mysterious commander then sealed the door. All of the massive steel doors. 
Locking everyone out! Locking himself in! Carefully the senior military officer precisely 
locked all of the controls of ventilation and electricity and temperature. He initiated 
survival mode. Now he was sealed inside the massive bunker as if into a steel tomb! 
Then he precisely locked down every secondary and back up computer as if very well 
rehearsed. A man with a plan and determined to play his plan! The whole of NATO 
headquarters was now kidnaped! Held electronically hostage! By the man they least 
suspected! The deepest mole of MI 5! Heimdall The Night-watchman of the Odin 
Alliance of the North! 

Then the hardened military man then inhaled ---- exhaled ---- and gasped! He stared at 
the computer screen as the NATO missiles quivered! The digital numbers of the count 
down quivering. Flashing. Spastic. As if time had stopped. Computer time had stopped 
---- literally! At the same moment the red emergency telephone suddenly rang furiously. 
The hardened military man flinched as he held the gun. Fists were pounding on the 
steel door. Furiously the emergency telephone rang and rang and rang. Finally the 
senior military officer picked up the red emergency telephone. “Sir? Yes. I have locked 
the NATO thermonuclear warheads! Yes! I know every enemy with radar and 
thermonuclear warheads has now initiated counter moves against us. Against ..... you!  

You and the Beloved Leader and the Divine Leaders of the Brussels Junta have now 
made yourselves sitting targets! The center of the thermonuclear bull’s eye! The first 
people who will die will be you! Don’t ask the rest of the world to die for your mistakes! 
And please remember that ashes don’t go to Paradise! You will be literally condemning 
the entire Islamic World to Hell on Earth and Hell in the Afterlife! 

I will not allow NATO to blow the world to Hell! I suggest you call Tehran and Israel! 
Fast! And parlay! And command Pakistan to stand down! And contact Australia and 



India and China and Korea and Japan! And parlay! Fast! Before they finish what you so 
wanted to start!” The trim military commander flinched as the massive steel outer door 
locking him into his bastion echoed with the furious pounding of fists and butts of 
gunnery as soldiers loyal to Islam pounded on the steel. Then suddenly the lights in his 
state of the art bastion shut down! The man gasped! He inhaled. Then pallid emergency 
lights kicked in! The Commander of NATO exhaled deeply and slowly. Then he resumed 
speaking to the head of the Brussels Junta in Brussels. To be exact: the Drunkard of 
Brussels. “I have forty two minutes before your damn minions can break their way in! 
The world will be dead before they achieve their goal! I suggest you parlay! I have forty 
two minutes to live but the earth has only twenty one minutes to live....” 

Oblivious to the existential crisis, Australian military personal paused on their famous 
beaches as the moon rode the dark sky over the Southern Cross. The surf was 
iridescent as it crashed into hastily improvised barricades. Massive iron spikes and land 
mines ensnared with massive tangles of razor wire. Their binoculars scanned the dark 
sea for the first sign of the anticipated assault on Australia by millions of starving and 
desperate Malays and Indonesians and Bangladeshi who had been trying continuously 
to breach the defenses around the last Christian bastion in Asia and one of the last 
Christian bastions on earth. They were serenely unaware that their own military 
command center was now picking up the radar of a farther away crisis as they 
monitored the immediate crisis. They were too focused on their own up close and 
personal threat to scent the ultimate existential threat.  

“There! There! See! Flotillas of rubber rafts! Suicide Jihadists!” 

“How many? How many?” 

“God! They sent kids in suicide vests to blow up our ocean mines and land mines which 
line the beaches! To clear the way for the next wave of millions of Jihadists!” 

“How many? How many?” 

“God! Thousands! Thousands and thousands and thousands of ..... kids!” 

“Call Command Headquarters! The invasion has started!” 



“God! God! Thousands of expendable kids! What sort of religion sends kids to clear 
mines?” 

“A religion that bans Aussies from enjoying their beach in their swim suits and boom 
boxes and barbecues and mates and pals and sweethearts!” 

“And Soccer!” 

“And waltzes!” 

“God! God! They have reached the outer perimeter of the .....” Suddenly terrible 
explosions racked the outer perimeters as mines blew up thousands of suicidal jihadist 
children! “God! God! They are still coming! By the thousands! The mines aren’t stopping 
them! They are about to hit the inner beach mines! It is like some terrible swarm! No 
matter how many are being blown up they are still coming! God! God! The surf is red 
with flesh and blood and they are still coming! They are still coming!” Aussies ducked as 
spray and blood spattered them. Then more flimsy rubber rafts hit more mines. More 
terrible explosions filed the air! Bloody spray filling the air so that the moon appeared 
red! Bloody red! But still the invasion pushed its way toward the beach as more flimsy 
rubber rafts filled by suicidal children forced their way forward! Through the corpses of 
their own! Corpses forming a grotesque bridge of corpses for the flotilla to push its way 
across! 

“The corpses are neutralizing the mines! They are clearing a path through the mines! 
They are about to reach the beach! They are preparing to ignite their suicide vests!” 

“Come on! To the machine guns! I say let’s show them how we Aussies waltz 
Matilda!....”  

Meanwhile, Australia’s own thermonuclear warheads now racheted into action. That lost 
book about the 1060s Australians waiting on the beach for the nuclear cloud to kill them 
as they watch the last blood sunset was about to become true ---- howbeit in a perverse 
way they never imagined. Further away in Sidney City Australian civilians played haram 
music on their cell phones from their Israeli Satellite. They drink their haram martinis, 
their sexes mixing very haram, all as they watched the moon sail the dark sky oblivious 
to their all but instant incineration as hundreds of thousands of suicide child jihadists 



approached the inner mine defenses. Then they heard the first distant explosions! 
Aussies rushed to their balconies and gestured. Pointing! Then more distant explosions 
reached them! The sound waves of distant explosions rushing over them as if audio 
surf. Then the sirens shrieked!  

“Oh God! It has started!” 

“Oh God! We have to man the defenses! All of you go to the basements! Try to ride it 
out!” 

“Where are the guns? Unlock the guns and ammo!” 

“I would rather die fighting than cower in the basements! If the Jihadists break through 
they will simply machine gun us to death as if sitting ducks! I would rather die fighting!” 

“Spoken like an Aussie Amazon! Hand out the guns! To everyone! Everyone take a gun! 
Prepare to fight and die! It is the only option which Islam has offered us!” 

So the Aussies prepared to fight the immediate threat oblivious to the existential threat 
of the nuclear warheads which were about to rain down upon them. The nuclear 
warheads which were about to rain down on the entire world. The Aussies certainly did 
not realize that Israel and pretty much the only Jews left in the entire world were also 
preparing to push the red button of thermonuclear retaliation at their enemies who were 
both Pakistan and Iran and Eurabia. Naturally Iran’s radar was now reading Israel’s 
retaliation as a preemptive strike. So now Iran was assuming that Israel was about to 
launch an attack against them. So now Iran commenced powering up their own nuclear 
warheads. Pakistan’s radar was naturally also assuming the threat was coming from 
their historical enemy India. So now they prepared to push the red button to annihilate 
their enemy India as India prepared to push the red button to annihilate their enemy 
Pakistan. So the cascade of death rumbled across the planet as if dominos of missiles. 

At the same time the man buried alive forced his skinny body through the fissure of 
concrete. A construction flaw few knew about. A construction flaw always kept top 
secret. A construction flaw no one thought would matter at the time. A fissure that ran 
under NATO headquarters and led to the redundancy fail safe back up power source of 
the NATO nuclear computers which commanded the NATO nuclear missiles. His hand 



holding the wire cutters was shaking. The air was rapidly going foul. His all but naked 
body was drenched in cold sweat. His teeth clinching that tiny torch with its bobbing light 
was oozing drool. He forced his way through the dark claustrophobic fissure. Jagged 
concrete brutally cutting his skin. Blood oozing. Sweat blurring his eyes. Then he skinny 
body stuck on a jagged piece of concrete! He was not just stuck! He was trapped! 

Meanwhile, ‘Melancholie’ played over and over as the mad Baby Boomer held the black 
gloved hand of the fireman. Both oblivious to their ultimate doom but very aware of the 
sirens as the fire engine arrived to spray kerosene over the doomed treasure house to 
incinerate it. The ghostly voice of Christian Gerhaher, the last great German lyric 
baritone singer, sang on. Singing the last song of Robert Schumann before he went 
mad. The recording covertly taken by cell phone. The melodious voice of poor doomed 
Gerhaher singing of poor doomed Schumann as he faced the machine guns of his own 
execution. The silky depths of his melodiously masculine voice caressing the notes as if 
caressing one of the lost treasures of Lost Europe.  

Poor doomed Schumann! Poor doomed Gerhaher! He refused to flee Germany. He 
refused to flee Doomed Europe. Why did they keep trying? The singers? The 
musicians? The firing squads were working overtime liquidating the defiant for violating 
the banning of music after it was ‘formally buried’ and outlawed forever. Why did they 
keep trying? The singers? The musicians? Or did they somehow guess how the world 
would end and decided to die for music instead of slow nuclear radiation. Long after 
even Banksy finally and at last gave up and vanished. 

Meanwhile, one of the last aged organic Japanese woke and gasped as she recognized 
the scent of long ago. Then she turned her withered face to watch a mysterious artist 
bemused as he painted his strange graffiti ‘art’ which was now all but utterly vanished 
off the face of the earth. A strange smile played on her withered lips as she watched the 
aged man who was oblivious to his approaching doom as time paused for the entire 
world to inhale, exhale, and then.....die. Time stood still in the exquisite Japanese 
garden under its Ragnarokkr dome. And the sentient robots in their lavish traditional 
couture of dense silky beauty and strangely ethereal Noh Masks fussed and fluttered as 
if large mechanical butterflies around one of the last aged Japanese still left alive in 
Japan. Her withered face smiled, the withered smile echoing the smile of the Gandhara 
Buddha. One withered hand now pressed the metal hand gently holding it. The robot 



fluttered with programed joy. Will she warn the doomed artist painting his last graffiti ‘art’ 
on an improvised symbolic wall? Or will she just smile and let death happen?  

Then the aged Japanese whispered to her strangely unearthly attendants. One of the 
sentient robots then nodded and turned on an antique record player. The type with a 
large horn megaphone and a huge brass record needle. Deftly the sentient robot in its 
extravagant Noh couture and ethereal Noh mask delicately placed the needle down on 
the antiquated record. Then the sounds of Mozart wafted across the extravagant 
Japanese garden.  

The withered body sagged deeper down into the throne-like wheel chair as the 
mysterious artist prepared to symbolically finish his monumental graffiti masterpiece by 
signing his name. The exquisite sounds of Mozart bathed the surreal painting of the 
annihilation of the West by Eurabia. Slowly the mysterious artist prepared to sign his 
masterpiece. Then he carefully printed the title. ‘The Death Of Europe’. Then he 
commenced writing his name. B.... He was oblivious to his doom. Will the sentient 
robots entertain ashes of corpses with music as the nuclear holocaust fills the sky? 
Each ash corpse still apparently perfectly intact. But so delicate in its illusion a single 
puff of air would blow the ashes mimicking a corpse away? 

*** *** 

At the same time the Monuments Men were racing toward the revealed illegal treasure 
house with a man in tow: the Urban Myth Whisperer Stephan Marlowe. “What are you 
doing tagging along?” 

“I am after an agent who misplaced himself!” the aged spy announced as the Hellwaine 
Hell Wagon Hearse raced toward the site of incineration. “Two reconnaissance scouts 
were tracking him! Trust that wyrd soul Davy to find an illegal treasure house!” 

“Is it David Mohammad Ahmad?” the head of the Monuments Men shouted as the 
hearse raced across the violent streets. Its sirens wailing to warn one and all it was 
carrying Pancras Plague victims. “Wyrd indeed! Wyrd Davy! He always had a magical 
instinct to find the pretty things as he used to call them! At the last night before the 
British Library was to be incinerated I was helping to haul out the last of the pretty 
things! And suddenly there was a fireman in his black uniform and helmet and kerosene 



hose! Doing prep! I wasn’t even armed! Why? I can’t shoot the side of a barn door! I 
clutched a priceless Gutenberg Bible to my chest! And hell but that wyrd soul just 
dropped his hose and helped me carry it to safety! The entire night! Helping us load up 
the last of the pretty things as he always called the national heritage of the British 
People! Oh! Hell! What was that?” 

“This hearse is charging right over corpses and through mounds of garbage as if a 
missile!” Stephan Marlowe shouted. “Am I the only one armed?” 

“The drivers are Revenants! They are always armed!” the Monuments Man shouted as 
the Hellwaine raced roughshod across the violent streets.  

The window between the Drivers and the hearse opened. A face of a corpse peered out. 
Then the Revenant shouted “We are intercepting transmissions from Buckingham 
Fortress. The Procurer and his goons are racing there too! The Caliph wants Madame 
X! Or else this Procurer will meet the same fate as his predecessor! Bang! Bang! 
Everyone is racing toward the same secret treasure house! The firemen! Your 
Monuments Men! The Procurer! And a Hunter! He is after your charmed mole Wyrd 
Davy! Bang! Bang!” Then the window slammed shut! 

Stephan Marlowe grimaced as he checked his gun. “Two reconnaissance scouts are 
still hovering outside. One in the alley. The other behind the illegal treasure house!” 

“How is the Hunter from the Tower Fortress tracking?” 

“The Captain of the Elephant & Castle Fire Department probably alerted him” the aged 
spy shouted. “Wyrd Davy is infamous for ‘accidentally’ finding the most precious of 
things and then.... ‘accidentally’ saving them. The Hunter is guesstimating our Mole is 
already there trying to save the treasure house! Probably suspecting why a big show 
was planned for when he was on his usual tri-night walkabout!” 

“Wyrd Davy dropped a post card of Madame X with my postal service!” the lead of the 
Monuments Men shouted. “Oh! Hell! This Hellwaine Hell Wagon is living up to its name!” 
Everyone shook as the hearse raced wildly across the wild streets. “I think we just 
rammed straight through a Drug gang barricade!” 



“The reconnaissance men said my agent was staggering. He might be dying. He 
certainly was so unstable he was waving his gun at every shadow and raving.” 

“That is not your boy then” the Monuments Man said. “Wyrd Davy is so covert he even 
lies to himself what he is! Wyrd Davy is so duplicitous he just bats his dark eyes in that 
deceptively child-like face of his and gasps as if the ultimate innocent!” 

“But he often had two shadows!” another Monuments Man shouted.  

“Lledrith’s ghost!” the head of the Monuments Men shouted back. 

“That is where I heard the word ‘Lledrith!’ the aged spy retorted. “He saved the 
Knockers tonight! Lledrith’s ghost!” 

“But will Lledrith’s ghost save your mole tonight?” the head of the Monuments Men 
shouted. 

“Maybe Wyrd Davy is cracking up” the aged spy replied. “All moles do sooner or later. 
The cost of the job of being a mole. The price for nonstop deceit and guile.” The spy 
checked his second gun with chilling professionalism. 

“You are still the cold blooded spy” the Monuments Man said.  

“I am a spy master. I am often forced to recruit amateurs who can snake MI inside 
strongholds. Amateurs crack up faster than cold blooded professionals like myself.” 

“Well! We won’t get to the illegal treasure house before the firemen!” the Monuments 
Man shouted.  

“It will be a shoot out!” 

“It will be a shoot out! I admit I am damn scared I will end up like poor Tom!” 

Meanwhile, the steel door to the top secret military inner sanctum turned a bright red as 
blow torches commenced their assault. The commander of NATO’s thermonuclear 
arsenal sat grim as he watched the steel burn bright red, ignoring the emergency red 



telephone as it rang and rang and rang. A steely professional soldier and double agent. 
Then he turned around in his chair and watched the massive computers flash 
mysterious cipher messages over a computerized map of the earth. A cascade of cipher 
codes as if a tidal wave. Grim faced he read computer screens filling up with horrifying 
messages. A cascade of death being racheted up. More and more and more as 
thermonuclear warheads all over the world went on line.  

Then the countdown of life and death commenced. Each countdown appearing on the 
huge computer screen. Each digital ticking away as if the entire earth was inhaling ----- 
exhaling ---- and then preparing to die. Then the senior military officer deliberately 
turned his back to the computer screens and held his gun tightly as the red emergency 
telephone kept ringing and ringing and ringing ...... All the while the secret army of Free 
Britain moved into place. Everyone officer checking their watches as the clocks ticked 
down to midnight! 

*** *** 

Meanwhile, in the doomed Treasure House of Lost Europe the aged madwoman 
dragged the fireman from sacred relic to sacred relic. Then she held up a shaky 
recording of McKellen reciting Christopher Hitchens’ definition of Islamo-fascism taken 
covertly at McKellen’s trial before he was executed for treason for the crime of deviancy. 
She picked it up from a table full of cell phones which covertly recorded the public 
shaming of the last Shakespearean actors for the crime of public indecency of 
performing illegal and immoral and degenerate theater plays. Each cell phone playing 
out their last ‘performance’ on a bare stage to an audience of mullahs and imams and 
clerics as if a jury. Each shamed thespian kneeling with a jihadist in black standing 
behind them with a knife. The cell phones played out the shaming scenes over and over 
and over as if digital ghosts. As if time was stopped.  

One aged thespian was weeping she was forced to burn ‘The Tempest’ while another 
disgraced thespian was recanting his support for open borders and unlimited Muslim 
migration into the UK which resulted in all of the Haram Humanities being outlawed as 
Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution. His ghostly image replaying over and over as he held the 
last copy of ‘Hamlet’ to his chest as the jihadist standing over him prepared to behead 
him. Their last moments of life recycling over and over and over. The Urban Myth 



Whisperers always claimed that Eddie Izzard died more defiant..... dressed in drag ..... 
spitting at his Muslim jihadist executioner as he was beheaded .......   

Then the madwoman dragged the fireman to the only remaining King James Bible 
which was fallen among the litter of old Agatha Christie Poirot short stories entangled 
with the last reel of Akira Kurosawa’s ‘Yojimbo’. Incandescent as if still alive: Toshiro 
Mifune eternally swaggering his last incredibly glorious in-your-face contempt for the 
world along a dusty and desolate street playing on an old TV screen, the DVD all but 
creaking, the technology obsolete, but nothing invented since Europe fell and Eurabia 
triumphed. Will this celluloid ghost continue to swagger after the nuclear holocaust turns 
the whole sky paranormal red?  

Then the madwoman gestured to a broken violin. A broken electric Gibson guitar. A 
broken cross. A torn page of Scot Joplin ‘Ragtime’. The last black and white photograph 
of Garbo intertwined with her forgotten lover John Gilbert. Garbo was looking straight 
into the camera of Steichen. The doomed Gilbert was looking straight at her. Thus each 
exposed their priorities and their obsessions. John Gilbert has been forgotten for a 
century. Now Garbo is about to be forgotten. Both have ceased to be either priorities or 
obsessions with anyone. Now they are just paper. Fragile paper. And paper burns at 
Fahrenheit 451. And soon all of humanity will burn. But not at Fahrenheit 451. Humanity 
will burn at a much higher temperature. 

Then, as a siren wailed, the Muslim firemen burst into the illegal Treasure House to 
spray kerosene over doomed beauty to set it ablaze. The Muslim firemen shouted out in 
triumph. ‘Allah u Abkar!’ they shouted as they jeered the old woman, glorying in their 
triumph. They don’t know about the nuclear bombs about to incinerate Australia. Israel. 
Iran. Pakistan. India. Bangladesh. Japan. China. South Korea. Harbi Britain. Harbi 
Europe. Muslim Eurabia. The Muslim bastions of the Caliphate. The Muslim bastions of 
the Rival Caliphate of ISIS. The Rival Saudi Caliphate. The Oil Kingdoms caught in the 
middle. America torn by civil war. The Ragnarokkr survival bastions of Northern Canada 
and Alaska. The World. The fireman shouting ‘Allah u Akbar’ don’t realize how short 
their great triumph is going to be. But the madwoman suddenly smiled a most curious 
smile!  

Then the aged Baby Boomer nonchalantly took out one last haram cigarette and 
casually lit it with a ‘Lucifer’ match. Then she played with the fiery match as she smoked 



that haram last cigarette with icy defiance. Her cold grey eyes unflinching! Fearless! The 
smoke sensuously raising up toward the curiously retrofitted ceiling. The tiny fiery blaze 
mimicking the gigantic fiery blaze as five nuclear bombs prepared to incinerate Australia 
as thirty nuclear bombs prepared to incinerate the Islamic Levant and Islamic Africa as 
nineteen nuclear bombs prepared to incinerate India as twelve nuclear bombs prepared 
to incinerate Pakistan and Bangladesh as fifty two nuclear bombs prepared to incinerate 
the Asia Triad as twelve nuclear bombs prepared to incinerate America as eight nuclear 
bombs prepared to incinerate Canada and Alaska as forty five nuclear bombs prepared 
to incinerate the Harbi Rebels of Britain and Europe as one thousand Chinese nuclear 
bombs and five Koran bombs and one Japanese ritual bomb prepared to incinerate 
Islam Triumphant.  

Then the madwoman inhaled that cancerous smoke as if time stood still. Then she 
exhaled. The ‘Lucifer’ match burned as her withered fingers played with that ‘Lucifer’ 
match! The smoke silkily slithering up toward that curiously retrofitted ceiling. Playing 
with her death! Suddenly the jeering Muslim firemen realized they were standing on 
glorious rubble sodden with kerosene and the madwoman was holding a match. Their 
triumph was now pyritic. Then the madwoman casually smiled as she looked straight at 
her executioners. Then she casually dropped the fiery match. In horror the firemen 
watched the sinuous fingers of fire dance as if paralyzed! And thus distracted, the 
fireman fled through the rear rooms! 

Then the Muslim firemen screamed with terror as they fled. Trying to flee the horrifying 
incineration! Running outside to watch the ruined treasure house erupt into a fiery blaze 
from a safer location. Fleeing to enjoy their dubious triumph from a safer distance. 
Meanwhile, the terrified Muslim fireman darted out of the rear exit to save himself ----- 
even as one hand instinctively grabbed, quite unconsciously, a small cheap paperback: 
‘David Copperfield’. He shoved the Boko Haram into his sinister black tunic as if his Fikr 
mind was deliberately, if unconsciously, betraying him with an act which was almost 
Freudian. Then, as the fireman fled, he heard the mad woman laugh ---- and scream 
----- as she burned alive ----- as the whole world prepared to be burned alive.  

All the while the sentient robots of Japan watched bemused and confused as their aged 
owner/child inhaled ---- and then exhaled ----- her last breath ----- as Mozart played on 
the antique record player ------ as the mad Scottish piper stood up on the high ruins to 
pipe the approach of midnight ----- as the last artist in the world prepared to sign his 



name to his last wall for the last time. Slowly the weary, aged man knelt down. Slowly he 
painted each letter. B  ----- a ---- as the NATO commander prepared to fire his gun at the 
glowing red steel door as his emergency red telephone rang and rang and rang while a 
desperate hand holding wire cutters strained to reach toward mysterious piece of 
technology buried in concrete..... 

Outside, the fireman panted as the Captain of his fire engine smiled his cold smile. Then 
the hardened Fundamentalist gestured to the panting fireman. “Where have you been?”  

“This is my day off!” the fireman said in a childish voice of utter innocence. “I have been 
searching for a place to hide! Then I found this! And I realized it was a treasure house! 
And I wanted to call you! But as you know my cell phone is dead! Every cell phone is 
dead! As you know!” 

“Of course! Of course!” the hardened Fundamentalist replied as his cold eyes studied 
the fireman’s amazingly innocent face. A face seemingly incapable of lying. Meanwhile, 
the other firemen of the engine stood with their hoses. “Sir. The treasure house is 
smoking but it has not yet burst into flames Sir. Should we douse the outside and light it 
to start another fire?” 

“Do it! The House is fighting back!” The Captain shouted.  

“It is a haunted house Sir” the fireman panted in a soft voice. “Haunted houses always 
fight back!” 

“Where is your second shadow Brother of the Faith?” the Captain asked.  

“At midnight even I have no second shadow” the fireman replied. At that very moment 
the Captain aimed his gun at him! 

“So Brother of the Faith! Are you still devoted to The Cause?”  

“Of course!” the fireman gasped as his conscious mind realized that his Fikr brain 
exposed his inner hell bound deviancy with an unconscious act of religious high 
treason. The pressure of the purloined paperback ‘David Copperfield’ was pressed 
against his heart. The small cheap paperback was wedged between his gun and his 



secret most precious thing carefully sewed into a deviously crafted secret pocket inside 
his sinister black tunic. “Allah u Akbar!” the fireman said with a bland smile on his oddly 
child-like if badly scarred face. “Allah is Greater!” 

“Of course! Of course!” the hardened Fundamentalist replied as his cold eyes surveyed 
the fireman. His gun aimed right at him. Then he fired! Firing behind the fireman at a 
shadow of a man aiming his gun from the back of the treasure house! The 
reconnaissance scout cried out as he fell! Then the Captain stared at the fireman. “So 
now that you have no second shadow will you will show me what you hold so dear over 
your heart?” 

“I hold nothing over my heart except my faith!” the fireman retorted too facilely in a soft 
voice of utter conviction. “My Zifr Mind is Pak! My blind faith is absolute! Every moment 
of my life I have thought no thought except ‘There is no god except Allah and there is no 
prophet except Mohammad!’ My faith is unquestioning! Fundamental! I am entirely 
converted to Fanaticism! A hardened Believer willing to do anything for The Great 
Cause of Jihad! I assure you! Look! Over there! The Procurer for the Caliph!” 

The Procurer jumped out of his white van, shouting furiously. “Fuck you! I gave you a 
direct order to let me access the illegal treasure house before you torched it!” 

“Tell the Caliph that Madame X is having a barbecue!” the Captain shouted furiously. 
“Stay exactly where you are David Mohammad Ahmad!” 

“Sir!” other firemen shouted. “ Look! Look! Water is coming down! There are automated 
fire ... ....” 

“....Without professional prep a treasure house will always fight back!” the fireman said 
blandly. “Smoke. Scented. Yes. Yes. Automated fire retardants inside. The smell is 
distinctive. 2021 models. Water coming down outside as if a waterfall. Novel if crude. 
Retrofitted along the roof line. There must be a water tank or cistern somewhere in the 
grounds. I can go look if you wish?” 

“So I can still get inside?” the Procurer shouted. “If Madame X burns then the Caliph 
will...” 



Bang! The Fire Captain shot the Procurer dead! The other firemen gasped in shock as 
the driver of the white van stared at his dead boss with horror, the engine still running. 
“Then you won’t mind showing me what you hold close to your heart as if it is more 
precious to you than Allah and The Prophet?” the Fire Captain asked the fireman as he 
pointed the smoking gun at him. 

“It is a page of the Koran which I worship and adore as a talisman!” the fireman replied 
too facilely as one hand slowly reached into his sinister black tunic as the shadow of 
another reconnaissance scout slithered up behind everyone. His gun in his hand. 
Debating who to shoot or even if he should shoot!  

“Then you will surely want to show me the ultimate proof of your devotion to The Great 
Cause of Jihad!” the hardened Fundamentalist replied, his cold eyes staring at the 
fireman.  

“Sir! Sir! The procurer’s driver is driving away! The van is racing back to the 
Buckingham Fortress! If he reports this to the ...” 

“Shut up!” the Captain shouted. “Don’t move David Mohammad Ahmad!” 

“Sir! Sir! Should we douse the facade of the treasure house with kerosene and set it 
ablaze again?” 

“Yes! Yes! Do it!” the Fire Captain shouted. 

“Over the commands of the ....” 

“Torch the treasure house! Damn the Caliph!” the Fire Captain shouted.  

“Yes Sir!”  

“Show me what you hold most dear in the whole world!” the Captain shouted at the 
fireman. 

“Sir! Sir!”  



“What is it?” the Captain shouted at the confused firemen.  

“Sir! Sir! Don’t you hear it Sir? Sir? That sound! That sound!” 

“Bells” the fireman said. “Church bells!” And indeed in the distance there was this most 
amazing clank clank clank of church bells over the burning devastation of London! 

“We ordered every haram church bell melted down to become bullets for Jihad! There 
are no Jahiliyyah Christian church bells!” the Captain shouted. “And we burned every 
damn church!” 

“Apparently the Cockney Cockroach Infestation has been busy casting and hanging 
new bells to chime at midnight!” the fireman said. “Exquisite don’t you think.” 

“Stop using that damn Jahiliyyah English word!” the Captain shouted as the metallic 
sound of clanking bells filled the fetid air of London. “Show me what you treasure most 
in the world!” The Fire Captain shouted. “Prove you are not a Kufr Nifaaq! A two faced 
Takfir Kafir! A covert 5th column mole! A secret traitor to Islam and Allah!” 

The fireman smiled facilely. “Of course! Some people don’t like the sound of church 
bells. Too metallic. Clanking. It must be an acquired taste.” The fireman forced himself 
to not stare at the creeping shadow in the shadows moving toward the back of the Fire 
Captain as the firemen struggled to unroll their hoses to shoot more kerosene at the 
defiant treasure house. Then the fireman sang naively in a soft, almost infantile voice. 

‘Oranges and lemons! Says the Bells of Saint Clements!  
You owe me five farthings! Says the Bells of Saint Martin! 
When will you pay me? Says the Bells of Old Bailey! 
When I am become rich! Says the Bells of Shorditch 
When will that be? Says the Bells of Stephey! 
I don’t know! Says the Bells of Bow!  
Here comes a candle to light you to bed! 
Here comes a copper to chop off your head!  
Chip! Chop! Chip Chop! The last man’s dead!’ 



“Stop stalling Brother of the Faith” the Fire Captain shouted. “Your facile ability singing 
Cockney Jahiliyyah is not awing me! Nor is your childish act!” 

“I have been ill Brother of the faith” the fireman said to stall. “Dizzy. Hallucinating. From 
lack of food. Faint. Can I sit down? Really I feel as if I am going to faint Brother of the 
Faith!” Then the fireman realized there were two creeping shadows in the shadows. 
“The Ummah must show infinite forgiveness to all members of the Ummah!” 

“And infinite hardness to all Kufr and all Kafirs including Kufr Nifaaq Takfir Kafirs!” the 
Fire Captain retorted. His gun aimed at the fireman’s heart. 

“You know I am a Slave of Allah!” Then the fireman smiled his oddly child-like smile as 
he slowly reached into his tunic ...... as the reconnaissance man crept up behind 
everyone ..... as the Fire Captain aimed his own gun at the fireman. 

Suddenly there was a great explosion! Then more! And more! And more! Over 
Buckingham! As anti aircraft missiles suddenly blasted a great black helicopter as it 
desperately tried to launch off from the roof of Buckingham to soar into the black sky! 
Then the Caliph’s helicopter exploded into a super nova of fire as if a signal for all of 
London to raise up! Then the Reconquista of Great Britain erupted all over the dead 
carcass of the ruined capital city! Rebels charging out of burnt ruins of churches! Rebels 
charging up out of manhole covers! Rebels charging out of sewers! Rebels charging out 
of ruins! Everywhere! Insurgents of every age and stripe were charging out! Machine 
guns blasting away! Flame throwers blasting away! Every sort of gun and weapon 
blasting away! Buses converted into mobile artillery roaring down streets and blasting 
away! Secret rooftop artillery suddenly materializing to blast away! And Rebel assault 
drones roaring across London! Blasting away! All as there was a terrible series of 
explosions over Tower Fortress! 

The Fire Captain jumped momentarily distracted as his fire engine men paused with 
their hoses to turn toward Tower Fortress as every helicopter there blew up. At that 
moment a shadow passed between the Fire Captain’s gun and the fireman. Then the 
fireman pulled out his own revolver and shot the hardened Fundamentalist straight 
between the eyes with cold blooded precision. At the same moment the reconnaissance 
scout starting shooting at the firemen by the hoses. His gun shooting them from the 



back. Three firemen fell as the others ran around the fire engine to shield themselves 
from enemy fire.  

Suddenly another shadow in the shadows shot the reconnaissance scout in his back! 
He fell screaming as the Hunter ran toward the melee. At the same moment the fireman 
used his government issued gun to precisely execute his comrades as they frantically 
dropped the hoses to grab their own weapons! Everyone shooting at once! Bullets filling 
the darkness! Silhouettes shooting at each other as the belching smoke poured out of 
the illegal treasure house even as water spewed out of the crudely retrofitted fire 
extinguishers gerry rigged along the roof line. Water pouring down. Smoke and water 
waging an elemental fire against each other. Then there was a panting silence as time 
stood still! Then the fireman inhaled. Exhaled. And gasped! Everyone was dead ----- 
except for him! And in the distance the Revolution against the Divine Slavery was 
erupting across London!  

“It has started! And I am still alive!” The fireman gasped. At the same moment the siren 
filled the air as the Hellwaine Hell Wagon Hearse roared up! The fireman ran over to the 
fire engine to turn off the oozing kerosene. “Saved! I saved Madame X!” the fireman 
cried as the Monuments Men jumped out of the back of the hearse. The spy master ran 
over toward his errant double agent. “Someone shot my reconnaissance scout! Where 
is the Hunter Davy?” At that moment the Hunter fired! One bullet at the oozing 
kerosene. One bullet toward the fireman! 

The fireman stumbled as the spy master professionally implanted five bullets in the 
Hunter’s chest. The last point blank in his skull. Then the spy master ran toward the 
fireman as the Hunter’s bullet ignited the oozing kerosene. The flame dancing along the 
oozing trail of kerosene leading into the smoldering treasure house! Frantically the 
Monuments Men struggled to stop the dancing flames with their boots and their jackets 
to smother it. The Revenants ran over with small extinguishers to fight it. “Water 
sputtering! Cistern probably empty! We have to stop this damn kerosene!” the leader of 
the Monuments Men shouted.  

“Madame X is inside!” the fireman shouted as he staggered. “The Madwoman is dead!”  



“Davy! Davy! Are you hit my boy?” the aged spy shouted as he ran toward the fireman. 
All the while the Monuments Men struggled to fight the flaming kerosene trail leading 
toward the treasure house.  

“Lledrith. Are you satisfied at last?” Then the fireman stumbled as he reached into his 
sinister black uniform to find the cheap paperback book which his Fikr mind covertly 
seized in order to discover what destiny placed into his black gloved hand. But the 
fireman fumbled oddly as he pulled it out! He looked at it oddly. For the cheap 
paperback was dripping blood! His blood! Then the fireman’s legs gave way! He fell to 
the ground by the corpse of the dead Fire Captain as the trail of flaming kerosene 
revealed the blood stained cover of the cheap paperback. ‘David Copperfield’. 
Desperately the fireman gasped for breath as he panted. Blood oozed out of his mouth, 
his breath becoming jagged as blood flooded one lung. Suddenly he struggled to inhale 
and exhale as he gagged on his own blood.  

“I am not letting this house burn if I have to throw my body between that fire trail and the 
house!” the leader of the Monuments Men shouted as he jumped on top of the kerosene 
fire to furiously stomp it to death.  

The spy ran up to the fallen fireman and knelt down. “Davy my dear boy...” 

“You never called me that before” the fireman whispered as blood oozed out of his 
mouth. “I was always your Petite Mole? Your Wyrd and Willy Mole!” the fireman fell to 
his knees as the aged spy reached over to grab him. 

“Davy!” 

Desperately the fireman panted as he struggled to reach into his tunic and ripped the 
basting threads. Then he pulled out the most precious of things: the small child’s book. 
Gasping for breath he fumbled with the relic as blood oozed out of his mouth. His breath 
becoming ever more jagged as if he was drowning in blood. His blood. Then he placed 
the cheap paperback on the ground. Carefully the fireman placed the pathetic child’s 
book of the A B Cs beside it. Then the dying fireman opened the sad little child’s book. 
Choking on his blood the fireman desperately turned the page to D. “D is for Dog! And 
there is a D here! On the front of the Boko Haram!” 



“It is D for David” the aged spy whispered. 

“It is just like Wofey’s old toy which he gave me so long ago! And there is a C! I saw 
such a C before! Monogrammed on a pillow! I could almost read it! I remember tracing 
it! A pretty thing on a pretty thing in a pretty place! One of my favorite places! My favorite 
place! On a pillow! I can ....... almost ......” Then the fireman vomited blood. Desperately 
he tried to inhale. Exhale. Breathe. Then he gagged. Choking on blood. His blood. And 
then the fireman fell across the book as one bloody hand fell across the childish drawing 
of a Victorian ‘D’ beside an ornate drawing of a dog.  

“‘I am dead to the world’” the aging spy whispered, quoting Mahler. “‘To the world’s 
tumult. And I rest at last in a quiet realm. I live alone in my own private heaven. In my 
love. In my song” The spy closed the dead man’s eyes. “‘.....Love and sorrow..... the 
world .....and dreams.....’” 

Meanwhile, across the horizon London exploded into fire as the Battle of London 
raged ..... as further across the horizon the NATO Commander slowly stood up and held 
his military issued gun in both hands resigned as the Fanatics prepared to break down 
the melting steel door...... as a shaking hand struggled to reach to the back up NATO 
power supply with his wire cutters .... as a mullah rushed with a top secret message into 
a hospital room where the Divine Leader laid dying. Slowly he read the message to the 
dying man who was dying because there is now no more modern medicine to prevent 
Smallpox. So the Divine Leader was dying horribly, his entire body livid with oozing pox 
sores, his insides as befouled as his outsides, in horrible pain despite the holy talisman 
clutched in his now hideously diseased hands. A copy of the Koran wrapped in a jihadi 
flag.  

The black garbed mullah again read the top secret message very slowly to the dying 
Divine Leader. The dying man gasped his last breath. Slowly he inhaled and exhaled. 
His breath jagged as he died slowly and horribly. Then his last breath came out in a long 
and slow gasp. So the mullah bent down for the dying man to whisper to him. The 
Divine Leader gasped as he tried to whisper something. Then the Divine Leader 
inhaled. Exhaled. And ..... expired. The antiquated hospital machines went into a flat line 
indicating termination. Then mullah stood up as other mullahs stood in a nervy cluster 
by the hospital doorway.  



“What did the Divine Leader say? Should we hurl our divine missiles toward our 
enemies! Allah willing! Or ......negotiate?” 

The mullah shrugged. “All the Divine Leader said was .....’Fahrenheit ..... 451'....” 

*** Epilog *** 

I heard something! I was so sure of it! I stood at the closed wooden sliding doors and 
listened. 

“Tis the last rose of summer  
left blooming alone 
all of her lovely companions  
all faded and gone 

No flowers of her kindred 
no rosebud is nigh 
to reflect back her blushes 
and give sigh for sigh....” 

I could not help it! My heart ached as if my chest was in pain! Despite the gaslight 
glowing with fatal allure so that I felt as if my lungs were breaking! As if I could not 
breathe! I crept up to the closed sliding doors and listened! And I could heard them! I 
could hear them! My .....make believe family! The piano playing so sweetly! The harp 
playing so sweetly. Each voice so tender! My ....make believe family! The family I 
always so desperately longed to claim as mine! To pretend to be mine! To be their lost 
son come home from the wars! 

“.....I’ll not leave thee lonely one 
to pine on the stem 
since the lovely are sleeping 
go sleep thou with them. 

Thus kindly I scatter  
thy leaves o’ver the bed 
where thy mates of the garden 



lie scentless and dead....” 

I could hear their voices! A man with a rich baritone! The father I always wanted! A 
woman’s voice soft and delicate! Loving! The mother I always longed to have! A young 
boy’s voice! So innocent! Not besmirched by the outside world! Not battered and 
scarred like me! The voices of two smaller girls! So soft! Soft sweet! Even the giggles of 
a small baby! It couldn’t be!  

“.....So soon may I follow  
when friendships decay 
and from love’s shining circle  
the gems drop away  

When true hearts lie withered  
oh who would inhabit 
this bleak world alone? 
This bleak world alone?” 

I should have fled! The gaslight was draining the oxygen and I already felt the first 
symptoms of death! A terrible headache! Clammy skin! Dizziness! Confusion! My lungs 
collapsing. My heart stopping. Choking as if on blood. And yet still I could not resist the 
fatal allure! I tugged at my black ‘frock’ tunic with its silky dangling black loops. My little 
metal of valor pinned to my chest. My blue military trousers hung from braces so loosely 
because of my painful thinness I feared I would look the scarecrow! One shaking hand 
brushed back my dark hair. My face wet as if with the sweat of death.  

Then I slowly pulled back one sliding door to see a warm golden glow of gaslight in the 
beautiful withdrawing room! The happy family around the shining piano! The devoted 
wife playing. Her exquisite full ruffled skirt bellowing out around the piano bench! Her 
beautiful auburn hair glowing in the gaslight! All tied up in ornate curls and lace! The 
devoted father holding the baby so tenderly! His dark hair and beard burnished under 
the glow of gaslight! The two girls in their pinafores laughing as they sang. One holding 
an ancient Irish harp! One girl holding the small pet dog! The proud son and heir 
standing by the side of the piano so he could open each page of the music for his 
mother! The ideal family such as Charles Dickens dreamed of in all of those TV movies! 
The ideal family such as I always dreamed of! Longed to be part of! And my legs started 



to buckle as I tried to enter the magical room. Woozy. My chest gasping for air! Choking 
as if on my life’s blood. As I tried to enter that charmed vision even as everything turned 
blurry .....  

“......David! Look everyone! It is David! Our lost David! Come home from the wars at 
last!...” 

“David” the survivalist said. He put down his fruity pipe. Then he stood up and came 
over to help me inside the charmed room. Everything glowing so softly. So softly. “Come 
in! Come in! Dear boy!” the survivalist said as he closed the wooden sliding doors. “To 
close out the world and what is happening outside. Look everyone! Its David! Home 
from the wars! Its David come home .....at last!” 

“I lost myself!” I cried. “I lost myself! In the wars! In the terrible wars! And now I am 
scarred! And I did things I am ashamed of! Things I can’t forgive myself for! Things you 
won’t be able to forgive me for! And I could not find my way home!” 

“But you have been found! And you are home! Home at last!” Then my loving family 
cried as they ran up to me! And my wonderful family rushed over and hugged me as I 
wept. My loving mother! My kind and protective father! My younger brother! My sweet 
sisters. Then Father placed the baby in my shaking arms. I kissed her very gently. Then 
everyone hugged me in a circle of love such as I have never known in my short and 
terrible life! And by the gently burning fireplace the survivalist picked up his pipe and 
smoked it as he smiled. Then he nodded at me. 

“A place for everything and everything in its place!” the survivalist said softly.  

“Orfeo promised us you would come home! Didn’t he!” 

“Davy! Davy!” 

“Dear Davy!” 

“My big brother! That is why I gave you my ABC book! So you would always remember 
your way home to us!” 



“Half brother.....” I whispered so dizzy with emotion I could barely stand. 

“Our big brother!’ everyone shouted. “The best big brother in the world!” 

“We have been waiting so long for you Davy!” my mother cried as she hugged me. “You 
know we Copperfields never misplace our dearest ones!” 

“The window shades pulled down and the sliding doors shut!” the survivalist whispered. 
“And no matter what is happening outside we will always be safe here..... eh David 
Copperfield?” 

The End 

*** *** 
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